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WHEN in 1946, after 41 years sen·icc, 1 retired from the Army 
and became Technical Editor of The American RifiNnan, I 

collected together :t number vf reference notes for my own use. 
These proved so useful to me that 1 thought it would be nice to have 
them penn:mently available in book form, so 1 <~rranged for their 
publication under the title of HATCHER's NoTEBOOK. 

As the supply on h;md sold out, the book ha~ been rcplimeJ from 
time. to time; now, nine years after the book's first appearance, the 
publisher's stock is again nearing exhaustion, and it again becomes 
necessary to print a fresh supply. For that re;1son this seems an ap
propriate time to add some cltapcers covering additional subjects 
which my experience as head of the National Rifleman's Teclmical 
Service has shown to he of interest to members of that association 
and to rcaJers of rhe Rifleman. 

Accordingly, all of the origin<ll material of H ArCHF.R's ~OTI!:BOOK 
has now been reprimed without change :rs Part One, and four ne·w 
chapters have been added as Part Two which will give much im
portant information not included in the original volume. The orig
inal index is retained at the end of P:lrt One and an index of the new 
material appears at the end of Part Two. 

First of the new chapters covers the development and adoption 
of a new non-corrosi\·e primer, a new rifle and machine gun cartridge, 
a new service rifle, and a new all-purpose machine gun by the Army, 
as \vel! as the development aod marketing of a number of new rifle 
cartridges by the commercial ammunition companies. 

The second new ch:1prer covers the subject of explosions and 
powder fires, as well as the behavior of ammunition when it is ex
ploded, accidentally or othenvise, while it is not in a. gun. The many 
inquiries on this subject that I received from Police mtd Fire Depart
ments, state and municipal authorities, and from readers of the 
mag;tzine caused me tO make a large number of interesting experi
ments to be able to answer their questions with certainty. The in
formation thus developed is of great valne, and is so important that 
it should he preserved permanently in convenient form for reference. 

The third new chapter covers the fascinating and little understood 
subject of what happens when a bullet is fired straight up. Many 
experimenters have fired bullets vertically upwards and tried to note 
their return to earth; but in most instances such bullets simply 
disappear into the wilci blue yonder and no sign of their return is 



ever detected. The reason is here explai.n~:d and well documented by 
the results of official tests taken from Ordnance files. 

The fourth chapter, on the subject of ell.'terior ballistics, is agajn the 
result of my urgent desire to have available a handy bound reference 
book for which I can reach when I want to make any of a number 
of simple but neces.sary ballistic calculations arising out of such ques
tions as-"What is the ballistic coefficient of a newly designed bullet 
of which T have just received a sample? Tf the chronograph shows 
a certain velocity at 2 5 feet in front of the gun, what is the real 
muzzle velocity? If it loses '2 5 feet of its original velocity in the first 
100 yards, how much \\"ill it lose in the next hundred and the next~ 
\Vhat will be its time of flight over :my given distance and how 
much wiU the bullet drop helow the line of departure at v:~rious 

ranges;: And other similar questions. 
As technical Editor. I ofren receive requests for the name of a 

hook on exterior ballistics that will give such information; and 1 am 
always distressed to have co reply that the books th:~t I use for thnt 
work are out of print and unobtainable. The ballistic tables and 
references that I use are contained in six different Looks, and in this 
new chapter I have endeavored to include material that will enablc 
me to throw those six hooks awav an<i never miss them. 

The best exterior ballistic tables for use in small arms work arc those 
of Ingalls, published years ago by the Ordnance Department in the 
now out-of-print Artillery Circular M. Ingalls' highly useful Table T 
has been included in full, together with an abridged form of his 

. - ~ 

Table II. In addition the history and principles of exterior ballistics 
have been stated in a simplified form, together with a comparative 
tabulation of the hard-to-find basic retardation functions as deter
mined by several different experimental firings in various ~.:ountries. 

Mr. \Valter .f. Howe, editor of The American Rifleman, on whose 
great knowledQ"e <lnd excellent judgement I rely greatly, has been 
most helpful. Col. E. H. Harrison, Ordnance Corps, U.S. Ann~-. re
tired, of The American Rifleman editori;ll staff, has made numerous 
'·aluable suggestions, and h<lS pointed out several errors in my work 
that ·without his help would have gone undetected. Mr. Homer S. -Powley, of Shaker Heights, Ohio, who is extremely accomplished 
in the field of exterior ballistics, has been of incalculable help to me 
in my efforts to obtain a better understanding of this subject, and 
h<lS furnished me valuable material which I have included. To these 
three men I offer nw sincere thanks for the assistance they have •. . 
so generously given. 

Falls Church, Virginia. 
July, r957· 

Jm.IA~ S. H ATCHER, 

Major Ge11eral, U.S.A., Retired 
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Brief History of the Springfield U. S. 
Rifle, Caliber .30, Model of 1903 

I :'\' the Spanish American War of 1898, our Army was armed 
partly with Krag Jorgensen .30 caliber repeaters and partly with 

the old ·45 caliber Springfield single shots, wbile the Navy used the 
Lee Straight Pull rifles in a caliber called 6 mm U.S.N., which in 
inches was equal to .2 36 caliber. 

The Mausc:r rifles used by the Spaniards proved to be iormidablc 
weapons, ami gained a reputation which caused our weapons to be 
regardc:d so critically that immediately after the war the Chief of 
Ordnance ordered the preparation of the pilot model of a new rifle. 
This gun had a 30 inch barrel and was fitted with a rod bayonet 
housed in the stock beneath the barrel. The mechanism was a niodi · 
fication of the Mauser action; it had two locking lugs at the front of 
the bolt instead of one at the rear as did the Krag. The rimmed 
cartridge was fed from 5 shot clips into a single row magazine extend
ing below the stock. 

The pilot model was forwarded to the War Depanmenr on Au gus! · 
2 ;, 19uu fo~ examination, after which it was tested at Springfield by 
a board wluch on October 2, 1900, recommended that the form of 
the magazine ~hould be changc:d "to allow the cartridges to lie in ~ 
zig-zag manner, thus avoiding the necessity of having the magazine 
project below the stock'' and that · the rifle should use cannelured 
cartridges. A new model was then made which was basically the 
same as the M 1903 Springfield except that the barrel was 30 inches 
long and the rod bayonet was used. After test, this rifle was ap
proved for experimental manufacture as the Model of 1901. · 

The construction of 5000 of these guns w:ts :tuthorized, but first 
the machinery had to he changed, and this took a long time, so it was 
not until April 7, 1902 that an approfriation of $ 1700 was made for 
the manufacture of 1 oo ex peri menta rilles. (Thirty years later an 
order was given for the production of So experimental Garands at 
$1000 apiece.) · 
· The 100 rifles were tested at Springfield Armory on Feb. 16, 1903• 
by a board which recommended that the barrel and bayonet each be 
shortened six inches to pennit the .gun to be used by the mounted 
serviCes as well as by the Infantry, and thus avoid the necessity for 
a carbine. 
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On the recommendation of Brigadier General \Villiam Crozier, 
Chief of Ordnance, this new model was on June '9• ' 903. approved 
as standard by the Secretary of War and designated as the V. S. 
Magazine Rifle, Model of '903. Caliber .3o. 

On June 20, r9o3, orders were given to begin immediately the 
manufacture of the fixtures, dies, cools gauges, etc., required for 
making 12 5 of these rifles per 8 hour day at Springfield Armory and 
125 per 8 hour day at Rock Island Arsenal. The following month 
these instructions were changed to direct the manufacture of sufficient 
fixtures, etc., for making 4oo rifles per tl hour day at Springfield 
Armory. 

These fixtures, etc., were made with such rapidity that <]uantity 
production of the rifles wa.~ begun in November, 1904, and conrinued 
without interruption tmr.il afrer the close of World \Var I. 

Various changes were made from time to time in the components 
of the rifle and the methods of manufacture, some of rhe more im
portant of whkh were as follows: 

During the fiscal year of 1904, the .first year of manufacture, 30,503 
rifles were made. These had the rod bayonet and claw-hammer rear 
sight. During this period the cocking piece and safety lock were 
redesigned so that the rifle might more satisfactorily meet the re
quirements imposed by the Infantry Drill Regulations of that tituc. 

During the fiscal year '905, (starting July 1, 1904) 43,905 rifles 
with rod bayonets were made. On Jan. 11, 1905, work on the rod 
bayonet was stopped, following a letter dated Jan. 4. 1905, from 
President T heodore Roosevelt to ~he Secretary of War, whi<.:h stated 
jn parr: "I must l><l)' 1 think the rod bayonet about as poor an in
vention as I ever saw. As you observed, it broke off as soon as hit 
with even moderate violence. It would have no moral effect and 
mighty little physical effect. . . . This ramrod bayonet business 
does not make me think we can afford to trust too much to 
h .. r eory . . • 

The Army was then experimenting with a trowel shaped com
bination bayonet and intrenching tool, but this idea was dropped, 
and a knife bayonet was approved on April 3, 1905 by Secretary of 
War Howard T aft as the l\-1odcl of 1905. All rilles were altered 
to take this new bayonet. 

In this period also, all work on the rear sight was suspended pend
ing the outcome of trials of an improved sight, which was finally 
adopted. All rifles equipped with ·tht: old sight were changed so as 
to have the improved model. 

The cartridge used with this gun was known as the Ball Cartridge, 
Caliber .30, Model of 1903. It had a rimless case and a 120 grain 
round nosed fu!J metal jacketed bullet, with a muzzle velocity of 
2 300 feet per second. In the meantime, experiments had heen qnder
way with a sharp pointed bullet of lighter weight and higher velocity. 
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On October 1 5, this improved cartridge was approved by the Secre
tary of War, Lmder the designation of Cartridge, Caliber .30, Model 
of 1906. It had the same case as the older one, except that the neck 
was shortened .07 inch; the bullet was of the sharp pointed or so
called spitzer type, weighing 150 grains, and having a munle velocity 
of 2700 feet per second. 

This sharp pointed bullet did not extend as far forward as did 
the older round no!;ed one, and it therefore became necessary to 
alter the design ·of the bullet seat in the barrel of the rifle to fit the 
changed bullet ·contour. During the months of November and 
December 1906 and January and February 1907, no rifles were as
sembled, owing to the necessity of rechambering the barrels to fit the 
changed ammunition. All rifles previously made were afterward 
brought back 1:0 the Armory and rechambcred. This was done by 
taking out the barrels, cutting them off at the rear end for a distance 
of two threads of the breech screw (two renths of <Ill inch), re
rhreading, putting back the barrels, and then reaming the chamber 
ro the new size. 

Up to the beginning of \Vorld \Var I, there had been manufactured 
at Springfield Armory a grand total of 6o6,924 rifles. In addition 
there had been manufactured nearly a third as many at Rock Island 
Arsenal, using tools, fixtures, gauges, etc., made at Springfield Armory 
and furnished to Rock Island. 

The production of the M 1903 Springfield Rifle frpm its adoption 
up until the beginning of \Vorld War I was as follows: 

Fiscal Year of 1904 (July 1, 1903 to July 1, 1904) 30,503 rifles 

" " " 1905 43·905 " 
" " 1900 97,603 " 
" " 1907 102,1 !6 " 
" " 19o8 62,565 " 
" " 1909 2 5,662 " 

,, 

" 
" " " 1910 46,797 " 
" " " 191 I 49,697 " 
" " " 1912 35·179 " 
" " " 1913 38,070 " 
" "" 6 " 1914 z ·545 '' ,, ,, 1915 Z5,977 

" " 19!6 13,631 " 
" 
" 
" " " 1917 to declaration of War, Apr. 6, 1917 8,674 " 

Production by months during the War of 1917-1918 is given on 
Page 6. 

On February zo, 1918, at rifle No. 8oo,ooo, a major change was 
made in the heat treatment of the receiver and bolt, which resulted 
in a rifle of far greater streng-th than before. 

On May 11, 1918, at receiver No. 285,507, Rock Island Arsenal 
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adopted an improved heat trcatmt:nt for carbon steel i\t( 1903 receivers 
and bolts. Around August 1 , 1918, at about .rc~.:eivcr No. 3•9,921, that 
arsenal began using nickel steel for part of the production of receivers 
and bolts, but at the same time continued to make these parts of carbon 
steel also. 

On April 1, 19i7, at ri fle No. 1,275•767, Springfield Armory 
changed the material in the bolt and receiver to nickel steel. The 
receivers in this series, whiJe nQt quite as strong as the double heat 
treated ones which preceded them, still had ample strength, and the 
manufacture w:~s simpler, as the complicated double heat treatment 
was avoided. In changing to the nickel steel, another advantage of the 
double heat treated receivers and bolts was lost, and this was the 
surface skin of very hard rnet;~l w hich g<lve a superb wearing surface, 
and made for a very smooth working action, without the "stickiness" 
of the relatively soft nickel steel. These nickel steel actions, are, how
ever, highly satisfactory, everything considered. In the rare event of 
a failure, it occurs by a gradual stretching r:nher than by a sudden 
rupture. 

Nickel steel receivers and bolts of rifles numbered in rht: J,ooo,ooo 
series made by the Remington Arms Co. during \V orld \Var II were 
surface l:arburized, making them CJUite hard on the outside and rh us 
avoiding the stickiness above mentioned. 

Ourin.,. the years after vVorld \Var I, it was the custom to 11mke 
0 • f up each year several thousand rifles which were especially selected or 

use at the National ,\'latches. In general these were the regular rities, 
with star-gauged barrels, which simply means that the barrels were 
measured with :~ device called a star-gauge, so that any not within 

MAKERS OF RIFLE HISTORY 

"Major H<Otcher, explaining to Expert Swck Maker Taylor, the details of 
th~ new .22 calibre Springfield. 

"About the time that Europe blazed into war, a ynung officer of the United 
States Army was bccomin~ known as an auJhority on rapid lirers. As the war 
progn:sstd, he turned his ancotion to military small arms, and having been 
interested in rille and pistol shooting all his life, soon henune even a more 
prominent human factor in the development of our army rilles than he had been 
in his work with machine guns. 

"For the three years past, which have seen the greatest strides made in per· 
feeling the most accurate of weapon~ for our riflemen, Major Julian S. Hatcher has 
been actively concerned with the production of super-accurate ritles at Springfield 
Armnry. He has served with the Ordnance branch of the National Match Staffs 
of 1918, 1919, l920 and 1921, has persnnally cumpetcd in the matches and 
applied his practical knowledge of the needs of the rifleman. thus gained, to the 
problem of producing for the National and Jmcrnational .Matches the best pos· 
sible weapons. In addition, Major Hau:her has been a member of three boards 
appointed to seleCt ammunition for the National ~latches, and has contrihut..U 
scientific anides to the 'Encyclopedia Britannica,' 'The Saturday Evening Post,' 
'The Sticmilic A merit-an• and "Arms and the Mao.' " 

From the February 1, 1!.122 issue of "Arms and the Man." 
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tolerances could he thrown out. In addition, the actions were care
fully firrcd for good trigger pull and the best possible functioning. 

At one rime the National .\•latch rifles were made with headless 
cocking pieces, the idea being to get a faster firing pin action. The 
regular firing pin required .0057 second to tl'llvel through its six-tenths 
inch fall, whiJe the headless pin required .0049 second; an advantage 
which was very likely more imaginary than reaL It was found that 
the lessened inertia of these headless firing pins encouraged ruptured 
primers or primer hlow-backs, and they were declared dangerous by 
the Ordnance l>epanment and discontinued. 

Several ditf erem kinds of pistol grip stock were tried on the National 
,\]arch Springfidds, and eventually one of these, which had undergone 
extensive tescs by the service boards was adopted as standard in place 
of the old straight grip srock. This new stock was the one submitted 
for test under the designation of "Type C." Besides having a pistol 
grip, it ·omitted the finger grooves on the sides of the stock. 

This was standardized on March 15, 1928, oy Ordnance Commirree 
Minute No. 61l6o, and the rifle so altered was known as the ~·1 19<>3 A 1. 

A 1, of course, stands in Army nomenclature for Alteration 1. 
Alteration 2 is one which is not seen by the ordinary user of the 

ivl 1903. It is a stripped barrel and action used inside a tank cannon 
for subcaliber practice; the only interest it has here is to let the reader 
know what the M 1903 Az is, and so fiiJ the gap in the record. 

Along about the •93o's, the Ordnance Department made up a few 
thousand Springfield rifles with sporting stocks and Lyman No. 48 
rear sights for sale to the members of the National Rifle Association. 
This was known as the Rifle, Caliber .JO, M 1903, Style N.R.A. 

Some heavy barrelled target rifles were also made up on sporting 
type stocks. These were known as the Rifle, Caliber .JO, ivl 1903, 
Style T. 

Occasionally a Springfield M 1903 will be seen that has an ejection 
port in rhe left side of the receiver, and the words Mark I on the 
re<.:eiver ring. This is one of the rifles that was made up for use wirh 
the Pedersen Device during the latter part of World War I. 

During the early 193o's, the rifle production at Springfield Armory 
was confined to replacement parts for use in overhaul, plus a few 
National Match Rifles assembled in those years when the matches 
were held. By 1936, the Armory was being tooled up for the pro
duction of the Garand, and no Springfields were made that year, 
though a few were 1m1de after ·the tooling was completed. 

Ordnance records show that in each of the calendar vears in which 
these rifles were made at Springfield, receivers pr~duced at the 
beginning of January had serial numbers according to the Jist which 
follows: 
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Scrinl number of receiver Serial number of receiver 
Year Produced at start of Year Year Produced at starr of Y C'dl' 

1907 z69,451 IQH I ,ZJQ,641 
I QO!J 337,862 11.)!3 1,2)2,387 
1909 35H,oH; '\)24 1,261,487 
191 0 JQ!l,276 I QZ .5 J,Z6],101 
IQI I 456,J76 11.)2 6 1,2]0,JOI 
IQ12 sm,o4<i 11.)27 1•274·765 
I 9 1 3 53 I ,pI H)z8 1,zf!5,z66 
11.)14 570,561 11)2<) I 1J05,QO I 
IQ15 595.601 I<)JO 1 d 38,406 
1916 620. I Z I IQJ I I ,J6Q,J6 I 
1917 6p ,8z6 IQJl I ,404,026 
IQII:! j61,i58 19' 3 ) , r,425,9H 
1919 I ,0) ),OQZ '93+ I ,44 I ,f! I Z 

IQZIJ 1,162,501 I QJ.) I ,491 ,5}2 
I <)Z I I,ZI1 1JOO 

In H)J6, during the tooling up for the Garand, production oi the 
Springfield was suspended, but it was resumed in a small way in 193 7. 
The fast receiver made was in October '939· and it had the number 
r,sp,8]8. . • 

On November 12, 1941, rhe production of Springlidds was again 
resumed at the plant of the Remington Arms Co., Ilion, N. Y., and 
rhe fu-st rifle produced by them under this contract was J,ooo,oo•. 
There are therefore no Springficlds with numbers between 1 ,5J4,878, 
the last one made at Springfield Armory, and J,ooo,oo •, the first one 
made on commercial contract during vVodd vVar H. 

Ar first, Remingwn made the ordinary \1 1903, with some options 
as to the form of stock and ocher details. They started making re
ceivers and bolts ·with the same 3 Yz% nickel steel used in the srring
fields, afterward changing to a chrorne-nickel-molybdenurn sree with 
only .zo% to .40% nickel, or on the average, about one tenth as much 
as had been used fom1erlv, but with the same amount of chromium, 

~ 

that is, .2o% to .40%, plus a small percentage of molybdenum. 
In the effort to gain increased production, this firm immediately 

began studies and experiments on design changes to make manufacture 
simpler and easier. One change was to omit two of the four grooves 
used in rifling the barrel. As it was found that there was little differ
ence in the performance of rhc two grooved barrel and the four 
gmoved one, this was approved. T here were a number of orher 
changes, and one which was a distinct improvement W<l~ the provision 
of a receiver peep sight. 
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On May 21, 194z, this simplified form of Springfield was approved 
for manufacture under the name of Rifle Caliber .JO, Model of 
1903 A 3· 

'Other changes on the A 3 model are: 
Stock. Similar ro that on the 'o3, except rhat the pistol grip is 

optional 
Bffrrel Guard. Replaces the handguard of rhe 'o3, also t.:overs the 

space formerly occupied hy the rear sight. 

I 
-J-- ~ --- I -· 

/ ' 
I / ' I 
!-' \1 
·' .. \ ,+· .!707-+. 
. ' . ' 
I ', / I 

' / - -- - .....:::.... - 1-

l'orms of rilling used in the M 1903 Springfield rilles. 
teh: standard four groove rifling used previous to J.943. The grooves are three 

limes as wide as the lands, and the rwist is one tu.rn in ten inches, right handed . 
Nominal dimensions an~: bore diameter, .300 inch, groove diameter .308 inch; 

width of grooves, .1767 inch. However, these exact dimensions are rarely en· 
muntered, as the manufacturing tolerances permit the bore to be anything from 
.2995 inch to .3015 incb, with grooves from .167 inch to .1 i7 indt, and a groove 
diameter from .3075 to .3095 inch. 

Right: two groove rifling approved in 1943 for use in the M1903 A3 rille 
and fnr replacement barrels for the .M:1917 Enfield. This is simply the fnur 
groove rifting with two of the grooves omiued. 

Upper Band Assembly. Is made of sheet _metal stampings. The 
bayonet stud band, which replaces the upper hand of the 'o3, is 
shorter, solid on top, and has two bayonet mounting stud hands on 
the bortom. The smcking swivel and its band arc stampings. 

· Lo~u:e1· Band tmd Lowe·r Band S-wi·vel. These are made from sheer 
steel starnpings. 

Trigger Gu.1rd Magazine Assembly. This is the new nomenclature 
for the stamped, staked, and welded magazine, trigger guard and floor 
plate. 

Front Sight Group. This is composed of a flat front sight pinned 
in a slot in a ring type sight base which is keyed and pinned to the 
barrel near the muzzle. The front sighr blades are furnished in five 
heiglns fro111 0.477 to 0.537 inches. In targeting the rifles the proper 
height of blade is used to make the gun shoot as ncarl y as possible 
in agreement with the rear sight graduations. 



U. S. Rille, Caliber .30, M 1903A4-Sniper's. 

Weigh t (without sight)-8 pounds, 10 ounces. Sight magnification-2!12 power. 
Weight (with Model 330 Weaver Sight)-9 pounds, 2 ounces. F.ye Relief-:; to 5 inches. 
\X'eigh t (wirh Lrman Alaskan Sight)-9 pounds, 6 ounces. 
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Butt Plate Group. This is made of stampings. 
Butt Swh'Cl Group. This i~ made of two plates welded together 

with the swivel between them. 
Bolt Group. \¥hile it is basically the same as that for the 1903, 

some parts differ in de:>i~n and will not interc:hange wi~h ~he 1903. · 
Folfower Group. Tlus JS made from a stampmg, but w11l Interchange 

with the same part from d1e 1903. 

Serial Numben· of the 1903 A 3· Before the approval of rhe~c 
dtangcs the Remingron Arms Co. had produced 348,o85 ~·{ 1903 
Springfields with serial numbers lying between the numbers 3,000,001 
and 3,HR,o85. They continued to produce rifles, but these were now 
of the .Vl 1903 A 3 type lying wirhin blocks of serial numbers as
signed to this firm. These blocks of numbers, nor all .of which were 
used, however, arc as follows: 

3.348 ,<>86 to 3,607,999 inclusive 
J,7o8,ooo to 4,707,999 
4,992,001 to 5,784,ooo 

.. 
Rifle Caliber .JO Model 1903 A 4· On June 14, 1943, ·the 1903 rifle 

similat· to the A J, but fitted with a telescopic sight was approved as 
the Rifle C1liber .JO, Model of 1903 A 4· The sight used was the 
Weaver 330 3-power telescopic sight, slightly modified, and called 
by the Army the M 7 3 B 1. Redfield Junior Mounts were used to 
attach these Weaver Telescope sights to these Sniper's Rifles. 

The rifle, caliber .30, ~1 1903 A 4, with We:~.ver telesl"npic sight 
and Redfield Junior Mounrs was made by the Remington Arms Co., 
with serial numbers in rhc blocks given below: 

3•407,o88 to 3,4Z7,o!:!7 inclusive 
4,ggz ,oo1 to 4.997,045 " 

Z4,ooo,ooo to Z4,ocn,gzo " 
Sprrngfield A-lade by L. C. Srnitb-Coroua Type~.,;.;ritt!'rs, Inc. This 

firm was rhe on ly other besides Remington which produced Spring· 
field Rifles durin~ World ·war II. This plant started -on the production 
of M 1903 A 3 nflcs on Oct. 24. 1942, and actually began to tum out 
rifles in volume early in 1943. Blocks of numbers were assigned to 
this firm as follows: 

3,6o8,ooo ro 3,707,999 inclusive 
- o " 4•7•X>,OOO to 4·992,ooo 

Production at rhis plant stopped Februat:y 19, 1944, with rifle No. 
4•845,831, after a rota! of 234,s8o rifles had been produced. Again it 
will be noted that not all the numbers were actually used, as the 
total produced does not agree with the difference bet~vecn the serial 
number of t:he first and the last rifle. This is because of the lnss of 
numbered receivers through rejections, experiment:~[ tests, etc. 



THE SPRtNGFtt;;LD, U. S. RwLE, MoDEL 1903 

Principal Dimensions and W eigbtr of U. S. Magazine Rifle, 
1Hodel of 1903 

I I 

Barrel: Dimensions 

Diameter of bore .................................................. . 
Exterior diameter at muzzle ....................................... . 
Exterior diameter at breech ................... . ................... . 
Length of chamber and hme . . ................. . ................... . 
Length of barrel, total ...................... . , . ................... . 
l.ength of crave! of bullet in bore ............ . ... . . . .............. . 
Diameter· of chamber, rear end .................. . . . ............... . 
Diameter of chamber, front end . . .. . .................... . ......... . 
Diameter of neck of chamber, rear end ............................ . 
Diameter of neck of chamber, front end ............... . .......... . 
Length of body of chamber .............. . ...................... . 
Length of shoulder of chamber ................................... . 
Length of neck of chamber ....................................... . 
Length of chamber, total ....................... . . .. ...... . ........ . 

Rifling: . 

Number of grooves, 4· 
Twist, uniform, one turn in • • • • 0 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • 

Widdt of grooves ..................... . .. . .. . ... . ................ . 
Widtlt of lands ......... . .......... . ............................. . 
Depth of grooves ............................................... . . . 
Height of front sight aho\'c axis of bore .......................... . 
Distance from top of front sight to rear side of leaf, leaf raised ... . 

Stock: 

Length, with butt plate .... ... ....... . ......... . ................. . 
Crook, i.e., db'tance from axis of bore to heel of blltt .............. . 
Distance from trigger to butt plate . ............................... . 

Length of gun complete ............................................ . 
Sight radius .......... : . ........... . . . .............. o ••••••••••••• 0 o o 

'Vidth of singlt: !livisinn· em windage scllle ......... . ................. . 
' 

Weights 
Barrel ............... 0 0 0 •••••••• 0 • 0 •••••• 0 •••••• , •••••••••••••• • •••• 

Barrel, with rear sight hllse and frunt sight stud ... .. · ................. . 
Butt plate ............. 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 • 0 ••••••••••••••••• o • 

Receiver .. . .................................... . ......... . . ........ . 
Bolt m~chanism .... 0 •• • •••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• • • o •••• • •••••••• o • 

Inches 

O.JO 

o.619 

'·'4 
ZJ•79 
%4.006 
2 1.6«)7 
04716 
0442 

0·3415 
0.340) 

"793 
0.16 
O.J¢ 
2.J716 

10.00 
0.1767 
o.o;89 
0.004 
1.05 

ZZ.!l)4 

40.166 
z.o89 

IZ.74 
43.ZIZ 
1.2.1%54 
0.0267 

Pounds 

2·79 
3 
o.z6 
0.98 
I 

Magazine and trigger guard . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 0.44 
Magazine mechanism, including floor plate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.17 
Bayonet ... . .. . .............. . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Stock · ................... . .... . ...... 0 • • 0. • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.58 
Hand guard ......... . ............... 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o.t J 
Front and rear bands, including swivels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o.z; 
Rear sight, not including base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o.zo 
Total weight of metal parts . . ................. .. . . .. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J.Jo 
Oiler and thong c"ase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .19 
Total weight of arm, including oiler ancl thong case, with bayonet . . . . 9·69 
Total weight of arm, including oiler and thoilg case, without bayonet . . 8.6<) 
\Veight to compress mainspring ....... .. ..................... . ...... • 16 to 18 
Trigger pull (measured at middle ~point of bow of trigger) .. .. . .. . .. 3 to4Yz 
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Brief History of the Enfield, U.S. Rifle 
Caliber .30, Model of 1917 

I N 1907 the British adopted the Lee-Enfield rifle that now is known 
as the Short Model Lee-Enfield, (S.M.L-E.), using a rimmed car

tridge of .303 caliber that somewhat r esembled our old Krag 
cartridge. 

Three years later, they began the devdopmenr of a new rifle to 
permit the usc of a higher powered rimless cartridge with improved 
ballistics. By 1914 the new rifle and cartridge had been perfected and 
had undergone the official trials and W:i.S aiJOut W be adopted under 
the name of Rifle, Enfield, Caliber .276, Pattt:rn of 1913. 

The name Enfield came from the fact th:lt the rifle was developed 
at the Royal Small Arms Factory at Enfield Lock, in Middlesex, r • 
miles north of London Bridge. 

At ·that period Britain became involved in W orld War I, and time 
limitations prevented the intended change to a new caliber of small 
arms cartr idge. As the need for rifles was urgent, existing plants in 
England which had previously made the .303 S.M.L-E. were put into 
high gear and production of the old model was stepped llP to the 
maximum possible. 

T his, however , did not seem to be enough, so Britain rurned w 
the U. S. for further supplies of small arms, and placed contr:tcts for 
the establishing of three huge rifle plants. 

These were the enormous plant built at Eddystone by a newly in
corporated fi rm, the Remington Arms Company of Delaware, to have 
a capacity of 6ooo rifles per day; the Winchester Repeating Arms 
Company, New H aven, Connecticut, zooo rifles a day; and the 
Remington Arms Company, Il ion, N. Y., capacity, 3000 rifle~ per clay. 

The r ifle to be made in these factories was the Enfield, Pattern 
of 1914, (the .276 Pattern 'r3 converted to t;~ke the .303 cartridge) 
which, while it did not ·work as well t hrough the magnine as the 
rimless cartridge, ·was and still is a good military slllall arms cartridge. 

These plants proved t·O be more or less of a disappointment to 
the British, for they were: slow getting tooled up and into full pro
duction, and by the rime a satisfactory \'olullle was achieved, the 
British had overcome their rifle shortage hy production in their home 
plants. By the early part of 1917, the British had started reducing 
these contracts, and before the U. S. entered the war on April 6 of 
that year, large lay-offs were taking place, and the remainder of the 

11 
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work on these contracts was to be terminated by about June 1, 

June 21, and July :u, for the three plants respectively. 
The ritle that was being produced for the British was of highly 

advanced design, making it the best military rifle used in World vVar I. 
Though it was basically a typical Mauser, it was improved in several 
respects, and had a bolt and receiver of high grade nickel steel that 
gave it a superbly strong action. The well protected peep sight, 
mounted on the receiver, close to the shooter's eye, with a from si~H 
likewise protected by strong steel -ears, gave a sighting combinauon 
that was far superior to that on the Springfield, and by a considerable 
margin the best and most practical of any seen in that war. 

The bolt mechanism, like that of the S.M. L.-E., wa.~ designed to 
cock on the closing motion. This was to make the extraction easier 
in rapid fire, when the heat always tightens things up. Wid1 the 
Springfield, the work of cocking the firing mechanism is added to 
that of extracting the cartridge, with the result ·that unless very hard 
brass .is used, the holt becomes very difficult to open after a few 
rounds of rapid fire. This feature, considered a great advantage by 
the British, was in general not liked 'by our people who were thor
oughly used to the Springfield, which cocks on the opening of the 
boft. . 

The . 303 Enfield had a set of auxiliary long range sights for musketry 
work at extreme ranges. These were attached to the left side of the 
rifle, but were omitted .in our M. I9'i· 

When we entered World \V ar I on April 6, 191 7, we had on hand 
about 6oo,oou M 1903 Springfields, and some 140,000 Krags. Spring
field Annory had a capacity of 1000 rifles per day, and Rock Island 
Armory could turn out 400 Springfield Ritles per day. 

\Vith the rapid mobilization of our forces, the need for rifles was 
urgent; our newly inducted soldiers were actually using broomsticks 
instead of rifles for their basic drill instruction. 

It was obvious therefore that these three great rifle plants should 
be gotten into production at the earliest possible moment, making 
rifles for our own usc. To convert them to maRe the Springfield ritle 
would take months; therefore it was decided that we would use the 
Enfield, but that first it would be converted to use our .3o-'o6 
cartridge. . 

The only really poorly designed feature on the rifle was the ejector, 
which had the eJector spring formed integral with it by milling a slot 
in one side and letting the thin part thus separated act as the spring. 
This often breaks in service, but fortunately the ejector with its 
spring is cheap and easy to replace. 

For this rifle the British used the Enfield type of rifling, with wide 
lands and deep grooves, which had been adopted as a result of years 
of research to obtain a form of rifling that would best resist the 
severe erosion and barrel wear of the hot nitro-glycerine powder used 
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in the British servi<:e. This had a left hand twist, with five lands and 
five grooves of equal width, the grooves being .<:><>5ll inch deep in a 
bore of , 303 inch diameter. 

\Ve retained the Enfield form of rifling, but changed the bore and 
groove dimensions to suit our own bullet diameter of .3o86 inch. To 
accomplish this we <:hanged the bore from .303 inch to .3oo, and 
made the grooves .oo; inch deep ins read of .oo;R as in the . 303. 

I 
' I , 

, , ~ .... r 
, . ... \I ...- -

, - -· (+.oS3(,'r. 
0

0 ";. } ~ -· 
'k-3 I"- ~· ~·1 
\ 

/ 
~ I I 

Left: Form of rifling used in the Ml917 Enfields. 'There are five lands and live 
grooves, and lands and ~rooves are of equal width. Nominal dimensions call for 
a bore of .300 inch, the same as for the Springfield. Grooves are .005 inch deep, 
and have a twist of one turn in ten inches, left handed. During World War II, 
many 1917 Enfields were rebarrelled with two grooved barrels, with ri~ht hand 
twist, the same as used in the M1903 A:l :ts to form and dimensions of rifting 
and diret:t.iun of twist. 

~ight: Rifling of the "Medo.rd" type, as used in the Model 99 ( 1939) 7. 7mm 
Japanese rifle. Grooves are .006 deep in the center, and have a twist of 1 tum 
in 9.5 inches, right handed. Orher Japanese rifles aod pistols use a similar form 
of rifling. This Metford rifling was developed in Ensland, and was used in the· 
Lee-Metford Rifle, but was superseded by the Enfield form of rifting to permit 
longer barrel life. · 

This gave a somewhat tighter barrel than was used on the Spring
field, as will be seen when it is remembered that in the M 1903 the 
~rooves are three times as wide as the lands, while in the •9• 7 the 
lands and grooves are etJuaL 

In the M 1903 Springfield rhe bore diameter is . 300 inch, but only 
one fourth of it is left this size. The other three fourths has the groO\'e 
diameter of . 308 inch, so that the average diameter is . 306 inch. 

In the 1917 the bore is. likewise .300 inch, but this comprises one 
half of the entire inside surface, instead of only one fourth as in 
the Springfield. The other half consists <Jf grooves, and as they are 
.005 deep, the equivalent groove diameter is ·3 ro inch though as 
each groove is opposite to a land there is no actual place where the 
groove diameter can be measured directly. \Vith half the bore having 
a diameter of . 300 inch and half having a diameter of . 3 1 o inch, the 
average would he .305 inch as against .Jo6 inch for the '03 Springfield. 
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W.hile this is, as shown above, somewhat tighter than the rifling 
we had been using on the M 1903, it was adopted because after c:~:rcfu l 
tests it seemed to giv·e the best results for that form of rifling with 
the diameter {)f bullet we were already using. 

This has been gone into at some length because we so often see in 
print the erroneous sta.tement that the '9'7 has a bore that is too 
loose for our bullet, because we "used the British dimensions" when 
we took over the manufacture of the Enfield. 

The statement that this is not so is from first hand knowledge, 
because during a large part of the First World War, I was Chief of the 
Machine Gun and Small Arms Section, Engineering Division, Ord
nance, or in other words, Chief pf Engineering and Design for ~mall 
Arms for the Army, and had personal contact wi:th this matter at the 
time these rifles were being made. 

It is interesting to note in this connection, that many tests made 
during the years since then have shown that the 1917 barrels will 
always outwear the 'o3 Springfield barrels. At this writing, March, 
1947, there is serious considerat ion being given to adopting some such 
form of rifling as that on the Enfield for all future small arms manu
facture. 

At the present time, not all 1917 Enfield Rifles have barrels of the 
type described above, for some were rebarrelcd with 4 groove barrels 
having a right hand twist, of which the H i-Standard Manufacturing 
C{)., of New Haven, Conn., made 61,250, and some were rebarreled 
with 2 groove barrels, of which Johnson Automatics, Inc., of Provi
dence, R. T., made R r ,57 ' . Recent Ordnance tt:sts show that the 
accuracy of all these barrels is comparable, but that the 2 groove 
barrels give slightly lower pressures with high powered hunting loads. 
The difference is not, however, great enougn to give these two-groove 
barrels much advantage over the four groove type. 

During the First W orld W ar the three plants mentioned above 
turned out a total of 2, 20 2,429 Model 1917 Enfields, at a cost of 
approximately 116 each. 
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Principal Dimemions a11d 'Weights vf Uuited States Rifle, 
Cnl .. 3o, Model 1917 

Barrel: Dimensions 
Diameter of bore a o o o o o o o o o o o o o o , , o o o o o o o • o o o o o o o o • • • • • • o o o o o o o o o • 

Exterior diameter at munle .. , . . .... . ... .. . ..... ...... .. ..... . ... . 
Exterior diameter at breech .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . ..... . ... ... . . ... . . . 
Length of chamber and bore (from face oi bolt to muzzle.) . . . ..... . 
Diameter of chamber, rear end ................ . .. ... ..... ... . .... . 
Diameter of chamber, front end .. ....... .. . .. .. . ................. . 
Diameter of neck of chamber, rear end ... . .. . .. ... . .......... • . ... 
Diameter of neck of chamber, front end ... . ...... ...... . .. . .. . ... . 
Length of body of chamber .. ... .. . . . ... .... ........... . . .. .. . .. . 
Length of shoulder of chamber . .. . ..... . ......... . .... . ... . ...... . . . 
Length of neck of chamber ... .... ................. . ... . . ... ..... . . 
Length of chamber, total . .. ... . .. . .... . . .. ...... .. .. . . . -- - .. .. - - . . 

Rifling: 
Number of grooves, 5· 
Twist, uniform, left han<l. one turn in .... . . .. ....... . . ..... . ..... . 
Width of grooves .. . . . .......... . ... ... ........ . ........ . . . .. .. .. . 
Width of lands ....... . .. .. ...... .. ..... .. ..... ..... .. . - .. . . ..•.... 
Depth of grooves ... .. .. ... .. . ... . . . .. .... ....... .. . .. .. . . . .. .... . 
Height of from sight ~luw<~ ~xis of bore (mean) .... . . .. . . . .... .. . . 
Distance from wp of fronc sight to rear side of lc~f. lc;~f raised 

Stock: 
Length, with butt plate ......... . . ........................... . . ... . 
Crook, i.e~ distance from axis of bore w heel of burr . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Dist:.ance from trigger to butt plate ... . . . . ... . .. ... ... . . .. . . . . . . . .. . 
Length of gnn complere .. . ... .. . .. . .. ... . .. . . . .. . . .... . .. ........ . 
Sight radius . . .. . .. : . . ..... ..... .. . .. . . . . . . ... ....... . ............ . 
Sight radius (battle sight) . ... . .. . .... . ............. . .... . ... . ..... . 

Weights 
Bayonet ........ . . ... .. .. ..... . . ......... . .. ... . .. .. .. ..... . . I lb. 
Oiler and thong case . ... . ....... . . . ................... . ... . 
Total weight of arm with uilcr ~nd thong case and bayonet .. I(J lbs. 
Total weight of arm with thong case without haynnet . ... .. . . 9 lbs. 
.. , . h . . 
n e1g t to· compress mamsprmg ............................ . . )/) to 
Trigger pull (measured at middle of bo"v of trigger) ........ . 4 ~~ tu 

lnchc~ 

U.JO 

o.6o 

I.J! 

:6. 
04 716 

0 44! 

0<1'P5 

0.3405 
I.j8) 

(). 1() 

O.J<,l('i 
"' ..,tt I -.. ), 

10. 

I>J)<)V'I 

n.09JII 
n.oo 5' 

I. Of> 

42 .fl! 

2.1 1: 

I ) ·5 
+6·3 
,1 1 ·7(> 
)1.6<) 

: ()~. 

• ·' oz . 

) oz. 
, 
·' 

07., 

18 lbs. 
(, ~ lbs. 



RIFLE PRODUCTIOI" TO NOV. 9, 1918 
-

Rock 
Springfield Island 

Edd\·sronc \ Vinchester Ilion Armory Arsenal Total 
' 

Months 

• • • • • • • • 0 • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . 14·986 r ,68o 16,666 
lj.p6o 102,363 26,364 89,479 22,330 414,6¢ 

Before August, 191 i . . . ........... . ... -.. . . ... - -- - - · - · · - · · - · 
Aug. 1, 1917 to Dec. 31, 1917 ....... ... .... .. -- ------- .. - .. · · 

19111 
!It ,846 39,200 31>453 : 3·1190 7,68o r8s,o69 
<)8.345 )1,66o 39,8;: 6 ,<)10 2o46o 18o,227 
68,404 42,200 49.538 IZO 420 16o,68: 

Jan uar)'· ... ..... .... ............. . .. . . ... . . .. . . . . . ... .... .. . 
Febn1a.ry ...... . .. . ........ . .. . .. ....... . .. . ... .. ... . .. .. . . . 
!\•larch .... . .... . . . . ...... .. ..... . . .. . . . -. - . .. -. · - - - -· · · - - -

8;,;o8 43·6oo 36·377 2,~JI • • 0 • • • • • • 0 170,116 
8'J,929 41,628 54>477 ~,-410 550 185,004 

April . . . . .. .. . .. ... . .... .. ... ....... ..... .. .... . .... . .... . 
Mav .. . .. .. .. .. ... . . ... . . .. . .. . ..... .. . . . .. . . . . . .... . . .. . . . . 

104.110 34·249 52·99; 6, 1.fO 6 19 1{)8,113 
135,080 35.700 00>413 14,841 2,038 148,071 

June 
Jul)' ..... . . .. . .. . . ...... ........ . . ... .. ... . ..... . . . 0 •• 0 . 0 •• 

0 • 0 • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 0 • • • • • • • • 

w6,51)5 ~0,030 6$,144 27,020 1·597 :10,386 
110,058 31 .sso sB.on 29,770 3,813 23J,2l8 
100,214 33·700 n,s63 35.920 3·256 116,653 

J0,6_59 9,100 16,338 IO,jOO 8'o8 6]>405 

August .. . .. o •••••••••••••• • o • o • • • • ••••• o • • o • • ••• o • • • ••• •• • 

Seprcmb~..r ... .. . .. . . .. . . . . . ....... . o • ••• •• o • • , ••• 0 • 0 • 0 ••••• 

()ct<)bcr .. o •• 0 •• •• • • •• •• •• • ••• •••• ••• • •• • • 0 0 ••• • ••• • •• • • • •• 

No,~. 1 ~9~ 1918 ... .. . . . . . ... . . o ••• • •••• o ••• 0 0 • • • •••• • • • 0 •• •• 

T oral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . 1 .1 tl r .908 465 ,98o 5 45,541 ~~s.~z7 47,25 1 z,so6.3o7 
-- . 

Note: Eddystone, Winchester, and Ition plantS turned out the Enfield, while the Springfield Armonr and the Rock Island Arsenal 
produced the Springfield. The months marked by a drop in the pro:luction at !:ipringficld and at Rock Island were months in which 
the components manufactured were not assemhled hm w~rc used for sp:1re p~rts. 



III 

A Brief History of the .30-'06, the .30 
Ml and the .30 M2 Cartridges 

W HE~ rh~ M I903 rifle wa<; first adopted, the cartridge designed 
to go with it had a rimless case, which, except for very minor 

changes, is the same as that we have now. The bullet was of round 
nosed shape, weighing no grains, with a muzzle velocity of z 30i) 
feet per se_cond. 

In 1<)06 we adopted a lighter bullet weighing I 50 grains, having 
a sharp or "spitzer" point, and with a muzzle velocity of 2700 feet 
per second. This bullet had a cupro-nidcel jacket; and a core com
'posed of 1 part tin to 39 parts of lead. The maximum range was 
given in the handbooks as 4700 yardo;. 

For use in long range matches, the commercial companies furnished 
a cartridge with a 180 grain bullet, having better wind bucking 
qualities, and longer range. 

In I9I I to I9IJ, when I was a lieutenant of Artillery stationed in 
Florida, I did a lot of shooting, and one of the things l tried was 
to see how .far I conld shoot a Springfield rifle along the beach. To 
my disappointment, l just never t:ould seem to get it to shoot as far 
as the book said it would. 

As Chief of the Ivlachine Gun and Small Arms Section, Engineering 
Division, Ordnance, during World \Var I, I dedded to solve this 
mystery, so I got one of my Mexican Border Machine Gun School 
assistants, with whom I had often collaborated in similar experiments, 
and set him to check the range tables. This was the late Lt. Col. Glenn 
P. \Vilhelm, and the work was started at Borden Brook Reservoir, 
near Springfield Armory, and later was continued at Miami, then at 
Daytona Beach. The late noted firearms writer, Capt. Edward C. 
Crossman was one of Col. Wilhelm's assistant~ in this work, as was 
my brother, Major James L. Hatcher, 65th Artillery, who was firing 
his 9.2 inch howitzers on the fortress of Mctz the day of the Am1isrice 

~ 

and returned to this country imlilediately afterward. The troops he 
was to take back to France were cancelled in view of the Armistice, 
and while waiting for another assignment he worked on this project 
with Col. \Vilhelm. This star-ted him on a long and hrilliant career in 
the Ordnance Department as a small arms expert. 

Col. Wilhelm and his crew soon found, as I had suspected from 
my Florida experience, that the . 3o-'o6 bullet would not go any
where nearly as far as the book .o;aid it would. The maximum range 

19 
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was found to be 3300 co 3400 yards at an angle of about zy degrees, 
and the same up to about 45 degrees, after which the range began 
to shorten. 

When the reason for this discrepancy was investigated, it was 
found that the original tables of fire had been made at Springfield 
Armory as a result of test firings at Longmeadow, along the Con
necticut River not far from the ;\nnory. Up to 1 wo yards, the 
results were quite accurate; beyond this range, the target became 
harder and harder to hit, and had to be made larger and larger. 
Then, even with rhe largest practicable targets, some bullets would 
be on anu son1e off, and the cemer of .impact had to be more or 
less esrimatt:u. \Vhen the range went beyond 18ou yards, it bee<Hile 
impossible to get results, and the figures on out to extreme range 
were then calculated according to the best .information available in 
those days, which, however, was not good enough. The figures for the 
extreme range were about 38% too big. 

leginnings of the investigation to check the small arms range tables, Borden 
•Ok Heservoir, Mass., 1918. Center. Lt. Col. Glenn P. Wilhelm. Right, nearest 
camera, Lt. Col. Wallace L. Clay. 

VVhen this long range firing program was initialed, I felt certain 
~ sooner or later our forces in France would demand greater range 
the Small Arms cartridges, as the Heavy Machine Gun was being 
.ch used at that· period and extreme range was an important 
tracteristic. I had been head of the tviachine Gun Schools, first 
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on the Mexican Border, chen at Sandy H ook and later at Spring
field, and had just written a book, with \Nilhelm and !Vhlony on 
Machine Guns, their tactics, tire control, etc., and felt that when the 
users of these guns in France found thnt their bullets were inferior 
in srriking power at long ranges to some others, trouble would start. 
So ro be ready wid1 some kind of solution, l ordered 1 oo,ooo rounds 
of 1Ro g rain nmrch ammunition, <llld m~de r;lnge fi rings with that also. 

. ~--

. ' 
.. ' 

..._r; 

. .. (':. 
• 'f· 

, __ .. 
• : > 

' ' 

' 

' . 

'. . ·• . 
' 

Co l. Wilhelm's Ballistic Station at Miami in 19 18. Officer in center of top 
platform unde1· range clock i~ Major (now Colonc·l ) James L. Hat<her, hrorher 
of the author. 

Our .'\ rmy had pn1ctically no machine g uns when the W <lr started, 
so we armed our first troops in F rance \vith British Vickers guns 
.md with the French Hotchkiss. The Vickers used the . 303 i\llark VII 



Cui. \'Vilhelm's Ba lijsti c: Station, Daytona, fla .• 19 19. Firing the .30 Caliber rifle with Swiss boat tailed bullets fur maximum range. 
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cartridge, having a 174 grain flat based bullet, and the French Hotch
kiss used the "Balle 0," a solid bronze boat cailed bullet weighing 
about 198 grains. 

Very soon the users of these guns found that these bullets had 
an extreme ranO"e nearly so'lc; greater than did our .3o-'o6. When the 
Vickers and I fotchl<iss guns gave way to the new Brownings, and 
the troops found that tl1ey could no longer lay down barrages at 
the same long ranges as before, ctblegrams came b;tck hot and heavy 
demanding that something be done about it. Fortunately we were 
already well along toward finding out what our ammunition would 
really do and what it wouldn't, and the reasons for the condition. 
An officer from my office who was in France on tempor~ry duty 
told them about the 180 grain ,\'latch bullets we were trying, and 
immediately a demand was cabled back for some of this to try, and 
it was sent. \Ve were then told that a longer range for our small 
arms cartridges was necessary and work wa!; started on developing 
such a cartridge. Not long afterward the Armistice of November 11, 
1918 put and end to the work for the time. 

In France, the Fiske Bo:ud, with Col. Earl McFarland, .'Vlaj. Lee 
0. \Vright, and Lt. Col. J. S. Hatcher as Ordnance Members, visited 
each Division, Corps, and Army headyuarters ;~nd imerviewed the 
Commanding General as to tht; acrnal characrercistics that should be 
embodied in the new cartridge. It was determined rhat the samt: 
ammunition should be provided for both rifle and machine gun, and 
that it should have the longest possible range and rhe ihtrest possible 
trajectory that would still permit it to be used in the rifle. 

After the end of the \Var, the development of this new ammunition 
proceeded, with much advice from the Infantry Board and the 
Cavalry .Board, and with some of the experimental types being tried 
out at the National Matches at Camp Perry each year. 

In connection with these tests we had our attention directed by 
Col. Lucian B. Moody to the Swiss Service Ammunition, which had 
a 174 grain boat tailed bullet of the same diameter, as our own service 
bullet, that is, .308 inch. Very early in the game Col. W. L. Clay, 
Commanding Officer of FranHord Arsenal conducted a series of 
firings with this ammunition that showed it to be immensely superior 
to ours at long range~. Conveniently enough, these Swiss bullets could 
be loaded into our own cases and fired in our guns. 

Col. Townsend \Nhelcn succeeded Col. Clay in command of Frank
ford Arsenal, and made up a series of hullers with hoat tails from 2 

degrees on up to 12 degrees taper. These were fired at Aberdeen 
Proving G,round, and it turned out that the 9 degree bullet gave the 
hest performance. 

Meantime, in 1923, I succeeded Col. \:Vhelen in charge of the 
Frankford Small Arms Ammunition Plant, and in 1925 the type E 
9 degree boat tailed bullet was adopted as standard for both rifles 
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and machine guns, and the ammunition was called the . 30 caliber 
M 1. The bullet had a gilding metal jacket, and a new and improved 
ogive, of 7 calibers radius, giving it a slightly better form factor 
rhan the very similar looking ogive on the 1906 bullet. The muzzle 
velocity was 2700 feet per second, and the extreme range was 5900 
yards, as against 34oo for the 1906. 

To get 2700 feet per second muzzle velocity with this heavy bullet 
and still keep within a desirable pres~ure ran~e was found to be so 
difficult that many lots of powder were elimmated; as a result, Col. 
Clay, Chief of the Small Arms Division, pushed through a reduction 
of the velocity to 2640 f. s. at the muzzle or 2595 at 78 feet. This 
reduced the extreme range to about 5500 yards. 

The old .3o-'o6 bullet had been made with a core of 29 parts lead 
to 1 part tin; this was found to be too soft for the boat tailed bullet, 
which, in the early samples at least, seemed to require a very hard 
core, so the metal used was 1 part antimony to 7 parts lead. The 
. 3o-'o6 bullet had a cupro-nickcl . jacket; the M 1 had one of gilding 
metal, hence there was no difficulty in distinguishing between them 
by appearance. The bullet on the 'o6 looked silvery, the .M1 looked 
like gold. 

At this time we had .on hand about two billion of the war-time 
.Jo-'o6 cartridges, and as ammunition is perishable, rhe policy was to 
use up the oldest ammunition first, keeping the newer for war reserve. 
Thus the shooters on Army, National Guard and Civilian rille ranges 
had to use the old war time stuff, while wishing for the happy day to 
come when they could get some of the good new ammunition to use. 

Finally about 1936 char wished-for day arrived, and with .it 
trouble of an unexpected sort. The new ammunition had so much 
longer range and carrying power that it began to shoot beyond the 
previouo; danger zones of the . existing ranges. The National Guard 
Bureau then requested the War Department to make up some ammu
nition like the old 1906, to use on the restricted ranges, and the order 
was given to make up 1 o,ooo,ooo rounds of it. 

This short range ammunitjon was made as much like the 1906 as 
possible. It had a 150 grain flat base huller, but the jacket was of 
course made of gilding metal instead of the old cupro-nickel. It was, 
however, colored to look like the 1906 by the use of a stannic stain, 
so it could be de distinguished from the M 1. The ogive was of the 
same shape as the M 1, and differed a bit from the shape of the 19o6, 
but the difference was so slight as to be imperceptible. 

Some of this ammunition reached rhe Service Boards, which by now 
had lost all of the old \V'orld War I machine gunners who so keenly 
felt the inadequacy of our ammunition in 1918. Our soldiers liked the 
lessened recoil of the new ammunition. More rounds could be carried 
for the same weight, etc., so the suggestion was made and carried 
through that it should be substituted for the M 1. In 1940 this ammu-
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nition with some slight funher changes, was standardized as Cartridge, 
Ball, Caliber .JO M z. 

By the time this ammunition was standardized, tin and antimony 
were getting scat:ce, and it was found that it was satisfactory to 
make the buJlet core of lead without the addition of any alloying 
material. As the lead used is secondary lead, that is, reclaimed from 
batteries, etc., it will have some hardening material in it, but not 
much. This results in a slightly increased bullet weight of 152 grains 
instead of 150. The muzzle velocity was also boosted from 1.700 f. s. 
ro z8o5 f. s. · 

\-Vhile we were going badward, the Germans were going to the 
opposite extreme. During the first \Vorld \Var, their standard infantry 
bullet weighed 1 54 grains, and was a fla.t b:1sed type, with a cone 
shaped depression in the bast'. 

For machine gun use during that war, they developed a boat tailed 
bullet weighing 196 grains. This was adopted by them as standard 
and was the one used in the recent war. 

In our own Army, the tendency is definitely to use armor piercing 
ammunition for everything, and to do away with plain ball. The 
Armor Piercing Ammunition that we use now is nearly identical with 
that developed immediately after ·world \Var I by Col. Clay, known 
as the M HJ22. Our present type is kno,vn as Cartridge, Armor 
Piercing, Caliber .30, M 2. A black tip on the bullet indicates that it 
is armor piercing. T he bullet weight is 168.5 grains. 

Characteristics of tbe Jl' arious Types - - . --- -
Muzzle lnstru- Jnstru-

Bullet Velocirv ' mental Muzzle meot~l -wei.ght foot velocity velocirv Energy .. 
Type grams. seconds. ®53 Ft. @ 7R Ft. Ft. lbs. 

Cal .. Jo-'o6 • • 0 0 • • • • • • 150 2700 265) 1640 2429 Ft. lb. 
c~l. ·.lO ,'\1 I . . . . . . . . '74·5· 2647 2620 z6oo z675 Ft. lb. 
Cal. .Jo Mz . . . . . . . . 152° z8o5 2?;5 li40 2656 Ft. lb. 
Cal. .30 A.P. M z . . . . •68.5• 1775 1730 2715 z78o Ft. lb. 

• :\hximum weight minimum 3 grains less. 
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'" Tables of Fire 

Cal .. 3o-'o6 
Angle of 

Departure, 
Minutes. 

• • • o o o • • o! • o • o o o o • o • • • o o o • o o o o • • o o • o o o o • • • o o o 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • 0 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • ' 0 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

C11rtridge, Ball, Caliber .;o, M 1 

Maximum 
Angle of elev. Time of flight ordinate 

mmutes seconds feet 

1.7 0 .11 ... 
5·4 0.2) O.J 
8.4 0 ·39 0.6 

II.B 0.54 1.17 

I 5·9 o.jo 2.01 

20.25 o.B8 3·09 
15·31 1.07 4·56 
30·7 1.17 6.45 
36.8 1.50 9.00 

43-5 "75 f !, 3 

Cartridge, Ball, Cal .. 30, M.z · 

.Maximum 
Angle of elcv. Time of flight ordinate 

minutes seconds feet 

24 0.11 ... 
5 .• 0.15 O.J 
l!.J 0.3!! o.6 

"·5 0.5J 1.2 

I\' •' 0.70 r.R 
10.3 o.R9 3·0 
16.o l.Jl ; .I 

3Z·4 1.3) 7.1 
40.2 1.62 10.8 

49·3 1.91 15·3 

1.6 

5·1 
B.3 

I 1.7 
15 .B 
20.7 

26.33 

32·4 
39·8 
4B·3 

. ·- ·-

Angle of fall 
minutes 

2.7 
6.1 

10.1 
14·9 
10.15 
17·3 
35.8 
f6.l 
95-9 
74-3 

Angle of fall 
• mmutes 

34 
6.8 

10.1 

IH 
20.3 

304 
40·5 
57-4 
74·3 
94-5 
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Cartridge, Ball Caliber .JO Armor Piercing M.z 

Maximum 
Range Angl~ of elev. Time of flight ordinate Ang~e of fall 
Yards mmures seconds feet rnmutes 

200 5·' 0.24 O.J s-7 
400 11.5 o.p 1.2 14·5 
6oo 19.6 o.87 3·0 29·7 
Boo 3°·7 1.30 6.4) 54·0 

1000 46.1 1.82 13-5 90·• 

Table of Fire for the • .z.z Caliber Long Rifle Cartridge 

Drop at ,\!lid range Angle of 
Range, Velocity, Energy, Time of target, ordinate departure, 
yards f. s. ft. lbs. flight sec. inches inches minutes 

0 1,100 102 
15 1,070 95 o.o68 0.89 0.14 H 
50 I ,020 89 O.I<JO 3-17 0.98 7·6 
7" 98o 84 0.114 8.o6 1,18 11.7 . ) 

100 950 79 0.292 14.82 4.08 15.8 
1!5 920 75 0·372. 2.4·73 6.78 10.5 
•so 890 71 0.455 J6.64 10.02 24·9 
175 ll6o 6j 0.)41 so.So 1f.20 29.6 
200 840 64 o.63o 72·93 19.10 34·3 
225 810 6• 0,720 93·04 28.30 39·7 
:50 790 ss 0.812 118.21 JI.87 44·7 
275 7j0 55 0.911 147·20 39·87 so.S 
300 750 p 1.005 '77·• 2 48·69 55-7 

Table of Fire for tbe Cartridge, Ball, Cal. ·45 M 1911 

Deflection due 
Time of Flight to drift, inches 

Range, Yards Seconds Drop, Inches (To the Left) 
·-··-- . 

10 0.037 0.3 0,1 
20 0.]5 I , I 0.1 
30 0.113 24 0.3 
40 0.15 I H 04 
6o 0.129 9·9 o.B 
So 0.308 18.o 1.3 

roo . 0.388 zS.o 1.0 

i 



IV 

Automatic Gun Mechanisms 

A N automatic firearm is one which fires, throws our the empty 
cartridge, and reloads itself when the trigger is pulled. Stricti y 

•lzttontatic firearms will also keep on tiring as long as the trigger is 
held down; but the i:erm automatic pistol, or automatic shotgun, etc., 
is often used co designate what is more properly called a semiautomatic 
or itd{-loadi11g gun, which is one that unloads and reloads itself but 
which fires only one shot for each pull of rhe trigger. Thus on the 
Government automatic pistols the trigger must be released and pulled 
again for each shot fired. 

The first autOmatic firearm was the Maxim machine gun. Machine 
guns were known for many years before the advent of the \'laxim 
gun in 1884 but these older machine guns were hand-operated. In 
other words, they were worked with a crank like a sausage grinder, 
the cartridges being fed into a hopper, or feed-way, by one hand 
while the other one turned the crank. In 188o Sir Hiram \hxim 
constructed a mechanism in which the harrel nf the gun was allowed 
to kick back for about three-'}narters of an inch when the ~hot wa<o 
tired, and this h<Kkward motion was utili:t.ed to unlock the breech, 
eject the cmp<y cartridge and feed a new one in. ,\hxim's gun was, 
therefore, what is known as a recoil-operated gun. 

It was not very long after this that John M. Rrowning, a gunsmith 
of Ogden, Ctah, conceived the idea of making an automatic gun that 
would operate like a. litrle gas engine. He bon~d a hole in the barrel of 
the gun about a foot from the muzzle and fitted this hole with a -piston on the end of a swinging lever. \Vhcn the gun was fired, the 
bullet first passed this little hole in the barrel, then the gas under verv 
high pressure struck on the piston resting in this hole and drove it 
downward with great force. This piston was on the end of a lever 
which was swung downward and ro the rear by the force of the gas, 
operating a connecting rod which worked the breech mechanism. 
This gun was said to be gas-operated. The invention of the Colt gun 
by Browning in d~!l9, w::~s ::~lmost immedi<ltely followed by the in
vention by Baron Von Odkolek, in Austria, of a gun in which the 
gas acted on a piston moving straight to the rear in a tube under the 
barrel. This gun, also gas-operated, was subsequently developed into 
the Hotchkiss. J\'Iore about these inventions will be found in a later 
chapter. 

As soon as the first successful machine gun was produced, this very 
fact turned the attention of inventors to the subject of automatic 
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Browning designed Coh Machine Gun. 
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firearms · and almost immediately there wen: a large number of in
ventions produced along this line. Many of ·the early efforts turned to 
pistols and some successful ones such as the Mauser, Luger, and Colt, 
were soon produced. All these guns worked on the recoil-operated 
principle. 

During the half century that has elapsed since the automatic 
machine guns first demonstrated their ~uccess, there have been hun
dreds of attempts to make machine guns, semi-automatic rifles and 
automatic pistols, and the patenr offices and war departments of the 
world have been inundated hy a constant flood of inventions of this 
general ~:ategory. It is really amazing to see the different ingenious 
devices that were thought of in an effort to produce a successful 
semiautomatic shoulder rifle. ?vlost models of such guns were either 
recoil-operated or gas-Qperated, but there have been dozens of models 
based on novel principles, such as operation by the movement of the 
primer in the cartridge case; inertia-operated shoulder guns in which 
a sliding weight remains relatively stationary while the gun recoils; 
guns with movable butt plate resting on the shoulder of the firer and 
operating through a sysrem of rods to unlot:k t he gun when the kick 
pushed the butt plate against the firer's shoulder; guns in which the 
breech was hehl stationary and the barrel allowed to move forward; 
ami many others, the prmcipal ones of which will be described in 
detail later. 

Much of the mechanism of the machine gun is involved in the 
locking and unlocking of the breech block. A high-powered rifle 
cartridge generates a pressur.e of 50 ,000 pounds tO the square inch 
when the gun is fired, and this pressure, acting on the head of the 
cartridge case, tends to force the breech block to the rear. Accord
ingly, when high pressure cartridges are used, the breet:h blodc must 
he securely locked to the rear end of the barrel in order to hold the 
earu·idge in the chamher of the gun during the explosion. H owever, 
the force of the explosion of a cartridge is gone in a very small 
fraction of a second. T he high' pressure of so,ooo pounds to the square 
inch lasts less than one-thousandth of a second and then drops rapidly 
off to zero. 

lf we had a fairly heavy breech block, it would not move enough 
to do any harm during the very shon time the pressure lasts. If the 
weight of the breech block could he chosen correctly, it would be 
possible to make a breech mechanism in which no locking device 
would be necessary. T he pressure on the carrridge case would be 
just sufficient to give the heavy breech block enough movement so 
that the breech would open after the cartridge is fired, and if the 
proper spring were put behind the breech block it would close again, 
pushing a new cartridge in at the same time. 
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BJo.-w-back M11chrmisms 

Actual ly this type of breech mechanism, called the straight blow
back system, is perfectly practical for low-powered cartridg e.-;, and 
such mechanisms are used on almost all pocket autOmatic pistols and 
on caliber .2 2 pistols and rifles. The breech block is simply held 
;~gainst the head of the cartridge by a spring, and when the gun is 
fired, the powder pressure blows the bullet out through the muzzle 
with very great rapidity, and at the same time pushes t he breech 
block back with just the right speed to extract the fired case after 
the powder pressure has fallen to zero. If the breech block is made 
too light, it will open too quickly, and if it opens while pressure 
is still in the cartridge case, the cartridge case will be ruptur·ed and 
gas will escape to the rear. 

Calculacions and experiments have shown that for the caliber .JO 
cartridge, such as is used in the Springfield rifle, the hreech block 
would have .to weigh in the neighbor hood of twenty-seven pounds to 
operate s.1tisfactorily on the blow-back principle. As the Springfield 
rifle itself weighs only nine pounds, the use of this kind of breech 
mechanism is obviously impracticable for a semiautomatic shoulder 
rifle using the ~pringfield cartridge, where the weight must be kept 
down to rhe lowest possible figrue. Moreover, such a breech block is 
entirely too heavy for even a machine gun using the full powered 
Army rifle cartridge. 

H owever, straight blow-back guns powerful enough for hunting 
have been produced but these guns are considerably less powerful 
than the Army rifle. The most powerful hunting rifle built on the 
blow-back principle is the Winchester self-loading rifle which was 
made in .p, .35 , ·3)1 and .401 calibers, with a straight cartridge 
shaped somewhat like a large pis~ol cartridge. 

Even though the mechanisms of the blow-back type do not seem 
ro be suited for military machine guns or semiautomatic rifles, the 
straight blow-back principle was applied to the Springfield rifle in 
the production of tl1e Pedersen device, described elsewhere in this 
volume. This remarkable weapon w~s <Ill automatic bolt for the 
Springfield rifle, enabling the rifle to be converted in a few seconds 
into a seh1iautomatic gun capable of firing forty shots with one re
loading and having detachable magazines so that after the forty shuts 
were fired new magazines containing forty more cartridges could be 
attached almost instantly. 

The application of the blow-back principle ro the military rifle in 
this case was made possible by the fact that instead of using the full 
powered military cartridge, the device used a caliber . 30 pistol car
tridge of very much the same size and dimensions as the cartridge for 
the caliber . 32 automatic pocket pistol but considerably more power
ful. The device W <\S in reality nothing more or less than an automatic 
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AFTER FIRING 

Fig. I. Diagram of straight blow-back breech closure principle as used in the Winchester self-loading rille. 
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pistol specially shaped so that it could be attached in the breech of 
rhc rifle in place of rhc regular bolt. The additional power of the 
cartridge was taken care of by a weight attached to the breech block 
of the device. 

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing the. principle of the Winchester self
loading rifle, the most powerful blow-back gun. In order to handle 
the powerful cartridge used in this rifle, the breech block must have a 
considerable amount of weight, ·which is provided by attaching to it a 
large bar of iron which lies inside the hollow wooden forearm under 
the barrel. The weight of this large piece of metal lying · inside the 
forearm of the gun, gives a rather curious balance to these self-loading 
rifles, but aside from this they arc very satisfactory guns. 

Referring to Fig. r, B is the breech block proper, but B, C, and D 
are all one piece of metal, as the sliding wetght, D, lying inside the 
hollow wooden forearm of the gun is connected to the breech block, 
B, 'by the slotted section, C, which straddles the magazine well and 
the hammer. '¥hen the gun is fired the breech block slides ro the rear, 
ejecting the empty cartr·idge case and at the same time compressing 
the return spring E. Thi~ return spring then forces the breech block 
forward again, feeding in a new cartridge from the magazine. The 
rearward motion of the breech block abo serves to force the hammer 
down into the cocked position. The straight blow-back guns are the 
simplest of all automatic firearms as regards mechanism. 

Sub11t.1chine Guns 

Suhmachine guns are called machine pistols hy the Germans. They 
are weapons larger than a pistol and smaller than a rifle, intended to 
be fired from the shoulder or with two hands from the hip. They 
use high powered pistol cartridges, and can usually be fired either 
full or semi-automatically. 

These weapons were much used during 'Vorld \Var II, and there 
are numerous types in existence. They have one thing in common, 
and that is the fact they ue built on the straight blow-back principle, 
with no locking mechanism for the breech, an exception being the 
early model Thompson which had a retarding wedge. This however 
was removed in later models. 

It requires little or no ingenuity or engineering ability to build a 
submachine gun, and the existing models exhibit so few design fea
tures of interest that not much space will be given to them in this 
work. 

There is just one outlet for really fine engineering in the field of 
submachine guns, and that is in simplifying the manufacturing proc
esses as was done by Col. Studler in the U. S. M3 type. 
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"Blow-Forward" 1H ec banismr 

\Ne have seen above that some method must be provided to hold 
the breech block against the barrel when the gun is fired, because 
otherwise the pressure of the powder gas pushing ba.ck on the cart
ridge case would drive the breech block back away from the barrel 
and let the cartridge out while the explosion was going on. \Vith the 
blow-back gun the breech block is allowed to move in rhis manner, 
but is made heavy enough so th<tt the movement dots not occur too 
quickly. · 

Instead of allowing the breech block to move back, it would be 
quite possible to attach the stock and all the frame-work of the gun 
firmly to the breech block and then allow the barrel to move forward 
when the gun is fired. 

Jn •9•7 an inventor appeared at Springfield Armory with a machine 
gun made to fire the Krag army cartr·idge, having the framework 
of the gun solidly fixed and the barrel loosely mounted so that it 
could move;: forward against the ac.:tion of a spring when the gun 
was fired. This gun operated, but it was necessary to grease the car
tridge case to prevent the front part of the case, expanded by the 
pressure, from sticking to the barrel as it moved forward. 

\tVhile nothing came of this dfor.r, it should be noted that seve::ral 
~ 

automatic pistols, notably the S~:hwarzlose and a model by Von 
Mannlichcer have been constructed on this principle. 

Retarded Blcru;-b,1ck MeciJanism 

We have mentioned above that with light cartridges giving low 
pressure it is quite possible to use what is known as the straight blow
back breech mechanism. which depends entirely on the weight of 
the breech block .to keep it from opening too quickly. 'Ve also stated 
that with the full power ·army cartridge the breech bloc.:k would have 
to weigh about twenty-st:ven pounds to prevem it from opening too 
soon if we depended on weight alone. 

There are other things rhat we can depend on besides weight to 
retard a blow-back action. In a straight blow-bad{ the:: cartridge 
merely pushes the breech block directly to the rear so that rhe full 
thrust is exerted in the direction of the motion. Instead of using 
extra weight to slow up the action, we can slow it up by arranging 
so that the thn1st is working at a mechanical disadvantage; in other 
words, so that k takes more push to produce the same amount of 
motion or the same push to produce less motion. 

If we arrange the breech block like the piston of a ~as. engi~e 
so that it is attached to a crank and connecting rod, It JS qmte 
obvious that if the crank and connecting rod are exactly on dead 
center the breech block will be prevented from moving, and all 
the force will be transmitted to the crank shaft. If the gun were 
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made like this it would nev.er operate at all. However, jf it is made 
,so that the crank, instead of being on dead center, is just slightly to 
one side or the other of it, then most of the thrust of the breech block 
will be transmitted to the crank shaft, or in this case, the pin support
ing the connecting rod; but there will be a certain component of it 
that will tend to drive the crank pin around in a circle just as the 
explosion does in the cylinder of an automobile. If the crank is al
IIIO.St exactly on dead center when the explosion starts, so little of 
the force in the breech blo<.:k is directly applicable at once to moving 
the crank away from dead center that the motion is retarded suffi
ciently to enable the explosion to be largely completed before the 
breech block moves away far. The further away the crank goes from 
dead center, however, the more power the breech block has to accel
erate the motion. 

The . Schwarz.Iosc machine gun is made on this principle of the 
retarded blow-back, with the crank and connecting rod attached to 
the breech block as described above. In addition, the breech block 
is made fairly heavy and there is a very 9trong spring behind it. 
All these elements combine together to retard the mocion enough 
so that full powered military cartridges can be handled successfully, 
though the breech is not actually locked to the barrel. 

The diagram of the Schwarzlose machine gun (fjg. 2) shows how 
the crank and connecting rod work. 

There is one yueer thing, however, that is conunon to almost all 
blow-Lack and retarded blow-back guns, and that is that there is a 
tendency to rupture the cartridges unless they are lubricated. T his is 
because the moment the explosion occurs the thin front end of the 
cartridge case swells up from the internal pressure and tightly grips 
the walls of the chamber. Cartridge cases are made with a strong 
solid brass head and a thick wall near the rear end, but the wall 
tapers in thickness until the front end is qui~e thin so that it will 
expand under pressure of the explosion and seal the chamber against 
rhe escape of gas to the rear. When the gun is fired the thin front 
section expands as intended and tightly grips the walls of the chamber, 
while the thick rear portion does not expand enough to produce 
serious friction. The same pressure that operates to expand tne walls 
of the case laterally, also pushes back with ·the force of fifty thou
sand pounds to the square mch on the head of the cartridge, and the 
whole cartridge being made of elastic brass stretches to the rear and, 
in effect, gives the breech block a sharp blow which starts it back
ward. T he front end of the cartridge being tightly held by the 
friction against the walls of the chamher, and the rear end being free 
to move back in this manner under the internal pressure, either one 
of two things will happen. In the first case, tht breech block and the 
head of the cartridge may continue tO move back, tearing the car
tridge in two and leaving the front end tightly stuck in the chamber; 
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MAINSPRING 

POSITION OF PARTS AT INSTANT OF FIRING 
COI\fNE:CTING ROD 

BREECH PARTLY OPEN. FIRING PIN COCKED 
' 

NNECTING ROD 

BREECH FULLY OPEN 
FIRING PIN AR 

MAIN SPRI BREECH BLOCK 

BREECH CLOSED READY TO FIRE 

Figu(e 2. Diagram of the retarded blow·back closure principle as used in 
the Schwarzlose machine gun. 
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or, if the breech block is sufficiently retarded so that it does not 
allow a very violent backward motion, the result may sim,PlY. be that 
the breech block moves back a short distance and the Jerk of the 
extractor on the cartridge case stops it, and the gun will not operate. 

However, this difficulty can he overcome entirely by Lubricating 
the cartridges in some way. In the Schwarzlose machine gun there is 
a little pump installed in the mechanism which squirts a single drop 
of oil into the chamber each time the breech block goes back. In 
the Thompson Auto-Rifle there are oil-soaked pads in the magazine 
which contains the cartridge. In the Pedersen semiauto~atic rifle the 
lubrication is taken care of by coating the cartridge with a light film 
of wax. 

Pedersen Sfffniautom.ttic Rifle 

About the year 1927 Mr. J. D. Pedersen perfected a semiautomatic 
rifle on the retarded hlow-back principle, which rifle gave an especially 
satisfactory account of itself in trials. It also has a crank and con
necting md as does the:: Schwarzlose gun, but the mechanical arrange
ment is somewhat different. The operation of the Pedersen rifle 
is shown in Fig. 3· A is the breech block which is held against 
the head of the cartridge by the blocks B and G which are in 
line with each other and which transmit the ·thrust of the breech 
block ro the heavy pin, D, which goes through the receiver. These 
three parts, A, B and G, form a toggle joint, and C, the point of 
contact between B and G, is just slightly above the line of thrust 
between the head of the cartridge case and the pin, D. Thus when 
there is a very heavy pressure on the front end of the breech block, 
A, there is tendency for the toggle joint to "break" and the piece, 
B-G, to move upward as shown in the cut marked "After Firing." 
If the point of contact at C were directly on the Line of thrust, the 
roggle joint would remain locked and the breech would not open, bur 
as this point, C, is just above the line of thrust the breech does fly 
open as soon as the pressure comes on the head of the bolt, but this 
opening is retarded because the two pieces, IJ-G, roll on each other 
in starting to open in such a manner that rhe contact point, C, con
tinues for some little time to remain near the line of thrust. The shape 
of the rolling surface is worked out very skillfully in order to insure 
this result. As the breech opens the spring, F, is compressed and as 
soon as the motion is completed this spring causes the breech to 
close again. 

However, like the Thompson gun, this mechanism starts to open 
while the high pressure is still on, and therefore it was necessary to 
lubricate the cartridges. Instead of lubricating them with oil, each 
cartridge was coated with a very thin film of hard wax which had 
a very high melting point, so that the cartridges would not pick 
up dirt when dropped as they would if oily or grea~y. 
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Figure 3. Diagram of rctardtd blow-back breech closure principle as used in 
the Pfilersen semiautomatic rille. 
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There was a good deal of n1lk about the disadvantage of "lubrica
tion" in this gun; but afte.r all, it seems that this disadvantage is 
more fancied than real, as the cartridges arc not greasy or oily. 
iVIoreovcr, it has been found that corrosion is one of the greatest 
causes of season cracking in brass cartridge shells, and if this wax 
prevents the cartridge bra:;s from corroding it may be quire possible 
that it would eliminate deterioration of cartridges from season 
cracking. 

Pedersen .276 cartridges in his ten shoe "eo block"' dip designed by him for 
his semiautomacic rifle. U. S. c:l! .. 30 dip for comparison 

Up to that time, all the semi-automatic rifles submitted for test 
had heen reCJnired to he of .30 caliber, adapted to use the service 
cartridge. Mr. Pedeisen presented vet-y convincing arguments to 
the effect that the . 30 caliber cartridge was more powerft1l than 
was required for the shoulder r]tle, and that to reduce the caliber 
to the ballistically ideal 7 mm or .z76 would result in a number of 
advantages, to wit; saving in weight; saving in , material, reduction 
of heating in rapid fu·e; ability of the soldier to have a larger number 
of cartridges available; etc. 

The Army made an extended study of this t}uestion, including a 
series of firings ar live animals with .2 56, .z.76, and . 30 caliber bullets. 
It was found that the .z 56 was apparently the worst killer, on 
account of the fact that the bullet had less diameter, hence less 
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gyrostatic stability, and would yaw badly upon impact, and make 
very lethal woulds. The .276 was found to be about as effective, 
and as it had certain advantages over the .z56, its adoption was de
cided on for the new semi-automatic rifle that it was hoped would 
soon be adopted. 

The cartridge selected had been designed by Mr. Pedersen with 
features making it especially suirable for automatic firearms, such as an 
increased taper for . easy extraction. The ammunition was first made 
with a solid bronze bullet weighing I 2 5 grains; later with a 116 grain 
jacketed boat tail bullet. The bullet diameter was .zS.H. The charge 
was about 30 grains of duPont IMR No. zs. At one time a small 
lot of this ammunition was made with fiat base bullets. 

The Pedersen gun was made with what is called the block clip. 
Thi~ is an arrangement whereby a packet of ten cartridg~<> is shoved 
bodily into the magazine, clip and all. After firing ten shots, the 
dip automatic~1lly jumps out of the rifle and the bolt ~rays open, 
ready for the next clip to be inserted. 

After the Pedersen rifle, using the special .2 76 caliber cartridge 
designed by Mr. Pedersen, had successfully passed the severe Army 
tests, it seemed on the point of adoption by our armed forces; 
but a high command decision '<vas i:nadc not to change the caliber 
of the service cartridge, and the final action to adopt this gun was 
never taken. 

Blish Principle 

Some experiments by Commander Blish, U. S. Navy, retired, led 
him to believe .that inclined smfaces which would slide on each other 
under light pressure would not slide when the pressure \vas heavier. 
He is said to have been started on this investigation through observ
ing that when heavy naval guns were fired with full charges the 
breech remained locked, whereas when they were fired with light 
charges the breech had a tendency to unscr·cw by itself. Accordingly 
he took out U.S. Patent No. I,I3I,JI9, dated March 9, 1915, cover
ing the application of this principle to firearms and describing his 
findings in detail with elaborate diagrams. 

Utilizing this theory, the Thompson Autorifie is constructed so 
that the breech block is locked ro the barrel by a steep thread. The 
pitch of this thread is made just ~;teep enough so that the ~un will 
not unlock too quickly under the full pressure of the explos10n. The 
supposition is that while the full pressure is on the breech block, 
adhesion of the threads on the breech block to the threads in the 
receiver will prevent any motion, but as soon as the pressure drops 
slightly this adhesion will no longer operate and the threads will then 
unscrew, allowing the breech block to open. . 

A diagram of this breech closure is shown in Fig. 4· The breech 
block, B, has steep threads, D, engaging the receiver, C. \Vhen the 
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Figure 4. Diagram of the Blish type breech closure principle as used in the Thompson Autoritle. 
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gun is fired the breech block unscrews from the pressure and opens 
against the action of the return spring which immediately shuts the 
breech block again and causes it to rotate into the locked position 
when the threads engage each other. The locking of the breech block 
is assisted by the action of a lmo!J on the end of the bolt handle 
which adds a sort of flywheel effect ro the motion of the bolt and 
thus assists in locking it securely. 

There is no doubt that this mechani.~m can be made to operate as 
described, provided the cartridges are lubricated, but there has been 
some dispute among engineers as to whether or not the Blish principle 
really exists. Some of them claim that chis is merely a retarded blow
back breech mechanism and that as soon as the pressure comes on the 
end of the bolt it starts to unscrew; but on account of the fact that 
the angle of the thread is so slow it takes a great deal of pressure to 
unscrew it, and for this reason che bullet is gone before the bolt has 
unscrewed enough to do any damage. That this type of mechanism 
actually opens while there is still considerable pressure in the cartridge 
case is evident from the fact that the gnn does not operate satis
factor.il v unless the cartridges are lubricated. 

' ~ 

Thompson Sub-Macbine Gun 

The :rhompson snb-ma~:hine ~u~1, milized to fire pistol ~artridges 
at a raptd rate frnm maga7.tnes holdmg zo, 30, 50 or zoo cartndges, was 
also constructed on the Blish theory, but instead of having a screwed 
breech block with a steep thread as does the Thompson Auto-rifle, 
ic simply has the breech resting against a vertical sliding wedge held 
in its upper position by spring pressure. \Vhen the breech block 
is pushed backward a sloping surface on the renr end of the breech 
block resting on a similar sorface of the wedge, cams the wedge 
downward as the breech block moves to the rear. This downward 
motion of the sliding wedge is supposed ro retard the breech block 
in its rearward motion and thus assist in reliable functioning. Owing 
to the low pressure involved in the pisrol cartridge, it is not neces
sarv to lubricate the case. 

' 
Recoil Operated Guns 

It has already been mentioned -that the first machine gun, the 
Maxim, was recoil-operated, and that the barrel moved back about 
three-quarters of an inch. A gun in which the barrel moves only 
a short distance and the breech block moves through -the rest of 
its travel from the momentum imparted to it by this motion of the 
barrel, is called a "short-recoil" gun. 

There is another kind in which the barrel moves all the way to 
the rear along with the breech block and then leaves the breech 
block back in the rearward position while the barrel goes forward. 
This is called the "long-recoil" type. 
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Both of these will be described in turn, and as th~ simplest example 
of the short-recoil type of action we will take the Scrvic~ a.utomatic 
pistol shown in Fig. 5. 

Cnlt Autom.rtic Pistol 

In this mechanism the barrel and breech are locked together, and 
when the gun is fired the recoil drives them both back at one 
time. However, it takes only about one-quarter of an inch of motio~l 
m unlock the breech block from the barrel and as soon as this 
une-quarrer inch has heen completed, the barrel strikes sharply against 
a srop and remains in position while the breech block continues on 
back through the mmuentum imparted to it by the one-quarter inch 
kick, coupled with a residual pressure that may remain in the case. 

The action in detail is as follows: (Refer to Fig. 5) 
Referring to the diagram marked "Before Firing," it will he ob

served that the barrel, A, is locked to the slide, n (which is in one 
piece with the breech hlock), by the locking shoulder, C, formed on 
top of the barrel and fitting into the recesses, D, in the slide. Wh~n 
the gun is fired the recoil pushes the slide and breech block, B, to 
the rear and as the slick is locked to the barrel, the barrel is also 
carried to the rear. However, the barrel is pivoted to the frame of 
the pistol by means of the link, 1!:, and as the barrel continues its 
rearward motion, the top end of thi_~ link first moves backward in 
the arc of a circle and then do\\'nward <lround the lower pin as an 
axis. This motion swings the back end of rhc barrel Jownwllrcf, and 
disengages the locking shoulders in the slide, which continues to 
the rear, leaving the barrel in position with its bottom lug against 
the stop shoulder in the frame. This rearward motion of the slide 
throws out the empty cartridge and at the same time compresses the 
remrn spring, F, which immediately returns the slide to its forward 
position, <tt the same time feeding a new cartridge into the chamber 
from the maga~inc in the handle (not shown in the drawing). As 
the slide completes its forward motion, it strikes against the rear end 
of the barrel and as the barrel goes forward ir swings upward 
through the action of the link, causing the locking shoulders, C, to 
en!f<lge in the recesses, D, in the slide. 

Maxim aud Browrting Macbi11a Guus 

These two guns are also examples of the short-recoil type of 
mechanism, but in a much more refined form. As described above 
for the Colt pistol, the barrel goes back about one-C]uarrcr of an 
inch carrying ·the breech block with it and stops with a bang against 
the solid shoulder and lets the breech block go on to the rear by 
its own momentum. This will work with a low-powered cartridge 
like that used in the pistol, but e1,;en so the shock to the action of 
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Figure G. Diagram of the short·rccoil 
in the Maxim machine gun. 

type breech closure principle as used 

the gun is severe, and with a high powered canridge it is necessary 
t o resort to some device by which the barrel is gradually brought 
to a stop through transferring its energy to the breech block and 
then allowing it to be gradually absorbed through a fairly long 
travel of the hreech hlock against the return spring. 

In the Maxim machine gun (Fig. 6) che locking of the breech 
is accomplished by having rhe breech blook (called in this gun the 
"lock") attached to the barrel extension (called in this gun the 
"recoil plates") through the medium of n crank and connecting rod 
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(called in this gun the "slide lever") as was discussed under ~he 
subject of retarded blow-back guns. However, in the Maxim gun thr 
crank is on dead center when the explosion comes, so that the lock 
cannot move back in relation to the barrel, and the thrust of the 
cartridge on the lock is transmitted through the side lever and crank 
to the crank axle and thence to the recoil plates through which the 
crank axle passes. Hence the barrel, lock and recoil plates all move 
back together as a unit, under the force of the recoil. 

On the right-hand end of the crank axle is a handle with a convex 
shaped bottom, and this handle rests on a roller attached to the 
side of the gun. As the barrel, lock a.nd recoil plates move hack 
together, this handle, which is on the axis of the crank, also mm,es 
back, while the roller is fixed in position on the side of the gun. 
An examination of the figure will readily show that this backward 
motion of the roller han'dle against the roller causes it to rotate so 
that the back end of the handle moves UJlWard. This rotation of the 
crank axle by means of the roller handle throws the crank and con
necting- lever off dead center and draws the lock away from the 
barrel. In other words, as soon as the roller encounters the cam on 
the roller handle, the action of' the cam is to slow down the barrel 
and transfer its motion into an l!.ccelerated rearward motion of the 
breech block. However, as the rotat ion of the roller handle con
tinues, the tail of the roller handle strikes on the roller and b~r the 
action of these tWO surfaces On each Other the rotation of the roller 
handle is checked and the recoil plates are pushed forw::.rd, shoving 
the barrel to battery. 

On the left-hand side of the gun there is a strong spring attached 
to the extension on the end of the crank axle. This recoil spring 
rends to do two things; first, to keep the barrel pulled into battery and 
resist any rcarw-.ml motion, and second, to keep the roller handle 
rotated so that the lock is in the dosed position. As soon, therefore, 
as the barrel has beedl rerurned to battery by the reaction of the tail 
of rhe roller handle against the roller, assi"sted by the pull of r-he recoil 
spring, a further pull of the spring rotates the handle back inco the 
original position, and closes the breech of the gun, putting the lock 
back in the firing position. This action can be very easily understood 
from the diagrams.. 

However, the drawing does not show the method of feeding the 
cartridg·es into the gun. They are supplied in a fabric belt and there 
is a feed crank operated by the recoil of the barrel which advances 
a fresh cartridge into position each time the barrel moves to the rear. 

The Rrowning gun accomplishes the s11me thing in a somewhat 
different manner. ln this gun the barrel moves to the rear about 
five-eighths of an inch. There is a frame screwed onto the back end 
of the barrel. This frame is called the barrel extension, and the heavy 
breech bolt is locked to this frame through the medium of a 
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vertical sliding bolt, calkd rhe bree<:h lo(.•k, w hich is actuated by a 
cam on the bottotll of the g un. Thus when the barrel and barrel 
extension arc in the forward position, the holt is locked securely to 
the harrel extension. However, when the harrel recoils about one· 
half inch the breech lock cam is drawn down out of engagement with 
the l>ult and the bolt is entirely free from the b:urel and barrel exten
sion. As the harrel continues irs backward motion it strikes against rhe 
convex side of a curved lever, the point of which resrs against the 
breec..-h block. The continued motion of the b•urcl tu the r ear swings 
this lever backWard in such a manner as to ~eparate the breech block 
from the barrel; in other words, to slow up the barrel and speed up 
the breech block, throwing ir forcibly from the barrel and at the 
same time extracting the cartridge case. Of course the breech block 
already had a re;~rward motion imparted to it while the barrel was 
recoiling, but this motion is increased or accelerated by the action of 
the curved lever w hich is accordingly called an accelerator. 

The mechanism of this gun, which is shown in Fig. 7, will now 
be dt:.~cribed in detail. The barrel, A, is screwed into the l>arrel ex
tension, B, which extends to the rear for ~cveral inches and carries in 
a slot in its rear end the v~rtical sliding breech lo~:k, C. In the closed 
position the breech lock cam, D, in the bottom of che gun, holds the 
breech lock up so that it<; rop end engages in a sloe in the bolt, E, 
and locks it to the barrel extension. 

When the gun is fired, the barrel, A, recoils about five eighths of an 
inch carrying with it the barrel extension, B, the breech lock, C, and 
the breech l>olt, E, all locked together. However, as the part<; move 
to the rear rhe breech lock moves off the high surface on the breech 
lock cam and a transverse pin through the breech lock strikes a slant
ing surface on the lock frame, G, which forces the breech lock 
down out of engagement with the breech block. 

J ust under the br eech holt there is an accelerator, F, pivoted 
on a horizontal a.'<i'i. As the barrel extension, B, moves to the rear it 
swings this accelerator b<lckward and the point of the accelerator 
catches in a notch in the bolt and throws the bolt forcibly to the rear, 
compre~ing the return spring which immediately returns the holt 
to its forward position. 

While the bolt is in the rearward posicion, the barrel extension and 
lock frame are fa~rened together by the accelerator in such a position 
that the barrel cannot move forward. However, when the bolt goes 
forward far enough to strike the accelerator, it disengages the barrel 
extension from the lock frame and allows the harref and barrel ex
tension to move forward w ith the bolt as it compleres its motion. 
The forward motion of the barrel extension carries along with it the 
breech lock which rides up the sloped surface of the breech Jock 
cam and again locks the holt to the extension ready for firing. 

The backward motion o f the bolt extracts the empty cartridge 
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. case and the forward motion feeds a new one in. The top of the bolt 
has a cam slot in it which actuates the lever which feeds the belt 
of cartridges in, the width of one cartridge each time the bolt moves 
to the rear. 

Long-Recoil Ty pc 

The long-recoil type of automatic mechanism, in which the barrel 
and breech bolt, locked cogether, recoil for several inches, and then 
the breech bolt is held back while the barrel goes forward, is used 
for the Remington auto-loading rifle, the Remington, \Vinchestcr 
and Browning automatic shotguns, and the Chauchat machine rifle. 

In a typical gun of this type there ue two return springs, one to 
return the barrel and a separate one to return the breech block. The 
breech block being locked to the barrel when the cartridge is fired, 
the pressure on the head of t.he breech block drives it three or four 
inches w the rear until it is arrested by striking a stop provided for 
this purpose. The barrel being locked to the breech block, also goes 
to the rear and this rearward motion compresses both the breech 
block return spring and the barrel return spring. \Vhen the breech 
block has reached the limit of its rearward motion, it is caught and 
held in that position by a larch. The barrel return spring then pushes 
the barrel forward and the lock on the breech block is so constructed 
that when the breech block is held and the barrel is pulled forward, 
the bolt will unlock itself from the barrel and a11ow the barrel to go 
forward. As the barrel goes forward, the empty cartridge, held to 
the breech block by the extractor, is ejected. As the barrel reaches its 
forward position, it strikes a lever which drops the latch and allows 
the bre~::ch block to come forward, feeding in a new cartridge. 

Remington Auto-Loading Rifle 

The action of this type of breech closure can be followed in derail 
by reference to Fig. 8 showing the Remington auto-loading rifle. 
The b;nrel, A, is supported in a barrel jacket, B, and is held forward 
by the coil spring, I, surrounding the barrel. The breech block, E, 
has a turning bolt head, D, arranged to be rotated hy the action of 
two pins, F, working in cam slots cut in the sides of the bolt head, D. 

This bolt head is arranged to lock in the barrel extension, D, by 
the action of the pins, F, in the cam slots, turning the bolt head. 
There is a separate return spring, G, for holding the breech block in 
the forward position. 

vVhen the gun is fired, the parts recoil into the extreme rearward 
position, as shown in the figure marked "End of Recoil." At thi'\ point 
the breech block is locked in irs rearward position by the latch, H, 
and the barrel then starts forward under the impulse of the barrel 
return spring, /. As the barrel moves forward it draws with it the bolt 
head, D, but this forward motion of the bolt head causes the pins, F, 
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Figure 8. Diagram of the Iong·recoil type breech closure principle as used in the Remington autoloading rifle. 
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to act in the cam slots so as to turn the bolt head and release it en
tirely from the barrel. As the barrel continues forward it leaves the 
empty cartridge case held by the extractor and when the barrel is 
entirely off the cartridge case a spring ejector in the bolt head kicks 
tlie cartridge out of the gun. At this moment the parts have reached 
the position marked "End of Counter-recoil" and the curved surface 
on the bottom of the barrel at the rear end strikes against the lever, 
K, which in turn disengages the latch, H, allowing the breech block 
to be pushed forward again by the spring, G. As the breech block 
goes forward it feeds a new cartridge into the barrel from the 
magazine (not shown). As the bolt approaches its forward position, 
the bolt head, D, enters the recess, C, in the barrel and then a further 
motion of the bolt causes the pins, F, to act on the cam slots in the 
bolt head in such manner as to turn the bolt head and lock it to the 
barrel so that the gun is again ready for firing. 

Gtrs-Operated Type 

While the original machine gun was built on the recoil-operated 
principle and while nearly all automatic pistols arc made on that 
principle, the gas-operated system has also been a great favorite, 
especially with inventors of semiamomati<.: shoulder rifles, as it does 
away with the necessity for mounting the barrel so that it can slide, 
which is a great complication in making a rifle. 

One of the earliest successful machine guns, the Colt, invented by 
Mr. Browning in 1889, was gas-operated. The Hotchkiss gun, in·· 
vented about the same time, was also gas-operated, and both of these 
guns have been used extensively ever since. During \:Vorld \Var I 
the Colt gun was modified somewhat by cl1e Marlin Arms Corpora
tion, of New Haven, though the breech mechanism remained the same 
in principle, as did the construction of most of the parts. 

A light form of the Hotchkiss, known as 1:he Benet-Mercie, was 
adopted as the standard of the U. S. Army in 1909 and remained 
standard until 1916. This also was a gas-operated gun. 

Then at the beginning of the World War, Mr. Browning submitted 
a model of what he called a light machine gun built on the gas
operated principle. This gun, afterward known as the Browning 
Automatic Rifle, was adop~ed and many thousands of them were used 
during the World \Vars I and II. ·while it is called an automatic rifle, 
the reader should clearly distinguish between this type of automatic 
rifle which is really a light machine gun, and the semiautomatic rifle 
which is a self-loading shoulder rifle to take the place of the Spring
field. Bear in mind that the "automatic rifle" and the "machine rifle" 
are really light machine guns. 

While the recoil-operated principle a> embodied in the 1\llaxim, 
Vickers and Browning guns was more widely used than any other, 
the gas-operated type as exemplified in the Colt, the Hotchkiss and 
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the i\hrlin machine guns :md the Browning, Bren and other auto
matic rifl~s, have been a dose second in popu larity. 

As mentioned above, the gas-operated system has been t-he favorite 
for semiautomatic shoulder rifles, buc while a great many guns have 
been produced which operate on this principle, none of them prior 
to the Garand attained any lasting popularity or wide use. Among 
the more prominent early ones may be mentioned the Mondragon. 
adopted by the Mexican Government in 1911 but never very exten
sivelv used; the "Standard" automatic shoulder rifle manufactnred 

• 
about 191 5 as a sporting rille, and the St. Etienne semiautomatic 
shoulder rifle used tO a limited extent by the F rcnch during the 
first World ·war. 

In the conventional gas-operated system there is a hole drilled in 
the barrel, and some of the gas of the explosion passes through this 
hole and acts on a piston driving it to the rear with sufficient force 
to unlock and open the hreech. One of the great troubles with rifle~ 
of this kind has been the f:~ct that it is difficult to control this gas 
under extremely high pressure so as tO prevent it from operating 
roo quickly. In the Army tests of rhe 193o's an inventor named 
Whire submitted a gas-operated shoulder rifle in which the front 
end of the gas piston is hollow and the gas port is bored nor 
only through the barrel and through the gas cylinder, but through 
the walls of this hollow piston so that as soon as the piston starts 
to move the ga.5 port is cut off after the manner of the slide valve 
in a sre;1111 engine. Thns g<lS can go into the hollow piston only 
before it starts its motion; as soon as ir begins to move the gas 
supply is shut off and the gas which is already in the piston is sup
posed to act by exp.msion, therefore producing a less violent action 
chan would otherwise occur. So reasons the inventor. However, other 
designers state that inasmuch as the gas pressnre in the barrel htst~ 
only about a thousandth of a second, it makes no difference whether 
this cut-off action is used or not. 

Another inventor who attempted to get :~way from the brusque 
action of the gas is ,'\.1r. Hu•dson, who invented a machine gun in 
which he used the gas ro compress a spring which then operates 
the mechanism. 

In order to give the reader an opportunity to study the mechanical 
action of the gas-operated breech closure in derail, three different 
examples of this type of mechanism will be illustrated with drawings 
and descriptions. The guns chosen for illustrations are the modified 
Colt, known as the Marlin, the Browning ~utomatic rifle and the 
Garand semiautomatic rifle. 

:lfnrfiu M,rcbine Gun 

The mechanism of the :\!arlin machine <run, shown in Fia o, 
0 . e- '/ 

operates as follows: The hanel, A, has a gas port, JJ, drilled in it 
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AFTER FIRING 
Figure 9. Diagram of the gas·opcr:ucd type breech closure principle a~ us~d tn the Marlin machine gun. 
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at some distance from the muzzle. This gas port communicates with 
a gas cylinder lying under the barrel containing a piston held in 
its forward position by a spring. This piston is attached to the 
bolt, B, through a connecting rod, F, which is fastened to a pin, 
G, riding in a cam slot in a wing on the .bottom of the bolt. \Vhen 
the piston is forward the bolt is forward and the rear end of the 
bolt is drawn down by the action of the pin, G, in the cam slot, 
until the back surface of the bolt rests against the locking shoulder, 
C, cut in the receiver. \Vhen the gun is fired the cartridge is held 
firmly in place by the bolt, which is locked in position against the 
shoulder, C. After the bullet passes the gas porr, D, near the muzzle 
of the barrel, some of the gas rushes into the gas cylinder and im
pinges on the head of the piSton, D, driving it violently to the rear, 
together with its connecting rod, F, and ·the pin, G, which is in the 
slot in the bolt. As the pin, G, goes to the rear, the first action is to 
press on the top of the cam slot and raise the bolt up out of engage
ment with the shoulder, C, after which the bolt is carried to the 
rear as shown in the cut marked "After Firing." This rearward mo
tion of the bolt ejects the empty cartridge. The compressed return 
spring immediately causes the piston to move forward, carrying the 
bolt with it, until the shoulder, C, is reached, when the action of the 
pin, G, in the cam slot again locks the bolt down behind this 
shoulder and rhe gun is ready for firing once more. 

Rnru.mi.ng Automatic Rifle 

The operation of the Browning auromatic rifle is shown in Fig. 1 o. 
In this gun the barrel, A, has a gas port, B, and there is a piston, C, 
lying in the gas cylinder under the barrel. This piston connects with 
the bolt, G, by means of the connecting rod, D. However, instead 
of being connected to the bolt by means of a pin in a cam slot, 
the connection in this case is by means of a linkage consisting of 
the bolt link, E, and the bolt lock, F. In the firing position the 
bolt lock, F, pre~-ses against the shoulder, H, in the top of the receiver 
and this holds the bolt firmly in position against the head of the 
cartridge. When the gas impinges on the end of the piston, C, and 
drives it to the rear, the bolt link, E, draws the bolt lock down our 
of engagemenc with the shoulder, H, and then draws the bolt to 
the rear, as shown in the cur, "After Firing." 

G«rand Semiautomatic Rifle 

The principle of the Garand rifle is shown in Fig. 11, which illus
trates the gas take-off used in the first examples of this gun. These 
early Garands, instead of having a conventional gas port drilled in 
the barrel, luJd a muzzle cap, B, screwed on to the end. After the 
buller had left rhe rifled portion of the barrel, some gas went down 
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Figure 10. Dia~rnm of gas-operated type breech closure principle a~ used in the Drowning automatic riftc. 
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Figure II. Diagram of gas-operated IYP" breech closure principii! as used in the Garand semiaurnmatic riRe. 
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between this muzzle cap and the end of che barrel, to strike on 
the piston, C, driving it ro the rear, together with the operating 
rod, V , w hich works rhe bole through a cam slot and a lug, E. 

T he bolt is Qf the ordinary rotating type, locked to the receiver 
by locking lugs engaging in suitable recesses. As the piston goes back, 
the earn slot, working on the lug, E, first rotates the bolt, then car
ries it to the rear. 

As soon as the rearward motion is completed, the return spring 
pushes me operating rod forward, closing dte bolt and rotating ir 
into the locked position. 

This muzzle cap arrangement was soon abandoned in favor of a 
convential gas port drilled near the muzzle. O therwise the p rinciple 
of the gun remains the same. 

Bang Principle 

In 1911 Soren H . Bang, of the Danish Recoil Rifle Syndicate, 
presented a semiautomatic shoulder rifle to the United States Govern
lllent for test, and this rifle functioned exceptionally well. T he prin
ciple on which it operated is shown in Fig. 12. 

The i>arrel had a sliding cap, A, fitting over the muzzle. When the 
bullet passed out, some of the gas acting in the space between this 
<.:ap and the end of the barrel, pulled the ·cap forward as shown in 
the figure marked "After Firing." T he cap, A, was fastened to a 
connecting rod, B, which operated a lever, C. This lever in turn acted 
against a sliding breech cover, n, having in it a cam-cur acting with 
a lug, E, on the bolt. Jn the position of rest, the bolt is locked 
to the ·barrel by the locking lugs, F, in the locking recess, G. 
When the gun is fired, the gas escaping from the muzzle pulls the 
muzzle piece, A, for ward, thus causing the lever, C, to throw the 
sliding breech cover, D, quickly to the rear. As this cover goes to 
the rea r, the cam slot acting on the Jug, .£, turn.<: the bolt so a~ ro 
unlock it and then carries the bolt to the rear along with the breeeh 
cover . T here is a return spring under the barrel w hich is connected 
to the breech cover tluough a rod, H. 1\s soon as the rean,rard motion 
is arrested, the spring pulls the breech <.:over forward again and when 
the forward motion of the holt is completed the cam slot in the 
cover acting on the lug, E, again locks the 'bolt to the rear end of the 
barrel. 

Primer Actu.ated T ype 
Among the many novel iueas for operating a semiautomatic rifle, 

is the scheme for allowing the primer to move enough in the cart
ridge case ro unlock the breech mechattism. lf the head of the 
canridge w~re supported around the edge only, le<tving the primer 
free, the pnmer would move back nuder •the pressure of the gas 
when the gun is fired, and if it were allowed enough freedom it 
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would be blown entirely out of the carcriugt: case. However, it is 
possible to control this motion and allow the primer to move back 
just a few Jmndredths of an inch, utilizing this short hut powerful 
motion ro impart energy enough to the moving actuator to cause 
it to unlock the breech. 

Garand's Invention 
In the first World War, John C. Gannd, a urachine designer living 

in New York, began working on the design of a light mach.ine gun 
to be operated by the set-back of the primer in its pocket. The primer 
was to be allowed to move back slightly, and in so doing, it was to 
transmit this motion through the firing pin tO an actuator which 
would open the breech and extract the empty cartridge, after which 
the gun would be reloaded by the action of a spring which had been 
compressed during the first motion. The C rmed States Bureau of 
Standards at Washington being anxious to aid the war effort, em
ployed M r. Garand and provided him with facilities to work on the 
invention. 

When the gun was examined by the Ordnance Department in 
19 1 9, it was seen to be exceptionally well designed, and was con
sidered to h;wt: such promise that Mr. Garand was hired and sent to 
Springfit:ld An11ory, where he has remained as an Ordnance Engineer 
ever since. 

Early models of Mr. Garand's gun worked well in tests, but just 
about the time he had his second and much improved model nearly 
perfected and ready for adoption, the type of powder was changed 
from the old fac;r burning pyro to the progressive burning Improved 
1\iilirary Rifle power, in which the first rise in pressure was not 
nearly so rapid. 

Mr. Garand was much disappointed when his mcch:mism, which up 
to now had done so well, failed to function reliably with the new 
type of powder. He thereupon dropped the primer actuated system 
and switched over to the gas operated type of gun for his future 
work along this line which eventually resulted in the production 
of the present U. S. Rifle Cal. . 30 !Vl 1. 

In spi·te of the fact that this rifle is nor now being used, a description 
of the me<.-hanism is included here b ecause the novelty of this principle 
makes it interesting to any student of firearms. 

Referring to Fig. '3· A is ~he barrel screwed onto the receiver, B. 
C is the breech block containing inside of it a moving actuator, G , 
arranged to have motion imparted to it by a slight motion of the firing 
pin, F. When the gun is fired the firing pin moves back about three
hundredths of an inch. This motion is very quick and imparts a 
considerable blow to the actuator, G, which travels rapidly to the rear. 

The bolt up to this time ·has been locked to the receiver, by the 
locking block, D, bearing on the shoulder, E. As the actuator goes 
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Garand's s~wml primer acruated .30 e11liber model, produced at Springfield Armnry in 1921. h did not u~e a rurning bolt, as 
did the first model. The bolt, which moves back and forth in a straight line, was locked by a piece of steel hinged at ics rear end, 
and fia~d to be lifted or depressed by the motion of an actuator inside the bree<:h block. When the gun was fired, the primer was allowed 
to move hack .035 inch, and this motion, transmiued through rhe firing pin to the actuator, operated the gun. 
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BEF'ORE F'IRING 

UNLOCKING COMPl-ETED 

BOLT ABOUT TOOPEN 
Figure 13. Diagram of primer-acmated type breech closure principle 

used in an early experimental Garand semialuomatic rille. 

to the rear the earn surface lifts this locking ulock out of en~agernent 
with the receiver and the holt then moves to the rear with the ac
tnator against the action of the return spring, which causes. the parts 
to move forward again as soon as the rearward motion is completed. 

Caliber .22 Machine Gu:n 

'Vhile most of the principal methods of operating machine guns 
and semiautomatic rifles have been described above, one ·can never 
be sure when an invenror will come in with something entirely 
new and different. For example some time ago a desire was ex
pressed by the Army for some means of shooting caliber .H cart
ridges in a machine gun. It was desired to do rhis for two reasons; 
first, because it was thought that by using the very cheap and in
expcnsi ve caliber . 2 2 cartridges for machine gun practice:: in time 
of peace, a great deal of training could be obtained without expend
ing the expensive full powered cartridges and, consequently, much 
money would be saved; <md in addition. it was desired to find some 
safe 1nethod of allowing troops to obtain antiaircraft practice with 
maohine guns, which in most military posts cannot be accomplished 
with full powered cartridges because the great power and range of the 
Army cartridge makes it dangerous w lire at high elevation. 

At first glance it seemed very difficult .co construct a machine gun 
that would wo!k wit~ the low .P?wered caliber :22 cartridge, b~t a 
young rnechamc, Dav1d M. Wllhams, of Godwm, North Caroh~a, 
appeared in the Ordnance Office and offered, not to make a spec1al 
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machine gun for .:n's, but w take a heavy Browning gun and operate 
its massive mechanism with the .22 cartridge. This feat appeared so 
absolutely impossible that the arms experts had not even given it any 
consideration, but when this young inventor outlined his proposed 
method of doing the job he was given the order to proceed. In six 
weeks he modified a Browning machine gun so that it operated in a 
normal manner with the caliber .2 2 cartridges w·ith never a malfunc
tion. The Browning gun· is a recoil-operated gun and the caliber .22 . 

cartridge does not have a fraction of rhe recoil power to operate this 
gun, but Mr. WilJJams accomplished •his job by making the chamber 
of the gun in a separate piece from the barre~ somewhat in the 
same way as -the cylmder of the revolver is separate from the barrel. 
The separate chamber, however, instead of being outside the barrel 
is in tlie form of a hollow piston fi-tting into ihe rear end of the 
barrel. \Vhen the gun is fired the gas of the explosion gets into the 
space between the face of the chamber and the rear end of the barrel, 
and ·tlhe pressure of the gas is !>-ufficient to force the separate chamber 
backward with more than enough recoil to operate almost any 
mechanism. 

The Colt Sen:ice Model Ace .22 Caliber Pistol 

This is another well known adaptation of the \Villiams. Floating 
Chamber. It is a replica of the Army ·45 Pistol, M. 1911 AI, only 
it is made to shoot the ordinllry .22 long rifle cartridge. Through 
the action of the floating chamber, the .22 caliber cartridge is given 
enough power to function the slide with enough energy to give a 
very good imitation of the recoil experienced ·with actual ·45 caliber 
cartridges. · . 

The utility of tJhis gun is to give practice in handling the service 
sidearm, including rap•d fire practice, without the expense of using 
the full powered loads. The action of rhis gun will be readily under
stood from the accompanying illustrations. 

The Short St?"Oke Piston IJrinciple 

In 1940 the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. submitted for test 
a 9 ~~ pound Cal. 30 semiautomatit; rifle operating on the short stroke 
piston principle, patented by Mr. David lVI. Williams. 

The gas is taken off near the breech, where the pressure is very 
high. The piston is completely ·housed in the cylinder, and is per
mitted to move through a stroke of only about a tenth of an inch. 
At the rear of its stroke, it acts as a valve, and prevents the gas from 
escaping from the gas cylinder except by going back into the barrel 
through i:he port uy which it entered the gas cylinder. 

The operating slide rests against the projecting end of nhe piston, 
which, under the impact of the gas, strikes the operating slide a 
sharp blow. Even the short piston $Croke imparts to the operating 
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Diagram showing the action of the floating chamber in the 
Colt Service Model Ace. The barrel is pinnL'<I to the receiver 
by the slide stop, and C1U1Uot mon. Upon firing, the pressure of 
the gas on the front end of the movable chamber drives it to 
the rear until the lug on the bottom strikes a corresponding 
luA on the barrel, and stop~ the mmion. As the floating 
chamber rests aga inst the breech block, which is part of the 
slide, this motion is transmitted to the slide, which is thus 
thrown to the rear against tbe action of the recoil spring, at 
the same time cocking the hammer anti compressing the main· 
~pring. 
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slide sufficient energy tO cause it to carry through and operate the 
mechanism. 

It is something lil<c the action of a ~.:roquet hall held under the 
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ACiiun of the Ouatillg d1amber iu d1e Colt Setvice Model Ace. 
Upper: Position of the parts at the instant of firing. The ftoatiog chamber 

with the cartridge, is held forward by the slide under pressure of the recoil spring. 
The barrel is held fast to the receiver and cannot move. 

Lower: The guo has just been fired, and gas pressure (iudi<:atcd by arrows) 
acts on the inside surface of the cartridge head and on the front face of the 
chamber to drive the ,·hamber, cartridge case and slide to the rear. When the 
Roating chamber has nmved a short distance to ilie position shown, its motion 
is arrested by a lip on the bottom, which strikes a corre§ponding lip on the barrel. 
TI1c momentum which the slide has acquired carries it on to the rear. 

foot and struck a sharp blow with a mallet while :mother hall rests 
freely against the far side. The second ba:ll will be driven swiftly away 
by the elastic impact. 

This same principle was used in the Winchester Carbine which was 
adopted by rhe Army in 1941 as the U. S. Cubinc Caliber .Jo, M 1. 

This system has the great advantage of doing away with the long 
operating rod; moreover, the power of the gas impact on the piston 
is so great that nhere is little or no danger of having the piston stick 
from fouling or other canse. The gas impact slaps the piston to the 
rear 1 I 10 of an in~.:h; then the operating slide, driven forward by the 
return spring, slaps it back again. 
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Notes on Machine Guns and 

Their Development 

GUNS which are capable of delivering continuous fire as long as 
the trigger is held and while rhe ammunition supply· holds our 

are in rhe lllain called machine guns, though there is another nornen
damre used in our army for rhe very lig-ht fully automatic guns 
capable of being fired from the shoulder, which are called "automatic 
rifles," as distinguished from the semi-automatics which require a 
separate pull of ·the trigger for each shot. 

The mechanical principles used to operate these automatic weapons 
will be described in the following chapter. Here we propose to 
set down a very brief history of the development of the machine gun, 
together with some information on the various types which have been 
or still are standard weapons of our army, as well as some informa
tion on the principal foreign types . 

. Machine guns as a class are not a very new invention, for some 
type of gun capable of firing more than one Slhot at a time has 
been the goal of inventors ever since -the beginning of firearms history, 
and many inventions of this class were tried out in the days of muzzle 
loaders, and perhaps even before that, for it is said that there was a 
cross~bow used at rhe Battle of Hastings in 1066 A. D. which was 
capable of firing ten arrows at one time. 

From the earliest days of firearms until the present time, the 
effort to increase the volume of fire obtainable from a single weapon 
has been continuous, and tihis has resulted in the productiun of an 
innumerable host of contrivances, most of which \vere merely curios 
but a few of which were usefuL 

In the era of the muzzle loader, the machine guns of that time 
usually took the form of a row of musket barrels mounted side 
by side in a frame like the pipes of an organ, and arranged so that 
they could be fired one at a time or all together. These contrivances 
were calle·d "organ guns." Tn general thev were not much of a suc: 
cess. In the· first place they were heavy and clumsy to handle, but this 
was not their greatest disadvantage. That was the fact that after all 
the barrels ·had been fired in rapid succession, thus gaining quite a 
volume of fire for a short time, this period of usefulness was im
mediately followed by the long interval of inaction necessary to re
load separately each of the muzzle-loading barrels. 

A much improved gun of this general type, called the "Requa 
battery," was used in the late stages of the American Civil War. 

70 
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The gun had a sliding breechblock which could be operated hy a 
lever, and when the breechblocl< was opened the gun could be 
charged with speci:~l cartridges which were held in a long strip, be
hind which the breechblock was closed by the lever handle. Each 
cartridge had in the back end a hule which communic:~ted with a vent 
in the breechblock. The vents were all connected together by a hole 
extending tluough the entire length of the breechblock and arranged 
to be filled with fine powder. In the middle of the breechblock was 
a regular percussion lock with a hammer, and a nipple for a cap. 
\Vhen this cap was fired the flame spread from t·he center toward 
each end of the breechblock, and the cartridges were ignited succes
sively. The reloading could be done with reasonable rapidity as all 
that was ne,:ess:~.ry was to replace the strip of cartridges, place some 
powder in the communicating channels, cock the hammer, and place 
a new cap on the nipple. 

Another old Civil ·war machine gun embodied the principle of 
the revolver. This gnn used cap and hall ammunition which was 
loaded in steel containers, whioh served the double purpose of car
tridges and explosion chambers, as the conrainers did not enrer the 
barrel of the gun at all but during the explosion were held close 
behind the barrel but in line with it, like the chambers of a revolver. 

To prepare t·he gun for action, a number of the containers were 
load~d with powder .and b~ll and each was primed by placing a pe:
cussJOn cap on the mpplc. fhe loaded contarners were then placed m 
a hopper on top of the gw1, and upon turning the crank the charges 
were fed down into grooves on the edge of a revolving cylinder 
which carried them past the breech end of the barrel, where they 
were successively fired, each empty container ueing rolled out on 
the far side of the breech as a fresh one was being fed up. This gun 
had only one barref, which was consequently subject to overheating 
and excessive fouling from the residue of rhe black powder which 
was used in those days. 

The Gatlin~ Gun 

The first really practical and successful machine gun was invented 
on November 4· r862, by Dr. Richard ]. Gatling. The Gatling gun 
was somewhat similar to the revolver · a · that 
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in line with its respective barrel until it was fired and finally ejected 
from the gun. In this way each barrel was fired only once for each 
revolution, and the heating and fouling effects were greatly reduced. 
An additional advantage was the fact that hanglires were rendered 
<.~omparatively harmless, as the caru·idge W<IS always in line with the 
barrel. 

As tlus invention occurred during a war, the prornot~:rs found an 
easy way to demonstrate it by bringing the gun our on a battlefield, 
and firing at an actual enemy. 

As soon as the self-contained metallic cartridges were invented, 
great improvements in the Gatling mechanism were made and the 
number of barrels was increased, usually to ten: 

The Gatling gun was adopted by many nations and enjoyed a 
long period of popularity. It was really a most effective weapon and 
had some very good features. In our own service it was the standard 
machine gun as lately as during the Spanish-American War. In the 
Santiago campaign both automatic machine guns and the Gatlings 
were used side by side, and the Gatli.ngs seemed to be the more 
effective at rhat time. 

The MitraiJleuse 
During the:: Civil \Var many c::xperimcntal guns were tried, but as 

this was before the days of metallic cartridges, none were very 
successful and all were considered freaks or experiments, as indeed 
they were. As the Gatling came out near the end of the war, it 
passed practically unnoticed. After the war it gradually became 
popular, but before it reached this popularity the Franco-Prussian 
\Var occurred, and the French invented a machine gun called the 
"mitrailleuse," which created a great sensation at that time. . ~ 

The word "mitrailleuse" comes from the French word mitraille, 
meaning small cannon balls or grape shot. The French now call all 
machine guns by this name, and they also call a machine gunner a 
mit·raillcur (or grape shooter). The name originated, however, with 
the weapon which Napoleon Ill used against the Prussians jn 1870. 
This consisted of z 5 rifle barrels fastened together into a parallel 
bundle and encased so as to ·resemble a field gun. The hreech of 
the gun could be opened to allow a block cont~ining 2 5 c1rtridges to 
he inserted. Each of the holes in the uloc.:k registered wjth Qne of the 
barrels. After the breech was closed, a turn of rhe handle released 
the 2 5 firing pins, one after the other, thus firing a volley of z 5 shots, 
which could be made slow or fast according to the speed of the 
firing handle. The gun was capable of firing about 125 shots a rninure. 

The advent of br.1ss carrridgc cases had removed many difficulties 
attending the invention of machine guns, and the mitrailleuse was 
really a formidable weapon. This gun was adopted a year or two 
before the Franco-Prussian vVar, and its construction and operation 
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were kept a deep secret. Though efforts were made to keep the 
actual details of the guns secret, their existence was widely heralded, 
and t.he French were told rhat they had a weapon which would make 
them invim:ib le, ami would render v1ctory easy and sure. 

T he fame of this invention and the secrecy surrounding its actual 
use proved its undoing. The Prussians heard of the wonderful new 
gun, and from what they knew of the Gatling and other machine 
guns they were sure that they had a formidable antagonist. Therefore 
they set about w.ith characteristic energy and srrategy to compal>"S 
its downfall, in which they were most succes.~ful. They realized that 
the French were well supplied with these weapons, and that what 
few machine guns they themselves could obtain would not be 
sufficient to counteract it. Accordingly, for the purpose of producing 
a moral effect, · tht:y scorned the Gatling and such other machine 
guns as they could have obtained, and fostered a contempt for all 
weapons of this class. A t the same time, they carefully mstructed 
the artillery to concentrate on the mitrailleuses whenever they ap
peared, and to insure their destruction at all costs. 

In addition to this handicap, the mitrailleuses went into the war 
practically unknown to the army that was to use them. T ·hey were 
kept about as much a secret from the army a); from the public, and 
the result was that the personnel was unfamiliar with the mt:chanism, 
and d1at no proper tactics had been worked out. \;vhen the guns 
were finally brought into action they were used as artillery, and nor 
as infantry weapons, and the usual result was that they were quickly 
destroyed by the German artillery. In one or two instances they 
were used with effect, 'bur in general they were a failure. The 
German strategic fiction that machine guns were useless soon came 
to be believed not only by the Germans themselves but by everyone 
else, and the adoption of machine guns by all nation~ was delayed 
for years by the fiasco of the miuai'ileuse, the machine gun field for 
some years following being largely tilled by the Gatling gun. 

It will be observed by the reader that up to this time all the guns 
descrihed were hand-operated guns, or guns in which the muscular 
power of the operator was used by means of a crank or lever to do 
the loading or unloading. For example, in the Gatling, one man put 
rhe cartridges into Lhe gun while another man turned the crank 
continuously as long as he wanted the gun ro shoot. 

The Maxim Gu11 
It wa.s inevitable -that sooner or later some inventor would discover 

a way to make the gun fully autom:ltic, that is, to utilize part of 
the force of the explosion for throwing out the empry shell, operating 
the mechani~m of the gun, and putting in a new shell. This was 
accomplished in 1884 by Sir IIiram Stevens .Maxim, who produced 
the first successful automatic gun; and today in nearly its original 
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A marhine gun of 50 years ago. A very early model of the ~faxim ac the end of a 20,000 rounJ endurance ccsc at Springfield 
Armo ry. Firin)! was into a sand pile in che room iu from of the gun. T he cartridges are the rimmed type of .30 caliber used in 
chc then new Krag Model of 1891. It is inte resting co note chat there i~ very little diiTercnrc becween chis early machine gun and some 
thac were u~ed in \Vorld \Var II. 



A !_troup of \XInrld \Var I offic~r. wit11t:))ing a demonstration of the Vickers machine guo. Model of 1916. Photo 
rakco in Mar, I') 17. 
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fonn it remains cine of the leading machine guns of the world, 
though it is now known principally by the name of Vickers, from 
the firm \Vhich made it for so many years. This nrm was first known 
as Vickers Sons & Maxim, but is now Vic.:kers, Limited. 

Maxim was an American, traveling in Europe at the time of this 
invention. In a letter to the editor of the London Star, in 1915, he 
gives the following account of how it happened that his inventive 
efforts were turned to the field of firearms: 

"ln 1ll8 1 I visited the Electrical Exhibition in Paris, and was made 
a Chevalier of the Legion of Honor on account of some electrical 
and chemical work I had done; and about a year later 1 was in Vienna 
where I met an American whom I ·had known in the States. I Ie said: 
'Hang your chemistry and electricity1 If you wish to m:1ke a pile of 
money, invent something Lime will enable these Europeans to <.:ut each 
other's tluoats with greater f:1cility .' 

"This made me think of the time when 1 was about 14 years of 
age and was making drawings for my father of a ·handworked 
rn::~chine gun. I also thought of the powerful kick I gut the first time 
I fired a United States military rifle. On my retum to Paris I made 
a ,rery ·highly finished drawing of an automatic rifle. Happening to 
meet a Scotchman in Paris whom I had known in the States; I showed 
him my drawings. He invited me to come to London. I did so; and 
shortly after I started an experimental shop at 57d, Hatton Garden." 

The Maxim gun, described on page 247, has a very simple and 
reliable action, and for many, many years has given extremely satis
factory functioning wherever it was properly used. 

As long as the firing mechanism is held down this gun will con
tinue tu reload and fire automatically at a rare of about 450 rounds 

J 

per minute until the belt of 250 cartridges is exhans.ted, when a new 
belt must be fed in and the gun loaded with tohe motion of t'he crank 
on the side, after which it is ready to fire again. . 

The gun is ordinarily fired from a tripod which enables it to be 
controlled for both elevation and direction. Owing to the intense 
heat of firing so many cartridges in rapid succession, the gun would 
become red hot in a very short time unless some special means of 
cooling were adopted. For this reason there is a water jacket sur
rounding the barrel, which holds · 7 Yz pints of water. The water 
in the jacket begins to boil after 6oo rounds, and chen evaporates 
at the rate of 1 Yz pints for each thousand rounds. 

The Vickers g·un weighs 38 pounds, including the water in the 
jacl<et, and the tripod weighs 35 pounds. 

In 1 904 the heavy Maxim gun was adopted as standard for the 
United States Army. to he superseded in 1909 by the .Benet-Mcrcie, 
which will be described later. In 1916 the Vickers gnn, which was 
a lighter edition of rhe same type of mechanism as the Maxim, was 
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adopted as the Army standard, and many Vickers guns were used 
during World 'iVar I. 

Tbe Colt Machine Guu 
The invention of the t\tlaxim machine gun was followed by the 

design of a gun by John Rrowing, of Ogden, Utah, whi~.:h after
ward became known as the Colt. 1\'k Browning produced d)e first 
model of tllis gun in t889. 

In tills connection, the following letter will be of interest as 
estaiJlishing the date when ,\lr . .Hro,vning made this invention. 

Capt. J. S. Hatcher, 
Springfield Armory, 
Springfield, .Mass. 
Sir: 

Hartford, Conn., 
Dec. 20, 19 ' 7. 

In regard to our recent conversation, would say that the application 
for the first machine gun patent granted to my father was filed Jan. 
6, t89Q. 

This arm was, more properly speaking, of the machine rifle class, 
weighing less than '2 ponnds, and meant to be fired ·from the shoulder. 

The mechanism was operated by means of a lever, or "flapper," 
which was pivoted near the forward end of the barrel; this lever 
being actuated by the gases at ' the muzzle. The gun took the ·44 
W inchester black powder cartridge, and fired at rhe rate of about 
16 shots per second. A model of this gun was made early in the 
year 1889. 

As far as I can learn, this was the first effort of my father's in 
the machine gun Jine, his time previous to this being taken up in 
designing the Winchester repeating and single shot firearms which 
are still on rhe market. 

1ihanking yotl for your courtesy extended to me at Springfield 
Armory, I am, 

Respectfully, 
V. A. Browning 

About •892, Mr. Browning brought an improved version of chis 
invention to the Colt factory at Hartford, where it was perfected 
and put into production as the Colt Machine Gun, .\1odel of 1895· 
This gun was adopted by the Navy, and then by the Army, and 
was used in t;he Spanish American war of 1898, along with a number 
of the old hand operated Gatlings. 

This gun did not have a water jacket for cooling, as did the Maxim. 
Instead, it had the barrel made as heavy as practical, to enable a 
number of shots to be fired before the barrel would become too ·hot 
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for operation. O ne disadvantage of this gun was rh:1t when the linger 
was removed from the trigger, the b ret:ch rem a incd dosed on a live 
cartridge. If a long burst nf shors had been tired, the barrel wollld be 
so hot that the round thus !eft in the hot chamber would go off 
from rhe heat in a short tirne. The remedy was for the gunner to 
unload the gun at each interruption of fire. 

One of the o riginal Browning designed Model 11:195 Colt m:1chine guns in use 
during the Spanish American \'ilar uf 11:198 on board the:: U.S.S. Aileen. 

The weight of the Colt gun was about 35 pounds, and it used 
a tripod weighing some .56 pounds. Like the Maxim and rhe Vickers, 
it was fed from belts holding 250 rounds. However, r;hese belts 
were much simpler and cheaper to make than the ones used by 
.VI axim type guns. 

\.Vhen \Vorld \Var I broke out in 1914, the Russians placed a 
large order for Colt guns with the Marlin-Rockwell Co., of New 
Haven, and when we entered that war in 1917, we purchased some 
z 500 of these Colt guns from Marlin. These were used during the 
early part of that war for training, then became obsolete as far as 
our army was concerned. No Colt guns of thar type have been !ll<lde 

since 1917. Ilowever, this gun, in a modified form known as the 
Ma rl in, saw very extensive service in both aircraft and ranks in 1918. 



Colt machine gun, invcmtJ by Bowning in I RR9. The gas passing through a port about six inches behind the muzzle impinged on 
a lever pivoted under the gnn, swing it downward and ba<-kward to actuate the mechanism. The present author is shown liting one 
<lf these guns in 1917, when rhey w~re being m~de for the Russians hy M:orlin·Rockw<>ll. 
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The Marlin Machine Gun 
\Vhcn we entered the first world war we were de~peratcly in need 

uf machine guns of any kind, hut especially of a type that could be 
mounted un the aircraft of that day and synchronized so as to fire 
through rhe propellers without hitting them- The engineers of the 
Marlin Rockwell Co. therefore decided to attempt a conversion of 
rhe Colt gun to one that would be suitable for this purpose. The action 
is described on page 56. 

The swinging lever under this gun, while it had the advantage 
o f giving great smoothness of operation :tnd exceptional reliability 
to rhe action, -had the very obvious disadvantage of being quire in 
the way. Marlin therefore did awav with this lever, and substitured 

' ' a straight line piston. This became a very difficult fea t of engineering 
indeed. The piston, instead of giving a slow and acceler~ting back
ward thrust through a cotmecting rod, was slapped back at maximum 
speed right at the beginning of its stroke, with the result that as 
often as not, it simply tore the heads off the cartridge.~ instead of 
extracting them. One thing that was done to modify this action was 
to add a sizeable \veight to the piston, which slowed up the initial 
rearward motion. 
~nother difficulty was that the final closing motion, which with 

the swinging lever, acting through a connecting rod, h::~d been slow 
bur powerful, now became a simple and terrific slam, which drove 
the cartridges in so fast rhat they were resized enough w make them 
too short for the chamber, and thus give t-he effect of excess ·helld
space. To counteract this effect, the chamber was made 'r thou
sandths of an inch shorter than standard. 

The work of making this redesign was done principally hy l\k 
.'\. W. Swehilius, who accomplished a most difficult rask in a few 
weeks, and produced a gun that was used throughout the war as 
rhe principal synchronized gun of the U. S. air force, and was also 
used in tanks. 

The Marlin Gun was discontinued at the end of World War l, 
and with irs disappearance the old Browning Colt Machine Gun 
made irs final bow. 

The Hotcbkiss Machine Gun 
It was about the time that Mr. Rrowning was doing his first work 

on the Colt Machine Gun that an A nstrian Armv Officer, Baron 
' Von Odkolek, also invented a gas operated gun. There was this 

difference, however; instead of using a swinging lever, he employed 
a simple reciprocating piston, and overcame his extraction difficulties, 
etc., by makmg the parts heavy and massive. 

The heating problem was attacked by rhe use of very heavy barrels 
'"'hich would heat up slowly; moreover, the barrels were made so 
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that they could be changed in an instant, even while hot. The danger 
o f " cooking ofl" a cartridge in the hot barrel was overcome by so 
arranging the mechanism that when the trigger was released, the 
breech remained open, with no cartridge in the chamber. 

Marlin tank machine gun of World War 
period. This was tl1e Marlin air<raft gun 
aluminum r adiator on the barrel. 

I shown mounted in a mok of that 
liued witl1 a hand trigger and an 

Instead of feeding the cartridges from belts, as do the Maxim, 
Colt and Browning Guns, the Hotchkiss feeds them from steel or 
br;lss strips holding 30 c:arrridgcs each. The cartridges arc held in 
place Ly spring fingers f rom which they are stripped by the breech 
block as it goes forw:1rd . vVhen the gun is o perated, these strips can 
be fed in one after the other withom interrupting the firing. 

The gun gets its name from the fact that the Odkolek invention 
was perfected and put into manufacture by Mr. Ben B. Hotchkiss, 
an American living in Paris. The Hotchkiss Company founded by 
hin1 became one of the major factors among the annament makers 
of the world. The gun was adopted by the French Army in 1905· 
and has ·been used h y them ever since. Hotchkiss machine guns of 
one model or anorher bec~me the stanchrrl ::trmament of many nations, 
and -have been noted for their ruggedness anrl reliability. 

( 
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The Marlin aircraft machine g un of Wo rld War I. This was developed fro m 1hc oiJ Drowning designed Colt ma<·hine g:un by Mr. 
A. \'il. Swebiliu) of 1bc Marl in Rockwell Co. The: gun wa~ used as a fixed :1 ircraf1 machine gun <ynchronized 10 fir~ 1hrough 1he pro

. pellcrs. h is shown o n 1he tripod merely for convenience in photographing. 
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During \Vorld \t\!ar I, when we !tau almost no machine guns of 
our own, our early divisions in France were armed with the French 
Hotchkiss, Model of r9r4, using the 8rnm Lebel cartridge, and these 
guns gave a splendid account of themselves in a·ction and were very 
popular with our troops. During \Vorld ·war II, the Standard Jap
anese heavy machine gun was a Hotchkiss called the :Vlodel 92 ( 1932) . 
.\1lodcl 92 refers to the year 2 592 since the founding of the Japanese 
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The Hotchkiss machine gun; an old reliable performer of World \X1ar I, used 
by many of our divisions in France in 1918. 

Empire, '"" hich occurred r Mio years before the beginning of the 
l.hristian Era; hence their year 2592 is our H)P· F<>r a fuller ex
planation of the rather complicated system of model chronology 
used by the Japanese, see the note in Random Notes. 

The Schwarzlose Machine Gun 
A heavy machine gun which was prominent before and during 

\Vorld \Var T, and was even used to a considerable extent in the 
late war, was the Schw<lrzlose, Model 1907/r912, designed by the 
Austrian, Andrea Schwarzlose. It has a retarded blow-back mechanjsm 
which has already been described under ":\Jcchanica[ Principles." 
lt was adopted by Austria and several other countries, and was used 
very extensively dnring the .war of r9r4-H)T8. During that period 
rhe Ttalians captured a number of these guns from the Austrians, 
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SchwarzlO$C Machine Gun, M 1907/ 1912, Thi$ wa' tb~ standard heavy machine gun of Austria ·Hungary before and during \X'odd 
'\X'ar I. It was also used by several other European nations. During \X!orld War II Italy used luge numh~r' of these g uns that they had 
captured from the Austrian< during the previous World War. 
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Dutch Indies shore-barreled Madsen captured by the Japanese. 
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and these \Mere used to some extent during \Vorld War II, and hence 
have again come into public notice. 

T be Madsen :Hachiue Gun 
About T<)OJ there appeared on the scene a machine gun which was 

very much lighter and more portable than any full automatic gun 
had been before that ti111e, and w·hich was really the first of the 
!\'lachine Rifle class that beca111e so pop\rlar during World War 1. 

.Mads~u 1\:ladlinc Gun. The photo was taken at Springfield Armory about 1908, 
at the time of the tests which resulted in the adop tion nf the Benet-.Me.rcit 
Automatic Machine Rille, Model of 1909. 

This was the 2 1 pound recoil operated, air cooled, magazine fed 
."vladsen gun, invented by Captain iVLldsen of the Danish Army. 

The Madsen \vas tested in chis county about r9o9, hut was passed 
over in favor of the Light Hotchkiss, tested at the same time, and 
adopted as the Automatic ,\,lachine Rifle Cal. . 30, Model of 1909. 

In spite of the fact that this gun was not successful in the U. S. 
Army trials, it was adopted and used with great success by several 
nations, including L>cnmark and Holland. It was used to some extent 
in Germany, and after \Vorld \Var 1, it vvas for a time seriously 
considered "by Grear Britain as a successor to the Lewis, but finall)r 
gave way to rhe Bren, which was adooted instead. 
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The Benet-1Hercie Gun 

Our first standard machine gun of the automatic type, as compared 
to the hand operated tv pe like the Gatling, was the Colt Automatic 
:\1achine Gun, Model of 1S95· Note the word ''Automatic" in the 
name. That was pm in to distinguish this new type of_ gun from the 
simple "ma<:hine guns" like the Nordcn.felt or the Gatling, which 
did not supply their own power. 

Our second standard machine gun was the Maxim Automatic 
~.Jachine Gun, Model of 1904. Hoth these were heavy guns, mounted 
on tripods. Our. next standard machine gun was ~f an enti~cly dif
ferent type, whu.:h coday would be known as a light machme gun, 
but in those days was called a Ma<:hine Rille. It was the light Hotch
kiss, designed by Benet, son of an American Chief of Ordnance who 
had gone to Paris and become an engineer with Hotchkiss, in col
laboration with another Hotchkiss engineer named Mercic. This 
gun was adopted by our Army . in r909 after extended trials, and 
was called the Automatic Machine Rifle, Caliber .30, Model of 1909. 
~ow if at that time we had known the least thing abom rhe ta<.·tical 

role of machine guns, we would have realized that we ought to have 
had two kinds in the Army at the same time; the heavy type for 
one kind of action, and the light type, for a totally different use. 
\Ve didn't, however, realize this or anything else much about these 
matters, so we adopted this light gun as THE machine gun of the 
Army. In those days every regiment had a machine gun platoon. 
macle up by detailing men from regnlar companies for temporary 
duty in the machine gun platoon. This platoon had four guns. It 
wasn't a regular authorized <:ornpany, but just a scraped together 
aggregation of the men who could best be spared from other places. 
,\tlany times the temptation to get rid of unwanted problem children 
was solved by company commanders by sending them to the machine 
gun platoon. A pretty sorry outfit it was, as a rule. 

\Vhen we had gone through all these trials and had finally settled 
on the gun we wanted, and had adopted it, we gave the H otchkiss 
f:ompany an order for twenty-nine of these guns. I repeat, twenty
nine only of these guns at a time when nations like Germany were 
huying thous~nds of machine guns. The rea~on was that the funds 
allowed the army in those days would pay for twenty-nine guns and 
no more, so we got twenty-nine. 

Then we put the gun into manufacture at both the Colt's Patent 
Fire Anns Manufacturing Co., and at Springfield Armory, and in 
the next few years, we macle a total of 670 of these Benet-Mercic 
~uns. That many, divided between two factories was not enough 
for either of them to learn and overcome the usual production and 
heat treating difficulties. 
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The Automatic Mad1in~ Rifle, Caliber .30, Model of 1909, which was the standard light machine gun of our Army at the beginning 
uf \);lorJd War I. This light Hotchkiss gun, known also as the Benet·Mercie, from the names o f two Hou.:hkiss Company engineers who 
developed it, was supersedecl by the Bruwninl( Auwmalic Rifle. 



This Benet-;'\•1ercie gun remained standard from 1909 until 1916, 
when the Vickers was adopted as a result of anorher set of tests 
;~nd trials. 

The Le~u.,is Machine Gun. 
Beginning in 1912 , and at intervals thereafter the Army tested a 

machine gun invented by Col. I. N. Lewis, Coast Artillery, U. S. 
Army. T his gun resembled the Hotchkiss in that it was gas operated, 
and employed a straight piston which was driven to the rear by a jet 
of gas trom a port drilled in the barrel. The cartridge feed was from 
Aat pan shaped magazines holding 47 shots each, or later, in the air
cr~fr type, 97 shots. This was placed on top of the receiver, and was 
fed around and around like a cog wheel as the firing progressed. 

The l>arrel of the gun was surrounded by an aluminum radiator, 
outside of which was a sheet steel casing something like a section of 
stove-pipe. This casing was open at the rear end, and at the front it 
extended past the ·muzzle of the gun so that the blast of gas from each 
shot had a tendency to create a draft of air through the steel casing 
over the aluminum radiator around the barrel, thus keeping the 
barrel reasonably cool as firing progressed. 

In the first several tests of the Lewis gun, it failed to handle our 
powerful .3o-'o6 carrridge successfully , and while furthe r develop
ment was under way, the world \Var 1 broke out in Europe. Lewis 
submitted his gun to the Rritish, and with the relatively low powered 
. 303 cartridge it made a much better performance than it did with 
om heavy high-pressure ammunition. 

In England this gun was made by the Birmingham Small Arms 
Co., as the Model of 1915, and it was used with great effect hy the 
British from that ven unril the end of World \\'ar I. 

In this country .· a high pressure publicity campaign was started to 
force our Army ro adopt this gun. Repeated tests, however, did not 
produce a Lewis gun that would satisfactorily shoot our ammunition. 

In April, 11)16, the Army held a. fom1al test to select a new machine 
gun as a standard to replace the Renet-Mercie. The Lewis gun, 
made in this country for the British by the s~vage Arms C:ompany, 
was naturally a strong contender in these tests, and the proponents 
of this gun made the most of the repmation which this gun h;~d 
made for itself in the British Service. and accused the U. S. Armv 
of the worst kind of reactionary stupidity for allowing an American 
invention to go unappreciated at home, only to be adopted abroad. 
The fact that the gun had repeatedly failed in tests with our ammuni
tion was of cou::se not mentioned, or was even denied. 

In these April tests of H) 16, a Lewis gun was submitted for the 
U. S. ammunition which i1nallv put up a creditable performance and 
showed great promise of being capable of further development to 
handle our amnnmi£ion with complete satisfaction. In the test, this 
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Lewis Machine Gun, Model of 1917. Thi~ was the ground type Lewis gun which the Army and Navy purchased at the beginning 
of World \XIar I. The Army bought 2500, and the Navy and Marines 9270. Aftt:r !.his initial purchase the entire production of the 
factory was devoted to the Lewis Aircraft machine gun, of which the Army bought some 47,000. 
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new Lewis gun jammed 206 times, had 35 parts broken, and had 
15 other parts which bent or got out of shape so that they had w 
be replaced. This was during the firing of the 20,000 shots which 
comprised the endurance test given machine guns in the usual Army 
trials. 

In this test there was also the Vickers gun, which had no parts 
broken, and none that had to be replaced, and suffered only z 3 
jams as against zo6 for the Lewis. Naturally this Vickers won the 
rest over the Lewis, and was adopted as the Automatic: Machine Gun, 
Caliber .JO, .Model of 1916. 

In this same month of April, 1916, there occurred an incident that 
touched off a renewed and redoubled campaign of villification of the 
Ordnance Department and of the Army. The town of Columbus, 
in New .VIexico. was raided l>v a bandit named Pancho Villa, and in 
this raid some civilians ancl soidiers were killed. It ·happened that this 
town was garrisoned by a c;walry troop and a machine gun platoon, 
and then~ were four Bener-Mercie guns available. The raid was in 
a way a minianu·e Pearl Harbor as far as the surprise element was 
concerned; there did not seem to be any reason w anticipate any such 
occurrence, and the Iinle garrison was caught completely off guard. 

The members of the machine gun platoon, routed from their beds 
in the middle of the night, hauled out their guns in the dark, hunted 
for the ammunition, and in se>me way got the guns ro shooting. 

The following is quoted from an :uticle that I wrote for the 
Sawrday Evening Post in the issue of Nl)\'. 10, 1917 "The night 
W;l s dllrk, anrl naturally some tr ouble was experienced with the guns. 
On·asional jams occmred; hut in each case the trouble was overcome 
:md the guns continued in the fight. At least two of the four guns 
were always in action. These guns were not always firing, though, 
as they frequently had to stop for lack of a suitable target. 

To fire machine guns in the dark streets of a town without a well
defined target is to risk killing friend as well as foe. 

There were many highly excited people present, however, and to 
these it no doubt seemed that all the guns should he firing, regardless 
of whether an enemy was in sight or not. Thus it happened that a 
report was started that the machine gun~ at Columbus had jammed, 
and the impression was created that they had not figured in the 
fight. This impre~sion was false, for the machine guns were a decisive 
factor in saving the town; and in spite of occasional jams, they fired 
nearly 20,000 rounds of a11nuunition in the fight." 

After this incident, General Pershing was sent on :m expedition for 
the capture of Villa, and the Regular Army and the National Guard 
were mobilized along the Mexican Border. The old orphan machine 
gun platoon was done aw:l)' with, :md e;Jeh regiment was given a 
machine gun company with four guns. T he machine gun company 
rhus had its ow n tables of organization, with officers, non-coms, etc., 
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ond ~he system of making the machine gun outfit a catch-all for 
undesirables came to an end. 

The Ordnance Department, lacking enough guns to arm the newly 
organized companies for all the border regiments made an emergency 
purchase of 350 Lewis Machine Guns from the Savage Arms Co. 
These were for the .303 British ammunition, as the gun for our own 
high powen:d ammunition had not yet been perfected and put into 
production. \Ve of course had to buy ammunition as well as guns, 
and Ford trucks were also hough·t tO act as ma<.:hine gun cars. Up 
to this time all machine guns had been pa<.:ked on mules, so this was 
quire an innovation for that day. 

The Ordnance Department, of course, had nothing w do with the 
training of soldiers in how to use the guns. The guns and ammunition 
were furnished by the Ordnance, together with handbooks on how 
ro operate the guns, hut the actual training of the combat troops 
was not an Ordnance function. This was done bv the School of • :\ilusketry at Fort SilL Unfortunately, there was never enough of 
an ammunition allowance to permit that organization to indulge in 
sufficient function firing to give the gunners familiarity with the 
mechanical operation of their weapons. The result was just the same 
as a flying school would have in training pilots without any gasoline. 
Much attention was given to the tactics, and to the theory of how 
to use the guns, but no one actually knew how to keep them firing. 

General Crozier, the Chief of Ordnance, was a powerful and 
determined man, and he decided forthwith that the gunners should 
have training that would eliminate the talk of machine guns that jam, 
and that if the people who should give this training were not doing 
it, he would do it himself, whether they liked it or not. I lc therefore 
gave me instructions to accompany this shipment of 3;0 l.ewis .. ~03 
Machine guns, and to go to each organization which was armed with 
this gun and teach them how to use the guns, and thus prevent the 
guns from getting an undeservedly bad name. It is rather ironical 
that the first gun whose reputation he thus underrook to guard was 
the Lewis, whose backers ":ere already carrying on a publicity 
campaign to the effect that th1s gun was the on!~' one that wouldn1t . 
ram. 

After a lot of fine instruction and many spectacular demonstrations 
from the T .ewis people on the virtues of their gun, T wenr from 
regiment to regiment along the border, giving intensive instruction 
in just how to get the best performance, and how to avoid trouble. 

French St. Etienne machine gun of \'(lorld War l It is a gas operated air 
cooled machine. gun, using the 30·shot Hotchkiss feed strips. It has several novel 
features such as the front sigbt with a compensating mechanism to change the 
sight elevation as the gun harrel heats up. The gas piston is blown forward 
instead of backward as is usual in guns of this kind. 



The Moore centrifugal mafhine gun, <ct up for test at the U. S. Bureau of Standard, oil the time of \'\!odd War I. 
The grooved rotor was driven at high speed by a powerfu.J electric motor. Steel ball bearings were fed into the cen ter of rotor chrough 

the llexible pipe. and were delivered at a speed of about 1200 f.s. through the slot ~t left. The a.-curacy was extremely poor, but the 
inventor insisted that the gun would be useful in the trench warfare on the \'\!estern Front of 191!!. The guo was not used. 
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In doing this I expended large quantities of ammunition, as I believed 
that the only way to Jearn how ro shoot a gun is to shoot it. On 
this job I was accompanied by Col. John J. Dooley, of ·the National 
Guard, State of Maine, retired, who was ernplo~'ed as an expert by 
Savage Arms Co. 

I had received intensive indoctrinfltion on rhe l.ewis, and everyone 
I saw praised it and <.:ondcmncu <~II the others, so that knowing 
nothing about the other guns, I was inclined w believe the propaganda 
that I .had been . reading about how bad the other guns were in 
companson. 

After all the 350 Lewis guns had been distributed, I was directed to 
set up a school and teach all machine gunners on the border, no 
matter what gun they had, how to use their guns. At Harlingen, 
Texas, ncar the mouth of the Rio Grande, there W;IS a newlv estah 
lished Ordnance Depor t:ommanded by Captain Evercrt ~- Hughes, 
now Major General, Chief of Orrinance. Here T set up a school for 
instruction in the Colt, the Maxim, the Benet, mtd rhe I .cwis. 

I soon found, much to my surprise and chagrin, that every one of 
the other three was a far better and more reliable gun than the Lewis 
I had been praising so highly. The Lewis had some parts that broke 
and others that bent easily, and after a few hundred miles of being 
carried around in those Ford trucks, the gun W<tS loose at the joints, 
the magazine rims were deformed so that they would skip shots, and 
the feed fingers that guided the cartridges in to the feedway would 
hend and cause jams; etc., etc. In short, it was just about .impossible 
ro keep these guns in firing condition. The other three were strong, 
rugged, well tempered, and would stay in shape indefinitely if not 
:tbused. 

In the school everyone in the company, front Captain tn cooks, 
had to learn how to keep the guns going undc::r cvcrv kind of adveD;e 
condition. The course lasted two weeks; during rhe first part, the 
reason for everv part and how it worked was explained, also what 
troubles could happen. Then everyone had days and days of actual 
firing. First the gun would be fired in good condition; afterward, 
a bad part would be put it, and the firer would be given ammunition, 
and when the gun misbehaved, he was given all rhe time he wanted 
tO find out the trouble and fix it. It '\vas amazing what a difference 
that two weeks would make in a company. 

Typical is the case of a captain who ·wrote to the Chief of Ord
nance telling him that his Benct-i'dercic ~uns were urrerl_v worthless, 
and asking to have them exchanged for rhe new I .cwis gun. \Vhen 
he came in for his course, I told him that he could have his gun~ 
exchanged for any of the other three kinds, but that first he would 
have to take the two weeks course with all four kinds. 

He was dissatisfied with this; wanted to change immediately. Said 
he had been using his guns four years, and had never been able to 
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get more than two shots out of any gun without a jam. I said that 
we would make the exchange, but .first I wanted him to .fire each 
of his four guns 300 shots just to see how they worked. That really 
gave ·him a laugh. He assured me that no one could get any of his 
guns to shoot more than two shots. 

His guns were placed on a table, and he was told to have his men 
gather around and pay close attention as we were going to explain the 
function of each piece .. My assistants and I then took the guns to 
pieces, and explained just how each piece worl<ed, but at the same 
time casually pointed out some defects. \Ve would say, for example, 
"Now the tiring pin ruust have a good rounded point, so that it 
wiU indent the primer properly without puncturing it. This firing 
pin has no point at all. Naturally the gun would not tire in that 
condition, so let's put in this new fu·ing pin. On this other gun 
the actuator is badly bent-see, right here. That will keep the breech 
block from closing and of course the gun will nor fire, let's replace 
that bent part with a new one." By the time the guns had been 
put together again, the had pans had been replaced. Also, the Captain 
was doing a bit of thinking, no douht. 

We then had his own gunners load the gun, but two of them 
started to put the feed strips in wrong. There is a little trick to 
loading, if it is done wrong, the gun will fire just two shots and 
then jam. This is all explained in the instructions, but nobody had 
read them, it seems. So his gunners fired three hundred shots each, 
with no jams or trouble of any kind. The Captain said that he just 
wouldn't have believed it; he said he saw that there was a lot to 
learn about this business. 

After he had completed his two weeks he was asked which of 
the three other makes of gun he wanted in exchange for his. He 
said "No one is going to get those guns away from me; they are 
the best guns in the world, and I'm going to sit right down and write 
to the Chief of Ordnance and tell him so." And he did: I saw the 
letter afterward in \Vashington. 

During the nine months that this school ran, rt rrained one com
pany a week; it \vas a two weeks course, but there were two com
panies present all the time, one taking the first week, of mechan..ical 
instruction, the other taking the second week, of actual firing. The 
men that were trained in this border school and one that I later ran 
at Sandy Hook for all the young regular Ordnance officers and at 
Springfield Armory for reserve officers and emergency officers 
became the key machine gun men in the entire Army during 
World \Var I. 

This school kept going until the first of April, 1917, when war 
with Germany seemed imminent, and I received a telegram ordering 
handle our ammunition with complete satisfaction. In the test, th1s 
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The Berthier m:l(·hine rifle submiued for test in 1<)17. It passed an excellent 
test, but was not adopted, as the Browning was then bcin_g put into production. 
The officer tiring the gun is the present author. 

my notes there is nn old Ordnance Office rnC!llO sheet on which I 
have written; "\Nar Declared; on hand o; o flcnet, 2lh Maxim, 143 
Colt, 353 Lewis." Believe it or nor, those figures represent all the 
machine guns this great nation owned when we wt:m to war with 
Germany in •9•7 · None of the new Vickers had yec been dt:livc:red. 

A little further down on that memo is the emry; "April 1 z; IJOO 
Le\vis Guns Ordered." It seems that while all this border instruction 
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The Browning .30 caliber wacer cooled m:H'hine gun. 

had been going on, the Savage Arms Cornp•my had bce;:n perfecting 
the Lewis for our ammunition, and we ordered these '300 without 
a formal trial. Vv'c really needed guns by then. 

ln May 1917, the vVar Department held a machine gun test before 
a board composed of Army officers, N'avy officers, and civilians, 
calletl the United States 1\-\achine Gun Board. At tllis test the Lewis 
gave a good account of itself, and more were ordered by the Army 
ro a total of 2 sou. The 1\::lVy and Marines got 9z yo. The A.rmy then 
adopted a stripped and lightened version of the Lewis as the standard 
flexibly mounted gun for aircraft use, and porchased 47,ooo of them. 
This Lewis Aircraft gun did not have rhe barrel jacket or the 
aluminum radiator. 

The Bro't:Jning lvi.acbine Gun 
A gun which gave a sensat ional performance before this United 

States Machine Gun Board was a heavy water cooled gun submitted 
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by Mr. John Rrowning, of Ogden, Utah. It was built on the recoil 
principle, with a very much simplified action. As it was much easier 
ro manufacture than the then standard Vickers, none of which had 
yet been delivered, it was decided to concentrate on the simpler 
;md more easily made Browning. The Colt Co. which was already 
getting into production on the Vickers, produced YP7 of the water 
cooled type, and 7 soz of the aircr~ft model during the war, while 
\-Vesting house and Remington produced 7 r ,o 19 heavy Browning 
machine guns during \Vorld War I. 

Like the Vickers, the Heavy Browning is water cooled and belt 
fed, hut the belt is of much simpler and cheaper construction. In 
faer, it is exactly the same as Browning used on his Colt Machine 
Gun Model of 1895. The weight of the Heavy Browning is 36Y2 
pounds with water in the jacket, and the tripod weighs 48 pounds. 
The rate of fire is about 550 shoes per minute. 

The Browning machine gun with water jacket removed and with 
the barrel made heavier and shorter was used for arming tanks, and 
was also adapted to gromtd use on a tripod as a light machine gun. 
Stripped of ns water ja~.:ket it was used during \Vorld War I as a 
synchronized aircraft gun for fixed mounting on the aircraft of that 
day, firing through the propellers. Much improved and lightened 
after the war, and fitted with right and left hand feed, it became the 
standard . 30 caliber aircraft machine gun. 

A similar series of Browning guns was made up in .50 caliber. 
These are used for both aircraft and ground use, and have been 
widely copied all over the world, and were used not only by che 
L'. S., but by many other nations during \Vorld War II. 

Light Machine Gum 
During the early part of the first \-Vorld War, the Germans were 

armed only with the heavy Maxim machine gun, and had no light 
machine gun to compare with the British Lewis. These tighter guns 
could readily be carried forward with advancing troops, and after 
the men had attained an advanced position, they -could lie flat with 
these guns, and produce bands of fire to scop a counter attack. 

· fhe Germans soon felt the need for such a gun, and produced a 
lightened version of -the Maxim gun, known as the 'oS/15. This was 
simply a Maxim with a smaller water jacket, and mounted on a bipod 
support so that it could be used in the prone position, the same as 
the Lewis could. Feeding was from 100 round belts carried in small 
boxes arranged to attach to the side of the gun. This was a most 
effective weapon, and produced many casualties among our forces. 

Toward the end of that war the Germans produced another light 
type of 1\1axim, called the 'oS/ 18, which was the same as the other, 
except that the water jacket was omitted entirely, and a perforated 
barrel supporting tube was substituted for it. Naturally the ability 
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German Parabellum aircraft m!lcbine gun. This weapon, designed by Karl Heinemann, bears the fo llowing letterin{! on the 
side, "S. M. Gcw. Mod. Puabcllum 1913. Berlin." h was used as a flexible machine gun in German \X' orld War I aircrafr. 
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to produce sustained fire was less, as the barrel would heat up after 
about a hundred rounds so that it was too hot to shoo-c. 

T-his use of light gWlS by the British and Germans caused a need 
for such a gun to be acutely felt by the French, and the result was 
the development of a new gun called the "Chauchat," weighing only 
about 2 5 pounds. \Vith this gun a new type of machine gun firing 
became much talked of, and that was the so-called "walking fire." 
The gunner was supposed to carry the gu n fo rward with him during 

German Maxim machine gun, Model of 1908. It was the standard heavy om
chine gun of the German Army in Wodd \Vnr I, :md was used as a reserve and 
home defense weapon in World War II. 

his advance, point it in the direction of t he enemy, and fire it from 
the hip. The Chauchat was a machine rifle with a bipod, and was 
of the "Long-recoil" type mechanism. T he barrel and all of the 
breech mechanism recoiled several inches to the rear inside the barrel 
casing. T hese heavy parts moving backward and forward weighed 
almmt as much as the rest of the gun, and the result was a violent, 
jerky motion of the gun when firing. The mechanism was crude, 
but it was simple, and for this latter re:•son the guns could be made 
in almost any fairly well eguipped machine sbop. ~hlny thousands of 
them were used, not only by the French but by the American Anny 
as well, those used by the Americans being chambered for our own 
cartridge. This gun was much disliked as a crude makeshift, and was 
discarded as soon as possible after the war. 



German Maxim '08/ 15 Light Machine Gun. This was the standard Light Machine Gun of the German Army in the first World War, 
and did enormous execution. It was continued in use as a standard gun by the Germans up to about 1936, and was used to a considerable 
extent as a substitute in World War II. 



A German machine gun crew of \Vorld \X' ar J. This picture was found on the soldier at the right when he was captured in 1918. 



T he Frt'nch Chauchar machine rifle as used b)' the American Army in 1? 18. The gun shown was made for use with the 8 nun Lebel 
cauridj!C. Th~ ~cm i-rircular mag:t7 ine h~ ld 30 shots. 
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Th~ Hotchki<s mad1inc rille 5ubmiucd lor rest in 19 17. It had in the mechanism 
a clockwork dcvi('C like tha t in an dc<1ric master. to kcc1> it from firing too fast. 
"Walki ng fire," shooting the j::UII fro m the hip, a< shuwn, while advancing across 
the ":'><oMan's Land'' of the 1918 trench warfare was a favorite way of using the 
automatic weapons of that day. 

The British incorrectly call this gun the "Chauchard." 
The instruction pamphlets in French that accompanied the 8mm 

Chauchat gnns that we used in t9•!:! spelled it "Chauchat''. Col. Calvin 
Goddard, of the Historical section, Army \¥ar College, traced the 
word back to its origin from the narne of Chauchat. T he French 
call it Model 191 5 C.S.R.G., from Chauchat, Suterre, Rihcy Rolle 
and Gladiator, who developed this gun. 
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The Bro-wning Automatic Rifle 
Anot·her gun that .'\tlr. Browning submitted to the United States 

Machine Gun Board in .May, 1917 was the Browning Automatic 
Rifle. This gun was so different in characteristics from the conven
tion:~! Machine Gun or Machine Rifle of the day that it created a 
sensation when it was submitted to the Board. I was present, and 
well remember the excitement it produced. 

It was the first weapon light enough to be .fired from the shoulder 
and at the same time · sufficiently heavy and rugged to permit fairly 
long bursts of full automatic fire. It was a 1 5 pound gun made on 
the lines of a large shoulder rifle. It \vas ~s operated, and was fed 
from detachable box magazines holdin15 zo shots each. It could be 
arranged to deliver either full automatic fire or single shots at will, 
by changing the position of a lever on the side of the gun. lt was 
well adapted for the marching fire in vogue during the trench war
fare of those days, · as well as for full automatic fire from the prone 
position, using any rest that might he available for the muzzle of 
the gun. The action is described on page 58. 

This gun can be fired full automatic from the shoulder, but it 
requires practice to do this without losing control of the gun. When 
this is attempted by someone who does not know the trick, the 
rapid succession of recoils, corning a-t the rate of 450 a minute, will 
quickly throw the firer off his balance, and he will usnally allow 
the muzzle to swing around to the right, or up into the air, or both. 
A serious tragedy was narrowly avoided at an early demonstration 
of this gun when an inexperienced person tried to fire it this way, 
and the muzzle swept rapidly toward the group of persons standing 
at the firer's side. It is really the surprise effect more than anything 
else that is responsible, for If the firer will just lean heavily into the 
rifle as he starts firing, this motion can be controlled. 

This gun passed a magnificent test before the hoard, and was 
immediately adopted, and 85,277 of them were produced during the 
year and a half that elapsed 'before the end of that war. This gun, 
officially called the "Brownin~ Automatic Rifle, Model of 1918," but 
more commonly known as the BAR, was the standard weapon of 
its type in our Army during "World War II. The Germans called 
BAR's captured from Poland the Maschioengewehr 28(p), and those 
captured from Belgium the 127(b). 

During the years since its adoption there have been several changes 
or modifications to this gun. The nrowning Automatic Rifle, Cal .. 30, 
.\1 1918 A1, which is limited standard at this writing, has a gas 
cylinder with spiked feet attached to the gas cylinder tube just 
forward of the forearm, and a hinged burt plate extension designed 
to rest on top the shoulder of the firer. The gas cylinder has been 
changed to have a larger diameter, and to incorporate a relief valve 
in the head. The forearm is shorter, and is cut away from the barrel. 



·-

The Brown in~ Automatic Rifle, r.lodcl of I<) 18. 



Arowning machine rifle made by Fabrique Natiunale, at Herstal. Liege. Belg ium. 
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The M 1918 Az has the forearm cut away even more, with a 
metal shield incorporated to protect the recoil spring from the heat. 
A bipod with skid type shoes is assembled co the flash hider and a 
stock rest is fitted into a recess in the buttstock. This model also 
has a device for slowing the rare of J1re when desired. It also has 
a hinged butt plate extension, which is shorter than that on the A1. 
The rtar sig ht has been changed to include click adjustments for both 
devation and windage. 

The Browning fvlachine Ri.tle, M 1922 has a bipod and a heavy 
flanged barrel. This modification of the B A R which was used for 
a time as a light machine gun has been superseded for this use by 
the Browning .'\'lachine Gun, M 1919 A4, and is now obsolete. 

Those nariom which do not usc the B 1\ R all use some other gun 
of similar characteristi<.:s. Examples of other guns on the same general 
p1·inciple or at least of similar dimensions and designed for the same 
tactical usc an: t·he Bri tish Bren, the French Chatellerault, the Japanese 
Year 99 Model, (M H)JY), the i'vlcxicm1 Mendoza, <Hld others. 

Geneml Observations on Machine Guns 
It will be seen from what has been written above that machine guns 

can be divided roughly into two classes, water cooled and air cooled. 
In the water cooled guns, whenever the trigger is released during 

firing, the mechanism stops with a live canridge in the <.:hamber. 
Most air cooled guns are made so that trigger is released, the gun 
stops with the breech open and the chamber empty. vVhen the trigger 
is again pulled, it releases the mechanism, which closes, pushing in 
a fresh cartridge at the same time, and fires as it locks. The Hotchkiss 
,\lachine Gun, the Le,vis, the Benet-~'Vlercie, the Browning Auto
matic RiAe, and most other similar guns are made in this way. The 
reason for this is obvious. \Vith an air-<.:Ooled gun ~he barrel gets very 
hot, and if a live cartridge were left in the barrel when the firing 
was interrupted it might explode in a few seconds from the heat. 

At a lecture at Sandy Hook in the early part of 1 9 •7, after I 
had just previously been conducting a series of machine gun schools 
along the .IV1exican border, the fact was mentioned that the 
barrel of a gun would get red hot when fired extensively without 
stopping. An official who was present said that it was impossible to 
fire a gun that much without a jam. Accordingly a demonstration 
was arranged for a class of studems who were studying machine 
guns, and I personally fired a Benet-Mercie machine rifle 1 ,ooo shots 
without stopping. After 700 shots the barrel was red hot, and at the 
end of rhe thousand shots the barrel was a bright cherry red, and 
part of the receiver had begun to glow. The official who had started 
the argument was dancing up and down, shoutjng: "I see it but I 
don't believe it." 

Of course, in practice a barrel is never fired enough to make it 
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Japanese Model 9\1 (1939) lighr machine gun. This was the latest Japanese light machine gun co be user.l in World War II. It is 
gas operated, weigh~ about 20 pounds, and is simple nnd effective in design. 





The author, protected 
War 1. These air-cooled 
c.>ne as shn"W'n. 

by asbestos gloves, is rcmovin!l the 
guns heated up rapidly when fired, 

barrel from a Colt machine gun during Wo.rld 
and a hot barrel could he rep laced with a coni 
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red hot, but several hundred shots will make the barrel of an air
cooled gun too hot fo1· safety in case of a jam. ln working with air
cooled guns .some very exciting experiences will be had when a jam 
occurs with a very hot barrel and a cartridge stuck in the chamber, 
and with the breech partly open. 

Once on the Mexican border I saw a student get :1 cartridge. 
jammed in a hot gun with the breech partly open. He was looking 

. right in it and I had visions of having the cartridge explode in his face, 
so I snatched him away from the gun and grabbed up a cleaning rod 
so as to knock the hor cartridge out hefore it had time to go off. 
The effort was just a little too late, however, for as I shoved the rod 
down the muzzle, the cartridge wem off. This apparently happened 
just about the time the rod touc-hed the bullet, for the buller did not 
go que of the barrel. The cartridge case was blown to hits but no 
damage was done, as the breech, being open at the back, allowed the 
explosion to dissipate itself to a large extent. I knocked out the bullet 
and found that it was somewhat tlat-tened where the point had rested 
against the: deaning rod. I still have this bullet and the. remains of -this 
cartridge case among my rather large collection of cartridge curios. 

At the test of the Berthier machine rifle at Springfield Armory in 
1917, a jam occurred, and '"hen the handle of the gtm was drawn 
back the hot cartridge was ejected but exploded in the air just in 
front of the group of men who were holding the gun. The bullet 
stuck in the cuff of one of the spectators. 

Another time at Springfield Armory a cartridge t:xploded while 
I was extracting it from a hot Browning automatic rifle, but fortun
ately it was all the way out of the breech; and when a modern 
military rifle cartridge explodes in the open air it does not have much 
force, so no damage was done. Usually the explosion is just sufficient 
to tear open the cartridge case and send the bullet with very low 
velocity. Of course there is danger of getting pieces of brass blown 
into hands or eyes. 

The greatest danger in a case like tllis is in having an explosion 
when the breech is jammed in a position very nearly dosed. In this 
case the pressure is high and the explosion is violent, and some parts 
of the breech mechanism are lil<ely to be blown O\!.t with sufficient 
force to do great damage. In this way, an extractor blew out of 
a Marlin gun and struck a soldier in the abdomen inflicting a wound 
from which he afterward died. 

Submachine Guns or Machine Pistols 
During World War I, the Germans introduced into actual and 

rather extensive use a type of machine gun which up to that time 
had been very little known, but which was very widely used in 
World War II. This is the machine pistol, or submachine gun, firing 
pistol ammunition, or in some cases, ammunition intermediate in 



T he firs< Suhma<'hine g un ; the Italian Villar Perosa, shoo<ing the 9 mm Parabellum (luger) pisco! cartridge. I tescecl this gun in 19 17. 



The German Bergmann Submachine gun of Worlu War I, called the M.P. (i'v(a~chinen Pistole) 18. Ic has a straight blow-back aCtion 
and shoots the 9 rum Luger pistol cartrid,::c from a snail shaped magazine. The World War II submachine guns are no advance over 
this ~xc:t:pc in t:h~<tpnt:ss of tmmufacturt: due liJ thei•· flimsy construction of tubing a.od stampings. 
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power between pistol and rifle ammunition. It was in 1917 that 
my first acquaintenance with submachine guns occurred in testing the 
Italian Villar Perosa gun, (sometimes called the Revelli). This was a 
two-barrelled weapon, shooting the 9 mrn Luger . pistol cartridge, 
and intended at that time to be used in arming airplanes. There were 
fifty cartridges in each of the two magazines, and on pressing the 
trigger, they were all fired in a little over a second, making the speed 
of the firing so rapid that the sound of the individual shots could 
not be distinguished at all. The sound of firing this gun was much 
like that of tearing a strip of canvas. 

During the latter part of the first \Vorld War, the Germans used 
a number of submachine guns of a type called the Bergmann. This 
was straight blow-back gun used the T .uger pistol ammunition from a 
so-called snail magazine, that is, one in which the cartridges lie in a 
spiral or snail shaped drum. 

After the end of rhe first World \Var, General Thompson, a re
tired Army officer invented a submachine gun shooting the ·45 
automatic pistol cartridge. This weapon, know·n as the "Tommy Gun" 
became a favorite weapon of the gangsters during the prohibition 
era in the United States, and in this way received much publicity. 
It was adopted by the Army, and was a standard weapon during 
World War II. 

Every nation that fought in vVorld \Var ll had some kind of sub
machine gun, and some had several varieties. Owing to the low power 
of the cartridge involved, these required no locking device, and they 
were therefore constructed on the straight blow-uack principle. None 
of them showed any particular advance over the original German 
Bergmann of \Vorld War T, except in simpler magazine arrangements 
and cheapening of manufacture by the use of simple turned or 
stamped out parts. Examples are the British Sten, the Australian 
Austen and Owen, the German Schmcisser, ct<.:. 

Col. Rene R. Studler of our Army contributed to this field the 
U. S. Submachine gun Cal. ·45 J\113, which \vas a real advance in this 
category of weapons. lt is characterized by the utmost simplicity and 
cheapness of manufacture. It is made so that by the substitution of a 
barrel and magazine together with some other parrs, it can he almost 
instantaneously converted to shoot the 9 mm Luger or Parahellum 
ammunition almost universally used as the pistol cartridge by European 
nations. 

In 1943, the Germans introduced a so-called machine pistol which 
was entirely out of the class of the guns mentioned above. It was in 
reality a full-automatic carbine, made to shoot a special shortened 
version of the standard German 7·9 rifle cartridge. There were several 
111odels of this gun, differing only in derails, called the MP 43, the 
MP 43/ 1 and the MP 44· 
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T he German Schmcisscr 9 mm mbmachine gun ) [p 40 using the Parahdlum cart r idge. 
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Aust ralian Owen Submachine gun, Notable only fo r one thing; utter cheapness o f construction. 
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British Sten Submacbine gun Mark H. F.s<entially this is rhe B ergmann ni \'i/mld War I ch~apened as much as pussihle. Like the 
Bergmann, it uses the 9 mm Luger c:>rtridge. On account of its utterly crude construnion and its clumsine>s it was usually ca lled by 
our soldiers the "Stench" gun. 



The Russ ian SuJiaev i.62 mm macnine pistol or submachine gun called PTS 1943. 



German MP 44. This is a full automatic carbine shooting a sbonened version of the / .9 rifle canriclge. There wt'rt: three nriation~ 
of this weapon which differed onlr io uuirnpouant deta ils. called the MP 43, the MP 43/ I, and the MP 44. 
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Machine Guns in World W «r II 
During \Vorld vVar II, the srandard American ground type heavy 

machine gun ·was the Browning in essentially the same form as that 
used in the first \Vorld \Var, and mounted on rhe same tripod. It is 
the Browning heavy belt fed water cooled llHIChine gun, called the 
M 1917 A1, and the rripod is likewise the :'VI IC)'7 A r. The only im-
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Ammunition for tbe MP 43 and MP 44 (left) compared with the 
regulae German rifle cartridge (right). 
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portant change in the gun from the original design is the strengthen
ing of the water jacket end cap, and an improvement of the fastening 
of the water jacket to the trunnion block. The receiver is also re
inforced. The general appearance and functioning of the gun remain 
identical. 

The light machine gun, called the Browning Machine Gun M 1911) 

A4, on g-round tripod M 2, is a moclification of the Browning Tank 
Machine Gun u:;ed in \Vorld \\Tar I. This gun Jus the nsnal Browning 
mechanism, but instead of a water jacket, ir has a perfonted barrel 
jacket or support, and a rather heavy barrel. It is air cooleu. 

During the recent war, a whole series of . 50 caliber Browning 
machine guns was employed. They were used in both the water 
jacketed and the air cooled varieties, for both aircraft and anti
aircraft, in combat vehicles and tanks, and for urher uses. The varieties 
most used were: The Browning Machine Gun, Caliber . so, M 2, 

aircraft, basic; an air cooled, recoil operated, alternate feed gun, 
suited for any type of installation in aircraft. 

The Browning Machine Gun, Caliber .50, water cooled, flexible, 



The B~>a machine gun. This was a heavy air cooled gas operated gun used by the British and lhe Germans in armored vehicles. The 
one shown in this cut is the Czech version called ZB 53. 
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German Dreyse-Solotburn machine gun, called MG 34i 4l. It IS air-cooled, recoil operated, and belt fed . 
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type; a recoil operated, water cooled, alternate feed gun. There is 
a water chest with a pump for supplying a t.:irculation of water 
thraugh the jacket. This permits firing long bursts without cooling. 
This gun was used extensively for anti-aircraft work. 

The Browning Machine Gun, Cal. .5oMz, HB, fixed type; an air 
cooled, recoil operated, alternate feed gun, adapted to .fixed mounting 
in tanks or combat vehicles . 

.The Browning ,\'lachine Gun, Cal. .5o, M z, heavy barrel, flexible; 
the same as the fixed gun except that it has a spade-grip back plate 
assemhlv, and is fitted for flexible mounting in tanks, combat vehtcles, 
or un rhe Machine Gun Tripod Mount, Cal. .5o, M 3· 

Most of the Allies of course used .50 caliber Brownings furnished 
by . the United States. Great Britain used the Bren as the principal 
light machine gun, with the Vickers stiJI taking the heavy machine 
gun role. For use in combat vehicles, they used the Besa, in 7.92 
caliber, an almo.st exact copy of this gun as originally made in Czecho
slovakia. 

The Germans also used the Besa, though in slightly different form 
from that used by the British. As ground machine guns they used 
light recoil operated guns, very similar in general characteristics to 
the 'o8/z8 Vickers of \Vorld 'Var I, but with smaller and lighter 
breech mechanisms. These guns were air cooled and belt fed, and 
were developed from the Dreyse MG 13 of \Vodd War I. The 
earlier model was the MG 34· A. later development and refinement of 
this model was the MG 42. 

An amazing light full automatic and semi-automatic rifle using the 
full powered 7·9 German service ammunition is the FaJischirmjaeger 
G ewehr or FG 42/44, intended, as the name indicates, for use by 
parachute troops. With its folding uipod it weighs only 11 pounds. 
This gun is a clear indication of the future trend in light machine 
guns, and will weJl repay study by designers of automatic weapons. 

The Russians used, besides their old Maxim Model of 1910, a new 
heavy air cooled belt fed machine gun called the Degtyarev, 
Model 1939. With its heavy flanged air cooled barrel, this gives much 
the appearance of a Hotchkiss. Another gun of the same general 
type and appearance is the Guryonov, Model of 1943· · 

In the field of light machine guns, the Russians had a 20 pound 
gas operated air cooled gun, fed from a fiat pan magazine holding 
47 shots, caUed the Degtyarev 1'Vlodel DT, which has been in service 
since 1926. 

The Japanese used weapons of the Hotchkiss type as their prin
cipal heavy machine guns. They were called the Model 92. ( 1932) 
6.5 mm machine gun, and the Model o• (•941) i·i mm machine gun. 
Following the usual Hotchkiss principles, they were gas operated, air 
cooled and strip fed. They used the same 30 shot feed strips that 
we used in our old Benet-Mercie, that was standard in our Army 
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German Fallschirm Jaeger Gewehr 42, or F.G. 4.2, automatic rille. 
An extremely light weight gun of advanced design, weighing, ('ompl~t~ 

. •• ,e 
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.. 
Intended, as indi<'ated by the name, for u~e b)' parachute troops. 
with hipod, only a little over II pounds. 

' 



Russian Uegtya.rev light machine gun, Model DT. It is gas operated, air cooled and weighs about 20 pounds. 
In this Photo r.he Flash Hider is reversed. 
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japaut:st: h~:avy ma<:hin~ gun, Huu:hki~~ type, Y6r Ol Model (1941). 



Japanese Nambu machine gun, Model 11 (1922). Except for the hopper feed, • 
I( follows the Hotchkiss principle of design. 
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from 1909 to 1916. \Vhen I saw h1mdreds of these familiar looking 
feed strips strewn along the beach at Saipan in 1944, it reminded me 
of my Mexican Border Days of 1916 as machine gun instructor. 

A lighter gun of the general type of a Hotchkiss was the japanese 
Nambu Model 11 ( i 922) 6. 5 mm Light Machine Gun. It looks a lot 
like the old Benet-M.ercie, but uses a hopper for the cartridges 
instead of feed strips. It is air cooled, gas operated, and weighs about . 
22 pounds. It was largely superseded by the later light machine guns. 

The model 96 ( 1939) 6. 5 mm light machine gun is a lot like the 
Bren in appearance, but different in mechanism. It i~ ga~ operated, air 
cooled, and weighs 20 pounds. It is a very e.ffective weapon. 

The Model 99 ( 1939) 7·7 mm Light Machine Gun is a weapon . 
similar to that just described, except that it is made for the newer 
7·7 IJlm (or .303 inch) cartridge. It also is a highly effective weapon. 
The Japanese also made and used excellent copies of the Browning and . 
Lewis machine guns. 

Johnson Light Machine Gun 
A gun that showed great promise, but never attained any wide use 

in the War is the recoil operated Light machine gun designed by 
Captain Melvin M. Johnson, of the United States Marine Corps 
Reserve. 

This gun, whid1 has some quite novel and desirable features, had 
the bad luck to make its appearance just at a time which made it most 
difficult for it to attain the recognition that it otherwise probably 
would have received. It was adopted by the Dutch in 1941, but 
before it had gotten welJ into production, the Dutch Colonial pos
sessions passed to the Japanese, and this market for the new gun 
passed out of existence. 

It is a short-recoil operated air cooled lig·ht machine gun weighing, 
without magazine, on! y 12.3 pounds. The barrel can be removed and 
replaced in 8 seconds while the gun is hot. 

It is fed from rcmovahle box magazines ... vei~hing '4 ounces and 
holding zo rounds. The feeding lips which guide the cartridges into 
the chamber arc machined out of the solid metal of the receiver, 
instead of being shaped out of the thin metal of the magazine, which 
is easily deformed. This feature removes a common cause of mal
functions. The gun can have additional cartridges clip fed into the 
magazine from the right side of the gun while the magazine is in 
place. Thus a partly empty magazine can he replenished, or a different 
type of cartridge, tracer, for example, can be brought into use in an 
instant. 

A clever arrangement of the breech mechanism makes the gun fire 
from an open breech when executing full automatic fire, thus remov
ing the danger of having a cartridgt: "cook off" if fire is interrupted 
while the gun is hot; but when the gun is useci as a semi-automatic, 



The Johnson ligbr Machine Gun, Model 1941. 
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Johnson Ugh1 Machine Guo. Model 1944 E 1. 
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rhe breech closes and locks on the cartridge, after which a pull on 
the trigger fires the gun, thus making easier the attainment of ac
curacy. 

The gun that was adopted by rhe Dutch was called the ~vlodel of 
1941, and guns of this model were used by parachute troops and 
raiding parties in our own Army and Marine Corps, uses to which its 
unusually light weight made it particularly adaptable. 

About the time \ Vorld \Var II ended, an improved experimental 
model called Model 1944 embodied some ucw features shown 
ro be desirable by combat experience. This was further developed 
into the Model 1945, which with attached monopod rest weighs only 
15.5 pounds. This gun has a gas assist to boost the recoil of the barrel 
and increase the cyclic rare. flarrels on this modt:l can be changed in 
six seconds, and this should be done every· rooo to r 200 rounds when 
firing at 'the rate of 50 shots per minute. · 

.Commencing with the gun empty, one man can load and fire rHo 
shots in 1 minute fuU automatic, and 6o aimed shots in 1 minute 
semi-automatic. 

A two man team of loader and gunner can load and tire roo shots 
in 18 seconds or zoo in 3i seconds, thus maintaining a rare nf over 
300 shots per minute. A three man crew, with spare magazine and 
spare barrel can deliver 1000 shots in six minutes, though they will 
have changed barrels 9 times during that period. Of course, unless it 
is necessary to fire at the maximwn rate, the number of barrel 
changes would he much less. 

It will be seen that this gun has some very advanced features, and 
it is a highly effe~:tive weapon of irs type. 



VI 
. 

The Military Semiautomatic Rifle 

WHAT is the reason for a semiautomatic rifle, was not the Spring
field good enough? A very little reflection will answer this 

question. Consider a soldier engaged in a ~kirmish. He is lying 
prone on r.he ground with his rifle, trying to make himself as in
conspicuous as possible. Somewhere in the distance one of the 
enemy soldiers shoots at him. The chances are he does not know 
where the bullets are coming from. In vVorld War I one of the 
things· that surpri>ed our soldiers at first was the fact that many 
of them went through several entire battles without seeing any of 
the enemy soldiers. Suppose our soldier does locate an enemy's helmet, 
barely distinguishable against the landscape 200 or 300 yards away. 
He has detected some movement and he kno\vs that this is all he 
can sec of one of the enemy soldiers, so he decides to use it as a 
target. I Ie takes careful aim and fires, and a puff of dust a little in 
front of and a little to the right of the point of aim shows where 
his bullet stru<:k. Then, in his excitement, he yanks back the bolt, 
shoves it forward again, turns it down and locks it, and what hap
pens? The chances are that: the resnlting movement of his rifle has 
distnrbed his line of sight for the moment, and when he looks back he 
can no longer locate the object. Then, again, he has made quite a 
movement himself and the alert eyes of the enemy may have detected 
this, and he may, in turn, be serving as a target. 

Consider, however, that this soldier has a semiautomatic rille. He 
takes careful aim, presses the triggc:r, and observes a pu.ff of dust 
a little in from of and a little to the right of where he was aiming. 
Immediately, without raking his eyes from the sights, he shifts his 
point of aim a little to the left and a little higher, presses his finger 
to the trigger, and this time his buller will probably find its mark. 

Many years ago, the Army recognized the desirability of having 
the service rifle operate on the self-loading principle., and sent our 
frequent invitations to inventors to submit models for test; bnt dm;ng 
a period of some thit'ty years, little success ~trended these efforts. 

For a while, the rec-oil operation seemed to be a favorite with 
inventors, but thev ran into seven! diflit:ul ties, such as tronble in 

J 

attaching a hayoner. At this writing, the bayonet may he considered 
as obsolete, but that was not so a few years back. The face chat the 
barrel cannot be fixed rigidly to the receiver or stock, but must be 
free to ~!ide back, posed a problem. Some inventors met it by encasing 
the barrel in a tube, but while this is all right for a hunting rifle, 

139 
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The Remington autoloading ride, model 8 (now model 81) fitted for military use. During the years around 19.~0, wlu:n we were 
tryinl( to find a suitable semiautomatic riJle for adoptinn, a number of the~e Remingcons, in .35 caliber were fitted up like this and 
issued tn the Am1y for taCtical tests to determine the best way to use a S('miautomatic rifle in various situations. 
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which is fired only occasionally, it will not do for a military gun, 
which muse stand continued firing; the heating of the barrel is too 
severe. 

Finally a recoil operated gun was designed by Capr. Melvin M. 
Johnson, U. S. lvlarine Corps Reserve, which overcame the previous 
objections to this method of operation. This came after the Garand 
had already been adopted by the Army, but the Netherland Indies 
govermnent ordered a larage number of these guns, and some of 
them saw service with our forces in the Southwest Pacific. In actual 
service they were not liked as well by their users, the U. S. Marine 
Corps, as were the Garands. The Johnson gun was nevertheless, a 
fine serviceable weapon, probably second only to the Garand among 
the semiautomatics of '"'orld War II. 

Early Ordr1ance Designs 
In 1916 our Ordnance Department attempted to design a semi

automatic rifle at Springfield Armory, and another at Rock Island 
Arsenal. Both of these guns were gas operated, and the already 
difficult problem of gas operation was complicated by the require
ment laid down by our thrifty government th<lt the guns must be 
made so that if possible the regular hand operated Springfields could 
be converted. 

Both of these guns were extremely crude, though the Rock Island 
model was better than that produced by Springfield. This Rock 
Island gun had a sort of sliding cage over the breech, with a cam in 
it to operate the bolt handle, and when [ showed this to Mr. Browning 
in 1917, he remarked with a dry smile, "Where do you put on the 
cheese?" \Ve saw the point at once, for the resemblance to a rat-trap 
was rather marked. 

Many of the models submitted by inventors were of the gas 
operated type, and the presence of a gas cylinder under the barrel, or 
at the side of it, or on top of it, inevitably added quite a bit of 
weight and bulk. 

Then another trouble with these guns was that gas was tapped 
off the barrel at such tremendous pressure that it was hard to handle 
it without introducing severe strains on the gun. When the bullet 
passes the gas port in the barrel, the pressure at that point will be 
anywhere from 4o,ooo down to 5,ooo or to,ooo pounds per square 
inch, depending upon where the port is located. The closer to the 
breech it is, naturally, the higher will be the pressure. Assuming that 
the port is at the point where the pressure is 2 5,000 pounds to the 
square in~h, a sudden application of this enormous pressure on the 
head of the piston slams the breech-block open with extreme violence, 
and the result is not only undesirably quick opening, tearing the 
heads off the empty cartridge cases, and st1ch troubles as these, but 
also excessive breakage of p;rts. 
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The Maus~r 7.')2 semiauromadc (experimental, 1916). 
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The Johmon Scmiauwmack Ri[]c Model 194 t. 
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l.cft: Farquhar·Hill rifle, rc>rcd ar Springfield Armurr in 1917. 

Middle: Gas opera red s~miauwmatic rill~ designed al Sprioglield Armor), 1916. 
Hi~br: Gas operated semiautomatic riBe desi~ncd ar Hock Island Ar~enal. 1916. 
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T he logical thing to do was to move the gas port as far forward 
as possible, where the pressure would not be so great, and reduce 
the area of the port so that the gas was throttled down to a lower 
pressure before striking the piston. By doing these things a number 
of very soccessfnl gas-operated guns have heen made; hut there is 
another disadvantage to the gas-operated system, and that is the hole 
bored in the barrel to form the gas port. It is Jifficult to clean this 

Top: Rychigcr recoil operatt:<.l rifle. This riflt-, m~de in Switzerland, was 
based on the str<~igbt pull Schmidt Rubin action, and was chambered for the 
Swiss service ammunition . 
. Middle: Rychiger type rifle, made for the U. S. Service ammunition by Major 

Elder of the Ordnance Department during 1918. 
Bottom: Bommarito recoil operated ritle submitted for test during 1918. II 

has a toggle joinled bree<·h luck, like that on the Luger pistol. 

hole, so that it is always ;l point where rust and corrosion are likely 
ro start. 

Gas operation was successfully applied co machine guns long before 
it was tO shoulder rifles. In machme guns, the moving parts can be 
made heavy enough w ab:;orb the sudden and powerful impact of 
che gas. Moreover, the pressure of the gas on the piston endures 
for only a very small time interval, and if the piston can be made 
rather htY.ivy, it will have a better chance to absorb enough energy 
during this very brief interval to carry it through its stroke. 

With the shoulder rjfte; conditions are very much more difficult. 



An early example of the semiautomatic rille submitted for test by the United States Machine <.>un Company. Based on a Berthier design. 



The Bang semiautomatic ri6e, model of 1911. This gun JS operated by the pulJ of the muzzle blast on a sliding cap over the 
muzzle. 1be pull is trnnsmincd to a lever in the breech through a thin rod. This gun passed a most creditable test, but failed of 
adoption principally because the very thin barrel heated up roo much in rapid fire. The gun is shown with a munle protector in place 
over the end of the barrel. It must be remm•ed before firing. 

The improved .256 Dan!( riAe mhmirted by Mr. Bang to the Ordnance ])epartment in 
original Bang. The action is shown closed. 

-
1927. It 

' • 

did not 

< ....... . • 

• 
differ greacly from the 
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The pisron and other moving parts cannot be made heavy or the 
gun will weigh too much; and light parts do not have enough inertia 
to carry through the rearward motion after the gas pressure is gone 
unles.-; the impact of the gas is made extremely violent. The result 
has been chat in most gas-operated shoulder rifles the light piston 
gets up energy enough to open the brt:cch ag·ainst the spring action 
by being slammed co the cear with very high spt:ed, and this violent 
action is conducive to very high breakages. 

Tbe Ba.·ng Rifle 
In I<) 1 1, Sorcn Hansen Bang, of the Danish Recoil Rifle Syndicate, 

Copenhagen, submitted a rifle which passed a remarkably satisfactory 
test. Its performance was better than chat of any other semi-automatic 
rifle sul.Jiuittt:d up to that rime or for 111any years to come. It is 
dest:ribed on page 62. 

The Bang gun was big and bulky, but very light. The lighmess 
was obtained by hollowing out the stOck so that in some spots it was 
little more than a shell, and by turning down the barrel so that it was 
reduced to the minimum in diameter. 

While this gun passed a splendid test as far as the functioning was 
concerned, the barrel was far too Iighr. to stand the heat. 

The muzzle cap used by Bang was much like one patented ~y 
Sir Hiram Maxim in r885. Sudt a principle was experimented with 
by John Browning in 1889 on a model gun built by him. l·r was 
used, but not patented by Bang, probably on account of Maxim's 
patent. It was used in an auto-loading rifle built by' Mr. Garrison 
of the Remington Arms Co., about the time of World \Var I, using 
the breech action of the Remington auto-loading rifle. Grant Ham
mond also patented some modifications of this principle. The rifle 
submitted for test at Springfield in 192 1 by General Liu of China 
had the Bane- muzzle attachment in almost the identical form in 

~ 

which Bang used it. The Puteaux Machine gun, used by the French 
for some years used a similar type of gas take-o1T. The Rheinmetall 
St:tlli-automatit: rille, designed Ly Karl Ht:ine111ann, and tested at 
Aberdeen Proving Ground in 1929 in the Pedersen .276 caliber had 
a muzzle cap almost exacrly like the one used by S. H. Bang. 

Hatcbi:T Self' Loading Rifie 
ln 1920, Major James L. 1'-latcher, (now Colonel; brother of the 

\Hirer) built a semiautomadc rifle at Springfield Armory, which had 
the same g·eneral type of muzzle t:ap gas take-off that Bang used, 
but which was a big improvement on the Bang as far as ruggedness 
was concerned, and eliminated the defects formerlv noted in the 

' original Bang. He completed his first model rifle in the phenomenally 
shore time of four months, and while this rifle passed an excellent 
preliminary test, breakages eventually developed, indicating the need 



• 

Two models of rbe Liu semiautomatic rill.: ICS1ed a1 Sprin~tielu in 1918. This Chinese designed rifle submiued by General l iu follows rhe Dang principles very dosely. 
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The Heinemann rifle, another modification of the famous and popular Bang, designed by Karl Heinemann and submiued by 
Rheinische Mcttallwaren und Maschinen Fabrik. The muzzle attachment and gas operation are the same as in the Dang, but the brc-edl 
closure is a toggle jointed breech block opening horizontally on the right side of the receiver. This gun embodies a neat device for 
overcoming the tendency of the breech block to bounce open slightly after slamming shut. 'fhe finger lever for opening the action 
by hand is pivoted loosely on the side of the breech block. When the breech block slams shut, the finger lever, which has Uet'O 
following along behind, catches lip, and just as the block starts to hounce open, strikes a blow which kills the bounce completely. 
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Close up view uf the Rheinmetall semiautomatic ritlr. designed by Karl Heinemann. Toggle-action breech is in the open position. 
Note the lousdy pivo ted piece of metal attadtcd 10 the finger hook to kill the rebound when the breech block slams shut. 
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Semiaurom:uk rifle built at Springfield Armorr in 1920 by Major James L. Hatcher. lt employed a sljding 
tuator, similar to that used by Rang. Though i t was produced in the remarkably short time of four months, it 
simple, p erformed well, and gave great pro mise of success. Unfornmarcly, as rhe r ifle was undergoing some change~ 
1n a p rc liminar)· rest .• the designer was ordered to 01her duty, and never had nn opr r•rtunny to perfect the desi11n . 
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Second semiautomacic rifle desif!ned by Major (now Colonel) James L Hatcher, ronstrucred by h im "'·hile stationed at Aberdeen 
Provi ng Ground in 1923, i t used a mtiLzle sleeve actuator, of th e Bang rypc as d id his earlier modeL 
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for redesign of some of the parts, as usually happens with an in~ 
ventor 's first model. The l>oar<l which tested the gun suggested certain 
changes, but hefore they could be gotten underway, the designer 
was ordered to another station, thus effectively putting an end to 
this effort. 

This gun business in those days was someching like a horse race. 
There were a couple of fa vorites which seemed to be coming into 
the home stretch, and they had very heavy backing in some quarters, 
and certain information which came to me in a highly confidential 
way at that time k d me to conclude that the change of station which 
interrupted this work was not accidental. 

Major Hatcher was given permission to work on an improved 
model at his ne\v station "in addition to his other duties." I le did 
succeed under very great handicaps, in turning out a second mode~ 
but as far as I know, never did actually have it tested by rhe official 
board. 

Tbompson Au.tonifle 
Another scheme for a semiautomatic rifle was based on the so

called Blish principle, already mentioned on page 44· 
It was on this principle that the Thompson semiautomatic rifle was 

built l>y General J. T. Thompson, retired, formerly Chief of the 
Small Arms Division of the Ordnance Depar.tmen~. 

The Thompson autorifie that I tested at Springfield Armory in 
r9u worked as long as the oiled pads were used, but it opened with 
extreme speed and ejected the cartridges with such force that the 
empty shells in one test were actually stuck into a heavy wooden 
door about twenty feet to t he right of the ejection port. 

Anyone standing to the right of this gun could have been very 
severely injured by these flying missiles. Moreover the bolt handle 
came l>ack with such speed that it would simply have sheared off 
the thumb if the operator had been so unwary as to put his thumb 
up alongside the receiver. Obviously the Thompson guns, of which 
a number of models were tested, never had a chance of adoption. 

World War 1 Desigr1s 
IJuring World War I, the French quietly placed on the firing 

line a long, heavy gas-operated r ifle, using the 8 mm Lehel cartridge, 
which then was the stmtd<l rd French Service cartridge. This rifle, 
called the St. Etienne, was rather simple but effective. It used the 
cartridges in clips of fi ve, which were placed, clip and all, in a hinged 
magazine under the receiver. The bolt was a scraight~pull affair, and 
the thrust of the gas piston simply shoved the bolt handle to the 
rear, causing it first to rotate the bolt to the unlocked position by 
means of a cam, then to pull it open. The rifle had a rather violent 
opening action, owing to the uncontrolled thrust of the gas. The 
gun was used in the war, but not much was heard of it. 
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The Thompson Amorillc, Colt model 192 1. 
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The Thompson semiautomatic rifle called Autoritlc Style D. The hreechblock was held shut by steep s<rew threads engaging 111 

a bronze nu1. The angle of the threads wa, so Sleep thar rhe presmre of the Jischarge caused the bol! ro unscrew and fly open, 
bur rhe unscrewing retarded the opening sulliciendy so rhar the gun would operate satisfacrorily provided the cartridges wer~ uileJ. 
The ammunwon rubbed a~;ainst oil saturated felt pads built intO rbe sides of rhe magazine. 
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Sr. F.tiennc semiautomalic rifle. This simple gas operated arm was used by the French in Wocld War I, and was copied m our 
.. >0 raliher by Major J: lder in 1918. 
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Top: Mondragon semiautomatic rifle, a gas operated dcsi~:n patented by 
Manuel Mondragon of Mexico, August R, 1904, and adopted by 1\·fcxim in 19 11. 
It was made in Swiucrlaml by the Scb"•eizerische lndustriel licsellschaft at Ncu· 
hausen, on the Swiss-German border. With rhe advem of \'\lorld \Xfar I the 
producril!>n was diverted to liermany, and the usc of the gun by Mexico was 
discontinued. 

Mitklle: Titc Stergian r ifle. T his was not semiautomatic, hut was manu a II~· 
opera ted in the same manner ;ts a pump action shotgun. by means of the hand 
,grip under the fo rea rm. This was jointed so it could be folded inw a s lot in 
the stock w hen not in usc. 

Bouom: The Murphr·Manning gas operate<! semiautomatic, designed :md built 
by two Springfie ld Armory cmplo)~Cc~ about 1915. 

During the w:1r of '9'4- 1918, the G ermans ust:d \)uirc ;1 few gas 
operated ri fles of the kind called the !vlondragon, wh ich had been 
adopted by the .\ ·1exican Government in 1 9 ' 1. T his riAe was de
velopecl hv the .vtcxican General 1Vlondragon at the planr of the 
Swe•zerische Tndustriel G esellschaft, at 1'\euhausen in Switzerland. 
This is only a few miles from Germanv; in fact it is so close that . ' 
when I went tht:re to investigate rhis riAe the train from the next 
Swiss town wandered back and forth across the border. T he train 
went straight while the border wound in ;m el our. As stated above, 
this gun had been adopted by the ~viexic:1ns just before \Vorld \Var 
J. \ :Vhen the war broke ont, it was no lon(!t:r po~s iiJi e to ~end the 
guns to J\ lexico, :m d the entire produc tion was diverted w Gcr111any. 
The Mondragon compares rather favorab ly with some of the ga~ 
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upt:rated se111i-auromati<.:s used in \Norld \ .Yar 11, ~u<.:h a'i the Tobrev 
and the G cw. 43· 

During the early monrh~ of our war with Gen11any in •9• 7 :md 
t 8, the Ordn:tnce J) ep:u-rtnent <.:ommisssioncd as :'vlajor an arms de
signer of the Stevens Arms Co., named Elder, and gave him the 
task of anempring to gcr out a semiauto matic riHc rhat we could 
use in the w;tr. Major Elder <.:npied the Sr. Etienne in .3u ctliuer 
and did t he same wi th a very pro;m smg Swis~ ~hotT n:c•>il r ifle 
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C lose up view o f rhc roggle jninte<l I<Kk of rhc Bomma.rit<> recoil actio n. A 
downward projec1ing arm on the rearward member of 1he [)rccdt hJock mt>shes 
in a depress ion in 1hc frame, and is geared up so that as the barre l moves 10 rhe 
rear, rhc breed• anion is fo rcibly moved 1o the open posit ion shown. 

<.:ailed the Ryr:higer. M :t jor Elder, who worked under my ~upcr
vision when 1 was Chief of the :Vladtinc Cun and Sma ll A rms 
Sect·ion, Engineering Division, Ordnall<.;C, in 19 18, produced some 
very creditable models, b ur the war ended before <my of thct ll had 
been actually put into production for \\'ar usc. 

T be Pedersen .276 

J\ rifle whic h is neither gas operated nor recoil opera ted was 
built by Mr. J. D. Pedersen. J\tr. Pedersm is :t gu n designer of illl · 
mensc experience. Y cars ago he designed the R emington pump shot
gnn, whir:h art:tint'd (!rC:lt commercial suc<.:ess, :tnd afterwards be 
~ -· 
designed nmnerous rifl.es for the R emington i.\rnts Companv, in-
duding the slide-action . 1 !. He also desig ned the !{emington :\litO-

! 
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T op: U. S. Rifle, Cal. .30, model of 1903, for comparison with the ~emi~ummatics shown below. 
Middle: Garand's third model, a g:ts operated gun built tO shoot the! Pedersen 276 caruidge. This gun, later chan!(ed to .30 

caliber, became the present :Ml. 
Bot tom: The Pedersen .2/6. A retarded blowback gun, which eliminatec.l all Lite complications of ga~ operation ur recoiling barrel 

by an cxcccdins:lr clever method of opposing the opening tenc.lencv of the breech by the inertia of the parts acting :hrough a fa,·or
ahle leverage. It passed a highly satisfactOry test, but use<! waxed cartri d~es, a fact whi<'h weighed ag~ i n s t it. more on theore tical 
than on practical grounds. 
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marie pistol, <lnd rh<.: Pedersen device which was <me. of our most 
closely guarded secrets of \Vorld \Var .1. 

Along about 192.2 Mr. Pedersen approached the Ordnance Depart
~t~ent wi~h a plan for a scmiaucomaric rifle on an entirely ne':V design. 
I he design was so pronusmg and ;\1r. Pedersen's rcpucatton as a 
designer so great, that the Ordnan(:e Department decided to build 
the rifle. As a result ,'\ifr. Pedersen was employed and his rifle was 
built at Springfield Armory. The first rest was successful, and twenty 
samples were built, which went out to the infanrry and cavalry for 
service test. Some of these twencv rifles were also demonstrated from 
rime to rime at Camp Perry. " . 

!Vlr. Pedersen's rifle, like Genertll Thompson's is what may be 
called a delayed blow-hack, bur in this gun there arc no screw threads 
on the breechblock. The breechblock is a toggle joint, or c.rank. 
very much in principle like what was described in connection with 
the Maxim machine gun, but with this difference, that this cranl.: 
is never on dead center. It is always just a little bit out of line, so 
that the moment pressure comes on r.he ~.:artriuge the toggle joint 
begins to open. If it were merely a hinged crank with a pin joint 
where the connecting rod joins ro it, it would open roo fast. The 
crank and connecting rod are, however, not hinged together with a 
simple hinged joint, bnt each has a cam surface, and as the breech
block moves back and the toggle joint breaks, these two cam surfaces 
roll together in such a way as to delay the speed with which the 
line of thrust gets away from a straight line. Thus again this blow
back mechanism, while it docs not have much weight, is as ha·rd to 
move and as slo·w to move as if it did have the weight there. It is 
hard to move because, when the thrust comes on the head of the 
breech-blod{, it is u·ansmitted almost in a su·aight line ro the big 
pivot pin in the back of the frame. \V:hen this thrust is exerted, the 
center of the toggle joint moves upward, but thi'i center must move 
up a considerable distance before the head of the bolt moves back 
appreciably. A lot of upward speed must be put into the center )f 
the toggle joint before the head of the bolt goes back very far, and 
this delays the opening of the gun sufficiently to enable the powder 
pressure to fall before the cartridge case can get out. 

Mr. Pedersen finally eompletcd twenty of his rifles at Springfield 
Armory in 1917, and these were sent out for service test. In the 
meantime Frankford Arsenal had been experimenting with .176 
cartridges, and several hundred thousand of these cartridges were 
made up for use in testing the twenty Pedersen rifles. 

In 1927 the Pedersen rifles were tested by the Infantry and Cavalry 
and' were found to be suitable for military use. It was decided, how
ever, that before adopting this rifle, we would make a thorough 
test of all the other models which were available, and accordingly 
notice was sent out to inventors that the \Var Department would 
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Pedersen .J.iG )cmiauwmatic, :;ho" in!:' «<lion 111 do>~.J Jllhit ion. 
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Japanese copy of the Pedersen scmiauroma!ic rille. Unlike the Pedersen, this rill e uses a rotary magazine simi lar to the Sd1oenauer 
type, or to that used in the Sav:oge Model 1899, and is arranged to b" luad"d by stnpptng l"artridg"s from a clip like that of th( 
Springfield or Mauser. 
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Close up of che mechanism of the Japanese copy o f the Pedersen semiautomatic 
rifle, shuwing TOlar}' or <ll<><>l rype magazine. Only rwo samples nf rhis rille 
were found. They were in an arsenal abour 7 miles from Tok)·o, and were 
marked No. 1 and No. 2. respect ively. so i1 is likclr rhar rhey were experimental 
mmld<, and thar they were rhe only ones made. 

hold a rt:st of st:llliaul.onlatic rifles in J ul v 11)2\). T hese rifles were 
ro fire rhe new .276 :lllllllllnirion which b.'' ri1:1r rime had been approved 
for adoption as rhe service carcridge for :tny new semiauromatic that 
llll'l rhc final tests. 

l'be lmpro-.:e.f ( ; ,,ralld 

In 192tl, .\lr. Garand had started to work on an improved model, 
in which he had abandoned his pri111er operation in favor of gas 
operation. H is nev.; rilk was, of course, of rhe .276 caliber. 

Mr. Garand's new gun, contrary to the usnal practice in gas 
opcr~rion, did nor have a g:ts port in the barrel. Instead, he used a cap 
o\ er the muzzle, similar to the cap used by Bang, with thi~ important 
difference; the G arand cap d id not move. See page 58. 

T here is an entry in my notebook, made some years ago as 
follows: "Garand's muz.zle cap patented by L. Silverman of Gray
ford, Kent, assigned to Vickers Sons and J\'l:lxim, U. S. Patent 618,743, 
j an. 31, 1899." 



Czech semiautomatic rifle teste<! at Aberdeen Proving Gcound in 1929. It was designed bv Holck, and submitted by the "ZB" 
firm, (CeskosJovcnska Zbrojovka, of Brno.) It was chambered for the Pedersen .276 carcridge. ' 

The White ,;emiauwmatic .276. This was one of the rilles tested at Aberdeen in I \1.29. 
and a system of admiCiing a smalJ ponion of gas into a hollow pis.on and then cuuing off 
"live in a steam cngint!, so the gas could an O)' expansion and tlo :os soften the blow of the 

It h3d :\n ""''~"~"}' ,;horr compact action, 
th.e supply, after the manner ot a slide 
postun. 
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Garand used this arrangement · on his cady production of M r 
rifles, but soon changed ro tl1e conventional gas port ncar the muzzle. 

The Guand gas operated gun w:1s characteri:t.ed by extreme 
silllplicity and clean • design nf all the part~ . It had only about 6o 
pieces, which is considcrably less than the number in the Springfield 
'OJ. The first of these guns weighed about the same as the 1903 
Springfield. The gun had a ten round magazine, with an "en bloc" 
dip; a receiver peep sight, with clicks for both elevation and windage; 
a pistol grip stock, with more length that that of the Springfield 
'o3, and with a higher comb for more comfort in prone shooting. 

The official test, held at Aberdeen Proving Ground in 1929, in
cluded the Pedersen and Garand rifles, the Thompson rifle, a Brown
ing of the short-recoil type made by the Colt's Patent Fire Arms 
\llanufacturing Co., and three European rifles-the Bnmning, invented 
by a Belgian (which should not l>e confused with the American
invented Browning guns made in Belgium), a Czechoslovakian gas
operated rifle, and a rifle invented hy Karl Heinemann, who designed 
the German Parabellum aircraft machine guns during the .first world 
war. 

As a result of this Aberdeen test of 191.9,-which I attended, as 
it came under my direct supervision as Chief of the Small Arms 
Division, Technical Sratf,-thc Garand .276 came ont on top, and it 
was decided to make twenty of them for an extended service rest. 
as had already been done wi"i:h the Pedersei1. The te~t was completed 
in •932, and it then remained to dcterminc which of these two 
highly satisfaccory rifles would be adopted for service tlSC by the 
armv. - . In the meantime the British · apparently had shown a disposition 
to adopt the same rifle we finally i..:hose, so Pedersen went to England 
and worked with Vickers, Ltd., tooling up for his r ifle, which most 
people apparently thought it certain we would adopt. 

Apparently the Japanese thought so roo, for recently I have seen 
a rifle ·of the Pedersen type, with variations such as a rotary maga
zine, two of which were found in an arsenal outside of Tokvo. 
These were marked I and 2, respectively. Most likely they were 
experimental models, and they may have been the only two made. 

However, the decision of the Army board wa~ ro adopt the 
Garand .2 76 instead of the Pedersen, :md the report recommending 
this action was laid on the Chief of StaiT's desk, when a sort of ll 

figurative ato111ic bomb burst in the semi-automatic rifle business. 
General MacArthur, U. S. Army Chief of Staff, disapproved the 
report, and stated that the recommendation had been made under 
a misapprehension; there would be no change in the caliber of the 
servic·e ammunition. · 

This decision, \Vhich as proved hy later events was eminendy sound, 
ended the many years of work on the .270 rifles, and re<]uired a new 
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Thompson semiautomatic rille in dH.' .276 PeJer>t:U c;1liber, suhmitwJ for test at Aberde.,n 111 1919 . 
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Colt semiautomatic rille tes ted 10 1929. 1t was desif:ned by a member of the Browning family, and was tn the caliber .276 Pedersen. 



first model ol the presen t .30 caliber .Ml rifle. Garand first built two succc>>ivo: models of primer acmared .30 ca li ber g uns, then 
a .276 gas actuated gun w t«ke the Petler~en .27/) cartriclge. The gun .,hown abu'"e duplicates his .276 in .30 caliber. Photo taken 
September 10, 1930 
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Japanese copy of the L'. S. Garand Ml rifle. Guns like this, differing from the U. S. i\fl only in minor de~ails were found in the 

Japan~>c )Crvice towards the close of the war. Ma in differences were the ca lib~r, which was the srandard Japanese 7./mm; the rear sight. 
which was of the ramp t)'l!(', :md the maga<ine, which was arranged for I<Ja<ling b)· havin ~; tho: c;orcridgcs stripped out o f a dip as 
is done in the M.l90.~ Sprin!!fielcL 
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~tart to be made in the matter of !{he select ion of a :;emi-auwmatic 
shoulder rifle. f ortunately Garand had already been working on a .30 
caliher model, and he proceeded to submit it for test. T wenty of these 
r i(Jes were submitted fnr service test, ~nd the rifle was standardized 
Jan. 9, 1936, as the U. S. Rifle, caliber .30, M 1. 

Soon after this an allottment of S8o,ooo was given to Springfield 
;mnory for the construction of So of these rifles, together with a 
l·omid.en1ble amoun t of tooling up for making them by production 
rnerhmk 

T he fi rst actual CJUantiry production of p;ut.~ sr.arted at Spri~g
ncld Armory in Janu;try, '937. an-d completed rifles ~t;uted connng 
off the production lines in August of the same year. 

During \Vorld Wa r II. the Garand was produced by the Win
. chester Repeating Arms Co., as well as by the Springfield Armory, 

<l tot;tl of 4,oz8,395, heing produced. 

r o h 1'1S01l 'O.JS. Gartmd 
In •9J6, Capt- M elvin 1\ <l. Johnson , G .S.M.<.:. Reserve, started w ork 

on a much improved ty pe of shore recoil :tction, which he incor
porated in both a semiautomatic rifle and :1 light machine gun. This 
gun was ready for production about the end of 1939, and was 
;tdopted by the Netherlands Indies Army and hy the Royal N ether
lands Navv. -

There is no doubt that hoth the Johnson Automatic R ifle and 
the J ohnson Light Machine Gun were excellenr weapons, with 
many attractive and useful featur es. Some people thought that we 
should abandon the Garand .and adopt the Johnson, though there 
was nothing to show that the Johnson was any better than the 
Garand, or for that lllatter, as good. The tooling up for the Garand 
has heen completed at great expense, and some 5o,ooo of the new 
guns had been wanufal'tured, so that e~·cn if the Johnson had been 
!Jetter, a c:hange at that time was ouc ()f the:: lJUestion. F inally, ex
perience by the .Marine~ with both ty pes in the Southwest Pacific 
demonstrated the fact that the Garand was unCJuesrionahly a better 
hattie rifle than t he Johnson. The J ohnson rifles that the Marines 
had acquired were turned in and Garands obtained to take their 
place. The Johnson i~ nevertheless a splendid semiautomatic rifle, 
and Captain Johnson is entitled to a world of credit for his out
standing accomplishment in developing it in a very short time. 

European Semiautomatics 
Both Germanv and Rus.<>ia used a certain number of semi

:mtomatic shoulder rifles during \Vorld Vlar 11. The best of these 
is probably the Gcrm:m Cewehr 43, later <.::tiled K-43. 

This is a gas operated g un, w ith ;1 g<~s piston and operating rod 
ly ing on top of the barrel, under a wooden handguard. Contrary 
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Top view of the Japanese wpy of the U. S. Garnnd Ml, showing the ramp type re:~r sight :md the maga1ine arranl'(ed w usc the 
Springfie ld type clip. 

' . ; 

Ct.cd1 7.9! ZH ·37 semiaulo tl1alic rifle captured in German)' durin~: \'Vo rld Wat II. 
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to usual practice, the piston is the fixed melllber; the cylinder is 
arranged to telescope over the fixed piston. 

The gas is t1lkcn off ten .inches from the chamber, and must pass 
through the port and thc:n back through the 4 inch length of the 
fixed piston before it comes out at the rear of the piston and strikes 
the moveable cylinder. Thus the action of the gas is softened con
siderably. 

' The locking ammge111cnt comprises two wing-like pieces pivoted 
in the breech block. As the tiring pin goes forward, it wedges these 
pieces out into recesses in the receiver, thus locking the action. As 
the ~un is tired, the operating rod is driven backward hy the gas, 
strik•ng the bolt carrier, and driving it to the rear. It. in turn, pushes 
back the firing pin, first cannning the two locking wings inward and 
out of engagement with the locking shoulders, then carrying the bolt 
to the rear. 

l have seen samples of this gun in both 22 and 24~ inch harrel. 
The longer barrel model weighs 9 lbs. 1 3 oz. with magazine, and is 
46 ~ inches overall. It has a ten shot detachable box magazine, 
inserted from the bottom. It has a base for telescope mounting on 
the right side of the receiver. 

Previous German models were the Gewehr 41, the Gew. 41 M, and 
rhc Gew. 41 "\V. These were ·operated by a piston driven to the rear 
by gas ac:tion, but there was no gas port in the barrel; instead, there 
was a muzzk cap over the end of the harrel, something like that 
used by Garand on his fir~t ga~ operated models. The gas is trapped 
inside this cap long enough to :u.:t on the piston. In the Gew. 4' 
and the 41 W, the breech action is almost a duplicate of the Gew. 43; 
the Gew. 41 M has a turning bolt with a straight-pull action. 

The Russians had a Simonov semiautomatic in 1936, called Avs 36, 
which was both semiautomatic and full automatic. Jt was gas operated, 
with the piston and gas cylinder on top of the barrel. The lock is a 
hollow rectangular member which is cammed downward our of 
engagement with the breech block when the breech block carrier is 
driven to the rear hy the backward stroke of the piston. As it was 
intended for optional full :mtomatic fire, this gun had a muzzle hrake 
or compensator to control the climb. Thi;; was continued on the 
later Tokarev models, though the full automatic feature was dropped. 

Following the Simonev was the Tokare\', Model 1938 and later, 
J\.lodel •940. This weapon, the invention of an engineer named Feodor 
Vasilyevitch Tokarev, is a gun of neat and effective design. It is 
chambered for the regular 7.62 mm carrridge, and is fed from a ten 
shot detachable magazine, inserted fron1 rll'e bottom. The magazine 
may also he clip fed while in place in the gun. 

The gun is gas operated, with a gas cylinder on top of the harrel 
near the muzzle. The operating rod passes through a hole in the rear 
sight instead of straddling it as in the Simonev. 
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Another view o( the Czech ZH-37 7.92mm semi:mtomltic rille found 10 Germany 10 \'il orl<.l \'\far 11. 
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A second l)'pe of CLech cxperimenral scmiaurcmaric r ille found in C.crm;lll) Juring \'i1o rld \X' ar II. Ir is mac!<" in rhc re~tu lar G erman 
7.')2 ca liber, and is gas opera red. 
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German semiautomatic riRes l'( World War II: I. Cewehr 4!M. 2. Gcwchr 41W. 3. Gcwchr 43. 4. (.;ewehr 43 with stock r~ 
moved to show gas cyclinder 
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Russian Tokarcv semiaucomark rifle Mode! SVT 1940. 
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F.xpcrimcntal C~rbinc, shoo ting the A~ t·al ihcr service automauc pisto l cartridge, made at Springfield tn 1?21. It had a zu inch 
h:trrd. 
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The bolt is of the rocking type, si1nihtr in locking principle ro that 
un 1 he old Coil M<Khinr C un, or the \rVinchestcr .\1 odcl 1 z shotgun. 
As the bolt c n ricr move~ forward tiiHi n- the action of the return 
spring in d osing the acrion, ;~ c::.m tips rhc rc:l r end of the holt 
downward, locking it in irom of a shoulder in the receiver. As the 
operating rod is driven to the re<tr under t-he impulse of the gas, ir 

· pushes the bolt carrier h<tck; this action cams the rear end of the bolt 
up out of engagement with the shoulder in the receiver, thus per
mitring it to he carried to the rear. 

The gun is remarakably light, weighing only 8 ~~ lbs., with m::~ga
zine. The barrel, including the integral muzzle br:tke, is 17 im:lu:s 
long; if the muzzle brake is not included, the length is 24 Yi inches. 
The overall length of the gun is 48 inches. 

The U. S. C1rbine , Cal .. JO i\:1 1 tmd i\ll 2 

During 1940 the O rdnance decided tO produce a very lighL . emi
:mtomatic rifle to rake the place of the pistol in rhe annament of 
company officers, non-commissioned ottit:ers, conuuunication units, 
engineers, tank units, artillery, ett:. 

The cartridge was developed in ~onjunction with the Winchester 
Repeating Arms Co., from their . 32 self-loading riAc car tridge. 
It has a round nosed 1 1 o grain bullet, driven :n :1 muzzle velocir~; 
of 1975 f.s. by a charge of approximately 1 ~--l grains of Hercules 
Carbine Powder, called by the Army, Hercules Flake, or by a suit
;~hle charge of the W estern Cartridge Compilny's Ball Powder. 

The gun was to weigh not over s Yz pounds, and was to he 
t:apable of either semiautomatic action or fn ll automatic fire. 

An Ordnance rest in 1941 was followed by a service Lest, which J 
was fortunately able to attend. A number of models were tested, -submitted by Springfield Armory, \Vinehester, the Auto-Ordnance 
Co., Woodhull, Hyde, Savage Arms Co., :md Harrington and 
Richardson. The \Vinchesrer model was adopted in the latrer p:nt 
of 1941. 

The gun, which weighs 4 X lbs. and hns an overall length of H 
inches, with an 18 inch hnrrel, has a breech mcch:111ism like that of 
the Garand, operated by a short stroke piston with gas rake-off 
ncar the breech. For description of this sptem of operation see 
the previous chapter. A modifi t:ation of the carbine called rhc M 1 
A 1 has a folding skeleton stock in combination with a wooden 
pistol grip, to lighten the gun for use by parachute troops. 

A further modification called the iv1 2 is arranged for either full 
automatic or semi-automatic fire at rhe option of the user, an·onling 
to the position of a selecting lever. 
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European Ca:rbines 

The Germans produced a so-called Machine Pistol, the ,\1P 43, 
which has already been mentioned under Submachine guns. This is 
not properly either a submachinegun or a machine pistol, but instead 
is a full automatic or semi-automatic carbine, arranged to shoot a 
shortened version of the 7·9 nnn German service cartridge. This 
was by a big margin the 1110st advanced European weapon in the 
carbine class. 

Another gun which comes closer to heing a carbine than a sub
machine gun is the Italian Beretta iHoschetto or little musket. This 
is a carbine shooting the 9 mm Parabellum pistol cartridge. 



VII 

Experiments With Barrel Obstructions 

THERE are some things about guns and shooting that are usually 
the subject of hearsay rather than of accurate first hand knowledge 

on the part of most of the shooting public, and one of these is t~e 
efT ect of the various abuses that arc popularly supposed to result 111 

a blown-up gun. 
Perhaps the reason is that most people would rather hear about 

trouble than experience it, and so play safe; and the small minority 
who have enough curiosity to want to find out haven't the time or 
facilities. 

It happens once in a while, however, that snme individual is so 
placed by circumstances as to afford him an opportunity to in
''estigate some of thC-se things without too much trouble. That is 
just what happened to me. One thing alone that would guarantee 
me an opportunity ro see a lot about how guns behave is the fact 
that I have been either Ordnance Officer or Ordnance Technical 
observer ar nearly every National Match that was held between 
World Wars I and H. · 

The point of all this is that in all those years, l have rarely ever 
seen a gun failure cause any injury to the user, and what few injuries 
I have seen could mostly have been avoided by the nse of shooting 
glasses. 

I have tried almost everything I could think of, and in my early 
shooting days, I didn't know enough to \Vear shooting glasses, but 
I was lucky, and never received an eye injury. Now I wouldn't fire 
a shot with any kind of gun without shooting glasses on, or lacking 
special shooting glasses, ordinary eyeglasses would prevent the 
majority of eye injuries. 

I have seen hig-h powered rifles blown up by all kinds of fool 
tricks, such as buying a new gun and then firmg it without ever 
looking in the barrel to sec if it happened to be full of cosmoline; 
ge~ing a cleaning patch stuck, with a rod· wedged in the patch, and 
then trying to shoot both . rod and patch out of the gun with a ball 
cartridge; .loading a ball cartrid~e with blank cartridge powder, 
which just cannot: be confined without causing a detonation; etc. 

Lots of these incidents resulted in very narrow squeaks for the 
perpetrator of the stunt, but none that I have witnessed ever really 
hurt anyone. Once, for example, when I was in charge of the Ex
perimental Departme~t at Springfield Armory, we were trying to 
develop a blank cartndge attachment for the service ·H· The special 

t8o 
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barrel had a plug in the muzzle with a very small hole in it, and the 
chamber was made too small to accept a regular ball cartridge, but 
would take the special blank. These blanks worked all right when 
the closing wad could be made hard and brittle so it would break up 
in passing through rhe small hole at the muzzle. One lot, however, 
failed to dry out properly, and the wads, instead of being brittle, 
were gummy, and the first one <:hoked the vent. I was firing at 

· the time, and the next shot with that sensitive blank powder con tined 
in the: barrd, simply detonated, and blew the barrel and slide all to 
pieces, leaving me holding the handle of the gun and wondering why 
I hadn't been hurt. · 

I certainly don't want the statements made above to be construed 
as any encouragement to take chances wirh dangerous overloads, 
etc.; .anyone who keeps on with that long enough is sure to be hurt. 
What 1 do mean is that if you take reasonable care and wear glasses, 
your chances of heing hmt by your gnn are slight. Also, when you 
look at the wrecked guns pictured in this book, remember that most 
of them didn't hurt anyone, after all. 

Now getting to the subject of this chapter, barrel obstructions, 
I suppose that all of us have had accidental experiences along this 
line. 1 remember very well a certain .22 of childhood days (the days 
when cleaning a gun had not been heard of), which one time failed 
to bring down a sparrow at very close range; not only that, but it 
failed to even make him fly; and still worse, the whole contents of 

• 
the magazine, shot in rapid succession, did not obtrude itself on his 
consciousness in any way, or produce any visible or audible result 
at alL The puzzled feeling of surpri~e occasioned by this unusual 
circumstance prompted an investigation which disclosed the astonish
ing _fact that the barrel did not have a hole through it. The gun was 
taken to the viJlage bicycle man, who acted as gunsmith, locksmith, 
and general utility man, to have the dozen or more bullets bored our. 

The operation was conducted with expedition and economy, and 
while I have never inctuired into how he conducted the boring out 
operation, or how he got out the remnants Of lead that mi{!ht have 
remained between the lands, I can say that the result was- entirely 
satisfactory and was well worth the· quarter it cost, and the old 
Winchester is still kicking around to prove it. Of course, the accuracy, 
measured by modern standards, is nil, but you can't expect mnch 
from a barrel that;has endured many damp summers with little or 
no cleaning. The incident seemed to indicate that the .22 shorr has 
not power enough to blow up a gun, no matter what you do. Thi;.; 
conclusion encouraged me to rry shooting under water with a .22, an 

· experiment that was completely satisfactOry. The gun was loaded 
entirely under water, so that the barrel was filled. Good practice 
was had at tin cans some cen feet away, :ind the worst damaue to 
the gun was the wetting. . · 

0 
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Anot11er incident that is equally weiJ impressed on my memory 
refers to a time some years ago, when I was trying out for a certain 
rifle ream, and another member of the squad in pistol practice had 
the side of the cylinder on his ·lR revolver lifted om by whar seemed 
to be an extra Jieavy explosion_- Investigation finally ~howed that the 
trouble was caused by a double charge nf powder in the carr.ridge. 
it was factory loaded stutT, put up by one of our largest makers, 
and we heard a story of how it happened, which ran this way. The 
machine for putting in the powder charge was arranged to handle 
fifty cartridges at a rime. Now this particular machine just once 
made two st;-okes instead of one, thus pmi:ing a double dose of powder 
into all fifty of the shells of that batch. \Vhen the lot of cartridges 
containing these fifty bad ones got onto the market, trouble staned 
for both the. revolver makers and the cartridge company, for soon 
complaints began to come in from widely separated poinrs. After 
several such cases had been reported, and it was found that in each 
case a revolver had blown up while "A" ammunition of lot "B" was 
being used, the company realized where the trouble Jay, and with
drew the whole lot of cartridges from their dealers, and also replaced 
all the revolvers that were damaged from this cause. lncidenrally, 
they fixed the loading machines so that they could no longer put 
in more than one load of powder. 

The damaged revolvers htd the cylinder wall blown out, which 
is the way a revolver fails under very high pressure. Apparently no 
personal injuries 1-esulted from any of these blow-ups. The lessons 
of this incident are, first, that a double charge of Bullseye doesn't 
do a revolver any good, and second, chat an overcharge in a revolver 
may blow om the cylinder, but cannot injure the barreL Damaged 
barrels result from other causes. For example, I once knew a young 
man who was annoyed one night by an owl. He was an excellent 
revolver shot, so he got out his ·45 Model 1917, and took careful 
aim by the bright moonlight, and fired, without disturbing his 
feathered friend in the least. He took better aim, and fired again, 
and when the owl only opened his big eyes and looked puzzled, he 
rook a quick shot with lot<> of temper behind it, and finally threw 
the revo1ver, which at least gave hirn the satisfaction of seeing the 
feathered pest flap away into the darkness. vVhen he retrieved his 
gun and went to clean it, it wouldn't clean, and on t:xamining for 
the reason, he found that the barrel was plugged. A steel drift and 
a hammer removed three service bullets. The barrel was slightly 
bulged. 

Again, 1 have seen a .38 military model revolver with the barrel 
absolmely fnll of bullets (I think there were nine), and a .32 - 20 the 
S<lllle w<iy. These were jacketed bullets. The barrels were sawed 
lengthwise for examination, so that there is no doubt that the bullets 
were there. The .p-20 was badly bulged, and .38 only slightly. 
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The chances <u·e that such accidents are caused by a cartridge 
having a weak chargt:, or none at all. Perhaps in some cases the 
powder has been deteriorated from a trace of oil that in some way 
got into the case during manufacture. A weak charge might drive 
the bullet only part way into the barrel of the revolver, and the 
next bullet would be stopped by the obstruction. 

Many cases like this have occurred with model 1917 revolvers, 
and in some cases the barrels are split along the line of lettering 
"U. S. Property" under rhe barrel, which forms a \veak section. As 
far as has been heard, these accidents have not caused any injury to 
personnel. This trouble does not seem to occur with the automatic 
pistol. Perhaps it is because the barrel of the pistol is closed for its 
whole length, instead of having an opening, as the revolver does 
between the barrel and the cylinder, which would allow the escape 
of gas. vVith the closed barrel, even the defective charge will usually 
drive the bullet clear, and thus avoid trouble on the next shot. 

If the head of the cartridge used in the automatic pistol is very 
soft, it is possible for it to blow out at the bottom, where the barrel 
is chamfered to permit easy feeding. This may splir the grips of 
the pistol in the older model having wooden swcks. vVirh the steel 
cartridge cases used in the recent war this would not happen. 

I have rarely seen the service ·45 pisrol badly wrecked by an acci
dent in service, but finally one came in, which is shown in a picture 
with this chapter. It seemed as if this must certainly have been due 
to a terriffic overload. This result was duplicated experimentally by 
a charge of Bullseye powder of nearly three times the pr<>per amount. 

I have already mentioned my experience with the blank cartridge 
in the ·4.'i· The barrel had no locking- lugs, so that the pressure cnnlct 
blow the action straight back, and there was a choke, or plug, 
screwed into the end of the barrel which reduced the bore at this 
point to about an eighth of an inch, so as to confine the gas and 
give more power to work the action. A charge of about five grains 
of blank cartridge powder was used, which worked very well, except 
when the choke got stopped up by a wad. The first time this hap
pened, a bulge occurred in the barrel, at the front end, just behind 
the choke, though there was no buller, only powder, and the place 
where the bulge occurred was not the weakest part of the harrel, as 
there was a thin section over the chamber which was not nearly as 
strong. 

Another barrel was then made, and it was tempered much harder. 
This time when the wad jammed, the barrel split wide open, blowing 
the slide off at the same time, but leaving the grip intact. 

In speaking of blank cartridges, it may be remarked that the • E. C. 
hlank cartridge powder used in this test burns with extreme speed. 

• E. C., for ''Explosives Company." 
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The reason is clear when it is remembered that there is no bullet to 
confine the gas and cause a reporr, so that reliance must be placed 
on a powder that will burn all at once and give a sharp report even 
when it is not heavily confined. 

This question of blank cartridges brings co mind the ca~ of an 
enthusiast who once got hold of some o£ this powder, and being 
familiar with E. C Shotgun powder, failed ro realize that E. C. 
Blank carrridge powder is different, and loaded a hatch of shells with 
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Effect of a heavy overcharge of Bullseye powder. The lower pistol was blown 
up in service. Springfield Armory duplkared rhc anidem b)• using a charge of 
12 grains of Bullseye instead of rbc normal t·harge of ahour 4.6 grains. As is usual 
in au:itlems of thjs kind, the firer was not injured. 

this fast-burning stuff'. To uy out his new load he got out his tint: 
Lefever gun, and pnt np a target in the shooting· gallery to get the 
parrern. Some of rhe loungers in the vicinity were watching, and 
they saw him swing up his gun and fire. There was a terrific detona· 
tion, and a big piece was blo\vn out of the side of the barrel ncar 
the breech, and flew across, the room, glancing off the wall and 
striking a bench, where it buried itself in the wood. 

The owner of the gun was an inveterate experimenter, who had 
gotten into trouble once or twice before. vVhether the shock dazed 
him, or whether he felt that he had better hide his mistake to prevent 
his friends from laughing at it, will never be known, but what hap-
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shows what will happen if the charge of pistol powder is increased to 
three times the normal amount. Even so, there is not much danger to the 



The magir rcrm '"Nirkel Steel'" doe< not mean that the cen:ivec cannot burst. This 19 17 Enfield had a cleaning patch wedged in the 
barrel about 2 inches in front of the chamber, and the owner rcied tO ~hnor ir nut. The IClp of the rt:ct:ivt:r was bluwo away, but the bolt 
remained in p(a("C, beld by rbc botto m lug. and no one was hurt. 
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pened is that he at once put on an indescribably ludicrous air of 
unconcern, as if he were perfectly unconscious that anything had 
happened, and marched down the toom hu111111ing a snatch of song 
and swinging the gun in time to the tune. Quickly, and with a covert 
glance to be sure that no one had noriced, he slipped the gun into 
his locker and started to walk off to another part of the room. 

But this would never suit the audience, who at once wanted to 

know "What's the trouble?" To which the victim replied that there 
w;~s no trouble, he . was just tired of shooting for a while. When his 
attention was drawn rather forcibly to . the piece of gun sticking in 
the bench, he saw that he hadn't gotten away with anything. He 
blushed and stammered as he admitted that there must have been 
an accident, and tried to convince his now thoroughly :~mused :mdi
ence that he hadn't noticed it before. The material lesson of this 
episode is plain. Don't use blank cartridge powder behind lt:ad. The 
psychological lesson is not so plain, hut was interesting to the 
observers. 

l\-lachine guns are a big- source of experience in the behavior of 
small arms, for they are shot so much that many things can happen. 
This recalls an incident on the Border in 191fi, when the O rdnance 
Department had sene some Lewis guns to the troops, and they were 
being instructed in the use of them. A factory expert was demonstrat
ing, and had just fired several shots, when the gun stopped. He 
pl~lled back the handle, and out came an empty shell. l called to him 
not to shoot, but he had already pulled the trigger, ann apparently 
nothing happened, for the gnn went on shnoting, but when it was 
dismounted that C\'ening the barrel was found to have a lump on it 
the size of an egg. The shot that failed w work the gun h:td stuck 
in the barrel, and the next shot had caused the bulge. Perhaps the 
fact that rhe barrel was surrounded by the thick aluminum radiator 
had kept it from bursting. 

As was mentioned in a previous chapter another peculiar incident 
occurred with the Benet Machine Rifle, when a student, who had 
fired the gun until it was nearly red hot, managed to get the breech 
mechanism jammed partly open with a live cartridge in the chamber. 
Hoping to be able to dblodge the cartridge before it exploded from 
the heat, I pushed a ramrod quicldy down the barrel from ·the muzzle, 
and just as the rod came sharply against the bullet, the cartridge 
exploded. The breech was open, and the impact of the heavy rod 
prevented the bullet from moving forward as long as the cartridge 
case was perfectly free to move backwards. The result was that the 
cartridge case was blown out of the breech and torn to hits, without 
doing any harm, while t·he bullet remained in place. 

This naturally brings up the question of what would happen if 
such a cartridge were extracted from the breech and should then 
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explode from the heat. I have seen this happen, as most people have 
who have handled the old air-cooled machine guns to any large 
extent. The result is only a very mild explosion, just sufficient to 
burst the brass case open and scatter burning grains of powder around. 
The reason that rhe explosion is not more violent is that the pressure 
necessary to rupture the cartridge case is not sufficient to cause the 
powder to burn rapidly enough to develop irs full force. These 
accidents are not very dangerous, except for the possibility that 
small bits of brass may be blown into the eyes. 

A hang-fire gives a similar result when it occurs after the cartridge 
has been entirely ejected, bm if it should occur just as the bolt has 
been unlocked, and while the car.rridl!e is still in the chamber, the .. 
result is likely to be· serious, as the pressure will be held in snfficientlv 
to develop ·a powerful explosion, which may blow the holt back with 
violence. 

One .of the best ways to become acquainted with the causes of 
rifle trouble and their results is to have to examine, study and report 
on the various damaged rifles that are sent in from the service from 
time to time for post-mortem. On two separate occasions, once before 
the war and once afterwards, I have been stationed at Springfield 
Annory in charge of the experimental department, where this work 
is done. Many of the wrecks bore eloquent testimony to the destruc
tive power of the improvised cleaning patch and the unsuitahility 
of the old style service hat-cord for use as a pull-r.hrough. The 
hat-cord will pull, but it will not push, and when a soldier who is 
trying to clean his gun with one of them gets it all the way into his 
rifle barrel and then tries to dislodge it with a cleaning rod, trouble 
starts. No matter how you push it, the woozy, wobbly thing wedges 
together and cannot be moved an inch. Of course, if you had some
thing like a corkscrew, and could get hold of the end to pull, it 
would come out easily enough, but ordinarily no such ohject is at 
hand, and some friend, with a quick but not cautious brain, sees a 
way out of the difficulty, and says "Let's shoot it out." "Of conrse~ 
Why didn't I think of that before?" says the owner. In goes a 
cartridge, the trigger is pulled, and the next moment the air is full 
of flying splinters of the stock, and after the victim picks himse.Jf 
up and looks to see if he is all there, he glances at his rifle and finds 
the barrel split and the rest of the outfit looking pretty sick from 
the blast. . 

The shirt-tail cleaning patch is another trouble maker. The rifle-
~ 

man who has no cut patches and rears off an irregular piece of cloth 
to swab our his rifle often finds himself in a worse fix than he would 
if he made no attempt whatever to clean his gun. The ill-fitting piece 
of cloth requires undue force to push it through, so that frequently 
the cleaning rod pierces the patch and wedges so tightly that it is 
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a problem to get it out at all. If the shooting-out method is employed, 
the results arc the same as with the hat-cord, only more pronounced. 

The wrong way of using the regular cleaning patch may also 
cause trouble. To prevent the cleaning rod from piercing and wedging 
it, the comer of parch should be turned over, and the tip of the 
rod should be placed against the double thickness. If this is not done, 
hut the rod is merely placed in the center of the patch against the 
single thickness of cloth, it may punch through and wedge. 

An officer in charge of a company on the firing range will usually 
encounter cases where men will get obstructions in their rifles which 
cannot be removed by ordinary methode;. A number of years ago 
when in charge of a rille:: range, I employed a method of removing 
obstructions, which may be 1nteresting, though for reasons which 
will appear later, it is distinctly not recommended now. I read in an 
old Ordnance manual printed in the days of muzzle loaders the 
results of a series of experiments to determine the effect of failing 
to ram the ball all the way down onto the charge before firing. 
The early experiments tried the effect of pushing the bullet nearly 
onto the charge and ring the piece. The pressure was found to be 
less than normal. The next time the hall was rammed onlv half 

' way down, and this gave a pressure much less than before. Lastly, 
the ball was insened near the muzzle and on firing a very low pres
sure was recorded. None of the barrels were harmed in the least by 
these experiments, and the conclusion was that firing a gun with the 
bullet not entirely seated on the powder could not injure the gun. 
But when two balls were employd at one time, one near the breech 
and another some distance away in the barrel the gun was burst. 

This information seemed to indicate th<lt if an attempt were made 
ro blow out an obstnlction with powder gas the pressure would be 
less than with a service charge, and no harm would result if the bullet 
were first removed from the cartridge. After a few cautious experi
ments along this line I applied this method as will be described. When 
a rifle was brought up with an obstruction in it, I removed the 
bullet and half the powder from a cartridge and then holding the 
muzzle elevated so that the powder would stay against the primer, 
I fired , blowing out the obstruction. Success was uniform for the 
few times this method was employed during several seasons on the 
range. Still I always had some misgivings as to just what might 
happen in unusual cases, so that I was quite pleased when an oppor
tunity was pr·esenred to test out this matter thoroughly under proper 
e..xperimental conditions. 

The first question taken up was rhe removal of rags and cleaning 
patches stuck in the barrel. These were easily blown out with a 
cartridge from which the bullet had been removed, and no injury 
to the barrel resulted. Then several mgs were tried at a time, as well 
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as patches wedged tightly in place, hut all were removed without 
difficulty. Next we tried pieces of hat-cord which were wetted to 
make th~m stick more tightly. When the~c were successfully re
moved it began to look as if the method would prove worthy of 
recommendation as a standard method to be used for removing 
obstructions. 

Finally, .as a last grand demonstration as regards rags, a cleaning 
rod was . filed o(f on a slant, and with it a couple of p:ttchcs were 
wedged tightly in place. A cartridge minus bullet was then inserted 
and fired wirh all the confidence in the world that the cleaning rod 
and patch would go flying down !!he range, but strange to say no 
such thing happened. Instead, the only result was a loud prolonged 
hiss, as of escaping steam, and on cautiously opening the bolt it was 
found that the powder had all burned up without moving the 
obstruction in the least. Also it was noted that the cartridge case 
was partly tilled with a thick black sludge, or mud, the resi.due of 
the powder when burnt under these peculiar conditions, and there 
was · an acrid smell which was not at all like the regular smell of 
powder gas. The next thing that was tried was a heavier charge 
of powder, all that could be put into a cartridge case. Result, just 
the same as before. It appeared thar with the regulation powder, 
which burns slowly like celluloid unless closely confined, the loosely 
woven porous cloth patch did not furnish enough resistance to make 
the powder burn quickly, so that the pressure leaked ont as fast as 
it was generated. The obvious remedy was to use a quick powder, 
such as black. .'\s a can of King's semi-smokeless was dose at hand. 
a shell full of it ,.,.·as tried without success. Then a cartridge full of 
fine-grained black powder was used which finally blasted the ob
struction loose, without injury to the barrel. After this experience 
the method did not look quite so good. 

The next thing tried was dislodging hullers stuck in the barrel. It 
was found that a bullet lodged at any point was easily blown out, 
using the full charge of powder. This experiment was tried on an 
old di.~carded pressure gun and it was found tlu1t the pressures ran 
very much less than normal, as would have been expected, especially 
after reading the old experiments referred to above. When the bullet 
was seated at the nmnle, the pressure, with a camid~e case full of 
powder, was about half service pressure. No swelling or other 
injury to the barrel could be detected. 

These resulrs did not indicate any danger in this procedure. but 
there has hecn talk of the possibilitv that gas, in rushing- down the 
barrel at high speed and being suddenly arrested at the base of the 
stationary bullet, might pile np at this point :md expend its dynamic 
energy in a local ring of pr~"S\Jre that would not show on the pres
sure g-age, hut would still be capable of doing damage. To try om 
this idea a bullet was wedged tightly into the muzzle so that it would 
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offer considerable resistance to . being expelled. Then the gun was 
loaded and the trigger wa~ pulled, but nnrhing happened; not even the 
hissing that had been experienced with the tightly~ wedged rags. We 
wondered whether it was a misfire or whether the cartridge had gone 
off and all the gas was remaining· penned up in the barrel ready to 
come out wi·th a bang as soon as the breech was opened. In order 
to avoid casualties we pointed the breech in a safe direction and 
opened the bolt by tapping the handle with a piece of wood. No 
sooner was the bolt handle driven to a vertical position than the bolt 
suddenly flew open with a loud "pop" like a champagne cork, and 
the empty shell was ejected .smartly. As the obstruction had not been 
removed a heavier charge was tried, then a mixtnre of black arid 
smokeless, without success, though with plenty of fun opening the 
bult each time. Finally, after two tries with black powder the bullet 
was blown out, but on examination the muzzle of the barrel was 
found to be slightly swelled. It was hard to tell just what had caused 
the swelling, for if the piling up of a gas pressure at this point had 
done it, it would seem that the swelling would be found just behind 
~he bullet. In fact it was at the very end of the muzzle, almost at the 
front end of the wedged bullet! 

'fhe only thing that this test settled was the fact that more tests 
were needed to enable proper conclusions to he drawn as to just 
what w~1s happening. It was therefore decided to go ahead and do 
some of the things that usually cause damage, so as to determine 
exacdy how the various forces produce their effect. We knew that 
firing out an obstruction wi~h a bullet usually results in disaster, so 
the next experiments were planned to . show more plainly just what 
happens in this case. 

The first thing tried was the effect of loose drops of water in the 
barrel, as might happen in case of rain. No effect could be detected. 
Apparently the mass of the water drops does not check the bullet 
enough to do damage. Next, small pieces of brass, such as are 
punched from the venr holes of cartridges in manufacture, were laid 
in the bore in front of the bullet in the position that might be oc
cupied in case one of these punchings sh(:mld be left in the cartridge 
in manufacture (as sometimes happens), and should follow the bnllet 
a short way down the bore in firing, and tl1en lodge and wait to 
cause a disturbance on the next shot. These punchings, singly or 
several at a time did not cause any trouble that could be detected. 
It seems clear that they cannot bulge or burst a barrel with the 
present service rifle and cartridge. After this an investigation of the 
effect of bullet jackets lodged in the barrel was undertaken. It was 
found that they alw~ys caused a slight bulge in the barrel. In one 
case the new bullet passed completely through t he lodged jacket, 
and in so doing, pressed it slightly into the steel, so that it could not 
be dislodged. After this a number of other b11llets were fired widwut 
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moving the lodged jacket, which became bedded down into the 
metal of the bore so that it could hardly be seen from the inside. 
In being pres.o;ed into the steel, it raised a slight bulge in the barrel, 
which could be detected from the outside. 

Cleaning patches lodged loosely in t·he barrel gave a very slight 
bulge, or none at <Ill, but two heavy p;:~rc:hes jmnrncd tightly in place 
gave a large bulge, and if the barrel had happened to be a seamy one, 
it would probably have split from end to end. A light piece of paper 
placed loosely in the barrel gave no effect. 

These results sugg~-ted very . forcibly the question, "Just what 
causes a bullet to ring a barrel?" Some people say with great con
fidence that it is the pressure of the air which is suddenly compressed 
between the moving buller and the stationary vbsrruction. This theory 
seems extremely unlikely. Then other theorists say th<~t dlecking 
the bullet as it strikes the obstruction causes the rapiuly moving 
column of gas to be arrested suddenly on the base of the bullet, so that 
it spreads out sideways, changing its dynamic energy into static pre.'i
sure which is momentarily exerted in a ring of local pressure w hich 
may cause the swelling. This theory is better than the first, bur still 
it does not seem good enough. It is more likely that the ' ' ring" seen 
so often in a barrel which has been fired with an obstruction is due 
entirely to the bullet, as a rough calculation will show that at any 
point in the barrel the moving buller possesses about twelve times as 
much drnamic energy as the rushing gas behind it. T he bullet is 
auade o a plastic material of very great density. If the forward 
motion of the front end of this rapidly moving bullet is suddenly 
checked the inertia of the lead in the rear portion of rhe buller, 
coupled with the pressure of the gas on rts base, will cause it to 
"upset," or expand sideways, which is what I think must cause the 
ring. Any obstruction, such as a patch, causes the point of the buller 
to wedge, and thus checks it, and the resulting ring is proportional 
to the amount of the checking etfecr. 

It was argued that if this theory wer e t rue no bulge would be 
caused in shooting out a cleaning patch or other light obstruction, 
provided that the wedging could be prevented. To try this out it was 
decided to lodge a rag in the bore and then shoot it out wirh a bullet 
which was square in front and did not have any pointed end to 
wedge. The yuickcst way to do this seemed to be ro use the back 
end of a regular bullet, so one was p ulled out of the cartridge and 
put in again, back end forward, and a rag was shot our without a 
sign of a bulge, which may be taken as an indication in confirmation 
of the wedging theory, though it is of course by no means con
clusive. 

After this experiment with rags, it \vas decided to try the same 
thing wit h hullers as obstructions, to see what could be learned or 
deduced. A buller was lodged in a condemned barrel, near the muzzle, 
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and a regular cartridge was inserted and fired, with the inevitable re
sult; the barrel forward of where the bullet was lodged was blown 
completely away. It was not possible to tell whether the damage 
originated just at the location nf the obstructing bullet, or behind 
ir, as the barrel was too l:Ompletely destroye::d ~rt this point, At least 
one thing was certain, though, and that was that this attempt w 
shoot out a bullet with another one caused terrible havoc. In order 
to see if the wedging effect had anything to do with it, the experiment 
was repeated with the remaining portion of the same barrel, and 
the. bullet in the cartridge was reversed, as described above, so as to 

attempt to sweep out the s·tationary bullet without allowing any 
wedgmg effect. As was expected, the result was the same as if the 
bullet had been shot sharp end first; the barrel was "sawed off," so 
to. speak, at the point of obstruction. There is really no contradiction 
between this result and the one obtained when the rag was shot out 
successfully with the square end of the bullet, for in the last experi
ment the mass of the stationary bullet was sufficient to cause thE 
lead of the two bullets to expand, merely from the impact, without 
the necessity of any wedging effect to help the action along. 

In this connection it should be noted that in all the experiments 
conducted with light obstructions, such as cleaning patches, etc., even 
where everything possible was done to make the conditions fa vorablc 
for the greatest damage, the worst results obtained were rings or 
bulges, while with heavy obstructions, the destruction was complete. 

To determine more definitely whether or not the gas pressme on 
the base of the bullet had anything to do with the damage, another 
experiment was decided on. A plug of cotton waste was put in the 
center of a condemned barrel, and some melted lead was poured in 
so as to form a slug about four inches long at about the middle of 
the barrel's length. 

On firing the gas was all retained, as has been described before .. 
This firing was repeated once or twice, when to our great interest 
a distinct bulge was observed at about the middle of the space oc
cupied by the lead slug. Measurements showed that the lead had 
not moved. In attempting to account for the formation of the bulge 
at this point, it was thought possible that the lead might have heen 
poured in so as to leave cavities or vacant spaces which would give 
the effect of two or more slugs separated by a certain space, which 
could be driven together by the force of the explosion, and thus 
ring the barrel as two bullets would when driven together. To elim
inate this possibility, as wel_l as to verify the result of the experiment, 
the test was repeated, takmg great care to pour the lead so as to 
form a solid obstruction, without cavities or pockets. On firing, the 
ring again occurred, which would seem to indicate that the bulging 
of barrels is principally due to the upsetting, or sidewi~e expansion 
of the lead in the bullet. The hammering of the gas pressure on the 
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base of the lead plug is \vhat caused the upsetting in this case, which 
leads to the conclusion that in firing a bullet with an obstruction in 
the barrel, the gas pressure on the hase of the bullet aids the wcdg· 
ing effect in causing the bullet to upset sufficiently to ring the barrel. 

During \Vorld \Var I an officer of the Ordnance Department con· 
ducted a series of experiments a't one of the big commercial rifle 
plants to determine the effect of various barrel obstructions. These 
experiments, which were made with 1917 model rifles, should· prove 
verv instructive. At the time these tests were made, there was a lot 
of trouble with loose bullets in service cartridges, and it some times 
happened that when a gun was unloaded without firing, the case 
would be e~tracted, but the bullet would stick fast in the rifling. 
It was feared that if this should happen on a misfire, and another 
cartridge should he inserted and fired, the rifle would he blown up 
from the effect of the two bullets. 

It was found that in no case could a bullet without any cartridge 
be forced into the rifling far enough to allow the insertion of another 
cartridge and the closing of the bolt. However, a bullet was inserted 
in this manner, and a cartridge was frcpared by fon:ing the bullet 
down into the case until the base o the bullet .rested hard on rhe 
powder, filling practically all the air space and projecting out of the 
cartridge case only about three-siJrteenrhs of an inch. This prepared 
cartridge was inserted in a rifle behind the stationary bullet and fired 
without damage to the rifle, though the cartridge case showed evi
dence of excess pres.~ure, as the primer was blown and the cartridge 
base was distorted. 

A bullet was driven into the rifling just far enough to permit 
another cartridge to be inserted and the bolt to be closed. On firing 
.both bullets were ejected without damage to the gun, but the case 
showed evidence of high pressure. 

A bullet was seated in the barrel with the base one inch ahead of 
the point of the bullet in the cartridge seated in the chamber. On 
firing both bullets were ejected wi•thour apparent damage to the 
barrel. 

A bullet was then seated in the barrel at a point one inch further 
ahead than the one just described, or so that the base was two inches 
ahead of ·the point of the bullet seated in the chamber. On firing 
the barrel was burst from the rcceiv·er to the lower band. 

In a barrel and action without stock, a bnllet wa<; forced into the 
riAing to a point one inch forward of the lower band and a cartridge 
was inserted into the chamber. On firing the barrel was split into 
three sections. 

A bullet was seated in the barrel at a point one and three-fourths 
inches from the muzzle. On firing the barrel was bulged badly at 
the point of obstruction and the part forward of the bulge was split 
into . four parts. 



No. 
fired it 

fail. 
The barrel of this rifle burst on .the first shot when the owner 
478,579 with its bolt, both of. the old heat treatment, did not 

with the barrel full of cosmoline. The low-numbered receiver 
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A dry cleaning patch was inserted one and one-half inches in the 
muzzle. On firing no apparent damage was done. 

A dry cleaning patch was inserted to a point three inches to the 
rear of the lower band. On firing the barrel was split from the re
ceiver co above the lowe::r band and the lower part of rhe:: stl)ck and 
the lower hand-guard were blown away. The front sight carrier was 
blown entirely off. 

A cleaning· patch of cotton cloth soaked with oil was rolled up 
and inserted in the muzzle for a length of about one and a half 
inches, as it would be in the case of a man inserting a plug or tompion 
in his piece t<> keep out the dirt or ·rain and forgetting to remove it 
hefore firing. On tiring the muzzle was split about one inch, the 
front sight carrier was hlown entirely off and the munle was slightly 
bulged. 

A cleaning patch soaked in oil was umde into a roll and pushed 
into the bore to a point about the lower band. On firing a decided 
bulge · was made at this point, which is visible on the outside, but 
there was no rupture of the barrel. 

The piece having been fouled by firing a few shots, the muzzle 
was inserted in sand and then shaken out, leaving a very small amounr 
of sand or dirt in the muzzle. On firing no visible result was produced. 

The same test as the preceding one was again made, leaving a 
greater amount of sand in the muzzle. No effect was evident. 

One inch of sand was inserted in the muzzle, fonning a solid plug. 
On firing the sand was blown our without apparent effect. 

The test just described was repeated, putting one and one.-half 
inches of sand in the muzzle. On firing the barrel was split in two 
pieces to below the lower band, blowing away the forward end of 
stock, handguard and front sight carrier. 

The barrel was filled with warm cosmoline <llld allowed to drain 
naturally for a few moments, and the gun was then fired without 
cleaning. No damage whatever was apparent to the rifle or cartridge 
case. 

The barrel was filled with warm cosmoline and allowed to cool 
over night, leaving a maximum of cosmoline in the barrel. On firing 
no effect whatever was visible on either the barrel or the cartridge 
case. 

A fairly heavy dose of cold cosmoline was distributed through 
the barrel, not enough, however, to fully obstruct it at any one 
point. On firing no effect was visible. 

The muzzle was filled solid witlt cosmoline to ;1 depth of approxi
mately<one inch. On firing the barrel was split in two pieces to below 
the upper band, and the fr{)nt sight carrier was blown entirely off. 

A small wad of chewing gum was inserted in the muzzle, as on 
inspection a number of instances have developed where a man has 
put a wad of gum in the muzzle of his rifle and it was desired to 
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see what would result if such a wad should ue left in while firing. 
A decided bulge was caused, bur no fracture. 

A study of the exper iments that have been described will at least 
pa rtly remove this suhjecr from the realm of t·onjcc.:ture and will 
often enable the observer to tell from the examin;~tion of a wrecked 
gun the general cause of the trouble Mtd will also enable one to 
know what to expect under certain circumstances. For example, 
some years ago a new front sight cover and protector was designed, 
which consisted of a cup-shaped steel stamping arranged to slip over 
the front end of the gun and protect hoth the muzzle and from 
sight. A rifleman, on being showri the design, objected that it would 
burst the barrel if the shooter forgot ro remove it before shooting. 
In order to prove it the gun was fired with the muzzle cover on, 
with the expected result, which was that the bullet pierced the cover 
neatly and then proceeded on irs way with no harm done to the 
rifle. In this case it could be stated with certainty that the rille 

• 
would not be injured because it was known that the service uull e~: 
could pierce a one-sixteen th-inch piece of sheet steel with such ease 
that it would not be checked seriously, and if the bullet were not 
checked the barrel would not be harmed. Thus besides having an 
academic interest, experiments of this nature give the designer re
liable information that is at times invalu:tble. 



VIII 

The Strength of Military Rifles 

ONE September day in 1920, 1 happened to be standing on the 
tiring line at Camp Perry during a match, when the competitor 

directly in front of me fired a shot-and then couldn't see his rear 
sight! He rubbed his eyes incredulously, and looked again, then let 
out a .howl that brought me to his side. lt happened that I was the 
Ordnance Officer of the Matches, and thus was responsible for the 
condition and performance of the issue National March rifle he was 
using. What was this about no rear sight? I dropped to my knees 
beside him and took a look. No rear sight at all- not even the sight 
base, but in the newly exposed barrel where the sight had been, a 
nice crack about an inch or more long. Then we began finding 
little bits of the sight lying around. lt had broken into a dozen or 
more pieces, the breaks occurring on the lines that formed the 
range graduations. 

So we issued him a new rifle and sent the damaged one back to 
Springfield for the investigation that was always made whenever 
a rifle failed from any cause. This one was due to a hidden scam in 
the metal of which the barrel had been made. 

Of the damaged rifles which were returned to Springfield when 
I was in charge of the Experimental Department in 1917, and later, 
when I was vVorks ,'\llamger in 1919, 'w and '21, a fair per cent 
showed barrel failures. Tllis might lead naturally to a question 
whether the barrel is properly designed as to strength, so Jet's look 
further into this subject. 

Before any harrcl is accepted for service ic is proof fired with a 
high pressure test cartridge, or "blue pill," which gives about forty 
per cent higher pressure than the service load. These test cartridges 
are tin plated to make them look different from the regular cartridges, 
and tlus gives them a bluish white color, hence the name "blue pill." 

\Vhen I was at Springfield, the regular service load gave a pressure 
of around so,ooo pounds per square inch, and the bfue pill at first 
gave 70,000 pounds; which we later raised to 7 5 ,ooo pounds, as will 
be explained further along. 

Each finished rifle was given one high pressure proof charge, and 
this was followed by five service loads to test the functioning. 

It would seem that this test should eliminate any barrel with a 
tendency to weakness of any kind; but, as we have seen, even National 
/\>latch barrels can burst in service. \Vhat is the explanation? 

As was stated above, every gun that failed in service was returned 
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to Sprmgficld for examinatiQn, which almost always showed clearly 
rhe cause of the failure. 

The object of this examination was, of course, to correct any 
faulty methods or design features that might be responsible. When, 
as was true in a large number of cases, the harrel showed a decided 
annular bulge or ring near the origin of the fracture, there was not 
much the Armory could do; the damage was plainly due to an 
obstruction in the bore. 

A large and heavy obstruction, such as a bullet, will often make 
a lump as big as a walnut, aod may split the barrel to pieces in ad
dition, while a small or light obstruction, such as a cleaning patch, 
may leave a hardy perceptible ring. 

As inrimared <lbove, the barrel docs not always burst when it is 
fired with an uustruction in it, though it generally does if the ob
struction is a solid object. 

Twice I have seen a machine gun fired with a bullet akeady in the 
bore, and in neither of these cases did tltc IJ;m·el bmst. In one case 
the accident wns not even discovered until several hundred additional 
shots had been fired and though a large lump hnd b~en formed on 
the barrel, the functioning or the accuracy were apparently not 
affected. 

I have seen a Springfield rifle, which, though it had a pronounced 
bulge ncar the mu;r.;r.le, still shot very well indeed. 

Besides obstructions there are two other occasional causes of 
barrel failure. One of these is seamy meral. Before anv machine work - ' is done on the barrels they come tO the factory in the shape of 
billets of steel which are afterward heated and rolled to the ap
proximate shape of the barrel. In this barrel steel, as in any other 
metal, flaws will occur. '\-Vhen the pieces of barrel steel are rolled 
om to a long shape to make the barrel blank, any flaws that they 
may contain are also stretched out in the same direction, so that 
instead of a bad spot, we get a bad streak. 

Most of these streaks are discovered during the machining opera
tions. After every turning operation on rhe outside or reaming opera
tion on the inside, the barrels are carefully inspected, and any with 
flaws are thrown out. Once in a great while, however, it happens 
that a seam or flaw may be entirely inside the walls of the finished 
barrel. Luckily, the high pressure test eliminates most of these barrels. 
Some which the flaw does not greatly weaken may stand the high 
pressure test and get into the service. Then if by using grease on 
the neck of the cartridge, or by improper handloading, or in some 
other way an excess pressure is obtained, the barrel may fail. 

Another trouble that was experienced after '\-Vorld '\-Var I was 
bnrnt steel. Before the war, the billets of steel were rolled into barrel 
hlanks at Springfield Armory. Bur during the production rush of 
'9'7 and 1918 outside sources were called on to do this work, and 
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Rc>uh of a hidden >e:llll in the harrel. After the adoption in 1? 18 of a double heat treatment for the ceceiver and boh, i t was the 
practice to se lect a ri fl e on'nsionnll )' from production and subject it to the highest pn:ssure that could be obtained in a test ca rtridge. 
This rille, se lected at randt)lll from produnion on May 3, 19 18, was fi rst tested with ten 70,000 pound test shots, then was fired with a 
125,000 pounJ t~s1 cartridge. The receiver and boh held, as they invariablr did with this double heat trea tment, but the hidden seam in 
rhe barrel o pened up, with the results shown. 
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the barrel blanks were bought from the steel makers ;~ h·eady forged 
to shape. These factories, instead of rolling the barrel blanks to the 
finished shape, as Springfield did, took bars of steel which were of 
the right diameter for the main part of the barrel blank and formed 
the enlarged breech end by heating this pan of the blank very hot 
and then upsetting or bumping up the large part. 

In order to get quantity production, a great many of these blanks 
were he:~tcd at once, and in order to make them forge up easily and 
quickly, they were lllade good and hot. For this, as well as all other 
work, t he steel companies had to contend with the shortage of skilled 
help that was felt everywhere during that W ar, as well as during the 
recent one. t.:'nder such conditions it was natural that once in awhile 
a pi·ece was left too long in the furnace and became too hot . 

. When steel becomes too hot, the fine crystalline structure that 
gives it its strength becomes ruined, and the metal separates into 
large, coarse grains with a gaseous film between them which takes 
away their power of cohesion and makes t he steel weak and brittle. 
This condit•on is very hard to detect, because burnt steel looks like 
any other steel, and in automatic machinery any difference in the 
machining qualities could not ue noticed. If such a hlank should be 
made up inro a barrel and pass the proof ttst it might, from the 1·e
peated shock of firing, gradually gee worse in service until a break 
occurs. 

Of course, this condition only occurs in an extremely small per
centage of the blanks; perhaps one in two or three thousand, and 
most of these are detected by inspection or fai l on proof. T hat the 
danger from this cause is small is evident from the fact that though 
all gnns manufactured at Springfield Armory immediately after 
World \Var I ha.d barrels made of .this steel, several years passed h~-· 
fore a barrel fmlure occurred wh1ch led to the d•sccl\'erv of thts 
condition. • 

As there were several hundred thousand barrel blanks on hand at 
the end of the W ar, it meant that all barrels to he made fo r a long 
time had to be made from this steel. H owever, once the trouble w as 
understood, every possible step was taken to prevent any defective 
barrels from being sent out. For the sake of g reater saferv, Spring
field raised the proof charg-e to 7 5 ,ooo pounds, instead of "'7o,ooo, co 
be more certain of eliminating all faulty bands. 

In the course of experiments on receivers some years ago, I used 
pressures up to 1 3o,ooo pounds without any apparent ill effects on 
the barrels. T he late Sir Charles R oss, whom I knew well, had told 
me about his experimentS on the thickness of barrels, and I ha-d 
read some remarks hy Newton on the same subject, but I couldn't 
~et sufficiently :c~uthentic facts to satisfy me, so I collected some first
hnnd information by turning a Sprin~field harrel to r / !l inch wall 
thickneSli and firing it with regular and high pressure cartridges. As 
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the results were not visible, I turned the barrel down so that it was 
only I/ 16 inch thick over the chamber. It held three regular service 
cartridges perfectly. T then put a 75,ooo pound shot through which 
blew a piece om of the side, as can be seen in the photograph. As 

The upper barrel was turned down undl it was reduced to the size shown. Ibree 
regula: service charges were fired with no effect, but a 70,000 pound blue pill 
(higb pressure test amridge), lifted out a piece as shown. Lower barrel is for 
comparison to show size before any metal was removed. 

the thickness of the regular barrel at this point is 5/16 of an inch, 
it is plainly evident that the strength should be sufficient. 

Failures in the Action 
Now that we have disposed of the barrel, lets consider the action. 

I once received a letter in which the writer inquired about the 
strength of the bolt. He stated that he had read in a magazine that 
the Springfield bolt was much weaker than that of the Krag-Jorgcn
sen, and that the Springfield bolt was dangerous because of <l tendency 
to blow out of the rifle, which the Krag would not do. Of course, 
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anybody who has any conception of rifle construction knows that 
either the Springfield bolt or the Enfield bolt with double lugs is 
far stronger than the Kr.ag bolt with only one lug. 

Even so, the Krag has entirely satisfactory strength for the range 
of pressures for whtch it was designed, that is, about 4o,ooo pounos 
maximum. In connection with its loading of Krag cartridges, the 
Ordnance Department determined that the pressures should never be 
allowed ro go over 4z,ooo pounds per square inch. 

These guns have been used by many persons with little regard 
for this limitation, and consec1uently we occasionally see a Krag with 
one locking lug cracked, or even broken entirely off; other Krag holts 
have broken in two just back of the locking lug. However, these 
bolts did not blow out of the gun; there is a rib on the right side 
of .the bolt that bears against a shoulder on the receiver, and this 
acts as a safety lug, and in addition, the bolt handle turns down into 
a slot at the rear, which acts as a further safety feature. 

The Krag rifles have been in use since Octoher, 1R94· when the 
first issue of the so-called Model of t892 was made. During rhe 
intervening period of over ;o vears this line rifle has made a great 
reputation for itself. ' 

The T<)l7 Enfield will occasionally shed its lugs. One such case 
came to my attention in March, 1947. The l.Jolt had both lugs Cl':tcked 
entirely off, hut, as usual, stayed in the gun. The cartridge showed 
every evidence of extreme pressure, and was covered with a spotty 
hlat:k deposit of. caked material which indicated that perhaps it had 
been covered with grease when fired, which would readily account 
for the high pressure. The owner sent along the damaged bolt and 
the cartridge case, accompanied by a letter which stated in part: 

" ... This shot blew the bolt and locked it in the gnn so that 
we couldn't get the empty shell out. On taking it down, we found 
the bolt had blown apart; that is, two pieces had blown off the 
shell extractor end. It looks to me like a person could have been 
hurt if the bolt could have come out .... " 

\Vhile I don't believe the writer of the letter intended it as ironical, 
the last sentence is certainly a magnificent understatement. Fortu
nately for him the bolt, as usually happens, was held in place in 
spite of the loss of its lugs. 

For a good many years most of the rifles damaged in service were 
returned to Springfield, and as far as I know, no one has ever seen 
a case where the bolt was actually blown out. I have heard people 
speak of cases where the "bolt blew out" but investigation or closer 
lJUestioning has always shown that the statement was not accurate. 
I have never been able to run down one authentic case. In some 
of the low numbered Springfields, made before the heat treatment was 
revised, lugs have heen known to crack off, but in all cases the 
safety lug kept the bolt from actually coming back. 
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Just how srrong the lugs really are in relation r.o their normal 
load was very well shown by an experiment I made at Springfield 
some years ago. The lugs of the bolt, which have a Standard length of 
four-tenths of an inch, were reduced to one-half that amount, and 
firing tests were conducted with both service cartridges and high 
pressure loads with no bad effects. The lugs were then reduced in 
thickness to one-tenth of an inch, or one-fourth of their original 
dimensions. Shots with service cartridges caused no trouble, but 
a 75,000 pound blue pill broke oii the weakened lugs. Still, the safety 
lug held, and the bolt did nor move. . 

T.his test indicates that the lugs on the bolt are about four times 
as strong as necessary to hold the service cartridge. Still, chis te~t 
did not satisfy us . . We thought we might as weiJ find out exa<:tly 
what the safety lug would do by itself, so we took another bolt 
and removed both Jugs. · fhe service shot crushed the safety lug 
slightly, but d id not move the bolt. The high pressure shot sheared 
off the metal of the safety lug which was already crushed, and al
lowed the bolt to move bac:k slightly. llowever, the bolt did not 
move far, for the safety lug sheared off at an angle, and the remaining 
part wedged under the right-hand wall of the receiver, bringing the 
bolt to rest after it had moved back about half an inch. If a bolt with 
the locking lugs entirely removed requires a blue pill to move it h;1lf 
an inch, the regular bolt, with all its lugs, must be pr~tty safe. 

Tbe Sm.mgtb of the Receiver 
The next subject, and perhaps the most important one of all, is 

the strength of the receiver. A broken receiver makes a bad mess, 
and once in :i while we do see cases of this kind. It was in the spring 
of 1917 that I first came actively into contact with the question of 
receiver strength. I had just come to Springfield Armory from the 
Mexican border, and had been placed in charge of the Experimental 
Department, where one of my first duties was to examine two burst 
rifles and report on the cause of the trouble. Both rifles had failed 
while using a certain make of wartime ammunition. This, on the face 
of it, pointed to defective ammunition as the cause of the trouble, 
but onlv a cursorv examination of the steel in lhe receivers was re-. ' 
quired to show that it was coarse grained, weak and brittle. I re-
ported that soft cartridge cases had probably contributed to the 
failure, but that the real underlying cause was poor steel in the 
receivers. At first this report was received with skepticism. It was 
argued that the Springfield riAe had been used for years with no 
complaints, and that as both accidents had occurred with the same 
ammunition, the cartridg·es were to blame. The answer to this was, 
that aside from any fault in the cartridges, the steel was susceptible 
to a very considerable irnprovemenr, which should be m;Hle in order 
to give the riAe the greatest possible factor of S<lfety, even with 
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bad cartridges. Finally this view pr-evailed; the Armory obtained the 
services of a highly skilled metallurgist and a staff of assistants. and 
completely revised the heat treatment of the receiver and bolt, as 
will be described in derail later on. Meantime, as Chief of the Ex
perimental Department, l proceeded to find out all that I could 
about receiver strength and related matters. 

One of our first steps was to try the effect of soft-headed car
tridge cases. To do this, we took out the hullcts, powder, :~nd 
primer from a number of cartridges and annealed the heads of rhe 
cases, rhus making the brass very. soft. We then reloaded these cases 
and fired them. 

\tVe found that they were more d:~ngerous than the high pressure 
cartridges. \tVhen they were fired, these soft-headed cases would 
spread out at the hack end, or give way entirely, letting the gas at 
high pressure out into the rcct:iver, with disastrous results. When gas 
at 50,000 pounds is pressing on the inside of the barrel, it docs not 
have much surface to work on, and the total load is not great, but 
when it gets out into the bolt-well of the receiver, whose diameter is 
about an inch, it has more surface to push against, and the tot:t l load is 
enormous. A failure of this kind may burst a weak receiver, and 
even if the receiver is not injured, escaping gas is likely to do damage 
of other kinds, such as blowing off the extractor, splintering the 
stock, or blowing out the magazine floor plate. An extreme case of 
this nature occuned with soft cartridge c<lSe in a '9'9 ~:nional Match 
rifle in which the receiver, bolt and barrel were too strong to be 
injured, but the stock was badly splintered. 

Besides soft cases, we tried the effect of high pressures. As the rifles 
were constructed at that time, the :~venge gun would stand about 
So,ooo or 9o,oo pounds, bllt a 1oo,ooo pound shot could be pretty 
well depended on to hurst the receivers of almost any of the rifles 
then coming off the production line 

One thing made eviuenr by these cests is the fact that the weakest 
feature of most modern military actions is in the cartridge case it
self. In the Springfield rifle the head of the cartridge case projects 
ont of the rear end of the chamber a distance of from .14 7 to . •48 5 
inch; in other words, there is a space of well over an eighth of an 
inch where the pressure is held in only hy the brass. This is the weak 
point of the M 1903 Springfield, the M H) •7 Enfield, the M 98 
Mauser, and other high powered rifles using r imless cartridges. 

\¥hen very high pressures are encountered, this brass wall either 
spreads or hlows out, anJ the gas under high pressure gets loose and 
wrecks things. If the r eceiver is weak or brittle, it may be fractured; 
if it is strong, then the extractor may be blown off, the maga7.ine 
well may be bulged, the stock may be splintered. and other damage 
may be done. 

In the design · of the U . S. Rifle Cal. . 30, M r, Mr. Garand took 
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g'reat pains to eliminate chis source of weakness by arranging the 
rear end of the chamber and the front of the bolt so that the metal 
of the cartridge case is surrounded r ight down to the extractor 
groove by the chamber walls. 

In spite of the fact that there were over four million Garand M1 
rifles made during World War ll, there has never yet been a case 
reported of a blown receiver or holt on this rifle. It is true that as 
a · result of firing grenades, the rear W<lll where the bolt is arrested 
in its backward stroke has cracked out in a few instances, but there 
has never at this writing, (June, 1947) been a t:ase reportod where 
the receiver has failed at the front · end where t he locking i~ 
accomplished. 

In trying to . determine the ultimate strength of the gun, Mr. 
Garand built up progressively higher proof loads in increments 
of 5000 pounds pressure, from the regular proof load of 70,000 lbs. 
to the extreme figure of r 20,000 lbs, per square inch. 
A~ this latter figure, cracked left lugs on the b()Jt began to be 

encountered. A gun in which the bolt had the left lug cracked by 
one of these excessive high pressure overloads was then fired an 
endnranace rest of 5000 rounds of service ammunition, using the 
cracked bolr, which showed no further deterioration. The U. S . . VI1 
Rifle rhus has perhaps the strongest action of any military shoulder 
rifle in existence at this time. 

The M 98 Mauser and the Model Y9 ( •939) i. 7 Japanese rifle 
are safer than the Springfield in this regard, because in each of these 
guns the . supporting metal of the chamber comes to the forward 
edge of the extractor groove instead of leaving some of the actual 
cartridge case wall hanging out in the air, as do the Springfidd and 
Enfield. 

The Krag, which uses a rimmed C•lse, does not have this weakness. 
The case enters the chamber right up to the rim, and there is little 
chance for the cartridge to fail at the head. That is the main reason 
why we never, or at least hardly ever, hear of a burst Krag receiver. 
A nearly similar condition is true of the Japanese i\:Iodel 38 ( 1905) 
6.5mm Arisaka rifle. It uses a semi-rim cartridge, which has only a 
very slight extractor groove, and the cartridge head is thus quite 
strong. As the cartridge walls are also particularly well supported 
near the head, the action of this rifle is harder to wreck rhan those 
of the Springfield, Enfield, or Mauser, all of which use the truly 
rimless cartridge with its weaker head construction. 

Some Reasons for Cartridge Failun:s 
As has been stated above, the modern militarv bolt action rifle is 

no stronger than the cartridge case; or stated another way, the first 
thing to fail is usually the case. 

A serious weakness in poorly made cases is softness of the metal 
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near the head of the cartridge. Brass gets soft when it is heated, or 
annealed; and it gets hard when it is worked. In order to be able to 
draw the brass from sheets into long tubes, it is heated and thoroughly 
softened. After the tubes are drawn, the head must be hardened. 
T his is done in the process of giving it its final shape, during which ' 
process the metal must flow into the shapeJiven it by the dies. Forc
ing the primer pocket into the solid met aids considerably in the 
hardening or working pmcess. Another tiling that helps is imprinting 
the lette1·ing that gives the make and date. I remember in one series 
of cartridges where we wanted the heads particularly strong, to hold 
some high-inrensity loads, we carefully changed to bigger and deeper 

Olrtridge case with longitudinal split in bead and rear end of body. 
Note the off-center position of the ring crimp around the primer. The case 
was not held centrally on the supporting stem during the primer crimping 
operation, and the crimpillg punch struck harder on one side than on the 
other, thus over-stressing the metal on the high side, and making it too 
bard and brittle. The prevalence of this dt:fect iu cases of 1934 Frankford 
Arsenal manufacture led to a study which revealed the cause and led w a 
correction of the process to avoid a recurrence. 

The case illustrated was sent in April 24, 1947, alter the text describinr. 
such defects had already gone to press; thus i t furnished excellent confirma
tion of the previously written material. 

The shooter reported that he got "quite a blast of hot gas," but as he 
was wea[ing shooting ~ses, he was not in jur ed. 

letters stamped on the head, and gained quite :a bit of additional 
hardness and strength this way. 

After the head is formed, the cartridges under process of mann
facture must be heated again, so that the body can be tapered and 
the neck formed. This heating is often performed with the head of the 
case standing in water, so that it cannot absorb heat and thus be
come softened. If one of these should by some accident during manu
facture have the head heated after it is formed, the head may spread 
and the pri111er pocket open om during the stress of firing, and 
damage to the gun may result. Thus in cartridges a soft head is a 
dangerous defect. 

Another defect that is quite dangerous is a longitudinal split in 
the body of the case. T he rear end of the case is rather thick, and 
the rear end of the chamber is made a little loose, so that cartridges 
can feed and extract easily. The thin front of the cartridge, that can 
expand and hug the walls of the chamber is depended on to keep the 
~as in. If the case should split ncar the back end, where the metal 
1s too thick to hug the walls closely, gas will come back, and if 
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Photograph made at Frankford Arsenal to ~how how a slight nick in the disc 
from which a cartridge is drawn may cause a budy spli r in rhe finished ("artddge 
when it is fired. The nick i~ more pronounced in Series I and decreases in the 
others. 

the shooter is not wearing glasses, serious eye InJury may result. 
Always wear shooting glasses! 

In well made cartridges, rhis defect of a longirnciinal body split is 
not very common; but at one time Frankford Arsem1l was having 
quite a bit of trouble from this cause. Master ivle<.:hanic Andrew H . 
Hallowell undertook to lind out why the <.:ond.ition was occurring, 
and he finally traced it ro the fa<.:t that when the discs from which 
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th.e cartridges are made were being cut from the sheet brass, they 
were spaced too closely together, so that occasionally there was <1 
bit of overlapping, and the edge of one of the discs might be nicked 
slightly. 

"Andy" found that when this occurred, the nicked place caused a 
tiny crack that extended some distance down along the side of the 
drawn <.:<1 rtridge case, and sometimes opened up under the pressure 
of (iring. This is sho·wn in the photo made at the time from blanks 
that were found tO have <1 slight piece cut ont of the edge . 
. As soon as the cause of this trouhle w:ts found, it was of course 

eliminated but some time later, the same defect cropped up again. 
This time it was found that the presses had been speeded up in an 
effort to gain more production per day; evidently if the cases were~ 
drawn too fast, the metal was worked and hardened more than was 
good for ·it, and became brittle. When the presses were returned to 
their forme.r slower pace, the trouble again disappeared. 

Once more, however, the defect of lengthwise splits in the rear 
part of the cartridge case hody appeared, this time in the 19~.:1 
. 30 caliber M 1 ball ammunition. Once more the shop "detectives" 
were put on the trail tO find om why. Aiter some c.a.ses were cut 
up and micro-photographs were made it was seen that on one side 
the brass crystals were smaller than they were on the other side. 
indicating harder brass there. It was also-seen that the metal of the 
head was thicker on that side. Cases that had not yet had the primers 
crimped in did not show the streak of hardness down one side. 

It was finally determined that the crimping-in of the primer was 
responsible for making a streak of hardness down one side of the 
cases that sometimes gave way in the fom1 of a crack. In crimping-in 
the primers, the cases :1re held on a stem which acts as an anvil for 
supporting the case against the crimping punch. When one side of 
the head was thicker than the other, this supporting stem made con
tact with the inside of the case only on the high side, and when the 
ring-shaped crimping punch came down, this thick section was 
pinched, and a streak of hardness, and consequently, of brittlenes> 
also, extended down this side of the case, and it was at this place that 
the splits appeared. 

In the cartridge niaking husiness, there is ne\'er a dull moment! 
As stated above, longitudinal splits in the body of a cartridge case 

are dangerous, because they allow gas to come to the rear through the 
mechanism, and there is danger of injury to the firer, especially to 
the eyes. One thing that encourages such splits is a chamber which 
is very loose fitting at the rear. 

It so happens that the Model 99 ( 1939) 7. 7mm Japanese rifle has a 
bore only a little bit larger than ours; three thousandths, to be exact, 
as this rifle is a .303. The cartridge is a few thousandths larger than 
ours is at the rear end, and is shorter than ours. Therefore it is quite 
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easy to convert these Japanese r ifles to shoot our ammunition by 
deepening the chamber ; or our . 30 caliber cartridges can be necked 
down to work in these guns. Unfortunately, however, the rear of 
the chamber is too big, and every time a U. S .. 3o-'o6 cartridge is 
fired in one of these guns, there is a strain on the rear of the car
tridge case, inviting it ro split. If the bras~ is perfect with no tla ws or 

30-'06 IN RECHAMBERED 7.7MM. 

SAME AFTER FIRING 

-· 

GAS LEAKS IN CASE 
Top: .30-'06 canrldge in rechambered Japanese 7. 7mm. Note d1e clearance 

around ilie rear of the cartridge case, which for reasons of darity is ·slightly 
exaggerated in the sketch. 

Miuule : .30·'06 cartridge use in rechambered 7.7mm Rille after firing. Note 
that the thin walls of ilie case have expanded to fit the chamber, but the bead o f 
the case, where the metal is thick, bas not expanded. 

Donorn: When this .30-'06 cartridge was fired in a Japanese rille, two longi
tudinal splits developed in me case as shown, permitting hot gas at high pressure 
to escape violently to the rear. TI1e case, sent in b y the tuembcr 10 whom the ac· 
cident happened, is head stamped F.A. 39. Fortuoately no sedous injury rcsultt"<l. 

planes of weakness, there is slight chance of having this happen, 
but if the weakness is there, such a split will happen more easily than 
it will in the tighter chamher of the M '903 rifle; and more gas w ill 
come back, as the loose chamber gives more room for il. So fa r, 
(March, '947 ), I have seen only one case where this happened with 
the Model 99 ( 1939) 7·7 rifle chambered for our cartridge, but 1 
expet.:t to see more. 

These Jap rifles are good strong rifles, but they are by no means 
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proof against blowing up if ahnsed . Recently some boys tried shoot
ing ·35 Remington cartridges in one of these guns. The bolt closed 
so hard that the boys used a mallet to get it shut, and they actually 
fired two shots with no damage to the gun; but on rhe third shot 
the receiver gave way completely and the firer had a piece of steel 
embedded in his brain. I am happy to be able to state, ho,,.·cver, th~tt 
after a delicate operation, the life of this intrepi<l young experimenter 
was saved . 

• 



IX 

Receiver Steels and Heat Treatment 
The trouble with weak receivers that occurred in 1917, and which 

has already been mentioned briefly, led to a complete change in the 
heat treating methods at Spr.ingficld Armory. and to change of heat 
treatment ami afterward, a change of srecl at Rock Island. Both these 
important changes wen: later followed by n~hers. Jn order to under
stand just what happened and the reason~ for what occurre(.i, it is 
necessary to go back imo history a bit. 

From the time the Springfield Rifle \Vent into production in 1903, 
and up until 19z7, the receiver and bolt were made of Springfield 
Armory Class C Steel, afterward W. D. 1 32 5, having a composition 
as follows: 

Carbon ................ .... .......... . 
Manganese ........................... . 
Silicon .............................. . 
Sulphur .................. . .... . ..... . 
Phosphorus .......................... . 

.'\'lin. i\lax. 

.w% 
J.JO% 

·•5% 

·30% 
!.30% 
·35% 
.us% 
.os% 

The receiver was forged under a z,ooo pound drop hammer, hot 
trimmed, and then while hot was given one blow in the forging dies 
under the hammer to straighten it. It was next put in charcoal and 
allowed to cool very slowly. It was then pickled to remove the scale, 
and again put under the drop hammer cold to bring it to size, after 
which it went to the receiver shop where all machine operations were 
performed. 

After machining was finished,_ the receivers were heated in bone, 
four in a pot, to I sooo F. and kept at this temperature four hours. 
This was in a muffle type oil furnace. The receivers were then 
quenched in oil. 

At Rock Island receivers were made from the same steel until 
I 91 8. The trearm·em was as follows: 

Pack in charred leather in pots. Heat to 1475 to I500° F. and hold 
at this temperature for 3 Y2 to 4 hours. Quench in oil. 

This quenching from a high temperature made the receiver fairly 
hard all the way through, though the surface and the material near 
the surface intO which the carbon from the charred leather had 
penetrated were harder than the interior, so that the piece was 
actually case-hardened. 

Now the harder the steel, the greater irs tensile strength, and these 
receivers, being quite hard, were very strong and highly resistant to 

212 
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a slO'Wly applied load. Also, rhe hardt:r rhe steel, the more brittle 
ir is when subjected to a sudden shock. 

T he very hard surface had excellent \vt:aring l]ualities, and made 
a fine smooth working action. \Vhcn propt:rly headspaced and used 
with ammu nition of good C]Uality, these rct:ei,,ers g;lve ex~.:cllcnt re-

> • , Ill • 

Springfield rifle with low numbered re~eiver, hn t·st at Sandy Hook, N . J., 0<'10· 
bee 24, 1!)2 1, by having u 7.':J German sen•ire mrtridgc /ired in it. Such a C'~rtridgc 
fired in a Springfield r:illc results in a pressure uf over 75,000 lbs. per square inch. 
lt may burst a low-numbered receiver, but tests have shown that the clouble heat 
treated receivers will smncl this rnis·treatment without giving way. Fo r fuU report 
see Chapter ll!, p. 4 58. 

sulrs. The Springfield rifle had then been in use for :,orne fourteen 
years, and there were about 7oo,ooo of them in existence, and there 
had never been any complaint, though it Wll S later found that some 
of them, while showing a high static strength, would shatter LlnJer 
a sudden blow. 

The lllaxirnum working pressure for the service cartridge was 
so,ooo pounds per SCJ uare inch. Each finished rifle was proof fired 
with a test cartridge or blue pill giving a -+o% overload, or 7o,ooo 
pounds per square inch, after which it was function fired with five 
service cartridges. This eliminated most of the weak ones. V cry rarely 
one would break in service, but usually thi~ could be traced to some 
abuse, and anyway, it happened so seldom t hat it caused no comment. 
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'W·hen \Vorld \Var l came along, rhe production of rifles was 
st·epped up ro the maximum possible, both at Springfield and at Rock 
Island, and at the same time several new cOJnpanies tried their hand 
at making ammunition, and some of the new carttidgcs were far 
from satisfactory in qu;llity. 

This was the situation when, as already described, I \vas given the 
job, in the spring of 1917, of investigating the cau~c of the:: damage 
to two rifles sent in from the new cartridge factory of rhe ':'Jational 
Brass and Copper Tube Co., at Hastings-on-Hudson. In both of these 
rifles the receivers has been demolished, but the uarrels were intact, 
with the cases, or what remained of them, still in the chambers. 

This was only a year after my graduation from Ll1e Ordnance 
School of Technology at Watertown Arsenal, where l had taken, 
among other subjects, a course on the mct<lllurgy of iron and steel 
under Dr. Fay of Massachusetts Institute of Technology. I was by 
no means a skilled metallurgist, but at least I thought I knew burnt 
steel when l saw it and this is what the fractured surface of the 
fir.~t riAe looked like to me. 

The gun had been fired only 252 rounds when it gave way. The 
eng·ineers who exatllined the rille at the carrridcre factorv where it " .. failed sent along a note which stated: " It i~ the judgment of every-
one who has seen the broken edges of the receiver rhat rhc stec! 
most emphatically is not properly case-hardened as per specificalions, 
and that it has been heated too hot before <]uenching, creating crys
tallization and resulting in the greatest weakness. There is no wonder 
it burst." · 

1 could quire agree that the steel appeared to have been wcahned 
by overheating. Pieces of this receiver placed in a vise and tapped 
wirh a hammer simply fell apart. 

On these two guns there was also evidenc~c that the heads of the 
cartridge cases had been soft, and had exp;mded before Lhe recei\'er 
failure, thus letting gas under high pressure get out into rhe rccei\'Cl' 
ring where it had such a large surface ro work on that the load on 
the receivers was greatly increased. 

My experiments resulted in a report which stated in effect that 
the damage had been caused hy a combination of soft headed car
tridge cases and receivers which were weak and brittle; and further, 
that similar weak and brittle receivers were still coming ott the pro
duction line. Half a dozen new receivers were taken at random from 
the assembly room and fa~t·ened in a vise and struck with a hammer. 
Several of them shattered to pieces. 

As has been stated above, this report led to the employment by 
the Armory of the best obtainable metallurgical staff, headed by 
Maj. \V. H. Be!Jis, a well known specialist on the heat trearment oi 
iron and steel. 

One fact that this staff quickly developed was that the forging 
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temperature was not being sufficiently controlled. Too much reliance 
was heing placed on the knowledge and experience of the furnace 
men who heated the r eceiver and bolt steel in the forge ~hop. 

These men thought that they could tell whc:n a piece had the right 
heat just by looking into the furnace. They were proud of their ex
pt:ric:nce, skill, and ability, and believe.d that it took years <>f practice 
to become expert in judging the forging temperature. They were 
highly paid craftsmen, who were jealous of their exclusive skill, and 
who both hated and feared these new fangled pyrometers which 
threatened t<> make useless their special knowledge. 

The first step taken by the metallurgists was to install pyr<>meters, 
w~en it was quickly found that the "right heat" as judged by the 
skillful eye of . the old timers was up to 300 degrec:s hotter on a 
bright. sunny · day than it was on a dark cloudy one. This variation 
was of course made much worse by the fact that production had 
been stepped up to such a degree that many less skillful men had to 
be employed on this and all other critical jobs. The production rush 
had, as always happened, caused a drop in the quality of a product 
which even at best was not up to what could he obtained hy the most 
modern controlled methods. 

A further result of rl1e fine work on the metallurgical improvement 
of the bolt and receiver by \1ajor Bellis and also by Lieut. Col. 
'\V. P. Barba, Chairman of the Ordnance Department Board on Steel, 
and others, \Vas the development .of an entirely new so-called double 
heat treatment for the Springfield Armory Class C Steel, as foiiows: 

The receiver was forged under a zooo pound drop hammer, hot 
trimmed, and then given one blow under the hammer to straighten it, 
after which it was allowed to cool in an open pan. It was then pickled 
to remove scale, cold trimmed, and brought to size cold, 1mder the 
drop hammer. It was then annealed by packing in ch<lrcoal, hearing 
to IjOO degrees F. for 2 hours, and cooling in the furnace, after 
which ir was pickled, inspected, and machined. 

After machining, the receiver was heated in bone in an American 
Gas Company Carburizing Furnace at x;oo degrees F. for z Yz hours, 
then quenched in oil. It was re-heated to IJOO degrees F. in a salt hath 
for 5 minutes, and again quenched in oil. It was next drawn at 350 
degrees F. in an oil bath and air cooled, and tested for hardness with 
a Scleroscope, which should give a reading between 45 and 6o. This 
would correspond roughly to from 3 3 to 44 Rockwell C. 

The difference in the resultinll receiver (and bolt) structure be
tween the old and the new treat~ncnt can be outlined briefly as fol
lows: 

In both methods, the receivers (and bolts) were carburized so that 
the metal on and near the surface had a higher carbon content than 
did the inside. In the old method the receiver was simply heated above 
the hardening temperature of the steel and then quenched. This made 
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the receiver hard all the \v:ty through, though the carburized surface, 
having a highc::r carlwn content came ouL harder than the lower car
bon interior, which, however , was still h3rd enough to be brittle 
under shock. 

'" 'U t 
!ll to. f'1~ . .;.. . 

--~ -- - ~ ...... 
Comparison of c:ue hardened rewiwrs a• mad~ a1 Springfidd and Ro lk hland 

up to 1918, with the double heat treated receiver< made at Springfield between 
1918 and 1927. 

Top left : Receiver No. 201,M2. Top right: Rccei"er No. 318,92·1. Middle lch: 
Hcccivcr No. 319,270. These were all of the o ld ca~c hardened 1ype A li~:ht blow 
with a steel rod shattered the side rib of the receiver, ~bowing that the srecl , whi le 
strong, was too hard to resist impact. 

Middle right: xeceiver No. 808,549. Bottom left: neccivcr No. 811,95 1. Bottom 
right: Receiver .:-.!o. 833,698. These receivers, numbered above 800,000, nll had 
the double beat treatment, ):ivin): a hard surface and a suh tenacious core. \'\' hen 
repc-dlerl hlows with a steel rod failed to shatter the side rib, which is the weakest 
pact of the receiver, they were f:tstened in a heav)' vise and belabored unmercifully 
with a heavy iron bar. Note that while cracks appeared in tbe hard surface where 
it wa> bent, the soft inrcrinr held the metal together. These double hear t rea ted 
rec~ivcrs fitted wirh bolts having the same treatment produced the suongest rifte 
acttons ever made. 

The new treatment was based on the fact that the higher the carbon 
content of the steel, the lower the tempenHurc to which it must be 
heated to make it harrlen when quenched from tlus temperature. 

As the r eader is no lloul>t aware, the hardness of carbon steel is 
largely llependent on the form in which the carbon exists in the sLeel. 
If the carbon is in a form called Pearlite, the steel will be soft. If it 
is in a form called Martensite, the steel will be hard. If it is p:trt one:: 
and parr the other, the hardness will be intermediate. \Vhen steel is 
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heated, a point is reached at which it seems to absorb heat. At this 
so-called decalcscence point, the Pearlite turns into JVlartensite. This 
is one of the "critical" points of steel. If the steel is heated to this 
point and then cooled slowly, another criLical point, called the re
calescenc.:e point, is rea~.:hed some 200 co 2 .;o degrees lo•..ver, where rhe 
steel stops cooling for a time and actually seems to give out heat as 
the Martensite rums back to Pearlite. Steel <:ooled slowly in this way 
will come out soft. But if, when the steel has reached the first critical 
point, it is cooled suddenly, as by quenching in brine or oil, the 
Martensite is trapped before it can change back and the metal be
comes very hard. This operation is called hardening. 

If the hardened steel is then heated, it begins to soften. If heated 
~ little, it is softened slightly. If heated nearly to the critical point, 
tt becomes very soft. 

Now the newer double heat treatment takes advantaf!e of the fact -that, as noted above, the higher the carbon content of the metal, 
the lower the temperature to which it must he brought to make it 
harden when cooled suddenlv. -

Thus if the piece is quenched from a temperature just high enough 
to permit hardening the carburizcd outside surface, the lower carbon 
inside core will remain very soft. 

In the revised heat treatment, heating to 1500 degrees and quench
ing hardens the receiver through and through, and refines the grain. 
Re-heating to 1 300 degrees draws the temper and softens the metal. 
Thi~ temperature is above the hardening point of the high c~r~on 
outside surface but not hot enough to cause the low carbon JllSJclc 

core to harden when quenched. When the piece at I 300 degrees is 
then plunged into oil, the outside surface becomes very hard, and 
the inside core remains soft and tough. Afterwards the receivers are 
heated to 350° F., which slightly reduces the hardness of the surface 
layer and adds to its tOUI!hness. . -

Typical of the old single heat treatment is the following test of 
three receivers: 

After firing ten rounds of 7o,ooo pounds per square inch the in
crease in headspace was found to be from .003 inch to .oo6 inch. 
One of the three receivers tested was blown up with one round of 
8o,ooo pounds per square inch and the other two receivers broke 
with the firing of one round each of 10o,ooo pounds per square inch. 

On the other hand, receivers with the double heat treatment could 
not be broken with the highest proof loads that could be made up 
for this caliber, namely 125,000 pounds per square inch. 

In 1926 a Board investigating this subject took from stock 24 
rifles made in 1918 having double heat treated receivers and tested 
them with results as given below: 
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This doubl« heal trl!ated rc<"civcr ancl bolt withswod a destruction d1ar~e of 
45 grains of bullseye behind a 170 grain fiat based J>roof bullet, giving a pressure 
of around 133,000 pounds per square inch. The head of dte case practically 
melted away, letting tht: gas nu1 inro the receivf!r well, where it messed things 
up a bir, and blew splinters off the stock, but the action held firm. 
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HE..-\DSPACE 

After 10 After 1 After 1 

Receiver N o. At Start 
70000 # sq. in. 
proof shots 

8oooo # sq. in. 
proof shot 

nsooo # sq. in. 
proof shot 

85J,J98 1.94j 1.9f6 ... . O.K. 
853,347 1.942 1.945 .. .. O.K. 
8;9,213 1.942 1.945 .. ... O.K. 
8;6,789. 1.942 • ·9•H O.K. 
8;7,661 1.942 1·944 . . . . O.K. 
85s.77 , J ·941 . 1.942 O.K. 
8;9.576 1.941 1.945 O.K. 
R554!5 1.942 1.944 . . . . O.K. 
859.797 1.942 •·944 1.944 O.K. 
86o,825 1.946 1·948 1.950 O.I<. 
860,995 1.942 1.944 1.944 0.1{. 
861,038 1.944 1.946 1·946 O.K. 
862,0JI 1.941 1.942 1.945 O.K. 
861,534 • ·9•P 1.944 1.945 O.K. 
862,747 1.942 1.<)4) 1.<)45 O.K. 
86z,564 1.941 1.942 1.942 O.I<. 
86o,6.P 1.942 !.94.i !.945 O.K. 
861,049 1.945 1·947 1.948 O.K. 
86J,ggR 1.940 1.1).40 1·940 0 .1(. 
865.717 1·943 1·946 1.946 O.K. 
RM,go6 1.940 1.941 1.942 O.K. 
876,523 1.944 1.950 1.951 O.K. 
868,sz6 1:940 1·9•P 1.9·P O.K. 
868,622 1.941 1.944 •·944 O.K. 

Receivers made at Rock Island Arsenal as well as at Springfield 
Armory had been involved in the accidents occurring in 1917 and 
1918 which caused the revision of heat treatment. Rock Island was 
using ~he same steel that Springfield specified, and they made . so:ne 
experimenrs that verified the Springfield results. Accordinglv on 
May 11, 1918, begin ning with receiver No. 285,507 they adopted an 
improved heat treatment, as described later on for the carbon man
ganese steel receivers and bolts. In addition, on August r, 1918, hur 
receiver No. 31 9,921, they adopted a nickel steel similar to that being 
used at the time for the 1917 rifles under manufacture by Winchester, 
Remington and Eddystone. -

This .35% carbon, 3·5% nickel steel was given the following treat
ment: 

Heat in salt bath to 1500° F., quench in oil, and draw in sodium 
nitrate at 6oo° F. for 30 minutes. T hen test for hardness with Scler
scC>pe which mnst be between 55 and 70 (this corresponds roughly 
to 41-52 Rockwell C.). 

Tests made on t hese Rock Island nickel steel receivers gave the 
following results: 
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Treatment: Oil quenched from 16oo• 

After 10 

Head Space 
Nickel Steel 

" " 
" " 
" " .. " 

70000 lbs. sq. in. 
At Start proof shots 

1·941 
1.941 
1.942 

1.940 
1·940 

1.944 
1.942 

1.948 
1.941 

1.946 

Treatment: Oil quenched from 1500• 
After 10 

Head Space 
Nickel Steel 

" " 
" 

Treatment: 

Head Space 
Nickel Steel 

(( " 
u u 

70000 lbs. St(. in. 
At Start proof shots 

I :941 
1·940 
1.941 

1.943 
1.943 
1·943 

Oil quenched from 1425• 
After 10 

70000 lbs. sq. in. 
At Start proof shors 

F. Reheated to 
After 1 

Soooo Ills. sq. in. 
proof shot 

1.949 
1.95 I 

Bolt jammed 
Bolt j a mined 
Bolt ,ammcd 

F. Reheated to 

After 1 

Soooo lbs. sq. in. 
proof shot 

7ooo F. 
After 1 

125000 lbs. sq. in. 
proof shot 

O.K. 
O.K. 

6;u• F. 
After 1 

125o::o lbs. sq. in. 
proof shot 

O.K. 
Blew up 
Blew up 

F. Reheated to 6;o• F. 
After 1 

tloooo lbs. sq. in. 
proof shot 

Broke 

After 1 
125000 lbs. sq. in. 
proof shot 

Blew up 
Blew up 

Some time after World .War I the question arose as to just how 
receivers with the old heat treatment could be identified. Springfield 
stated: "The exact date of the change from the old to the new 
method is not known. Between receivers numher 75o,ooo and 78o,ooo 
there seems to have been a shifting in heat treatment. Receivers No. 
Soo,ooo was completed on February w, 19dl, and it is known that 
all receivers after · Soo,ooo received the double heat treatment." 

\Vhile for .practical purposes the division between the old and 
the new heat treatment at Springfield Armory may be taken as re
ceiver numher 8oo,ooo, this cannot be considered completely accurate, 
as it has been said that a few receivers of the old treatment, which 
had been set aside for some reason were put back in the assembly line 
just after number Soo,ooo. 1r is significant that out of rhe 68 f!cci
dents reported between H)l7 and 1929 in which receivers of the M 
1903 rifle were shattered or fractW'ed only one was supposed to be 
of the new Springfield double heat treatment, and that one, which 
occurred in 1929, involved receiver numher !\o1,548. I have no doubt 
that this was actually a receiver having rhe old heat treatment. 

As to Rock Island receivers, on September 2-4, 1926, Rock Island 
replied as follows: "There are no records to show the serial number 
at which a change was made from carbon to nickel steel. Miscel
laneous shop memoranda indicate that this change occurred shortly 
after August 1, 1918. The serial numbers in August, 1918, run up
ward from 319,921. One fact seems clear and that is that all finished 
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receivers of nickel steel were stamped ·~s· on the face at the front 
end. This stamping is covered by the assembly of the barrel but can 
be seen on disassembled receivers. A fairly sure test can be made with 
a file as all nickel steel receivers cut easily, while filing makes no im
pression on the file-hard carbon receivers." 

On Septcmher 27, 19z6, the following supplemental information 
was furnished by Rock Island Arsenal: "Srock 1110vement records 
.have been found showing both carbon fmd nickel )Ud receivers heing 
made each momb to include Dr:cember 1918 mui July 1919. ~o 
separation of serial numbers was made. 

"In February, 1918, the heat treatment of carbon steel receivers 
was changed to the following: 

"Annealed at 150o° F. for z hours, dropped to 1050° in the furnace, 
then removed and air cooled. Hardened hy heating to 1550 to 1600° 
F. for 15 minutes and quenched in Houghton's No. 2 ?nenching oil. 
Reheated to 142 5o F. followed by {1uenching in oil. V\ ashed in soda 
kettle. Drawn in oil at soon F. 

"Instructions were issued on March z, 1918, to destroy all carbon 
steel receivers h.-wing the old heat treat1nent remaining on hand and 
to assemble only receivers having the new heat treatment after that 
date. Some 16,ooo receivers were destroyed. 

"The serial numbers of receivers manufactured at Rock Island 
Arsenal prior to February 1, 1918, nm from No. 1 to No. z8;,;o6. 
Manufacture was SIL~pended on January 30, 1918, and none were 
made during February, March or April. On rvtay I I, l91S, manu
facture of receiver~ was resumed with serial number 285,507. 

"It would seem that if it were necessary to replace those o f Spring
field Armory manufacture hearing serial numbers below 8oo,ooo it 
it would he desirable to do the same thing with those of Rock Island 
Arsenal manufacture of serial numbers less than zR;,5o7 as the heat 
treatment was the same at both arsenals." 

After \Norld \Var I was over and the Army was <kmobilized, the 
\Var Department began to consider the question of what, if :mything, 
should be done about the low numbered receivers in service. 

On December z, 1927, a Board, consisting of Major Herbert 
O'Leary, Major .James Kirk, Captain James L. Hatcher and 1st 
Lieutenant Rene R. Studler, was convened to recommend the policy 
to be adopted governing the usc of Model 1903, caliber .30, rifle 
receivers of Springfield Armory manufacture bearing serial numbers 
below 8oo,ooo and Rock Island receivers below 1R5,507. 

The following extracts from the proceedings of the Board are of 
interest: 

A !>'tatement by Frankford Arsenal, June z;, 1925; "In view of the 
large number of accidents occurring with rifles having serial numbers 
below 8oo,ooo, this Arsenal considers that all such rifles should be 
withdrawn from service and not used for any firing." 
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And a statement from Frankford Arsenal on April 23, 1926: "This 
Arsenal thinks that not only the firing of grenades in rifles manu
factured at Springfield Armory with receiver serial numbers below 
8oo,ooo should be prohibited, but that the firing of all small arms 
ammunition in such rifles should be prohibited, and this opinion has 
been expressed by this Arsenal upon several occasions." 

Springfield Armory on June 23, 1926, stated, referring to the above: 
"This · Armory agrees. Receivers manufactured at Springfield Armory 
with receivers below 8oo,ooo are known to be weak. The use of a 
rifle with such a receiver is dangerous if the pressures are above 
normal or the headspace is excessive." · 

In 192 3 Springfit:ld ArmQry w1dertook an investigation to determine 
the practicability of. re-heat treating receivers with numbers below 
8oo,ooo to determine if they could thus he given strength equal to 
receivers of later manufacture. One hundred receivers were re-heat 
treated and tested. The result indicated a considerable variation in 
carbon content, many receivers being low enough to require re
carburizing before heat treating. 

The test showed that while the old receivers were improved by 
re-heat n·eating, they were still likely to burst at pressures slightly 
in excess of so percenr above normal, while the later double heat 
treated receivers would successfully withstand very high pressures. 
The Board stated: "The test brings out quite clearly the fact that uni
form results cannot be obtained by re-heat treating old receivers 
which vary widely in chemical composition." 

It mav be noted that one trouble encountered with the low num-• 
bered receivers was that some of them were dangerously weak by 
reasori. of having been overheated, or burnt, during the forging proc
ess. No amount of 1·e-he«t tTCating 'IJJOuld c1.11·e this trouble. 

Tn ooe of the experiments at Springfield Armory, 48 receivers 
were carefully re-heat treated, after which 16, or one-third, failed on 
high pressure test. 

The Board found: 
( 1) That low numbered receivers are not suitable for service use 

in their present condition. 
(2) That means have not yet been determined for making such 

receivers suitable for service use. 
( 3) That it is considered impracticable, if not impossible, to re

heat treat these receivers in such a manner as to make them 
serviceable. 

The Board recommended that the receivers be withdrawn from 
service and scrapped. 

After considering the proceedings of the Board, the Chief of 
Field Service, Brigadier General Samuel Hof, on February 7, 1928, 
made the following recommendation to the Chief of Ordnance, which 
was approved as a policy: 
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"Our ammunition is getting worse and accidents may be somewhat 
more frequent. On the other hand, some of these early rifles have 
hcen in use for many years and undoubtedly some of them have worn 
out several barrels. I do not think the occasion merits the withdrawal 
of the rifles of lo\_V numbers in the hands of troops until the rifle 
is otherwise unsen·iceable. On the other hand, I do not think we 
are justified in issuing such rifles from our esrablishmeot~. I recom
mend that we instruct our Ordnance establishments to no longer 
issue rifles with these questionable receivers, that such rifles be set 
aside and considered as a war reserve and the question of the ultilllate 
replacement of the receivers be deferred. "\rVhen rifles are turned 
in from the troops for repair the receivers having these low numbers 
should be scrapped." 

During the twelve years from 1917 to 19z9 inclusive, 31 receivers 
of Springfield manufacture are recorded as having blown up. together 
with 2 5 of Rock Island manufacture ;lod 5 listed as unknown. Of 
these, one Rock Island receiver, No. 445,136, was definitely of new 
manufacture. Of the Springfield Armory receiver, No. 8o1,548, which 
oddly enough is the last one on the list in 1929, was recorded as 
having the new heat treatment. This, however, is doubtful because 
as above stated, it is known that just about No. 8oo,ooo a small lot 
of old receivers which had been set aside for some reason were found 
nnd put in process, and the number, together with the fact that no 
other case is recorded of the breakage of a receiver of double heat 
treatment, indicates that this was probably one of this special lot. 
Tlus receiver incidentally was hurst by firing it w ith a 7·9tntn Ger
man service cartridge. 

Two Springfield receivers, with the double heat treatment, Nos. 
946,5o8 . and 951,718, were "deformed" and "bulged," respectively. 
This is typical of the double heat treated receivers when exceptionally 
high pressures arc encountered. They will always hold roged1er, even 
though the cartridge head may open up and allow enough gas to 
escape to bulge the magazine wall and splinter the stock. 

In this larter case the report of the accident stated: "Damage was 
caused by excessive pressure which was sufficiently high to cause the 
cartridge case to fail suddenly and allow gas under very high pressure 
to escape into the action. The Tecei·ver was evidently properly heat 
treated because it did not fracture." 

The complete tabulation and record of the investigation of all 
accidents to the U. S. Rifle Caliber . 30, Model of 1903 which were 
reported between the years of 1917 and 1929 inclusive will be found 
in the last chapter. 

Receivers and bolts for the Springfield rifle continued to be made 
of the carbon steel, double heat treated, until April 1, 19z7, when 
a change was made to nickel steel wirh rifle No. 1 ,z 7 5,767. 

While Rock Island had, as noted above, been using nickel steel 
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for part of their productjon since .August r, 1918, Springfield first 
approached a change to this material in 1926. In Marclt of chat year, 
after the manufacture of rifles had been discontim1td at Rock Island, 
2 5 ,6oo unfinished nickel steel receivers, together with a number of 
other unfinished parts, were shipped to Springfield Armory to be 
finished. These Rock Island receivers were forged of steel stated to 
be Hot Rolled Nickel Steel, S. A. specification 35-NS. The analysis 
furnished at that time was as follows: 

Carbon . 30%- .40% 
.Manganese ·45 %- .;o% 
Phosphorus .05% or Jess 
Snlphnr .05% or less 
Silicon . 10%- .z 5% 
1'\ickel P5%-ns5i 

Springfield Armory completed the manufacture of these receivers, 
the first one being finished about April ', 1927, and numbered 1,-
2 7 5 ,?67. . 

In August, 1926, Colonel Schull, Commanding Officer of Spring
field Armory, asked the Chief of Ordnance to approve the manu
facture of an experimental lot of 1 oo receivers, bolts and cut-off~ 
for the M 1903 rifle to be made of nickel steel, vVD z 340. 

In his letter, Colonel Schull stared tha·t this experimental lot of 
bolts, receivers and cut-offs \vould be used in a comparison rest with 
corresponding parts manufactured of the plain carbon steel, \VD 
1325. He further said, "It is believed the manufacture of this number 
of components would yield valuable experience in drop forging and 
heat treating and develop the necessary physical qualities, and in 
addition aid in detcrminmg whether or not machining operations 
with this higher grade of steel will be materially increased using 
present jigs, fixtures and methods." The same file also states, "At
tention is invited to numerous complaints which have been made 
during the past few years concerning the manner in which bolts 
and cut-offs become unserviceable." 

Approximately 100 receivers and bolt~ were manufactured from 
the WO 2 340 ~ted, assembled into rifles and tested. The results of 
the rests performed were studied by the Ordnance Office, and on 
March 6, 1928, a letter was received from that office which stated: 
"It is directed that a suitable alloy steel be substituted for carbon 
steel heretofore used in the components named." Chemical composi
tion of vVD 2 340 is as follows: 

Carbon 
Manganese 
Phosphorus 
Sulphur 
Nickel 

·35%- ·45% 
._so%- .8o% 
.Max. .o4% 
Max .. o4% 

3·25%-3·7'% 
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It will he noted that this steel differed slightly from the first nickel · 
steel receivers made by Rock Island Arsenal and Springfield Armory 
between 1918 and 1927. 

Except for the annual assembly of National Match rifles, the pro
duction of the 1903 rifle was suspended from the early 1930's until 
the beginning of \Vorld \Var IT. The few rifles that were made during 
rhis period had receivers and bolts rna de of nickel sreel WD ;1. J40. 

Likewise the \VD No. 8620 Steel used in the bolts and receivers of 
the M 1 Garand rifle and the :vi 1903 A 3 and /\4 rifles is a nickel
chromium molybdenum steel having. about 6o poinrs ( .40'/c: to . io%) 
of nickel and about 20 points (.15 % to .25% ) of carbon. 

Recapitulatio-n 

For ready reference, the information given above as to steel 
compositions and heat treatments is collected together here along 
\Vith some other material not already given, so as to present in easily 
available form the information on the material used in the various 
military rifles used in the Army over the last fifty years. 

Krag ]orgcmscn Rifle. (U. S. Rifle Cal .. Jo, Model of 1898) 

The Barrel was madt: of Ordnanc.:e Barrel Steel having the follow
ing composition: 

Carbon ·45% to ·55 % 
Manganese 1.oo% to r. 30% 
Sulphur Not over .os% 
Phosphorus Not over .05% 

The Receiver was made of Springfield Annory Class C Steel. 

Carbon .zo% 10 ·30% 
Manganese r.w% to 1.30% 
Silicon ·•5% to ·35% 
Sulphur Not over .os% 
Phosphorus Not over .os% 

The Bolt appears to have been made of carbon ste~l having around 
·55% to .65% carbon with ·45% to ·55% manganese. 

The Springfield Rifle, ,l,.fodel of 1903, 'tdth its alterations A 1, A 1, 
and A4 

The Barrel, fur rifles of Springfield Armory 1mke, from serial No. 
1 to serial No. 1,5J2,878. (This includes all the rifles made at Spring-
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field Armory, and refers to the original barrel only, as some were 
rebarrelled in the course of repair using harrels of commercial make.) 

Material: Ordnance Barrel Steel with composition as given above 
under the Krag. 

T r eatmellt: Quench in oil at 16oo° F. and temper for z hours at 
I 200° F. 

The Barrel for rifles having serial n umbers over 3,ooo,ooo, made 
during W orld \ V.ar II. 

Material: \Var Department (WD) S teel No. 1350 Special, (r esul
phurized), Alternate, WD Steel No. 1350 Modified; with compositions 
as given below: 

WD No. 1350 Special WD No. 1 350 Modified 

Carbon · ·45% to ·55% ·45% to ·55% 
M:mg~nese 1.10% to 1.35% 1.10% to 1.35% 
Silicon .25 % to ·35% .25% to ·3 5% 
R esulphurized to .o6% Sulphur 
Phosphorus Not over .o6% 

Kot over .os% 
Not over .o6% 

Treatment: Before machining, heat to a temperature of '52 5o to 
1600° F.; oil quench, and temper to Tirinell ·hardness of 229 co 285. 
Str-ess relieve not less t han 900° F . after stnightening if ne<:essary. 

Receivers and Bolts of Springfield Armory make, from se!'ial No. 
1 to serial No. 8oo,ooo. 

Material : Springfield Armory Class C Steel as given under Krag. 
T reatment: Carburize in bone, 4 in a pot at 1500° F. for 4 hours 

in a muddle type furnace, then quench in oil. 

Springfield Receivers and Bolts from serial No. 8oo,ooo to 1,175•767. 
Material: Springfield A rmory Class C Steel as given under K.rag. 
T reatment: Heat in bone in an American Gas Company Carbnri:r.ing 

Furnace at I 500° F. for 1 \4 h<>urs, then q11ench in oil. Reheat at 
I 300° F. in a salt hatl1 for 5 minutes, and again quench in oil. Draw 
at 350° F. in an oil bath and air cool. Test for hardness with a 
Scleroscope, which must read ben.veen 45 and 6o. (Roughly equi
valent ro Rockwell C 3 3 to C 44·) 

Springfield Receivers and Bolts from Serial No. 1,275.767 to No. 
I ,53 2,878. 

Material: Nickel Steel \IVD 2340 . 

Carbon ·35 % to 0/. ·45 ;0 
Manganese ·50% tO .8o% 
1\:ickel 3-25% to 3·75% 
Sulphur Not over .04% 
Phosphorus Nor over .04% 
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Treaonent: Quench from 1600° F. and draw in sodium mtratc at 
6oo° F . for 30 minutes. 

R eceivers rmd Bolts for rifles having serial numbers over J,ooo,ooo, 
of W orld War II manufacture. 

Material: Until Mar~.:h, 1942, Nickel Steel vVD z 340, as a hove. 
Treatmem: Anneal in charcoal at 1450° F., cool in furnace. H eat 

in caxburizing salt, 1425 • t·o 1450° F.; quench in oil. T emper. Case 
depth, .003 inch co .oo5 inch. Rockwell C 42 to C 47 for core. 

On March 4, 1942, the use of \¥0 Steel No. 4045 was authorized; 
this had the following composition, 

Carbon .40% to .56% 
Manganese .70% to 1.00% 
Molybdenum .zo% to .3o% 
Sulphur N ot over .o5% 
Phosphorus Not over .o4% 

• 

T reatment: Anneal in charcoal, cool in furnace. Heat in carbur
izing salt at 1475 ~ to ' 5oo" F.; quench in oil. T emper. Case depth, 
.003 inch to .oo5 inch. Rockwell C 42 to C 47 for core. 

On July 5, 1942, the use of an additional steel, namely \VD No. 
8620 Modified, was authorized. T he composition of this steel was: 

Carbon .18% to .25% 
Manganese .70% to x .oo% 
Nickel .2 0% to .40% 
Chromium .zo% to .40% 
Molybdenum .I 5% to .2 s% 
Sulphur, resulphurized to .o7% max. 
Phosphorus Not over .o4% 
Grain Size 5 to 8 ASTM 
Hardenability, Jominy C 20 Rockwell, minimum, at Ya 

inch from quenched end. 

Treatmem for bolt: Normalize before machining. Carburize .on" 
ro .015"; oil quench. T emper at 350" .F. Hardness, Rockwell D 6z 
to D 70 on barrel of bolt. 

Treatment for receiver : Nonnalize before machining. Carburize 
.009" to .015"; oil quench. Temper at 350° F. for 1 hour at heat. 
Rockwell D 6z to D 70 on side rail. 

M 1903 Rifles t>f R ock Irland Make 

The Barrel was made of Ordnance Barrel Steel as given above. 
Rece-ivers and bolts from serial No. 1 t o serial No. z85,507. 
Material: Springfield Armory Class C Steel 
Treatment: Pack in .charred leather pots. Heat at 1475° to •soo• 

F. for 3 ~ to 4 hours. Quench in oil. 
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Receivers and bolts from serial ~o. z8 5,507 to 319,921. 

NLlterial: Springfield Armory Class C Steel. 

Treatment: Anneal at 1500° F. for z. honrs; drop to I 0)0° in the 
furnace, remove and air cool. Harden by hc:ating at 1550" to 1 (iOQ o 

F. for 15 minutes and quenching in Houghton's #2 quenching oil. 
Reheat to 1425c F. followed by quenching in oil. \Vash in soda 
kettle. Uraw in oil at 500° F. 

. 
Recei-cers and boltS over serial No. JI9,921. 

Material: Both Class C Steel and H ot Rolled Nickel Steel Spc:cifi
cations .\.VD 35 NS. \.:VD 35 NS had the following composition: 

Carbon ~o~ . > ,o to ·40% 
Manl!ane~c 4"% to .so% 

~ . ) ' 
Nickel J-2 s'7o to 3-75% 
Silicon .10'/o -to .25% . 
Sulphur Not over .os% 
Phosphorus Not over .os% 

Treatment: For nickel steel bolts and receivers: Heat in salt bath 
at 15oo<> F., quench in oil, and draw in sodium nitrate at 6oo° F. for 
30 minutes. Sclcroscopc hardness must be between 55 and 70 
(Rough ly C-4 1 to C-52 Rockwell). 

1917 Enfield Rifles 

Barrel made of "Smokeless Barrel Srcel'' specified in ·Ord. Pamphlet 
Ko. 3098. 

Carbon C' ·45 i0 to ·55% 
Manganese C" l.lOjO i:O 1.35% 
Silicon .10% to ·30% 
Phosphorus under .o6% 
Sulphnr under .o6% 

Receiver and Bolt made of "3 Yz% Nickel Sted" specified in Ord. 
P amphlet No. 3098. This could be either made by the Acid Process 
or the Basic Process with compositions as follo\vs: 

Acid Process na~ic Process 

Carbon .JO% to -40'/o ·35% tO ·45% 
Manga.ne.'>c .so% to -70% .so% tO -70% 
Nickel 3.oo% ro 3·75% 3-25% to 3·7 .5% 
Silicon .10% to .20% 
P hosphorus under .os% under .035% 
Sulphur unJer 01 under .os% ·0 3 5 j() 
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U. S. Caliber .JO M-1 Rifle (Garand) 
Barrel. 
l\.faterial: \VD Steel No. 4150 Modified, with composition as given 

below: 
Carbon 
Manganese 
Chromium 
Molybdenum 
Silicon 
Phosphorus 
Resulphurize 

·45% to 
.6o% to 
.8o%1 to 
. r s% to 
. r 5 7o tO 

Not oYer 
ro .o4% to 

.so% 
·90'YrJ 

I.ro% 
.zs7o 
·35% 
.04% 
.09% 

Treatment: Before machining normali~e if necessary. Oil quench 
from 1575° to 1675 ° F. Temper nor less than z hours to meet physil:al 
properties as follows: 

Tensile Strength, r 3o,ooo lbs. per sq. in. 
Yield Strength, r ro,ooo lbs. per sq. in. 
Elongation in 2 inchts, 16% minimum. 
Redw.:tion of area, so7o minimum. 
Brinell hardness, 269-311 (Equivalent to Rockwell C-28 to C-34) . 
Process stress relief if required not less than 1 hour at 1 ooo o F. 

Bolt. 

Material: (P rior to March, 1942)-WD Steel No. 33 r :. 

Manganese .Jo% to .6o% 
Nickel /.25% to ns% 
Chromium 1.z5% to 1.75% 
Carbon Not over .17% 
Sulphur Not over .os% 
Phosphorus Not over .04% 

Material: Authorized July 5, 1942, \VD Steel )Jo. 8620. Modified. 
with composition as given above under M r 903 rift e. 

T reatment: Kormalize before machining. Carburize .or 5" to .020" 
at 1600° F.; oil quench. Temper 1 hour at 325" F. Rockwell C 55 
to C 59 on locking lugs and rear end of bolt. 

Receiver. 
Material: Early production: vVD Steel No. 1 r r s. 

Carbon .10% to .10% 
Manganese .JO% to .6o% 
Nickel 1.00% to 1.50% 
Chromium ·45% to . 7 s7u 
Sulphur Not over .05% 
Phosphorus Not over .o41J'o 
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Material: 
the bolt. 
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Imermedi:1te Production: vVD Steel No. 3110. 
Carbon .15 % to .25% 
Manganese .so% to .l:lo% 
Nickel I .oo% to 1.5o% 
Chromium ·45% to ·75% 
Sulphur N ot over .05% 
Phosphorus Not over .os% 

After July, 1942, ~10 ?\o. 8620 Modified, same as for 

Treatment: Carburize .012" to .018" at 1600° F.; oil quench temper 
' hour at 480° F. R ockwell V 59 to D 67. 

U. S .. 30 Calibe1· Ctrrbine :\-l-1 
Barrel. 
ivlaterial: 'YVD r\o. I 350 Special-(Carbon .so to .6o%; resulphur

ized to .o4% co .10% ; Fine grain, gun quality, billets macro-etch in
spected). Alternate, vVD 1\o. 1350 Modified. 

W. D. ;.;!'o. 1350 Special as ~pecified Above. 
Carbon .5o% to .6o% 
:Vlanganese 1. 35% ro 1.65 '/11 
Silicon -'5 % to ·35% 
Resulphurized .04% to .10% 
Phosphorus NO't over .045% 

Treatment: !'\ormalize before machining if necessary. Oil que::m:h 
' 350° to '375° F. Temper not less than 2 hours at heat to physical 
properties specified in U.S. An11y ~pee. 57-107-25. (T ensile strength, 
1 1o,ooo lbs. per s~1- in.; y ield point llo,ooo lhs. per sq. in.; elongation 
in 2 inches, 18% minimum; reduction in are;l, -+S 'Yv minimum; Hrinell 
229-277.) 

Receiver and Bolt. 
Material: WD 4140 Special-(Resulphurizcd .o4'lo ro .o9'Yo ; fine:: 

grain, gun quality, billet macro-etch inspection required.) 
C..arhon ·35% to ·45 % 
M~nganese .7o% to 1.00% 

Phosphorus Not over .o4% 
Sulphur .04% to .o9% .<:l~ I~ lf.l :i. ~ i~l ~ 1 

Cl . 8 ct. Of. ~ . , I I - '(, I I -~ 
ll'OllliUID • o ;o to 1. 10 70 .. , ... . ' · M -

M olybdenum .rs% co .zs% ~ ~; 't. :~l ~:"r~·~•: 
Treatment, Bolt: Normalize ueforc machining. Preheat 700., F .; 

oil q uench from 1550° F. Temper 1 hours at hear, not less than 
375c F. and not more than 450° F. Rockwell C 48-;4. 

T reatment, Receiver: Same as bolt except temper 1 hour at heat 
to Rockwell hardness specified, that is C 38 45. 

German Mauser Ge-w 98 
Analysis of the metal taken from several bolts and receivers indi

cates that they are made of plain carbon steel similar to SAE Ko. 
1035, which has carbon .3o9'o to .40% and manganese .6o% to .9o%. 
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Several bolts and rec:eivers analyzed appear to be made of ordinary 
carbon steel similar to SAE :Ko. 10H5 which has carbon .8o% to .go% 
and manganese .6o% to .9o'}"v. 

Steel Specification Num.be1·s 
The reader has noted that the steels used in recent years for rifle 

manufacture are defined above in terms of SAE or w·o nmnbers. 

The SAE numbers refer to standard specifications issued by the 
Society of Automotive Engineers and published in the SAE handbook 
and in other engineers handbooks such as IHacbinery's Handbook and 
Kent's Mccbanical Engineer's Handbook. 

Much valuable information on the composition, physical properties. 
recommended uses, and appropriate heat treatments of alloy steels may 
be obtained from the SA.,~ handbook and the mechanical engineers 
handbooks mentioned above. 

The steels defined under \Var Department or "\VD" number have 
in general the same composition as steels with the corresponding SAE 
numbers. However it is the practice to usc \,IVD numbers in otticial 
specifications, as SAE compositions, not being under the control of 
the \Var Department migh< be changed w ithout their knowledge, thus 
involving a change in the \:Var Departlllellt specifications over which 
they would have no control. In addition under the ,;vo specifications 
the perct:nragc of one or more of the constiruent alloys may be varied 
or ·held to closer limits to meet the exacting requirements of gun 
manu facture. 

The numbers thcrnsdves arc assigned according to a system in which 
the first digit refe rs to the rype of ~reel, the second indicates the 
percentage of the main alloying ingredient while the last two figures 

.g ive the carbon coment in points, that is in hundredths of a per cent. 
The key to the meaning of the first digit is as follows: 

(. 

2 • 

' ) . 
4· 
5· 
6. 
7· 
8. 
9· 

indicates carbon steel 
indicates nickel steel 
indicates nickel-chromium steel 
indicate~ molybdenum steel 
indicates chro111ium steel 
indicates chromium-vanadium >tee! 
indicates tungsten steel 
indicates nickel-chromium-molybdenum steel 
indicates silico-mane-ancse steel. 

~ 

Applying the system given above, it can be deduced that \VD 
steel No. z 34u of which so many ~'{ r<)<>J bolts and receivt:rs were 
made is a nickel steel with some 3% (p5 ~/o w 3·75% ) nickel and 
some 40 points ( .. u % to ·45 % ) carbon. 
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Heads pace 

WHEN 1 first became acquainted with sporting rilles, hunters 
were plagued with a certain very distrcs.~ing malfunction, which 

would often occur right in the middle of a hunting trip, and would 
usually put the gun out uf action until the u:;er could get back to 
a gunsmith. 

This trouble was a separation of the cartridge case, usually about 
a quarter to a half an inch ahead of d1c rim. \Nhen the breech was 
opened, the head of the cartridge would be pulled out by the ex
tractor, but the body of the case would remain tightly wedged in 
the chamber, effectively preventing the insertion of another round 
of ammu ni.tion. 

The remedy ~hat was most often resorted to was to carry in the 
kit a small devit:e called a broken shell extractor, sold bv most 
sporting goods stores. When by bad luck a cartridge sepanited the 
user would insert the broken shell extra~.:tor into the c hamber and 
close the bolt; on opening it again, the extractor would pull out the 
broken shell extractor, together with the front half of the ruptured 
cartridge case. This was of course a cure hut not a prevention. 

In every instance, the cause of this trouble w;1s what is known 
as excess headspace, hut the term "headspacc" was rarely heard in 
those days, and nobody ever talked or wrote of it. H owever, styles 
change in the shooting world as fast as they do anywhere else, and 
in the last few years a lot of things have been blamed on hcadspace. 

In the years just before \Vorld \Var 11, it became the fashion for 
gunsmiths all over t:he country tn originate "wildcat" cartridges by 
"improving" some factory cartridge, and then giving it a fancy 
designation with the originator's own na111e added. 

The improvement frequently involved necking down the standard 
case to rake a smaller bullet, and it almost always provided increased 
powder capacity by expanding the ease into an enlarged chamber. 
Usually in the process the shoulder \vas made considerably sharper 
than it was in the original. This sharper shoulder is supposed to hold 
back the powder as the bullet moves forward in the bore, thus giving 
the powder better burning characteristics. 

Making the shoulder sharper does, of course, add powder space, 
and thus make possible higher velocities, accompanied of course bv 
the inevitable higher pressure. I t is conceivable that the sharper 
shoulders do help the burning of the powder, but as far as I can see, 
rhis has not been proved. Very carefully conducted cxperimenQi, 

2J2 
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using chronographs and pressure gauges, with cases of the same caliber 
and cubic capacity, but with shoulders of different slopes have failed 
to show that the shape of the shoulder makes any difference at all. 

\Vith the increased powder capacity that these wildcat cartridges 
had, it was inevitable that increased pressures would be obtained. 
Usually the originator of one of these cartridges had no fa!.:ilities 
for taking pressures, and depended entirely on the notoriously un
reliable method of judging pressures by the appearance of the primer. 

In many of these wildcats, the actual pressures obtained with some 
of the recommended loads must be fantastic, and it was no wonder 
that the usual t:rop of troubles with gas leaks and blown cases oc-

HI:ADSPACE 
Figure l. H e;ldspa<:c in a rille using a .22 rimfire cartridge. 

curred. For these the mysterious headspace formed a convenient 
scapegoat, and the term became a fashionable explanation for almost 
anything unpleasant connected with shooting these souped up loads. 

Just what is this business of hcadspace that so many shooters are 
worried about these days? Let's get back to fundamentals a bit, and 
follow the thing through from the beginning of the term. 

Early cartridges all had a rim, like the . 2 2 caliber long rifle car
tridges shown in Fig. 1. When such a carrr:dge is placed in the 
barrel of a rifle or pistol, the rim is the only thing that keeps it from 
going all the way in. As can be seen in the diagram, the rim stops 
against the rear face of the barrel. \.:Vhen the bolt is closed it comes 
up against the head of the cartridge. In front of the cartridge rim is 
the rear face of the barrel and behind it is the front face of the bolt. 
Between the bolt and rhe barrel there must be enough space to 
accommodate the head or rim of the cartridge, and this is the head
space. 

Ordinary revolver cartridges arc mostly of the rimmed variety, 
though there are some notable exceptions, such as the rimless ·45 
automatic pistol cartridge nscd in the l\.1odcl of 1917 Colt and S. 
& W. revolver. In some revolvers rhe cartridge rims rest against the 
rear face of the cylinder, and in these the headspace is the distance 
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from the cylinder to the recoil plate, ·which is that part of the frame 
which supports the cartridge head during firing. 

Some revolvers, especially those made for rim-fire cartridges and for 
the ultra-high-pressure center-fire lo~ds, have the chambers counter
bored so that the cartridges go in ahno~t flush with the rear end of 
the cylinder, and the cnruidge heads are each surrounded by a solid 
ring of metal. In these the headspace is the distance from the recoil 
plate to the shoulder against which the rim scars when the cartridge 
is in the chamber. In other words, just the rim thickness plus the 
necessary rolerance to accommodate ammunition of different makes. 

Most revolver cartridges, such as for example the .38 special, are 
su·aight sided, just like rhe .22 rim-fire, and in these there is nothing 

1.~I-IEADSPACE . CLEARANCE 

Figure 2. Headspace wich a rim cartridg~, such as the .30·40 Krall'· 

but the rim to prevent the cartridge from going all the way into the 
cylinder. On the other hand, most high powered rifle cartridges of 
the rimmed variety, snch as for exalllple the . 30-40 Krag, otherwise 
known as the .30 U. S. Army, shown in Fig. z are tapered or bottle
necked so they couldn't go vtry far in even if they didn't have a 
rim. These always have a clearance at the shoulder, as shown in the 
sketch, so that the r·im will be sur·e to bear on its seat before the 
shoulder can come into contact. 'Vhen such a cartridge is fired, the 
brass expands until the case fits the chamber at all point.c;, hence in 
reloading, the clearance, above mentioned, docs nor exist. As long as 
the reloaded cases are used in the same rifle this makes no dHfercnce. 
However, if used in another gnn of the same c.:aliber, they might bear 
at the shoulder before the rim scats, and difficulty would then be 
experienced in closing tht !Jolt. · 

vVhen repeating rifles having hox maga7.ines first came into use it 
was found that the rims on the cartridges made it difficult to pro
duce magazines that would feed the cartridges smoothly. To over
come this difficulty, two new types of c:lrtridges were produced, 
which look much alike w a casual inspection, but which really are 
quite different in pl'inciple. These are the rimless type, and the 
semi-rim, or as it is sometimes called, the semi-rimless. 

The semi-rim type is seen in such well-known cartridges as the 
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~-U:ADSPACE~-( CARTRIDGE SEATS I-JERE 
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figure 3. Headspacc with a semi-rim pistol cartridge, such as the .38 ACP. 

I 
I 

;+---1-lEADSPACE + 

Figure 4. 1Icadspace with a rimless pistol GuuiJge-the .45 ACP. 

·35' and .401 Winchester self-loading and the .25, .32 and .38 A.C.P., 
the latter of which is illustrated in Fig·. 3· The rim is made very 
little larger than the body of the cartridge, and there is a groove 
or cannelure cnt into the body just forward of the rim, for the 
extractor to. fir .into. The se!lli-rim rype works just like the rim 
car-tridge. Even though the semi-rim is ever so little larger than the 
body of the case, this little is still enough to stop it positively at the 
right place. 

Here also headspace is a distance equal to the thickness of the rim 
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plus the necessary toleran<:es to enable different makes of gun and 
cartridge to fit together. 

The true rimless cartridge has a head which is no larger than the 
body of the cartridge is at some point further forward . It has a 
groove or cannelurc cur around it just forward of the rim, for the 
cxtra<.:tor to hook into. As the rim is no larger than the body, it 
cannot be used to limit the forward motion of the cartridge when it 
is seated in the <.:hamber, and this must be accomplished in some 
other manner. \Nith the ·45 A.C.P. cartridge tl1is is done by leaving 
the forward end of the cartridge, Lhat is, the mouth, square, instead 
of crimping it onto the buller as is done with most other pistol or 
revolver cartridges. A square shoulder or ledge is left at the front 
end of the chamber and the mouth of the case seats against this square 

· ledge. Sec Fig. 4· 

I 

;~ - I-IEADSPACE - - · - ~ 

figure ~ - Headspace wi1h a rimless caurid,gc, such as the .30-'06. 

As there is nothing for the head or rim to seat against, the true 
headspace in the old meaning of the term has no sionificance, and 
when we want to determim: tolerances as to cartridge seating we 
have to measure all the wa\' from the breech block to the shoulder at 

J 

the front of the chamber. For convenience, we now call this distance 
' 'headspace" also, when speaking of guns using rimless cartridges. 

When the Mauser repeating rilles were designed, the inventor in
troduced the well-known rimless rifle c:lrtriclges, of which the . 3o-'o6 -is an example. A~ shown in Fig. 5, thc.--se carLridgcs scat on the tapered 
shoulder which connects the body of the cartridge to the neck. 
lienee, in the high powered rimless rifle cartridge the distance from 
the face of the closed bolt to some reference point on the shoulder in 
the forward pan of the chamber is, for convenience and for want of 
a better term, <.:ailed the "headspacc." Note that the principal contact 
which positions the cartridge in the chamber is at the same point 
where a clearance is purposely left in the rimmed variety. 

As a practical matter, it is impossible to measure this kind of head
space without special gauges, because the shouJders both on the 
cartridge and in the chamher blend into the slopes ahead of and 
behind them, and there are no sharp edges to measure from. Actually 
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MASTER R ING SET-UP 
- FOR PRQDUC ING "L" 

" L" is the headspace, and "B'' is the breeching space, used for purposes of computation only; it is equal to "L" plus .714 inch. 
Values of "L" are as follows; 
For manufacture of the U. S. Rifle Caliber .~0 M I : minimum, 1.942; ma..-imum. 1.944. 
For the manufacture of oilier rifles: min imum, 1.940; maximum, !.944. 
As a ruaximuru gage for inspection of overhauled rilles: 1.946. 
For inspection as a field head space limit for se~viceable rilles: 1.950. 
If desired, a semi-circular groove may be cut in the head of the gage to clear the ejector in the M 1 Rifle, and thus avoid having to 

remove the ejec tor when headspacing these rifles. 
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the '·940 inch minimum to 1 ·944 inch maximum heads pace of the 
'o3 Springfield rifle is measured to a hypothetical intersection which 
does not exist and can only be located by measuring to a given point 
on a ring gauge rhat fits over the tapered shoulder of a steel gauge 
shaped like a carrridge. This will be better understood hy reference 
t.o rhe official drawing for the . 30-06 hcaJ~p<u.:e gauge, which is shown 
herewith in simplified form, retaining •the essential dimensions but 
omitting many confusing cross references. 

There is still another V<triety of cartridge, and t>hat is the belted 
type, such as is used in the H . & H. iv1agnum and other similar rifle 
cartridges. As shown in Fig. 6, ir is rr:11ly a modified rimmed 
cartridge, having a very wide and very shallow rim. The rim is not 

. 
~& HEADSPACE CLEARANCE 

Figure 6. Dchcd cartridge showing hcadspace. 

high enough to gi¥e a good place for the extractor to take hold, so 
there is an extractor groove cut into the rim itself. To explain it 
another way, it is like a rimless cartridge with a slight step just ahead 
of the extractor groove. In seating the c;trrridge this step comes to 
rest against a slight: corresponding ledge in the chamber. This gives 
the same effect as that of a rimmed cartridge, and like ir, always has 
a clearance at the shoulder until after ir has been fired once. 

I have tried above to show just what headspace is. The next CJUes
tion is how does it vary, and what do the variations do to the func
tioning of the gun. 

Taking the rim fire cartridge first, it should be quite obvious that 
the headspace must not be less than the thickness of the rin1. If it is, 
the rim of the cartridge will be squeezed when the bolt is slammed or 
forced shut, and premature discharge may result. 

\.:\..'ith the rim fire cartridge, excess hcadspace will result, in effect, 
in a shorter firing pin blow, and thus in poor ignition. As the .22 

rim fi re cartridge is notoriously sensitive to irregular ignition, excess 
headspace may result in variations in ignition that will have a very bad 
effect on accuracy. 

With straight sided cartridges of the ccnrer fire variety, such as 
the usual pistol cartridge, headspace that is too small, that is, less 
than the minimum specified, will usually make it impossible to close 
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the breech of the gun after it is loaded. NaturaUy this condition does 
not often occur as a gun defect, though the same result will follow 
rhe use of a cartridge with a head that is roo thick, which is a 
trouble sometimes seen. 

With these cartridge~. rhe principal result of excess headspace is 
w let the cartridg·c 1110vc further awav hom rhe breech block when 

• J 

it is struck by the breech block. This, in effect, gives a shorter firing 
pin blow, :md if it is very excessive, it may cause hang-lin~s or mis
fires. 

Thus it is quite possible to fire the ·45 A.C.P. cartridge in the 
·455 Webley & Scott selfloading Pistol, even though with this gun 
and cartridge combination there is about ~i inch excess headspace. 
If the cartridges are loaded into the chamber singly, they go in 
S() far that neither the tiring pin nor the extractor can reach them, 
and they will not tire; but .if they arc loaded from rhe magazine, they 
rise up under the extractor hook and this holds them close enough to 

the breech block so that the firing pin cmt strike the primer, and 
they fire, exrracc, eject, and reload just as if they were intended for 
this gun, in spite of the Ya of an inch excess hcacbpace. I have fired 
many rounds of this ·45 Automatic Colt Pistol ammunition through 
the ·455 Webley and Scott Selfloading Piswl. 

Likewise the 9 mm short, or .380 A.C.P. cartridge, whjcl1 is .o8o" 
shorter than the proper 9 mm Parabellum cartridge, may be fired 
from the magazine in the Luger or the P-3g, but this litrle cartridge 
has insufficient power to eject and reload, so the slide must be pulled 
back by hand after each shot. I have fired many of these cartridges 
in both these guns with no trouble as long as they feed up from the 
magazine. If loaded in the chamber uy hand, they will not fue be
cause the extractor will not cacch them at all in the Luger, and only 
part of the time in the P-38. 

I ha..,·e also fired the ·455 \.Vchley Revolver \.artridges Mark II in 
the ·45 caliber Colt New Servit:e Revolver with an excess headspace 
of .037 ", and I have fired the ·45 5 A uromatic \V cblcv & Scott Pistol 
Cartridge in this same Colt ~ew Service ·45 with an excess headspace 
of .oz 5 ''. 

Likewise, in trying everything I could think of, I have fired quite 
a few ·45 Automatic Colt Pistol Cartridges in a Colt New Service 
Revolver Caliber ·455· with an excess headspacc for this combination 

f " 0 .0)1 . 

In all of the above shooting, accuracy was excellent, and no had 
results of any kind were obsen·ed. The only trouble to be expected 
was a possibility of hangfires or misfires from having the primer too 
far away from .the firing pin, but even this did not occur. 

Shorgun shells come in the category mentioned above, of rim 
carrridges with straight sides and giving low maximum pre~sures; 
usually not over 8ooo to 1o,ooo pounds per square inch. A moderate 
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amount of excess headspace in shotguns seems to make litde or no 
difference, but a large amount, say a tenth of an inch or more, is 
dangerous, as there is nothing but the internal base wad of rolled 
cardboard and the thin brass wall to hold in the pressure where the 
shell is unsupported in the space between the end of the barrel and 
the face of .the breech. 

An acquaintance once told me that his pump action shotgun 

-~ 

--=-=--==-.- -

Figure 7. Upper: Shell after firing with nor.mal headspace. Lower: Shell 
fired in gun with one-temh inch excess hcadspacc. 

worked ·hard, and that after he had with some difficulty extracted 
the shells, they were badly bulged just ahead of the rim. I found 
that he had assembled his gun with the barrel just two threads for
ward of being fully seated in the receiver, and as the barrel had 
twenty threads per inch, this gave him ju~t I/ w inch more head
space than the gun would have had if it had been put together 
pr·operly. 

On November 1, 1946, AI Barr of the A·merican Rifleman staff was 
helping me to pattern some shotguns, and we got to discussing this 
question, so we assembled a pump gun in this manner, and fired several 
shots with Federal Monark and also with Federal HiPower loads. 
I fired these loads myself from the shoulder, hut was careful to 
wear my Rayhan shooting glasses, and also to keep my forearm out 
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from under the ejection opening, just in case the head of one of 
those shells should fail to hold the pressure. Patterns were the same 
as usual, and everything worked all right, except that extraction was 
a trifle hard, though not exces.~ive. The fired shells were swelled 
out as shown in Figure 7, but they held together, in spite of the 
1/10 inch exc~;:ss headspac~, and no harm was done. These particular 
shells have a high and very strong inside base wad, and this helped. 

It should be noted that most ptm1p action guns, such as the Win
chester and Remington models cannot be mis-assemblcd this way; 
the designers have put in mechanical devices to prevent it. There is 
one high grade pump gun in which this can be done, but this will 
be corrected in the ncar future. 

W ith bottlenecked cartridges, whether rim or rimless, the matter 
is CJUite different. The powder gas pushes back on the base of the 
cartridge with several thousand pounds pressure, and exactly the 
same toral pressure is exerted in a forward direction, part of it on 
the base of the bullet and the rest on the tapered inside of the case 
body and shoulder. This pressure forces the forward part of the 
cartridge case tight against the shoulder of the chamber and at the 
same time drives the head of the case back against the face of the 
bolt. If there is excess headspace, the case will be stretched; if the 
headspacc is too excessive, the case will be separated or ruptured at a 
point about Yz inch from the head where the thick hmss in the base 
of rhe case begins to thin out as it joins the walls. vVhen the gun is 
opened, the base of the cartridge will come out with the extractor, 
but the forward part of the case will remain wedged in the chamber 
and the gun cannot be used again until this is removed. 

Lever action rifles are rather more subject to this trouble than are 
bolt action, as the lever actions stretch and spring more. \Vith good 
strong actions and moderate pressure loads, and especially if the 
shooting glasses are worn, this trouble is not particularly dangerous, 
but is annoying and inconvenient. Very little, if any, gas escapes to 
the rear, because the back end of the cartridge, which remains in 
the chamber, acts as a seal. In fact, it is just such short brass cups 
that the Germ;~ns .h;~ve for years used as the breech seals in their 
heavy artillery, instead of the "mushroom head" and gas check pad 
of our big gun system. 

It just happens that I have had an unusual amount of personal 
experience with this matter of excess headspace and separated cases. 
In 1916 and '1 7 as Captain of Ordnance, I had charge of the Army 
Machine Gun Schools, first on the Mexican Border, ·then at Spring
field. In those days, Frankford Arsenal made the .3o-'o6 cartridge 
case of very hard brass to make extraction easier and to improve the 
functioning in machine guns. These hard, brittle cases gave marvelous 
operation when the headspace was normal but would separate in a 
hurry if the headspace got the least bit over rhe limir. The automatic 
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machine rifle, C1liber .3o, M •909, had detachable han·els, held on b\' 
a nut which could be tightened with a spanner. Let this nut get the 
least little bit loose and the case ruptured and the gun jammed 
because the following cartridge could not chamber fully. The rup
tured case extractor was about the most important parr of each 
gunner's kit. I experimenre.d until I found how to fix the guns S'"~ 
they would fire a few shots, then chop off a case and jam. 

-: .* ---· .. ;.·· ··- .. 
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STRETCI-IED CASE 
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INCIPIENT SEPARATION 

···. ' 

COMPLETE SEPARATION 
Figure K. Results of excess head space. Top: Stretched case due to moderately 

excessive headspacc. Cent"r: Incipient separation clue to greater headspace than top 
picture. Bottom: Rupntre due to very excessive head space. 

Every student had this situation thrown at him repeatedly wuil 
he could correct it in the dark. In my own experimental firing I 
encountered at least a couple of hundred such separations, and every 
one of my several thousand students had to experience and correct 
this situation several times and I never saw enough gas escape to 
hurt any one. However, bear in mind we were using the old . 30-06 
carcridge with 150 grain bullet, 2 700 feet per second and not over 
50,ooo pounds pressure. With some of the super high intensity loads 
that are being used today, any headspace over the normal can he 
dangerous. 

In 1917, Frankford Arsenal began making the cases much softer, 
just to get away from these separations. The soft cases have been 
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continued up to the present time, except for a few lots marked 
"R" (for rifle), and intended for the National Matches. 

These softer cases stick badly in a hand-oper~ted rifle when it 
heats up in rapid fire, bnt will srand a tremendolls amollnt of strerch
ing without an actual rupture. 

Symptoms of excess headsp<t<.:e can oe plainly seen on rhe cartridge 
c;~se if you know what to look for-see Fig. S. The first thing that 
happens is a stretch, which is a bright zone extending all round the 
case about a half inch from the base. As the headspace gets worse, 
the stretching shows up in a more pronounced manner, and the 
beginning of a crack running around the case may be seen. The next 
step is the actual separation. 

One situation in which excess hcadspacc can become dangerous is 
when the receiver and bolt are glass-hard and very brittle, as was 
sometimes the case with Springfield receivers of the .old he;~t-treatment 
made before •glil. Like a razor blade, these are strong to any direct 
pull, but have low resistance to shock. Excess hcadspace allows the 
bolt to have a certain amount of play. vVhen the explosion occurs, 
the bolt can move back and then stop suddenly against the locking 
shoulders, striking them a smart blow which, with one of these old 
glass-hard receivers, may cause it to shatter. 

On the other hand, with receivers which, instead of being hard 
and brittle, are tough and clastic like the double heat-treated Spring
fields numbered over 8oo,ooo and rhe nickel steel Fnficlds and late 
Springfields, such a hammering by the bolt, due to excess headspace, 
may cau~ a gradual stretching, but cannot cause either the bolt or 
the receiver to shatter. 

Of course the very toughest problem as far as headspace is con
cerned is presented by the service cartridge, and other cartridges 
which like it, seat on a conical shoulder of thin brass. This does not 
form a very definite stopping surface, for it is quite possible if force 
is applied to drive the cartridge further in after it has seated itself, 
and any over-drive is in effect so much excess headspace. In \Vorld 
vVar I we had an aircraft machine gun in which rhe lJreech was 
slammed home rather violently by a strong spring, and in order to 
prevent this overdrive of the cartridge from causing headspace diffi
culties, the chamber of this gun was made eleven thousandths shorter 
than llhe specifications for the minimum chamber of the service rifle. 
That meanc that the slam of the breech mechanism had to drive the 
cartridge in at least eleven thousandths beyond its first contact with 
the seating shoulder before the breech could even close. 

Our riflemen are used to measuring the headspace of their rifles by 
thousandths, and are prone to become very much alarmed if the head
space gauges two or three thousandths of an inch more than the 
normal maximum. This i~ a good safe attitude to take, but it is some
thing like measuring cordwood with a micrometer. \Vhen yon have 
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measured your headspace down ro ·the last thousandth, you may load 
your gun with a slam of the bolt and drive the cartridge five ur six 
thousands beyond the point where it first sears. Moreover, the mini
rnwn service carcridgc is .six thousandths shorrer than the maximum; 
in effect that gives you si.x thousandths mo re headspace than you 
would have with a maximum cartridge under the same gun conditions. 

Captain Melvin l\11. johnson of the United States Marine Corps, 
the inventor of the famous semi-<tuwmatic rifle and light machine 
gun that bear .his name, first called my artemion to the variation in 
seating of the cartridge and the consequent variation in accuracy 
that can result from differences in the speed :md force with which 
the holt is manipulated in loading. 

In an authoritative arciclt: on this subject in T!Je American Ri{lc1na11 
for March, 1947, Captain Johnson stated in p <t rt: 

"Now when -the bolt or breechblock reaches the point of full lock
ing, it may still go for·ward until it is stopped by the barrel shoulder 
or some other stopping point. The rear surfaces of the locking lugs 
bear on the shoulder surfaces in the receiver to prevent the bolt from 
being blown backward, but there is necessarily some clearance on 
the forward side of the locking lugs. Assuming the achievement of 
a perfect condition, i.e., no clearance forward of the locking lugs, 
the forward motion of the bolt would be stopped exactly at the 
point where ·t-he lugs were completely engaged. To obtain this perfect 
condition, the fonvard clearance on the bolt would have to be 
exactly zero. Rather a job of work to hold this clearance to precisely 
zero in mass production. Assume therefore a clearance of .oo6 inch 
forward of the locking lugs. The mechanical headspace of the . 30 
caliber l\'1 1903 rifle is specified as 1 ·940 to 1 .946, or an allowam:c 
of .oo6 inch. In addition ·we have the clearance of .oo6 inch just 
mentioned, and moreover there is allowed a tolerance of .oo6 inch 
in the length of the cartridge from head to shoulder. 

"Therefore, what? The answer is that a rimless cartridge slammed 
forward with force will be driven into the chamber until the bolt 
stops. Then the bolt will lock. The forward clearance may permit 
the bolt to drive the cartridge;: a distance up to .oo6 inch beyond its 
intended stopping point, forcibly deforming or rt:sizing· the cartridge 
shoulder in the process. The result may be a working headspace o f 
up to .012 inch above the theoretical minimum. 

"Now take the case of a gun with greater headspace and clearance 
figures than those mentioned above. Consider mechanical headspace 
of 1 ·950 inch, or .o10 inch above minimum, and forward clearance 
of .020 im.'l1. Such a combination, when the holt is slammed home 
with forc.:e, can produce a total of .030 inch, or a full thirty second 
of an inch above minimum headspace." 

This drive-in condition is obviated to some extent because the holt 
is arrested and commences to rotate on the extracting t·am shoulder 
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before the cartridge is fully chambered. This tends to squeeze the 
cartridge slowly home. Nevertheless, if the bolt is slammed home 
with full force, some drive-in can take place. A well made .1\Jlauser, 
and a National Match Springfield were tested fur drive-in. Both 
weapons, caliber .3o-'o6 had a mechanical hc;Jdspacc of approximately 
1.940 to 1.941 inches. A cartridge wa~ very carefully and genrly 
loaded into each weapon and a basic measurement was taken. The 
cartridges were then loaded with full force from the magazine by 
rapid manual operation. 

In the Mauser it was · found that the cartridge had been driven in 
.0045 inch, and in the Springfield the cartridge had been driven in 
.012 inch. This actual drive-in corre!;pumled CJUite dosely with the 
apparent forward clearance in the two weapons, the Springfield hav
ing over twice the clearance found in the ,\Jauser. 

The sum total of mechanical headspace, plus forward clearance, 
amounts to an operating or firing headspace quite beyond that in
dictated by headspace gauges. This is especially true of rimless am
munition. The rim or semi-rim case cannot be driven in beyond the 
headspace limit, wlule the average rimless case can be slammed for
ward very appreciably. A steep or abrupt shoulder on the rimless 
case is of decided advantage in this connection. 

Captain Johnson proceeds to point out that the condition described 
above constitutes an open invitation to variativns in cartridge chamber
ing and consequently to variations in accuracy. If the operator loads 
each round carefully by hand, does not drive the cartridge home with 
any force, gently closes and locks the bolt with the lugs of the bolt 
rubbing the shoulders in the receiver as the motion is completed, then 
even with a mechanical headspace plus forward clearance of as much 
as .030, inch, he states that there would probably be no serious loss 
of uniformity between rounds and no serious trouble with inaccuracy 
traceable to this cause. 

Suppose, however, that he loads one round slowly and gently, and 
then slams the next one in with speed and force. It is to be expected 
that he will vary the seating of the case and bullet in the chamber. 
The ignition and combustion may vary from a lack of uniform 
primer blow, and because the powder may be more or less piled up 
in the front of the case. This lack of uniformity would certainlv be . - " expected to show up tn the group. 

If these factors can affect the accuracy of the bolt action rifle, they 
may be expected to show up in much more pronounced form in 
self-loading or semi-automatic arms like the Garand M1, and especially 
in those made under the stress of wartime production. Toferances 
must be a.s liberal as possihle, and the forward clearance of the bolt 
may be expected to be rather large. 

It might be expected that in such a gun, operating always under 
the same spring tension, the various rounds in the magazine would 
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all be chambered with equal force, but a little reflection will reveal 
thJolt this is not so. Assume that the magazine is full and the chamber 
is empty. The first round is chambered partly by the spring and 
partly by the operator, and is not slammed home as it is on sub
sequent shots when the breechblock opens at high speed and rebounds 
with great force. . 

Moreover, as successive rounds are fired from the magazine, there 
is less and less friction from the round lying under the breechblock, 
because as the magazine empties, the magazine spring has less and 
less tension. Therefore the breechblock closes faster and harder, and 
the final round is chambered with maximum speed and force. 

If we can get a combination of minimum headspace and the smallest 
possible forwanl clearance, in a semi-automatic firearm, the loss of 
accuracy from · the causes described above would be held to the 
ml!11ITIUJ11. 

Headspace Specifications 
In the Garand I\lli rifle, the headspace is held to unusually tight 

specifications, only two thousandths of an inch being allowed be
tween the minimum of 1.942 inches and the maximum of 1.944 inches, 
measured between the face of the locked bolt and the reference point 
on the shoulder of the chamber. For the JVl1903 Springfield, the 
minimum is 1.940 inches, and the maximum, 1.944 inches for newly 
manufactured rifles after proof firing. On rifles returned to the arsenal 
for overhaul, the maximum is 1.946 inches. When rifles in the hands 
of troops are inspected, those having a headspace of 1.950 or over 
are returned for overhaul. 

After the end ·of YVorld vVar II, there were a large number of Model 
'9'7 Enficlds sold to members of the ~ational Rifle Association 
through the Director of Civilian Marksmanship. Before heing passed 
for sale, these r.itles were inspected with the 1.940 inch gauge, and if 
this would not go in, they were passed. If this gauge did go, they were 
again tried with the 1.947 gauge, and if this did not g{), they were 
passed for sale. If, however, the '·947 gauge did go, they were re
jected, and held for overhaul. 

There is quite a technique necessary in testing the headspace of 
any rifle, and particular care must be used with the 1917, on account 
of the fact that it is possible to exert a powerful leverage on the 
gauges through the dosing cams. 

The proper procedure is to remove the firing mechanism a1id the 
extractor, and then insert the gauge, after which the bolt is pushed 
home and very gently turned down toward the closed position. If 
it goes all the way shut without resistance, the headspace is greater 
than the gauge. If, on the other hand, resist:mce is encountered, the 
headspace is less than the gauge. Under no circumstances should any 
force be applied in closing the bolt on the gauge. As soon as resist-
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ence is felt, scop, open the bolt, and push out the gauge with a 
cleaning rod. 

When the 1917 rifles were placed on sale right after World vVar II, 
a lot of misinformation about headspacc in these rifles was circulated. 
Numbers of ex-service personnel, casting about for employment, 
decided to capitalize on the knowledge of weapons they had gained 
in the service, and wenr into business as gunsmiths. Many of these 
men, unfortunately, did not have enough of the right kind of ex
perience to make them experts in this line, and a lot of very bad 
advice was given by some of them. 

The purchaser of an Enfield would often take it to a gunsmith 
to be checked, and would be told that it had excess headspace, and 
was dangerous · to shoot. Some of these owners wrote that informa
tion in to gun editors, and it was. printed, and soon the rumor grew 
that it was dangerous to fire a 1917 rifie purchased from the D.C.M.; 
this in spite of the fact that these rifles had all been .in use on and 
off ever since \Vorld War I, and had an exceptionally clean record . . 

I received a number of letters · frum purchasers, complaining that 
they had received Enfields having headspace of over 1.950. I per
sonallv checked a number .of these cases, and all those checked had 

" headspace well within safe limits. Of course that does not prove 
that there were no 1917's sold which had excess headspace; on the 
contrary, I am confident that there were some just at first, before 
the order was issued that all had to be gauged as described above. 
But the fact that some self-styled gunsmith says a gun has too much 
hea·dspacc does not necessarily mean that it dnes. 

As to gunsmiths, let 111e say that most of them, no. doubt, are good 
sound operators, and know what they are doing; I am not by any 
means condemning the whole uibe, nor even those who made honest 
mista_kes at first; in gunsmithing, as in most other skilled trades, ex
perience is the best, and sometimes the only, satisfactory teacher. 
Those who started in a year or so ago without adequate knowledge 
have p,..obably either learned the business or quit by now. nut right 
after the war there were certainlv a lot of men in the business who 
had not yet had. enough experi~nce. Let's take an actual example. 
In 1946, th~ owner of a shop which was jt!st startin~ into the busine~s 
of convertmg Enfielcls to sporters came m and asked to have their 
headspace gauges checked, as they had found that all the Enfields 
they had received for conversion were over the 1.950 limit, and they 
\Vere afraid to convert thern. Bnt the fact that they were all that way 
made them suspicious of their gauge. 

After the gauges were checked and found to be okay, the guns 
themselves were tried. First, the firing mechanism was removed, then 
the extractor was taken off, leaving the extractor collar in place. The 
1.950 gauge was inserted and the bolt was pushed forward, and the 
handle was turned down \•ery gently. Resistance was encountered 
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about halfway down; ob\·iously the headspace was considerably less 
than the supposed •·950· This was repeated with a sm:11ler gauge; the 
handle went almost all the way Juwn,· hut not t}uite, the bolt finally 
closed on the 1.943 gauge in one rifle; rhc 1.944 gauge in the next; 
the •·9'P gauge in the following one, and so on. All were well within 
limits; in fact, better than that, or nearly perfect. 

The shop foreman said that as he knew nothing about headspace, 
he had asked two gunsmiths to show him how to take it. Their 
system was to insert the gauge, thc::n dose the bolt as hard as possible, 
with the extractor and firing rnechanis111 in place, and try to pull 
the trigger. If the trigger could be pulled, they <:onsidered that the 
gun had accepted the gauge. About like .using a micrometer caliper 
by SCJneezing it down as hard as possible w ith a Stillson wrench before 

·taking the reading. 
In the latter parr of 1946, a purchaser of an Enfield wrote in that 

his 1917 had "blown up" on the fourth shot, using a ·well known 
make of factory loaded extra high power ltuming cartridge. This he 
felt snre was due to the excess headspace he had been reading so 
1nuch about 

I doubted that the rifle had "blown up" at all; the trouble sounded 
more like a gas blow back from a soft head or an expanded primer 
pocket, not excess headspace. I wrote and offered to give him a new 
Enfield if he would send me the old one with the cartridge that 
had done the damage. I considered it well worth that much to lind 
out about the rrouhle at first hand. 

\Vhen the gun came in, it was in excellent shape, except that the 
extractor was blown off and the extractor collar bent. The offending 
L·arrritlge was still stuck tightly in the chamber, and it was a typical 
soft head, with the primer pocket expanded to about twice its normal 
size and ripped wide open on one side. The cartridge was driven out, 
the extracror collar and extractor replnced, and the rifle appeared 
as good as new. T he headspace was then t<lken, and after all this 
hulfabaloo it was found to be only 1.94 3, in spite of the fact that 
the rifle had been "blown up." 

On Nov. 1, 1946, AI Barr anti I rook this rifle to the range and 
reamed the headspace out to 1.955, or fifteen thousandths above the 
normal minimum, and I sat down at the bench rest and fired five 
shots with Ij2 grain boat-t:lil !vii ammunition, getting an excelle:'lt 
group at 100 yards. We then reamed it to 1.960, and I fired ten shots, 
getting a considerably larger group, possibly due to the fact that AI 
was telling me all the time that I was taking a terrible chance. After 
these ten shots, the headspace was again measured, :1nd was found 
not to have chlmged at all. \Ve then reamed it to 1-965, and I fired 
five more shots. The group was better, hut not as good as the first 
one; but I don't put too much store by the group sizes, as we had 
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to stop and chase horses from behind the targot, and moreover, we 
had to watch our for a cCJuple of boys driving up the cows, and 
besides it was getting very dark anyhow. This last we regretted, 
because we wanted to go on until we began tO get separated cases. 
\Vc will do that next time. 

Up to this figure uf 1.965, or twenty-five thousandths over the 
normal minimum, we had gotten no reaction whatever, and the cases 
themselves showed only a very slight indication of stretching, and 
were nowhere near a rupture. · 

\¥hat dot:S this prove? Not very much, to he sure. One lone test 
dotsn 't prove anything in the gun business, and rhis was not even 
one test; it was only pare of one. \Vhy? Because headspace can occur 
in several different ways, with different effects. In this test we had 
onl v one kind . 

• 

H eadspace, like that we have when we fire the . 38o A.C.P. cartridge 
in the Luger p istol is really never any greater than the distance tf1e 
extractor lets the case go away from the face of the bolt. W ithout 
the extractor holding it, the case might go quite a way in, hut when 
it is held by rhe extractor, it cannot go very far, and this limits the 
heads pace, and holds the cartridge close enough so that _ the fi ring 
pin can set off the primer. On the other hand, if we should cut back 
the locking shoulders on the bolt, the cartridge might go in snugly 
and fit right up to its shoulder, and he held close to the holt face, 
but when the explosion occurred, the head of the cartridge would 
not be properly supported, and while the fron t part of the case 
would be held in place by the pressure, the back parr could move 
hade along with the holt, and thus stretch or rupture the case. 

In this 1917 Enfield, we l1:Hl headspace of the first kind. It would 
make little difference, in all lik~ihood, if we had re;uned the head
space some distance further. It would simply mean that there would 
he a clearance in front of the shoulder of the cartridge. The cartridges 
would not go any further forward than they already had, as they 
would be held by the e"'tractor. When the explosion came, the head 
of the cartridge would be supported by the bolt, and could not move 
back much; but the shoulder would be expanded to fill the space 
rnade by the reaming. 

I doubt very much if we would ever get a ntpture this way, no 
matter how much we reamed the headspace. \Ve would just move 
rhe shoulder further and further fonvard. 

On the ocher hand, if we had produced this headspace by grinding 
off the bolt lugs, we would have a condition where ruptures would 
be more likely; if we got one, it would mean that the shooter would 
open the bolt and only the back part of the shell would come out. 
He would be unable to insert a new cartridge until he somehow got 
the other piece out. 
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Velocity as a Function of Headspace 
Lieut. Robert C vVvckoff, U.S.N.R. in an article in The American 

Rffleman for May, t 947, reported some very interesting tesrs that he 
made at the Des Moines Ordnance Plant in 194 3 to determine the 
effect that variations in headspace would h~1ve on the muzzle velocity 
of the bullet. 

VELOCITY AS A FUNCTION OF HEADSPACE 
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HEADSPACE IN tNCHES-1.900+ 

Graph showing ptocted resulcs of Lt. Wyckoff's experiments. 

He selected a number of cartridge cases which all gauged 1.940 
from head to shoulder. The bullets, caliber . 30 ball, Mz were care
fully gauged bv hand and selected to have the same diameter and 

.,; - .I • 

overall length, and were also selected as to weigh within o. t gram. 
The cases were then loaded with carefully hand weighed charges 

of IlviR 46i6 powder. The accuracy of the weighing was such that 
the final balancing of the scales was determined by the addition of 
one or two sticks of powder, of which it requires about sixty to 
weigh one grain. 

The bullets were all taken from one machine, in order to .insure 
uniformity of ogive. 'The loaded cartridges were held to the same 
overall length. In short, every precaution was taken to ach.ie,•e 
uniformity. 

These cartridges were then fired in ten round groups in a standard 
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.30 caliber velocity rifle. The instrumental velocities were taken at 
78 feet with a. carefully adjusted LeRonlonge chronograph. After each 
group the chamber w"as reamed out a definite measured amount. 

For the first group, the headspace was made as dose as possible 
to 1.940 inches, which was also the length of the cartridges from 
head to shoulder. The bullet seat was made such that the bullet just 
touched it when the cartridge was seated home on the shoulder. Thus 
for the first group, there was no play between the head of the car-
tridge and the face of the breech. · 

After the first group, the chamber was reamed a certain definite 
amount to increase the headspace, and the next group was fired. Thjs 
was continued until the headspace was 2.005, or some .065 inch more 
than the minimum of J ·940. · 

In order to obtain suffi~.:ient firing pin blow to dent the primer 
correctly, the cartridges were inserted in the chamber so that they 
projected to the rear, and had to be pushed gently into the chamber 
by the wedge shaped sliding breech block of the Modern Bond Uni
versal Receiver which was used for the velocity gun. As the firing 
pin protrusion was .075, it would have dented the primer only .010 

inch if the last cartridges had been shoved into the chamber until 
they seated on the advanced shoulder which had been moved forward 
.o65 inch from its first position. 

The test gun had no extractor, to hold the cartridge against the 
face of the bolt, hence the inertia of the cart1·idge was depended 
on to permit the firing pin tu dent the primer, but this worked well 
enough so that satisfactory primer functioning was had throughout 
the test. 

Re.mlts Obtained 
The results of this test are shown in the tabulation given below, 

from which it will be seen that increased headspace does not of 
itself result in lower velocities. On the contrary, the velocity increased 
with increase in headspace up to some .035 above the minimum. 

Headspace in inches 

1.9395 
1.9406 
1.9419 
1.9495 
1.9530 
1.9550 
1.9(}50 
1.9750 
1.9850 
•·9950 
2.0050 

Tabulated Results 

Velocity in feet per second at j8 feet 

2733 
2728 
2755 
2768 
2771 

2767 
2799 
:Soo 
2742 
2750 
2700 
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Lieut. Wyckoff commented that the increase in velocity with 
, headspace, followed hy a decrease was difficult to explain, but he 
thought that the increase might be due co the fact that as the head 
space is slowly increased from the 1.940 value, the bullet has a space 
to pass over before the ogive and siues encounter the lands and begin 
to be engraved by them. This is right at the time when the bullet is 
experiencing its greatest acceleration, and thus the buller gains an 
increasing amount of momentum before the engraving and con
sequently, the retarding forces begin to act. This could easily acco1mt 
for the initial increase in velocitY. 

-However, as the headspacc is pushed to extremes, two things hap-
pen that have the opposite tendency. First, there is a space provided 
for some of the gas to escape around the bullet. Second, the density 
of loading is decreased; in other words, the powder has more space 
to expand into as it starts to burn, and this would tend to slow down 
the initial rise in pressure. 

It is quite interesting to note that even with the fantastically ex
cessive headspace used in this test gun, there were no rup.tured 
cartridges, and the fired cases showed only very slight signs of 
stretching. 

In closing his report, Lieut. \Vyckotf states: "tvlany sportsmen 
are too concerned with excessive (that is, over the mythical limit set -by the manufactmer of the gun) headspace. Increased headspacc, 
even 30 or 40 thousandths of an inch over the maximum does not. 
in itself, result in lower velocities. \:Vhat docs, however, is erosion of 
the throat and bullet seat, and that should be the first thing to check 
when considering a used gun, instead of yelling for a set of head
space gauges. Even when the bullet seat and throat are badly eroded. 
it is possible to return the gun to its original velocity by cutting off 
an inch or so of the chamber end ~nd re-chamhering.'' 



XI 
Block That Kick!

Some Observations on Recoil 

I wa:; raised on a farm about seven miles northwest of \Vinchester, 
Va., in a little valley between Hunting Ridge and the Great North 

.'\llountt~in. Around 300 acres was in cleared land used for crops or 
pasrure, while the remaining half square mile was in timber. 

In those days that was indeed a happy hunting ground for a small 
boy. There may have been game laws but if so, I never heard of 
them, or of a hunting license either, for that matter, and the only 
guns I ever saw or heard of were the double-barrel mu:ale loader 
over the mantel, and later, when I was ten years old, the new breech 
loader that stood behind the dining room door. 

Shells could be had at two cents each ac the village store three 
miles away, and at the same store rabbits sold for ten cents each, 
skinned and dressed. I had seven rabbit traps and in the winter season 
it was a poor morning indeed that didn't find at least one or two 
cottontails waiting for me when I made my rounds. 

There were a couple of the horses that were tame enough for me 
to catch any time I wanted to, and I could usually make them stand 
near a rail fence long enough for me to climb u11. 

I was between 10 and 11 when via rabbit, horse, and village store 
I acquired some 12 gauge shells. I quietly borrowed the double-harrel 
breech loader, proudly put in two of my new shells, and fared forth 
to see what the day \vould bring forth. After an hour or so of 
stalking unknown game through the woods back of the hill pasture 
I came suddenly face to face with what to me was the most terrifying 
of all wild animals, a large snake coiled up in the branches of a wild 
grape vine just waist high right beside the path. Up to this time I 
had been decidedly afraid to fire that big loud shotgun, hnt at the 
sight of the snake all misgivings vanished and I let him Juve both 
bttrrels at the same time! The results were instantaneous, gratifying 
and enlightening. The snake was made into a good imitation of 
mincemeat. I was knocked ·head over heels and landed flat on mv 
back. But in spite of this rough treatment all my fear of shooting ·a 
shotgun vanished, never to return. I soon had a regular routine of 
getting up before daylight and making my way down to the river 
borrom through the early morning mist ro sit under the tall hickory 
tree and listen to rhe dew dripping from the leaves until the sound 
of a falling nut told rue that Mr. SCJnirrcl was np there at work, 
waiting to be bagged for breakfast. 

Z5J 
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All I knew when I let the snake have both barrels was that my 
shoulder had gotten quite a wallop-"1 can feel the place in frosty 
weather still!"-but later on I was told that one barrel of a shotgun 
gives a kick containing about 28 foot pounds of energy, so that 
the two of them fired at once must have l<icked me about four times 
as hard as a Springfield rifle is supposed to kick. 

Now it seems to me that there is quite a difference between 
"recoil" :md "kick." The shotgun recoiled, and I got a kick on the 
shoulder. The recoil is mechanical, while the kick, or at least rhe 
effect of it, is mostly physical and . psychological. The amount of 
kick resulting from the recoil force applied by the gun is largely 
dependent on the weight and conformation of the shooter, whether 
he holds the gun tightly or loosely, the presence or absence of a 
recoil pad· or padded coat, and many other things. The location and 
shape of the shooter's bones and the texture of his flesh seem to have 
a big effect in some cases. 

I first qualified as Expen Rifleman in I<)08 on the Navy range at 
Annapolis, using the Krag. There was one chap shooting with us 
who took the most cruel punishment from the kick. In spite of the 
fact that he put a folded bath towel inside his shirt to act as a recoil 
pad, his shoulder was black, blue, and green after each day's shoot
ing, \vhile no one else on the line used padding of any kind and none 
seemed to suffer from recoil to amount to anything. 

We did our qualification firing with the Krag, but after I was 
picked to try for the Camp Perry team I got acquainted with what 
was then known as the new Springfield. It made a sharper report 
than the Krag and kicked worse, and generally was looked on with 
suspicion and distrust. But it did shoot well, especially at 1 ooo yard~. 
This advantage was at least partly offset by the pesky metal fouling 
to which it was subject. JTowcver, that great rifle shot, then known 
as Captain, and later as Major K. K. V. C1sey, came down from 
DuPont to show us how to use the Springfield to best advantage and 
how to get rid of metal fouling. He had with him a book known 
as Ordnance Pamphlet No. 1923, Rules for the 1Hanagernent of the 
Springfield Rifle Calibe·r .JO, Atodel of 190}. He very kindly let me 
read it, and I saw several interesting items, :tmong them the following: 

"Weight of rifle 8.69 pormds. Energy of free ,.ecoil14.98 ft. pou11ds." 
I took this to mean that the rifle tends to hit the shoulder with nearly 
the same energy that a 1 5 pound weight would have if dropped a 
foot; or a one pound weight if dropped 14.98 feet. 

I wondered if it really did kick h:uder than the Krag, so I found 
the Krag book, and for the old .45-70 as well. From these books 
I gleaned the following d;~ta: 
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Garand .176 
Garand .30 
.o~ Rifle 

RECOIL DATA TAKEN FROM ORDNANCE PAMPHLETS 

Wt. Gun Wt. of Charp,c Wt. of Bullet Bullet Travel .\tuzzie Velocity 

9·3 lb. 70 gr. 500 gr. F inches 1315 f. s. 
7·9 lb. 55 gr. 405 gr. n inches lljOf.s. 
9.1R7 lh. 35 to 4~ gr. no gr. 28.13 inches 1000 f. s. 
B.o75 lb. 35 to 41 gr. HO gr. 10.13 inches 1910 f. s. 
8.&) lb . so gr. 150 gr. n .697 inches 1700 !. s. 

flelow for purposes of comparison I append the following data 
reported by Aberdeen Proving Ground when I "·a.~ chief of the 
Small Arms Division T~:c.:hnical Sratf in 1930: 

Wt. Gun Wt. of Charge Wt. of Bullet Bullet Tra'l.lel Muzzle Velocity 

8.6zs 37 gr. 125 gr. 20.6! .i inches 2700 f. s. 
8.83 so gr. 171 gr. 21.76 inches 16n f. s. 
!L611 50 gr. 171 gr. 11.]6 inches 11.\53 f. s. 

Energy Free Recoil 

144 ft. lb. 
7 ·5 fr. I h. 

I 0.015 ft. lb. 
I 1.817 ft. lb. 
' 4·98 ft. lb. 

Energy Fr.:e Recoil 

7·25 ft. lb. 
IJ.18 ft. lb. 
I 5 ·55 fr. )h. 
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That is quite an impressive tabulation, but ju.<;t \vhat does it mean? 
vVhy did the ~hotgun howi me over so fast? l oegan to \VOndcr just 
how much of an actual push l had smtained. So l went at it another 
way. The 1: gauge ~~~()[gun has a hore ·7 J" in di ,1merer. ,,.h:ch gives 
a cross section area of ··F4 S<}'tare inch, ;md the lll<tximum pressure 
of ordinary shotgun lo;tds is :i<tid w be somewhere around w,ooo 
pounds per square inch. Thm for a brief instant the rearward push 
by one barrel of a 1 2 gauge shotgun is some 4240 pounds, or over 
two tons; and when I tired hoth barrels at the snake there were some 
!l4oo pounds or over 4 tons pushing me back. Luci<y that pressnre 
didn't last more than a few ten thou~ilndths of a second. 

Let us look now at the service ritle. · fhe bore has four narrow 
lands with a diameter of .3oo" and four grooves three times ;ts wide 
with a diameter of .JoR". The average diameter is .3o6" :md rhe cross 
section area is .074 square inch. The maximum pressure with the 
'o6 anummirion is around 5o,ooo pounds per S<.JU<lre inch, SC) the gun 
for a brief insram receives a backward push of 3700 pounds. The 
pressure falls rapidly from its maximum, so that by the time the 
bullet leaves the mua.Ic the gas pressure is perhaps 7000 pounds, and 
the backward pressure on the gun is still 51~ pounds. It should be 
noted that the rate of rise to the maximum and the rate of fall to 
the muzzle pressure, as well as the amount of the muzzle pressure 
irself, all vary with the type of powder. \Vith 'Iuick burning powder 
the pressure of the gas when the bullet ktves is less than with a 
pmgressive powder. A typical cmve, showing the time-pressun: 
relation for 'o6 ammunition with 15o-grain flat base bullet and pyro 
powder, is shown on Page pz. This gives a good idea of the magni
tude of the backward thrust on the gun and just how long it lasts. 
Note that after the bulJet stm"ts to move it leaves the muzzle in less 
than one thousandth of a second. Recent tests ( 1946) show that from 
the time the firing pin actually tOuches the primer until the bullet 
leaves the muzzle is .0015 second. That agrees very well with the 
curve, for it takes an appreciable fraction of a second for the primer 
to ignite and in turn for ir to ignite the powder and then for the 
prcssnre to rise sufficiently to start the bullet. It has bcc:n estimated 
(Major J. C. Gray, Ordnance Engineer, Research and Development 
Service) that it requires some 4000 pounds per square inch to start 
the bullet inro motion. 

\Ve know from experience that a heavy gun kicks less than a 
light one; both tests and calculations show that with a given bullet 
weight, powder charg-e and muzzle velocity, the energy of free 
recoil is inversely proportional to the weight of the gn•~;· that is, a 
gun weighing twice as much would have half the ret·oil. 

In 1917, as a Captain of Ordnance in charge of the Experimental 
Department of Springfield Armory, T had to provide facilities for 



Dynamometer used at Sprin~:ftdd Armory for measuring recoil. When te~ting " lighter riOc, the fruut support >hown was 
not used; the rifle was supporred by a wire attached a t the balance. This apparams gives a result slightly less than the true value of 
the recoil energy, as the attachment to the butt of the gun, while it is made as light as possible, still adds some weight, and to this 
extent slows up the recoil. This effect must be computed and the results muse be corrected accordingly. 
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the VVar Department test of machine guns and machine rifles held 
there in 1\·iay of that year. In connection with the tests we measured 
the recoil of the shoulder rifles on a dymamometer constructed in 
the Experimental Department. It was interesting to note that with 
the Browning Automatic Rifle weighing 17 pounds with loaded 
magazine, the measured recoil was just half that of an 8 Y2 pound 
Springfield rifle tested at the same time. · 

During this period every imrcntor with a semi-automatic shoulder 
rifle was referred to Springfield Armory for preliminary examination 
and test. One daim frequently put forth by inventors was that the 
kir.:k was lighter wirh a recoil action semiautomatic because the 
mechanism absorbed the blow. This may sound all right when you 
say it fast, but it doesn't stand up under analysis. . 

In 1911 and thereabouts when I was a Lieutenant stationed in 
Florida, iiving in the edge of the woods with alligators right in my 
back yard, I used to read everything Lieutenant Whelen wrote in 
the outdoor magazines, and l managed some way to buy most every 
new rifle. 

I bought ammunition by the C'ISe, and hardly ever left the house 
without a rifle, and a .n target revolver as well for plinking at water 
moccasins, shells along . the seashore, or what not. Among my r ifles 
were two Remington Model 8 Autoloaders, one a .25 and the other 
a . 35· These riftes really did kick! And they had long recoiling 
barrels that should have absorbed the kick if any such mechanism 
could. At the same time I was shooting a Belgian Browning Auto
loading shotgAin that had very much the same kind of action and a 
noticeably strong recoil. 

This experience didn't agree veq well with the theory that the 
recoil operated automatic action reduced ,the kick, so the recoil 
dynamometer was brought into action and some very plausible sales 
talk went out the window. 

Here is a quotation from my notebook of the period 1917-1919: 
"Now as to kick in connection with recoil operated small arms 

of automatic design-
"The silencers reduce recoil a certain amount, but they arc not 

in general used to any great extent. (Those issued by the Army for 
the Springfield rifle at the rate of two to each company have been 
withdrawn as it was found that although they do silence the ex
plosion, they cannot stop the r.:rack of a bullet moving at supersonic 
velocity.) 

"Some of the recoil operated automatic or self-loading rifles are 
supposed to absorb a part of the kick by reason of the motion of 
their recoiling parts. In many of those guns this is not so. They may, 
and often do, kick much harder than 1f the mechanism were locked 
so that it could not operate. 

"This is easily understood. Consider for example a certain auto· 
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loading rifle weighing about seven pounds. The more a rifle weighs 
the less it kicks. But in this autoloader our calculations would be in 
error if we used seven pounds as the weight which resists the recoil, 
for the whole seven pounds does not stand up against the kick of 
the powder ga.~ and help absorb the shock. 

"The barrel and breech bolt are locked together and held in place 
in the frame of the rifle by springs, so that when the gun is fired 
they are f1·ee ro move backward several inches independently of the 
rest of the gun. These recoiling parts comprise only about half the 
weight of the rifle. 

"\Vhen the gun is fired, the stock and frame of the gun stand still 
against the shoulder while the barrel and bolt with their mere four 
pounds of weight are alone opposing the kick of the explosion. As 

. far as resistance to kick is CQOCerncd you might almost as well be 
firing a four pound gun. 

"The lighter the parts that oppose the thrust of the explosion, the 
greater th~ energy they acquire. Thus in the gun mentioned, the 
light recoiling parts, driven backward at high speed inside the barrel 
casing t:1ke up a heavy load of energy, then come to a stop against 
the inside of the receiver and transmit a large part of this energy 
tO the shoulder of the shooter. The result is that the gun has a 
particularly vicious kick. Shooting this rifle is what first called our 
attention co the fact that in a self-loading gun of the recoiling barrel 
type the whole weight of the gun is not utilized against the recoil. 

"Going into the physics of this proposition, it was found that 
theoretically, if the two parts of the gun were entirely inelastic, as 
for example if they were made of lead or putty, this effect would not 
occur, for after the two parts came together, the recoil energy would 
be reduced to what it would have been if no independent motion of 
the barrel had taken place. On the other hand, if the parts were 
perfectly clastic, they would act like two ivory billiard balls, and 
there would be an interchange of velocity, so that t he recoiling 
barrel and bolt would stop and most of the energy in these parts 
would be transmitted to the stock and then to the shoulder. As the 
steel gun parts have a high degree of elasticity, this is just what 
happens. 

"This reasoning was checked by firing well-known types of self
loading and autoloading hunting rifles in the recoil dynamometer. 

"The guns were first fired with semi-automatic action and the 
recoil was measured. Then the action was blocked so that the self
loading action could not function, and the test was repeated. In the 
guns tried the actual measured recoil was found to be much less when 
the semi-automatic action was out of operation." 

Some time before this the Army had issued 300 ·45 caliber Savage 
automatic pistols, and when they were withdrawn and sold as sur
plus I bought one of them. On firing this the recoil was found to be 
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Reming10n .45 caliber automatic pistol, designed by Mr. J. D. Pedersen. and recommended for adoption by a ~avy Board at the 
beginning of \V'orld \Var l. The pistol was never adopted because all av~ilable factories were alr!'<ldy hcing tooled up fur the Ml911. 
This pistol. b~l11U>~ of it> clever design, gives a recoil which is relatively lighc. 
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exccs.sivc-r11uch worse than that of the M ' Y r r piswl. Then some 
firing with the Remington .45, designed by IllY close fr iend ]. D. 
Pedersen, had revealt:d that this gun had a notably mild recoil. 

The t:xcessive recoil of the Savage ·45 is accounted for by the fact 
that the breech is not locked and the barrel docs not move back at 
all with the slide. The reuward motion of the slide is supposed to 
be retarded by :.l cam arrangement forcing it to rvrate the barrel 
slightly to the right before it can move to the rear. The reacrion of 
the bullet against the twist of the rifling is supposed to hold the 
barrel to the left and resist the r ight-hand rut;llion nen:s~ary tO allow 
the breech to open. Actually, however, the bullet has left the barrel 
before the slide has moved back far enough to rotate the barrel, so 
the supposed locking cannot take place. 

Going again to rny 1919 notes we find: 
"The same thing that causes the nasty ki ck of semi-:llltom::rtics 

actuated by barrel recoil or by stTaight blow-hack :1lso accounts for 
the rather disturbing recoil of the :mtomatil: pistol. You can r::as ily 
verify this by shooting one with the slide blocked, and noticing how 
doci lc it is. 

"The inventor of a new automatic pistol that one of the large arms 
companies has just brought out takes this facr into account and con
trols the recoil very nicely through an ingenious arrangement. 

" \Vhen the explosion occurs, the breech block is allowed to move 
a very short distance to the rear, carrying the slide with ir. The 
hrecch block then stops against a shoulder in the receiver, whiJe the 
slide continues to the rear under the momentum imparted to it during 
the short stroke of the breech block. After it has gone SOillC dist~nce 
to the rear the slide, throngh a cam arrang-r::rnent again engages the 
breech hlock, \llllocks it Crout the receiver, and carries it on back, 
extracting and ejecting rhe empty shell. By controlling the length 
of the initial powt:r stroke of the breech block. the designer has 
arranged so that the momentum transmitted to the movincr parts is 
just enough to operate the mechanism with certainty, hut n~t enough 
ro make the recoil disagreeable." 

If allowing the uarrd of the gun to recoil independently of the 
stock is bad, there is one thing that is worse; that is, to allow the 
stock to recoil independently of the barrel. The worst kicking s-un 
that I ever saw was one that an inventor brought in to SpringJield 
Armory some rime in 191 7. The breech block was not locked to the 
barrel ar all. Instead, it was firmly fixed to the stock, while rhe harrcl 

' was free to slide forward against rhe push of a spring. 
\Vhr:n the gun was fired, the barrel moved forward and the breech 

moved back keeping the empty cartridge with it. The empty was 
kicked om of the way, a new cartridge rose from the magazine, and 
the barrel slammed back, chambering the cartridge ready for another 
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shot. The gun was made up for the Krag cartridge in full charge. 
It fum:rioneJ well eno11gh, but one shot was enough for me. The kick 
of a mule was mild I.Jy comp~rison. I handed the gun back to the 
invenror, and told him that he would h:wc ro cio any further shooting 
that he wanted done. It seems that one: t:an get med ro •mything, 
even the l<ick of a mule, for the inventur explained that he was 
"used to it," and proceeded to fire a number of additional shots with
out showing any unusual signs of discomfort. 

R ecoil in G.rs Operated Semhruto11wtics 
W hile, as has been stated above, some recoil operated self-loaders 

seem to have the recoil increased by the urovemcnt of the parts, this 
does not seem to be so in gas operated guns like the Garand 1\tlr and 
the Browning Automatic Rifle. Both these guns give the impression 
of a softer and lighter recoil than that given by the M 1903 Spring
field. 

With the B A R, the additional weight of the gun would of course 
greatly reduce the recoil; but this is not so with the Garand, which 
weighs about the same as the Springfield. Nevertheless, many users 
of this gun remark about the lack of unpleasant kick. Captain John S. 
Rose of the National Rifle Association Technical Statf states that 
when he was instructor in the weapons section of the Infantry School 
during vVorld VVar H, thc::rc was never a class ch;~t went through that 
did not have one or more members who raised the ~1uesrion of why 
the Garand kicked less than the Springfield. Strangely enough, there 
were also a few who insisted that it locked worse. 

·-w.~ll~lf~n Ro_~Lth9.1,1.ght t.ba{ .. t.his inconsistencv miP"I1.t he.;.dne .m.Jbt:.-.. 
0 -~-.. • f:tet. .rJla:t:il(J :rifle _st&cl(:;.:can nt--cveryone -rfic· -same, ~and:dm-.the 
:hers. ceUeocfi't..of . the ·stock~witn· some _men and . tbe·poor. fit with-Ot 
fact might account fo r the difference. This may well be so, but the 
the remains that the general impression of the M r Garand is that 
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character of the kick is less unpleasant to the average mao. 
It seems to me that this reduced kick with gas opcratcrl g nns · 

be expected. While the bullet is still in the barrel, and before 
muzzle blast, which accounts for a sizeable pert:entage of the I 
can take place, a jet of gas enters the gas piston, and there pc 
vigorously in two directions. It not only pushes the piston back, 
it also pushed f01'Wirrd against the inside of the gas cylinder, gi· 
the gun a powerful forward impulse which is in the opposite direc 
to the natural motion of recoil. 
~oreover, the gas then goes on back and out of the rear en1 

rhe gas cylinder, act ing like jet propulsion, tending to push the 
forward. Of t:Oursc the opera·ting rod and holt do pick up qui 
bit of rearward momentum, which has t,o be stopped by the shoo 
shoulder eventually; but most of the energy in these p~rts is t1 

mitred more or Jess gradually through the action of t he:: opera 
rod spring. 
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Upper: Thompson's experimemal recoil reducer. Lower: an experimental 
model similar in principle tu the type used no the T.cwi~ aircraft machine gnn. 
h was 1c~red at Sp.ringticld Armory in 1904. Note the rod bayonet in the 
original 1!-103 ~[ode! Rifie. 

Mr. Garand, in discussing this matter with me in J unc, r947, stated 
that the lVII rifle gives about the same mca-;urcd recoil as the M r903, 
hut that it feels milder b e<·a.ll',e rhe rate uf applic:1tion is different. 

Reducing the Kick 
A trip through the SpringGeld Armory Museum would convim:e 

any close observer that a good many people have been trying for 
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a long cime tO do something abou t making the kic.:king gun feel 
less like a mule. Even before \Vorld \Var I, muzzle brakes and re
c.:oil reduc.:ers were one of the Lnrorite subjects for the efforts of 
inventors and experimentors. A number nf · these dcvjccs were tested 
at Springfield Armory as far bac.:k as 1903, and some of those found 
in the rest repons are shown in rhe illustrations whic.:h accompany 
this discussion. 

All of the devic.:es rested worked on the principle of intercepting 
a part of the muzzle blast after it left rhe muzzle and turning it 
sideways or backward. This is a promising idea, for over one-fourth 
of the recoi l velocity of the average high powered ritle is caused 
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An experimellla l recoil reducer tried at Springfield before \XIodd \X'ar I. 

by the rocket-like thrust of the jer of powder gas tha t rushes out 
at high speed as soon as the uullet leaves. If wc.: c.:oulu suppress this 
elfccc t:ntirclv, we would reduc.:e the rec.:oil vdoc.:ity of Lhe gun b y . . .... -
approximately one-fourth, and as the recoil energy is proportion:~! 
to the squa-re of the rec.:oil ·velocity, anything that reduces the velocity 
one-fourth w ill rednce the energy by nearly 44 per c.:ent. 

Of course we could hardly expect to trap all the gas and take 
awav its reac.:tion as 'it leaves the muzzle, for we have to leave a 

' hole for the bullet to go through, and a large part of the gas is 
sure to follow the bullet om at hiD'h velocitv. 

. 0 ~ 

However, that portion of the g~s that we do Cl1tch c:.1 n not only 
be stopped from g iving its rearwaru push, hut c.:an, in clddition, be 
made to do work in the opposite din:ction and give :m a<.:tllal for
ward push on the gun. This is accomplished by so shaping the 
vanes of the nmzde brake that thev will turn the (!as back toward . ~ 

the rear. If the blades of the muzzle brake are shaped like the blades 
of an ideal turbine, they could in theory absorb up w twice the 
momentum of the gases they trap. First the~· could extract all the 
momentum by bringing the gases to a stop, then they could absorb 
an equal amount of work in giving the gases the same momentum in 
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\'{lorld \'Var I Lewi~ ain:raft madtine )!Ull~ with muzzle hrakes . 
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T he muzzle hrake on the German hi~:h velocit~· i.92rnm anti-tanl< rille. . . 

a rearward direction . Of course no brake is rhis efficient in acmal 
. 

pracnce. 
\Vhilc many muzzle brakes were tested in those early davs, none - - -were adopted, the reason being that a.ll of rhem, without e\ceptioo, 

intensified to a disagreeable degree the noise :1nd hlast experienced 
hy the gunner, and especially by those persons on each side of him. 
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Ilowever, with the advent of the aircraft machine gun in World 
War I, it was found important to reduce the r ecoil of machine guns 
as much as possible, and a muzzle brake was adopted and used as 
standard equipment on the 4o,ooo or more Lewis Aircraft Machine 
Guns that we bought in the war. As far as I know, this was the 
first actual adoption by the military of a muzzle brake on small 
arms. 

The first World W ar also brought the introduction of full auto
matic rifles which were light enough to be fired from the shoulder. 
The most popular and widely used of these was the Browning Auto
matic Rifle, wciahing fifteen pounds, and firing at the rare of about 
550 rounds per ~ninute f rom a twenty l'Ouud magazine. When fired 
full automatic from lhe shoulder, the mu:ale had a powerful tenden<.:y 
to cli.Jnl:l as a result of the repeated impulses. It was soon found that 
this t:ould be completely nullified by filing the front upper edge 
of the flash hider at an angle so that some of the gas coufd escape 
in an upward direction. This flash hider was simply a tube about 
four inches long and three-fourths of an inch in diameter inside, that 
was screwed onto the muzzle. 

Only a very little bevel was enough to neutralize the climb; b)' 
using more, the muzzle could be deflecred downward. 

The Cutts Compensator 

Shortly after the first World War , Colonel Richard M. Cntts of the 
U. S. Marine Corps appear ed at Springfield Armory wirh a muzzle 
brake w hich he called the Cutts Compensator. I was presenc at 
several trials of this device, which did have some considerable effect 
on the recoil. It was sent to Ft. Benning for trial by the Infantry 
Board, Lut failed of adoption on the service rifle, because of the dis
agreeable side and back blase. It was, however, made standard on 
the Thompson Sub-machine gun. On this weapon, the Cutts com
pensator had the slots cut in the top, to neutralize the climb. As the 
muzzle pressure of the 45 A .C.P. cartridge used in this gun is much 
less than that of the service rifle, the blast was not so noticeable. 

This device was afterwards applied to shotguns by the T ,yman Gun
sight Company, and is used in connection with interchangeable chnke 
tubes which arc screwed onto the front of the compensator. Like 
the pistol or the sub-machine gun, the shotgun has a low muzzle 
pressure, and the blast is not very noticeable. Various tests have 
indicated that the Cutts Compensator on shotguns may r educe the 
recoil l>y from fi fteen to thiry per cent. 

A somewhat similar looking device, with the same object, is the 
Weaver Choke. This is a cvlinder which screws ont<> the muzzle of 

J 

a shotgun, and which is fitted at its front end with threads fo r inter-
changeable choke tubes. In the Cutts Compensator, there are a lllllllber 
of parallel slots on each side of the cylinder. On the "\-Veaver Choke, 



A Cuus compen,awr for <horguns. The slotted portion reduces rhe rewil. The ponivn at th~ left " a rcmovah le choke rube. 
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the cylinder simply has a number of round holes bored in it. The 
\ Veavcr Choke reduces recoil also, hut not as much as the Cutts 
Compensator. The reduction claimed for the Weaver Choke is 
from eight ro thirteen per cent. 

The Tokarev Semiautomatic 
During the second \tVorld \tVar, one service rifle appeared with a 

muzzle brake as regular equipment, and that was the Russian Tokarev. 
The muzzle brake on this gun .is quite effective, but it still has the 
old trouble of a rather disagreeable side blast. 

The · johnson 1\lluzzte B1·,1ke 
As soon as their war work ended at the close of \tVorld War 11, 

the firm of Johnson Amomatics, of Providence, R. l., makers of the 

... .·.· "' ., -~ . 
'"' f< ··~ ··~ ~" >>< • -~ 

The Johnson munle brake. This reduces recoil from forty to fifty percent by 
actual test. 

Johnson Semiautomatic Rifle and of the johnson Light lVlachine gun, 
began putting out converted German Manser rifles as well as Sport
ing T ype 1903 and '9'7 comrersions. For use on their fe::1therweight 
models Ca~;tain i\11 elvin Nl. Johnson developed a very efficient muzzle 
br::~ke, wluch weighs only two ounces, yet reduces the recoil as 
much as forty per cent by actual test. 

Captain Johnson told me that tests made at the l\IIassachusetts In
stitute of Technology, by having the butt of the gun drive a steel 
ball into a lead plate, and then calculating the recoil from measure
ments of the resulting indentation, showed a forty-one per cent 
reduction; while tests made at one of the large arms factories using 
a recoil dynamometer of the pendulum type indicated a reduction 
of some fifty-one per cent. 

I have used this device t}llite a bit myself, and can state from 
personal experience that it does decidedly reduce the recoil. Captain 
Johnson stated that an unexpected dividend resulting from the use 
of this muzzle brake is an increase in accuracv as shown bv his tests. 
He attributes this to the damping of barrel vibrations by the mass of 
metal attached to the end of the featherweight barrel. I have not had 
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the opportunity to make any tests of this feature, but it seems 
reasonable that the muzzle brake might have this effect. 

The j ohnson Muzzle Brake, according to several users with whom 
I am well acquainted, does intensify the noise to a degree which 
is quite noticeable to some persons. Others complain that it kicks the 
muzzle down, and as a result, kicks the butt up against the cheek. 
1 have not been bothered by either of these effects; but my imagina
tion is perhaps not C]uite as vivid as is that of the average shooter. 

Recoilless Cannon 
During World War I, Commander Cleland Davis, U.S.~ .• invented 

a non-recoil cannon intended for use on airplanes, small boats, etc. 
This consisted of a cannon open at both ends, and arranged with a 

loading gate in the middle. On the front end, the powder charge 
had the regular projectile, while on the rear end it had a char~e of 
lead dust and vaseline, weighing as much as the projectile. On firing, 
the pro jectile went forward and the mass of lead and vaseline wen t 
backward at the same speed, while the gun stood still in the middle. 
This gun had the two serious practical disadvamages of clumsiness, 
and of shooting in both directions. It was true that the charge of 
lead dust would not c;1rry to any great distance, but it inhibited a 
space directly behind the gun. As was to be expected, this gun was 
never used· to any important extent. 

The Bazooka 
Dm·iug \Vorld \Var II, very considerable use was made of an 

anti-tank weapon known as the Bazooka, which was a rocket dis
charger operated by two men, one of whom held the weapon on his 
shoulder and aimed and discharged it, while the other stood by his 
side to load. The projectile carried in its nose a so-called hollow 
charge, which gave a remarkably effective action against thick armor 
plate. This action was based on what was known as the Monroe 
Effect, a peculiar performance of high explosives under certain con
ditions, which was discovered this way: 

For setting off char1,res of high explosive at a distance almost in
stanrJy in demolition work there is .a kind of cord fuze known as 
detonating fuze, which cons-ists of a lead tube con:aining a thin 
core of T.~.T. \Vhen a detonation is started in <l piece of this fuze, 
it travels at a speed of around 7000 meters, or nearly four miles in 
a second. 

In making tests on this type of fuze , someone h>lppened to lay 
a piece down in a circle, and w here the cuds joined, a blasting cap 
was inserted and detonated, starting a tlc::tonarion in both end~ of 
the piece of fuze at the same time::. \Vhere these two waves met, 
a deep gash was cut in the steel plate on which the fuze was lying. 
F:v1dentfy where two detonation waves corne together, so that one 
bucks the other, as it were, something very extraordinary happens. 
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Canritlge, 75mm, M 310, for 75mm recoi lless cannon M 20. Note pre-engraved rotaung bnnd; perforations for escape of gas, 

and impregnated paper liner inside of case visible through perforations. 



The forward end of the Dazoob projectile carries a high explosive 
charge hollowed out in from. Thus the detonation from all around 
the edges of the charge meers in the center, and when that happens, 
something J·usr has to "ive wav. To add to the t'iTenivem:ss, the cup - "' . of explosive in the front of rhe bazooka is lined with a thin piece of 
steel, which is blown into a cylindrical slug by the explosion, and 
is rhen driven right through anything that luppens to be in contact 
with at the time. This peculiar device will penetrate the thick armor 
on any tank or armored vehicle used during the war. 

The velocity of the Bazooka projectile was low; 265 feer per 
second, with a range of 700 yards. The projectile was not spun, 
but had to depend for st3bilization on fins at the rear, I ike those of 
a bomb. Consequently its accuracy was not «reat. The efficiency 
of the projectile was low, because instead of c:lrrying only that 
part which was effective on impact, it carried also the propelling 
charge, the pow·cler ch<lmber, and the stab ilizing fins. 

Colonel Studley's /de.1 

One day during the early part of 'Vorld \Var II, Colonel Rene 
R. Studler, Chief of the Small Arms Division, Research and Develop
ment Service, Ordnance, was considering the shortcomings of the 
13azooka, and in consulting his notebool<, he came across some data 
on the Davis Non-recoil Gun that he had rnarlc yc:trs ago. This 
started a train of thought that led him to make so111c calculations 
that convinced him that a truly recoilless cannon of very light 
weight bur great po\\'er c-ould be <lchievcd. 

The development that Colonel Studler envisioned was of such 
magnitude that there seemed little possibili ty that it <:OlJid he ac
complished in time to be w;ed in the w:1r then in progress; but 
Colonel Studler was head of a tremendous and highly efficient small 
arrns development organization, so he called in a few selected assis
tants :mel expl:1ined what he wame.d done. 

The result was the design, test, and actual production in rime for 
vitally important use in the war of one of the mosr fant:1sric weapons 
ever conceived; a full sized cannon rhat cnnld be fired from the 
shoulder of one man, and that could throw a three pound high ex
plosive shell wirh a rm1zzle velocity of 1 200 feet per second to a 
range nf over 4ooo yards with an accuracy comparable to that of 
rhe M 1 rifle. · 

This is the 5i millimeter recoilless cannon. In addition there is 
also the 7) nun fired from an ordinary machine gun tripod, and 
giving its fourteen pound shell a muzzle velocity of about 1000 feet 
per second for a range of some four miles. 

In an artich: in The American Rifleman for September, '945· 
Lieutenant Colonel B. R Abrams of the \Var Department General 
Staff says: "Recoilless rifles were used against the Germans early in 
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the spriug of 1945, and were especially well adapted for use by air
horne units because of their light weight ;md simplicity of operation. 
Duri11g one airborne operation on the Rhine River in March, 1945, 
two rounds from '' 75111111 recoilless rille knocked out two C ennan 
))~\ and t\\'o 1ollllll guns concealed in a building. Both XK's \\'ere 
destroyed and about one hundred Ger111ans captured." 

ln the same article, Colonel Abrams states furthc:r: "In the Pacific 
vVar the recoilless guns have been of inestimable value, particularly 
in blas ting the Japanese from caves and bunkers, and in bringing tire 
to be:~r against the enemy from sites where it would be impossible to 
tr:~nsport and emplace the cunvemional artillery. 

"The 57llllll gun weighs about 55 pounds complete with acce~~orics 

•, . · "". ou~·e."b!tAB ~ · ,...~ 
(MARKING YELLOW) · 

Cartridge, HEA-T, (H igh F.xplosivc Anti-Tank) , T22. 
pre-cngrnved rotating banJ, perforated caruidgc msc=, and 
mouth o£ case. 

! I 

57mm Rille. Note 
headspacing band at 

and c:m be carried by one man for short disr:mces or by two men 
over long distances. The 7 smm gun weights about r66 pounds com
plete with mount and sighting instruments, and is carried by five men. 
Compare these weights w ith rhe weight of the smallest type nf con
ventional field artillery, weighing ovei a ton, in use by the Un itt:d 
States Army. 

"Both types of recoilless rifles arc usually fired by a two-man 
team consisting of a gunner, who actually fi res the gun, and an assis
t;;nt gunner who loads the ammunition. However, it is possible for 
one man to operate the 57mm gun by hjtuself. T he gunner alines 
the sighrs and fires the piece. The assistant gunner opens the breech 
and inserts the projectil.e, 11nd removes t~1e emP,tY case after firing. 

"The doughboys claun that the recoJlless nfles are as accurate as 
the M r Rifle, and can easily hit a tank at ranges of from 6o to 'ooo 
yards. They also advise against using the 57111111 rifle for hunting 
any wild game other than Japs! A hunter armed with this weapon 
has no difficulty in hitting his target. but there is nothing left of 
the target to take home!" 

Ho~..v lt Is Do·nc 
The fundamental idea hack of this development was w provide 
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several openings in the breech of the gun, and to allow some of 
the gas to squirt ouy"Of·· t~ese openings, after the manner of the jets 
of a jet propelled ~ane. These jets will, of course, tend to drive the 
gun forwar.d at the 'game rime th~t the usua·l recoil is trying to drive 
it back. 

Of course this idea wok a tremendous amount of working out. 
The chamber of the gun was made much larger than the cartridge 
case . .r The case itself had its walls perforated with hundreds of small 
holes, to let the gas out into the chamber. The breech block had 
several orifices or venturi tubes to form the gas jets and direct them 
not only to the rear, to neutralize the recoil, but also at a slight angle 
to counteract the turning effect or reaction from the rifting, which 
tends to cause the gun barrel to rotate as well as to recoil. 

Because the resistance of forcing the copper rotating band of the 
projectile into the rifling is high, and is quite variable even when 
the greatest care is taken in making the bands, it was decided to 
make grooves for the riffing beforehand; or in other \Vords, to pre
engrave the rotating baad of the projet:tile. That means that the 
loader has to turn the projectile slightly when he inserts it, until 
he feels the rifting enter the grooves already cut for it. 

In order to cover up the holes in d1e walls of the cartridge case, 
there is a liner inside of the case, made of in1pregnated paper which 
will blow through the holes just after the pressure has risen enough 
to stari: the projectile from the mouth of the case. 

Obviously, the jets of gas escaping to tl1e rear of the rifle re
sult in a danger spat:e behind it, which must be kept clear of 
personnel. The danger zone is a triangular space about fifty feet to 
the rear of the breech and extending to some twenty-five feet on 
each side. The blast will thro'v up particles for a distance of about 
100 feet behind the gun. 

It has been found that as the venturis in the breech block wear 
from gas cutting, the recoil becomes over-compensated, and the gun 
will tend to move forward on discharge. When this becomes apparent, 
replacea~le elements are used to bring the venturis back to their 
proper srze. 

Colonel Studler, who fathered the idea, and who, utilizing all the 
resources of his organization, drove it ~hrough to a successful con
clusion, modestly refuses to claim any large share of the credit. He 
says that it was the work of the organization, not of any one man, 
and in Army Ordnance for September-October, 1945, he gives credit 
to a number of persons whose efforts were jointly responsible for 
the results obtained. In the same issue of Army Ordntmc,e, General 
Barnes, former Assistant Chief of Ordnance, called the recoilless rifle 
"One of the Ordnance Departtnent's more spectacular pieces of re
search . . . outstanding as a developmenr., pla(:ing weapons nf un
precedented power in the hands of the individual soldier · . · ... " 
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The Theory of Recoil 

I T IS obvious that the weight of ·the gun . is an important f3ctur 
in determining how much it will kick. If the gun and bullet 

weighed the same, the gun would come back as fast as the bullet 
went forward, so that breech and muzzle would be about equally 
dangerous. 

In practice, however, guns are always much heavier than the hullers 
they fire. The Springfield rifle is some four hundred times as heavy 
as its bullets, and over three hundred times as heavy as the combined 
weights of bullet and powder charge, so that the n:coil energy is in 
the order of one three hundredth of the combined energy of bullet 
and products of combustion as they leave the muzzle. 

We can say, therefore, the heavier the gun, the less the recoil, and 
conversely, the heavier the bullet and powder energy, the greater the 
recoil. Thus, anything that adds weight to the gun, or in· effect 
adds such weight, is a help in preventing kick. 

When the gun is held tightly against the shoulder, part of the 
weight of the shooter's body is in effect added to the weight of the 
gun, and the result is somewhat lil<e that of using a heavier gun. The 
recoil has more mass opposed ro it, so never does develop to as great 
an extent as it 'vould if the rifle were free . 

In measnring or cak:ulacing recoil, it is usual to obtain what is 
termed the "Free Recoil;" that is, the recoil velocity or recoil energy 
devdopcd by the gun alone, with no other mass added to it that will 
help oppose its rearward acceleration. In practice some kind of addi
tional weight or resistance almost always comes into play, hence we 
seldom encounter as violent a kick as the free recoil would give, but 
we still find it convenient to use this figure as a measure of the kick
ing potentialities of one gnn as compar-ed ro another. 

In the course of an excellcnr discussion of recoil, the Rritish T ext
book of Small Arms, 1909 edition, stares. 

"The physiological sensation produced by the recoil is generally 
termed tl\e 'kick.' It is probable that the kick is intensified by the 
rapidity of the first rise in velocity, which with the Lee.-Metford rifle 
is attained in about .ooo6 seconds. The shorter the time in which 
this maximum is reached, and the greater the velocity, the more 
violent the kick; from this it follows that the kick, though no 
doubt depending chiefly on the energy of recoil, cannot be said to 
be strictly proportional ro the latter alone in various arms and with 
different powders . . . 
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"The kick is reduced by pressing the rifle firmly against the 
shoulder, and by letting the latter come back freely when the rifle 
ret:oils, for then part of the weight of the firer's body i~ added to 
that of the rifle, theref9re,- the velocity of the latter is reduced, and 
the kick partakes more\ 9f t)le nature of a push. If the rille is held 
very loosely, or is fired when snap shooting, before it touches the 
shoulder, the kick beq>mes a blow, which is more damaging to the 
firer's shoulder than the kick from the rifle when it is properly held. 

"A sportsman feels the kick of his weapon much more when 
firing at a target than when firing at game, for in the latter case 
his attention is fixed on his quarry; and he performs the required 
movements automatically without bracing his bodv to resist the 
recoil. ' 

"The recoil energy of the Lee-Enfield rifle ( 12.75 foot pounds) 
is well below the maximum energy of recoil advisable for a military 
rifle, which should not exceed 15 foot pounds. 

"The recoil of a 1: bore shotgun is double this amount, :md al
though not excessive in the field, is very apparent when fiting at a 
target. 

"The following table, giving the particulars of the recoil of a 1 2 

bore shotgun is taken fr;)lll an article by Captain .Journee in A'le
morial de~- Poudres et Strlpetres, Volume IlL The gun was suspended 
by long strings, and the velocity of recoil was ascertained hy attach
ing to the glm a tuning fork whose arm traced a wavy line on a 
plate placed parallel to the direction in which rhe weapon recoiled. 

"As the time occupied by each vibration of the tuning fork is 
constant, and is known beforehand, the velocity of recoil at any point 
can be calculated by dividing- the di~tance between vibrations at 
that point by the time occupied by a vibration." 

Recoil of a 11 Bore Shotgun 
- . - -

Weight Muzzle Vdocitr Energy - ,,efocitv of of Of the 
Of the Of the Of the smokeless of the recoil J"t:(:llil 

gun shot wads pnwrler, shot 

lb. oz. oz. grs. grs. f. s. f. s. ft. lb. 
7 lV. •·37 .... 66 494 I 181 16.8 ; '·4 --
The British Textbook of Small A17ns, 1929 edition, stated: 
"As regards the sensation of recoil, it seems well e!>tablished that 

the actual velocity of recoil is a very great factor. In shotguns 
weighing six to seven pounds, fifteen f.s, has been long established 
as a maximum above which gun-headache is sure to ensue. But with 
an elephant rifle weighing perhaps fifteen pounds, such a velocity is 
unbearable for more than one or two shots." 
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It will be noted that in this example the recoil velocity rather than 
the energy has been given; a seven pound gun with a recoil velocity 
of fifteen feet per second would have 24.16 foot pounds of energy, 
while a fifteen pound elephant rifle would have 52·47 foot pounds. 

M easuremen-t of Recoil 
Figures for actual measured recoil velocity for several guns are 

given in the 1929 Textbook of Small A-mzs, referred tO above. These 
were obtained by attaching the gun rigidly to a ballistic pendulum 
and fi ring it. From the swing of the pendulum the recoil velocity 
was then calculated. It should be noted that this method does not 
measure the free recoil of the weapon. Rather it measures the greatly 
reduce<.! recoil of what is in effect a very heavy gun: that is, the actual 
gu~1 and the pendulum bob attached rigidly to it. From the relative
ly sm:tll recoil thus obtained, calculat ions arc made to find out what 
the results would have been had only the gun by itself been used. 

This method gives a figure based on 1II011le1ltum, consisting of the 
weight of the gun in pounds t imes the recoil velocity in foot seconds. 
Dividing this by the weight of the gw1 gives the recoil velocity of 
the gun. Squaring this velocity and multiplying i·t by one-half the 
mass of the gwt, \vill give the re<:oil energy. The order of magnitude 
of results obtained by this method can be seen from the following 
table, t~ken from the same work: 

Meo.sured 

Gun 
recoil Weight Recoil Recoil 

momentum of gun velocity energy 
lbs. x f. s. lbs. f. s. ft. lbs. 

81 ').0 9·0 J L O 

zBs 1R.o !6.0 70.0 

212 20.0 I 1.0 35·0 

S. M. 1 .. E. Ritle with .303 ctg. Mk. Vll .. 
Experimentnl .50 caliber riRe .......... . 
S~me With mUZ'Lle brake .... . .......... . 
n gauge shotgun ..................... . Y7·5 6.5 rs.o ll.8 

·- ·--
Reported V alu.es of Shotgun Recoil 

Some ye~rs ago it w~s the practice for powder and arnmumtJOn 
companies to publish quite a bit more information than they are 
willing to turn loose at present. At that time duPont issued a leaflet 
giving the following information on the relation of rhe recoil of a 
shotgun to the weight of the gun, the size of the charge, the muzzle 
velocitv, and several other factors: 

• 
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Muzzle Velocity a11d Recoil for JV eight of G tm a·ml Load 

Weight of gun Powder, equivalent Shot Mu~zlc velocity Recoil 
lbs. c.lrams ozs. f. s. ft. lbs. 

6 2 ~~ d t& 1195 24.6 
6Y! 3 I !lA 1253 25.8 
6 Y, 3 ~-4 IYs 13'3 17-5 
6X JY. I y~ I 3 / I z8.9 
6 ~~ 3 I y~ I! 10 z6.8 

' ' 3~ I ~A t.p8 JO.O 

7 3~~ I ~ 1269 z8.3 
.,y. 
' 3 ~~ r!t8 1487 3' -4 
7V. 3!4 J I : 

" 1327 31.0 
"t~ ' - 3~ I!,i 1487 30·3 
.,y, 
' - 3!4 I~ 1327 _;o.o 
,y. 
' 

. 3 ~~ , y. 1487 29·4 ., }~ 
' ' 3% IYs '384 31.0 

8 3% •!4 1443 J1.6 
8V. 3" l l 1\!4 1443 3!.7 
8 Y, J% I y; 1443 J0.8 
8Y. 3Yz IV. ' 443 z8.9 

Methods of Measurement Compared 

The most convincing method of measurement of free recoil is 
that which measures the quantity directly, and requires no secondary 
calculations to obtain the desired result. This is best done by hanging 
the gun alone by parallel wires so that it can move freely to the rear 
when it is fired . The velocity of recoil is rhen measured by tuning 
fork or high speed camera. 

·Various recoil dynamometers are in use which purport to measure 
the free recoil by recording the compression of a spring, or the 
indentation made in a block of lead by a steel ball attached to the 
butt of t he gun, etc. These are usefu l for quick companltive measure · 
ments, but in general they do not give the free recoil, but rather the 
recoil as modified by the weight of certain attachments and the re
sistance of the spring or lead block. 

The method of measuring shotgun recoil which is st:mdard in the 
industry at present is to fire the shell nncler test in a fifty pound 
~n hung by parallel wires so that it swings on a 1ive foot arc as 
It moves to the rear. The results obtained are used as a basis for 
calculating to find what the recoil would be with any given weight 
of gun. 

Calculation of Recoil 
When a gun, such as the Model 'o3 Springfield rifle is fired, the 

pressure of the powder gas pushes on the base of the bullet, tending 
to drive t he bullet forward, and exactly the .c;ame push is exerted on 
the rifle, tending to drive it hack. 

It is tnte that the rear end of the cartridge case is larger than the 
base of the bullet, so at first it might seem that the rearward pressure 



on t>he gun would be greater than the forward pressure on the bullet. 
However, the powder pressure on the inside of the body , shoulder 
and neck of the case gives a forward push on the sloping walls of 
the cartridge case body and neck which balances all the rearward 
pressure except that on a circle the diameter of the bore. So when 
the gun is fired we have at any instant a total load of a certain num
ber of ponnds pushing the bullet forward, and the same number of 
pounds pushing the gun back. This is the reasoning behind the state
ment already made that if the gun weighed just the same as the 
hnller, it would come back just as fast as the bullet goes forward. 
However, the gun weighs several hundred times as much as the bullet, 
and powder charge combined; hence, the bullet and powder gases 
go forward many hundred times as fast as the gun comes hack. 

Resistance by any object to motion when a force is applied depends 
on the mass of the object, which is simply its weight divided by the 
acceleration of gravity. Gravity accelerates a fa!ljng body p. t6 feet 
per second for every second it acts; h<:nce, the acceleration of gravity 
is p.16 feet per second, per second. Not just "feet per second," but 
"feet per second per second." 

W e can call th1s simply 31.16 if we are careful alway.c; to stick to 
the units of feet, seconds, and pounds. Accordingly, if the bullet 
and powder weights are given in grains, we must be careful to bring 
them to pounds by dividing the weight in grains hy the nmnher of 
grains in a pound avoirdupois, which is 7,ooo. 

Principles of Physics Involved in J<ecoil Cnlculatio11 
Before going further, let us designate some letters to represent 

the various quantities we will encounter on our calculations regarding 
recoil, ;:~s { ollo·ws: 

F = Force exerted. 
g = Acceleration of gravity, 31.16. 
a= Acceleration due to powder pressure. 
t = T ime in seconds durmg which pressure acts. 
W = Weight of gun in pounds. 

w 
M = Mass of the gnn= 

6 Jl. l 

w= Weight of the bullet in pounds = ?000 
• 

wt. m grams 
\V 

m= Mass of the bullet= · 
6 J2 .I 

c = Weight of powder charge in pounds. 
z= Weight of wads in pounds. 
v= Muzzlc velocity of bullet in fee t per sec:ond. 
V = Recoil velocity of gun in feet per second. 
E = Muzzle energy of bullet in foot pounds. 
R:-:Recoil energy of gun in foot pounds. 
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.. The basic principles of physics involved in recoil calculations are 
based on Newton's third law of motion, which is: 

I'hird LtZW: To every 1lction tbeu: is ahvays .m equal 1·eaction, 
or in other ''IZOrds, if a force acts to change the str;te of motion 
of a body, the body offers a resistance equal and di1·ectly op
posite to tbe force. 

The basic equations involved are as follows: 
· When a bOdJ' 'izbich is free to move is acted on by 11 force F, 

the resulting accelCTation a is cqu.1l to the force di7.Jided by the 
F · 

mass m of the bodv or a=-. m 

The velocity v which results when an acceleration a operates for 
a time t _is equal to the acceleration multiplied by the interval during 
which the acceleration operates. Stated in equations, v=at, and 
. F Ft 

smce a=-, v = -, and vm = Ft. m m 
w 

The quantity vm, or--v, which is the velocity of a body rin1e~ 

g 
its mass, is called momentum, and is equivalent to that constant force 
which would bring the moving body to rest in one second. 

The TIYree Elements of Recoil 
The production of recoil in a gun is due to three separate causes. 
The first is the reaction which accompanies the acceleration of the 

bullet from a state of rest to the velocity it possesses when it leaves 
the gun, that is, to its muzzle velocity. 

The second is ~he reaction which accompanies the acceleration of 
the powder charge in the form of gas to a velocity in the order of 
half the muzzle velocity of the buller. \Vhen the bullet leaves the -muzzle, the gas occupies the whole interior of the chamber and bore. 
Part of the gas has moved as far as the bullet has, and has a velocity 
equal to the bullet's muzzle velocity. Part of the gas is in the chamber, 
and has not moved forward at all. The average is slightly less than 
half the muzzle velocity be(:ausc the chamber is larger than rhe bore. 
and the gas still in the chamber and which has not moved fo rward 
is slightly higher in percemage than rhar which has followed the 
bullet all the way. Hence the average forward velocity possessed by 
the powder gas at the instant of bullet exit is slightly less than half 
the muzzle velocity of the buller. . . 

The thh·d is the reaction due to the muzzle blast which occlirs 
when th-e bullet leaves and releases the gas, which rushes out and 
gives the same kind of reaction or push that propels a rocket or a jet 
plane. 

Let us consider for the moment the first element only, which is 
• 
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t-hat part of the recoil that is caused by the reaction of accelerating 
the bullet to its muzzle vclocitv. -The forward push on the base of the bullet in pounds is the same 
as the rearward push on the gun in pounds. It acts on the bullet 
from the time it starts its motion until it leaves the muzzle, and it 
acts on the gun for exactly rhe same length of time. At the instant 
the bullet leaves the mu:t:.de, the rearward motion of the e-un in feet -per second, times its mass, is t-he same in quantity as the muz7.le 
velocity of the bullet times the b ullet's mass. T hat is to say, the 
rearward momentum of the gun due to the push of the gas is exactly 
equal to the forward momentum of the bullet resul ting from the 
same push, or MV = mv. 

As mass equals weight divided by gravity, we also have 

. \VV wv " \' S h I h 'I - -= , or ~v , = vw. rated anot cr way, t \at part of t e rcco1 
g g 

velocity which is caused only hy rhe acceleration of the bullet to 
its muzzle velocity varies direcrly with the bullet weight and in
versely with the weight of the gun. 

T he equation Ft= MV = mv, shows that the same force, acting for 
the same length of time on two hodies which may be of different 
weights, will nevertheless give r-he sam!! mmnemum to eacb. This 
does not, however, mean th~r ir. will give the same kinetic energy to 
each. 

T o make this clear, take t-he following example; suppose a force 
acts on an ohject weighing 100 pounds. and gives it a velocity of 
10 feet per secom1; then the same force acting for the same length 
of time on an object weighing 1 o pounds will give ir a velocity of 
zoo feet per second. 

. I ()() 
T he momentum mv of the fi rst obJeCt would he 

6 
x 10 - 3 r.O<), 

32·• 
10 

and t hat of the second, ti x roo is the same. 
3 2. 1 ' 

The energy, Y2 mv2 is quire different for the two cases. In the 
• 1 100 

first case •t is - x 
6 

x •o x 10 = rs6.472 foot pounds. 
2 3 2 .1 

1 n the second case it is 
I 10 X 100 X 100 - x---- ----- •_:;6~.72 foot 
2 p.16 

pounds, ten times as great. 
Th:~t is the reason for the fortunate fact that the recoil energy is 

so much less than the muzzle energy of the bullet. 
If a Spr ingfield rifle weighing 8.69 pounds discharges a 150 grain 

bullet at 2 700 feet per second, the recoil velocity of the gnn due to 
the reaction -of accelerating the huller alone would he, 

W V 150 X 2i00 
V = \V = - 8 6 = 6.6 • z feet per second ........ (a) 

7000 X • 9 
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Recoil Velocity Due to Accelerating tbe Powder Gas 
Now let us look as the second element of the recoil, as mentioned 

above, which is that part of the recoil caused by the reaction of ac
celerating the powder gas to approximately half the muzzle velocity 
of the bullet, while the bullet is still in the bore. 

In the example we have taken the powder charge weighs approxi
mately so grains, or one third as mu~.:h as the bulleL n~~ the time the 
bullet reaches the muzzle, the powder charge in the form of gas 
will fill the chamber and bore. As the chamber is larger in diameter 
than the bore, the center of gravity of the powder charge will be 
nearer the breech than the muzzle at this time. It will actually be 
1 2.7 inches short of reaching the muzzle, and will ha.,,e moved 
forwat:·d only 10.142 inches from its former location in the center 
of the chamber, while the bullet was moving forward through its 
entire travel of 21.697 inches. This figure is arrived at as follows: 

The barrel of the Springfield rifle is 24.oofi inches long, and is bored 
out to a cone shape at the rear end, giving a space for the front end of 
the bolt to fit into. With normal tolerances, the front face of the 
bolt extends into this opening a distance of .064", making the dis
tance from the face of the bolt to the muzzle 2 3·942 inches. De
pending on tolerances, the base of the r 50 grain bullet may be from 
z.z.z" to 2.27" forward of the base of the cartridge, when the bullet 
is seated and c rimped into place in the cartridge. The average dis
ranee is 2.245". Hence, for the usual situation, the base of the huller 
is 2.245 inches forward of the face of the bolt when the cartridge 
is in place in the gun ready tO fire. The face of the bolt is .064" for
ward of the rear end of the barrel, so the base of the bullet is 1.3-oy 
inches forward of the rear end of the barrel. The barrel is 24.006 
inches long, hence the travel of the bullet to muzzle is 2 r.697 inches, 
as given on page 65 of Ordnance Pamphlet 192 3· 

When the loaded cartridge lies in the chamber, the center of 
gravity of the powder charge lies approximately one inch in rear ~f 
the base of the bullet, or 22.697 inches from the muzzle. The cubtc 
capacity of the powder space in the cartridge case is .251 cubic 
inches. The bore Cliameter is .3oo", and the groove diameter .308". The 
grooves are three times as wide as the lands. Therefore, three-fourths 
of the bore has a diameter of . 308", and one-f omth has a miameter 
of . 300"; the :~verage is . 3o6". 

The cross section area of the bore is .07354 square inch. The 
cubic content of one inch length of the bore is .07354 cubic inch. 
The total length ahead of the powder space is 2 1.697'' long and has 
a ~.:ubic C<lpacity of 1.5956 cubic inches, which added to the .251 
cubic in<.:h of powder space gives a tot~ I of 1.8466 cubic inches. 

As the bullet reaches the muzzle, the powder gas will occupy all 
this space equally, and the center of the mass of gas will be in the 
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middle of tlus space. There will be .92 3 3 cubic inch of space ahead of 
the ~,;enter of mass of the gas, and the same behind it. .92 33 c.livideJ 
by the cubic capacity of each inch -of bore gives 12.555 inches of bore 
between the center of the gas and the nn1n le. Before the explosion 
it was n.697 inches behind the mu7.zk; when the bullet re:1chcs the 
muzzle, the center of the gas is only 12.555 fwlll the munle, hence has 
moved forward 10.142 inches while the bnllet was moving 11.697 
inches. 

T he bullet has a muzzle veloci ty of 2jOO feet per second acquired 
while ir was moving 21.697 inches. D uring the same time the gas 
moved only 10.142 inc hes, or 46.75 per cem as much. H ence, irs 
velocity just before buller exit is 46.75 per cent of 2700, or 1262.0 
feet per second. 

That part of the recoil velocity given ro rhc gun as a result of 
accelerating the powder gas from zero to 1262.0 feet per second 

ld b V
• c veL of gas in bore 50 x 1 z61 f 

wou e = x . = - = 1 .03 eet 
7000 we1ght of gnn 7000 x 8.69 

per second ........ (b) 

Third Element of Recoil 

This is that part of the recoil of the gm1 that is caused by the 
nmzkle blast produced when the bullet leaves and the pent up gases 
are free to expand into the atmospheres. The gases then rush out of 
the m uzzle at high velot:ity, and give the gun the same kind of push 
that propels a r-ocket or a jet plane. In Springfield rifles, or the Garand 
either for that matter, the pressure of the gas at the muzzle when 
the bullet leaves may be anywhere from Jess than 3000 pow1c.ls per 
square inch to well over twelve thousand, depending on ''arious fac
tors, such, as for example, the length of barrel; the granulation of 
che powder and its composition; whether it is quick burning or 
progressive .burning; etc. 

\Vith a high muzzle pressure, the rocket-like thrust of the expand
ing gas 1S much greater than with a low muzzle pressure, and the 
recoil is correspondingly intensified. Shortening the barrel always re
sults in higher muzzle: pressure, other things being equal, and there
fore increases recoil, sometimes very noticeably. 

The physics of thb rocket-like thru:;t is very well understood these 
days, as a result of the large amount of work that has been done on 
both rockets and jet planes. The thrust on the: gun at any instant from 
this -cause is given by the equation: 

Thrust = ~et Gas Pressure at Exit x Area of the Exit x Mass Rate 
of Discharge. 

The Net Gas Pressure at Exit is sin1ply the average pressure of the 
gas at the mm:zle, 16s the pressure of the atmosphere. As this starts 
at some such figure as mentioned above of 3000 ~o 12ooo pounds 
per square inch and falls to zero in a fraction of a second, its amount 
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for our purposes is unknown and any figure we used would be 
merely guesswork. The Area of the Exit, that is the cross sectional 
area of the bore at the muzzle is easily calculated from the known 
bore diameter. T he Mass Rare of Discharge is, like the first term, 
unknown as far as our recoil calculations arc conccmcd. 

A bout {111 th<l t this equation does cell us is that higher the atmos
pheric pressure, the:: less the recoil due to rhe muzzle blast, for the 
higher the atmospheric pressure, the less the N et Pressure at Exit. 
[ t is, of course, easily seen that if the air had a pressure equal to the 
gas pressure itself, the gas would not come out at all and the recoil 
from this cause would be zero. 

This has been stated at some length in the hope of conccting a 
common misapprehension in this regard. So often in articles on re
coil we see statements to t he effect that the recoil due to the muzzle 
blast is caused by the pushing of the powder gas against t he atmos
phere. I well remember one article which, in spea.king of the M 1903 
Springfield, sta ted that "most of the recoil energy " is due to "a 
reaction between the ba.~e of the proje<.:tile,_ the circumambient atmos
phere and the face of the gun breech, with the gas column as the 
medium of transmission." 

Both the quoted statements are in error. Obviously "Most" of the 
recoil is not due to the ejection of dte po wde::r gas, bm rather to 
the ejection of the huller instead, in the proportion, for the M 1903 
rifle with 150 grain service bullet, of 64 per cent of the recoil velocity 
caused by the bullet and 36 per cent by the gas ejection. 

T he atmosphere docs ·not increase the recoil; it is well known even 
to child science fans chat rockets work better in a vaqmm than in 
the air. N or can the thrust be transmitted ro the face of the breech 
through the colomn of gas. Consider, for example, the ordina~y' Ja\vn 
sprinkler, which rotates as a result of the reaction of ~he jets. The 
pressure of the air is not what makes it go. It would · operate even 
better in a vacuum. Nor, when one of the streams happens to pass a 
tree or fence, w ill any additional pressure be transmitted back to 
the nozzle through the stream of water, any more than one can feel 
a reaction or increased pressure on a hose nozzle from the push of a 
brick wan if the hose is squirted Oil ir. So let's get rid of this old 
fallacy about recoil re.c;ultmg from the push of the powder gas 
against the surrounding atmosphere. 

Practical ll1.etbods of Approximating Recoil Due · to Muzzle Blast 

In view of the extreme difficulty of writing a completely accurate 
mathematical formula that will be practical for use in everyday 
calculations to obtain that part of the recoil due to muzzle blast, 
most authorities use ~ome approximation that gives results agree
ing reasonably well with those found by actual dynamometer tests. 
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One approach ro rhe problem is to consider that the gas when 
freed by the exit of the bullet starts to exp:and at a rate that is 
determined by the pressure and density conditions existing in the bore 
at that time, and that this rate falls to zero as the gas reaches :ttmos
phcric pressure. It has heen considered thnt lor modern rifles 
with pressures in the range of the ordinary miliury ritle of the past 
several decades, the gas starts ro expand with a velocity of some <)000 

ft:et per second, and that the rare falls to zero rapidly, with an average 
value of 4700 feet per second. Bevis and Dono\'an, in The Modern 
Rifle, 1917, state th;lt experiments with a ~iebert V elocimeter lead to 
the conclusion that a value of 4700 may he used for the exit velocity 
of the gases. Balleisen, in Principles of Firea rms, 1945, gives the 
same figure. 

For high powered rifles, this seems to give results that :ue sarisfac
. wrily close to mc;tsured values. For shotguns, it is much too high. For 
ul tra high velocity rifles, it is most likely too lvw. 

This figure of 4700 fecr per second as the avcmge effective velocity 
of the po\vder gase.~ includes both the motion of the gases along the 
bore before the hnllet leaves, and the sudden cxp:msion to :nmospherie 
pressure after the buller makes its exit. Using this figure, we may 
now write :111 equarion that will give us a good pr:tcrical approxim:t· 
tion to the total recoil velocity , including all three of the elements 
dist·ussed above. lf all weights are expn:ssed in pounds, this formul:1 

wv + 4700 c 
wouldhe: V = W .. ...... ... . ..... ..... .... (c ) 

A Sc'Cond iHetbod 

The British Text Book of Small ArmsJ 1919, stares that "experi
ments of ;;n eKtensive nature with ordinary guns" indicate that the 
average effective velocity of the powder gases may be taken as be
cw~en one and two rimes the muzzle velocity of the huller, with an 
average value of one and a half. The same work, coition of 1909, 
g ives a value of 2 for the Shorr Lee-Enfield using cartridges loaded 
with cordite. 

In applying this approximation, a considerable degree nf judgment 
will have to be used, as a figure approaching the higher limit must be 
used for very high pressure loads in short barrels. while low pressure 
loads, such as are u~ed in shotguns and revolvers, require a much 
lower figure. 

For riAes in the Krag class, a figure of 1.5 should he used, and 
chis will work well wirh revolvers also, as well as wjtlt shotguns hav
ing short barrels and using full loads. For shotguns having barrels of 
maximum length, a figure of 1.25 gives closer results. F~r guns such 
as the M 1903 Springfield or the Garand, a value of 1.75 should be 
used. Using this latter figure, we can write our formula as follows; 
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all weights of course being in pounds; V = 

. .. .... .......... ......... (d) 

(w + !.75 c)v 

"" 
Let's rake an example and sec how it works ont when compared 

with actual measured results. 
I personally own three service type Model 'o3 Springfield rifles, 

all purchased from Government Arsenals, and all three unaltered, 
just as they came. The old <lriginal .M 1903, with straight stock, 
weighs 8 pounds 6 ounces. The 1903 AI, with pistol grip stock, as 
issued weighs 9 pounds 6 ounces .. The 1\11 1903 A3, of war manu
facture, made by L. C. Smith-Corona, with stamped out p<lrts, and 
no pisrol grip, weighs 8 pounds 4 ounces. 

Ordnance Pamphlet ~o. 192 3 gives the wight of the rifle without 
bayonet as 8.61) pounds and the free recoil energy as 14.98 foot 
puunds. As these rifles can vary so much as to weight, principally on 
accoWlt <lf the differing. densities of wood in the stocks lets take 
8.69 pounds as the weight of the rifle in our example, so as to be more 
nearly comparable with the official pamphlet. For the same reason let's 
consider muzzle velocity of the 150 grain .flat base 150 grain bullet 
to be 2700 feet per second. That was the figure to which the old 
M 1906 ammunition was loaded; though the present Mz ball with 
r so grain bullet is rated at 28oo f.s. muzzle velocity. 

A Springfield rifle, M 1903, firing a cartridge loaded with 50 
grains of powder and a rso grain bullet to give 2700 fs. muzzle 
velocity would give the following results by the two formulae. 

Using formula (c), we would have for the recoil velocity: 
150 X 2700 1- 4700 X )0 

V = or ro.s2 feet per second recoil 
7000 X 8.69 

velocity', and the recoil energy would be Y2 MV2, or Y2 x 
8

·
6

9 
p.r6 

x 10.52 x 10.52, or •4·95 foot pounds. 
Using formula (d), we would have: 

(ISO 1- 1.75 X SO) 2700 
V = 

6 
or 10.54 feet per sec{md recoil 

7000 X 8. 9 
velocity, and the corresponding recoil energy would be rs.oo8 foot 
pounds. 

Recoil Before tbe Bullet Leaves the Gun 
Recently an acquaintance who is the head of a large gun business, 

and is a smart designer and an inveterate experimenter, told me that 
the recoil takes place "When the bottle is uncorked," and that the 
gun does not begin to move until the bullet has left the muzzle. This 
he said, had been detem1ined as the result of navy experiments re
ported to him by a Naval Officer friend. 

[ asked why, in that case a revolver shoots higher with a slow 
heavy buller than it dues wirh a fast light (lne. That is a well known 
fact, and he admitted that it is so. After thinking it over, he said that 
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in revolvers, no doubt some of the recoil must take place before the 
bullet leaves, but that it does not in large guns, as was proved by 
rhese navy experiments. 

Be that as it may, every gun, large or small, army, navy or civilian, 
startJ moving back ward at the exact instant that the bullet start.'> 
moving forwarJ. 

Let's c.:ominue our experiments with that same 8.69 pound Spring
lielJ and its 150 grain 2700 foot per seconcl bullet and 50 grain 
p<JWder charge, and tind out how far the gun moved back befo re 
the bullet left. 

In making our calculations, let us use the figures alread)r developed 
as to bullet travel and position of the <.:enter of gravity of the powder 
charge at the instant of buller exit. 

In irs travel to the muzzle, the buller has acq uin:d a velocity ·of 
2700 feet per second and the gas will .have n:ached a velocity of 

10.142 
2700 x 

6 
, or 1262 feet per second. \.Vhcn the gun is fired, the 

2 (. 97 
powJer pressure acts equally in all directions, driving the bullet 
forward and the gun uack at the same time with the same force. The 
hackward velocity of the gun times its weight is at any instant equal 
to the forward velocity of the bullet times its weight, plus the for
ward velocity of the powder gas times the weight of the gas. 

The recoil velocity that the gun .\viii have when the huller reaches 
the muzzle will be: 

150 X 2700 ~ 50 X 1262 
V = 7000 x R.

69 
= 7.64 feet per second (e) 

As the wtal recoil veloc.:ity is 10.54 feet per second, we see that 
the part of the l'ec.:oil vdociry which occurs before the l1111let 
leaves is 73 per cent of the whole, and the remainder or that part 
due solely to the muzzle blast would be 27 per cent, or 2.Ro5 feet 
per second. 

It should be noted that, since the recoil energy is proportional to 
lhe sqtum: of the recoil ';Je/ocity, doubling the velocity will quadruple 
the energy. If we had two components, each of which produced so 
percent of the velocity , then what proportion of the energy would 
be produced by each ? A litrle care must be used to avoid false and 
misleading conclusions. Su ppose the bullet reaction had produced 
five feet per second r ec.:oil vdociry, and the muzzle blast has pm
duccd exactly the same, or five feet per second. 

Taking the IJullec effect fi rst, we could say that the recoil energy 
was one-naif the mass of the gun multiplied by the velocity s.quared, or 
zs M . 100 M 
....::.... __ ami the recoil produced by both to

0
crcther would be - - -

2 • 2 

Thus we could say the bullet produced 2 5 per cent, and the muzzle 
blast 75 per cent, but if we did, we would be wrong. Each has pro-
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NOTE: CAPACITY AND INDUCTANCE OF BOTH THE 
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CIRCUITS ARE BALANCED. 

Arrangement for rneasunng th~ poniuu of the recoil that on:urs befo re: the bullet lea,·es the barrel. 
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duct:d an equal amount of the velocity which is re.~ponsible for chc 
energy, and if we had started with the muzzle blast first, our results 
would have been rcvcr~ed, and we would have 25 per cent for the 
blast, the remaining 75 per cent for the bullet. Obviously, since each 
has produced an C<Jna I an totmt of the velocity, each is responsible 
for an equal amount o f the energy rcsul till!j from the combined 
velocities. 

ln the case of the ,'\11 1903 ri fl e, mentioned above, the recoil velocity 
of 7.64 feet per second due to the reaction of the bullet would, by 
itself, give a recoil energy of 7.89 foot pounds to the gun, and the 
2.805 feet per second recoil velocity due to the muzzle blast alone 
would gi\'e a recoil energy of 1.063 foot pounds to the gun; but 
both together would give 15 .oo8. 

Considering these figores, we see that if by the use of a mu1..zle 
brake we could suppress all of the 1.805 f. s. recoil velocity resulting 
from the blast effect, we would have only 8 foot pounds or recoil 
energy left out of 1 ;, a reduction of nearly half. 

Motiou of Gun Prior to Bullet E:rit 
It might in some t.:ases be of interest to know how far the gnn has 

moved back by the time the bullet has reached the mnz7.le. 
It follows from the e~uations that we have already been using that 

when two objects of d1fferent weights which are free to move are 
acted on by the same force, the product of mass times distance 
moved is the same for each; or more simply, since weight is pro
portional to mass, the weight times the dist:mce moved in the same 
for each. 

In the examples we h:.ve heen using, the weight of the gun is 8.69 
pounds, that of the bullet is 150 grains, or 1 50/ 7000ths of a pound, 
and the weight of the powder gas is ;of7oooths of a pound. The 
bullet moves 21.697 inches to reach the muzzle, and the powder gas 
in the same time interval moves 10.14: inches ahead of its original 
position in the cartridge case. 

T herefore, when the bullet is at the muzzle, the gun will have 
mo\•ed back a distance D such that D times the weight of the gun 
equals bullet weight times 2 r.967 plm powder weight times 10.142, or 

ISO so 
0 X 8.698 =- --- X 21.697 + X 10.142 or 

]000 7000 
150 x 21.697 -1- 50 X 10.141 . h (F ) D = 

8 6 
= .06 18 3 me es. 

7000 X • 9 
The fi rst time I made this calculation was at Springfield Armory 

in 1920 in connection with the design of an autOmatic weapon. lt 
seemed desirable to check the calculations by actual test, so my 
brother Major James L. Hatcher (now Colonel) rigged up an 
electrical circuit to measure it. He suspended the rifle on two parallel 
wires 12 feet long, so th~ t is was free to swing straight to the rear 
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on recoil. A point connected tO the electrical circuit was attached 
to the muzzle, so arranged that when the bullet passed it would make 
contact and a spark would pass to a pieee of sensitized paper placed 
nearby. First a spark was passed with the gun at rest, then the gun 
was fired. The two marks on the paper were slightly less than .07 
inch apart, which was an excellent confirmation of the calculations. 

To fire the gun without any disturbance from trigger pull, the 
trigger was tied forward with a string, and a rubber band was placed 
around the trigger and trigg~r guard. The string was then igniteJ 
with a match. When it burned . away, the gun was fired with no 
disturbam:e, as the backward pull of the rubber band on the trigger 
was neutralized by irs forward pull on the trigger guard. 

The calculation performed above will readily give the distance 
the gun moves before the bullet leaves, hut it does not tell us what 
the recoil velocity is, nor is there any very easv way to obtain it 
from the distance moved, even though we kno\~ froin the interior 
balli<>tic curve for this rifle and c:artrit!gc, that 'fhe motion is accom
plished in .ooo91l sec:ond. 

The gun moves .0618 3 inch, which divided by I z, gives .005 I 5 
foot; it moves this distance in .00098 second, so its aveTage speed 
over this distance is 5.276 feet per second. Since the gun started from 
a condition of rest, its velocity at the end of this time would be 
twice the average if the acceleration had been uniform. However, 
the acceleration was not uniform. lt started high, and fell off rapidly 
as shown by the curve of velocity for the huller . 

.'Vloreover, the accelera.tion of the powder gas, which also reacts 
on the gun, is quite different from that of the bullet, and is not 
given on the curve. Hence, as stated above, the distance the gun 
moves before the bullet leaves is not of much use to us in getting 
the recoil velocity. 

From the laws of motion on which our calculations are based, it . 
follows that in the case of a closed system, that is, up until the 
instant the bullet leaves, the center of gravity of the system as a 
whole remains in the same spot, as the different elements of the 
system move due to their mutual reactions. Just to check our former 
results, let us use this statement as a basis for determination how 
far back the gun moves before the bullet leaves. 

The bullet has a weight of I sof?oooths of a pound, and its center 
of gravity moves forward z 1.697 inches. The powder gas has a weight 
of sof7ooorhs of a pom1d, and its center of gravity moves forward 
IO.I42 inches. For the forward movement, we therefore have 
150/700oths X 21.697 + 50/7000ths X 10.142, Or ·5373 pounds-inches. 
The gun, weighing 8.69 pounds, must have its center of gravity 
move back the same number of pounds-inche.~ if the center of gravity 
of the system is to remain in the same spot. To find out how 
far the gun moves, divide this amount by the weight of the gun; 
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·5375 + 8.61) = .o6183, which, of course, is the same figure that 
was found by the other method. 

P.ffcct of Recoil on the Jump of Re-volvers 
The handle of a revolver or pistol is below the barrel, with the 

result that a backward push on the barrel of a handgun in the gr;1sp 
of a shooter tends to pivot the gun about the user's wrist and make 
the harrel swing upward. 

The pressure in the chamber of the ·45 caliber automatic pistol is 
from 14000 to 15000 pounds per square inch, and as the base of the 
bullet has an area of . 159 square inch, that means that for an instant 
the pressure is driving rbe gun back with a force of from 2 2 26 ro 
2 385 pounds, or well over a ton. 

. Nothing that the shooter can do towards holding the gun tiohtcr 
will have much effect on the motion caused by this enormous force, 
which, fortunately, lasts only a brief fraction of a second. 

The result is that at ordinary p istol-shooting- ranges not greater 
than 50 yards the bullet discharged from a p1stol or revolver will 
inevitably strike above the point at which the bore of the gun was 
:tlined at the instant of discharae. 

All handgun makers take c~is fact into account, whether con
sciously or not, in the way they place the sights. In order to mllkc 
the bullet strike the spot aimed at, the barrel must point below this 
spot, so the sights are always so alined at the fac rnry as to make 
the line of sight rise above the line of the hore enough to correct 
for the jump. 

\\'ith the sights adjusted this ·way, the bullet hits the spot at which 
the sights were pointed at discharg-e, though not the spot at which 
the bore was aligned at that instant. 

Users of factory loads arc not too much bothered by this phe
nomenon; in fact, they are usu<llly unaware of it, unless they h:~ppcn, 
for example to usc hoth the regular . 38 Special cartridge, with the 
r58 grain bullet, and t he . 38 Special Super Police, with its zoo grain 
bullet, and to use rhern in the same gun. O r, of course, the . 38 S & \V 
and the corresponding .38 S & w- Super Police. Or something of 
the kind. 

The handloader, however, who is likely to use bullets of several 
different weights in the same gun, is constantly bothered by ra ther 
large changes in his point of impact. For example, 1 have often re· 
ceived letters reading something like this: "My .38 Special Revolver 
is sighted for the facton · loads, and when I shoot the 1 30 g rain wad
cutters it groups low. Please give me a load for this hnllet that will 
make it group with the factory loa-d." 

The answer is that it can't be done. The ~eneral impressions seem 
to be that if we put in more powder, we will make the jump greater 
and thus make the bullet hit higher on the target, but as a practical 

• 
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matter this is not so. If we want to split hairs, we must admit that 
the added weight of the grain or two of powder does in theory cause 
the gun tO jump slightly more; but this is solely on account of the 
added mass to be expelled from the gun along with the bullet, not 
because of the added velocity. The mass of the powder is so in
significanc compared with that of the bullc::t as not to be noticeable. 

To take a concrete example, it has been found by experiment that 
with a six inch barreled revolver, the 200 grain .JS Special Super 
Police buller will strike 4!/z inches higher on the target at 20 yards 
than will the 15H grain . 38 Special with 86o feet per second muzzle 
velocity. While the difference in impact at 20 yards is 4Yz inche.'>, 
the entire drop in trajectory for the 158 grain standard velocity load 
at that range is only y/ 10 of an inch. If we could raise the velocity 
of the .38 Specilll from 86o feet per second to 2000 fecr per second, 
we would raise its point of impact only some X of an inch, and the 
low velocity 200 grain Super Police bullet would still strike nearly 
4 inches higher. 

Of course, raising the velocity of the 158 grain bullet wonld gre:~tly 
increase the recoil of the gun; but at the higher velocity the bullet 
would gee away that much sooner, and these rwo factors balance 
each other, so that for a bullet of any given weight the amount the 
gun moves before the bullet leaves is about the same regardless of 
' . 
\ 7CIOCJty. 

For rhe standard . 38 Special, the velocity of recoil will be: 

v = ( 
1
5

8 ~ 1.5 x 3·
6

) 
860 

8.92 feet per second, and recoil 
]000 X 2.25 

energy = 2.78 foot pounds. 
If the powder charge were left out of rhe calculations, the recoil 

velocity would come out 8.63, and the recoil energy 2.60 foot pounds, 
which shows how insignificant the powder reaction and muzzle 
blast are with smokeless pistol and revolver loads. (With heavy black 
powder loads, such as the 40 grain load for the ·45 Colt, the result is 
quite different, however.) 

For the .38 Special Super Police, with zoo grain bullet we would 
have: 

v = ( loo + 1.5 x 4) 710 
= 9.29 fe.et per second, and recoil 

7000 X 2.25 

energy = J.oz foot pounds 
vVe have alrea<ly seen that the distance "D" that rhe gun moves 

back before the bullet leaves, multiplied bv the wei~ht of the gun 
is equal to the distance "L" that the bullet moves wllik it is in the 
gun, multiplied by the bullet weight, pins the distance "I" that the 
center of the powder gas moves, times the weight of the charge. 
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Or written in equation form: 

DW = Lw ·I- 1 c or D= 
Lw + IC 

w 
Taking a Colt Officer's .Model Revolver weighing u 5 pounds, 

Jet ns see how much it will move back before the buller leaves with 
each of the two loads discussed above; rhe standard 158 gntin load 
with 3.6 grains of powder at 86o feet per second, and the 200 grain 
Super Police with 4 grains of powder ar 7 1 o feet per second. 

· To figure how far the gun moves back before the bullet leaves, 
we mus.t know the travel of the bullet to the muzzle. For the regular 
1 ;8 grain . 38 Special load in the Colt Officer's i\llodel, this is 6.7 5 
inches. For the 200 grain . 38 Special Super Pulice, it is slightly greater, 
as rhe buller is set deeper in the case, making tht: distance from bullet 
base to muzzle 6.8 1 inches. vVith the regular load the cenrer of the 
powder charge is 3.56 inches forward of its original position when 
the bullet leaves. \Vith the 200 grain bullet this distance is 3.62 inches. 

The distance the gun would move back before bullet exit with 
the rs8 grain load would be in inches: 

D = 6.]5 X 158 + 3·56 X 3·6 8 . I 
= .06 ) lllC 1. 

7000 X 2.25 . 

If the powder were not included in the calculation the motion 
would be reduced bv .oooS inch. 

For the zoo grain'. 3fl Special Super Police, the distance would be: 

D = 
6

·
8

' x 
200 + 3·

62 
x 4·

0 
= .oH74 and if powder were not 

7000 X 2.25 

considered this would he reduced hy .0009. 

' Ir will be obsenrcd that velocity docs nor enter these · equations, 
so that raising the veloci1y would nor. change the result. 

Shot Gun Figures ·-
It is :usually said that the ordinary shorgun has a recoil of from 

one and a half to two timt:s that of a high powered milit;try riAe. 
A figure of from 28 to 30 lbs. is often mentioned. Lets se::e how tl tat 
agrees with results calculated by the method we have used above· for 
rifles. 

My old vVinchesrer Model 12 weighs in at just 7 lbs 1 z oz., or 
7 X lbs. 

A duck load of 
grains of lead, or 
grains of powder. 

1 ~ oz. of No. 4 shot was found to have 549.29 
1.256 oz., with 43.04 grains of wads, and 33·39 

A trap load of 1 Ys oz. of 7 Y2 shot anJ 3 equivalent drams of powder 
actually cuntaine::d 478.:33 grains of lead, 53.22 grains of wads, and 
24.3 grains of powder. 

The muzzle velocity of neither of these loads is known. so that . . 
a very important factor in the recoil will have to be estimated. Let'f 
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call the muzzle velocity of the duck load 1 350 f.s. and that of the 
trap load 1250. 

The recoil velocity of the duck load would then figure out: 

V 
(549.29 + 43.04) 1350+33·39 X 1.5 X 1350 

= - - 14.74 -f- I 25 
7000 X 7•75 7°00 X 7·75 • 

= 15 ·99 f.s. :10d the r ecoil energy would be 30.8 fr. lbs. 
For the trap load the figures \vould be: 

V 
(478·33 + 53.22) tljO 24.3 X 1.5 X 1250 

= + = 12.25 -1- -0.84 
7000 X 7·75 700° X 7·75 

= 13 ·09 f.s. and the recoil energy wouiJ be 20.645 ft. lbs. 



XIII 

Notes on Gunpowder 

THE name applied to military propellants is an interesting example 
of the way .in whi~.:h the original meaning of a word can be 

changed. "Powder" originally meant, and still does mean, fine dust; 
but at the present time we find substances called powder which do 
not in any manner resemble dust and which are not even finely 
divided. For example, cannon powders are ordinarily made in big 
grains several. inches long and perforated with longitudinal holes; or 

· flat strips an inch wide and a foot or more long, or even in whes 
4 or 5 feet in length. 

The word "powder'' was :first applied to propellants for use in 
firearms because the first propellant was a blac:k dust or powder t:IJlll

posed of ground-up c.:harcoal, saltpeter and sulphur. 
The reason this mixture explodes when ignited is because it contains 

two fuels, charcoal and sulphur, '\vhich are very inflammable, and in 
addition, another solid substance which when heated gives off large 
quantities of oxygen. 

If you mix charcoal and sulphur together without the saltpeter, 
you have a black substance which looks in all respects like the 
primitive gunpowder described above, and if you light ir, ir will 
burn, provided yon supply plenty of air to support the C0111busrion. 
The oxygen in the air enters into combination with th~ charcoal to 
form c:ubon dioxide gas, and with the sulphur ro form sulphur 
dioxide gas. However, th~re is no explosion because these gases can 
be formed only as fast as air can be brought into contact with the 
burning powder to supply the necessary oxygen for the combustion. 
In other words, this mixture of sulphur and charcoal is a non-explosive 
powder. 

Now, when we mix powdered saltpeter with it, we change its 
nature so that it becomes an explosive powder. The minute it is 
lighted it bums all at once without waiting for any air to come into 
contact with it. This is because the saltpeter is very rich in o:xygen, 
which ir gives up when heated. Thus the gunpowder supplies its . 
own oxygen for combustion from within, and can burn without any 
outside air. 

As nearly half the products of combustion of gunpowder arc gases 
which occupy a great deal more space than the solids from which 
they were evolved, it is evident that the combustion of gunpowder 
results in a sudden expansion from the space occupied hy the original 
powder, to the much larger space occupied hy the gases which are 

300 
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given off. It is this sudden expansion which causes the gunpowder 
to exert force when it is ignited. T he heat of combustion adds to 
this effect because hot gases occupy more space than cold ones. 

Black powder relics for irs explosive properties upon three qualities 
which are rypical of all explosives. First, when ignited it will hurn 
by itself without aid from the outside air, and this burning is very 
rapid. Second, in burning ir gives off a large amount of gas. ThirJ, 
a considerable amount of heat is evolved. 

To be successful for use as an explosive, a substance must possess 
all three of these qualities. \Ve have seen above that there are sub
stances which can be bumed and will give off a large amount of gas 
and heat, such as the mixture of charcoal and sulphur, but they do 
not burn without the aid of the outsiJe air and consequently they do 
not burn rapidly enough. 

We do have substances that will burn without the aid of outside 
air and burn rather rapidly, bm they must also give off a !~rage 
~mount of gas or else there is no explosion. Thermite, which is a 
mixture of oxide of iron and aluminum powder, will burn .rapidly 
without ai r when ignited, and gives off great heat, but it does not 
give off any gas, and therefore there i.~ no explosion. ' Vhen this 
powder is burned it forms melted iron and slag, which latter is 
;lluminum oxide. 

Even though a substance can change from a solid to a gas without 
the addition of oxygen from the outside air, there will be no ex
plosion unless the change involves the liberation of heat. Some sub
stances change into gas rather rapidly, but in doing so, insteaci of 
giving off heat rhey take up heat. Substances such as these do not 
cause an explosion when they decompose because as soon as thty 
have started to decompose, they chill the surrounciing <lir so much 
tha-t the action comes to 3 stop until more heat can he supplied. 

A very familiar ex3mple is the "dry-ice" in which ice cream is 
often packed. This is solid carbonic acid g••s, and it can exist in solid 
form only at 3n extremely low temperaturt. The minute dry-ice is 
exposed co air it begins to give off grt:at quanti ties of gas, but in 
giving off this gas it absorbs all the heat around it so that the ~as 
c3n only be evolved as fast as the heat is supplied. Thus you can lay 
a big chunk of dry-ice on a hot stove and it will sizzle, hiss and jump 
around for a long time but there will be no explosion. 

The backbone of gunpowder is the substance which gives off 
oxy~en, and that is the saltpeter. 

N o doubt the original invention of gunpowder followed the dis
covery that when saltpeter is thrown into a fi re, it crackles, hisses 
and makes the fire burn very mnch more brightly because of the 
oxygen it gives off. Then hy mixing this saltpeter with inflammable 
materi:lls, it was found that exrremelv hot fires could be made when 
the mixture was ignited. Finally, no' doubt, the proper comhimrion 
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Old fa~hio.ocd gunpowder. Black sporting powder ~ize FFG. Thi ~ photo
graph well illustrates the rharactcris ti c grain ~hapc o l black powder. The 
iugrcdicnts are first made in11> fa rge sized g raim whi,ft a re polished, then bw ken 
if too large in size. The rounded and polished >tlffaces of the o rigina l pa ins 
as well as the fractured surfafes can be plainly seen. Magnified 20 times. 
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was obtained so that when one of these mixtlues was ignited it went 
off with a real explosion. 

The actual discovery of gunpowdt:r is variously ascribed to the 
Hindoos, ro the ChinC!>C, and to Roger Bacon, :111 l':nglish philosopher 
~vho seems to have deS(;ribcd i-rs -composition in a manuscript written 
Ill 1249· 

Whoever may be the true inventor of gunpowder, gunc; and cannon 
were known before 1 350 A. D. From this time until the discovery of 
guncotton in 1846, black powder was the only explosive commonly 
known and used. 

The average composition of hlack powder is, saltpeter 7 5 parrs 
by weight, sulphur 10 par ts, :md charcoal 15 parts. There is, however, 
quite a wide variation in compositions that have been used in different 
years. Powders used for blasting, for example, are more effective if 
they do not operate c1uite as quickly as the ordinary gunpowder. 
T his is for rhe reason that in blasting it is desired to rend the rocks 
and tear them out in chunks rather than to br eak them up in fine 
pieces, which a stronger powder would do. T he average blasting 
powder would have about 70 parts saltpet~r. 14 parts sulphur and 
16 parts charcoal, but some powders of this kind have been made 
with compositions as low in saltpeter as 40 parts, with 30 parts of 
sulphur and 30 of charcoal. 

Jn the manufacture of g unpowder the three ingredients are ground 
up very fine and then m1xed together in a machine, after which t he 
mixed material is given 2 or 3 per cent of moistur-e and put through 
a process known as incorporation. T his is the most important .rroces~ 
in the manufacture of black powder, its objec-t being to bnng the 
ingredients into the closest possible contact so that each parti<..:le of 
the resultant "cake" shall be composed of the rhree ingredients in 
the proper proportion. This incorporation is done in a mill of the 
edge-roller type, which is a big circular plate on which two massive 
rollers move round and round in circll lar paths. 

After the incorporation, the "cake" is broken into lumps of uniform 
size in a machine with two pairs of grooved cylinders, arranged one 
pair above the other. T he product of this breaking-down machine is 
called "powder meal." 

In order that the powder may be granulated, the powder meal is 
first pressed into solid compact cakes, called press-cakes, which is 
done in a hydraulic press. The press-cake is broken up into graim 
by passing it through a granulating machine consisting of a series of 
pairs of metal cylinders with teeth of sui rai.Jle size and suitably placed 
on the surfaces of the cylinders. There is a screen under each pair 
of rollers to catch the broken pr ess-cake and conduct the large pieces 
to the next set of rollers. 

After this granulating process, the powder is separated hy a series 
of screens into grains of different sizes. The last process is polishing, 
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Black powder of meJium granula rinn, sui1able for large caliber pistol carr
ridges. Black powder, grain size FFG. Magnified 20 times. 



which consists in placing the powder in a wooden barrel, and revolv
ing the barrel for 5 or 6 hours. This removes all rhe sharp corners 
and produces a hard, glazed surface. Usually a lirrle hit of graphite 
is included to give additional polish. 

The speed of burning of black powder, and therefore to a certain 
degree its strength, is conrrolled by the size of granulation. Powder 
with extremely large gra ins burns more slowly than a fine-grain 
powder, and therefore is less sudden in its action. Abo large-grain 
powder is much harder to ignite. 

As the size of the granulation decreases the strength of the powder 
increases up to a certain point. However, when a powder is made 
very tine, like dust, the speed of burning is again rcdm:cd because 
aU the spaces between the grains are filled up and hence there is no 
way for flame to communicate itself rapidly and ignite the whole 
charge at one time, as would occur with powder of larger granulation. 
Powder with very small grains is the easiest to ignite, however, 
hence this kind of powder was used for priming charges in the old 
muzzle loaders. 

Black powder as at present made and sold co the tr::tde comes in 
irregular, shiny, metallic looking black grains designated :1s to size 
by the lerrers Fg, FFg, FFFg, etc.; the more F's, the finer the grain. 
There is also a special granulation used in the Axmy for saluting pur 
poses called Grade A-1. It has often been asked just what these 
different designations mean as to size. This is a rather difficult ques
tion because the designations vary with the different manufacturers; 
but taking the du Pont Company's system, the values would he as 
given in the table below. 

The powders are measured by screening them through a coarse 
screen which catches all the very large lumps, letting the rest fall 
onto a very fine screen which :~llows all the very fine powder to pass 
through. The screens through which the different grades of powder 
must pass, and those on which they nmst he retained, are given in 
the table, the figures representing the numher of meshes per inch 
in the screen. 

Size 
Grade A-r .... . .. .... . ..... .... . . . 
F·g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
FF g . . . . . . . . ........ . .... . ....... . 
FFF g ................. . ......... . 
FFFF g ..... . .................... . 

Smokeless Po~..<>der 

Must Be 
it.Just Pass Retained On 

6 10 

14 16 
16 24 
24 46 
46 6o 

The ·discovery of nitroglycerin in 1846 opened a new fidd of ex
plosives. Nitroglycerin is one of the strongest explosives known, and 
is the basis of many modern explosive compounds. It is a colorless, 
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Black powder of tine granula1ion, sufh as IS used in small caliber pis1ol C:lrl· 

ridges and in cap a.m.l bal l pistols. Grain size l' I'fG. Magnified 20 times. 
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oily liquid formed by the action of nicric and sulphuric acids on 
glycerin. 

Nitroglycerin differs from gunpowder in that it is not a mixture 
of fuels and oxidizing agents; instead, it is a chemical compound 
containing a large amount of oxygen, and this chemical compound 
is capable of reananging itself .imo more stable compounds which 
arc gases. A sharp shock will cause this rearranging process to start, 
and when once started it spreads almost instantly throughout the 
entire mass, thus resulting in a violent explosion. 

Y cars ago when nitroglycerin was first invented, it is said that 
a promoter tried to get miners interested in its use, but they looked 
with suspicion upon this soupy substance as an explosive instead of 
the commonly used black powder with which everyone was thor
oughly familiar. Finally in one little frontier mining town the agent 
ran out of money entirely and could not pay his hotel bill, so the 
proprietor of the hotel took his suitcase containing several quarts 
of nitroglycerin as security. A pparemly the salesman's claims for 
the explosive properties of his stock in trade had not made a very 
great impression, for the suitcase was allowed to stand for some 
months in the upstairs hall, where the bootblack used it for his 
customers to rest their shoes on while they were being polished. 
Finally this gentleman noticed that some red smoke was coming out 
of the suitcase, and reported this · to the proprietor, who then re
membered that the man who left the suitcase had spoken about an 
explosive. It suddenly occurred to the proprietor that it might be 
dangerous to keep a suitcase of explosives in the house, so he promptly 
carried it to the hack window of the hall and threw it out into a 
vacant lot. A two-story fall is not good for any nitroglycerin but is 
especially bad for nitroglycerin which has had its temper consider
ably sensitized by partial decomposition, and the result was that the 
suitcase exploded with a detonation which shook the enrire neighbor
hood, and blew the back out of the hotel. But at least the incident 
gave wide publicity to the fact that the salesman was right when he 
claimed to have a powerful explos)ve. 

Nitroglycerin is inconvenient to use by itself as it is subject to 
leakage, and thin films of nitroglycerin leaking out on the outside 
of containers are subject to friction which might easily cause dis
astrous explosions. Moreover, pure nitroglycerin is inconveniently 
sensitive. It was soon found that unless something could be done to 
overcome these disadvantages, nitroglycerin would never attain great 
popularity as an explosive. • 

The difficulty was .finally overcome by the discovery · that nitro
glycerin absorbed into a porous substance made a much safer and 
more convenient explosive than the pure nitroglycerin. One of the 
most successful merhods of using it W<lS to allow the nitroglycerin 



to be absorbed in a porous earth called Kieselguhr. Nitroglycerin 
absorbed in a porous substance of this lcind is called Dynamite. 

Another very powerful explosive which, like nitroglycerin, is a 
chemical compound and not a mixture, is guncotton. T his is formed 
by the action of nitric and sulphuric acids on cotton or any other 
kind of cellulose. Hence "··c often hear the term "nitrocellulose" 
used instead of "guncotton." Guncotton has t!te l]uality of be::ing a 
substance which burn_~ with extreme rapidity. It is said that it burns 
so fast that if some black powder grains arc laid on guncotton and 
the gunc<mon is ignited, it may burn out from under the black 
powder grains without setting them on fire. 

Some chemical students are said to have played a joke on their 
laundress by nitrating a handJ,erchief by soaking it in nitric and 
sll'lphuric acids. After the process the handkerchief looked just the 
same as it did before, the only difference being that it "vas then a 
guncotten handkerchief. They then sent it to the laundress, ami when 
she touched it with a hot iron it simply disa ppeared so qui~.:kly that 
she did not know what had happened, and the students were much 
amused at her agitation when rrying to explain where the handker
chief went to. 

Guncotton is much roo quick in exploding for use in guns. At first, 
attempts were made co use it in this way but they always resulted 
in bursting or damaging the firearm. It wns finally found that by 
mi.xing nitroglycerin with guncotton a double purpose was served. 
First there was a substance co absorb the nitroglycerin and decrease 
itS sensitivity the same as the Kieselguhr does in dynamite. Second, 
this same absorbing substance was itself a powerful explosive. 

Various explosives arc fanned in this w~y. One such explosive is 
the English smokeless powder, Cordite, which is extensively used in 
Great llritain. Cordite Nlark I is composed o[ 37 p<u-rs of guncotton, 
58 parts of nitroglycerin and 5 parts of vasdine. 

Another explosive formed by mixing guncotton and nitroglycerin 
is blasting gelatin. This mixture is a very fortunate one chemicalhr, 
because guncotton contains insufficient oxygen to turn all of its 
carbon completely into carbon dioxide, while nitroglycerin has too 
much oxygen. By mixing the two substances in proper proportions 
the excess of oxygen in one explosive suprlies the deficiency in the 
other, and the products of the explosion o such a mixr.ure are nitro
gen gas, carbon dioxide gas, and water (.in the form of steam) . 

It will be remembered that gunpowder is merely a mixture of two 
fuels and one oxidizing agent, whereas guncotton and ni troglycerin 
are definite chemical compounds. Such compounds in general explode 
more violently than simple black powder, and ~re known as high 
explosives. Moreover, there is a big difference in the manner of 
explosion of a high explosive as compared with that of black powder. 
When black powder is ignited it burns with very great rapidity, 
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giVIng off a large volume of gas, and this buming is the only ex
plosion that occurs. On the other hand, many high explosives such 
as guncotton, nitroglycerin and T. N. T.· can be burned without 
causing any explosion at all. A stick of dynamite, for ex:mtple, can 
be cut up and thrown into a tire hit by bit with very little danger of 
exploding, though each piece will burn rather intensively. In the 
same ·way T. N. T. can sometimes be burned in large qu;mtitics 

· without any explosion occurring. 
What these explosives need to cause them to exen their full power 

is a shock which starts a chemical rearrangement of the molecules 
into gas instead of solids. This chemical rearrangement is called a 
"detonation." Once a detonation is started in a high explosive, it 
spreads through the entire mass with a sort of wave action with 
great. rapidity. The speed of detonations varies in different explosives, 
but in some it is as high as 7000 yards in a seeond. A detOnating fuse 
consisting of a long thread of T. N. T. encased in a lead covering will 
thus set off almost instantly a number of different charges of explosive, 
separated by considerable distances, if a detonating cap .is exploded 
at one part of the fuze. Ordinarily the detonation of high explosives 
is started by exploding a blasting cap in cont<•cr with them. These 
blasting caps contain fulminate of mercury, ;t substance that explodes 
with great suddenness and which seems particularly well adapted to 
producing detonations. 

Another method of using guncotton to make explosives besides 
mixing it with nitroglycerin was finally evolved, and this consists in 
dissolving the guncotton in a mixture of ether and alcohol, thus 
forming a mass called a colloid, having very much the same consist · 
ency as melted glue. This colloid is squeezed out into tubes lil'c 
macaroni, and these tubes are cur into short lengths, after which 
the ether and alcohol used to dissolve the guncotton are evaporated 
off, leaving a hard substance something like dried glue. This dried
out colloid of guncotton is what most modern smokeless powders arc 
made of. Such powders are the old Government Pyro used in H)O<i 

for Springfield cartridges; the du Pont No. r r 4i and No. 1 1 8~ 
powders used in the old !\1r cartridges with its 1 i 2 gr:tin boa nail 
bullet; and the newer IMR 4895 used in vVorld \Var II in the .JO 
Cal. Nh cartridge. Powders like these containing nitrocellulose only 
and no nitroglycerin arc called single b~se powders. 

Such smokeless powders arc made in the form of small cvlindrical 
grains with a hole mnning through the center. In other words, they 
:tre like litrle sections cut from a fine rube of macaroni. The object 
of having the hole through the cenrer of the powder urain is ro 
control the rate of burning so as w hold up the press~re of the 
powder as long as possible. 

The great trouble with getting high velocity in a gun is the fact 
that when the powder in the cartridge is ignited it turns into gas, 
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A mndttrn smokeles• rifle powder. DuPont 's improve-d militarr rille powder 
No. 30.~1. This powder is made in the fo rm of liulc cylinders nearly a tenth 
of an in<h long with " hole rhrough the cem~c of each. Actual Ieogll• of the 
grain : seven :~nd a half hundredths of an inch. Diamcrer: two and a half 
hundrcdrhs. This powder is used in loading secvicc cartridges for the Spring · 
field rifle. 
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and this gas, confined in the small spact: of the cartridge case, creates 
a very high pressure which pushes the bullet along the bore of the 
gun. But as soon as the bullet starts to move along the bore, that 
leaves more space for the gas to occupy, hence there is less pressure, 
and the effect of the powder will rapidly fall off ru nothing unless 
special means are taken to keep the:: pressure up. 

One of these special means is the perforation of the powder grain, 
which causes it to have a larger burning surface as the combustion 
proceeds. This is because the primer flash ignites the inside of the 
tuhe as well as the outside of the grain. As the grain burn.s, rhc out · 
side !'urface gets smaller, hence the rate of evolution of gas woufd 
teml · to decre;1sc; but at the same time the inside of the perforations 
burn away, and the diameter of the hole becomes larger, with a . ~ 

corresponding im:rease in the interior burning ~urface. 
The balance between these two sw-fal:es om he controlled by the 

ratio of the inside diameter to the outside diameter in the finished 
grain of powder. In cannon powders with their larger grains, there 
arc usually seven perforations instead of one. 

Another method of controlling the burning of the powder and 
making it more progressive, that is, making it hold up its pressure 
longer during the travel of the bullet, is by coating the powder with 
a substance which makes it burn slowly at first. As this coating burns 
off the ont<iicle of the powder, the speed of combustion increases. 
These progrcssive-hurning powders tend to give a more uniformly 
distributed pressure, sustained longer during the travel of the bullet. 
Moreover, the maximum pressure is not so high hecause instead of 
being exerted all at once, the pre~-sure is spread O\lt more evenlv 
during the entire travel of the bullet. The du Pont "Improved Mili
tary Rifle" powders such as I. !\1. R. No. 3031, I. M. R. No. 4P" 
;IHd I. M. R. No. 4o64 arc progressive powders. 

Like black powder, smokeless powders are also controlled as to 
their speed uf burning by the grain sit.c. Powder.~ with ver~: tint 
grains burn up in a hurry and therefore are particularly suited for 
short-barrel weapons. Powders with very large grains take longer 
to burn up, and .are adapted to long-barrel weapons such as cannon. 

For any given size of gun, such as the calibe.r .Jo rifle, there is a 
granulation of powder that is suitahle, and a larger or smaller size 
will either give too high pressures or will not hurn up completely 
before leaving the barrel. · 

However, in the Springfield rifle the grains may he either long 
and slender or short and fat. In general, better results are obtained 
if the grains are long and slender, because this leaves larger air 
spaces between them for. the priming flame to penetrate, and thus 
better ignition is obtained. 

For example, when I was at Frankford Arsenal some years ago, 
we were loading the National Match ammunition with du Pont 
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No. l. M. R. No. 1147, whic h was similar to the modern I. M. R. No. 
4320. This powder was cut into very short grains only a twenty
second of an inch long, and they would pack very uniformly in the 
loading machine powder measure, and the variation between the 
highest and the lowest charge in a test sample of cartridges would 
be no more than six tenths of a grain. 

We then tried a very similar powder with the grains cut twice as 
long, that is, eleven to the inch. The charges thrown by the loading 
machines were not as uniform, having a maximum variation of about 
a grain and sevc::n tenths from one cartridge to another from the 
same machine. But on machine rest tests the coarser powder made 
smaller groups every time. Naturally we loaded the ammunition with 
this more accurate powder, and the scores at Camp Perry ran ex
ceptionally high that year. But the Ordnance Department came in 
for some very sarcastic and bitter criticism from a self appointed 
local dispenser of wisdom at the marches who carefully pulled the 
bullets from a numher of cartridges and weighed the charges, then 
spread the word that the extreme variation between charges was 
twice as great as it had been the year before. 

The critic was accusing the Department of very great stupidity, 
and could nor understand why in tht: world they used a powder 
that did not load quite as closely as to weight variations as the finer 
powder. He talked loud and long and no doubt there are many who 
gained the impression from him that it was a matter of indifference 
to the makers of the ammunition whether the accuracy was good 
or had. 

Actually, this critic knew nothing whatever about powder or the 
problems of loading small-arms ammunition. He just weighed the 
charges in some cartridges, and found that the variation was about 
a grain and a half; and he heard that the variation was less with 
the finer powder, so he at once began to shout his discovery. I 
suppose it never occurred to him that the Ordnance engineers, 
with all their vast testing resources and their vital interest in pro
ducing the best possible ammunition, had made hundreds of tests 
much more elaborate than any shooter could ever afford before thev 
finally decided to usc the large-grain powder instead of the othe~. 
Truly, a little knowledge is a dangerous thing. 

Besides the nitrocellulose powders described above, there are some 
military rifle rowders containing a certain proportion of nitro
glycerin as wei as nitrocellulose. The old W -A ('Vhistler Aspinwall) 
powder used in the early Krag cartridges was an example. It con
tained ahout 30 per cent or more of nitroglycerin and was a good 
powder except that .it was erosive on the barrels, as nitroglycerin 
powder burns at a higher temperature than nitrocellulose powder. 

HiV el No. 3 is a modern nitroglycerin powder which has gained 
a great reputation for extreme accuracy in match loads. Bullseye is 



a nitroglycerin pistol powder which is still used by the Government 
in loading pi.~tol cam·idges. Three types of pistol powder are 
standard with the Government, one a nitroglycerin powdtr, the other 
a nitrocellulose powder and the third the so-called Ball Po•vder. 
The nitrocellulose powder that the Government was using in pistol 
carr.ridges during the latter part of World ·war II was du Pont 476R. 

These pistol powders, unlike the rifle powder above mentioned, 
do not have tubular grains. Instead they arc in the form of very 
fine, thin wafers, flakes, or spheres, shapes which makes them burn 
with the greater npidity that is ne{;cssary to cause them to be con
sumed in t:he short-barrel weapons in which they <1fe used. 

·The rate of burning· of the powders, above dtscr ibed, such as 
the du Pont I. M. R. powders and the Hercules HiVe!, depends not · 
only upon the grain size but also upon the resistance that the bullet 
offers to being moved. If any of these powders are ignited in the 
open air they will burn slowly, the same as a pile of grains of celluloid, 
and there will be no explosion. On the other hand, when they are 
ignited in a gun the first grains burn and give off hot gases, and 
these hot gases in turn accelerate the burning of the other grains. 
The more the gases are confined, the hotter they are and the faster 
the combustion of the remaining powder will be. Thus with a heavy 
hullet or with the cartridge case full of powder, the combustion is 
more rapid than it is with a light buller or with the cartridge case 
only partly filled with powder. 

There are some powders which are required to burn with a large 
air space in the case, and a light bullet. These arc powders used for 
reduced loads. T here are also powders which arc required to burn 
with no resistance at all in the form of a bullet to hold hack the 
gases. This is the case with powder nsed in blank cartridges, where 
there is no huller hut only a paper wad. This powder must burn with 
extreme rapidity under low pressure. The powder most used for this 
purpose is called "E. C. Blank Fire Powder" (From the originators, 
the Explosives Company). 

We have seen that guncotton burns with extreme rapidity. If we 
.mix it with nitroglycerin it burns more slowly. If we should com
press it, or mix it up :with glue, or do anything to take away its 
fluffy consistency, this would tend to make it burn more slowly. 

·Following these principles, blank powder can be made by taking 
nitrocellulose or some other nitro compound such as nitro-lignin 
(nitrated wood) in colllbination with other suitable substances, and 
dampening· the fluffy material with gum water, then rolling it into 
little balls or grains. ·Thus it is almost guncotton, but the violence 
of its burning is reduced by the fact that its particles are glued to

gether by the gum water solution. Blank-cartridge powder must not 
be used with a bullet or charge of shot in the cartridge. The added 
resistance is liable to cause it to detonate and blow the gun to pieces. 
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A popular clcnsc pisco! powder, DuPont's Pistol Powder No. 5. It consiSts 
u£ line flakes of nitrocellulose. Magnified 20 times. 
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Powder for reduced lo;~ds is midway between blank-fire powder 
and the regular rifle powder. It has to be fast burning because it 
cannot depend much upon the resistance of the bullet. It is used 
in small charges in big cartridge cases \vith lots of air space, and it is 
also used with very light bullets. It is difficult to make a powder that 
will perform well under these circumstances, but this was timtlly 
accomplished and an extremely satisfactol,'y powder of this kind in its 
day \Vas the old Sporting Rifle Powder ~o. So, which was used with 
the gallery-practice outfits issued to the Army some years ago. This 
powder is no longer made, having been superseded by the tubular 
grain du Pont No. 4759· 

Shotgun powders differ considerably from rifle powders. The 
shotgun is distinguished from the rifle not only in not having a rifled 
bore, but also in being usually of considen1bly greater caliber. To 
produce a weapon easy to handle, it is necessary to make the forward 
portion of the barrel very light. Therefore, there must be but little 
pressure except near the breech. Furthermore, distribution of the shot 
in a uniform pattern seems to require that comparatively little pressure 
be exerted on the shot in the. forward portion of the barrel. For the~c

reasons shotg·un powders mnsr burn more rapidly than rifle powders, 
and therefore there must be more surface e::xposed. 

In the black powder days, the ~1:andard shotgun load was three . 
drams weight, or 82 grains of black powder. This was always loaded 
by measure instead of by weight. The first smokeless powders de
veloped for shotguns were called "bulk" powders, because they could 
he loa·ded hulk for bulk with black powder, using the same three 
dram charge cup. Later on a differem type of shotgun powder was 
developed, which was much more powerful, ::~nd the three dram me~s
ure could not he used for them; a. very few gmins, say 24 w 30 grains 
of these "dense" powders would gi,re tht: sarne vclot:ity as a three 
dram measure of black or bulk smokeless. The loads of these modern 
dense powders arc still ljlH>tcd in drams, hut they ;trc actually "dram 
equivalents", or "e<Iuivalcnr drams", :tnd bear no relation to actual 
dram weights or to dram lltC:tsures. 

The first successful hulk powder was known as Schultze, after the 
inventor, Captain E. Schultze of the Prussian Artillery. lt was made 
from nitro-lignin, or nitrated wood pulp, mixed with nitrates of 
barium and potassium. 

Modern dense shotgun powders arc of both the nitrog-lycerine and 
the straight nitrocellulose types. Well known brands arc Hercules 
Red Dot and du Pont Oval. 

. 
Semi-Smokeless Po".vders. Lesmok Powder 

Besides the good old fashioned black powder, and the modern 
smokeless types, there was for years an intermediate type known as 
semi-smokeless, which was a mixture of black and smokeless. 



Sdwlt>.c powder. One of tbe earliest suc<·c.-ful , rnokeless pr>wders. It i;, of 
the type mlled " hulk" powder, and is made of ni t r~ted wood pulp (or 'lirro 
Lignin). 
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Lcsmok powder, so nmch used in the .z z calil>er match carr ridges 

of a few years back was a mixture of guncotton :md black powder. 
It was extremely accurate in .2 2 caliber loads, and while it gave much 
more smoke and fouling than the modern smokel<:-ss loads, the fouling 
was of such a nature that it did not c;1ke or harden in rhe barrel, and 
firing did not have to be inrerrupted for cle:ming, as. it did with 
straight black powder. 

In the days before the advent of the non-corrosive primers, the 
Lesmok loads were much less corrosive than were the straight smok
le..'>S loads, as the powder charges were bulkier, and tended w carry 
away more of the primer residue. However, after the non-corrosive 
primers came into general use in .n caliber ammunition, the t<lbles 

. were turned, and the potassium salts left hy the black powder com
ponent of the Lesmok powder made it necessary to d<:-an the horc 
soon after firing, regardless of the kind of primer used. 

One of the great disadvantages of Lesruok po\vder was the extreme 
hazard to life involved in irs nr<Hl\tf:-u.:tun::. For this and o~hcr reasons 
it has gradually fallen into disuse::. At this writing, Fehnrary 1947, a 
lot of Lesmok loaded .22 caliber cartridges has recently been com
ploteJ by \Vinchester, but it is said t·hat no more will he made. 

Another powder of the same general type that was formerly very 
popular hut is now no longer made \l'as King's Senri-Smokdess. 

Ball Po·wdeT 

A development of the \Vesrern Cartridge Comp:my which was of 
great service during \Vorld \Var II was what is known as Ball 
Powder. 

As has already been stated the ordinary tubular grain rifle or pistol 
powder is made of a paste or "colloid" which is squeezed through 
what is known as a "macaroni press". This produces tubes of powder 
which are cut to length by revolving knives as the tubes come through 
the press dies. After being extruded and cut off, the gr:1ins must then 
be dried. 

The following brief description of the ru;mufat:ture of Ihll Powder 
was written bv Lt. Commander Edwards Brown, of the NRA Tech
nical Staff, who before he was called to acrivc duty in '94' was a 
production engineer in the Smokeless Powder & High Explosives 
Plant of the \\'estern Cartridge Co. 

The \\'estern Cartridge f:<)mpany, now a division of the Olin 
Industries Inc., has developed an unique process for the manufacture 
of smokeless powder having individual grain~ in the fom1 of lit{lc 
round balls. The basic material, nitro-cellulose, is the same as that 
used in the older and hetrer known extrusion process. The process, 
however, offers one distinct economical advantage, the nitrocellulose 

~ 

can be obtained either from newly nitrated material or from surplus 
cannon or small arms powder. 



Lesmok powder, popular in .22 caliber rifle :111d pi>tol cartridges before the 
:tdveot of the non·corrosive primer. It is a mixture of 85 percent black powder 
:tnd l S percent guncotton. 
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This new process is also a relatively safe one bec;luse the powder is 
wee from the beginning of the process \IOt il the fin ished powder grains 
are dried. This makes possible another economical advantage in that 
the nitrocellulose can be pumped as a warer slurr~' through pipe lines 
from one operation to :mother. Trucking is t hereby eliminated and 
handling costs are cut to a minimum. Processing and handling there
fore amounts to a valve turning oper~cion under the watchful eye 
of technically trained supervisors and the control laboratory. 

Let's assume that \Vcstern is going to produce finished powder 
from a blend of fibrous gum:otron and cannon po,,·der and we will 
briefly follow the process from beginning to end. T he fi rst step raken 
is to pump the old powder, together with water, from the storage 
tanks through a pipeline to the beater house. ll crc it is pumped to a 
hammer mill which beats the powder intn fine partides. The fine 
particles, suspended in water, which emerge from the mill makes a 
slurry which resembles mud and it is usu :~ lly 1·eferred to as such. 

The slurry is piped co a large storage tub where the proper 
quantity of guncotton is added and from whence it is pu111ped through 
a long pipeline into a large jacketed stili in the hanlcning house. 

Chalk is then added ro the still to counteract the free acids presem 
in the old powder. These acids arc either entrapped during the 
ni tration of new nitrocellulose or ha,·c been formed in the old 
powder during irs storage over a period of yea rs and may be the 
reason for its having been declared unserviceable. As smokeless powder 
decomposes it forms oxides of n irrogcn whi<.:h change to n itric acid 
and make the powder dangerous in a dry condition. T he W estern 
process counteracts these acids in the early stages of ball powder manu
facture by complete! y dissolving the nitrocellulose in a solvent and 
washing this lacqu~~r with chalk water ro neutralize the acid. 

A volatile solvent, ethyl acetate, is blown through a p ipeline, from 
an outside storage rank, into the still with the slmry . Diphenylamine 
is also put into the still with the solvent and this makes the futu re 
ball powder stable for years to come because diphenylamine and chalk 
react with the oxides of nitrogen .forming a harmlc~s ~.:hemical. The 
solvent dissolves the n itrocellulose and a pliable laclluer is rhus formed. 
Large paddles in the still arc turned on to agitate the lacquer and break 
it up into small particles. The still, by means of hot water flowing 
through the jacket, is heated to facilitate this process. 

A pro tective colloid which has been injected into the still keeps 
the srnall particles of nitrocellulose lacquer from going back together 
again. The agitation is cominued until the particles of lacquer hecome 
spherical in shape. As suun as che grains are of the desired size and 
shape, the ethyl ace tate is distilled out of the particles into a con
denser where the solvent is recovered. When the ethyl acetate is all 
driven off the small spherical particles are left very hard. 
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Sodium sulphate (salt) is pur into the still to aid in removing the 
water remaining in the otherwise solid balls. The fresh water in the 
balls passes through the surface of the ball into the salt. The process 
by which this is accomplished is known as osmosis. After rhe halls of 
powder arc dewatered the salt water in which they are resting is 
exchanged fur fresh water and the resulting slurry is pumped to the 
screen house where the various -sizes of h<tlls ~~re segregated as to 
maximum and minimum diameters through r.otary screens. The various 
segregated sizes or cuts flow from the screens into separate storage 
tanks designated for tach particular grain size. 

At this point the ballistic laboratory hewmes vitally interested in 
the halls because the ballistic characteristics of the powder are par
tially determined hy the size of the individual g-rains. Everything else 
being CC)IIal the. smaller Ji:uneter grains result in a faster burning 
powder. This is by no means. the only f.u.:ror in <~ontrolling ballistic 
characteristics, as will he learned later. 

Now that the balls of powder arc segregated as to si;r.c and stOred 
under water in various large wooden rubs, let's assume that the 
ballistic laboratory wants to mal<c a partit:ular powder to meet pro
duction needs for a certain cartridge. From tests of previous hatches 
of !Jail powder the "lah" knows which size grain comes closest to 
meeting requirements. The size designated is accordingly pumped 
from the storage tubs through a pipeline into <1 large jacketed still 
in the coating house. 

He::re two coating operations are carried out in the same still. The 
.first coating is nitroglycerine and the se<:ond is a deterrent coating. 
Both of these coatings are importaitt factllrs in controlling the final 
ballistic characteristics of the powder. · l'he nitroglycerine raises the 
potential or total energy in the grain. The deterrent delays the burn
ing on the surface to pro~·ide a progressive burning powder in ~pice 
of the hall shape which would otherwise produce ''<lcgressivc" 
burning. 

After the charge of ball powder is pu1upcd into the coaring still, 
nitroglycerine is blown from an 011tsidc storage, through ~ pipeline. 
into the stilt This is nor. pure nitroglycerine hut it is mixed with 
a solvent. The solvent !iCrves to desensitize rhe nitroglycerine some
what, to make it safer during transportation to the plant and during 
storage. The contents of the still are agitated by large motor driven 
paddles to disperse the nitroglycerine throughout the water in small 
droplets, forming an emulsion. The still is he:tted slightly and the 
solvent together with the nitroglycerine enters the grains. 

After the nitroglyce::rinc has impregnated the grain the solvent is 
driven off by further 'heating of the still. Providing the ensuing heat 
treatment is properly controlled, the deterrent coating will penetrate 
the surface of the grain only to the proper depth. When the deterrent 
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coating has penetrated the surfac.:e of the grain the remain der of the 
solvent is driven off and the individu:~l balls arc again left hard. 

T he uniy uc p;~n of the ball powder p rocess is now complete :m d 
the powder, st ill in a water slurry, is pumped to a centrifuge or an 
Oliver filter to remove the bulk of the water. T he powder, no longer 
in a slurry, must now be dumped into containers and hauled to the 
drier where all but a very small pen:cntage of the water and soh•enrs 
are removed from the grain. Western has been drying by infrared heat, 
a thin layer of the grains being fed from a hopper onto a continuous 
belr which passes under the lamps. 

The next step is to rranspon th e dry powder ro a sJnall 1\()use 
where it is tumbled with graphite in a large doughnut shaped con 
tainer e,:a lled a sweetie barr el. This g ives 1he powder its black ap
pear ance. Since graphite i.s a condu ctor of elcctrit:iry it prevents static 
electric ity from building up in the powder on subsequem operation~. 
A lthoug h the pow der was wet screened to size it i~ now dry st:rccned 
for fina l diminarion o f any grains whit:h ar.e :.bove rhe m:1xinmrn :wd 
below the minimn111 dia111eter for the h:n ch specitl<.:ation. 

After the screen ing operation the b:dlisti<: lauoralory rakes :t sample 
of the batch to determine its ballisti<.: ch:u:~cteristics. It is ~e ldon• 
that a batch performs exactly a~ desired. As in rhc manufacture o f 
mosr produc.:ts, there w ill be a s light varia t ion in prnduc ti11n units in 
spite of precise conrrol 111ethorls. T he ballistic Cl'perr is ~<ltistied, how
ever, if the r esul ts are reasonably dose to his requirements. H e has a 
record of results of orhex batches uf the same grain sii'.e wh ic h are 
in magazine storage. \-Vith his hatc h data before him he C<ln make up :l 
combination of these batches which, blemled togerher, will g ive 
him optimum results. H e then fumi~hes instructions to the blender 
t:re\v letting them know just how m any pounds of c.:ac.:h batch should 
be blended together to make up the fi nished lor of powder. 

Since it is not possible w control the harden ing operation to produc.:c 
any one particufar grain size there is of course the 11nestion of how 
to bal:tnce the production of the powder line to meet ammu11ition 
loading req uirements. It i:; usually found th;Jt there is a greater net:d 
for the fine grain than there is fnr the coarse grain. This could be 
t;~ken care of by dumping the larger sizes from the screening opera
tion back in the hardening sti ll and proccs~ing ir over again. T his 
would be an expensive way of getting the li ner grain powder. The 
prob lem is actually solved by Illlllling the larger grain powder, ·in a 
water slnrry , through rolls very much like rhose which you would 
see in a urass o.r steel mill. These ro lls thmen out the gmins which 
happens to make:: them faster hurning. \Vhen rolling is t:alled foi it is 
done after the coating operation and before dr.v ing. B~· means of 
this rolling proceduie it is therefore possible ro give the large grain 
powder ballistic characteristics similar to the small grain po wder. Thi~ 
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permits enough flexibility to make a balanced production line possible. 
Consequently some "ball powder" is flat instead of spherical in its 
finished form. 

Ball powder was used for much of the enormous production of 
carbine cartridges made during the \Vorld War II and was made the 
standard powder for rhose cartridge.~. lt was also used in some of the 
pistol cartridge produl:tion. In addirion rhe Western C-artridge Co. 
loaded several hundred million 7.92 mm cartridges for the Chinese 
Government with ball powder. 

At this time, ( 1947), Ball Powder is being usEd in rifle, pistol and 
shotgun cartridges, and gives promise of having ~ wide and increasing 
use in the future. 

The Use of Tin in Rifle PowdeTs 
In Lhe period inrmediately following World \Var I, the question of 

metal fouling had not been solved, and the rifle shooter was con
stantly confronted with trouble from this source. 

The French, whose artillery we used very largely in that war, 
were known to place metallic tinfoil in with the powder charges 
used for field guns, in order to prevent the depositing of copper 
fouling from the metal of the rotating bands on the shell. 

After the end of tha t war, the du Pont organization obtained 
patents on the idea of incorporating finely powdered metallic tin in 
the colloid from which the gunpo,~·der W<lS made. Popular du Pont 
powders of that day were Nos. 15, 17, etc. When tin was added 
to the composition of one of these powders, the figure Yz was added 
to the number designating the powder. Thus powders No. 15 Yz, 
No. 17 Yz, etc., were the same as Nos. 15, 17, etc., except that they 
contained a ce.rtain percentage of tin. The first of these powders 
that we tried in a military loading was No. 17 Yz , which was used in 
the National Match ammunition of 1921 and thereabouts. This was 
said r.o contain 4% of metallic tin. It did eliminate the old metal 
fouling, but at the same time it introduced ano-ther kind, though a 
less troublesome one. This was . tin fouling, which took the shape 
of a dark smoky looking· deposit inside the bore of the rifle ncar the 
muzzle. On close examination, tllis appeared to consist of minute 
globules of metallic tin adhering to the surface. Evidently the tin 
in the powder vaporized under the terrific heat of the explosion, then 
condensed on the comparatively cool surface near the muzzle, after 
the gas had also been cooled somewhat by the expansion from its 
first high pressure to a pressure only perhaps one tenth of the peak 
figure. 

On cleaning a gnn so afflicted, it would be found that the cloth 
patch would stick rather tightly on the rough surface where the tin 
had been deposire,d. Once this fonling had occurred, the only remedy 
was to scratch it out with a stiff wire bn1sh, which removed it 
quickly and with little difficulty. _ 
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As a remedy, the percentage of t in used was reduced, first ro 2 !h o/o, 
then to 2%, and later to 1 !h percent or less. 

Single Base V ersus Double Base Po'Wders 
For many years there has been more Jess of a controversy raging 

as to the relative merits of single base powders as compared to the 
double base varieties. For years the British have mainly used . ' 
Cordite, which is a typical donble base powder, though this has been 
supplemented in times of war emergency by du Pont powd~:rs. 

The old vV. A., T .ightn.ing, and Sharpshooter powders used in the 
Krag and other arms of that day proved to be undesirably erosive, 
ant! this fac.:t was largely responsible for a shift by the Army to a 
single base powder as the Sl'andard for use in the military rifle. 

T hese powders had some 30% or more of nitroglycerine in their 
composition, and as it was found that the higher the percentage of 
nitroglycerine, the hotter the powder and the more erosive it was, 
the indicated remedy was to lower the nitroglycerine content . 

The modern HiVe] Powder , w hich for years has enj"oyed an un
excelled reputation for accuracy, especially at long ranges has only 
about 20% of nitroglycerine, and is little more erosive than the 
best single base powders. 

The Ammunition Board of 192 3 made a comparative erosion test 
between the HiVe[ powder used in one of the National Match lots, 
and the I. M. lt No. r7 which was used in th t: other. The ten barrels 
fired with H iV el went out at :m average of 4700 r ounds, w hile those 
fired w ith No_ r 7 lasted uut very little longer, or szoo rounds. 

A direct comparison as to accuracy between the single base and 
the duuule base p owders was had in a nnnruer nf the ammunition test~ 
held in the years following \Vnrld vVar I. Figures quoted from the 
tests of r9z4 and 1925 are quoted below: 

Velocity Mean M.R. M.R. 
Year Bulle: Powder a t 711', Pressure lioo vds. 1000 yd. 

f.s. lbs. sq. in. inc'hes inchc> 

192+ '7'h t/ . T. 
47 gr. HiVe! 2701 49.000 ''oo - - ~ s.68s 

1924 Same 51.5 I.M.R. ''45 2697 48740 2.676 5-706 • 
53-2 l.M.R. "47 1925 '72 gram 2716.4 49640 z.303 5·7' 

9• B. T. 
1925 Same 48.z HiVe! 

Lot 1488 
2694 44020 2.592 6.887 

All commercial du Pont powders are of d1e singk base variety, 
while those made by the Hercules Powder Co. are double base. The 
ball powder made by \Vestcrn Cartridge Co. is also of a double base 
compos1tion. 
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AIJ three kinds, that is, single base, the regular double base, and the 

haH powder were used extensively hy the Government during World 
War II. 

As to small arms, the cal. .30 Mz cartridge was loaded with .a 
single base powder known as du Pum ~ u. 4895. The charge wa~ 
adjusted according to lot to give z8oo feet per second muzzle velocity 
to the 150 grain flat base bullet. The charge varied, according ro 
powder lot, from about 49 grains to about 5 r. The average pressure 
was about 46,700 lbs. 

The pistol cartridges were loaded with either du Pont p 4768, or 
with ball powder; thus both single and double base powders were 
used. 

The carbine used two kinds of powder, both double base. The~c 
were the Hercules Cal. . 30 Carhine Powder, :md the ball pmvder. 

All rocket powder used in the \Var was of the double base variety, 
and it is interesting to note that owing to nhe high potential needed 
it contained a high percentage of nitroglycerine; something like 4o%. 

Po"-~'der for H au{lloaders 
At the present writing ther·e is a rather complete line of powder 

availahle for the handloader, in both the .~ingle and the rlouble hasc 
varieties. Some of these arc: 

·==·=·-·--====:::=-'=--==o= . . ·-···- ··- -· :;::::.·--=-====== 
~arne Type !mended Use. 

Hercules HiVe! 
Hercules :400 
Bullseye 
Unique 

Double Base 
Double Base 
Double Base 
Double Rase 

Large capacity cartridge~. 
Sm:1.ll & Medimn capacity t:nrtridges. 
Piswl Caru·idges . 
. \ ·tid range rifle load;; ; 

super vdocitl' pistol loarls. 

So111e single base powders available arc: 

Powder 
Old powder it is 

srmilar to Intended usc. --- ------·--- - _ ___::..._ ______________ _ 
U.1.R. 4z27 
L'1.1.R. 419R 
I..'\1.R. No. 3031 

I.M.R. No. 43zo 

I.~f.R. No. 4064 

I.M.R. IZ04 
LM.R. No. 2;Yz 
1.!\ll.R. No. 17\1 

I.M.R. No. II47 

I.M.R. No. 15Yz 

For small capacity cartridges. 
For :\:Jedimn Capacir.y Cartridges. 
For medium sporting and military ca.r

rridges and mid-range loads. 
For large capacity sporting and military 

cartridges. 
For Magnum capacity cartridges. 
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Gun Corrosion and Ammunition 
Developments 

THE shooters of a generation ago really had their troubles. In the 
first place, there was no such t·hing as a non-corrosive primer in 

this country, and if each and every gun were nor cleaned immediately 
after shooting, and then cleaned again the next clay, it was sure to 
be ruined. 

Some guns were sure to be ruined <tnyway, no 111atter how much 
they were cleaned, for certain type~ of ammunition, such as .22 

Short Smokeless had so much primer composition in proportion to 
the tiny charge of powder that corrosion seemed tO get a hold before 
anything coulJ be don<~ about it, <Hld in spite of everything thal 
could be done. 

In fact, the knowing shooter, who wanted ro keep his gun accurate, 
just simply didn't use .2 2s in smokele~'S loads. 

Another thorn in rhe side of the militarv rifle shot was the matter 
of metal fouling, which came in in 1903 · with the Springfield ritle. 
This was a gun of greater power than its predecessor the Krag, and 
used loads of much greater intensity. Soon after ~he Springfield was 
introduced, some riflemen found it impossible to keep the bores of 
their guns looking right. Up near the Ill UZZle there WOUld be what 
seemed to be lumps in rhe bore which no amount of scrubbing 
could ~ret out. At ·the sa111c rime the <ICcuracv suffered. - . It developed that these lumps were cnpro-nickcl, the material of 
the bullet jacket. This had n neat tric.:k of adhering to the metal 
of the bore as the bullet friction developed terrific heat between the 
two surfaces of bullet and bore. Of course, as soon as the lump 
started to build, it formed a. rough spot on. the snrfac.:c, which prompt
ly tore O·ff more of the next jacket. And so the vicious cycle 
progressed. 

In those days, there was just one way in which the high powered 
military ritles could ue kept shooting with any semblance of accuracy, 
and that was by the frctJUCnt and regular use of the standard Ord
nance Department Metal Fouling Solution, or what was common\~· 
called "Ammonia Dope". 

The Ordnance Department formul:l for Ammonia Dope was 
Ammonia Persulphatc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ounce 
Ammonium Carbonate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . wo grains 
Stronger Ammonia \Vater ( 28%) . . . . . . . 6 ounces 
\Vater . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 ounces 

334 
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In using this solution the breech of the gun was corked up and a 
rubber tube was slipped over the muzzle, so that when the barrel was 
filled the muzzle could be entirely covered w1th no part of the meta! 
making contact with the solution and rhe air at the S<Hne time. If 
this should occur, the solution would arrack the barrel at the point 
where it came in contact with the air, and the barrel would ue 
ruined in a few minutes. 

After the barrel was prepared as described above, it was filled with 
solution and allowed to stand about twenty minutes. The solution 
was then taken out, and the barrel was quickly dried and oiled. 

The solution had to be mixed up fresft for 'every usc, as stale dope 
was corrosive to the steel. Evei1 in spite of all precautions, the 
dope would sometimes unaccountably atrack the steel and give it a 
sandblasted appearance, and a rough surfa<.:c: inside, which ruined it 
Moreover, if any of the solution should leak past the cork into the 
breech mechanism, it was liable to remain there and cause serious 
rusting. · . 

AU this, of course, was the very worst kind of a nuisance, and it 
was not long before something was done about it. A theory was de
veloped that the way to prevent metal fouling w:1s to provide some 
kincf of lubricant benveen the bullet and the bore. Various kinds of 
greases and vaselines, with and without graphite and other ingredients 
were tried. These really did help the metal fouling situation a lot, 
and in the period just before and after \Vorltl \Var I, it was routine 
for the well equipped rifleman to carry with him a small tin pill box 
of grease called Mobilubricant, which was the most popular one for 
this use. The bullet was dipped into this just before each shot: 

Just when the wheels of progress seemed to be going smoothly, 
Col. \Vhelen, down at Frankford Anen:1l, threw in a bucketful of 
monkey wrenches. Some trouble \vas had at the National Matches 
and elsewhere with broken holt lugs, and tesrs made at Frankford 
disclosed two sad and frightening facts: r, Grease increased the bolt 
thrust dangerously; and, 2, as if that weren't enough, grease increased 
the chamber pressure dangerously . 

When the gun is tired, the <.:artridgc is driven back against the bolt 
face with the force of the powder pressure, resisted by the friction of 
the brass case against the chamber \V;llls. Grease in the chamber 
takes away the frit:tion of the case, anJ allows the entire thrust to 
come into the bolt head. Even if rhe grease were put on to the 
bullet alone, and great pains were taken to prevent it from getting 
onto the case, it would rub off the bullet onto the walls of the 
chamber, whence it \vould get onto the case anyway. 

As to pressures, a test was made with 1920 National Match Am· 
munition, which gave the breech pressure of the dry ammunition :IS 

51·335, while with the bullet and neck of the case carefully lubricated 
with vaseline the pressure averaged 59,000 lbs. per square inch. 



Caliber .30 pressure gauge m u~e at Frankford Arsenal. 
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With the I92o National Match Ammunition having the bullet and 
case as well as the chamber lubricated, the pressure went to 71,154 
lbs. per square inch, and dis-astrously wrecked the pressnrc gage, 
which was considerably heavier and stronger than an ordinary rifle. 

This was what was likely to happen if grease \vcre used sparingly 
and properly. However, human nature being what i.t is, the grease 
was often used liberally and careJessly. After all, what's a few cents 
worth of cheap grease anyway? Let's jam the whole clip down in 
the grease pot; drop it on the gr~und, wipe part of the mixture of 
s;~nd and grease off, and put on some rnore grease to cover up the 
sand. · 

So the Ordnam:e Dcparrment published the result~ of Col. \Vhelen's 
tests, and then both the Armv Regulations and rhe ~arional March 
R ulcs of that year (I 92 1) forbade the use of grease. 

It was known that the French, in order to prevent deposirs of 
copper from the rotating band of their artillery projectiles fron• 
smearing onto the bore, had placed strips of tinfoil in their powder 
charges. The tin seems to form an alloy with the copper that in some 
way preventS it from sticking to the bore. Maybe it forms a low 
111elting alloy, and permits it to be melted and blown away. Anyway, 
it stopped the l'Opper plating of the hares. 

Col. \Vhelen, (then Major) who was malting ammunition down 
there at Frankford Arsenal, thought this over, and conceived the idea 
rl.lat it might be rossibl~ to prevent lumpy meta! fouling by applying 
rm to the bore o the nflc, and the way he dJd 1t 1vas to tm plate the 
bullets. A number of e:xperiments that he condul'tcd showed that 
this would indeed do away l'omplctely with the rrouhlesome metal 
fouling. 

I was at that time \Vorks .Vlanager at Springfield Annory, busily 
turning out the National i'vlatch Rifles for the 192 1 Matl'hes, and 
naturally awaited with great impatience the first samples of the 
actual I9Z I National J'vlarch Armnunition, so that we could see how 
the combination of rifle and ammuoi6on would work. 

Finally the great day arrived, and .we recei1red the first sample of 
rhe 1921 National Match C:artridges from Major \Vhclen. The card 
that came along with it gave the following information: 

"Desc·ription. This annnunition, known as 1<)11 National ~\'latch 
Ammunition," is an experimental ammunition of the CaJiber .30, 
l\tlodel of I906 type, loaded at Frankford Arsenal for usc in the 
National Matches of I9Z r. The bullet we.ighs 170 grains. The cort 
is a composition of 30 parts lead and r part tin. The jacket is of 
cupro nickel. The base of the bullet is hollow, to prevent the lead 
core from extruding and making the base untrue. The assembled 
buller measures . 3079" in diameter. It is then electrically tin plated 
so as to give a uniform coating of tin all over the bullet .0003" thick, 
making the diameter of the completed huller . 308 5. 
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The case has a spedal anneal so as to function at maximum effi
ciency in rifles. T he ordinary case has a fairly soft body anneal to 
enable it to function in machine guns without giving ruptures from 
the excess headspace which so often exists in those weapons. This 
case has the body made much harder so as to extract more easily 
in rapid fire. These cases with the "Ilan~ Rifle Anneal" are dis
tinguished hy the lett·er "R" placed after the year of manufacture on 
the head. 

Frankford Arsenal No. 70 primer is used with a charge of 48.2 to 
48.8 grains of du Pont E.x-1076 ~trocellulose progressive burning 
powder to give a muzzle velocity of 2700 :eet per second ,with a 
breech pressure of so,soo pounds per square mch. 

The trajectory of tllis ammunition is very flat, and it requires the 
minimum allowance for wind. The following micrometer elevations 
apply 

From :zoo to 300 yards, raise :z minutes 
From 300 to 500 yards, raise 7 nunutes 
From 500 to 6oo yards, raise 5 mmutes 
From 6oo to 8oo yards, raise 9 minutes 
From 8oo to 1000 yards, raise 13 minutes 

Competitors at the National Matches a.re particularly cautioned 
against the use of grease on the bullets. Grease will cause uneven 
velocities, and even when it is used carefully is liable to decrease the 
accuracy slightly. But more important, the use of grease with this 
ammurution is positively dangerou'>. It allows th~ cartridge case to 
slide to the rear through the greased chaml>~r more readily, and thus 
increases the back thrust on the bole head. Both the pressure and 
the velocity of tltis ammunition have been run up as high as is con
sist~nt with safety. If grease is used, the pressures will run up far 
above the safety limit, even running as high as 75,ooo pounds per 
square inch. If grease should be used it will be only a question of 
time until with these high pressures a case with the head slightly 
softer than ordinary will be found which will_ open out and throw 
back and release the gas to the rear, demolishing the breech mechan
ism and possibly injuring the firer. Do no-t attempt to polish the 
bullets to remove the frosted appearance. Th~ ammunition shoots 
more accurately with these frosted bullets than when they are 
polished." 

A Question on Bullet Pull 

When we got this new ammunition, we immediately started dis
secting some of it to see what we could find. We measw·ed and 
weighed it all over, then started to pull out some of the bullets so 
we could weigh them and "the powder charges. But here we ran inro 
a snag. The bullets just wouldn't pull. \Ve had a very nice machine 
for pulling bulle~ from service cartridges without marring the 
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bullets; this machine had a dial on it that read the bullet pull in 
pounds at the same time. 

The usual bullet pull on senrice arnmwutJon at that time wa~ 
around so or 6o pounds, but the first bullet of the new lot tJ;lat we 
pulled ran over 300 pounds, and some r an up to 6oo pounds or more. 

Detail of pressure gauge, copper crusher type. The copper cylinder rests on 
the steel piston shown at the bottom of the yoke. This piston fits into a hole 
that goes down into the powder chamber. When rhc g un is fin~u, the gas pressure, 
acting through the piston, crushes the copper cylinder. The amount of shortening 
of the cylinder is compared to the dead weight required to shorten a similar 
q •linder a Ji.ke amount. 

I sat down right away and wrote ro Col. 'Whelen, telling him what 
we had found, and asking him why it \vas, and if it would cause any 
trouble. He replied that apparently the tin on the bullet seemed to 



be 
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have some effect that might be described as a sort of coiJ soldering; 
it more or less glued the bullet intO the neck of the case .. However, 
extensive .firings had resulted in no trouble from this cause. 

Col. \Vhelen was absolutely right. \.Yhcn shot dry, this was a 
splendid load, with exceptional accuracy. However, he had some
thing else to reckon with, and that was the fact that some of the 
National Match Competitors were of the type who don't believe 
in signs. They evidently thought that warning about the use of grease 
was written just for fun. · 

I just happened to be in on the sequel to all this. I had been de
tailed as Ordnance Officer for the:: National Matches of that year, 
anJ was standing on the firing line during ont: of the first matches, 
when a riftt: just a few feet to my left had a severe blow-back, which 
splintered the stock, bulged the magazine well, blew off the extractor, 
locked the bolt so that it couldn't be moved, and generally wrecked 

~ ' 
things. I just stepped over and noted an open pill box of grease 
beside the astonished competitor, so I picked up the block of cartridges 
he had been using, and noted that they were well daubed with grease. 

A little reflection showed what could very well be the reason for 
the very de::cided reaction of this ammunition to grease on the car
tridge. 

Smokeless powder, as is well known burns quietly, like celluloid, 
if it is ignited in small quantities in the open air. If, however, it is 
ignited when it is confined, as it is in the cartridge, the first gas and 
heat that are gcnera:tcd cannot escape, so they cause the burning to 
get faster, and in a hurry. This faster burning generates more gas 
and heat, which makes the hnrning even more violem, and we havt: 
an explosion. 

\Vith this tin plated mruuunition, with the huller practically soldered 
in, the first tf1ing that happened when the powder was ignited was 
that the ·initial pressure swelled the case up, and expanded the neck, 
and so released the bullet from its very tight seat, so it could move 
on down the bore and give more room for the first rush of powder 
gas. 

However, if the bullet had been dipped in grease, this generally 
meant that the neck of the cartridge was g~easy too. The space be
tween the neck of the case and the neck ot the chamber was filled 
with an incompressible substance, and the first moderate rise in pres
sure found it unpossible to expand the neck and release the bullet. 
Thus the powder was strongly confined right at the beginning of its 
ignition, and accordingly the pressure rose disastrously. 

During the matches, this "Tin-Can" ammunition, as the shooters 
called it, gav .. e exceptionally fine results, and many new records were 
hung up; but there were also several wrecked rifles, always traced 
to the use of grease. One of rhe men on the range detail brought me 
a bullet that he had found on the range that had fallen there with 
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the neck of the case of the case still attached. It had been torn off 
at the shoulder and had been dragged through the entire length of 
the barrel, becoming m~shed down to bore diameter and having 
the riffing engraved on it during the process. The pressure generated 
must have been enonnous. · 

In spite of the several blow-hacks occurring during the matches, 
no one was hurt; at least, not to an1ount to anything. However, the 
\Var Department decided to ban the use of this tin-can ammunition, 
and all of it remaining on hand was scrapped. 

Tin in the Po·wder; Lubaloy 
While the use of tin-plated bullets had thus received a death blow, 

the use of tin itself for the purpose of preventing metal fouling was 
by no means dead. There were two other and safer approaches, and 
both of them were used extensively. One was the acmal incorpora
tion of tin in rhe propellant itself, as described in the chapter on 
Powder; and the other was the use of a bullet jacket metal which 
contained tin as a component part of the alloy. Such a jacket material 
was introduced around 1922 by the \Vestern Cartridge Company 
under the trade name of Lubaloy, derived from the claim that it 
was a lubricating alloy. This was a compound of copper, zinc and tin. 

Ne·w Jacket Materinls 
Up to that time the standard buller jacket material had been, ftrst, 

steel, coated with cupro-nickel, which was used from 1893 to 1902, 
then solid cupro-n.ickel, consisting of 6o% copper and 40% nickel. 

Gil'ding metal, consisting of 90% copper and 10% zinc, was a 
metal that was sometimes used for bullet jackets, but which was not 
considered stiff or strong enough to be used as the jacket for the 
service 150 grain flat base bullet luving a core <Jf 1 part tin to 30 
parts lead. The Western Cartridge Company's Lubaloy was essen
tially gilding metal containing about 2% tin. The same alloy was 
produced by Nobel Industries in England by license agreement under 
the name Nobeloy. 

This metal turned out to be a very good jacket material. When it 
was used, the . lumpy metal fouling present with cupro-nickel dis
appeared entirely. It first came prominently to public notice when 
the \\7e.<ttern Cartridge Company won the competitive test for the 
selection of the Palma Match long range ammunition for the 192 2 

matches. The winning ammunition was called Lubaloy-Palma, and 
had a 180 grain flat base bullet driven by 46 grains of HiVel powder 
at a muzzle v:elocity of 262 5 feet per second, with a mean pressure 
of 46,8oo pounds per square inch. The average measurements of the 
24 targets shot at 1000 yards from a Mann rest gave a mean radius 
of 5.69 inches. The angle of departure for rooo yards was 38 minutes. 
The Lubaloy jacket was composed of 90% copper, 8% zinc, and 
2% tin. 
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In the National Match and Palma test for 192z, Frankford Arsenal 
for the first time introduced ammunition with gilding metal jackets. 

A report of the test in Arms and tbe Man for April 1, 19n, 
states: 

"Perhaps the most impottant and outstanding featme of the entire 
test is that gilding metal and bronze have been so improved in proces.~ 
of manufacture that they can now be utilized as materials for jackets 
of bullets that will give superior accuracy, and that these jacket 
materials have the great advantage of depositing no lumpy metal 
fouling in the bore of the rifle. These Lubaloy and g·ilding llletal 
jackets are to all intents and pltrposes practically the same, both tn 
composition and result." 

Another innovation th<lt appeared that year for the first time in 
the standard National Match ammunition was a tapered hase or boat
tailed bullet. Both this year and the previous year the vVestcrn Car
tridge Company had entered in the Palma Match tests a bullet with 
a 4 degree taper on the base. This year Frankford Arsenal entered 
a 6 degree boat tailed bullet as one of the three lots submitted for 
selection as the type for the National Matches, and the 6 ·degree boat 
tailed bullet was the one picked as a result of the accuracy test. 

The National Match Ammunition to be made bv Frankford Arsenal 
for the 1922 National Matches was descrihed as 'follows: 

170 grain 6 degn::e boar tailed gilding metal jacketed bullet, the 
jacket material being 90% copper and to% zinc. Loaded with 
No. iO primer, 43 grains of HiVel powder, to a muzz.le velocity of 
2685 feet per second and an average pressure of 48,885 pounds per 
square inch. Angle of departure for 1000 yatds, 37 Yz minutes. Mean 
radius at 6oo yards in the test, 3.16 inches. 

During this development, Major Townsend \Vhelen, now Colonel, 
was in charge of the Small Arms Department at Frankford Arsenal, 
and he brought to borh the design and manufacture of the service 
ca~·tridge many year.s of. e_xperien~e in all phases of shooting, t~gether 
w1th an open and mqutsttlve mmd, and a tremendous capactty for 
hard work. His gilding metal jacket spelled the end of the metal 
fouling bugbear. 

Barrel Corrosion 
Now that metal fouling had crone out of the picture, there still 

remained one more big trouble ~o o\-·en:ome, and that was the in
variable tendency of every rifle and pistol barrel to mst badly unles~ 
it were cleaned thoroughly after each use. 

There were many pet theories as to why gun barrels corroded. 
One of the most obvious and the most widely credited was the 
thought that the products of the powder COJnbustion Jeft an add or 
corrosive residue in the bore of the gun. 

Even the Ordnance Ocpartmcnr at one time said "Powder foul 
ing, because of its acid t eaccion, is highly corrosive." This theory 
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came in with smokeless powder, and was responsible for the appear
ance of a host of so-called nitro-solvents, or simply, powder solvents. 
Most of these solvents art: built around a hase of amyl acetate or 
banana oil. Smokeless powder, in burning, is likely to deposit a 
gummy substance in the bore, and amyl acetate or acetone will dis
solve this. 

One such solvent, much used in past years at Springfield Armory, 
and in practice a most excellent gun cleaner and preservative, has 
the following formula: 

To make Y, gallon rake 
Amyl Acetate,- 90 c.c., or 6 parts 
Acetone,- 285 c.c., or 19. parts. 
Spirit of Turpcntine,-zSs c.c., or 19 parts 

. Spenn Oil,-870 c.c., or 58 parts 
Pratt's Astral Oil,-390 c.c., or z6 piuts 

This formula was invented by d1e late Dr. Hudson, a famous ri fle 
shot and experimenter of a quarter of a century ago. 

The Pratt's Astral Oil was a very highly refined and acid free 
kerosene originally produced by Pratt & Co., of Brooklyn, and after
wards taken over by the Standard Oil Co. 

This Hudson's Cleaner is an extremely satisfactory compound 
for both cleaning and preserving firearms. For years it was used 
extensively by the experimental Department of Springfield Armory. 
I first started to use it when I was stationed there, and the only care 
I ever gave my guns was to clean them very prompdy with this 
compound just after shooting. Unless they were to be laid up for 
some time this was enoug·h co keep them free from rust or corrosion, 
though in theory they should be cleaned again the next day chen be 
wiped clean and lightly greased. 

After -corrosion 
It became well known in the old days that especially in a damp 

or humid climate, a gun would often show rusting in the hore starr
ing several days after it lud had a thorough cleaning. To account 
for this; another theory was evolved, which w:u; called the Powder 
Gas Occlusion Theory, or the Sweating-Out theory. 

According to this theory, the powder gases from the nitro powders 
were acid in reaction, and were driven hy pressure into the pores 
of the metal while the barrel was heated. It was supposed that when 
the barrel cooled, these gases slowly diffused, and on coming into 
contact with the air, caused corrosion which would sometimes con
tinue over long periods of time, in spite of, and following, numerous 
cleanings. The advocates of this theory supposed that the combustion 
of smokeless powder must produce oxides of nitrogen. The theory 
was apparently confirmed by the experience of many riflemen in 
having corrosion develop after careful cleaning. 
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Electro-chemical Tbeory 
\Vhen two dissimilar metals touch, there is a difference of electrical 

potential between them, and if any chemica'! solution comes into 
contact with them, a current will flow, and the metal which is the 
more negative of rbe two will be corroded. It has been thought that 
the metal fouling left by a hullet would form an electrical couple 
with the metal of the barrel, and that in r,hc presence of moisture, 
electrolysis would result, and corrode the sreel. However no evidence 
has been produced to show that this action takes place in rifle 
barrels. 

il-1etal Fouling 
It was also suggested that acid re.~idite or some other corroding 

agent might become imprisoned under metal fouling in the bore of 
the rifle, where ordinary cleaning could not reach it. After the gun 
had been put away and had stood for a time, it was supposed that 
the acid would work itself out and attack the steel. This seemed to 
be a reasonable explanation for after-corrosion. The fact that ;tfter
corrosion was accually prevented by doping the gun seemed to 
confirm this idea; it was however due entirely to another and then 
unsuspected reason that the metal fouling solution proved efficacious. 

The Real Caw-e Disco·<Jered 
It remained for Dr. Wilbert J. Huff of the Bureau of .\!lines to 

discover the real cause of firearms corrosion and after-corrosion, and 
the explode all the old favorite theories mentioned above. During 
World War I, in 1918, the Bureau of Mines, at the rectuest of the 
War Department, undertook to investigate the cause of after
corrosion in firearms, and the work was assigned to Dr. Huff, of the 
Bureau's Research Staff. His brilliant work on this pro_iect was re
ported in Technical Papers 188-Corrosion urrder Oil Films, with 
Special Reference to tbe Cause and Prevention of After-corrosion in 
Firearms, by Wilbert J. Huff, published by the Government Printing 
Office, 192 2; price, five cents. 

Among other experiments, Dr. Huff placed. fired rilles in humidors 
at different degrees of atmospheric humidity. It was found rhat a 
humidity of less than approximately so% did not develop corrosion in 
fouled riile barrels, even after exposure for a number of days. The 
two rifles used in this experiment were then exposed to 1oo% 
humidity, and the bores immediately developed heavy corrosion; all 
other metal parts remaining bright. 

Carrvittl! out this rest further, sections of a harrel which had been 
' ~ 

fired were exposed at various humidities at a tcmpcratnre of 30° C, 
and corrosion occurred at from 68% to 76% humidity. 

Bullet jacket Afttterial Fouli11g 
Bullets \vere driven hy hand through unfired barrels, and cupro

nickel filings were thrown into the bores which were then exposed 
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to 100% humidity with no resultant corrosion. Evidently, then, metal 
fouling is inert and will not cause corrosion. 

Acid Gas Diffusion 
Fired rifles were induced ro corrode at 10o% humidity, the bores 

being wiped out daily unril corrosion ceased. Thb process lasted five 
days, showing that if gases were diffusing, the diffusion was completed 
in that time under the conditions in which ·the rifles were kept. Other 
rifles were fired and kept under the same conditions, but in less than 
so% humidity, and did not corrode. If gases do diffuse and this 
diffusion was complete in the first case in five days, it is reasonable 
to suppose that it was complete in the second lot of rifles in the 
same tin1e. After ten days, the second lot of rifles were exposed to 
1 oo% humidity and immediately corroded. 

lf corrosion were the result of gases, it might reasonably be ex
pected to occur over the whole of the bore surface. Sections of a 
corroded barrel show that this is nor the case, but clearly show that 
corr-osion occurs in patches which are surrounded by clean sections 
of metal. 

The production of corrosive acid gases by the burning of nitro
cellulose powders under high pressure is not indicated by chemical 
examination. Carbon dioxide is produced but has little or no effect in 
corroding steel. Hydrogen and carbon monoxide arc also formed, 
but when the gases arc cooled from the great temperature of the ex
plosion, 3900° F, the presence of oxides of nitrogen is impossible. 

In the same way, it can be shown that the formation of nitrogen 
oxides from the primer is impossible, while it can be clearly demon
strated that the potassium chlorate of the primer loses oxygen and 
gives chloride, the salt. 

Other examples can be brought to disprove the gas diffusion theory 
but are merely an accumulation of evidence that corrosion is not 

' fonned from this cause. 
There remains the possibility that some srnface residue from the 

P?wder or primer may form an acid _in accord with the first theory 
g-1ven. 

Experiments were conducted along this line, and no trace of acid 
could be found. The presence of acids or acid gases from powder or 
primer, when burned under pressure, must then be disbelieved. 

It can be shown, however, that some powders burned under littl~ 
or no pressure, such as in reduced loads or blanks may produce acid 
residue, due to incomplete combustion; but inasmuch as after-corrosion 
is present when no acid is formed, this cannot be the primary cause 
of this .corrosion. 

Potassium Chloride Theory 
Dr. Huff knew most primers contained potassium chlorate, 

and when the primer is fired a certain amount of potassium chloride 
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is formed. Potassium chloride is a salt very much of the same general 
chemical formula and behavior as the common table salt, sodium 
chloride. Potassium chloride:: attracts moisture. 

It is well known by every one that wet salt placed on a steel 
surface will immediately cause rust. From a consideration of these 
facts, Dr. Huff conceived the idea that it might be the potassium 
chloride that was causing all the trouble. To test out this theory he 
made up a priming mixture of silver perrnanganate, lead sulpho
cyanide, antimony sulphide and T. ::--J • . T., and loaded some service 
cartridges wi~h these primers. . 

Two lots of guns were first carefully made chemically clean, and 
then fouled by firing; one lot with the cartridges primed with the 
above mixture, and the other lot with a straight service cartridge and 
primer. The bores were coated with oil and exposed in a humidor 
to 100% humidity for one week. The specially primed rifles did not 
corrode, while those fired with the service cartr idge corroded heavily 
under the oil. 

This was indeed a great ray of light on this hitherto dark subject. 
It is not only demonstrated the tnlth of Dr. Huff's potassium chloride 
theory, but it further showed that oil alone is not capable of pre
venting after-corrosion by excluding air and oxygen from the salt. 

A further experiment consisted of the application of chemically 
pure potassium chloride to sections of a barrel which had never 
been fired. When exposed to 100% humidity, these gave identically 
the same results as the fired rifle barrels. 

Adherents of the old theories may object that repeated cleanings 
should mechanicallv remove the salt; that the many endorsements - . 
of non-aqueous nitro solvents can not all be in error; that after-
corrosion in dry arid regions like Arizona are not explained, and 
similar doubts. 

These objections are not at variance with the facts as found by 
the Bureau of Mines. Repeated cleanings may not remove every 
particle of salt. Microscopic examination of a barrel shows very plainly 
the deep tool wounds and fissures in its surface. ' Corrosion resnlrs in 
further deepening these pits or scars. \Vhen potassium chloride is 
deposited over the bore surfaces, it gets · into these tool wounds and 
scars, and nu amount of mechanical cleaning· can insure its entire 
removal. 

It is also a fact that while desert regions are dry in the daytime, 
nightfall is accompanied by a rapid cooling of the atmosphere which 
is frequently great enough to precipitate dew. Reports from the 
Weather Bureau Stations in the arid areas of Arizona, Utah and 
Nevada are to the effect that all these stations had observed the 
formation of dew. 

The gas diffusion or "Sweating Out" theory is now shown up in 
its true colors. 'IVe have seen that )mmidities of over so% are neces-
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sary to induce corrosion. After .firing and mechanical cleaning and 
oiling, some period of time may elapse before this humidity point is 
encountered, and this is panicularly true where guns are kept 
indoors and in artifically heated atmospheres. Part of the salt has 
probably been removed in cleaning and the remainder rubbed inw 
the cracks and fissures of the bore surface, where it lurks, a dangerous 
and invisible enemy. · 

It may thus remain inactive until a relatively high humidity is 
again encountered, when corrosion sets in. This may be weeks or 
months after .firing, and formerly, when it appeared, its presence was 
hard to understand, and was naturally attributed to "sweating out" 
of gases or acid-powder residue. 

It is also true that a ]ong period of high humidity might develop 
. the maximum corrosion in a shon time, The experiments cited show 
that at 100% humidity, the maximum corrosion can take place in five 
days, and subsequent cleanings showed that no further corrosion took 
place. Jn ocher words, the porassium chloride had been completely 
dissolved in that time by the water vapor. 

This period of .five days is of course not constant but depends on 
varying conditions. It doe~> show, however, that a barrel may either . 
corrode or "sweat out" on several different occasions, or the corrosion 
be completed at once or over a single period; and that the mechanical 
removal of the salt is not the sole means of stopping it. It may go on 
until the last of the salt is dissolved, where it stops itself for lack of 
fuel as it were. A gun cleaned at this stage would not show any 
further corrosion. 

This potassium chloride, being almost the same as ordinary salt, can 
e~1sily be dissolved in water and washed away where it will do no 
han;,, whereas oil will not dissolve it and will have no effect on it. 

Water as a cleanel" 
The Bureau of Mines pointed out that Potassium Chloride, the 

primary cause of after-corrosion, is soluble only in water or aqueous 
solutions. Manifestly, then cleaning the barrel with water will dis
solve and wash away the salt, The Bureau of Mines further states, how
ever, that "Practical riflemen seem to have a deep seated prejudice 
against the use of water for this purpose. . . . " 

This is re~1dily undersrandable, fot· the water must be thoroughly 
removed, or it will itself cause corrosion. The difficulties attending 
the use of water as a cleaning agent are apparent when one considers 
solid breech rifles, which must be cleaned from the muzzle; revolvers, 
where the cylinders and mechanism present numerous cracks and 
crevices; extractor slots in .21 caliber rifles, etc. 

It can now been seen why the ammonia dope was so effective in 
preventing after corrosion. Certainly after thic; watery material 
had stood in the bore for twenty minutes, there would be no salt 

' ·left undissolved. 
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As a result of the knowledge gained from this report, the standard 
method of cleaning guns fired with chlorate or so called "corrosive" 
primers is to wash out the bore thoroughly with water, hot if available, 
then dry and oil it. This troubleson.e procedure is a sure cure for 

• <lfter-corrosion. 

Emulsions and Polarized Oils 
Soon after the Huff report made the shooting world primer-salt 

conscious, · there appeared on the market a number of cleaners de
signed to take advantage of the natmal aversion of the shooter to 
the use of water for cleaning guns. A very popular one was an 
emulsion of water and a red oil, probably Turkey Red oil. The water 
dissolved the salt, and the oil left a greasy .residue which stopped the 
compound from being in itself a rust producer, as is water alone. 

The latest cleaners are based on the polarized oil. Tlus is an oil 
combined with a substance of such molecular construction that it has 
a strong affinity for metal, and at the same time will combine readily 
with both oil and water. As it is explained in popular language, rbe 
molecules, besides having a powerful affinity for metal, have "hooks" 
on one side which will fit and · take hold of the water molecules, and 
on the other side thev have "hooks" which will fit and hold the oil .. 
molecules. \Vhen such a polarized oil compound is placed on a wet 
metal surface, it breaks the surface tension of the water and sinks 
right down through it to the metal surface and clings to it. 

These polari1.ed oil compounds have enough W<lter in their make-up 
to dissolve the primer salt, and at the same rime they are sufficiently 
oily to retard rusting. 

Lanolin Mixtures 
During the South Pacific Campaigns of World \Var II, our soldiers 

gained the impression that the Japanese bad a gun cleaning oil that 
was quite superior to anything that we had, and they also gained the 
impression that this preservative contained lanolin, which is a grease 
extracted from wool. Lanolin has the property of mixing with water. 
Jn other words, it seems to have some at least .ofthe properties of the 
polarized oils mentioned ahove. 

Col. Dwight Garrison of the Ordnance Department who was at 
the time serving in Australia, undertook to test and analvze the 
Japanese gun oil, and to develop one for our own use which would 
be at least as good if not better. He arrived at a formula which as 
reported by him, performs exceptionaiiy well. This is 

Dehydrated Lanolin ............................ . ............... 15% 
Green Petrolatum ............................................... 35o/o 
Motor Oil SA.E. No. zo Heavy (viscosity at 70 ucg.=3u S.A.F.) ;o% 

From the amount of -talk about lanolin that was heard in connection 
with the Japanese oil, one might conclude that its virtues in this field 
were just being discovered; but this is evidentlv not so, for I find in .. . 
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my notebook the formula, written by me in 1920, for the Frankford 
Arsenal Nitro-solvent G un Cleaner No. t8. The formula as I re
corded it is 

1\ccto11C .............. . ............................ .. ....... . ... 1 i>art 
Kerosene (Pratt's Astral Oil) .................................. 1 part 
Spenn Oil ......... . ...... .... ... ... .. ......... . . ... ......... .. 1 part 
Mineral Spirits (turpentine) .... .... .. ........ ... . ............. 1 part 
To every 8oo c.c. add 250 grams uf anhydrous hUJolin. 

Stir up the lanolin with mineral spirits first, add acetone last. Per
fume with citronella if desired. 

Oleic Acid 
Another substance which has been used in gun cleaners and which 

may act somewhat the same as lanolin does is oleic acid. This at least 
seems to have a definite emulsifying effect, and may be more or less of 
a polarizer. As a Lieurenanc in the Artillery, in 1911 I was stationed in 
Florida, where the hunting was very good; sometimes full sized alli
gators would come up from the nearby hayou into my back yad. 

At that rime the Remington representative for that territorv was 
~ -C. B. ("Cardboard") Smith, and when I obtained from him a .z 5 and 

also a ·35 Remington No. 8 Autoloading Rifle, he advised me tO 

use Hoppe's Nitro-Solvent No. 9 for cleaning them. I was quite 
curious as to the composition of this cleaner, and some years later 
had an opportunity to have it and a number of other cleaners 
analyzed in connection with a study of gun preservers. My note
book gives it the .following probable composition: 

. 
Oleic acid ....... .. . ..... . ... ... ......................... . . .... . 16% 
Ncuual Saponifiable oil ............................. ... ........ :4% 
Nitro-benzine ............... . .................... . .......... .... . . 6% 
~ight1 Minerd! Oil, such as kerosene J ............................ 54% 
:-1.mv acetate ...................... J . 

The percentages are approximate. This was written down by me 
some 2 5 years ago, and may not represent the Hoppe's of today. 

Soap 
A gun preserver which was much in vogue in this coumry just 

after World War I was a British product known as B.S.A. Safti
Paste. The initials stand for the maker, the well known firm of Bir~ 
mingham Small Arms Company. This was much praised and recom
mended by gun editors and experts. It was said to be a good safe pre
venter of corrosion, and a boon to the lazy man, as all that was neces
sary was to coat the bore wit·h this after shooting and then for~et 
the gun until the next time it was wanted for shooting. I can testify 
from personal experience with th.is product that it was exceedingly 
effective. Again I quote the approximate probable composition of a 
sample of 25 years ago from my notebook. It was 
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Dry sn:tp, soluble in ~tlcohol .... ........ .. . . ... . .... . . .. ...... .. . ·43% 
Mjnenl oil ... . ............... . . . . . ... . ..... ... ...... ... . . ...... 44% 
vV2ter and Amyl Alcohol .............. .. ... .. ........... ..... .. 13% 

Noncorrosive }J1·in1e1')' 

\.Vhen the primer was definitely identified as the culprit behind the 
gun corrosion trouble, it was only natural that there should at once 
arise a great bustle of activity directed towards fi nding a primer ·that 
would overcome this defect. 

L et's go back a few years into primer history. For many years 
after the fi rst metall ic canridges came into usc, all primers had as one 
of their principal constituents a very sensitive explosive called ful· 
1ninate of mercury, and in addition, they had more or less potassium 
chlorate. This mixture worked all right with black powder, w h ich 
deposits some percent of its weight in the form of solids when it 
burns. T his large amount of fouling completely masked, diluted, and 
washed away the small amount of solid mater ial left by the p rimer 
combustion. 

W hen smokeless pow der came into use, the picture changed . The 
explosion of the cartridge left the bore of the g un and the inside of 
the cartridge clean and nearly free from fouling. The material de
posited by the primer combustion had a fine clear place to land. 

T he first result was noted by the handloaders. In those days 
everyone was more or less used to loading his own charges from the 
powder horn and shot flask w hich hung by t he old muzzle loader 
rhat stood in the corner. When guns came into use that h ad nice 
expensive brasS cartridge cases t o hold the charge, ivhat was mor e 
natural than to reload the -empty ones; especially as the black powder 
then in use was so flexible that no table of charges was necessary. 

As a result, handloading was almost universal in the days of the 
early breech loader. vVhcn smokeless powder came into use, the 
handloadcrs noted with dismav that the brass cases cracked after 
being used only a very litt le. The cause of rhis crackin g was finally 
traced by rhe Ordnance Department' ru the mercury deposited from 
the fulminate used in the p rimer composition. 

This was described by the Chief of Ordnance in his report for the 
year 1897· The next y ear the Ordnance D epartment started loading 
the service Krag cartridge with a non-mercuric primer. When W or ld 
War I came, the standar d mixture used by Frankford Arsenal and 
known as FH-42, had the follo\ving composition: 

Sulphur .......... .................... . ....... ........ . . .. .. .. 21.97% 
Potassium Chlorate .. . . . .. .. . ... .. ... . ....... . . . . .... . .. ... . . ·4i ·zo% 
Antimony Sulphide ............ .......... ...... . .. .. .. ....... . 30.83% 

This mixture superseded the former H-48, which contained g round 
glass, thought by some shooters to injure the bore. This primer 
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entirely eliminated the case cracking trouble, and was really one of 
the most satisfa<.:tory ever used, until an unexpc<.:ted, and at the time, 
not understood, in~.:idenr caused its sudden nl>andonment. 

The United States entered the First \Vorld War in April, 1917, 
and the production of Frankford Arsenal was at once stepped up to 
several times whar it had ever been before. Then in May, trouble 
began with misfires in the Frankford Servke Ammunition. The 
trouble was so serious that the entire ammunition plant was shut 
down right when they needed its production worse than they had 
ever needed it before. The. best chemists and engineers available 
were put to work to discover the cause of the misfires and the 
remedy, but in the meantime months of production were being lost, 
so that the. Ordnance Department summarily ordered no more TT-48 
primers made, and directed Frankford to adopt and use forrhwith 
the \Vinchester Repeating Arms Company's primer, 35-NF which was 
then giving very satisfactory results. 

This primer m ixture had the following composition: 

Potassium Chlorate .. ...... .. ..... .... .... ..... .. .... .. .. .. ...... . 53% 
Antimony Sulphide .... . . . .. ... .. .. . .. ... .. . ... .. . .. .. . .... .... .. '7% 
Lead Sulphu-~.:y:m icle ... ... . . . . . ... ... ..... ..... . ..... ...... .. . .. . zs% 
T . . t l l ('J' " ' 'J"' . . Of. n-mtro- o uo ·""· ·' . ... ..... . . ....... ... . .. .. .. ...... . .. . . ) ,. 

After its adoption by Frankford Arsenal this primer hecarnc known 
as F.A. No. 70, and has been used, with minor modifications, ever 

' smcc. 
The trouble with the old sulphur primer was afterwards traced 

to the overloading of the primer drying houses that occurred when 
production was stepped up. The primers were loaded with the mix
ture in a moist condition, and the loaded cups were then pur. in the 
drying houses where steam heat was used to dry them out. \:"hen 
the drying houses were overloaded, the presence of so rnany pruners 
in the warm room produced a condition of humidity in the air, and 
the primers generated sulphuri<.: a~.:id from .the action of the moist air 
on the sulphur anti the potassium chlorate. 

At this time a typical r im tire primer used in the .22 caliber am
munition had the following composition as obtained Ly dtemical 
analvsis in the Frankford Arsenal Laboratorv. This was from the 

' ' United States Carrridge Company's "N.R.A." .n caliber Outdoor 
type cartridge, loaded with Lesmok powder. 

Potassiwn Chluru.r. .. ...... .. .... . .......... . ...... . ... ..... . ·4'43% 
Antimony Sulphide ............................. , .............. ·9·53% 
Copper Snlphocyanidc . .. . .. . .............. : ............ . ...... +7o% 
Ground Glass ....................................... : . ........ 44.23% 

. ., . 
The average weight of the priming in this .22 rim fire cartridge wa~ 

found to be o.z 3 7 grain. 
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The American ammunition companies and the shooters too, were 
apparently quite unconscious of an>' trouble from the priming com
position until Dr. Huff published IllS findings in 1922. But evidently 
the Germans had been at least 20 years ahead of us in this field, for 
we find, as quoted by Major J. C. Gray of the Ordnance Technical 
Staff in his article "Lighting the Fire'' in the A-merican Riflema-n for 
January 1928, that the puhlication Zeitsch·riJ't f'ur das Gesampte 
Schiess-wrd Sprengstoffwesen for March 15, 1914 states "Attempts to 
manufacture a prirn.ing composition which does not cause the barrel 
ro rust were begun . about 1900." Also, "The first rust-free primers 
were made in 1901 by the Rheinische-W~phalische Sprengstoff 
A G . " . . m 1901. 

The German composition contained barium nitrate in the place 
of potassium chlorate, together with some picric acid to strengthen 
the mL"ture. The formula \vas as follows: 

F ulminatc of Mercury , .. , . , , ..... , .... , . , . , , , , ...... , ........ . ... 39% 
Barium Nitrate .. .. , .. .. .. . . ... , . . , ...... , , .... .... • .... , .. , . . , .. •P% 
Antimony Sulphide .. .. ... . .... .. .. ....... .. ...................... 9% 
Picric Acid ......... . . .. ..... . .... .. .... . .. ..... ... ............... 5% 
Ground Glass . .. ... . .. . ... .... ... ...... . . ..... ... . .............. . 6% 

It also developed that the Swiss Army had been using a non
corrosive primer since about 1911. This was based on the formuLl 
of a Swiss inventor named Ziegler. The Swiss formula was 

Fulminate of Mercury ..... ... , , ................... , , ... , ........ 40% 
Barium Nitrate .... .. .. ..... , , . , , . , , .... . ........ , .. , . .. ... , .... .. 25% 
Antimony Sulphide ......... , ............................. .. .. , .. 25% 
Barium Carbonate . , . .. . , . ... .. . .. ........... .. ... .. . , ............ 6% 
Ground Glass . , .. . , ... ........ , , ..... ..... , ........ , . , . , - . , .. , ... 4% 

The barium nitrate replaced the potassium chlorate, and the barium 
carbonate was added, probably to neutralize the acid products of 
combustion. 

As far as I can see, there was no actemJ;>t made on the part of 
the Germans or the Swiss to keep these thmgs secret. Apparently 
the information was there available to anyone who had taken the 
trouble to read the foreign scientific journals and to realize the real 
significance of what he saw there. 

As a matter of fact, it was quite well known in shooting circle~ 
in this country just before World War I that the Germans had been 
using since 1911 what was known as the Rostfrei (rustfree) primer 
in at least one brand of .2 z caliber rim fire ammunition. However, 
nor much notice was taken of it. There was very little foreign .22 

caliber ammlmition sold here, and though a few gun editors spoke 
of it, no one seemed to grasp the fact that a whole new idea in am
mwtition had been laid at their feet until Dr. Iluff's report woke 
them up. 
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This Gennan "R" primer had the following composition: 
Fulminate of 1\lercury ............................. . .............. 55% 
Antimony Sulphide ....... . . . . . .. ... ... . . . . . . .. .... . .... . .. . ..... 11 o/<> 
Barn1m Peroxide ..... . .... . .... .. . . .. ..... . ........ . . .. .. . ....... 27% 
T.N.T .. . . .. .. ....... . .. ....... . .................................. 7% 

It will be noted that there was no chlorate in this l'icture. But 
when attention had first been called to it, there were rumors that 
this primer was very erosive on gun bores on account of a gritty 
barium <.:arbonate formed during the combustion. That is one reason 
why no more attention was paid co it in this country. 

As soon as the Huff report was released, both Frankford Arsenal 
and all the commercial companies woke up and started working on 
the development of a non-corrosive primer. The first to place a .satis
factory mixture on the market was Remington, with their Klcanborc 
primer. This was the development of Mr. J. E. Burns, a chemist on 
the Remington staff. This came on the market in 1927, and was fol
lowed in short order by other brands and makes. 

All of these early primers, like the German ones, contained fulmi
nate of mercmy, and on account of this ingredient, they all suffered 
from the serious disadvantage of short life in storage. 

Frankford Arsenal made a chemical analysis of these early non
corrosive priming mixtures, with the following result: 

Remington Winchester Peters 
Kleanbore Western Sraynless Rustless 

44-40% 40·79% 4 1.00% 38.68% 
30·54% 22.23% 26.03% 9·95% 

Fulminate of 1\krcurv .......... . .. . 
Barium Nitrate ..... : .............. . . 

4-20% 8.22% p8% . . . . . . . . 
zo.66% zS.on% 26.66% 24-90% 

Lead Sulphocyanidc . . ..... . ..... . .. . 
Ground Glass ............. . .... .... . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1j.91 o/o 
.zo% ·33% .;8% ·56% 

Und~termined lead compound ... .... . 
Hinder (gum, etc.) ......... ........ . 

These mixtures all tended to become insensitive and to suffer from 
hangfires and misfires after stoi·age for a yea1· or two, especially in 
a warm damp place. This was due to the action of the fulminate of 
lller<.:ury which they conta"ined. This lead to the eventual discovery 
of various substitutes for rhe fulminate, and all currenr mixtures are 
of the non-mercuric type. 

Two typical non-mercuric primer compounds are those patented 
by Edmund Ritter Von Herz and Hans Rathburg, and acquired from 
them by the Remington Arms Company shortly after the introduction 
of the first Kleanbore. These formulae follow: 

Composition ~o. 1 % % 

. o.; to I 5 . 
20. to 45. 

Guanyl Nitro-amino-guanyl-tetracene .. .. .... ...... . .. . 
Lead Tri-nitro-resorcinare .. .... .. .................. . . . . 
Barium Nitrate .................................... . . . . JO. to so. 

10. to 30. 
Antimony Sulphide or other fuel or both, as e.g. Calcium 

Silicide .. . ...... . . .. . ... . .... .. . . ...... .... ...... .. . . 
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C:ompositiou No. ! 

Guanvl Nitro-Amino-gu;mvl-tctr:tcene .. ............... . - -Lead Tri-nitro-resorc in;~tc .... . ........ . ......... . .... . 
Barium Nitrate ................................. .. .. .. . 
Lead Peroxide .. . . . .. . . .. .. ....... . ........ . .... .... .. . 
Antimony Sulphide . . .. . ...... . . .... ... . ......... . . ... . 
Calcium Silicide ... ... .... . . .. . . ....... . .... ..... . ... . . 

0.5 to 1. 

.l5. to 40. 
·- to 42. ))• 

7· to (Z. 

o. to 5· 
o. to I 2. 

G lass ..... . ........ .. . ................ . . .. . . . ... . .. . . . . o. to 3· 

Naturally the Ordnan<.:c Dep:utment was quire anxious to use a 
non-corrosive primer in the service ammunition, and a number of 
experiments to this end were made at Frankford Arsenal, but the 
mixtures tried either did not give good ignition or else failed to stand 
storage, or developed some other disability. 

As . the Swiss were using a noncorrosive primer in their regular 
service ammunition, there seemed no good reason why we should 
not do :the same, especially as \Ve knew what the Swiss composition 
was. A stndy of samples of Swiss ammunition showed that the 
weight of the P!·imer pell~t they used was c?nsiderahly g reater t.han 
that of ours. W·e were usmg about all the mixture we could get mto 
the primer cup, and it was impossible to get in as mud1 composition 
as the Swiss used. This was because we used a primer known as the 
Boxer type, having the anvil of the primer in the primer cup itself, 
while the European nations used the Berdan primer, in which there 
was no separate anvil; instead, there was a raised section of metal in 
the bottom of the primer pocket of the case which acted as an anvil. 

The primer with the Berdan anvil, integral with the cutridge case, 
allowed more room for an increased charge of mixture. Moreover, it 
gave an opportunity for more direct ignition of the powder, for the 
flash holes lead directly from the primer to the powder, while in· our 
Boxer type, the flash hole is located under the center of the anvil. 
The flash has to go through some cut out places in the edge of the 
anvil, then come back to the center and go down the flash hole to 
reach the powder. In other words, it more or Jess has to go around 
a corner to get through the flash hole. · 

It should be noted that the Berdan Primer is an American inven
tion, which no doubt would be used in America today if it had not 
been for the fact that it is difficult w extract th t.-sc primers for re
loading. They have two small flash holes, located on each side of 
the primer pocket, instead of one large one in the center. These 
holes are much too small to permit the passage of a de-capping punch. 
The Boxer type primer with its self-contained anvil was developed 
to permit easy de-capping for handloading purposes. 

Now the E11ropeans all use the Berdan primer, and moreover, the 
Western Drtridge Company, who made 8mm Lebel cartridges for 
the French Juring \Vorld vVar I, made them with the flerdan primer, 
and liked it. A du Pont representative for a long perioJ kept more 
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or less pre.<>Su re on Frankiord to auopt th~ B~rdan primer, in the 
interest of better ignition. 

All this resulted in the development of a non-corrosive primer by 
Frankford Arsenal, which seemed to give superb results in primer 
components o f the Berdan type. This primer composition differed 
from rhe Swiss type in that it contained no fulminate of mercury. 
Fulminate has the very bad habit of deteriorating rapidly in moist 
humid climates, such a!; we encounter in our tropical possessions, 
though in a climate such as the mountainous one of Switzerland, it 
is quite satisfactory. It has another disadvllnt;~ge froill our viewpoint, 
and that is the fact that c~rtrirlge cases lireu ... vith merc uric primers 
become brittle. 

Thus we coulu not do the obvious thing and copy the Swiss 
mixture, but we did succeed in getting another mixture which seemed 
even hecter. Th~ first large scale trial of this was at the National 
.\.fatches of 1930, where Frankford Arsenal submitted for test by the 
Ammunition Board a lot of ~ational Mntch Ammunition loaded with 
non-corrosive primers in Berdan primers. 

This lot of amm unition won the test with one of the best accuracy 
records eveJ achieved, and was duly issued for usc in the National 
Matches. Shortly after the matches started, there was a spell of 
abnormally hot weather at Cnmp Perry, and it was found the ammu
nition was giving evidences of high pressures. The Ordnance Depart
ment thereupon withdrew this lot and substituted another which had 
the regular primer, and announced that e:\:periments with Berdan 
primers would end forthwith. 

I greatly regret that I was absent in Europe at that time with our 
International RiAe Team, and therefore did not see at first hand 
just what happened. It woulu seen1 chat \\-·ith every other nation 
in the wod u having used Berdan primers in every kind of climate 
for many years, the trouble might have been due to some other 
factor. The ammunition we used in Europe that year had the Berdan 
primer, and the team won the W orld Championship and almost 
everything else in sight. This, however, was low velocity ammunition, 
especially designed for best accuray at 300 meters. 

The Berdan Primer fiasco spelled the end of the non-corrosive 
primer in ser vice ammunition for many years. Development pro
ceeded feverishly, and all the commercial ammunit ion was c hanged 
over co the non-corrosive type, but the rigid Government specifica 
tions as to storage, hangfires, etc., could not be m et by these mixtures. 
Frankfor<l Arsenal de\'elopcd some promising compositions, bur none 
gave satisfactory results in the hangtire tc~r. which was important in 
those days of synchronized aircraft guns. 

This wa~ the situation when mobilization occu rred in 1940. Irn
menst: orders for . 30 Cal. :\h ammunition were placed with the various 
cartridge companies, and there was quire a bit of talk about non-
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corrosive primers by some of the companies, who thought they were 
prepared to make them; but ·when the time came to sign on the 
dotted line, none of them were willing except the Canadian finn of 
Oominiun Industries, Ltd., who in 1945 ma·de 1oo,ooo,ooo rounds of 
cal. . 30 M 2 ammunition having a non-corrosive primer. 

At the present writing, .\1arch, 1947, we are changing over slowly 
to a non-corrosive primer in the service cartridge, and a portion of this 
year's manufacture will have this type of primer. The change-over 
.will proceed as fast as it can be done without roo much of a dis
ruption of prodpction until all .ammunition is being made that way, 
which should be in the verv near future . 

• 



XV 

The Pedersen Device 

MOST of our Army's shoulder arms, be they hand operareJ or 
self loaders, have been well known to the shooting public; but 

there is one interesting semi-automatic fire arm that was made in 
great quantities for the Army during "VVorld \Var I that has received 
very little notice, for the very good reason that at the time of its 
manufacture, and for some years afterward, the War Department kept 
its existence a profow1d secret. 

These remarks refer to the "Auromatic Pistol, Caliber .Jo, Model 
of 1918," otherwise known as the "Pedersen Device," 6s,ooo of which 
were manufactur~d, though up to the end of the war its very existence 
was known to only a very few officers, one of whom was the present 
wnter. 

In spite of irs name this device is not an automatic pistol at all, but 
is best described as an "automatic bolt" for the Springfield rifle, 
which can be instantly inserteJ in place of the regul:u bolt. 1t is con
structed to receive a magazine holding 40 cartriJges, which arc of .30 
caliber, so that they wm fit the barrel of the rifle, but are of about 
the same size and power as the .p automatic pistol cartridge. 

When the device is fitted to the Springfield, the rifle is thus con
verted into a 4o-shor serniautonmric, and becomes a sort of submachinc 
gun, capable of delivering a whirlwind of rapid fire instead of single 
shots. 

From the name of the device our readers will deduce the fact that 
it is the invention of Mr. J. D. Pedersen, of semiautomatic rifle fame. 
At the beginning of the first \Vorld \-Var Mr. Pedersen was already 
well known in the firearms world from his manv successful inventions, -including the Remington pump-action shotgun, the Remington auto-
matic pistol, and the Remington trombone-action rifles in both .22 

caliber and high power. 
In rhe summer of 191 7, :VIr. Pedersen came to the War Department 

and informed the chief of the Small Arms Division that he had what 
he considered a very important invention which he wished to ha,'e 
examined secretly. Because of N!r. Pedersen's prominence, this request 
was immediately granted, and only one or two high officials in the 
War Department saw his device when it was demonstrated on the 
Congress Heights Rifle Range in the District of Columbia. 

Mr. Pedersen began his demonstration by firing the Springfield 
rifle which he brought with him. After firing a few shots in the 
ordinary way he suddenly jerked the bolt out of the rifle and dropped 

)61 
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it into a pouch which he had with him, and from a long scabbard 
which was on his belt he produced a mysterious looking piece of 
mechanism which he quickly slid into the rifle in place of the bolt, 
locking the device in the rifle in the same way that the regular bolt 
is held in place; that is, by turtling down the cut-off. Then he snapped 
into place a long black magazine containing 40 small pistol-size car
tridges, whose bullets were, however, of the right diameter to fit 
the barrel of the rifle. All this was done in an instant, and in another 
instant Mr. Pedersen was pulling the trigger of the rifle time after time 
as fast as he could work his finger, and each time he pulled the 
trigger the rifle fired a shot, threw out the empty cartridge, and re
loaded itself. 

It was really a startling demonstration. In firing the Springfield 
rifle as rapidly as it can be done, the soldier. pulls the trigger, turns 
up the bolt, jerks it back and shoves it forward, turns it down, and 
then is ready to fire one more shot; but with this new device of Mr. 
Pedersen's, all that was necessary was to keep pulling the trigger, 
and the rille did the rest. \Vhen the magazine of 40 rounds was empty, 
it was the work of hut an instant to snap a m:w magazine:: into pla<:t: 
and continue firing. 

lt looked as if Mr. Pedersen had converted the Springfield rifle into 
a one-man m~chine gun. 

A close examination of the device shm.vcd that the cartridf!e he fired 
was only about one-fifth the size of the rifle cartridge, though the 
bullet was the same diameter. The automatic bolt itself was found to 
be very much the same thing as a straight "blowback" type automatic 
pistol · without any stock, the:: dimensions of what would otherwise:: 
be a pistol being changed sufficiently to adapt it to fit in the rifle 
in place of the bolt. The barrel of the pistol was just the same size, 
shape, and length as the regular Spring-field rifle cartridge (without 
the bullet). This little barrel is rifled with fine rifling larger in di
ameter than the rifti11g in the Springfield barrel. Thus this shore barrel 
does not have to have the rifling match that in the regubr barrel. 
The short barrel !>'tarrs the bullet spimling, hut the fine rift in!! does not 
hire in very deeply, so th~u when the bullet strikes the regular barrel 
it is not sized down too small for the regular rifling to take hold. 

The device W<l'i adapted to be locked in place in the receiver hy 
t~e regular magazine cut-ofT of tile Spring·fidd rifle. On the upper 
r1ght-hand p<lrt of the dc::v icc, near the front of the receiver opening 
in the rille, was a spring catch to hold the long magazine, which when 
placed in position slanted upward, and to the right at an angle of 
about 45 degrees. · 

The ejection of the fired carrridge case is through a port on the 
~eft-hand side of the device, and a corresponding port must be cut 
m the receiver of the ri1le, as can be seen in the picture, facing p. 369. 
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It will thus be seen that a specially modified Springfield rifle is 
required. Not only does the rifle have ro have the ejection port in 
the receiv·er, hut 1t mnst h:lVe two grooves .in the magazine cut-off, 
and a little kicker in the sear. 

The actual release of the firing mechanism is accomplished by 
pushing forward on a projection on the bottom of the device. A 
little pivoted lever in the sear of the rifle fits in the notch in the 
bottom of the device, and gives the necessary forward impulse when 
the trigger of the rifle is pulled. 

The Springfield rifle as thus modified is called the J\·fark I. These 
modifications do not injure the rifle in any way for regular shooting 
with the full-powered cartridge, and the Mark l rifle is just as good 
for all other purposes as any other riAe. Needles.-. to say, the Govern
ment manufactured one Mark I rifle for e<1ch Pedersen device which 
was produced. 

Looking at the picture of the device, it will be seen that there is 
a little lump, or weight, on the top . Every time the gun is fired this 
lump, which is part of the breechblock, slides to the rear and then 
jumps forward again, something like a mouse running backward and 
forward on top of the receiver. It is the .inertia of this weight which 
en::tbles n powerful cartridge to be used, giving the very high velocity 
of 1,300 foot seconds as against Boo or 900 foot seconds of the ordi
nary automatic pistol of the same size. 

The whole device in its metal scabbard weigh z pounds and z 
ounces, and the loaded magazine filled with ~o rounds weighs 1 pound. 

Coming now to ballistics, the new cartridge had an So-grain bullet 
dri ven by 3 Yz grains of powder, whereas the old cartridge had a 
I so-grain hullet driven by 45 grains of powder. In the old high
powered cartridge the hullet leaves the muzzJe at a velocity of 2,7oo 
feet per second; the Pedersen cartridge leaves the muzzle at a velocity 
of 1,3oo feet per second. 

As the energy of the l>Ullet depends upon the square of the velocity 
as well as upon the bullet weight, it was found that the new bullet 
had a muzzle energy of about one-renrh that of rhe service cartridge. 
In other words, while the bullet of the service carcridge leaves the 
mu1.zle of the gun with an energy sufficient to l·ift a ton and .a CJUarter 
a distance of a foot, the new bullet had only sufficient energy to lift . 
one-eighth of a ton n foot. This is, however, quite sufficient to kill a 
man at any range up to 500 yards, or say a little over one-C]uarter of a 
mile. 

\.Vhile the service bullet will penetrate 6o inches of wood a short 
distance away from the gun, the new bullet will penetrate only about 
8 inches, or the same that the service rifle would penetrate one-half 
mile away. However, a hullet· which will penetrate 8 inches or 10 

inches of wood will easily penetrate a man, and it was apparent at 
once that this system which enabled a soldier to convert his rifle at a 
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nmmenr's notice into a low-powered . machine gun was inueed a most 
impor·tant thing. 

The War Department officials who saw this test had visions of what 
might happen in case of an attack by the enemy on our trench system, 
should our men be armed with this dev·ice. As the enemy came charg
ing across :r\'o .\'Ian's Land, each of our soldiers would begin .firing 
with this miniature machine gun, and the entire zone. in front of the 
trenches would be covered with such a whirlwind · of fire that no 
attack could survive. Also it looked as if the device might have great 
possibilities for an att;:~ck starting from our own trenches. For one 
thing, there is no noticeable;: recoil from this Pedersen device, and 
it could be tired from the hip while marching or running. A line of 

· soldiers advancing across No Man's Land, firing this device at the 
enemy trenches as they ran, would make it extremely dangerous for 
anyone in the trenches to show his head or any part of his body. 
Of course, fire while running or walking would not be so accurate, 
bur the tremendous number of shots would nwre than make up f.or 
any inaccuracies, and the whole enemy trench system would presum
ably be smothered with a storm of bullets. 

' 
The inventor had made this device readily interchangeable with the 

regular rifle bolt so that the bolt could be put back into the rifle 
at any time, thus enabling the rifle to he used with the high-powered 
cartridge when this seemed desirable. 

It was proposed that the soldier should go into hattie carrving the 
usual high-powered cartridges, and, in addition, he would c;rry this 
device in a scabbard at his belt as well as a canvas pouch to carry the 
regular rifle bolt when the device was being used, and on his beJt 
he would have a canvas case holding I o magazines of 40 rounds each 
for the device. 

This development appeared so important that an officer, who was 
sworn t{) secrecy, was placed on a ship to take the device over to 
France and explain it in person to General Pershing. The result was a 
code cablegram from General fcrshing calling for the earliest possible 
production of wo,ooo of these devices, and asking that the whole 
project be kept a profound secret. 

Needless to say, the order was placed at once and the secrecy 
which already surrounded the development was continued. As the 
name "Pedc::rsen device" seemed to be sufficiently my!>1:erious to excite 
the curiosity of the people who must of necessity ~work on it in the 
various factories, a new name was adopted which was purposely 
made not at all descriptive of the device. This name was "Auto
matic Pistol, Caliber . JO, Model 191 R." 

Of course the Pedersen device was in no sense a pistol, and one 
of the amusing incidents connected with the matter is the fact that 
some writers, who in some way heard this name, criticized the War 

• 
Department severely for adopting a smaller caliber pistol, or even 

• 
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U. S. Hille, Caliber . .;o, M 1903 llla rk I, with boh rcm~>'·eu to •how the ~pc,i a l ejection pon for rhc Pedersen Device used m 
this Mark I Rifle. 
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for adopting a new pistol at all, as they contended that our ·45 
automatic pistol wa~ sufficiently good, and if a new pistol were 
adopted it should he as large as the ·45 instead of being reduceu to 

. 3 o caliber. 
After the firsc production samples of this gun carne through and 

it began to be definitely determined what could be done in the way 
of manufacture, another officer was sent to France for further con
ference. As a result it was decided that soo,ooo Pedersen devices could 
be ready to go on the front lines in the spring of 1919, and that they 
would be utilized as a surprise to be spning on the enemy at that time. 

It is an interesting speculation to think •vhat would have occurred 
had our Army started to cross ~o Man's Land some fine morning 
with half a million men, each armed with an individual machine gun 
!lnd 400 rounds of ammunition. 

However, the old weapons we already had at hand proved suffi
ciently good to get the Germa:ns out of the trenches in October, 
t<)t8, and the war ended a month later with 65,ooo of the Pedersen 
devices completed. The remaining orders were canceled. 

After the Armistice of Novemher r r, r9tll, an intensive study was 
made of the possibilities of this weapon for future use. One of 
these tests was made at LeMans, France, and was attended by General 
Pershing and some high officials of his staff. 
· In conducting this test, a competitive musketry problem was con
ducted between two squads of officer marksmen, one Sf]uad being 
armed with Springfield ri.fles, and the other with rifles and the Peder
sen Devices. 

These officers were sworn to secrecy before the test, and then 
were given enough practice to familiarize them with the shooting and 
handling of the new arm. 

A number of silhouette targets were placed en the parapet of 
the target pit and the two SC]Uads each had a separate group of sil
houettes to fire at. The squads each started from 1000 yards, lying: 
down and firing until a certain numb~r of hits had been attained, 
when the pit detail would pull down a red flag and the squad could 
advance to the next station. The two squads, using the . 30 caliber 
service cartridges, advanced with about equal speed until 6oo yards 
was reached, when the squad with the Device changed bolts, and 
started using the automatic bolt. Irnrnediately they let loose such a 
whirlwind of fire that the flag went down and they advanced. This 
was repeated again and again, until they had gained the objective 
while the regular squad had hardly moved from 6oo. 

All officers who saw this demonstration were strongly of the 
opinion that this was an epoch making innovation in shoulder weap· 
ons. 

Mr. Pedersen and I had taken to France the Pedersen Devices and 
~mmumtron with which this test wa~ conducted, and we were of 
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course presenr on the ground, at the t ime, in ch<nge of the Or<lnance 
arrangements. -In September, 1946, after 1 had dcJnomrrarcd a Pedersen Device 
at Camp Perry, and had described rhi., t6t, a member of the Execu
tive Staff, CoL Griswold, stepped forward and said th:H he had been 
one of the Lieutenants who had been sworn to secrecy and assigned 
tO Lhc target pits. The pit officers had not been given any dues as to 
what the device was, so they organized a G-z committee, and after 
the firing, they went tu the firing points and searched for an empty 
cartridge that might give them a clue. Alas, the fullest of precautions 
had been taken; the empties had been carefully picked up. N ever· 
theless, they continued to search, hoping that in the grassy field , at 
least one lone cartridge m ight have esc;lped the clean-up, and at 
hlst thcv were rewarded bv finding- one. . . ~ 

TI1e author's son Lieut. Robert D. Hatcher shooting the Pedersen Device in 
March, 1947 with ammunition made in 1918. This view plainly shows the 
ejection port in the left side of the receiver of the Mark I rifle. T he empty 
cartridges were thrown just t () the left of the (amcra lens. 

In addition, one of the officers had carefully studied the firing 
line from afar, using binoculars; and from these and various other 
fragments of infonnation they gradually pieced together a theor:-· 
of rhe device which was just about right. T his was a new viewpoint 
w me on something that l s01w from another angle in chose days 
long past. 
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At the close of \Norld ·war I, this device was seen in the light of 
the situation that had just been passed through; the years of intensive 
trench warfare on an almost completely stabilized front. Viewed thus, 
it looked good; out when this perspective had faded somewhat, the 
picture changed. lt then appeared that for almost any other kind of 
ca.t.npaign it had di~advantages which perhaps outweighed its good 
pomts. 

Owing to the light weight and comparatively lo\v power of the 
buller from the Pedersen device, it is accurate :tgainst individual 
targets only up to about 350 yards. Beyond that range, it is difficult 
to hit individual targets with precision, and mass fire against mass 
targets must be depended on. Because of its low velocity, it has a 
high trajectory, and if it were sighted to hit a man at 500 yards, 
the bullet would pass over the head of a man at 300 yards. 
· Then, again, a more serious objection is that at the present time the 
infantry soldier has practically everything he can possibly carry 
loaded on him; and these things-his rifle, bayonet, ammunition, and 
equipment pack- arc all things which cannot be discarded or reduced 
in :my way. To mal<e him carry in addition a metal scabbard with 
the Pedersen device, a canvas pouch for the holt of his rifle, and 
1 o magazines full of Pedersen alliiiiUilition, would be practicaUy im
possible in any campaign of movement. G rearer experience has 
shown that if the soldiers were called upon to advance a certain 
distance using their Springfield rifles with the regular ammunition at 
long ranges, and then at some point in their advance they had to 
change to the Pedersen device, they would usually reach their ob
jective without the regular rifle bolt, as this would be lost- dropped 
or thrown awav in their excitement. 

' One way in which the Pedersen device differs from the Spring-
field rifle is in its comparative silence. When the Springfield rifle is 
fired ic makes a very loud noise, and moreover the huller itself 
creates an air wave whi-ch causes a vicious crack whenever the bullet 
passes a man or an object. Any bullet or projectile which travels at 
a speed higher than the velocity of sound creates this air wave and 
mahs this sharp, menacing noise when it passes. In the Pedersen 
device the powder charge is small in relation to the length of the 
barrel, so that the firing of the gun itself makes little noise, and the 
bullet itself does not produce the air wave that causes the bullet 
to "bark" when it passes. . 

In one of our peace-time tests, a number of soldiers in a pit were 
operating some targets which were being shot at by both rhe service 
rifle and the Pedersen device. While the firing was going on with the 
high-powered cartridges, the soldiers kept down as low as possible, 
entirely over-awed by the vicious and menacing snap of the high
powered .3o-'o6 bullets; but when the shift was made to the Pedersen 
device, holes began coming into the target faster than ever but without 
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the noise, and the soldiers all got up as high as possible and wanted to 
· look over the edge or go outside <>f the trenches to see what was going 
on. As a result it was thought by :.ome of the observers that the lack 
of moral effect on account of its silence was a serious disadvantage of 
this weapon. Some other observers of this incident thought that this 
lack of noise pointed co an advantage for the Pedersen device; the 
enemy would be bolder about leaving their cover, and would become 
easier targets. However, the prevailing opinion was that the menacing 
noise of the Springfield rifle bullet is a decided asset owing to the 
moral effect it has in instilling fear into the enemy, and rhat any 
weapon which lacks this noise would place its users at a disadvantage. 

The result of this gradual change of opinion was that a few years 
after the end of the first World \Var, the Armv decided to waste 
nq further funds keeping these devices in storage: and they were all 
destroyed, and the Mark I rifles were converted back to regular 
Service . Rifles by the removal of the special sear and the cut-off 
with grQoves in it to hold the device in place. The ejection port on 
the rifle remained, together with the wording Mark I, and the few 
of these rifles that have reached the hands of civilian marksmen have 
occasioned quite a bit of comment from the users, most of whom 
never heard of J:>edersen's .30 caliber Pistol, Model of 1918. 

.. .. 

I. 



XVI 

Notes on Set Triggers 

W HEN an individual w ho is not a shooter picks up a riLle, <:ocks 
it, and pulls the rrigger, the n·igger pull usually seems ver y light 

and easy ro him. Bur let rhe same man go into a marksmanship concest, 
a.nd things seem q~ite different_. Every time he gets the front sight . 
lined up on the bulls-eye and rnes w pull the tngger, 1t seems ro take 

·· a greatly increased amount of force to make it move. In other words, 
marksmanship makes the trigger pull scern heavier. 

One of the fust things a marksman would like to do, therefore, is 
to have a lighter and easier trigger pnll, so rha;t it <.:an be touched 
off at just the right moment w•tnout any distlU'bante ro rhe rest of 
the gun. 

Tliis can be an:omplishcd co a certain extent by smoothing up the 
sear notch and che sear, and by making the engagemem of the sear 
with its notch smaller and smaller, so that there will not be so much 
work done in disengaging the sear. There is, however, a limit tO what 
can be done along this line, b.ecause the sear usually works inro the 
notch on the hammer of the gun and··,rt\e hammer is a<.:tuated by a 
strong spring. The notch in which the ·sear is engaged is close to the 
pivot of the hammer. Therefore, the pressure of the mainspring is 
multiplied by the time it gets to the sear notch. The work, therefore, 
of pulling the trigger involves sliding two metal surfa<.:es on each other 
while these surfaces are being pressed together with quite a heavy 
force- namely, that of the mainspring, multiplied by the leverage. 

In order to make the easiest possible kind of trigger pull, the set 
trigger or "hair trigger," as it is sometimes called, was devised. These 
hair trigger ~uns can usually be recognized by having two triggers, 
something like the double trigger of a shotgun. To operate .rhem, 
you pull back the rear trigger until it snaps. Then when y ou touch 
the front trigger ever so lightly, the gun will go off. 

Set triggers became very popular in this country over one hundred 
years ago, in the days of the old Kentucky squirrel rifles. In those 
days the standar d of marksmanship in America was very high, and 

·turkey shoots and marksmanship competitions of all kinds were 
popular. 

Many of the old Kentucky rifles that have been handed down to 
the present day are fitted with set triggers, and some of these set trig

. gers are just as good as any modem set trigger, and, in .fact, would 
v~ry well serve as a model for anyone w ho wished to build a set 
trtgger today. 
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To understand the action of a. set triggtr, look at Fig. 1, which is 
a sketch showing the component parts, also the assembled view, of 
the set trigger of an old Kentucky rifle in possession of the author. 
The sear proper of the gun engages with the hammer, and is pivoted 
on the lock plate, which is fitted into the side of the gun. However, 

~~~) .... 
. ...... ·- j -. -

Diagram of Captain Woody's set trigger. 

the sear has an arm extending right across at right angles to the. lock. 
This ann rests just above the set trigger. Its position is noted m the 
sketch. 

The action of the set triggers in general can very well be studied 
hy reference to the lower drawing in Fig. '. The rear trigger is in 
reality a "knock-off" for the sear. The heavy spring shown to the 
rear of the trigger tends to hold the rear trigger in a forward position 
with its forward hlade kicked up into the air and resting <lg<linsr the 
sear arm. 

To operate rhe set trigger, rhe gun is first cocked. Then the rear 
trigger is pulled back as far as possible, until it is locked down by 
the point on the front trigger which engages the notch on the front 
part of the rear trigger. The engagement is very slight at this point. 
Moreover, the angle is such that it is very easy to slide the parts out 
of engagement. The slightest touch on the front trigger will release 
this contact and allow the heavy spring at the back to kick the arm 
of the rear trigger upward, when it strikes the sear arm and suddenly 
disengages the sear, allowing the hammer to fall at the same instant. 

T he small screw between the two triggers limits the amount by 
which the front trigger catches onto the back one, and thereby 
regulates the trigger pull. There is a backward proje<:ting blade 
attached to the front trigger which operates to release the sear when 
the front trigger is pulled without setting it. In other words, unless 
the rear trigger is first pulled to set the mechanism, the front trigger 
acts as an ordinary trigger when pulled. Jn this case ir works with a 
rather hard trigger puU. 
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After the passing of the old Kencucky squirrel rifles there came a 
gradual lapse in marksmanship and competition shooting, during 
which the manufacture of set triggers was largely discontinued. 
However, in the latter part of the last century Schuetzen shooting 
became popular, and this again caused a call for set triggers. 

There were two well-known makes used in the Schuetzen game, 
one made by Stevens and the other by \Vinchester. Both the \-Via
chester and Stevens double set triggers arc of exactly the same type 
as the old Kentucky set triggers illustrated in Fig. 1. 

One of the finest modern set triggers is that on the Swiss Martini 
rifles our International Free Rifle Teams used in 1930. It differs very 
materially from the others in mechanical construction, for inste~d 
of having just two levers it has four. Each lever reduces the presslli·e 

·on the operating edges of the trigger still further, until with four 
levers the pressure at the point where the front trigger engages the 
other mechanism is so light that a trigger of this kind can be made 
very sensitive indeed. In other words, the more levers a gunsmith puts 
into his set trigger r.he easier the trigger pull is. As the other triggers 
described are all two-lever triggers and this Martini trigger is a four
l~ver one, it will be seen that the sensitiveness is muftiplicd many 
nmes. 

Fig. 2 shows the consrrucrion of these four-lever tri~gers. Thev 
can be made so sensitive rhat a breath of wind on the front trigger 
will cause them to go off, though of course it is nor necessary to use 
it as sensitive as this at all times. 

\tVhcn the United States first went into the International ,\:latch 
shooting just after vVorld War T the team used set triggers which 
were honght in Germany by members of the 191X Army of Occupa
tion. These set triggers, made to fit the Springfield rifle, are of the 
two-lever type, identical in construction '"ith that of rhc Old Ken
tuckv rifle above described. 

' In this German trigger there i~ :~ special Clllll lever placed in the scar 
of the Springfield rifle, and when the front trigger .is touched the 
rear trigger flies forward and the upper arnr of the rear trigger 
strikes upward on this sear cam, and the action causes the sear to 
be camrned down out of engagement with the striker. There is a 
certain loss of time to this reverse motion on the sear lever and sear, 
which is one of the disadvantages of this type of trigger. Another 
disadvantage is the fact that it was only the double-lever type, and 
therefore not as sensitive as might have been desirable. 

It is this set trigger which our International Rifle Team used in 
the victories of 1921 and rgzz. The hope of improving the set trigger 
used at that time Jed to the design of se\Teral set triggers, the most suc
cessful of which \Vas made by Sergeant Rinkounis, of the Marim 
Corps, whose set trigger worked in the opposite direction and jerked 
the sear down instead of striking an upwanl blow first. Oscillographs 
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showed that the Rinkounis trigger Was faster than the Ger-man type, 
and it was used on the victorious American Rifle Team of 1924 by 
some members, while other members used the German trigger. 

The Rinkounis trigger was used in 1925, but did not give satis
faction because it was a handmade job, and there was a certain 
amount of trouble with sloppy pieces, etc.; and besides, being only a 
two-lever trigger, it was not capable of as much sensitiveness 3.'5 was 

Figure 2. Four·lever set trigger from a modern Martini·type European match rUle. 

thought desirable. Accordingly, the late Colonel \Voody, of Frank
ford Arsenal, made up a set trig-ger for the use of the 1927 Inter
national Rifle Team. The \Voody set trigger is a four-lever trigger 
and is an improvement on the best Swiss rriggers. In the Woody 
trigger one of the delicate springs used in the Swiss triggers is 
eliminated and the leverages are improved. This trigger gives a re
duction of pressure on the contact points of 40 to 1. For equal 
sensitivity with a two-lever trigger, the rear trigger would have to 
have a forward-projecting arm about 6 inches long, whereas in actual 
practice the forward arm of a two-lever trigger is about three
quarters of an inch long. 
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The view of the 'Voody ser tngger assembled in the Springfield 
rifle is shown in Fig. 3· 

Hae1mnerli r-Leve,- Set Trigger 
An excellem ser n·igger for the Martini rifle is the s-lever ser rrigger 

made by Haemmerli & Co., of Switzerland. T his is the trigger that wa~ 
used by the Swiss ream in the 1928 Jncern:ltiom.l Match in Holland. 

The mechanism of this trigger consists of a train of five levers 
actuated by one heavy spring and four light springs. The arrangement 
is compact and ingenious and permits of very close:: ad justmenr. A 
set screw regulates the pressure required, which can be set down to 
t'he lightest touch or a heavy breath . 
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figure 3. \X/oodr rrigger assembled in ri6e action. 
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The trigger is extremely smooth in action. There is no creep, 
looseness or side play. The five levers permit a very light pressure 
between engaging surfaces for rhe last stages by which an improve
ment in smoothness is gained over triggers of four levers or less with 
no appreciable Joss in the time clement. 

This uigger appears to be capable of being hui lt into a trigger 
guard for the Spr ingfield action, as the kick-off fearure is similar to 
that of the various types of triggers in our heavy Springfield Match 
rifles. 
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Using a set trigger i:; quite · different from using an ordinary 
trigger and requires a completely different method · of handling the 
gun, and really requires long and persistent training to he mastered. 
In the first place, the set trigger is dangerous to use unless very 
special precautions are taken, be~.::~. use with . the best of set triggers 
and the best of marksmen then: are bound to be accidental dis
t.:harges. For this reason special rules are made for matches in which 
set triggers are used. A set trigger must be "set" after the gun is 
loaded, because the action of closing or opening the bolt will almost 
certainly set off the trigger just from the jar. 

Therefore, the gun is loaded with the barrel resting upon a support 
and pointing at the ground. While the muzzle is still resting upon this 
support the rear set trigger is pulled hack so that the triggers are set. 
Sometimes accidents occur at this point and ac<.:idental discharges 
may be expected. The rules do not count such an accidental dis
charge against a marksman provided the barrel of the gun is resting 
upon the support when the discharge occurs; but if the barrel of 
the gun has left the support and an accidental discharge occurs, the 
marksman gets zero, or whatever his bullet makes on the target. 

Using a set trigger for the first tirne usually makes a man who ha.s 
been using only an ordinary trigger very nervous. It is like fooling 
with dynamite. The slightest touch makes it go off. The man using a 
set trigger for the first time would make a much worse score than 
he would with an ordinary trij!ger. In fact, I am not so sure that 
some of our International Match shots would not have done better 
with ordinary triggers throughout the entire match. By this I mean 
the old-timers of the Marine and other Service Teams, who have had 
years of experience with the regular trigger. 

In usin.e- the ser trigo-er the methods of different operators v:try 
l:onsiderably. Usually the forefinger is not placed in front of the 
trigger bur only on the side. Great c:~.re must be taken in placing 
the finger against the trigger not to make the set trigger go off from 
the mere fact of touching it. One man that l know who is very good 
on using a set trigger always approaches the fr·ont triggex with a 
forward motion of his finger, so that when the finger finally touches 
the trigger the tendency is that it slightly presses the front trigger 
forward. Then there is no danger of the guns going off when the 
trigger is being touched. 

The next thing that happens is that the user aims at the target, 
and when he gets the sights into the proper position he merely relaxes 
his forefinger slightly, and the gun seems to go off of its o'vn accord. 

\Vhen a set trigger gun has been cocked and the trigger is set it 
is a rather ticldish thing to monkey with, but it is easy to unload 
without danger. This is done by first putting the middle finger on 
the rear trigger and pulling this back as far as possible, then placing 
the forefinger on the from trigger and pressing it to the rear. Then 
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let the rear trigger go forward slowly. The triggers are then released. 
This should, of course, be done with the muz:de of the gun pointing 
in a safe direction. 

Though all set triggers are somewhat ticklish to use, there is 
absolutely no doubt that with practice in their use they can help 
to make wonderfully high scores, especially in the standing and 
kneeling positions. 



XVII 

Random Notes on Various Subjects 
1. The Men Behind the Guns 

I T has been a most interesting experienc-e through the y ears to have 
been more or less closely associa ted with many of the men who 

made the g uns we have discussed. 
To list some of them in alphabetical order, there arc Soren Hansen 

Bang, of the Danish Recoil Rifle Syndicate, and Laurence V. Benet, 
of the Hotchkiss Company, who designed the Bener-Mercier. Still 

John M. Drowning, famous inventor of rifles, shotguns, pistols and machine 
guns. He was hom in Ogden, Utah, in 1855, and died in 1926. 

in the B's we have General Berth.ier, who lived in Springficld for 
some months during '9'7, when 1 was in charge of the tests of his 
gun that was being modified and re-submitted f rom time to time. 
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John J\1 . .Browning and his brother ,\ lanhew S. Browning and his 
half-brother J. Edmund Browning were ,·alued friends. ",\htt" and 
"Ed" were mighty clever gun designers in their own rights; a sem i
automatic rifle designed by Ed Browning and suhmincd by vVin
chester was a strong contender in Government tests as recently as 
the beginning of '\Vorld vVar H. 

John C. G.trand, de>i~,:ncr of the lJ. S. Ri8e, CalibN .30, M 1. H e pronvun<n 
his name Garand , with the G hard .._, in go. and the >tre~ on tbe first s)'llablc, 
10 rhyme with - parent. 

Val A . .Browning who inherited tuuch uf Lhe genius of his f~ther 
John M., was an Ordnam;t: Officer with whotn l was closely associated 
in \Vorld War I. He was the first man to fire a Browning Automatic 
Rifle in action in France in 1918. At this writing, '947, he is president 
of the firm of J. i\1. & i\1. S. Browning which was founded bv his 
father and uncle in Ogden, Utah. - · 

John C. Garand, our top-notch gun designer, has personal qualities 
that endear him to all his ac<luaintances. Both my brother, Col. 
James L. Hatcher, himself a gun designer of great ability, and I have 
long counted Mr. Gar~nd as ~ close :1nd v:1lued friend. 

Gerlich, originator of the "Ilalgcr" hig-h velocity system, Karl 
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Heinem;mn, invcnror of the Pn:'lbe llum Mac hine Cm1 and the Heine
mann Semi-auto111aLic Rille, ami Grant l-IaltlltLOHd, of pistol fame 
were each with us only a few days during rests we tttade of their 
inventions, bllt even to meet and talk with them briefly was quite 
interesting. · 

.. v.~ . 
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J- 0. Pedefseu, famous arms designer. Phoro h)' the 
Author. 15 April 1946. 

Capt. "Mel" Johnson, brilliant crearor of the Johnson auturnaric 
rifle and the J ohnson Light Machine Gun is another top-notch gun 
designer that it is a privilege to !mow. 

The late Col. I. ~. Lewis, of Lewis Gun fame was known chiefly -for his Depression P osition Finder when I served with him at an 
Artillery post many years ago. 

General Lin of China brought his Semi-Automatic to Springfield 
fo r me ro test in the early part of 1918. As we both spoke French 
pretty fluently at that time I was able to Jearn quite a lot from him. 
He was a brilliant mechanical engineer and gun expert. 

]. D. Pedersen is a designer of whom Mr. Browning thought very 
highly. He once told me that Pedersen was rhe greatest gun designer 
in the world. My association with him dates fro:n 1918, when work 
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on his Pedersen J)evicc brought u~ t()gechcr. \V t: wok ;l trip to 
Europe together to demonstrate his device and to' arrange a field 
trial of it for General Pershing. .Jusc before this was written he 
spent an evening at my house and we had a very pkasant time dis
secting and discussing a German Gew. 43· 

Colonel Townsend \X1ht:len, U. S. Army, RcLircd. He enjoys a wo rld-wide 
rtputation as a big game hunter, author and firearms authority . 

. Eugene Reising has been working on guns a long t:ime; T first 
knew h.in1 when he was working on his anromatic .2 2 caliber target 
pistol. He is responsible for the submachinegnn made by Harrington 
& Richardson during ·world War II. 

Maj. Searles, w ho invented the Savage Auron1atic Pistol was an 
Ordnance Officer during \Vorld War I, and I saw hin1 frequently 
at that time, as I did A. \N'. Swebilius, the talented producer of the 
Marlin Aircraft Machine gun. I still enjoy seeing him occasionall~· 
at his High Standard Manufacturing Co. in New Haven. where 
in this y ear of 1947 he is sti ll doing some mighty fi ne g un designing. 

General John T. Thomp~n of "T ommy Gun" fame and inventor 
of the Thompson Autorifle was in charge of rhe Small Arms Division, 
Ordnance Department when I first knew him. 
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Mr. David M. Williams, of Godwin, North Carolina, inventor of 
many important firearms designs and mech:misms, including the 
short-stroke piston principle as used in the U. S. Carbine, Cal. .JO, 
M 1, and the floating chamber used in the U. S . . 22 Caliber Machine 
Gnn, the Colt Service Ace Pi~tol, and some Rcu1ington Rifles. 

Captain Melvin M. Johnson, designer of the Johnson 
Semi~utomatic Rifte and the Johnson Light Machine 
Guo. 

There are no doubt, many more whom I have forgotton to includt.., 
even as I write these lines I recall Manning of the Murphy-Manning 
gun, White, who had a very promising Semi-automatic rifle; Col. 
Richard !\-!. Cutts, U.S.M.C., and his son Captain Cutts, originators 
of the Cutts Compensator; and last but not least, Hudson Maxim, 
noted inventor of smokeless powders, and brother of Sir Hiram 
Maxim. 

2. National Match Ammunition 

Prior to World War I, the Government regularly obtained the 
then standard .30 Caliber M 1906 ammunition from Frankford Arsenal 
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and from the large commerci,ll cartridge co111panies. It was usual to 
hold a competition each year to determine which of the makers 
should furnish the ammunition to be used in the National Matches 
of that year. 

The various makers, including Frankford Arsenal would each sub
mit their best sample for test by the Ammunition Board. The winner 
would get the contract to f lu·nish the ammunition for the matches. 
This was all the standard . 30 Cal. M 1906, made to the regular 
specifications calling for a 1 50 grain .flat base cupro-nickel jacketed 
bullet driven by a charge of approximately 50 grains of Pyro D. G. 
Powder at a muzzle velocity of 2700 fe.et per second, and with an 
average pressure which varied with the powder lot, but was usually 
somewhat under 5o,ooo pounds per square inch. 

At the end of World \.Var I, the Government was greatly over
stocked with ammunition, and stopped buying it commercially. Ex
periments were started to develop an improved type of ammunition, 
and for several years the National Matches furnished a proving 
ground for the experimental types. 

By 192 5 nhe M 1 ammunition had been :>mndardi7.ed, with a 172 
grain boat tailed bullet having a 9 degree taper at the base, and 
jacketed with gilding metal. At first this had a muzzle vdocirr of 
about 2700 f.s., which was later reduced ro 2640. · 

In 1926 there were no National Matches. In 1927 the 1925 National 
March ammunition remaining on hand was used. In 192H ordinary 
t'Vl1 ammunition was taken fro m stock for the matches. This was so 
llll.~atisfactory that the production of a special lot of National Match 
ammunition was resumed in 1929. In 1930, National Match ammuni
tion was made to try out the possibilities of t-he Berdan primer. This 
gave unexpectedly high and erratic pressures during a spell of un
usually hot weather at th~ matt:hes, so was ahandoned. 

National Matches since that time have been fired with service 
ammunition, selected from lots which show better than average 
accuracy in final inspection. 

The Kational matches with the service rifle were suspended at the 
beginning of World \!Var U and at this writing, March, 1947, have 
not heen resumed. 

The following recapitulation gives the characteristics of the Na· 
tiona) Match Ammunition for the various vears: 

~ 
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Year Bullet 
·-

1919 150 Gr. 
F. B. CuNi. 

1910 170 G r. 
F. B. CuNi. 
170 Gr. 1921 
F. B. CuNa. 
Ti.tmed 

19Z2 170 Gr. 6" 
B.T. G .M. 

1923 170 Cr. 6" 
B.T . G .M. 

1924 170 G r. 9" 
B.T. G .M. 

1915 170 G r. 9" 
B.T. G.M. 

1916 ljO Gr. 9" 
R.T . G .M. 

-
1927 172 Gr. 9• 

H.T. G.M. 

1918 172 G r . 9" 
B.T. G .M. 

1919 173 Gr. 9• 
B.T. G.M. 

1930 173 G r. 9" 
B.T. G .M. 

1930 •73 Gr. 9• 
B.T . G.M. 

.. 

CALIBER .30 N ATIONAL MATCH AMMUNITION 
(Frankford Arsenal ) 

Powder Chg. lnst. Vel. Me:1.n 
Type Gr. at 78 Ft. Pressure 

Pyro 
#I¥J(> 46-s 2640 47·000 

- --·· . 

Pyro 
#1406 46-s 1)50 47·500 

DuPont 
# 10]6 48-~ 2000 4s.ps 

Hi V el 
# ;6-tltlll 45-4 2651 49>440 
Hi Vel 
# ;CJ-887 45-5 2653 47.000 -
H i Vel 
-# 1+'16 46·3 2644 4],000 - IMR- 1147 
# 1+89 53-l 2716-4 49.640 .. 

I~fR- 1147 
# 1491 52-9 l 700 ;o,ooo 

IMR-1 147 
#1489 • 3 • ) , ... 17 16.4 49·640 

IMR- 118s 
# 1597 ;o.o 2 594-4 41·7° 5 . 

IMR-1186 
#1619 49·8 z69z ;z,ooo 

IMR -t•86 
#16zo so-s z686 5'·795 

.\1e:m 
6oo Yds. 

5-19" 

.. 
·4-74 

3-00" 

3-18" 

8 " l . 5 

: .16" 

2-J!l·: __ 

No Test H eld 

. . • : .Jo" I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

" 3·0 4 

' 
6" :; .o 

1.98" 
THIS AMMUNITIO~ CONTAIN ING BERDAN PRIMER N OT USED 

IMR- 1186 I I I I 
#1635 49·5 26-45 47.851 ! z.n" 

' THIS AMM UN ITION L'SED IN MATCHES 

• • 1915 Over-run used m 1917 # Lot N umber 

R:ulins 
1000 Yds. 

9.6Sw 

10.14" 

8 .. ·51 

7-l2 " 

6.66z" 

s .68s" 

5·7 10 
.. 

N o T est H eld 

• 5·710" 

8.oo" -. . 

;.os " 

5 . I 6" 

I ~ 8" I .I 

, 
z 

< > 
;:: -::::-
0:: 
',/; 

[./) ,... ., ---~ -
8 
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3. Caliber 30 International ~1atch Ammunition 

Up until '9JO, the United States used to send a team each year to 
compete in the Free Rifle J'\ilatches of the International Shooting 
Union. As this type of shooting, with heavy barrelled Schuetzen type 
rifles was not popular in ~he United States, we always had difficulty 
in getting np a team that would be truly representative of a cross 
secrion of the nation's shooters, so participation in these matches 
was discontinued after the !llatches in Antwerp in '9 30 when the 
ream of which the author w:~s manager won rhe \Vorld Championship 
and numerous individual titles. 

lliiGITS M&Oifll. 10. 192$ 
.1$11G WPOIIT 11·119S 

Wlli._,S tw:lll Ill I .. !(ttl It> 
• u Itt m...,. Narva.u .eo.,n 

111AIUIF'ORD MSEMAL AMMUNITION 

1l>cse targets were shor during rhe development of International and Palma 
Match ammunition while rhe author, then a major, was in charge of ammuni1ion 
manufacture at Frankford Arsenal. The center rin~ of the left band ta rget is 
3 . 15/16 inch in tliamerer, ancl rhc group fired at ~28 yards was l.33 ind>es in 
diame1er, or 4/ 10 of a minute wide. The same ten shots caught on another 
screen at 600 yards are shown on a 20 inch bullseye. The group at 600 yards 
wa~ 3.17 inches in tliamercr, ,,uhtending just over ~I I () of a minuce. 

From the close of \Vorld VVar I until 1 ~13 o, it w;ls the custom to 
have a competitive rest each year to selccr rhc ammunition to be 
used in these marches. 

Particulars of ammunition with results of rhe re~ts are given below: 
~ 
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The aurhor a t Oi,lcr, In~laml. an 1931 ~s Cllptain of rhe Unitet.l Stares Rille Team. 



CALIBER .Jo INTERNATIONAL MATCH AMMUNITION 

Year Bullet Powder Chg. lost. Vel. 
Type Gr. ~t 78 Ft. 

1910 18o Gr. 
F. B. Cul\"i. 

I?I·1R-15 Vz 51 ·5 1670 

19%1 
• • • 0 0 • 0 • •• 0 ••••• • •• ••• . ..... 

-
1922 

• 0 • • • • • • 0 • 0 ••••• • ••••• . . . . .. 
-

1923 t8o Gr. IMR-ts ~~ s:.6 :610 
F. B. CuNi. 

• 

1924 t8o Gr. 
F. B. C.uNi. 

H iVe! 46·3 :610 

1925 17 1 Gr. 9• HiVe! #z 37·6 H99 
B.T. G.M. Lot 14118 

Bl. #9 
-

1916 

. -
Gr. 9" Hi Vel # z 36·4 220J00 1917 17l 

B.T . G.M. Lot 14~8 
-S 

- - - -
1918 Gr. 9• IMR-1 '4i 2715·1000 171 s 1.1 

R.T . G.M. Lot 1491 
-

Gr. 9• I.\1R 1919 173 5l.O """"I" .. -
B.T. G .M. Lot 1617 

-
193° ' 73 Gr. 9° HiVe I #z 33-5 2!19 

R.T. G.M. Lot H -93 
-8oS 

- . . . 
• F 1gure of ment for 1924 wa.s at 300 yards mstead of meters. 

••• Velocity was taken in 30 inch b:urel in 1928. 

Mean Radius Fig. of Mfgr. 
Mean 300 Meters Merit & 

Pressure (Computed) 300 Met. Rem:1.rks 
-

46,940 " Rem. 1.57 • 0 •• 0 0 

- - . 
.. 0 0 ••• •• 0 ••••• No 

0 ••••• Test 

0 • • • • • • • • 0 •••• No 
. .. . -. Test 

46.940 J ·09" 2.8u6'' Rem. 

- · 
46,200 1.01 " 2.179 ... Rem. 

- · -
19.54.\ .844" 1.11 " FA. 

. . -· 
No Match Ko Test 

:8,035 8 " ·9 2 l.SJ" FA. 

-
41,650 !.10 " 8 " z. 5 FA. 

4),170 1.14 
.. 96" 2. FA. 

Z].48j ' ·' 7" 141" F.A. 

. . . . 
•• Velocny was ~ktn m :8 mch barrel m 1917 
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4. Palma Match Anununition 

For the long range International Palma Match, the utmost accuracy 
at long range is required in the ammunition. Immediately after \Vorld 
War I it became the custom to hold a competitive accuracy rest of 
ammunition to determine the ammunition to be used in this match. 

The particulars of the anunw1ition selected each year, rogecher 
wirh the result of the official test, is given below. It will be noted 
that in several years there were no rests, and ch~c -in 1930, the am
munition which won the competition was afterward withdrawn from 
use because of high pressures which were blamed on the Berdan 
primers used in this lor. 

Another lot without the Berdan primer:; was hastily substituted 
without any official test. 



CAUBER .;o PALMA MATCH AMMUNITION 
. . 

Mean Mfgr. 
Year Bullet Powder Chg. Inst. V c:l. Mean Radius & 

Type Gr. :lC i8 Ft. Pres. 1000 Yds. Remarks 

1910 . No ,\:lfg. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . ........ 

-
1911 170 Gr. duPont Ex. -t8-5 ·•oo 48·370 6 " • • Remington -. .o .. 

F.B. CuNi. ~0. lOj6 
-~" ,. 

19U 180 Gr. HiVel 46 16zs 49.86; Western 
F.B. Lubaloy Lot # 1 - . 

19J3 . . . . . . . . No ·VIfg. 
. 

• • • • • • 0 • . . . . . . . . • 0 •••••• • 0 • 0 • • • • . . . . . . . . 
" ·- - H97 

1924 zoo Gr. Hi Vel 44·5 1477 49·180 Remington 
F.B. CuNi. 

- -G • l:\ilR-ttf7 1915 171 r. 9 
B.T. G .M. 

54·5 1]76 5l,JR5 443" Fran I< F.A. 

-
19:Z6 . No Mfg. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ... . . . . . . . . . 
- - · 

1927 No Mfg. 
. . . . . . . . • • • • • • • 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 0 • • • • • • 

- - · 
1918 172 Gr. 9• IMR-tt4i 5 1.1 Z7 1j .1 41,650 5 .s .... F.A., Same as 

B.T. G.M. Lot 1492 (Computed ) International 
.... 

1919 173 Gr. 9• IMR-tt86 49·8 """00 ., 4?.68; 5 .6;" F.A. 
B.T . G .M. I .nt t619 

--
Gr. 9• IMR-t t86 " F.A. (Not 1930 173 5'-1 1 7C .t.: 54>335 5-JO 

B.T. G.M. Lot t6zo Used; Berdan) 

1930 173 Gr. 9• I:\<IR-1147 51·7 :6.H 47,1 JO Not Tested F.A. (Substi-
B.T. GM. Lot 1617 ruted for 

(Berdan) 
-

19)1 National 
. No test; National Match Ammunition Used. /\ latch Used 

-- -- _, -
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5. N ational Match Pistol Ammunition 

The Pistol Ammunition furnished for the National Matches during 
the period under discussion was loaded to the regular service specifica
tions calling for a 2 30 grain bullet loaded to a muzzle velocity of 
81 o feet per second. In the early years the bullets were jacketed with 
Cupro-ni:ckcl; later with gilding metal. 

A typical load was that of the 1929 N arional :\llat<.:h pistol cartridge, 
which nad a charge of 4·7 grains of Bullseye Powder, giving an in
strumemal velocity at 2 5 feet of 816 feet per second, with a mean 
pressure of 14,853 pounds per square inch, and a maximum pressure of 
16,533 pounds per square inch. 

There were no matches in 1926. In I9!H, the r9z7 ammunition was 
used. A.ccuracy figures for the years when rests were held were as 
follows: 

Y eM Group Di.Tmeter at ;o yards 

1920 J-15 inches 
19!1 3·85 

,, 
I y:t! J.66 " 
19%3 3-22 " 
1924 3·78 " 
19z- 3.83 " ) 

1927 3·83 " 
'929 J.o<) " 
1930 , 2 . " (Western Cartridge Co.) -· ) 
'930 1.17 " (Frankford Arsenal) 

6. Dimensions of Cartrjdges 

The st;mdard overall lcn~th of the service cartridge is 3·300 to 
3. 350 inches. In m;~king up ammunition to be entered in the National, 
International and Palma Match Amnnmition rests, Frankford Arsena! 
endeavored to adjust the overall length so as to gain accuracy where 
possible by crowding the bullet up closer to the origin of the rifling. 
T he following shows the overall length specifications to which these 
cartridges were loaded for the years given. 

Year 
Overall length, 

JS'at ional Match Ammunition 

Flat Base, 3-337 to 3·347 inches 
Flat Base, 3·337 to 3-347 inche.~ 
Boat Tail 3-337 to 3-347 inches 
Boat Tail 3· 317 to 3-347 inches 
Boat Tail 3-317 to 3·350 inches 
Boat Tail 3-317 to nso inches 

Overall length, International 
and Palma Match Ammunition 

Flat Base, 3·350 to 3-300 inches 
Flar. Rase, 3.400 to 3.410 inches 
Boat Tail 3-350 to 3.300 inches 
Boat Tail 3-350 tO 3-300 inches 
Boat Tail 3·390 to 3-400 inches 
Boat Tail 3·390 to 3·400 inches 
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These are some dimensions of the .JO caliber Mz cartridge. 

Weight of bullet, about 151 grains. 
Weight of powdeJ:, 49 to 51 grains. · 
Weight of primed case, zoo grains approximately. 
Cubic capacity of 'case: 
To shoulder 
To neck 
To top 

3·70 c.c. 
3·95 c.c. 
4-40 c.c. 

7. Accuracy Specifications 

.::6 l'\1. in. . 
. 141 cu. m. 
.:69 cu. in. 

Accuracy Specifications used in World \Var U for the pnrchase 
of Caliber . 30 Ball, J'Vh, and Caliber . 30 Armor Piercing, ,\h. 

Ammunition 
Approximate 

Range at Mean Radius extreme 
Type which tested inches spn:ad, inches 

Cal. .30 Ball, M: ;oo yards 6.s 19 
Cal . . 3o Ball, M: 6oo yards 7·5 21V. 
Cal • • 30 A.P., M: soo yards 9 17. 
Cal .. 30 A.P., M: 6oo yards 10 30 - . ~ ···-

8. Testing the Sensitivity of Primers; Vent D iameters of Berdan Primers 

The primer under test is 11eld in a fixture fitted with a tiring pin 
with point of standard contour on which a ball is dropped as follows: 

-
Height of Results 

Caliber No. Tested Weight of B3U Drop Required 
- -

.11 rl. so cartridges 
. All fire 2 oz. 21 m. 

.12 r.f. 50 cartridges 
. 

None fire 2 oz. 2 Ill. 

.JO ~). not less dlan 300 
. 

All fire 4 oz. 15 m. 
. 30 cal. not less than 300 • Nooe fire 40Z. 3m. ·- . 

Vem Diameter for Various Berdan Primers 

Nation or Make Caliber Dia. of Vents 

Austria 8 m/m .040 to .o8o Taper 
British (Webley) ·455 .030 
British ,'\-lark VII- .303 .040 

British .;o .040 
British .176 .030 
British Mark Vll-.J03 .031 
British (Magnum) ·303 .031 
British (Bisley Match) ·303 .031 
Belgian 7·65 m/m .019 
Czechoslovakia 8 m/m ·040 
French 13 rn/m .031 
French 8 m/m Lebel .031 
Gennan 7 m/m .01$' 
Gennin 7·9 rn/m .025 
Holltrid 6.5 m/m .OJ 
Italian : . 6.5 m/m .05$ 
Si3ritese 8 m/m .015 

· Swi~ '7·5 m/m .OJ5 
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9. Nomenclature of Cartridge Defects 

BlO'i.IYll Primer. The primer has fallen completely out of its pocket 
when gun is opened after firing. 

Battered Cart1·idge. The cartridge is deformed so that it will not 
chamber in the gun. 

Draw Mark. Straight scratch lengthwise of the case due to some 
foreign substance in the drawing dies. 

Dropped Primer. Same as Blown Primer. 
Gas Leak. Black marl's around primer showing where gas has 

eS<.:aped. 
Hangfire. Discharge of cartridge after an appreciable interval from 

fall of firing pin or hammer. This may be due to a deteriorated or 
defective primer, or to a weak firing pin blow. 

Incipient Ruptw·e. Partial separation of the cartridge case in a cir
cumferential direction above the head. 

Inverted Anvil. Anvil in the primer upside down. W .ill cause a mis
fire. 

t1rminated Cau. A case which shows spots where the metal has 
separated in layers due to scaly inclusions. 

Leaky Primer. Escape of gas around primer pocket, indicated by 
smoky marks around primer cup. 

Ugbt Blow. A weak firing pin blow, insufficient to discharge the 
primer properly. 

Low Primer. A primer which is inserted too deep in its pocket. 
This may result in a hangfire o.r a misfire. 

Misfire. Failure of the primer to go off when struck. 
No Anvil. Absence of the anvil in the primer. W ill cause a misfire. 
Pierced P·rimer. Primer in which firing pin point has made a hole 

aU the way t:hrough. 
Punctured Primer. Same as Pierced l~rimer. 
Primer Blow-Back. Primer in which gas pressure has blown out 

the section opposite the firing pin hole. May be due to a weak main 
spring or to a firing p\1\ wh.ich is too light. 

Primer Leak. Escap~,,of; , ga~ around primer pocket. 
Primer in Sid?way;!i ·A -;r;at)l~r ·.rare defect which sometimes occurs 

in volume produ~l;ion. Priin.!;!i··fails to start into its pocket straight, 
and is crushed in sidewavs . . : .· . 

. J 

Prirnet· Set-Back. After firing primer is partly out of its seat. 
Rings. Circular marks around rhe case, due to poor reaming of 

the chamber. · 
Split Body. A longitudinal crack in the body of the case near the 

head. This is a dangerous defect, as it allows gas to escape to the 
rear. 

Split Neqk. A crack in the neck of the case. It is usually due to 
failure to anneal the neck sufficiently ro. prevent season cracking. 
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Season Crack. A cracking which occurs in hard brass with the 
passage of time. Usually seen in cartridges as Split Necks. 

Soft Head. Spreading of the head and opening of the primer pocket 
on firing, due to over annealing of the head of the cartridg~. 

Stretch. A visible strain extending around t-he case above the head. 
Usually due to excess headspace. 

lO. Interior Ballistics 

Time , from tbe instant of sear release to the exit of the bullet is 
made up of 

Lock Time, that is, the interval of time from sear release until 
the impact of the firing pin on the primer. 

!RAVE< QF 
CAIUN() FIR/M'i 
PIN4 · - - -

Diagram of s nH>kct.l disk used in measuring lock time. 

Ignition Time, the inter val from impact on primer until the pres
sure rises enough to start the bullet from its seat. 

Barrel Time, that is the interval from ~he time the bullet starts to 
leave its seat until it reaches the muzzle. For the old . 3o-'o6 cartridge 
with •so grain bullet at 2700 f.s. muzzle velocity, the barrel time has 
been measured at .mx>yR second, or just under a thousandth of a 
second. 

Lock Time may be calculated approximately by the following 
formula: 
Let S = length . of firing pin travel. 

f = average weight of the spring. 
m = mass of the firing pin . .L ~ mass of the spring. 
c = time pin takes to fall. 
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Then S = ft z d V 2 rns 
an t = f 

2 m (Kent, Aberdeen P1'0'I.:ing Ground) 

Actual lock time of the :'vl 1903 rifle was measured by John C. 
GaranJ at Springfield Armory, using a smoked disc, turnjng at the 
rare of 3057 revolutions per minute. The firing pin was mounted 
alongside this disc, wich a wire poimt:r amu:hed to the cocking piece 
so as to touch the smoked surface of the rotating disc. 

Garand super-speed firing mechanism. 

With the gun cocked, this wjre traced a circle on the smoke surface. 
When the trigger was pulled, the wire moved forward to the new 
position and there traced a.' ne\v circle of smaller diameter. The 
angular length of the spiral connecting these two circles indicated 
the time of fall t hrough the firing pin travel of .6 inch. 

The time of fall of the service firing pin was .0057 second, and 
of the National Match beadles~ firing pin, .oo49 second. 
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Mr. Garand designed a speed firing pin \Vith a travel of only ·4 
inch that h:td a time of fall of .ooH second. 

A spring of sufficient strength was obtained by using special 
Chrome Vanadium ~reel wire which when wound, had a square 
cross section, and which was worked to its maximum by having it 
compressed solid when the mechanism was cocked. 

To compe~ate for the distortion of the wire in winding, it was 
made with one edge wider than the o~her, :1 sort of keystone shape. 
V\1hen wound, the section became square. 

11. Muzzle Velocity ''S. Position of CariJidge When Loading 

When the powder does not competely .fill the cartridge case, the 
velocity will vary depending on whether the bulk of the powder 
is nearer the pr imer end or the bnllet end of the case. 

H the cartridge is. held wir,h the primer down before loading, the 
bulk of the powder will be near the primer, o~nd the velocity will 
be greater. 

If it is held with primer up, the powder will be in the bullet end 
of the case, and the velocity will be less. 

If the cartridge is held horizontally and rolled, the powder will 
be distributed along the length of the ca~e, and the velocity will be 
intermediate. 

A test at Frankford Arsenal with Cal. .50 M 1 ammunition also with 
Cal. .JO M1 ammunition \Vith •73 grain boat tailed bullet, gave the 
following resul ts: 

Primer Down 
Rolled 
Primer Up 

Primer Down 
Rolled 
Primer Up 

Mean 
Velocity 

3C 78 ft. 

2549 f.s. 
25Z4 f.s. 
2476 f .s. 

Caliber .fo M 1 

Extreme 
Variation 

yp L~. 
103.9 f.s. 
?5·0 f.-;. 

J'vlcan 
Variation 

24 .2 f.s. 
24.6 f.s. 
23.3 f.s. 

Caliber .30 M 1. 49·4 grains JMR 

z6n f.s. ¥>·' f.s. 1 1.1 f.s. 
zs~ f.s. 61 .z f.s. 15 ·4 f.s. 
ZS67 f.s. #4 f.s. I I.J f.s. 

118f 

Mean Pressure 

48,6o! lbs. per sq. in. 
47,019 lbs. per sq. in. 
44-461 lbs. per sq. in. 

47,387 lbs. per sq. in. 
45,128 lbs. per sq. io. 
43.856 lbs. per sq. io. 

12. Effect of V:ariations in Powder Temperature on Muzz]e Velocity 

Velocities and pressures taken with a given charge of powder 
and weight of projectile vary with the temperature of the gun and 
powder. 

The standard temperature is taken :ts 70 degrees F. When the 
gun and powder are warmer than thi.'l, the velocity will he higher; 
when thev are cooler, the velocitv will be lower. · . • • 
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The amount of the change depends on several variables, but can 
be approximated from the curve given herewith, as developed by 
the Ordnance Depanment. 

Figures which have been lJUOted by various authorities for this 
variation are .. shown below. 

-- .. . 

Gun Range Correction 
Range of 

Powder temp-
erature used 

Authority 

-
7 mm 50 meters 1.64 f.s. per degree F. 57 to 89 deg. F. • Pachma·nn & Wurt.le 

50 meters U>9 f.s. per degree F. not given •Prof. Brunswig 7·9 mm 
7·9 mm 50 meters .91 f.s. per d~gree F. not given Polish Ord. Dept. 
. Jo-'o6 150 ft. 1.66 f .s. per degree F. not given U. S. Ord. Dept . 
.J0-'00 150ft. l.i5 fs. per degree F.70 to 140 deg. F . Frankford Arsenal 
.;o-'o6 150 ft. 1.83 f s. per degree F. '5 to 105 deg. F Burnside Laboratory 
.Jo-'o6 150 ft. 1.55 L~. per degree F. 70 to -50 deg. F. Burnside Laboratory -- - . ... .. . -- . . . 
• In 7.eitschrift fiir das ge.wrmpt Scbiess mrd Sprengstoff 1vesen-Jan. 1928 . 

13. Distribution of the Heat Energy of the Powder 
Each pound of modern single hase smokeless powder has a poten

tial energy of about ',2 so,ooo foot pounds. If this powder is fired 
in a .30 caliber rille, it will supply charges for about 140 cartridges, 
and each will fire a 150 grain bullet at 28oo .feet per second muzzle 
velocity, with a muzzle energy of 2612 foot-pounds. 

The amount of this powder potential that has appeared in the 
form of muzzle energy of the bullets is therefore 140 x 1612, or 
365,68o foot-pounds, or only about 29!.4 percent. Where did the 
other 70 Y. percent go to? 

In 1929 the Ordnance Department set 
Program to determine this. The firing 
Machine Rifle, with results as follows: 

op a Technical Staff Test 
was done in a Browning 

Heat distriburion of one round in <l firowning ,\!lachine R ifle. 
Heat to Camidge Case ............ .. .. .. .. . 
To Kinetic Energy of Bullet .. ......... .. .. . . 
T_o Kinetic Energy of G,1ses ... . . .. ... . ..... . 
Heat to Barrel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Heat io Gases .. ................ .. .......... . 

IJI.O B.T.U. 
885.3 B.T.U. 
569·• B.T.U. 
679·9 B.T.U. 
598.6 B. T .U. 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . z1!64.0 B.T.U. 
Heat Generated hy Friction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 'z.o B.T.U. 

14. Velocity vs. Barrel Length 
Tests made at Springfield Armory with various length barrels for 

the Browning Machine Gun gave the following comparative figures: 

Length Barrel, . 30 Cal. 'o6, .5o Caliber, 
Inches V elocirv, F.S. Velocirv, F.S. 

' ' 
24 2709 14f4.C) 
28 !776 2j67 
JO z8n z673-9 
Jl 2848 2701 
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The 1917 Enfield rifle with 26 inch barrel gave for an average of 
five shoes each wich z barrels, z783 f.s. vs. 2700 for che 1903 rifle 
wich 24 inch barrel. 

15. Comparative Table of Remaining Velocities, Energies and Form Factors 
for .30 and .50 Caliber Ammunition.* 

-
Experimental 

1906 Ha II Service 170 Gr. Flat Base 1912 170 gl'llin 
Range 6 <.leg. Boat Tail 
yards 

Remaining Remaining Remaining Remaining Remaining Remaining 
Velocitv Energy Velocity Energy Velocity Energy -. f/s Ft. lbs. fls Ft. lbs. fls .Ft. lbs. 

" 0 2700 1f29 2700 1753 1700 2753 
500 12'\() jl2 1506 86o 1777 1197 

1000 . 958 Jo6 1083 444 1303 64f 
1500 76} 194 8Jj 

I ZSI C)6o 349 
2000 s8s 114 6z8 149 777 229 

' zsoo 408 5) 472 s .. 6J8 154 - - ··-·- -- ·-

~~em11ining Velocity, Range, tmd Energy of 172 grain Cal . . Jo A . P. and Bnll 
Ammunition Mt, and 1 f O grain Cal .• so A. P. ll1ld Ball Ammunition M1. 

Remaining 
Velocity 

Range-yards 
Cal. .30 Cal. ., o 

Energy-ft. lb. 
Cal. .30 Cal. .so 

z6oo z6 •• • • zs8z . . . . 
zsoo 79 z6 2388 IO.fll 

2400 134 116 zzoo 9595 
2JOO 191 109 202 1 8811 
1200 249 304 •8.t9 8062 
2100 JIO 4°3 1685 7346 
1000 372 505 1528 6663 
1900 436 6t t 1379 0014 
I8oo 503 711 I:!.J8 5397 
1700 H3 S36 1104 4814 
IOOo 6.pl 95H 978 4264 
1500 727 1088 ll6o 3748;,~~ 
1400 812 12!7 749 p6s ( _; 
1300 905 1379 648 z8t 5 \: _____ 
1200 1014 1558 550 2~99 
1100 116! •799 462 2016 
1000 1372 2145 J82 1666 

After the adoption in 192 5 of the M 1 ammunition containing rhe 
172 grain boat-tailed bullet, an investigation was made to determine 
the form factor for use with Ingalls Ballistic Tables, Artillery Cir
cular M. Results are shown below: 

• (Computed from 1ngall's Tables, using dara frnm unreduced firings made ~r 
.Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., between Nov. 22, and Dec. 22, 1911.) 
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1'able of f'orm factors for 172 grain boat-tailed bullet Cal .. JO M 1 

Velocity, feet per second 

z6oo 
2000 
1500 
1200 

16. Ballistic Data 

Form Factor 

·492 
·514 
.5ss 
·7# 

Pedersen Rifle, Caliber .276, 
;z; Gr. Bullet-P. C. 48, 

( 0.2 76-A -2 J 
(A. P. G. 

Instrumental Velocity at 78 feet = 2640 f/s (Aug. z;, 1927 
B. C. for J ( v) ·0.2469 when V is greater than vel. of sound 

o.426o when V is less than vel. of sound 

Angle of Time of 
Remaining 

Maximum Range 
Departure Flight Velocity Energy Ordinate Yards 
Minutes Seconds ft/s ft-lbs Feet 

0 o.o o.ooo 2690 2012 .oo 
TOO 2,3 ·"5 2 514 1758 .0] 

200 j .O •2 39 2 345 1519 .z.; 
JOO 8.0 ·371 1180 1)12 ·57 
400 11.2 ·5 14 2020 1135 1.09 
500 '4·6 .669 1864 ¢6 t.82 
6oo 18.; .837 1711 814 2.8 .. 
700 2 3 .I J .oz ( 1562 679 4·11 

• 8oo z8.1 J'.Z ZZ 1419 s6o 6.00 
900 33·9 . 1.444 1284 459 8.2] 

1000 40·5 •·691 1160 374 "·54 
1100 .. 8.1 '·960 1083 327 1544 
1200 56.8 2.242 1046 )04 20.63 

·- .. . -·· ·- ··-·· 

Caliber .30 Bullet, 19o6 Service Ammunition, (A. P. G., Md. 
(April0jz6 M. V. 2700 fjs. C Variable, starting with 0.410. 

/' 
(H-Ifb·J j.z8 

., \.. 
. -- -·---- ... ··-- .. ' -· - - ·-

Angle of Time of 
Remaining 

J\-1aximum Range 
Yards Departure Flight Velocity Energy Ordinate 

Minutes Seconds ft/s ft-lbs Feet 
• 

100 2.5 0.12 2481 20)1 o.o6 
zoo 

; 0,15 !267 17Il o.z, 5·1 • 

JOO 8.2 I 0.38 2059 1412 0.62 
400 11.6 o.s; •8;8 11)0 I .1 

500 15.6 0.70 1664 923 2.0 
6oo Z0.4 o.89 1481 7JI 3·3 
700 25·9 ' 1.11 1315 576 5·0 I 
Soo JZ·S I "35 1174 459 7.f ' . 900 40·3 1.62 Jo6j 378 10.8 

1000 49-4 
. 1.91 989 J26 15.2 . 
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U. S. Caliber .JO M 1 (0.30-B-4 

'7.2 Gr. Bullet, Muzzle Velocity 26oo fjs (A. P. G. 
(Sept. 7, 19z7 B. C. for J (v) Table = 0.2702 when V is greater 

than vel. of sound 
o. 3977 when V is less than vel. of sound 

Angle of Time of 
Remaining 

Maximum Range 
Yards De{'amtre Flight Velocity Energy Ordinate 

Mmutes Seconds ft/s ft-lbs Feet 

0 o.o o.o z6oo zs81. · ·O.O. 

100 :1.,5 0.119 244:1. l279 0.1 
100 5·3 0.246 2189 1.001 O.J 
300 8.4 0.381 1.140 ljSO o.6 
400 11.8 0.517 1995 1510 1.1 
500 IH o.683 18p. 1311 1-9 
6oo 19-4 o.8;1 1j IJ 1120 Z.9 
700 1. 3·9 1.034 1576 949 4·3 
8oo 1.<).0 1.zn 1444 797 6.1 
900 34·7 1450 J3ZO 66s s.s 

1000 41.2. 1.688 1203 553 IJ.6 
1100 48.6 1·949 110% 464 154 
1200 57·0 2.ZZ8 1057 427 20.3 

- . .. ---- ·-··- --· . ·· - ·· -· - · ~ . . .. .. .. .. . . .... - . . . -

U . S. Caliber .30 M1 (o.3o-B-3 
172 Gr. Bullet, Muzzle Velocity 1700 fjs ;;(A, P. G. 
B. C. for J (v) Table = 0.1702 when V is greateri 

1'(~pt. 7, 1917 
than vel. of sound ' ·---

O.J977 when V is less than vel. of sound 

Range Angle of T ime of 
Remaining 

Maximum 

Yards Departure Flight Velocity Energy Ordinate 
Minutes Seconds ftls ft-lbs Feet 

0 o.o o.ooo 2700 %]85 0.0 

100 1.. 3 0.115 ZSJ9 1463 0.1 
zoo 4-9 0.2.37 1.384 ZI]O O.J 
300 7·7 0.367 U.Jl 1903 o.6 
400 10.8 o.5o6 1084 J66o 1.1 
soo 14-1 o.6ss 1940 1438 1.8 
6oo 17·9 o.815 1799 1237 :z.S 
700 zz.o 0.989 166o 1053 4·1 
8oo z6.7 1.177 151.6 889 5·8 
900 31-9 1.383 1397 745 7·9 

1000 37·7 t..6o8 1275 6zT to.; 
nco 44·3 1..855 1161 SI5 13-9 
IZOO sz.o 2,124 1083 448 18.3 

··-· ---· ~ ··-
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17. Rule for Computing Ordinates to Trajectory 
Let y = hei~ht of desired ordinate in yards 

x = honzontal distance to desired ordinate 
Ar = angle of departure in mils for the trajectory being computed 
A, = angle of departure in mils for the range corresponding to x 

X 
Then y = 

1000 
(Ar - Ax) 

Example: 
Wanted, the 1000 yard ordinate of the zooo yard trajectory. 
Given, A. -:- angle of departure for zooo yards = 44·5 mils. 

Ax :;.:... angle of departure for woo yards = 1 1.1 mils. 
1000 

Then y = (44-5 - 1 r. 1) = 33-4 yards. 
1000 

Kote- A mil is 3·375 minutes. 

18. Fonnula for. Wind Deflection 
Let D = deflection of the bullet in feet caused by wind. 

W = wind velocity straight across the range in feet per second. 
If the wind is not straight acros.-; the range, then that 
component of it which . acts straight ac ross the range at 
right angles to the line of sight. 

T = time of flight in seconds for the range at which the de
flection is to be figured. 

T. = time it would take the bullet to traverse the same distance . 
m a vacuum. 

Then D = W (T-T.) 
Example; Find the deflection that would be caused at various ranges 

by a wind of 1 mile per hour acting on the 17 z grain M 1 

boattail bullet with an initial velocity of z 700 feet per 
second. 
Remcmher- 1 mile per hour 1.4667 feet per second. 

Time to ~. 
Range, Time of cover same Difference De~!90, Deflection, 
yards. flight. range 111 feet. inches. 

vacuum. 

100 .115 .Ill .004 .oo6 .D7 
zoo .ZJ7 .l:Z ms .021 .16 
300 ·367 ·333 .034 .oso .6o 

400 ·5o6 ·444 .062 .O~H 1.09 
soo .665 ·555 .100 .147 1.76 
6oo . 81) .66-J .148 . .117 2.6o 
700 ·989 ·778 .ZII ·309 3·71 
8oo '1.117 .889 .188 -422 s.o6 
900 1.383 1.000 ·383 .562 6.74 

1.6o8 
.. 

8.75 1000 I.lli 
.. 

-497 ·719 
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19. The Relation Between Muzzle Velocity and Instrumental Velocity 

·when velocities are taken by chronograph, what is obtained is not 
the muzzle velocity, but instead, the velocity over a measured interval 
somewhere in front of the nm7..:z.le. 

At Springfield Armory, Frankford Arsenal and Aberdeen Proving 
Ground, it is usual when taking the velot.:ities of s111all arms ammuni
tion to measure the time taken ro pass between two screens either 
100 or 150 feet apart. The first screen is usually placed 3 feet in from 
of the muzzle to avoid blast effects. 

The time taken to traverse .the distance between screens, divided 
by this distance gives the average velocity from the first screen to the 
second. · 

The bullet is going faster when it passes the first screen than it is 
when it reaches the second, but it may be assumed without mud' 
error that the average veloci:ty between screens represents the vr 
locity at a point halfway between the two screens. 

Thus with the first screen three feet from the muzzle and rht> 
second 100 feet from the first, the velocity obtained is that at 53 
feet from the muzzle. vVith the first screen three feet from the muzzle 
and the second screen 150 feet further along, the instrumental velocity 
obtained is that at 78 feet from the muzzle. 

For velocities in the order of those obtained with the service ammu
nition it has been found with standard atmospheric density condi
tions the speed drops off at the rate of .64 foot per second for every 

. foot from the muzzle to the mid point between screens. 
Thus to find the muzzle velocity, given the instrumental velocity 

at 78 feet, we should add to the instrumental velocity an amount 
equal to 78 x .64, or 49.92 feet, which is taken as so feet, per second. 

Likewise, to bring the instrumental velocity at 53 feet to muzzle 
velocity we should add 53 x .64 or 33.92, that is, 34 feet per second. 

If very accurate results must be had, these figures should be cor
rected for any variation of the atmospheric density from the normal, 
which is considered as 1.2034 grams per liter. 

The ratio of the density of the air at the time of firing to the 
normal density is designated by the Greek letter Rho; let's call it 
"r". Then Muzzle Velocity = Instrumental Velocity + .64 x s x r, 
where s is the distance in feet from the muzzle to the mid point be
tween screens. 

For values of Rho see table on page 430. 

20. Mils Ver.sus 1\finutes 

In small arms target practice it .is usual to give elevations in 
minutes of angle, wltich is convenient, as a minute equals very nearly 
an inch for every hundred yards of the range. Thus a minute of 
elevation change on the rear sight should raise or lower the point 
of impact an inch at 1 oo yards or ten inches at 1 ooo yards. 
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In military fin : control work it is usual to use a different unit, 
the mil. The mil is the angle whose tangent is 1 j 1000; that is, It lS 

the angle subtended by 1 unit at a distance of 1000 units; for ex
ample, 1 foot at 1000 feet or 1 yard at 1000 yards. 

This would work out so that there are t'izR 3 mils in :1 complete 
drcle. As this number is not divi~ible into fr<~ctions whid1 are whole 
numbers, the artillery fi re control experts adopted t he artillery mil, 
in which the circle was di\•ided into 64uo parts, thus giving a n umber 
which is easily divisible by ntany other numbers, and still not chang
ing the value of the mil to any sensible degree. 

For some years the infantry used a m il of 1 /6z8oth of a circle, 
called the Infantry mil, while the Artiller y used 1/64ooth of a circle, 
~:ailed the Artillery mil. 

In recent years, however, the so-called Infantry mil has been 
dropped from use, and the Artillery mil adopted in its place. 

T he Artillery mil is 3' 22.5" of arc, or 3·375 minutes. As rifle 
elevations are given in the technical manuals in mils, this is a useful 
number to know. To red uce mils to minutes, multiply by 3·375· 

21. Comparison of Angles of Dcpanure (Approx) of Caliber .30 Ball 
Ml At Ground Level and at Ekvation 10,000 ft. 

Angle Dep. Mils 
Range Elev. 1o,ooo ft. Angle Dep. Mils Drift R1ht Mils 
Yards Angle of site o Ground Level (Groun Level> 

0 0 0 0 
/ 

100 O.J 0.7 0 
200 r.s 1.5 0 

J()(l 2.2 1 .4 0 

400 J.I J.3 () 

500 3-9 +3 0 
6oo 4·7 5·3 0 
700 5.6 6.s 0 
8oo 6.6 7 ·11 0 

900 j.6 9·3 0 
1000 8.8 I 1.1 0 
1100 IO. l I J.l 0 
llOO I J.ft •5·4 0.1 
1)00 I J ·5 18.o 0.1 
14(10 I 5.! 20.7 0.1 

1500 .,. 3 1 3·9 0.1 
16c>O •9·7 27·3 o.z 
1700 n.s ~ .. , o.z 
•8oo 25.2 . 3~·2 o.z 
IC)OO zs., 39'9 0.) 
2000 3' ·7 4 4-5 O.J 

. 

22. Bullet Penetration in Various Mediums 

T he Ordnance Department, U. S. Army decermi!Jed that the 150 

grain l\112 service bullet fired into water with a velocity of 2770 f. s. 



Penetration of 32'!2 inches of oak by .311·'06 buller ~·eighing 150 grains, driven a t a muzzle velod!J• of 2i00 f.s. Range, 200 yarcls. 
The ran~e was long enough so tha t rhe buller was suf!ici:cody sta hil i zed 10 continue point first and thus ~ive J:OOd penetra tion. At 
shorter ranges, rhe penerration is likely ro he much lt:>li,-Si:,e photo showing results at 50 feeL 
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Penetration of 11 'II inches in mtk hy .30· '06 150 grain bullet dri v<:o <It 2700 Ls., range. ;o feet. . The penetration is much Jess 
than that a<:hieved at longer ranges. The reason is that at chis shore range, rhc huller haci nor seeded down ro a stable flight. ancl 
when i t crKuuntered the rcsisrance of the oak it yaw~d badly, and rapidly gave up all its energy. 
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at an angle of incidence of 90 degrees would be slowed ro 140 feet 
per second at 3 Yz feet below the surface of the water. At this velocity 
the energy is 100 foot-pounds, which is considered the minimum to 
inflict a wound on the human body. Therefore a man would be safe 
from strafing with . 30 caliber bullets if he were 4 feet beneath the 
surface. 

The Navy Bureau of Ordnance determined, based on tests made 
at the Naval Proving Ground at Dahl$ren, Va., that a man would 
be safe under 3 Yz to 4 feet of water trom a . 3n-'n6 projectile fired 
at an angle of incidence of 90 degrees to the water, and that at an 
angle of incidence of 30 degrees, which would be more nearly the 
angle at which a plane would attack a man, a man 2 Yz feet beneath 
the surface would be safe. 

P£-'netration for Cal. .JO M l A·mmunition 

zoo yards 6oo yards 1500 yards 

Aver- Maxi- Aver- Maxi- Aver- Maxi-
age mwn age mum age mtlm 

t/4" Armor " 0.1 . . .. . . . . . • • 0 • 0 .... 

Gravel J.O " B.ol' 4-5 j.O 4-1 5-5 
Brick masonry " 6.s " 3·6 1.9 4·3 2-2 1.5 

Concrete 4-011 1.0 O.j 

Solid Oak IJ.S" 8 " I .0 u.o 13.6 z ,) 3-8 
Dry Sand 6.s " 8.z " s.s 8.2 9-0 . i-1 
Moist Sand " 9-2" 9·6 8.] 7·3 11.2 9·5 
Loam 14-1,.. " 

.. , 
26.2 24·5 24-0 zs.o ll' --·/ 

Clay 24.6" " 
., 

29.0 22.0 23-0 l4.0 15 .o 
Loose Earth 19.0" . . . . •s-s .... 

23. Bullet Lubricant Formulae* 

No. r 
y.; pound Japan \V ax 
2 heaping teaspoons Graphite 
(Graphite must be mechanically 
mixed and therefore it must be 
\'ery fine, like Acheson Graphite 
r\ o. 1304 or Di.xon's Motor Gra
phite) 

No. 2 

Equal parts of Beeswax and Car
nub;t of Japan \\rax, Cylinder Oil 
or Caswr Oil, just enough to bring 
required flexibility 

Our own lubricant consists of equal parts beeswax and paraffin 
tempered to a tough pliable consistency, by the trial and error method, 
using vascline, or a good grade of cup' gre;tse such as Pennzoil No. 305 
,,·hich conta_ins graphite. Add fine powdered graphite if you want 
a black lubncant. 

While the waxes arc melted we add about 25% as much grease 
by \'Olume. Then several samples are "tested" for consistency by 

• From the National Rifle Association Technical Sraff. 
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letting one sample cool at room temperature, and the other, in a 
shallow pan, is cooled in the refrigerator. If the mixture is very 
brittle when cool we add more grease, or more wax if too soft. Our 
mixture is used on both rifle and handgun bullets, and we never 
experienc-e leading trouble. Our alloy consists of 96 parts lead, 2. 

parts tin and z parts antimony. 

24. lndentification Codes of German Arms, Ammunition and Optical 
Instrument Makers 

During the occupation of Germany immediately after V. E. Day 
in 1945, our forces obtained a secret German document giving the 
identification code letters of various makers of arms, ammunition and 
optical instruments. 

The document appeued somewhat garbled, and there were some 
duplications, indicating that some changes had been made from time 
to time. · 

Even though the list may be incomplete, it has proved to be very 
useful, as the makers whose productc; are most often seen among the 
souvenir weapons brought back from Europe appear on this list. 

German Small Arms Manufacturers' Codes 

A 
aak-Waffenfabrik Brunn A. G., Pra~ue 
ac-Carl \Valther, Zella-Mehlis, Thunngia·;:::~ 
aek-F. Dusek Waffenerzeugwtg, .Opoci.n~l):ei Nachod 
amn-Mauser \Vorks, \Valdeck be1 Kassel 
ar-Mauser Works, Borsigwalde, Berlin 
asb-Deutsche-Watfen und Munitions Fabriken A. G., Borsigwalde, 

Berlin 
auc~Mauser 'Works A. G., Ehrenfeld, Cologne 
awt-Wurttembergische Metallwarcnfabrik A. G., Geislingen 
axs-Berndorfer Metallwarcnfabrik Arthur Krupp A. G., Berndorf, 

Niederdonau 
ayf-B. Geipel, G. m. b. H., Waffenfabrik "E.rma" 
azg-Siemens-Schuckert \Vorks A. G., Berlin 

B 
bcd-Gustloff Co., Weimar Works, Weimar 
be-Bcrndorfer Metallwarenfabrik Arthur Krupp A. G., Berndorf, 

Niedcrdonau 
bh-Brunner Waffenfabrik A. G., Brunn (Brno, Czechoslovakia) 
bjv-Bohm-.Mahrische Kolben-Danek A. G ., Prague, Vysocan Works 
bkp-Gewehrfabrik H. Burgsmiiller and Sons G. m. b. H., Kreien-

sen, Harz 
bkq-Rohrenfabrik Johannes Surmann G. m. b. H., Arnsberg 
bky-Bohmische Waffenfabrik A. G., of Prague, Ung-Brod Works, 

Ung Brod, (Moravia) 
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bmv-Rheinmetall-Borsig A. G., Sommerda Works, Si:immerda 
bmz-Minerva Nahmaschinenfabrik A. G., Boscowitz 
bnd-M. A. N., A. G., Niirnberg Works, ~i.irnberg 
bnz-Steyr~Daimler Puch A. G., Stcyr Works, Steyr, Austria 
bpr-J ohannus Grossfuss Metall and Locierwarenfabrik, Dobeln, 

Saxony 
br-~1athias Bauerle Laufwcrke G. m. b. H., St. Georgen, Schwarz

wald 
bvl-Th. Bergmann & Co. Ahteilung Automaten u. Metallwarenfab-

rikation, Altona, Hamburg · 
bxb-Skoda Works, Pilsen 
byf~~·1auser Works, Oberndorf , 
bym-Geoossenschafts Maschinenhaus der Buchsenmacher, Ferlach, 

Carinthia, Austria 
bzt-Fritz Wolf Gewehrfabrik, Zella-Mehlis, Thuringia 

c 
ce-J. P . Sauer and Sons Gcwehrfahrik, Suhl, Saxony 
nlo-Th. Bergmann & Co. A. G., \Vaffen n. Mnnitionfabrik, Veltcm 

\Vorks, Veltem am Main 
ch-Fabrique Nationale d'Armes de Guerre, Herstal, Liege, Belgium 
chd-Berlin Industrie W erke A. G., Spandau, Berlin 
cof-Carl Eickhorn, \Vatfenfabrik Solingen 
con-Franz Stock Maschincn u. \Verkzeufabrik, Berlin 
cos-Merz Brothers, Frankfurt am Main 
cpo-Rheinmetall-Borsig A. G., Maricnfe1d \Vorlcs, Marienfeld, 

Berlin 
cpp-Rheinmetaii-Borsig A. G., Guben \Vorks 
cpq-Rheinmetall-Borsig A. G., Breslau Works 
crs-Paul \Veyersberg & Co. \Vatfenfabrik, Solingen 
cvl-WKC \Vatfenfabrik G. m. b. H., Solingen 
cxq-Spreewerk G. m. b. H., Metallwarenfabrik, Spandau, Berlin 

D 
dfb-Gustloff Co., Suhl Gun \Vorks, Snhl, Saxony 
dgl-Remo Gewehrfabrik, Rernpr Brothers, Suhl, Saxony 
dot-Waffenwerke Brunn A. G., ·Bnmn (Bmo, Czechoslovakia) 
dou-Waffenwerke Brunn A. G., Bystrica \Vorks 
dov-Watfenwerke Brunn A. G., Vsetin \Vorks Czechoslovakia 
dow-Opticotechna, (fonnerly W~ffenfabrik Bnmn A. G.), Prerau, 

Czechoslovakia 
dph-lntcrcsscn Gemcinschaft Farbenindustrie A. G., Autogen 

\\forks, Gricsheim, Frankfurt am .\1ain 
dsh-Engineer F . Janecek, Gnn Works, Prague, 
duv-Berliner~Lubecker Maschinenfabriken, 1 .ubeck \Vorks 
duw-Deursche Rohrewerke A. G., Thyssen Works, Mulheim 
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E 
egy-Engineer Fr. August Pfeffer, Oberlind, Thuringia 

F 
fnh-Bomische vVaffenfabrik A. C. of Prague, Strakonitz Works 
fue-Mechanische \Vcrkstatt A. G., (formerly Dubnica \Vorks of 

Skoda Co.), Dubnica 
fwh-:--Jorddcutsche Maschinenf::.hrik G. m. h. H., Hauptverwalting, 

Berlin 
fxa-Eisenacher Karosseriefabrik Assmann G. m. b. H., Eisenach 
fxo-C. G . Haenel Waffen u. Fahrrad Fabrik, Suhl, Saxony 
fze-F. \V. Holler Watienfabrik, Solingen 
fz.~-Heinrich Krieghotf 'Vatienfabrik, Suhl, Saxony 

. G 
ghf-Fritz Kiess & Co., G. m. b. H, Waffcnfabrik, Suhl, Saxony 
gsb-Rhcinmetall-Borsig A. G., (formerly S. A. des Ateliers de Ia 

Dyle ), Lou vain, Relgium 
gsc-S. A. Relge de MecanilJUC et de l' Armemcnt, Monceau-sur

Sambre, Belgium 
guy-\Verkzeugmaschinenfabrik Oerlikon, Buhrle & Co., Oerlikon 

Zurich, SwitZerland 

H 
hew-Eningeer F. Janecek, Gun \Vorks, Prague . 
hhg-Rheinmetali-Borsig A. G., Tegel Works, Tegel, Berlin 
hhv-Steyr-Daimler Puch A. G., Nibelungen \Vorks, St. Valentin, 

Austria 

J 
jhv-Metallwaren \Vaffcn u. Maschincnfabrik A. G., Budapest 
jkg-Kong. Ungar. Staatlische E isen, Stahl u. Maschinenf::.brik, 

Budapest 
jlj-Heeres Zeugamt, Ingoldstadt 
jua-Danuvia 'Vaffen u. Munitionsfabrik A. G., Budapest 
jwa-Manufacture d' Armes Chateller:tult, Charellerault, France 

K 
kfk-Dnnsk Industrie Syndicat, Copenhagen, Denn1ark 
kls-Steyr-Daimler Puch A. G., \Varsaw 
ksb-Manufacturc Nationale d'Armes de Levallois, Levallois, Paris, 

France 
kur-Steyr-Daimler Pnch A. G., Graz Works 
kwn-S. A. Fiat, Turin, Italy 

L 
lz~t-Mauser Werke A. G., Werk Karlsruhe 

M 
moe-Johann Springer's Erben Gewehrfabrikanten, Vienna 
mpr-S. A. Hispano Suiza, Geneva, Switzerland 
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. mrb-Aktiengesellschaft, (formerly Prague Works of Skoda Co.), 
Prague 

myx-Rheinmetall-Borsig A. G., Sommerda \>Yorks, Sommerda, 
Thuringia 

N 
nec-\Vaffenwerke Brunn A. G., Prague 
nhr-Rheinmetali-Borsig A. G., Sommerda Works, SOmmerda, 

Thuringia 
nyv-Rheinmetall-Borsig A. G., Werk Unterluss. 
nyw-Gustloff Co., Meiningen 

Gemum Small Arms Ammunition ,t,;Ianufactu·rers' Codes 

A 

ad-Patronen, Zundhutchen and ~\Ietallwarenfabrik A. G., (former!: 
Sellier and Bellot), Schoenbeck am Elbe 

ak-Munitionsfabriken, (formerly Sellier and Bellot, Prague), Fac
torv at Vlasim, Czechoslovakia 

al-Deutsches Leucht and Sil:rnalmittelwerk, Dr. Feistel A. G., Berlin-
~ 

Charlottcnburg 
am-Otto Eberhardt Patronenfabrik, of Gustloff Co., Hirtenberg, 

Niederdomm 
an-C. Beuttenmuller & Co., G. m. b. H., Metallwarenfabrik, Brettcn, 

. Baden 
ap-Otto Eberhardt Patronenfabrik, Ronsdorf Works, Wuppertal 
asb-Deutsche Waffen and Munitionsfabriken A. G., Borsigwalde, 

Berlin 
asr-HAK, (Hanseatisches Kettenwerk G. m. b. H.), Hamburg 
auu-Patronenhulsen and Metallwarenfabrik A. G., Rokyc:tny, 

Czechoslovakia 
aux-Polte, Magdeburg Works 
auy-Polte, Gruneherg Works 

! auz-Polte, Arnstadt \Vorks 
axq-Erfurter Laden-lndustrie, Erfurt, Nord 

B 
hqt-Eugen Miiller, Pyrotechnic Works, Vienna 
bye-Aug. Klonne, Bruckenbau Anstalt, Dortmund 

c 
cg-Finower Industrie G. m. b. H., Finow, Mark 
ch-Fahrique Nationale d'Armes de Guerre, Herstal, Liege, Belgium 
cxm-Gustav Genschow & Co. A. G., Berlin 
czo-Heeres Zeugamt, Geschosswerkstatt, Koenigsberg 
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D 
dbg-Oynamit A. G., (formerly Alfred Nobel & Co.), Duneberg 

Works 
dma-Heeres-Munitions Anstalt, Geschosswerkstatt, Zeithain 
dnf-Rheinisch-Westfalische Sprengstoff A. G., Stadeln Works, 

Stadeln, Niirnberg · 
dnh-Rheinisch-Westfalische Sprengstoff A. G., Durlach Works 
dph-Interessen Gemeinscaft Farbenindustrie A. G., Autogen Works, 

Greisheim, Frankfurt am Main 
dye-Ed. Pitschmann & \.o., F.me Alpenlandische Pyrotechnik, Inns

brock 
E 

ecc-Oskar Lunig, Pyrotechnische Fabrik, Mohringen (Fildern) 
ecd-Earl Lippolil, ·pyrotechnische Fabrik, Wuppertal-Eberfeldc 
edg-J. A. Henckels Zwillinsgwerk, Solingen 
edq-Deutsche Waffen and Munitionsfabriken A. G., Lubeck

Schlutup 
eeg-Hermann Weihrauch, Gewehr and Fahrradteilefabrik, Zella

Mehlis, Thuringia 
eei-Metallwarcnfabrik, (formerly H. \Vissner A. G.), \Verk Brot

terodc, Hessen-Nassau 
ccm-Selve-KornbiegeJ Dornheim A. G., Munitions Fabrik, Som-

merda, Saxony · 
eeo-Deutsche Waffen and Munirionsfabriken A. G., Posen Works 
emp-Dynamit A. G., (formerly Alfred Nobel & Co.), Empelde 

Works 
eom-H. Huck Metallwarenfabrik, Niimberg 

F 
fa-Mansfield A. G., Hcttscedt, Sudharz 
faa-Deutsche \Vatfcn and Munitionsfabriken A. G., Karlsruhe 
fd-Stolberger Metallwerke A. G., (formerly Asten, Lynen and 

Schleicher), Stolberg 
fde-Dynamit A. G., (formerly Alfred Nobel & Co.), Forde Works 
fva-Draht and Metallwarenfabrik G. m. b. H., Salzwedel 

G 
gtb-J. F. Eisfeld Pulver and Pyrotechnische Fabriken Gunters

berge 
H 

ha-Trucnbritzen Merallwarenfabrik, G. m. b. H., \Verke Sebal
dushof 

ham-Dynamic A. G., (formerly Alfred Nobel & Co.), Hamm 
Works 

has-Pulverfabrik Hasloch, Hasloch am Main 
hgs-W. C. Gustav Burmeister Pyrotechnische Fabrik and Signal

miccelwerk, Hamburg 
htg-Polte, Duderstadt \Vorks 
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jtb-S. A. Tauavo, Geneva 

k-Luch & Wagner, Suhl 

J 

K 

kam-Hasag Eisen and rvtetallwerke G. m. b. H., Skarzysko-Dami-
enna \Vorks 

kfg-Sarajevo State Arsenal 
klb-1 ., Kiesselbach 
krl-Oynamit A. G., (formerly Alfred Nobel & Co.), Werk Krum-

mel 
kry-Lignose Sprengstoff \Verke G . m. h. H., Werk Kruppamuhle 
kun-\Verk Kunigunde 
kye-Intreprinderile Metalurgie, Pumitra Voina Societ:~te Anonima 

Romana, Fabrica de Am1amenc, Brasov, Rournania 
kyo-Astra, Fabrica Romana de Vagoene, Motoane Annament si 

Munitiuni, Brasov, Roumania 
kyp-Rumanisch-Deutsche Industrie and Handels A. G., Bucharest 

L 
ldc-Deutschc Pyrotechnische Fabriken G. m. b. H., Cleebronn 
ldh-Deutschc Pyrotcchnische Fabrikcn G. m. b. H., ,\tlalchow, 

Tier lin 
ldn-Deursche Pyrotechnische Fabriken G. m. b. H., Ncumarkt 
lge-Kugelfabrik Schulte & Co., Tente, Rhineland 
lkm-Munitionsfabriken, (formerly Sellier and Bellot) , Prague 

N 
nhe-Hasag, Eisen and MetaUwerke G. m. b. H ., \Verk Apparatbau 

Tachenstochau 
nfx-R\VS Munirtonsfabrik G. m. b. H ., Warsaw-Prague 

Q 
qve-Carl Walther, Zella-Mehlis, Thuringia 

v 
Va-Kabel and Metallwerke Neumeyer A. G., Niirnberg 

w 
wa-Hugo Schneider A. G., Lampenfabrik Leipsig 
wb-Hugo Schneider A. G., Kopenick Works, Berlin 
we-Hugo Schneider A. G., Mcuscwitz \Vorks 
wd-Hngo Schneider A. G., Taucha Works 
we-Hugo Schneider A. G., Langeweisen Works 
wf-Hasag Eisen and Metallwerke G. m. b. H ., Kielce Works 
wg-Hugo Schneider A. G., Altenburg Works 
wh-Hugo Schneider A. G., Eisenach Works 
wj-Hugo Schneider A. G., Oberweissbach Works 
wk-Hugo Schneider A. G., Schlieben \Vorks 

y 
y-Jagdpatronen, Zundhutchen and Metallwarenfabrik A. G., Nagy

teteny Works, Budapest 
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Optical Instrument Maken·' Codes 
B 

heh-Emst Leitz G. 111. b. H., \Vetzlar 
hek-Hensoldt \Vcrk:fiir Optic and Mechanik, Herhorn 
blc-Zci'>S Militarabtejlung, Jena 
bmj-llensoldr and Sohne, Mechanische Optische Werk A. G., 

Wetzlar 
bpd-Optische Anstalt C. P. Goerz, Vienna 
byg-Joh. \Vyksen, Optische and Feinmaschin, Katowitz 

c 
cag-Swarovski, D ., Glasfabrik und Tyrulit, \Vattens, Tyrol 
ccx-Optische and Feinmechanische \Verke Hugo Meyer and Co., 

Gorlitz 
Cro-R. Fuess Optische Indusrrie, Steglitz, Berlin 
ctn-Hanseatische Werkstatten fiir Feinmechanik and Optik, Freid

',, ricks and Co. 
cxn-Emil Busch A. G., Optische Industrie, Rathcnow 
czn-Emil Busch A. G., Optische Indnstric, Rathenow 

0 
ddx-Voigdander and Sohn A. G., Braunschweig 
dpw-Zeiss Ikon, Dresden; also Zeiss Ikon, Goerzwerke, Bcrlin-Zech-

lendorf 
dpx-Zeiss Ikon, A. G., Stuttgart 
dym-Runge and Kaulfuss, Rathenow 
dzl-Optische Anstalt Oigee, Tierlin 

E 
eaf-Mechanoptik Gesellschaft fur Priizisions-technik, A ude and 

Reipe Optische Industric, Babelsberg 
emq-Karl Zeiss, Jena (on some range finders, etc.) 
eso-Optische Werke G. Rodenstock, Munchen 
eng-Optische Prazisions Werke G. m. b. H., \Varsaw 

F 
fco-Sendlinger Optische Glaswcrkc G. m. b. H., Zehlendorf. Berlin 
fwr-Optischc Anstalt Saalfeld G. m. b. H., Saalfeld 
fxp-H. KoUmorgen G. m. b. H., Berlin 

G 
ghp-Ruf and Co., Kassel 
gug-Ungarischc Optische Wcrke A. G., Budapest 
guj-Werner D. Kuehn Opti~he Industrie, Steglitz, Berlin 

H 
hdv-Optische \Verk Osterode G. m. b. H., Osterodc, Harz 
hkm-Carl Braun A. G., Optische Industrie, Nurnberg 

J 
jfp-Dr. Carl Leiss, Optische Jl..fechaJ.l,ische Instrumente, Steglitz, 

Berlin 
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jnh-Hensoldt Werke fiir Optik und Mechanik, Heruorn, Dillkress 
jve-Optisches Werk Ernst Ludwig, \Veixdorf 

K 
kjj-Scen Qn many binoculars nut not listed in code book 
krg-Emil Busch A. G., Optische \Verke, Budapest 
kwe-Gamma Feinmechan and' Optische '\Verke, Budapest 

L 
lac-Heinrich Zeiss, Gastingen ,. i r 
lmg-Carl Zeiss, Jena ·· · · 
lwg-Optische Werk Osterode G. m. b. H., Freiheit bei Osterode 

(Harz) 
lww-Huet & Co., Paris 
lwx-0. P. L. (Optikue et Precision de Levallois), Levallois, Paris 

~ lwy-Societe Optique et Mechanique de Haute Precision, Paris 
.• p 

pvf-Optische Werk C. Reichert, Vienna .. . 
25. Head Stamps on 'U. S. Service Cartridges 

DA 
D-18 
Dl 
DEN 
EC 
ECS 
EW 
FA 
F .'Vt 

Dominion Arsenal 
Dominion Arsenal 
Defense Industries, Canada, Ltd. 
Uenver Ordnance:: Plant 
Evansvillc-Chrvsler 

' 
Evansville-Chrysler-Sunbeam 
EauClaire Ordnance Plant 
Frankford Arsenal · 
Fabrica Nacional <fe Municiones 

1918 tracer 

·45 Cal. 
·45 Cal. 

only 
onlv 

J 

(Mexico). Experimental. No11 issued., 
GE 
KS 
LC 
LM 
M 
PC 
PCC 
QA 
R!\ 
TR 
TW 
u u y 

' vc 
w, w 18 
we wee 
WRA 

General Electric Company · :. 
Allegheny Ordnance Plant .50 Cal. only 
Lake City Ordnance Plant , 
Lowell Ordnance Plant .50 C:al.:}:>nlv 
~lilwaukee Ordnance Plane .;o Cal. 'only 
Kings Mills Ordnance Plant 
Peters Cartridge Company 
Dominion Arsenal (Quebec) 

. 
Remington Arms Company 
Three Rivers (Quebec) 
Twin Cities Ordnance Plant 
Utah Ordnance Plant 
Verdun, Canada 

' ... 
' ' 

Non-corrosive 
Western Cartridge Company 
\Vestern Cartridge Company 
\Vinchester Repeating Arms Company 

26. Army Test Pr:ocedure and Weapons Nomenclature 
So that the reader may · better understand the reason 'for our 

references to the various tests held at Aberdeen, Springfield Armory, 
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Fort Benning, and other places, .it might be well at this point to say 
a few words about how the Army goes about the matter of obtain-. 
mg a new weapon. 

The Ordnance Department, contrary to the usual impression, does 
not have the say as to what weapons the Army uses. llle Ordnance 
Department is merely a Technical Service through which the Using 
Service orders the fighting material that it needs. 

All inventions must be sent first to the National Inventor's Council 
of the Depanment of Commerce, \Vashington z;, D. C. Only those 
that the Council de_cides should have Army Department action may be 
considered by the Army Depanment. These are sent to the proper 
agency of the Army Department for action by its Technical Com
mittee. 

Immediately after World \Var I, the Ordnance Commitlee was 
' formed to co-ordinate and control the work to be done bv the 

' Ordnance Department for all of the t:'sing Services. This Committee, 
which meets fortnightly, is composed of representatives of the Ground 
Forces, the Air Force and the Navy, the Marine Corps, and the Coast 
Guard, together with members from the Ordnance Department and 
from the other Technical Services as well. 

The general function of the committee is "to consider and recom
mend technical action upon all matters affecring material designed for 
and intended to be issued to the Armed Forces, coming within the 
jurisdiction of the Ordnance Department." 

Through this committee the using Arms of the Service express 
their desires and needs as ro new and better equipment; have a 
definite voice as to the characteristics and functioning of contemplated 
or proposed material; and are in a position to accept or reject a newly 
developed item before it is standardized and gnes into full production. 

Frequently the Ordnance Committee has given the Ordnance De
partment authority to proceed with the development of an item for 
which no present requirement exists, but which seems to be in line 
with probable future progress, so that we may keep ~head of foreign 
developments. ; 

Occasionally there may exist a requirement in the minds of the 
public or in that of an arm-chair strategist or of a newspaper column
ist, when the using service thinks otherwise. Usually in such a situa
tion the Ordnance Department comes in for severe castigation by the 
press for supposed backwardness. For example, in the early part of 
\Vorld War II, the Ordnance built and perfe~ted a heavy tank, and 
had it ready for production in case a requirement should arise . 
. However, the using service found that such tanks were very diffi
cult to transport over the grear distances from our b3ses to the points 
where we were fighting. Bridges wouldn't carry them; especially 
the then existing temporary bridging that had alreadv been procured 
in quantity by the Engineers. It was decided that a larger number of 
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smaller tanks could, on account of their much greater mobility, be 
gotten to the needed points so much more quickly that they would 
be more effective. The mnk sat at Aberdeen, with the designs com
pleted, ready to be placed in production at a mnment\ notice if 
needed. 

In the meantime the Gem1ans, who were fighting right at the 
doors of their own factories, and thus did not have the transporta
tion difficulties that faced us with our long lines of communication, 
placed a heavy tank into operation. Immediately the Ordnance De
partment was severely taken to task by the press, in spite of the 
fact our heavy tank had been ready for production months before. 

At the time of the Semi-automatic Rifle Tests in 19z9, the Infantry, 
Cavalry, Artillery, etc., each had its own Chief with an office in 
.Washington and a Staif of his own, and a Service School and 
Service Board. 

In attempting to produce., or procure a design fur a semi-automatic 
rifle, it therefore became necessary .for ·the Ordnance Dt:partment to 
obtain, through the Ordnance Committee, the requirements of each 
of these using services for the Semi-automatic Rifle, together with the 
militarv characteristics desired. 

' 
The next step was to test at Springfield or Aberdeen each design 

prepared by our own engineers or submitted by inventors to see 
that they were suitable from an engineering and mechanical view
point for actual field test by the services. If they were, the next 
move was to submit samples to the Using Services, who then made 
their own testS to see if the gun met the military and Tactical re
quirements desired by them. 

After the mechanical and engineering tests by the Ordnance De
partment, the service tests were made at the Infantry Board, Fort 
Benning, the Cavalry Board at Fort Riley, the Artillery Board at 
Fort Sill, the Engineering Board at F orr Bel voir, etc. 

This clumsy, expensive, and time consuming process was greatly 
streamlined and shortened when the various arms were integrated 
into a Ground Force with one Commanding General and Staff. 

When the Using Services had determined that the item met all re
quirements and had the necessary characteristics, the Ordnance Com
mittee was so informed, and then recommended to the General Staff 
that the item be standardized. 

When Standardization was actually accomplished, the item was 
given an M .or Model designation, as for example, the U. S. Rifle, 
Caliber .Jo, M1. Later changes, or Alterations are given an A number 
following the M number, as .for example the U. S. Carbine, Caliber 
.JO, M I A I • 

. Items wqich have not been standardized have T or Test numbers, 
followed by E or Experimental change nwnbers, as for example, 
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Rifle T I 3 E 4 would mean that this was the 4th experimental vari
ation of the 13th test model. 

The British use the word Mark instead of M odel; rhus, Rille, caliber 
.303 Mark l. Minor changes that we call alteratio ns and give "A" 
d~si_gnations they identify wi~h a " • ", called "Star" . Thus Rifle 
Caliber .3 03 Mark II •, called 'Mark Two Star." · 

In describing Japanese. Ordnance, the U. S. Army has adopted a 
standardized system of writing the Japanese ~lodel Number first, 
followed by the year of the Christian Era in parenthesis, followed 
by the bore of the piece in millimeters, then the name of the item. 
For example, the Model 92 (1932) 6.5 mm Heavy Machine Gun. 

Before the death of the Emperor Meiji in 1 91~, the J apanese ord
nance was marked in accordance with the year of his reign, which 
began in 1867. Thus the Model 38 ( 1905) 6.5 nnn rille was adopted in 
the 38th y ear sin ce 1867, which was 1905. 

Likewise, during the reign of the Emperor Taisho, w hich began 
in 1912 and ended in 1925, weapons were marked by the year of 
their adoption reckoned in the Taisho era beginning with 1912. Thus 
the model 11 (1922) 6.5 mm light machine gun was adopted in 1921, 
the 11th year of the T aisho Era, and the Model 14 ( 192 5) 8 mm 
Nambu Pistol was adopted in the last year of the Taisho Era. 

Since the death of the Emperor Taisho, most Japanese weapons have 
been marked with the last two digits of the year since the founding of 
the Japanese Empire, which it is supposed rook place 166o years B.C. 
T hus when the Japanese heavy machine g un was adopted in '931• that 
was the year 2592 of the Empire. 

The Japanese y ear 26oo, which in our system is 1940, is referred 
ro by the last digi-t only, and becomes the year o, hence the name 
Zero for the ·famous Japanese fighter plane adopted in that year. 
Likewise 1941 is their year 2601, and items adopted then are Model 
x (1941); etc. 

Many Japanese weapons are named with Showa numbers, ghring 
the year and month of manufacture, starting with the accession of 
the present Emperor, Hirohito, who began his rule on the .:z6th of 
December 1925. The era of his reign h as been given the name Showa, 
and accordingly the year of 1948 would be Show a 2 3· Thus a Nambu 
Pistol marked '4·5 was made in May '935· 

27. Methods of Measuring Chamber and Bore 

It frequendy becomes necessary to determine the sh~pe and di
mensions of t he chamber of a gun, particularly when the weapon is 
of an llllknown caliber, and it is desired to identify the cartridge for 
which it is chambered. 

The common way to do this is by taking a cast of the chamber in 
melted sulphur, and then measuring this cast when it has cooled and 
hardened. 
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Plain sulphur docs very well, but shrinkage during the <.:ooling of 
the cast can be minimized by using the Frankford Arsenal mixture 
consisting of: 

Sulphur ..... .. ............. z ounces 
Powdered Lampblack ....... 3 grains 
Spirits of Camphor .......... 3 drops 

The chamber and about 1 in<.:h of the bore should be cleaned 
thoroughly and then be covered with a very light fi lm of chin clean 
oil. Then the bore just ahead of the chamber should be stopped with 
a cork with a wire through it of the right length to project up 
through the chamber when the cork is in place. This wire is to act 
as a handle for the sulphur cast, which is quite brittle. 

The sulphur mixture is then heated slowly, stirring it all the while, 
until it arrives at a thin pouring consistency. It is then poured into 
the chamber quickly, and allowed to cool before it is removed by 
shoving it out carefully with a cleaning rod. It must be handled 
carefuny, as it will be quite brittle. 

To obtain the dimensions of the chamber as well as its shape, the 
cast can then he measured with a mi<.:rometer. There is some shrink
age to this mixture, but not very much as will be seen from the 
note which follows giving the results of a test of this point made 
at Frankford Arsenal. 

There is another method of making chamber or bore <.:asts which 
avoids the danger of breakage which makes the sulphur cast some
thing of a nuisance. This is to make them of a low melting metal 
alloy known as Woods metal, which is sold for this purpose by some 
dealers in gunsmiths' supplies. It is also available from the Cerro 
de Pasco Copper Co., and their distributors under the name of 
Cerrobend, for the purpose of filling thin walled pipes while bending 
them to keep the walls from collapsing. 

This metal melts at 160 degrees F, which is less than the boiling 
point of water. It has the desirable characteristic of expanding slightly 
while cooling, which means that it forces itself tightly into all re
cesses, rifling grooves, etc., and does not shrink while cooling as 
sulphur docs. This non-shrinking quality is dne to the bismutl1 it 
contains. 

Different compositions of this metal melt at different temperatures. 
':V oods Metal, melting at 160 degrees F has rhe following composi
tion: 
Bismuth 38-4% Lead 30.8% Cadmium 15-4% Tin •5·4% 

A brass casting was bored to fit a standard plug gage 1 3/16 inch 
( .812 5 inch) in diameter. Four sulphur casts were made in this hole, 
using the standard Frankford Arsenal sulphur, lampblack and cam
phor . mixture given above. The casts were then held in a fixture so 
arranged as to allow precise measurements to be made without mov-
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ing the cast. Measurements were made at intervals up to 72 hours 
without handling or moving the casts. Results were the same for all 
four samples, and were as follows: · 
Time rlter 
pouring Yz Hr. 1 Hr. z Hrs. 4 Hrs. 6 Hrs. 14 Hrs. 48 Hrs. 7z Hrs. 
Size .8125 .8115 .8105 .8101 .8101 .8095 .BoSs .8o8s 
Shrinkage o .oo1o .oozo .ooz 3 .ooz 3 .0030 ·0040 .0040 

The test was repeated on three samples, which immediately after 
removing from the hole were laid on a cast iwn fixture. Thus the 
initial cooling was at a faster rate that for the first four samples. 
These three samples all shrank slightly more than the others, prob
ably due to the sudden change of temperature as the cast was placed 
on the cast iron fixture. Results were identical for these samples, and 
were: 

Time Jter 
~~urmg v. Hr. I Hr. z Hrs. 4 Hrs. 6 Hrs. z4 Hrs. 48 Hrs. 71 Hrs. 
... 11'.e .R11 5 .Rws .Run .8101 .8w 1 .8oyo .8o8o .8o8o 
8hrinkage .0010 .oozo .OOZ) .0024 .0024 .0035 .0045 .0045 

28. Reference List of Numbers Marking Changes in Gun Design 
or Manufacture 

M-1 90:; rifles of Springfield Armor)' ·make. Rifles having serial num
bers below 8oo,ooo had receivers and bolts made of case hardened 
steeL \Vhile they were very strong to a steady pressure, they had low 
resistance to shock, and some of them have failed in service. 

M 1903 rifles made at Rock Island. 28 5,507. Rifles having serial 
numbers below this figure had the same case hardened receivers and 
.oolts as the early Springfields. Those having serial numbers between 
285,507 and 319,921 have carbon steel receivers and bolts with an 
improved hea't treatment. Those with numbers above 319,921 may be 
either nickel steel or carbon steel with the improved treatment. 

1\1 1903 rifler 'm1tde at Sp·ringfield Armory. 8oo,ooo to 1,275,767. 
Rifles having serial numbers from 8oo,ooo to 1,2 7 5,767 have a double 
heat treatment which gives them a hard skin to withstand wear, 
together with a relatively soft and highly ~enac1ous core, which gives 
them tremendous strength and resistance to shock These are the 
strongest and best receivers and bolts. 

M 1903 and 1903 A 1 rifles made at Springfield Armory. Rifles bear
ing serial nurubers from I,2.75•767 to •.sp,S]fl have nickel steel re
ceivers and bolts. These have a somewhat "sticky" action, as the 
surface skin is not as hard as that of the double heat treated receivers 
and bolts. The strength of these nickel steel receivers and bolts, while 
less than that of those having the double heat treatment, is entirely 
satisfactory. I do not know of any report of one having been blown 
up in service, though in tests, a "destruction load" which will burst 
a nickel steel receiver will leave a double heat treated one unmoved. 
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J.t I!)OJ and J-1 190 3 A 3 and A 4 rifles. Rifles bearing serial numbers 
from J,Ooo,ooo to 5·784,000 inclusive were made during \Vorld War 11 
by the Remington Arms Co., or by the L. C. Smith-Corona Type
writer Co. These have chrotne nickel steel .receivers and bolts. · 

Colt W oodsm.tn pistols. Pistols below number 8 3, 790 originally had 
mainspring housings intended f<Jr low speed ammunition: Those above 
this number have spc::cially heat treated mainspring h<Jusings intended 
to withstand the higher shock of the stronger ammunition. New 
housings may be fitted to old pistols. The type of housing may be 
determined by the type of cross milling on the thumb spot on the rear 
of the housing. The old type is checkered, while the new type is milled 
straight across with parallel lines. 

Colt automatic pistols .380 caliber. Pistols below number 98,894 do 
' !lOt have the magazine safety. Those of la:ter serial numbers do. That 
is, they cannot be fired unless the magazine is in place. 

Colt .25 Caliber automatic pistols. Pisro1s with serial numbers less 
than r41,ooo do not have the magazine safety. 

Colt .32 caliber autO'matic pistols. Pistols ·with serial numbers below 
468,097 do not have the magazine safety. 

Colt Single Action Army Revolvers. Revolvers up to nnn1ber 
16o,ooo should be used with black powder only. After this number, 
they have heat treated cylinders designed ro use smokeless loads. 

Smith & H1essO'n .:;8 M. & P. The weapon with number l41,706 
was the first to have the Patent Safety Hammer Block. 

Colt Woodsman pistols made before 1947 do not have the maga
zine safety. 

29. Overloads in Revolvers 
In 1914 a commission was sent to Cuba by duPont to investigate 

trouble reported from bursting of ·45 caliber revolvers. 
It was found tha.t two bullets loaded in the same case would burst 

the revolver, also it was found that a double charge of powder would 
burst the revolver. The standard charge was 5.91 grains of Bullseye 
No. z, and the commission experimented with overloads of 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, and 6 grains in addition to the regular charge. 

With 5 grs. overload, total 10.91 grs. 1 revolver burst on the 3rd shot 
With 5 grs. overload, total JO.()I grs. 1 revolver burst on the 4th shut 
With 6 grs. overload, total 11.91 grs. 1 revolver burst on the 4th shot 
With 6 grs. overload, total u.9r grs. r revolver burst on the 3rd shot 

30. Target Measurements 

Mean Radius is the average distance of all -the shots from the center 
o.f the group. It is usually about one third the group diameter. 

To obtain the mean radius of a shot group, measure the heights of 
all shots above an arbitrarily chosen horizontal line. Average these 
measurements. The result is the height of the center of the group 
above the chosen line. Then in the same way get the horizontal dis-
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tance of the center from some vertical line, such as for instance, the 
left edge of the target. These t\VO measurements will locate the 
group center. 

Now measure the dist<Ull:.e of e<lch shor from this center. The 
average of these measurements is the Mean Radius. 

Group Ditrmeter. The distance between the centers of the cwo 
most widely separated shots in the group. 

Figure of Merit. A method adopted by the Ordnance Deparcmt:nt 
in 19z 3 for evaluating very small groups. It is obtained as follows: 
Draw a vertical line through. the lowest shot in the group, also 
through the shot furthest to the left. Add the distance from the 
bottom line to the hi~hest shot to that from the vertical line to the 
shot furthest to the r1ghr. Oivide by two. 

Extreme Vertical. For the 1929 Ammunition Tests, the Ammuni
tion Board adopted the Exm:me Vertical, or the vertical distance 
between the highest and the lowest shot as the measure of ammuni
tion performance. 

31. Weights of Weapons 
The weight of a rifle or other small arm is an important part of 

the description, but it is not a fixed and unvarying quantity, as the 
wood of the stock varies greatly in density from one gun to the next, 
so that the quoted weight of a rifle shQuld be considered as an 
average. 

The weight of the regular issue stocks for che Springfield M 1903 
or the Garand M 1 may vary from one to che next as much as a pound 
and a half, though the usual variation is much less. 

My own three Sprin~fields, as issued, wci~h as follows: 
Regular M 1903, wl(h straight stock 8 lbs. 4 oz. 
1903 A 1, with pistol grip stock, C) lbs. 6 oz. 

' • 
1903 A 3, made by Smith-Corona 8 lbs. 6 oz. 

32. Weights and Measures, English and Metric 

While the English speaking countries use the foot, pound and 
gallon as fundamental units of length, weight, and measure; most other 
countries use a decimal svstem based on the mt:ter, which was in
tended to be a millionth of the quarter circumference of the Earth, 
but actuallv after it was established as a standard, was found co have 

' missed this intended length by a small percentage. 
The ,Vletric System, besides being a decimal system, has all the 

various series such as length, weight, ere., connected together by 
the fact that the unit of weight is the weight of a cube of water at 
maximum density one hundredtJJ of a meter on a side, called the 
gram, and the unit of volume is the volume of a cuhe one tenth of 
a meter on a side, called the liter. 

U:-<rJ'S o.· LE::-:GTH 

In the English System, the unit of length is the foot, which is re-
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lated to the other units of length in the same system as shown below: 
1 2 inches = · 1 foot 
36 inches = 3 feet = 1 yard 

p8o feet = 176o yards = 1 mile 
In the Metric System the fundamental unit of length is the meter, 

which is 39·37 inches or 3.z8o8 feet or 1.0936 yards. It will be seen 
that it is roughly 3 feet, 3 inches, and 3 tenths, which is a good way 
co remembt:r it, though actually four tenths is closer. It is also about 
a yard and a tenth, which is handy ro remt:mber when on the range. 

1 o millimeters = 1 centimeter 
1 oo millimeters = 1 o centuneters 

1000 millimeters = 1 oo centimeters 
1 decimeter 

1 o decimeters 
1 ooo meters = 

U:-IITS OF \VF.IGIIT 

= 1 meter 
1 kilometer 

In the British System the pound is the basic unit of weight, but 
there are three kinds of found. For weighing ordinary merchandise, 
the avoirdupois pound, o 7000 grains of 1rl ounces is nsed. The troy 
pound is used for weighing gold and silver, and the apothecaries 
pound for weighing drugs, etc. Both these have 5,760 grains and i 2 

ounces, but the lesser subdivisions differ. 
It is indeed fortunate that the grain is the same in all three of the 

pounds used in the British System. 
For large weights, the ton is used, but there are two kinds of ton; 

the long or gross ton of H40 lbs., which is the kind used in ballistics, 
and the short or net ton, of 2000 lbs. 

. 
24.34 3 i 5 grams 
r6 drams or 437·5 
r6 ounces or 7000 
'4 lbs. 
2 stone or z8 lbs. 

Avoirdupois Weight 

• 
gra~ns = 
grams = 

I dram 
1 ounce 
I lb. 
1 stone 
1 quarter 

4 <] uarters or 11 z lbs. 
zo cwr. or ·z 240 lbs. 
2000 lbs. 

' hundredweight ( cwt.) 
1 ton (long or gross ton) 
1 short ton (Net ton) 

Note: The stone and quarter are commonly used in Great Britain 
but not in the U. S. 

Troy Weight 
24 grains 1 pennyweight 
20 pennyweight or 48o gr. = 1 ounce 
1 2 ounces or 576o gr. = 1 pound 

. 
20 grams 
3 scruples, or 6o gr. 
8 drachms or 480 gr. 
1 2 ounces or 5,760 gr. 

Apothecaries Weight 
= r scruple (~) 
- 1 drachm (3) 

1 ounce (3) 
1 pound (lb.) 

(dwt.) 
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In the Metric System the fundamental unit of weight is the gram, 
which was intended to be exactly, and very nearly is, the weight in 
vacuum of a cubic centimeter of pure water at maximum density. 
It .is equal ro 1 5 ·4 32 .grains. The other units are shown below: · 
woo miHigrams = r gram 
woo grams = 1 kilogram 
1000 kilograms = 1 tOnne or metric ton 

The pressure of the atmosphere, or 14.7 lbs. per sq. inch is often 
used as a measure of powder pressures, and is abbreviated as atm. 
In the Metric System, the unit of pressure, I kilogram per square 
centimeter, or 14.22 3 lbs. per square inch is sometimes called a 
Technical Atmosphere, abbreviated as at. 

Comparative Tables of Weights 

1 gram 64-9 milligrams - .0649 gram 
1iio milligrams = 1.i7 gram 

z8350 milligrams = :8.35 gram 
1 dram 
I OW!Ce 
1 pound 
1 long ton 
1 short ton 

= 453-59 gram= ·453 kg 
- 1016. kg= 1.ot6 tonne. 
= 907· kg= ·907 tonne. 

1 milligram-:: 
I gram 

. 
. 0154 gram 

'5432 grain= .0353 07;. 

1 kilogram = 
I tonne 

15431 grain= 35·3 oz.= 2.Z046 lb. 
2204.6 lb. 

I tonne - 2204.6 lb. 
.9842 long ron 

1.02 3 short ton 
I lb per. sq. inch .0703 kg. per sq. em. 
I ron per sq. inch = 157 49 kg. per sq. em. 
I foot pound = .1382 kg. IJieter 
1 foot ton = 309·7 kg. meter 
1 atmosphere ( 14-7 lbs. per sq. in.) 
I kg. per sq. em. = . 14.233 lbs per sq. in. 
1 kg. meter = 7.234 ft. lbs. 
t meter torute 3.229 ft. tons. 

= . 3097 meter ton. 
= 1.033 technical atmosphere 

.00635 tons per sq. in. = .¢7 amt. 

CONVERSION FACTORS 
To convert 
Grains to Milligr-ams multiply by ~·9 or divide hy .0154 
Grains to Grams mul~ply by .o649or divide by '5-43 
Ounces ro Grams mul~ply by 28.35 or divide by .0353 
Pounds to Kilograms mulnply by ·453 or divide by 2.205 
Long Tons to Kilograms multiply hy 1ou~ or divide by .ooQ98~ 
Short Tons to Kilograms multiply by 907 or divide by .001013 
Milligrams to Grains multiply by -0154 or divide by 64.9 
Grams to Grains multiply by I543l or divide by .o649 
Kilograms to pounds · multiply by 2.205 or divide by 453 
Tonncs to Long Tons multiply by .9842 or divide by 1.016 
Tonnes to Short Tons multiply by 1.023 or divide by ·907 
Ft. per sec. to Meters per sec. multiply by .3048 or divide by p8 
Foot pounds to Kilogram Meters multiply by .1382 or divide by 7.234 
Lbs. per sq. in. to Kgs. per sq. em. multiply by .o7o3or divide by I4.123 
Meters per sec. to Feet per sec. multiply by 3.28 or divide by .3048 
Kilogram Meters to Foot poWtds multiply by 7-234 or divide by .1382 
Kgs. per sq. em. to Lbs. per sq. in. multiply by 14.u 3 or divide by .0703 
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1 inch 
1 foot 
1 yard 
1 mile 

. 0254 m. 
= .3o46 .rn. 
= .9144 m. 

= 1.6093 krn. = 1609.3 m. 

= 2.54 em • 
= 30.48 em. 
= 91.44 em. 

25-4 mm. 
304.8 mm. 

1 sq. m. 
1 sq. ~t. 
1 cu. Ul. 

6-45 sq. em. 645-2 sq. nun. 
.oyz9 sq. m. = 929 sq. em. 

1 mm. 
1 em. 
1 m. 

.03937 l.O. 

·3937 m. -
39·37 in. = 

16.J87 c. c. 

.op8 ft. 
J.z8o8 ft.= 1.0936 yds. 

1 km. 328o.8 ft. ·= 1093.6 yds. = .62 •4 mi. 

1 sq. em. 
1 sq. m. 

I C. C •. 

To coover~ 

.155729 sq. m. 
10.765 sq. ft. 

.o61024 cu. in. 

Inches to Millimeters Multiply by 25.4 
Inches to Centimeters Multiply by 2.54 
Feet to Centimeters Multiply by 3o.<!S 
Feet to Meters Multiply by .3o<!B 
Yards to Meters Multiply by .9144 
Miles to Kilometers Multiply by 1.6oQ 
Sq. Ins. to Sq. Cms. Multiply by 6.45 
Cu. Ins. to Cubic Cms. Multiply by 16.387 

or divide by .o 3937 
or divide by ·3937 
or diviuc by .o3z8 
or divide by pl!oli 
or divide by t.oy36 
or divide by .6214 
or flivifle hv .15572l) 
or divide by .o61o14 

To convert millimeters, centimeters, etc., to inches etc., reverse the above 
table, multiplying where division is indicated, and dividing where multiplica
tion is indicated. For example, to convert Millimeters to Inches, Diviue by 15 4 
or multiply by .03937. 

· In many cases multiplication or division may be avoided by reference to the 
fo.llowing t~bles: 

~ 

"' .. ... 
.§ --·-
~ 

0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
)0 
6o 

' 70 
80 
90 

0 

·I 
ol 

·39370 
·78i40 

1.18110 
1.57480 
1.¢850 

LENGTHS·- MIU.IM!ITERS TO DECIMALS OF A!< INOI 

F w rn 1 to roo Units 

I % 3 4 5 6 7 

-03937 .0]874 .11811 .15748 .19685 .z 362.2 .27559 
43307 -47244 .p181 ·55 n8 ·59055 .62992 . . 66929 
.8z6i7 .86614 ·90551 ·94488 ·98425 1.02)62 1.00299 

1.21047 1.25984 1.29921 .. 33s5s I.Ji795 1.41732 145669 
1.61417 !.65354 1.69291 1.73228 l.7jl65 7-81102 1.85039 
1.00787 2.04724 z.o8661 l..U)98 !.16535 2.20472 2..14409 

2.36no 240157 2.44094 2.48o31 2-57982 2.51968 2-59842 2.63779 
2·75590 2·7952.7 2.113464 2.8]401 2.91338 2.95275 2.99212 3·0}149 
3·149(}0 p8897 pzR34 J-267]1 3·30708 3-34645 3-38582 3-415'9 
3-54330 3,58167 j,.62204 ;.66141 J-70078 3-7401 :i 3·77951 3-81889 

8 f) 

·3'4¢ ·35433 
·70866 ·7480J 

1.102 36 1.14173 
1-496<>6 1.53543 
1.88976 1.9291 3 
z.21!346 1.32283 
2.67716 1.]1653 
3·07086 J.1 102J 
3-464;6 3-5°393 
3.8s826 3·89763 



Hun-
dredths 
of an 0 
Inch I 

0 ol 
z.54ol 10 

20 s.oSo 
30 7.6zo 
40 10.160 
so 12.700 
6o 15-!40 
70 17-780 
So 10.320 
90 n.86o, 
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LE"GTHS-HI..'NI>REDTHS OF AN INCH TO ~JI.LIMET£RS 

From 1 ro 100 H undredd1s 
---· .. 

I 

' 
I 

' 
% 3 4 5 6 7 

.254 .soR ·762 1.016 1.270 I.5Z4 1.778 
%.794 3·048 3·30% HS6 . 3.810 4·004 4·318 
5·334 5·588 5·842 6.<>¢ 6.3)0 6.6o4 6.sss 
7·8i4 8.128 8.382 8.6J6 8.89o 9·144 9·398 

.'0.414 10.668 10.911 11.176 I 1.430 11.684 11.938 
11.9541 q.zo8 ljo462 I 3.716 1).1)70 14.124 14478 
rs -494 15·748. 16.002 16.z56 16.po 16.76,. 17 .o18 

' 
18.034 r8.288 18.542 r8.796 19,050 19·304 19·558 
20.574 20.8281 21.082 2l.JJ6 21.590 21.844 22.098 
23.114 23·368 1J.612 23.876 24.130 24·384 24.631l 

- -· ' 

LIQUID MEASllRE 

8 9 

I %.286 z.o32
1 

4-5721 4.826 
7·112 7-366 
9·651 9·906 

n.t9z! 1!446 
14·7P 14·986 
17.272 '7·526 
19.81% zo.o66 
22·351 u .6o6 
24.892 25.146 

T he English Imperial Gallon is the volume of ten pounds of dis
tilled water at ()z degrees F. It contains 277.27 cubic inches or 4·5436 
liters, and is very nearlv 1.2 V. S. Gallons. 

' -
The U. S. Gallon contains 231 cubic inches, or 3.7853 liters. It is 

almost exactly equal to the contents of a cylinder seven inches in 
diameter and six rnches high. . 

The Liter, which is the metric unit of volume, is 1000 cubic centi
meters. It is equal to 61.024 cubic inches. 

1 gallon = 4 quarts = 8 pints 
' r ()Uart = 2 pmts 

1 cubic foot = 7.48 U. S. GalJons 
1 liter 2. 11 34 U. S. pints = 1.0567 quarts = .264I7 U. S. 

r U. S. gallon 3-7853 Liters Gallons 

1 'C'. S. quart - .9463 Liter 
1 U. S. pint ·473 1 Liter 

T o convert: 
U. S. quarts to Liters multiply by .9463 or divide by 1.0567 
U. S. gallons to Liters multiply by 3-78 53 or divide by .z64 I 7 
Liters to U.S. quarts multiply by 1.0567 or divide by ·9436 
Liters to U.S. gallons multiply by .26417 or divide by 3-7853 
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33. American and Foreign Caliber Equivalents 

The caliber of a gun is supposed to be the diameter of the bore 
of the gun in hundredths of an inch or in milimeters. The diameter 
of the bullet is usually some .oo8 inch larger, to fill the grooves of 
the rifling. However, the S. & \-V. ·357 Magnum is named from the 
diameter of the bullet, not the bore, ro distinguish it from the other 
bullets of the same diameter, called .38 caliber. 

There are a number of other anomalies in the caliber designations 
of guns aod cartridges. For example, the .303 Savage and the .p-20 
are really .30 caliber guns and the .p pistols and revolvers are really 
. 304 to . 305. . 38 Pistols and revolvers are just under . 35 caliber, 
except for the .38-40, which is nearly 40 caliber, and is just the same 
size as the .4r Colt. 

To add considerably to rhe confusion, the different makers vary 
considerably from one to the other, in spite of the fact that they 
have an organization which is supposed to st:mdardiT.e these dimen-. 
SIOOS. 

The table which follows gives the American caliber name, the 
representative average Lore diameter both in inches and in milli
meters, and the caliber name in the Metric system, when such a 
name is commonly used, for a number of popular weapons and their 
cartridges. Owing to the variation between the various makers, as 
well as the wide tolerances used by some of them, weapons will often 
be seen which may differ somewhat from these exact figures. 
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American Caliber 
Name 

.12 Rim Fire . 
6 mm U.S.N. 
.zs A .C.P. 
.2so/3ooo 
.15 Remington 
6.5 mm Mannlicher 

Avenge 
Bore 

Diameter, 
Inches 

.270 Winchester · .•7o 
7 mm .176 
.JO-JO; .30 W.C.F.; 30 Rem. .Joo 
.3o-U.S. Army (.JO-fO Krag) .300 
.Jo-'oo (.30 U. S. Gov't) .300 
.303 Savage .300 
.Jl-20 (.32 W.C.F.) .300 
7.63 mm Mauser Pistol .3005 
7..65 mm Luger 
.JOJ Dritish 
.p A.C.P. 
.p Colt aud S. & W. 
8 mm Mauser 
.p Win. Spl.; .p Rem. 
.:;8 Colt and S. & \V. 
.380 A.C.P. 
.38 A.C.P. 
9 mm Luger 
.38 S. & W. SpL 
·357 Magnwn 
.J8-to (.38 W.C.F.) 
.41 Colt 
·44 S. & W. Spl. 
-45 A.CP. 
-455 Eley 
·4H W ebley & Scott 

.JOOI 

.JOJ 
·3045 
·3045 
·312 
·3'5 
.J465 
·3475 
·3475 
·3475 
·3'!85 
·3475 
·3945 
·3945 
·4185 
·443 
444 

Same Bore 
Diameter in 
Millimeters 

Caliber 

5-38- s.n 
6.o 
6 ,20 

6.Js 
6.35 
6.s 
6.86 
7.D 
7-62 
7-62 
7-61 
7..62 
7.62 
7-63 
7..65 
7-7 
7-73 
7·73 
7·92 

S.o 
8.8 
8.83 
8.83 
8.8J • 
8.85 
s.ss 

10.01 

10.01 

10.61 

Self-loading 4505 1144 

Name in 
Millimctcn 

. s-6 nun 
6 mm 
6. 35 mm Pistol 

6.) mm Mannlicher 

7 mm Mauser 

7.63 mm Mauser P istol 
7.6; mm Luger 
7·7 mm 
7.65 mm Pistol 

7·9• or 7-9 mm 

9 mm Short 

9 mm Parabellum 

11.15 mm Pistol 

• Most of the Lugers that I have o>N~ed have been muked on the bottom of 
the barrel to indicate the eJ~:act bore size of that particular barrel. I have owned 
Lugers marked 8.1, 8.1, 8.3, and 8.<f, indicating a range of bore si7.es from 
.3468 inch to ·J<!Bo inch. 
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34. Value of 
a 1 

0 
For Temperature and Pressure; of Atmosphere 

Two Thirds Saturated With Moisture 
. .. 

F. 28 in. • F. 28 in. • . . 
z9 m. 30 10. J l m. 29m. 30m. Jl m . 

. -·--· 
0 0-945 0.912 o.88z o.853 " I 1.052 1.016 ·982 ·95 1 ' I ·947 -914 .884 .8ss )2 1.0)4 1.018 ·984 ·953 
1 ·949 ·916 .1186 .857 ' 53 1.056 1.020 ·986 ·954 
3 ·95' ·918 .888 .859 . 54 1.os8 1.021 ·988 ·956 
4 :953 ·920 .890 .861 55 1.061 1.0!4 ·990 ~;5R 

5 ·955 -912 .R9z .863 56 1.063 1.026 ·992 .()60 
6 ·957 ·924 .89! .865 57 I .OOi J.0%8 ·994 .(}62 
7 ·959 ·926 -895 .867 s8 1.o67 I.OJO -??6 -964 
8 :962 ·928 .897 ·869 59 1.009 I.OJZ ·998 .¢6 
9 ·964 ·930 .899 .87n 6o 1.071 1.034 1.000 ·968 

10 .<)66 ·932 ·901 .872 ' 61 1.073 I.OJ7 1.002 ·970 
II .<)68 ·935 ·903 .874 ' 

62 1.075 1.039 1.004 9~' • I • 

12 -970 ·937 ·905 .876 63 1.078 1.041 1.oo6 ·974 
IJ ·971 ·939 ·907 .878 0,. l .o8o 1.043 l.oo8 ·975 
14 ·974 -941 ·909 .88o 6s J.o82 1.045 1.010 ·977 
15 -976 ·943 ·9" .882 66 t .u84 1.047 1.012 ·979 
16 ·978 ·945 ·91 3 .884 67 1.0!16 1.049 1.014 ·981 
17 ·981 -947 ·915 .886 I 68 1.o88 1.051 1.016 ·983 
18 ·983 .888 I 6() 1.090 1.053 1.018 ·985 -949 ·911 . 
19 . 98; -951 ·919 .890 . 70 1.092 1.055 1.020 ·987 I 

20 ·987 -953 ·921 .891 7' '·094 1.057 1.021 ·989 
21 ·989 ·955 ·92 3 .89J 72 1-097 1.059 1.024 ·991 
22 ·991 ·957 -925 .895 73 I .OC)9 1.061 1.025 ·993 
23 0-993 0-959 0.927 o.897 74 1.101 1.063 1.027 0-995 
'4 ·995 .<)61 ·929 .899 75 1.103 1.065 1.029 ·996 
2j ·997 -963 ·931 ·90' 76 1.105 1.007 I .OJI ·998 
z6 1.000 .<)6; ·933 ·903 77 1.107 I.o6() 1.033 1.000 
17 1.002 .¢7 ·935 ·905 78 1.109 1.071 1.035 1.002 
z8 1.004 ·969 ·937 ·907 79 r.1 11 '-073 1.037 1.004 
29 l .oOO ·971 ·939 ·909 So '·"3 1·075 1.039 1.006 
30 l.oo8 ·973 ·94' ·911 81 I .II6 1.077 1-041 1.oo8 
J1 1.010 ·975 -943 ·91! 8z 1.118 1.079 '·043 1.010 

' 83 1.o81 ·z 1.011 ·977 -945 ·9'4 1.120 1.()45 1.012 .. 
33 1.014 ·979 -947 ·916 84 !. I ll l.o8J 1-047 1.014 
34 1.016 ·981 -949 ·91 8 85 1.124 1.o8s 1-049 1.016 
35 1.018 ·983 ' -951 .()20 86 1.126 I.o88 1.051 1.017 
36 1.021 ·986 -953 ·922 87 1.128 1.090 1.053 1.019 
37 1.023 .988 .<)55 ·924 88 l.lJO 1.091 1.055 1.011 
38 1.025 ·990 ·957 ·926 89 1.131 I .<lC)4 1.057 1.02 3 
39 1.027 ·992 ·958 ·928 90 1.135 t.o¢ 1.059 1.025 
40 1.029 ·994 ·900 ·930 91 '-137 UliJR 1.061 1.017 
4 ' 1.031 ·996 ·962 ·932 92 1.139 1.100 r .o6J 1.029 
41 1.033 ·998 ·964 ·933 93 1.14' 1.101 1.005 !.OJ I 
43 1.035 1.000 .9(16 ·935 94 1.14) 1.104 !.067 1.033 
44 1.037 1.002 .<)68 ·937 95 1.145 !.100 t.o69 1.035 
45 1.040 1.004 ·970 ·939 96 1.147 1.108 1.071 1.037 
¥i 1.042 l.oOO 0.97! 0-94' 97 1.149 1.110 1.073 1.038 
47 1.044 I.Oo8 ·974 ·943 98 1.151 1.112 l -075 1.041) 
48 1.046 1.010 ·976 ·945 99 t.IH ' 1.114 1.077 1.041 
49 1.048 1.012 .<)78 -947 100 1.156 j 1.116 1.079 1.044 
so 1.050 1.014 .<)80 ·949 
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35. Cartridge Dimension and Identification Tables 

Then: are so many ~tandard factory loaded ritlc cartridges, and 
r.hey are so similar in appearance and dimensions that even w~cn a 
sample cartridge is known to be a standard factory load, it is some
times a difficult matter to identify it unless the markings on the head 
give the caliber and type. 

In recent years it has become a popular practice for individual 
gunsmiths or experimenrors to modify standard factory cartridges 
by blowing them up to fit a larger chamber, or by necking them 
down to fit a smaller bullet. As these "wildcats'' are usually made 
from factory loads, the markings on the case head then become 
meaningless, and would mislead anyone except an expert. 

\Vith the idea of aiding in the identification of cartridges, a number 
of standard dimensions of factory loaded cartridges have been set 
down below. These were prepared by first measuring a number of 
actual samples, then consulting such standard factory drawings as 
were available. Generally the actual dimensiot~s found by measure
ment will differ somewhat from those given on the dr:nvings, because 
a small tol.erance, or variation from the exact figures is allowed as 
a practical manufacturing necessity. 

Mo!>1: modern center fire rifle cart1-idges are dh•ided into the four 
classes of Rimmed, Rimless, Semi-rimmed, and Belted, which can 
easily be distinguished by simple inspection. By first placing the 
cartridge into the proper one of these classes the field to be ex
amined is at .once narrowed considerably. 

Next the cartridge should be c.:lassified by caliber, as indicated by 
the bullet diameter. Caliber is the diameter of the unrifled bore of 
a gun in hundredths of an inch or in millimeters, and the bullet 
diameter is usually from .004 to .oo8 inch or more. Thus the U. S. 
Rifle Caliber .Jo, M1903 has a bore of .JOO, with grooves .004 deep, 
giving a groove diameter of . 308, and the usual bullet diameter is 
.3086. It should be remembered that the caliber is the diameter of 
the bore, not that of the bullet. It is therefore usually .004 to .ooS 
less than the bullet diameter. 

The overall length of a cartridge is not a very definite measurement, 
as it varies greatly with the type of bullet, so it is not of much use 
for identifi<:ation. For example, the . 37 5 H & H Magnum with 2 35 
grain Open Point Expanding bullet has an overall length of 3-5 1 5 
inches, while with the 270 or 300 grain Round Nose Soft Point 
bullet it has an overall length of 3.6oo''. 

The case length, however, is quite constant, and should be the 
second dimension consulted. If the matter is still in doubt, go to 
the rim diameter next. This is, of course, the diameter of the extract
ing rim at the extreme rear end of the cartridge case. 
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The four classes, (rim, rimless, sem•-r•m, and belted), into which rifle cart· 
ridges may be separated by casual inspection. 

Top, o. typical fimmed cartridge, the 6.5mm Dutch. 
Second, the rimless 6.5mm Italian cartridge. 
Third, the semi-rim 6.5mm Japanese cartridge. 
Bouom, the belted .300 Holland & Holland Magnum. 



Rimmed Cartridges 
---

Body 
length Case 

Over•IL Case length, head to Rim diam. Shoulder Neck Bullet 
Cartridge name length inches; MM. shoulder diam. ot rear diameter diam. diam. 

H mm Vclo Dog 1.375 1.125 • !l - • .Jo6 .153 * ·'50 .115 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • - . ) 
.118 Bee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t.68 1.345 34 ·942 .,.o8 ·34\1 ·HI .24 2 .1145 
.21 Hornet • • 0 • • • • • • • • • 0 • 0 • • • • • • • • • • 1.71 '·40 35·5 .8zs ·350 .299 .z7H ·'44 .ll J5 
.219 Zipper • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 0 • • • • • • • • • 2.26o 1·938 so 1.36 .so6 ·421 ·364 .25 2 .2245 
.22 Sav. Hi-Power 2 ·5 I l.Oj -, 1.39 .jo6 -461 ·35? ·'53 ,217 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . )-

,5-"0 Winchester 1.6 1.33 3H .828 -405 ·349 ·329 .274 .H8 ·- - • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
~ 

.zo-20 Single Shot . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . "8 1.633 41 I. I 4°7 ·3' 5 ·300 .276 ·259 
•2 .i -35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '·55 2.04 52 1.37 49\1 ·420 ·355 .z8o .258 
6.s mm Netherlands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3·05 2.112 54 1.6 .)16 ..... 8 421 ·345 .163 
,25-25 1.62) 6o.j • ·380 ·300 .. .zRo .l j 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2·375 

·JO v,r. c. F'. ( .30-30) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5) l.OJ 52 1-43 ·501 ·411l 401 .p8 ·308 
7.61 Russian • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • ~·037 2,114 54 1475 .;,o ·489 450 ·336 ·310 
.JOJ British •o•~·-· ••o~ ••• • ••. • • • . •... 3·05 '2 .2 1 56 T.Bo ·530 ·+58 -401 ·H7 ·31: 
.j0--40 Krag . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J.oSg 1.314 6o I ·7 ·H5 ·+5i -415 ·338 .J08 

·Jl w . c. F. (.p-zo) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "59 1.315 33-5 ·903 -405 ·3H ·338 .p6 ·311 
8.15 X 46 R 2416 1.!l1 46 • ·481 ·419 • ·344 .3JO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
8 mm Austrian ........ ... ........ .. 3.000 1.99 50 1.514 ·554 ·492 461 ·345 ·3Z 3 
8 111111 Lebel • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • • 1.967 1.99 so 1·457 .6J4 ·543 ·456 ·350 ·313 
.Jl Win. Spl. .... ...... .. .... ...... . 1.5) 1.06 5l·5 1.44 ·500 ·4 19 .J96 ·34" ·318 
.]1-40 '''in chester z.soo 1.193 s6 • ·5o6 ·4'4 - ·338 ·J11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
8 XS7 R • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • 0 • • • 3-55 1.14 57 1.84 486 4 29 ·375 .p6 .p8 
8 mm I>.mish Krag . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00 1.181 ss 1.635 ·575 ·550 4 57 ·355 ·325 

·H W inchester ••• •• ••• •••• 0 •• • ••••• • 2·795 1.105 53·5 1.570 .610 ·So8 443 ·365 .J385 
. 348 Winchester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.795 1.255 57-5 1.6so .610 ·553 ·485 ·375 ·348 



C:lruidge name 

.3B-s6 . ....... . . .. .............. .. . . . 

. 38-ss Winchester ....... . ...... . . .. . 
9-)X7tR . .......... ............. .. . 

-40-6o ·············· ··· ··--··-·· · ···· 
,.o-8z W. C. F .................... •. 
-405 W . C. F ..................... . . . 

-# W . C. F. C-4-NO) . .. · .... .. · .. 
·45•70 . 0 ••••• 0 • 0 ••••••• • •••••• - •• • • 0 

-45-&5 · · ········•····· · · · · · • · ·· ····· 

.JOO H&H Magnum 
·375 II&II Magnum . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . 

6.5 mm Japanese .... . ....... •... ... 
.180 Ross ... ......... ........ . ..... . 
.JOJ Savage ........ . .. ............ . . 
7·7 Jap. Hvy :\1. G ................. . 
.31 Win. S. J •. .. .. . ......... , .. , ... . 
.JS W in. S. L. .. ........ ... ....... .. 
·35' 'Win. S. L. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 
-401 \\'in. S. L. .... ......... .. .. ... . 

.uo Swift ........... ............. . .. 
5.6 mm Vom Hofe Super Express .. 

Overall 
length 

1.595 
:.6oo 
2487 
3410 

1.150 
1.765 
J.l75 

1.591 
:.ss 
1.8o 

.l-00 
J-48 
l.p 

3-'5 
1.88 
r.6; 
1.90 
2.00) 

Rimmed Cartridges 

C3se length, 
inches; MM. 

I.J07 
!.1 ( 1 

2.119 
2.834 

1.875 
2 ·390 
2.)83 

33 
44 
54 .., . 
'. 

I.JOj 3J 
2.15 H 
2-40 6r 

Body 
length 
he:adto 

shoulder 

• 
• 
• 
•·67 • 
• 
• 
• 

Belted Cartridges 
2.850 71 1-41 
1.85 72 1 .1 • 

Semi-Ri11mred Cartridges 
1.00 5' !.58 
1-64 66 1.185 
1.015 5' 1.300 

: .18o 51! r.!J9 
1.14 33 • 
1.154 29 • 
1.38 35 • 
I .50 38 • 

Rimless Cartridges 
1.2o s6 r.;s 

61 I ~ · •IJ 

Rim 
diam. 

-518 
.6o) 

·500 
--483 
.6!8 
.610 
·543 
r•• •J•) 

.6oo 
.6ol 

.n: 

.SJ ! 

·476 
·556 
·505 
-499 
·390 
-405 
·410 
·490 

Case 
diam. Shoulder Neck 
at rear diameter di3m. 

... 66 
·500 
-4:0 
... :6 

·5°3 
-soB ,..6. 
·•P I . 

.soo 

.jOl 

·449 
·52 3 
·441 
·1i 1 

·349 
.J81 
-lBo 
·433 

+H 
4 i 9 

-430 
-#l 
• 
• 
• 
·457 • 
• 
• 
• 

4 30 
·4 )0 

• 
• 
• 

..... 
·401 

·391 

.J84 

-416 
-417 
·436 

·+43 
·475 
-m 

·'9' 
·313 
·333 
·338 
·347 
·377 
·377 
.4JZ 

.z6o 

.258 

BuUct 
diam. 

·400 
·375 
·3775 
·3675 

408 
.<fOS 
-4115 

·419 
457 
4 Si 

·Jo88 
·3i55 

.%61 

.186 

.Jo8 
·3" 
.JU 
•JS I 
·352 
·407 

.:16 



6 mm U. S. N ...... ........ . .... .. . 
.2 50-300o Savage . .. ........ .. .. ... .. 
.15 Remington ... .. ........ .. ...... . 
6.5 mm Italian ... .. ..... . . . .. . .. ... . 
6.5 mm Mannlicher .... ............ . 

6.5 mm Norway K rag . ...... . • . . . 
6.5 Swedish .. .... . ........ . ... ..... . 
6.5 x 57 mm Mauser ........ . . . · . . ... . 
.2 57 R em. Robcm ........ . .... • •... 

.176 Pedersen ... . ....... .. . .. ...... . 
7 x 57 nun J'<lauser ....... . ....... . . . 
.Z70 w. c. F . .. 0 •••••••••••• 0 ·• ••••• 

• 30 U. S. Carbine i\·11 ............. . . 
. 300 Savage .. . .... .. ... . . .. . . ... .. . 
.JO Remingron .. . ... .. . . . . .. ... .... . 
7 ·5 mm French M 19 . .. . . .. .. •....... 
7·54 mm Swiss .. ... ...... .. . .. ... .. . 
7.65 mm Belgian ............ ...... . . 
7·7 mm Japanese .. ....... ...... . .. . 
.Jo-'o6 U. S. Gov't ..... .. .. . ..... • . 
.30 N ewton ... ... .. .. .. .. .. ... . ... . 

7 ·9 Ger. Carbine .................. . 
8 x 51 Short Smokeless ....... ...... . 
.p Remington .. . .................. . 
8 x s6 mm Mannlicher-Schocoaucr .. 
7·9 mm (8 mm} Mauser ...... ..... . 

·35 R em ingwn ..... ... ......... ... . . 
9 X s6 mm Mann~C)ch. . ....... .. ... . 

10.75 X 68 ......... . .. ........ ... .. . 

•ease has no shoulder. 

3.1 I 
2.5' 5 
2.)3 

3·00 
J.01 

3·'45 
3·09 
P7 
2-750 

2.84 
3·00 
3-340 

ll>7 
2.61 
1.51 

1.99; 
3-044 
l·04 
' I • ,. ) 

3·330 
3·356 

1.85 
1.77 
2·54 
3·040 
J.li 

2.36 
1.912 

1.05 
t.o6 
! . 1 l 

2.1j8 
1.16 

z .() z. 
2.2 35 
2.)40 

1.2!18 
!.!17 
l.O) 

2.124 
2.19 

2.10 

2.28 
2494 

. 1·495 

'.298 
2.01 

2.06 
2.118 

2.24 

6o 
49 
p 
52·5 
54 

55 
H 
57 
57 

33 
47·5 
52 

5+ 
s6 
53-5 
ss 
6) 
63 

33 
5' 
52 
s6 
57 

49 
s6 

68 

1.7 
1.76 
1.72 

r.7Z 

J.6fl 
1.71 
•·949 

• 
1.5) 

1.50 
1.7 
I. ] ) 

1.76 
1.8') 
1·942 
2.000 

·9.55 
r.szs 
J.S I 

I.J I 

J.82 

1.53 
I .Bp 

1.073 

·443 
·470 
·4•9 
447 
·450 

·479 
·477 
.¢4 
473 

·447 
·474 
·473 

·356 
·468 
4 ' 8 
4 84 
4 95 
4 72 
474 
469 
·52 

·469 
·467 
·418 
.A" "TI> 

4~. . /) 

440 
·4686 
·417 
·447 
447 

4 78 
·471 
·4665 
·41 1 

·354 
·468 
·41 ? 
481 
494 
4 71 

4 ?2 
466 
·5'5 

·469 
·467 
41fl 
·467 
·470 

·454 
·464 

(See supplemental i11{onnation on page ;o9) . 

·394 
·405 
·396 
·415 
4 2 5 

4 30 
·43 1 

4 25 
4 31 

.JB.l 
·410 
·44' 

• 
·443 
·396 
·438 
4 51 
4" 
·4 3 1 

·433 
·503 

440 
430 
·394 
·41 3 
·433 

·419 
·408 

4 70 

-276 
.2856 
.186 
.295 
•
195 

.181 

.197 

.2¢ 

.2')0 

.J ll 
·320 

.J08 

'J J I 
·3H 
·F9 
·341 
·HS 
·34 1 
.J38 
·H6 
·340 

·JP 
·344 
. 341 
·351 
·349 

-2435 
.157 
.lj8 

.1655 

.!625 

.!62 

.264 
.162 

.2)75 

.184 

.!84 

.278 

·3o8 
·3o8 
·307 
-307 
·3005 
.po 
·31 I 
·3086 
·3075 

·P3 
·3 18 
·32' 
·323 
·F3 

·359 
·354 
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Standard H eadspace Dimensions for Various Cartridges 

Rimmed CaTtridges. These have heads, or rims, which are larger 
in diamet·er than the:: main body of the cartridge. vVhen such a cart-

. c 

ridge is seated in the chamber of a gun, the rim is what limits irs 
forward motion and holds .it in firing position. A space or oppning 
must of course be provided between the front of the breech block 
or bolt and the rear of the barrel, for the cartridge rim to fit into, 
and this opening is called the headspace. Standard figures for rim 
[hickness, headspace, bore diameter" and bullet diameter for various 
well known rille cartridges are given below. 

Name of cartridge Rim thick
. ness, Max. 

.22 Loog Rifle Rim Fire ... . 

.218 Bee ...... .. .......... . 

.219 Zipper ................ . 

.2: Hornet ................ . 

.22 Savage Hi-Power ...... . 
.25-35 W. C. F ........... .. 
.;o W. C. F. (.30-30) ..... . 
.J0-4u K.rag. . ............. . 
i-62 mm Russian ........... . 
.303 Savage .............. .. 
.303 Briti~h ............... .. 
.p vV. C. F. (.p-20) ..... . 
• 3 z Win. Spl. ............ .. 
. 32-40 \-Vinchestcr ......... . 
8 mm Lebel ........... . .. . 
,33 \-Vinchester ............ . 
.348 \Vinchester ........... . 
·35 W. C. F . ............. . 
.38-H Winchester ......... . 
.40-82 \-V. C. F. . ..... .. ... . 
.405 W. C. F ............. .. 
+1- \V. C. F. (.44-40) ..... -. 

Headspace 
Mini- Maxi
mum mum 

Standard .Bullet 
Bore D iametcr 

Diameter 

.217 " 

.219 " 

" .21 9 . 

. 217" 
.111

11 

.250 " 

.JOOu 
·300

11 

·:;oo" 
.JOO" 
-303 " 
. 3°5" 
-315" 
·3•.;" 
. J!.t" 
-330 " 
. 340" 
-350" 
·373 " 
-40211 

·4°5 
II 

421j " 

-225 
,, 

.2245" 

.2245" 

.22Jj" 
.226" 
.zsS" 
·308" 
.Jo88"' 
.JIO" 
-308'' 
-312" 

-311 " 
·322

1
' 

-321" 
. 32 3" 
·3385" 
-348" 
·359" 
·3775'' 
4221" 
411 5" 
428" 

* Bore diameter means the diameter of the unrifled bore, and is generally the 
same as the t:aliher. There are, hnwever, some caliber names that have been given 
for special reasons, which differ from this rule. For example the .2 57 Remington 
Roberts, which is really a .25 caliber was named for the bullet diameter to dis
tinguish it from other experimental .25 caliber cartridges of similar design. 

Rimless Canridges. lvlany of the modern hig·h powered rifle cart
ridges are made with a groove, or cannclure, for the extractor to fit 
into, and the rim, or head of the cartridge is no larger in diameter 
than the body .of the case near the head. As there is no rim to limit 
the forward motion of such cartridges when they are pushed into 
the chamber of the gun, they seat, or come to rest with the forward 
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shoulder of the carr.ridge case bearing against a similar tapered 
shoulder or cone in the chamber. \Vhen this system of searing the 
cartridges is used, the distance from the face of the breech block 
in the locked position to ' some definite measuring point on the conical 
shoulder of the chamber is called the "headspace," though in fact 
it is not strictly beadspace at all, but rather (:art1·idge space. 

Some rimless cartridges, such as che .30 caliber carbine cartridge 
and the ·45 automatic pistol cartridge, are nearly cylindrical, and 
have no such shoulder. In such cartridges, the front end of the case 
is left square, so that it can seat against the slight ledge or shoulder 
at the front of the chamber. 

The tabulation which follows gives the minimum headspace dimen
sions for some of the better known bottlenecked rimless cartridges, 
together with the angle of the chamber cone, the reference diameter 
on the cone to which the headspace is measured, and other interesting 
dimensions. · 

While only the minimum headspace is given, the maximum may in 
general be taken as .oo4" greater than the minimum. These figures 
are for new guns. The headspace may be expected tO increase slightly 
with use. If the headspace becomes excessive, the cartridges will tend 
to stretch or even separate. 

Angle Ref- Head-
between erence space, 

centerline diam- breech 
of chamber etcr face to Bore Bullet 

Body taper and wall on reference diam- diam-
~a me of cartridge per inch of cone cone dia., min. eter eter 

.220 Swift" .ozSz·" :to ·335" 1.8o6" " .2Z45" ••••• 0 •• 0 .219 

.~ 5 Remington .....• .015161" lJO " I.j186" .2 so" •2575" ·375 
.z;o-3000 Savage .04392" 26° 30' ·347'' 1-579~" " " .... .250 .157 

Rem. Roberts .. .017178" 10• 39' ·375" " " •2 57s'' -~57 Li937 .zso 
. 170 \V. C. F. .01658" 17 • rs' ·375" 7 " " 8" . . . . . . 1.04 9 .270 .2] 

7 mm ll•fauser .0271.78" zoo 39' ·37511 !.7937" ,276" 8 " . . . . . . .z 4 
. 30 Remington ..•... .015161" 230 ·3626" 1.54 p" ·300" " ·307 
.JOO Savage .01768" JOo ·3968" 1.5967" • ·308)" . . . . . . . . . .JOO 
.3o-'o6 U. S. Gov't .. .o165" 17. tJ' " 1.940'' ·30011 . 3086" ·4415 
7·9 (8 mm) Mauser .. .02 386" Z0° 48' zs" ·375" r.89(S" " " ·3 I I ·JZ 3 
8 mm .'\.1ann.-Schoen. .023642" :z 0 04' ·375" 1.866" 

,. 
•)ZJ'" ·312 

.p Remington .01 )16111 230 ·375" 1.p86" ·31 !" " . . . . . . ·321 
·35 Remington .01352911 

!30 zs' " 1.5504" " '359" . . . . . . -41 Ij ·349 

•Note: The .210 Swift is a son: nf half breed; a semi-rim cartridge which 
doesn't use its rim to seat on, as do all the other semi-rim cartridges, but instead 
leaves it hanging out in the air and seats on the shoulder instead. This cartridge 
was developed from the old 6 mm V. S. Navy case, with the extractor cut and 
rim made larger in diameter allow more metal in the head and ~engthen this 
weak point in the case. 

(Sec ,upplcmcntttl informtttion on page )09). 
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Semi-Rimmed or Semi-Rimlen- Cartridges. ·At first glance these 
look like rimless cartridges. T hey have a groove, or cannelure for 
the extractor to hook into, and the extracting rim appears to be about 
the same size as the rear end of the cartridge case body. However, 
on close examination the rim will he found to he just slightly larger 
than the rear of the case body, and this slight enlargement is enough 
for the cartridge to scat against when it is chambered, just as the 
rimmed cartridge seats against the rim. 

;¥AX. CTG 

k 1. 9o1" _J I 
I I 

2.24"(S7m m) ---~ A~ 
..... ' . \r\\1\'\ 

-

~ 

~I '·--
~ TAPER .OZ38" PER INCH • 

I< -1.901" 
#IN CHAI1B£R 

Maximum case and minimum chamber for the German service cartridge, 7.92 
x S7mm J, drawn to illustrate the ~randard method of showing the headspac.: 
measurement in rimless borde-necked ride cartridges. Headspace is measured 
from the location of the bolt face in the locked position to a stated diameter on 
the cone of the chamber. In this instance, the moe has an angle of 20°-48'·25", 
and the .375" diameter on this cone is 1.901 inches from the bolt face when the 
gun has minimum headspace. 

In the cartridge designation 7.?2 x 57mm J, the first figure is the bore dia
meter, the second is .the length o! the case without bullet, and the J stands for 
Infantry (Jnfanterie), showing that i t is an Army cartridge. 

In semi-rim cartride-es, the headspace is the distance from the face 
of the bolt or breechblock in the closed position to the seat against 
which the rim of the cartridge seats. Rim thickness and other dimen-
sions f.or some semi-rim cartridges are given below. , 



RA::-~DOM ~OTES ON VARIOUS SuBJECTs 

Headspace Standard 
~arne of canridgc Rim thickness Min . . \1ax. bore diam. -

6.5 mm Japanese J\1 38 •• + • • .o6" .o6o"-.o5'i4'1 .2; 6" 
. z8o R oss ......... .. ....... " .28o" .052 

·303 Savage .o6 3" o6 _, .o6c;'l " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) - ·300 
7-7 Japanese H. M.G. ... .. .o6'' ·303" 
·JZ Win. Self Loading 0 " tnax. 0 " ·315" .... . . 5 ·5 
·35 Win. " " o~n " .os" ·345'' . . . . . . ) 

·3;' Win. " " Q.;"'' " 0 II " . . . . . . .. ·5 ·345 
·401 Win. " " .o6" " .o6" ·3995" . . . . . 

--

-l39 

Buller 
diam. 

Belted Cartridges. These have a very thick seating rim, or belt, at 
the rear of the case, with the extractor groove cur into the rim 
itself. The headspace is the distanc-e from the face of the bolt when 
it is lucked, to the ledge in the rear part of the chamber against which 
rhe belt of the car tridge seats. 

H cadspace and some other dimensions are as follows: 

Belt thickness Hcadspace 
Name of cutridge .\'lax • Min. ,\'lax. Bore diam . Bullet diam. 

• JOO H&II Magnum .z 20,. .22011 ... . 223" 
II .3oW~" ·300 

·.li.~ H&H Magnum " .2:20'' -.22)11 .J661.' ·3755" .:no 

Table of Normal Bore and Bullet Sizes 
In general the bore diameters given below are intended to represent 

the normal minimum and the hnllet diameters the normal maximum 
standar d sizes. 

The figures given bdow were obtain ed both from measurements 
of samples and by reference tO standard drawings, checked <me 
against the other. Wide variations between the measurements of 
individual samples of the same cartridge were sometimes encountered, 
and occasionaTiy these measurements did not agree very well with 
the standard figur·es as given on the drawings. These discrepancies 
were adjus~·ed -.s far ;J S possible tn .give what _may be taken as normal 
reprcsentatrve .figure~ for the cartndges men t1oned. 

Normal 
mmunum 

~ame of cartridge bore diameter 

.n Long Rifle Rim Fire .. ... ... .. . . . ...... . 

.218 Dee ........... . ....... . .... · · · · · · · · · · · 
.2 1 --:" 

I 

.219" 
Z. 

.219 tpper ......... .. ... . ... . .... •.. ... . .. .2 19.., 

• 2Z Hornet .... .. . ....... . ...... · · · · · · · · · · · .217" 
.22 Savage Hi-l:'ower ..... ................. . 
.120 Swift ... .. ....... ...... ...... ..... . . . . . 

.2 2 (It 

.2 H/1 

5·5 mm Velo Dog ... ............... ...... . 
5.6 mm Vom Hofe Super Express .... . . . .. . 
6 m m lJ. S. N. . . ...................... . . 

lTI" . ' 
.220

11 

.236" 

Nonnal 
max unum 

bullet diameter 

.zz5" 

.224 5 
w 

.2245 
w 

.2235 .. 
"2-" 
·- I 

" .H4 
.zzs " 
.2 2 6" 
•2 435" 

\ 



H:\TCHER's Non:RoOK 

Name of cartridge 

Kormal 
nummmn 

bo(e diameter 

.z5-zo Single Shot . ..... ........ ... . ...... . . 

.z;-2o Repeater . .... . .. . ... . ... . ....... . . . . 
- " .:: .-.o 

'·o'' ·-) 

.!)-2 5 ... 0 •••• 0 ••••••• • •••••••••••••••••• • • 
,-o" ·-) 

.2:)-35 ....... ... ....... ........ . 0 •••••••••• ., ·o" ·-) 

.z 5 Remingtnn .................. ... ....... . ., -u'.' . -) 
.z_so-3ooo Savage ......... . ...... . ......... . 
.zsi Remington Roberrs ..... . ...... . ... . .. . 
6.; x 54 mm Mannlicher .. · ........ .. ... . .. . . 

.. -o'' ... .) ., 
.!50 

6"' .!5 
6.; x 57 mm Mauser ........ . ............ . . . .2 56'' 
6.5 mm Japanese M 38 .................... . 6" .l) J 

6.5 mm Italian Service . ...... .. .......... . . ;!56" 
6.5 111111 Norwegian Krag ..... . .... .. .. . .. . 
6.5 mm Swedish .. .... .... .... ... ........ . . 

.z;6'' 
6"' .25 

6.5 mm Netherlands . .. ........ . .......... . .25 6" 
6.; mm Roumanian .......... .. . ........ . . . .256" 
.270 '""· C. F . .. ....... . ...... ... .... .... .. . " .270 
.176 Pedersen . .. ... . . ... .. .. .. . . ...... . . . . . :z76" 
.z8o Ross ........................ .. .. · · · · · · s ·" .2 () 

i x 5i mm Mauser ............ . ...... . .... . -275; " 
7·5 mm French ,\-[ 1929 ....... ......... . . . . .z95 " 
7·54 mm Swiss .. .... . .. . .................. . "9 .. " ·- I 
7 .6; nun Belgian .......... .. .... ... ....... . 
-30 \V. C. F. (.30-30) .. ................. . . . 

•295
11 

" -300 
. JO Remingwn .. .. ..... .. . .. . ... . ......... . 
._10 Cal. U. S. Carbine .\l1 .............. ... . 

II 
.JOO 

" -)00 

. 30-40 Krag .................. . ............ . 
. JO·'o6 U. S. Gov't . .......... .... ......... . 

. J00
11 

" -300 
• 30 Newton ..... ... .... .. .... ............. . -300 

, . 
. 300 Sa\'age ....... . ....................... . 
. 300 H&H Magnum ............ .. .. .. . .... . 

.. ~oo" 
" -300 

7.62 mm Russian ..... . ...... ..... .. ...... . . -300 
II 

. 30 3 Savage ....... ..... .. .... ... ....... ... . -300 " 
. 303 British ........ .. ..... .. ...... . ........ . -303 " 
7. 7 J apanesc :\:1 99 ........... . . ............ . 
.p \V. C. F. (.J2-2o) ................ . .... . 

• _10 3 II 
" ·305 

. J2 Rcmiu gton .............. . . ......... . . . . 

.p \Vinchcster Special .. .. ......... ....... . 

. 31-4o \Vinchestcr ....... . .. ....... ... ... . . 

~t..,u ., -.. _,,, 
., I ) 

I .. " ·3 > 
·32 \Viuchester Self Loading .............. . 

"7·9 mm (!l x 57 mm) German Spitzer . . .. .. . 
•i-9 mm (H x 57 mm) Old, Rotmd Nose .. . . . 

H 

• _l I 5 
" ·3 IZ 
II 

. 3 1 2 
"8 x 57 nun Remington make for M '88 & M '98 .JIZ." 
8 x 57 R (Rimmed) ....................... . ·311" 
8 X s6 mm iVIannlichcr-Schoenauer ......... . ·3H 

H 

8 x 51 Short Smokeless ... ......... ........ . . 3 J o" 

8 nun Austrian .\1. '9 5 ...... · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · •" · 3 I· 
8 mm Danish Krag ...... . .. ........ . ..... . ·3'4 " 
8 mm l.ehel ....... ... . ................... . " ·314 
8.I5:q6 R ......................... . ...... . .32 I II 

·33 Winchester .................... . ...... . ·J .l0
11 

:-.lormal . 
max1mum 

bullet diameter 

., .. 6" ... ~ 
6" -l5 

.zs 8" 
-l5 8" 
.25 8" 
.Zj? " 
"~7-'' .... - . ' 

.2626" 
6 " .2 2 

6 " , , ·- -
6 " ·1 )55 
6 " .2 1 

" .!64 
6 " . 2 3 

.!63" 

.17 8" 
" .l84 

.2H6" 
.!84" 
-!0711 

. J068" 
" .JIO 

. J08" 
·30711 

8" .)0 

. :;o88" 
86" .;o 

-3075" 
., o8" ., 

-3088'' 
-3'0 " 
. 3ol:l" 
-311 " 
·JI I " 
· 3121l 

-321
11 

.J22 " 
·3 21 " 
. 3 2 z.'! 

·32 3" 
. 3 r8" 
·3%3 " 
. 31 8" 
.JZ3 " 
·JI 8" 
.,..,28" . ·'-3' _,, .. -) 

.J:z3'' 

.J30"·.JI8" (step) 

.nBs H 



RANDOM NOTES ON VARIOUS SURJF.CTS 

Name of cartridge 

. 348 \Vinchesrer ... .. ......... .... . .... .... . 
·35 Winchester Self Loading ... .. .... . .... . 
·35' Winchester Self Loading .. . .... . . .. .. . . 
·35 RemingtOn . ....... . .. . ..... . .. . ....... . 
·375 H&H Magnum ................. . ..... . 
. 38 W. C. F. (.38-40) . .. .. ... .. .... ...... . 
• 38-ss Winchester . . .. . . . ................. . 
. JS-s6 ... . ..... .. . . . ... .. . ....... . ........ . 
9 X s6 111111 Mannlichcr-Schoenaucr ....... . . . 
9·3X7l mm R . . .. .. . . ......... . .......... . 
~-00 ······ ···· · · ··· · ·· · ··············· · ·· 
4<J-8Z w. c. I''. . . ......................... . 
-401 Winchester St'lf Loading .. . .......... . 
-405 W. C. F ........ .. ................. . .. 
-44 W. C. F. C+J-+o) ............ .. ...... -- · 
45-7° ... . ... . .. .. . . . . . .. ............... . . . 
-+s-8s ....... . .. . ..... .. ........ .. ..... . .. . 

Normal 
mmunum 

bore diameter 

Nonnal 
maxunwn 

buller diamerer 

44' 

•German Service Rifle ,\:1 '88 has bore .Jtl, groo,,e diameter .Jll, and used the 
old 7·9 mm service cartridge having a bullet weighing .217 grains and with a di
ameter of , 318. Tite German Service Rifle M '9ll has a bore of .31: and a groove 
diameter of ·3256, and uses the Spit7.er bnllet weighing '54 grains for the older flat 
based type, and '97·5 grains for the later boat tailed type, and both have a 
diameter of .JZJ". The hunting bullet made in America for use in both these 
rifles has a bullet weighing 170 grains and having a diameter of ·3%3"· 

Numerous warnings have been printed against firing the 7-9 mm Spit7.er Service 
luad in the old M '88 Gennan Rifles, which are nor as strong as the .'\1 '98 
Mausers. So don't fire the German i·9 mm Spitzer pointed service ammunition 
in the old Gew. 'RR, or in commercial rifles made on that model. 



XVIII 

Record of Accidents to the U. S. Rifle 
Cal. .30, M1903. 1917 .to 1929, Incl. 

During the years from 1917 to 1929 inclusive, there were 137 acci
dents to the U. S. Rifle, Cal. . 30, M 1903 reported and made of record, 
the details of which are given below. These accidents were as follows: 

Burst receiver .................................. . 
Blow back ................................... . 
Burst barrel due ro obstruction ......... ... ... . . 
Burst barrel due to weak or seamv mc::tal ....... . 
Burst barrel due to burnt steel . ~ .............. . 
Hangfire while opening bolt ................... . 
Nature of damage not stated .................. . . 

68 
23 
21 
13 
10 

I 

I 

Burst Receivers. This accident is .usually cat~scd by a failure or open
ing up of the cartridge head, resultmg from h1gh pressure or soft bra~s. 
thus allowing the gas under high pressure to gee our into the action. 
If the receiver is weak or brittle, it may then rupture. These 68 burst 
receivers caused personal injuries as follows: 

Loss of an eye . ......................... . 
Injury described as serious .......... : .... . 
Injury described as severe ................ . 
In jury described as slight ................ . 
Injury not mentioned .................... . 
D fin. f "N I . " e 1te report o o nJury ........... . 

3 cases 
" 3 
" 3 

27 
" 25 

7 

" 

If shooting glasses had always been worn, it is reasonable to assume 
that many Qf these injuries would have been prevented or reduced in 
severity. · 

All but two of these accidents ·definitely occurred with receivers 
having the old heat treatment used in Springfield and Rock Island 
so-called low numbered receiver.~; that is, below No. Soo,ooo and 
No. 285,507, respectively. A Rock Island receiver reported as No. 
445,136 blew up in 1918, and was later recorded in 'JVar Department 
records as the failure of a high numbered receiver; but it now develops 
that the number reported must have been in error, as the last. receiver 
made at Rock Island in 1918 was numbered around 38o,ooo, and · re
ceiver No. 445,136 was not made until about May, 1919. A mistake of 
this kind is quite easy to make, as when the receiver is shattered, the 

442 

' 
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number is often blown partly or entirely -off, and may have to be 
pieced together or more or less guessed ::~t. 

The only other case recorded as the bursting of a receiver having 
the improved heat treatmenc was Springfield receiver No. Hot ,540, 
which blew up in 1929 as the result of fi ring a 7·9 mm German car
tridge. It is highly doubtful, however, that this was actually a receiver 
of the improved heat treatment, for the exact serial number of the 
first o£ the new series is not known with certainty. It is only known 
that rl1is treatment was started at about the date on which receiver 
l\"o. 8oo,ooo was being made, and as over I ,ooo receivers a day were 
being made, an error of two days in the estimated date would make 
the difference. 

Of the 68 burst receivers reported there were I I instances where 
the serial number either was not recorded or could not be ascertained 
with certainty. Of the remaining 57 receivers, 33 were made by 
Springfield and 24 by Rock Island. 

Thus out of a total of Soo,ooo low numbered Springfield receivers. 
there were 3 3 reported burst in I 3 years, or about I in 24,242. Of the 
z85,507 low numbered Rock Islam{ receivt>rs, there were 24 reported 
failures, or about I in 1 I ,896. This does nor of course take .into account 
the unidentified ones, or those which may not have been reported 
at all. 

The actual serial numbers of the receivers reported as having frac
tured were as follows (omitting the Rock Island receiver erroneously 
reported as Ko .. 445,I 36, real number uncertain): 

Springfield Armory Make Rock Island Arsenal Make 
Nos. Nos. 

43·076 468,300 7 J, '53 204,861 
70,97 I 50I,7 I9 IOI·,200 2 I7,794 
84,684 560,8 52 104,926 22 J,2 35 
89,720 590,480 108,448 225,764 
89.7 28 6z5·587 I 11,621 134·466 

'7 3,807 <IJ4,479 J46, I B4 2 35·742 
195,082 642,675 146·554 2 39·7 54 
200,)72 642·742 •65 ,282 2f0,914 
206,33 I 656,70I •7o,8os z;o,56o 
228,1 I2 662,284 I77,232 2 5 3·24I 
235·504 666,263 203,85' 262,I65 
274,272 7I I,253 
284,oll6 712,763 
299,45H 723,675 
3 Il,2f9 770,160 
j26,222 8o•,548 
486,640 
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It is almost startling to note how .sharply the failures stop about the 
numbers marking the change in heat treatment, that is, at approxi
mately No. Soo,ooo for Springfield and i\o. 2H5,507 for Rock Island, 
in spite of the fact that the record continued for twelve years after 
this change in heat treatment went into effect. 

It is aL"ro interesting to note that at least 4 of the receiver failures 
~ 

were due to the firing- of a German 7.92 mrn cartridge in the Spring-
field Rifle. A case \viii also be found where such a German cartridge 
was fired in a Springfield Rifle having the improved heat treatment, 
with no injury to the receiver. . 

Another fact that will bear noting is that two of the receiver failures 
recorded were caused by firing rhe guard cartridge, which is supposed 
to he loaded to extremely low pressure and velocity. These Gnard 
cartridges used the regular I 50 grain bullc:t with 9· I grains of Bullseye 
Powder, ro give a muzzle velocity of 1200 feet per second. The fail
ures may have been caused by the fact that while the pressure of this 
small charge of Bullseye is very low, still, this is an extremely quick 
powder, and the unusually sudden application of the shock may have 
hcen too much for the glass-hard metal. Of course, on the other hand, 
a double or triple load might have occurred by some accident. This 
would of c:our.~e give a very high pressure. However, I am inclined 
to lay the cause of tht: trouble to the sudden character of the powder 
rather than to high pressure, as when I investigated one of these two 
cases, 1 noted particularly that the metal showed no distortion or 
stretching at all, and the explosion exhibited very little energy. When 
the user fired the guard cartridge, the pieces of the receiver simply 
fell to the floor as they might have done if it had been made of glass 
and had been struck with a hammer. 

Blo"..v Backs. \Vhen the head of the cutridge fails as described above, 
and the receiver is roo strong to be fracmrcd, the escaping gas usually 
breaks the flanges off the from edge of the bolt, blows out or bends 
the extractor, and bulges the magazine well. The stock may also be 
more or less split and splintered around the magazine. The principal 
danger to the shooter is that he may get powder grains or particles of 
brass in the eyes; this can largely be prevented if he has on shooting 
glasses. 

An examination of the repons shows that rhe1·e were 2 3 accidents 
that were essentially cartridge head blow backs, though they are 
described by various terms. Manv of these which occurred with re-. ' 
ceivers of the improved heat treatment would no doubt have resulted 
in burst receivers if the heat treatment had been of the older type. In 
two cases, the receivers of the improved heat treacment were damaged 
hv such an incident. One, ~o. 946,5o8, was "deformed," while another, 
~~>. 951,7 Ill, was "bulged." However, these improved receivers held 
together and did not fracture. 
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Tt is not uncommon for a blow-back of rhe kind described above to 
he reported as a malfunction of the bolt, as the thin flanges at the from 
end of th·e bolt are usn ally broken off. For example, March 17, 1928, 
with rifle No. SA 276,691, it was reponed that "One side of the face 
of bolt blown off, handle had to be driven up to extract cartridge." 
Again, Summer of 19z7, rifle SA 201,595 "Bolt blew out, no damage 
to r ifle proper-no mention of any injuries." This no doubt means 
simply that the bolt blew out aronnd the front edges, but the wording 
is such that the reader might very well conclude that the entire bolt 
was driven out of the receiver. 

Burst Barre!J·. Barrels may burst from firing the gun with an ob
struction in the bore, which happened in 2 1 of the cases reported 
herein; from seamy, weak, or defective metal in the barrel, which 

• 
happened in '3 cases; and from hnrnt steel in the butt end of the 
barrel,_ caused by heating the barrel blank too hot in the upsetting 
operation. 

Unlike burst receivers, which occur only in low numbered rifles, 
burnt barrels n~1.1ally occur only in high numbered rifles, or in low 
numbered guns that have been rebarrellcd. 

~ 

In the early Springfield production, the Armory made their own 
barrel blanks by rolling hars of steel in tapered rollers, so as to make 
the bars thinner at the munlc end and thicker at the breech. vVhen 
production was stepped up at the beginning of \Vorld \Var I, Spring
field Armory starred buying barrels from au outside source. These 
barrels were made by taking bars of uniform ~ize <Ind upsetting one 
end after hearing it very hot, to make the thicker breech section. Some 
of these barrels were heated too hot in this process, with the result 
that the steel in the breech section was burnt, and bec<Ime Yerv weak. 
Several failures of this kind occurred in barrels made by the A ~is Rifle 
Barrel Company, of New Haven, Conn. Barrels made by this company 
are stamped A V at the muzzle. 

In the r 37 accidents here reporteJ on, bmnt barrels were the cause 
in the guns having the following seri<~l nu111hers: 

Springfield Armory Make Rock Island Arsenal Make 
Nos. 

52 3,089 None 
523·444 
759.943 
902,871 

1,004,62 3 
'·137,620 
I> T 45o95(i 
1,20l,f72 
I ,2 26,267 
I ,2 54,701 



SUMMARY OF ACCIDENTS RESULTING IN DAMAGED RECEIVERS 
- -

Receiver Persons Injured 

Rifle ::-.To. Date Heat T~of . Extent of 
Treatment •ailure Number Injllry 

6;6?01 7h6h917 Old Fractured I Slight 
3il149 7/zoh917 " " I Severe 

Unknown 9h9h917 " Shanered Slight I .. (z) 10/8/!917 " " Slight 2 

" " Fractured Slight 1917 I 

RIAnp35 9h8h917 
.. .. Slight I 

486640 " Broke 1917 
89728 " " 1917 

Unknown(J) " " 1917 
891zo 8/1917 " Fractr~red 

RIA1o8448 IZ/J917 " Shattered 
RIA217794 1/17!I918 " FractUred Slight I 

RIA445136 1918 Old" Burst 
RIA253l41 1918 Old " 
RIAz6l!6; 1918 " " 
RIAz40914 i 1918 

.. " 
' 

RIA239754 ' 19111 " " ' ' 
RIA239356 ' 1918 " " 
RTAzz5764 1918 " " 

; 

RIA16p8z 1918 " " 
i zoo;n 611918 " Shattered I Slight 

71236.1 I ;11918 
.. Fractured· I " 

501719 I 2/zo/18 " Failed 
666263 I zlzoh9 " Shattered I Not Serious ! 

66n84 zhz/19 " " 
RIAzo3851 ~1:6/zo " " 
RL-\Ioizoo 5/z3(20 " " 
Unknown lll./z41z1 " " I Loss of 'Right Eye 

RTAI77ZP ;1!921 " Failed J J.oss of Left Eve 
' 

J16!!Z 711921 " Shattered 0 

77016n 7/q/tl " " I Slight 
<>9il 8/i ! 1. " Fracturetl 7 9 



RIA14(\184 9! r6/11 Old Shattered I Slight 
946so8 1913 New Deformed 

RIA23-f466 1913 Old Shattered 
RIA23574~ 1913 .. .. 

6z55s7 " Failed 1914 0 
RIA 8lr924 .. Shattered Slight I 
RtAzsosoo 10/17/z3 

.. .. 
I 

.. 
z84o86 7/llh3 

.. .. 
I " 

64~74! s/fJ/z3 .. 
Fractured I Loss of Right Eye 

RTA104-916 4/JO/zJ .. Shattered I Serious 
Unknown s/1914 

.. 
Ruptured Slight I 

118111 • 9/Jslu, .. 
Fractured 0 I 642675 u/s/z4 " Shattered Serious I 

468300 z/6/zs .. Shattered l 
::0 19508! 314/15 .. .. Slight 4 ,., 

100J31 4fz¥1s .. .. 
~ RIAI7o8o5 6/s/zs .. Fractured Slight I 1;1 

RIAI46554 6/Johs .. Shattered Slight I 0 29945R 11lz7/zs .. " Severe "' I 
RlArrr6u 7h/z6 •• Fractured Sc\·cre, 1 Slight > 1 

S.t68s 4/1 )/%6 .. Shattered Slight () I () 
'738o? 8/Jsh6 M Fractured Severe -I c RLI\zo4Bor JO/zl/16 .. Shattered Serious =" I 

'L. Unknown 91 111z6 .. .. 
Slight -! I 

43076 !U19/z6 .. " Slight 
'J) 

I 
s6o8;z 7/r;/z7 " .. 

0 
6J+H9 zf3/z8 M .. 

Slight 
S9048U 8/19!8 .. 

Fractured 0 
21··or 4/u/19 .. Shattered 0 . )) 
95'718 s/ 8119 

.. Bulged Slight I 
71367S 1919 ~ew Shattered I Slight 
1]4271 1919 

.. Shattered I Slight 
711153 8/I]/29 .. Shattered I Slight 

RIA 73153 6191z9 .. Fractured I 
8oJ5+8 1919 .. Shattered 0 ~ 

~ 

•Evidently this number, indicating a receiver with the new hear rre:ument, is wrung, ~~ the ~ccidenr happened 
'J • 1918, while 10 

Rock Island Receiver No. 445136 was not made until :l\1ay 1919. 



Wfle No. 6567u• 
He·jercncc: R 474-1/105 

HA't\.HF.R's NoTF.BOOK 

July 16, 19'i-

Loc.nion: \,V orks of the N;uion~l :Krass & Copper Tulu.: Cu., Inc., Hastings,on-
thc-Hudson, N. Y. 

Organization: 
Persons ln.irm:d: One. Operator slightly scratched, bruised and scored. 
J'owder: Hercules K pyro D G lot 446 from Franldord Arsenal. 
N.1tltrt: of Failure: Splinters were broken from the edge of the bolt and the 

whole bolt rore back thru the pieces of the housing, including the cutoff 
and ejector. These were recovered. The smaller bits went thru the roof and 
window into the river. The face of the ejector was dented and fused and 
highly polished, on the extreme end. The barrel and bore were intact, the 
empty case from the clip cannelure forw:ud, remained in the chamber. The 
bolt cut the whole receiver housing clearly away on top and the gas opened 
the bottom of the magazine and ripped the walnut stock away on the left 
side. The line of cleavage ran thru the Vt:Jlt bole in the extractor ch!mlber 
at the right of the rem- end of the barrel and thru the pin bole directly 
heltro.IJ the ejeclor. Very diverse steel stmcture was apparent on every broken 
edge. This rifle had only fired 1 p rounds in all and only 28 since it had 
last been ".:loped" with a solution w remove fouling. 
Note: Rifle burst while in usc for proof of .Jo cal. ball cartridges. (Ex

- tracted from report submitted by Mr. L. D. V:m Akcn, Supt. National 
Brass & Copper Tube Co., Inc.) .. .. 

Probable Cause: It IS the j11rlgment nf every one whn h~s st!tm t.he hrnl<en edges 
of the receiver housing that the steel is most emphatically not properly case 
hardened as per specificatiom, that it has been heated roo hot before quench
ing and that it is prone to bnrst alon" the line of tbc vem and pin holes. 

(Lawrence R. \Vitsi!, Asst. Inspector Ordnance) 
The materiel used appears unrefined, though it apparently was heat treated. 
probably case hardened, but in the last heating it was overheated, creating 
crystallization. This resulted in the greatest weakness and there is no wonder 
that it burst. 

(Mr. Arthur o~vidsun, President. The Fairlev Davidson Sted Cu. Tnc.l 
• 

It is the opinion of this Armory that the bursts reported are primarily due 
to the causes indicated in this paragraph {cartridge cases nor up to standard) 
and secondarily, to receivers somc,vhat below the standard. (The Springfield 
Armory Report) 

Disposition of Rifle: Shipped to the Springfield Armory. 

July 20, '9'7· 
Rifle No. pu49 
Reference: R474.t/ros 
Location: \Vorks of the National Brass & Copper Tube Co., Inc., Hastings-on

the-Hudson, N. Y. 
Org1111ization: 
Pers011s Injured: One. A piece of the receiver housing Rcw back and S(ruck 

George Deal, the operator, in the breast piercing his lung but not lodging 
inside. 

P01;;der: Hercules X pyro D G Lot 446 from Frankford Arsenal. 
Nature of Failure: Rifle burst in a stripping test. The bolt held locked in place. 

The edges of the bolt face chipped away just like in the first rifle (6;6701) 
but the extractor was blown off and the ejector was not deformed. AU of the 
housing except that piece which engages the bolt lug, was hlown away. 
The barrel, chamber, and bore were not injured and all the case except 
the head remained in the chamber jllst as in the other rifle (656701). The 
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line of break mrz thm tbe extractor cbamber vent and tbru the pin hole 
beneath the ejector, just beside the magazine cutoff. The rifle was blown 
dear apart. The only reason more harm was not done is that the rifle was 
mounted on a sliding rest, md when fired all of it, from the magazine 
forward. was sticking thru a port out into rhc gallery. The pie<.:c which 
injured the operator came back thrn thi~ parr, r.hc b:urcl gronp fell outside 
in tl1c gallery. This rifle .P n49 had fired lh6 rounds in all. lL burst un the 
147th round of a stripping rest. I person:illy saw that it was water cooled 
and cl~ntd every fifty shots and was right beside the operator during tht 
test. There was no muffled or dull explosion. Every shot kicked up dust in 
the backshup. (Exmtctcd from report uf l.nwrcncc H. \:Virsil, :\ssr. Inspector 
Ordnance). 

l)robable C(IU$e: Same as for Riftc 6;6i O 1. 
/)isporititm of Rifle: Shipped to the Springfield Armory. 

llifle No. Nor known. 
R.efertmce: R-474·1/145 
Location: T raining Camp, Receiving Ship, Phil~delphia, P~ . 
Organization~ U. S. ~avy. 
Persons l11j1t.red: One. Burrill Robinson, Gunner's Mate, 1st Cl. U. 5. ~avy. 

Slightly injured about forehead and face. 
Anmnmirion: Model1916 Ball cartridges, stamped 6-17. l'Vhnufactured by Hnstings

on-the-Hudson (A.B. & C.T. Co.) lot # 36-39·41. 
Nature of Fnil11r!!: The breech of the riJle exploded. Rifle was completely 

shattered around rhe bolt. (Repon of E. F. Leiper, U. S. N. The Receiving 
Ship at Philadelphia. Pa.) 

Probable Cause: See Report of the Springfield Armory, following-
Dirposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Bureau of Ordnance, U. S. Navy (File 

No. 5104-1 (8oo9) 9/ 1911917, and later carried with four other roA~ to the 
Springfield .'\emory by Lieut. j. A. Patch, 0. 0 . R. C. 

Ri[Je No. Nor kn(}Wil. 
Reference: R474.r/J46 

------·------
Oct. 8, 1917. 

Location: N a'' y I{ itle I{ ange, Virginia Beach, V a. 
Organization: Company 47, Receiving Ship, U.S.S. Richmond, U. S. N. 
Perso1JS h1jured: One. A pprcmice Seam:~n , R. R. Green, above organi~tion, 

received a fragment of brass in the nose and his face was pitted with powder 
and b:~dJy bruised. Report of the surgeon in chuge showed that he was nor 
seriously injured. 

ATirmrmition: M:~nuf:~crured by Kation:~l Brass & Copper Tube Co.. Inc., 
Cartridges bore the dates of May, june md July 1917. 

Nature of Failme: Blew off the top of the receiver, the ma~azinc cut-off and 
the bridge of the receiver. Also the head of the <:artridge w~s blown off 
2nd the stock of the rifle split from the rear sight to the grip. After the 
explosi_?n the bolt was in place, fully pulled dnwn in the correct position 
for finng. (Report, j. R. Hayden, U. S. N.) 

Probable Cause: See report of the Springfield Armory following-
Disposition of Rifle: Delivered to rhe Springfield Armory with four other rifles 

by Lieut. J. A. Patch, 0. 0. R. C. 



Rifle No. Not known. 
Reference: R474·1/J.t6 

llo\TCHER's NOTF.JJooK 

Location: Navy Rille Range, Virginia Beach, Va. 
Otgtmization: U. S. Navy. 

Oct. 8, 1917. 

Persons h~jured: One. Th~ piece was fired hy J. F. Gooch, S zc, coach, who 
had fired once immediately before the explosion to test the rifle, the man 
under instruction having made ten consecutive misses. Gooch received 
several small pieces of debris in the right eye ball and his face, nose and 
forehead were peppered with powder and small ranicles of Steel. One 
small piece also penetrated his left eye. The report o the surgeon in charge 
stated the man was not seriously injured. · 

Ammmution: ,\:lanufactured by National Brass & Copper Tube Co. 
Nawre of Failure: The piece was completely wrecked. TI1e stock was shattered 

from the forward part of the rear sight to the grip, so that the rille is in 
two parts. The receiver was broken entirely in two at the forward and 
where the barrel screws into it. The bolt was blown off but not injured 
except for a few fragments torn from the face. The. right side of the cut
off was broken off and the right side of the receiver was picked up 117 feet 
distant. (Report of J. R. Hayden, U. S. N.) 

Probable Cause: See report of the Springfield Armory follow ing. 
Disposition of IU{te: Delivered to the Springfield Armory with four other riftes 

by Lieut. J. A. Patch, 0. 0. R. C. 

Uifie No. :Not known. 
Reference: R474·1/I47 

-------------
Date -- 11)17. 

Loc.1tion: Navy Rifte Range, Virginia Beach, Va. 
Organization: U. S. Navy. 
Record not clear-Above file refers w .repons covt:ring the bursting of five rifles, 

three of which have been previously covered, Reference ~74.1/ 145, 146. 

l<ifle No. Not known. 
Reference: ~74·1/147 

--·-----
Date -- 1917. 

Location: Navy Rifle Range, Virginia Beach, Va. 
Organization: U. S. Navy. 
Record not clear-Above file refers to reports covering the bursting of five rifles, 

three of which have been previously covered, Reference R474-1II45, 146. 
Concerning five rifles the Springfield Armory Reports as follows: (~74.1/ 148) 

1. Returned with the information that the five rifles delivered at this 
Armory by Lieut. J. A. Patch have been carefully examined with the result 
that nothing detrimental in the nature of the structure of the metal has 
been discovered which might be a source of the bursts. In one case, an 
examination of the metal of one of the receivers indicated that the heat 
trearment was slightly under nom1al but uot to any degree which would 
be conductive to weakening the metal so that it would not withstand the 
required pressure. 
2. An examination has also been made of the cartridge cases taken from 
the rifles which were in use at the time the rifles burst. J\11icroscopic photo
graphs of the brass used in the manufacture of these cartridge cases are 
inclosed herei.vith together with the photograph of a case manufactured at 
Frankford Arsenal. A comparison of these photographs will indicate a large 
grain structure of the National Brass & Copper Company's case which is 
evidently produced through annealing the case without a final mechanical 
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drawing to work out the large grain structure. The cases are therefore 
materially weakened and softened and it is thought that undoubtedly the 
explosions which occurred were directly due to the ammunition and in no 
w~y chargeable to the metal used in the rifles. 
Three of the .five preceding ri.tl.es covered, which failed during Navy 
urgct practi{.'t: were forwarded from the Springfield Armory to the \\later
town Arsenal for metallurgical report on the steel used in rhc:sc rifles 
(R-474 . .; 198) . The following is extracted from Experimental Reporr #1!-6 
submitted by the vVaterrown Arsenal: 

"The receiver on one of these rifles \vas not broken. One was numbered 
547854. Two had receivt,rs sn badly broken che numbers could not be 
obtained. No cartridge fragments were found in any of these rifles. Portions 
of the receivers of two of the rifles have been examined. The material is 
exceedingly brittle and the composition is far from what would be con
sidered desirable. Microscopic examination showed that the steel of the 
receivers was very streaky, and the strUcture was such as would indicate 
that the material had not been properly heat treated snhse1111Cm to the 
case-hardening operation. The receivers were so hard that it was necess:uy 
to anneal them before taking out samples for chemical analysis. Sulphur 
and Phosphorus exceeded the allowed limits. ~Signed-F. C. Langenberg, 
Metallurgist)" 

Rifle No. RIA 223235· 

Re[erer1ce: R 474.1/ 149· 

Sept. 18, 1917· 

Location: \V in chester Repeating Arms Co., New Haven, Conn. 
OrganiZIIti<m: 

Persons Injured: One. Operator was slightly cut about the face. 

Ammunition: \"l. R. A. Co. lot # 20, Powder lot # 486. 

NatuTe of F'ailrtTe: Receiver forging was shattered into six pieces, these pieces 
being driven from the gun with considerable force. The majority of the 
cartridge cases remained in the gun and the holt was imact except for a 
small fracture on the face. Previous to the explosion rifle barrel had been 
nred 42•f1 times. Number of shots fired with the receiver may have heen 
three or four times this number (Rcporr of F. E. Hudley, 1st Lieut. Ord. 
Dept. U. S. R., Inspector at tl1e \:V. R. A. Co's. plant, New Haven, Cunn.) 

Probable Cause: In accordance with instructions given in the 1oth Ind. R. 1. A. 
receiver No. 223235 was received attached to a rifle barrel made by the 
Winchester Arms C .. ompany. A careful examination reveals tl1e fact that 
the receiver appears to contain :m old crack in the right hand wall, which 
was evidently there before the explosioo. Various slight hairline cracks 
appear in the front end and right side of the receiver, but it cannot be 
definitely stated whether or not these were in the receiver before the 
explosion. The fracture indicates a good tough structure, which is borne 
out by the fact that the entire receiver ".JJas not shattered. Since the de
stroyed portion is that which oYerhangs the bolt end of the barrel after 
assembling, indications are that there was a blow-back, and if the receiver 
had been exceptionally hard or overheated in manufacture, it would have 
been blown entirely from the barrel. (Report of the Rock Island Arsenal.) 

Disposition of Rifle: Shipped to the Rock Island Arsenal. 
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Rifles Nos. 4!1664o 
89718 

HATCHER's Nar.esooK 

; numbcrs-l"o record. 

Date -- '9'7· 

References: £ S 474.I/3 
Loclllion: Record indicates four were from the Navy and one from Fort D. A. 

Russell, Wyoming. 
Organiz.atiorJ: No record other chan above. 
Persons bzjur~d: No rcconl. 
A11mmnition: No record. 
Nature of Failure: Receivers hrokc (Record of Fai lure, Accidents Malfunctions, 

Library File, No. OKIJ-40043·' ) 
Probable Cause: Defecrivc hear rreatment {Record of Failures, accidents, Mal

functions, Library File, ~o. OKD-400·43-1) 
Disposition of Rifle..-: No record. 

(Note: No further information could be obtained from d1t: ahove 'l"nred 
file reference.) 

Rifle No. 573014. 
Reference: 0 . 0. 474.c/186 
Locati011: Great Lakes Naval Trai1.1ing Station. 
Organization: U. S. Navy. 
Persons lnj1~red: One. Firei sljghtly injured. 

Dare--, '9' 7· 

A1mnu11ition: Lot #402, Frankford Arsenal, Manufactured, April '4• •9•7· 
Nature of Failu.re: Bolts and lugs stripped, bending and damaging magazine. 
Probable Causes. A mmonirion. 
Dispositi07l of Rifle. No record. 

Rifle No. 573697 
Reference: 0. 0. 474.1 /186 

--·-·-----------

Location: Great Lakes Naval Training Station. 
Organizati07l: U. S. Navy. 
P£>mms lnjured: One. Firer severly injured in the face. 

Dare--, '9'7· 

A11mmniti0'1l: Lot # 402, Frankford Arseml, 1\ lanufacrured April 14. 1917. 
Nature of Failure: Bolt and lugs stripped, magazine bent and stock broken. 
Probable Cause: Ammnnirion. 
Disposition of Rifle: No record. 

------------

Rifle No. 6p8t; 
Reference: 0. 0. 474·t!I86 
tocarion: Great Lakes Naval Training Station. 
Organization: U. S. Navy. 

Dace--, '9' 7· 

Perrons Injured: One. Firer sli~htly injured. 
Ammunition: Lot #407, Fnmkforcl Arsenal, Manufactured Apr il '4· 1917. 
Nature of Failure: Bolt lugs stripped, magazine hcnt and stock broken. 
Probable Cause: Anmnmirinn. 
Dispositi07l of &fie: No record. 



Rifle No. 89720 
R eference: R 474·'/177 

R ECORD OF ACCIDENTS 

Locatio11: Fort D. A. Russell, Wyoming. 
Organizntion: Troup "E" JSt Cavalry. 
Persons injured: No record. 
Atmmmitian: ~o r ecord. 

453 
August, '9' 7. 

Nawre of Failure: Explosion separated the barrel from the receiver, completely 
destroying the latter but apparently leaving the barrel uninjured. 

Probable Cau.se: 'Ku rccurd. (Ko details obtainable. Record of Failures, Ac
cidents, Malfunctions, Lilmuy File No. OKD 400·H ·l) 

Disposition of Rifle: Shippt:cl tu the office, Chief of Ordnance. 

Rifle No. No Record 
Reference: H. 474.1/84 
Location: Culver lvl ilitary AcaJemy, Culver, Ind. 
Organization: No record. 
Persons injured: N o r ecord. 
A mmunition: No recor d. 
Nature of Failure: Exploded on rifle range. 
Probable Cnute: No record. 
Disposition of Rifle: No record .. 

--------------
Rifle No. RIA to8448 
Refermce: R 4i4·'/J 3 
Locntion: Camp Shelby. Miss. 
Orgtmization: 15oth Infantry. 
Pers01u Injured: 
Anununition: U. S. Cartridge Co., marked " •;". 

August, 1917. 

December, '9' 7· 

Nature of Failure: The barrel was burst at the chamber :tnd split over one
third of the distance to the muzzle. 
The pnrtiun of the rccch•er into which the barrel screws was shattered :as 
far back as the forw:trd end of the bolr. 

(Col. Chas. E. Morrison) 
Probable Cmac: Defective ID:ltcrial composing the barrel. High sulphur and 

phosphorus conrent (W atertown Arsenal, R eport signed by F. C. Langen
bert, Metallurgist) . 

Disposition of Rifle: Shippetl to the \Vatertown Arsenal. 

----- ---- ---
Rifle No. RIA !17794 
Reference: E S 4i44'90,ZI5,ull 
Location: U. S. Rifle R~nge. Mount H olly, N. C. 
Organjzarion: Co. "C" 3oth U. S. Infantry. 

January 17, 1918. 

Persons Injured: One. Corp. Floyd P. \Vhiting, above orgamza[lon, the firer 
WIIS slightly injured. 

Ammrmition: No record. 
Nature of f,rilure: Receiver burst awav from rh~ bnrre l. 
Probable CIIUse: • 

~. The defective r~fles have been examined in this office (0. C. of 0.) 
and the reason fQr rifle 117794 bursting at the receiver is in all probability 
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in accordance with the facts as stated in report attached hereto, The firing 
pin rod was evidendy broken and allowed the striker point to project 
thru the 1i.ring pin hole of the bok Therefore, when d1e bolt was thrown 
smartly forward, thus allowing the striker point to come in contact with 
the carrridge primer before. d1e cartridge reached irs posicion in the chamber, 
a premature explosion occurred, causing the rupture of the receiver, (Captain 
R. R. Higgins, 0. R. C. office of C. of 0 .) 

b. The receiver of this r ifle had not been properly heat treated prior 
to. being put in service, . . . . . . · 
The meral was very britdc Ulldcr inlpact, as evidenced by its being readily 
broken when struck a light blow with a hammer. (Exp. Report # 115, 
\Vatertown Arsenal, signed by F. C. Langenberg, ,\:Ietallurgist, J\llay 16, 1918), 

Disposition of Rifle: Shipped to the ·watertown Arsenal. 

Rifle No. nHzJ 
Reference: E ·s 474·4/IoS 
Location: Camp Shelby, 1\lliss. 
Organization: Battery "£", 139 F. A. 

February, 1918. 

Persons Injured: , Prv. Edward Copeland, the firer, slightly injured. 
Ammunition: Lot Sa of lot 453 of 1817, Manufactured by the '"'estern Cartridge 

Co. 
Nature of Failure: Shell cnse was jammed fast in chamber. Portion of rim 

near lower lug was split off. Part uf upper lug was broken off. Extractor 
collar ear broken off. Extractor tongue was broken in two, about one half 
inch from gas outlet~ From point of break the tongue was bent about 
twenty degrees. Magazine 'vas warped on right side and stock was split on 
left side. Sleeve was broken off and magazine floor plate was bent. Small 
bits of brass were found and that part of the head of the shell case ap· 
parencly contained "rotten brass" covered by a thin outer coating. (Record 
of Proceedings, Board of Inquiry, Camp Shelby, Miss. February 28, 1918) 

Probable Cause: Defective ammunition. 
Di.~position of Rifle: No record. 

----·---------
Rifle No. 

RIA 445136 
SA 278671 

RIA zsp41 
RIA z6n65 
RIA 240914 
RIA 239754 
RIA 239356 
RIA 225764 
RIA 224554 
RIA 16sz8z 

Reference: E S 474-f/283 
Location: Camp Cody, ]'.;. M. 
Organization: No record. 
Persons lnjttred: No record. 

Nature of Failure 
Burst Receiver 
Back Fired 
Borst Receiver 
Burst Recei\ <:r 
Bnrst Receiver 
Burst Receiver 

. Burst Receiver 
Burst Receiver 
Back Fired 
Burst Receiver 

Date-, 1918. 

Ammunition: Winchester, lots A-lii and AOn1, £ S 474·11!41. 
Probable Cause: (Report of rhc Springfield Annnry, January 23, 1919, File 

E S 474.I!z83) 
1. The rilles mentioned above ha,·e been examined and the prinlary cause 

of failure was evidently due to faulty ammunition, . and in everv instance, 
the shells returned with these rifles have heads blown off. , 
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2. The condition of the receiver steel also contributed to failure. Sufficient 

material could be identified for analysis of six receivers. Three of these 
showed abnormal analysis that would be cause for rejecting raw stock as 
follows: 
RIA 239754 Sulphur .o68 Phosphorus .o68 
RL'\ 240914 Sulphur .13 1 Phot>phorus .o36 
RIA 445 136 Sulphur ·093 l!hosrhorus .114 
One receiver (SA16p8z) showed slighdy dirty stee as indicated hy slag 

indnsiuns observed in the llnCtchcd lllCI~llographic specimen. 
(a) The mctallographic strucrure of these receivers (Fig. 1, z, 3) is 
not uniform nor docs it conform to the stcucrure obtained in our 
present practice . (Figs. 4 and 5). Fig. 1 shows islands of free ferrite, 
the results of an ineffrcdvr <]utmch (rifles ~ .l9tl54 and ~409 14). Fig. z 
is the strucrure of an unhardened receiver, or one hardened at much too 
low a heat (Rifles 253241 and 445136.) Fig. 3, (Rifle 165282) is not 
on)~, unhardened but the grain is very coarse as from high forging 
heat. . . . . . . 

3· Rifle 2786?1 is a cleaned and repaired arm, the receiver being of Spring
field manufacture assembled to a 1917 RL-\ barrel. 

4· -.:he back firing. un rifles. 224554 an:d :78671-thcse appeared to have 
been fired wrth cartndges havmg exccssrve pressure, the rrm of the bolt 
being blown off and the cartridge cas.es showing evidence of this high 
pres~·urc. (Springfield Armory) 

Disposition of Rifles: Forwarded ro the Springfield Armory. 

RJfie No. 658742 
Reference: E S 474·1/z51 

June, 1918. 

Location: Plant of Remington U. JVI. C. Company, Bridgeport, Conn. 
Organiwrirm: 
Persons Injured: No record. 
Ammrmition: Remington U. S. M. Co. 
Nature of Failure: Rifle burst about two inches from the muzzle. Burst while 

firing stripping test. Rifle hall fired to&)o rounds. 
Probable Cause: It is the conclusion of this laboratory that the metal used in 

the manufacture of this ri.fle barrel was very undesirable material for this 
purpose. The metal contained numerous long slag inclusions. Phosphorus 
segreg~rion was revealed by etching with Steads reagent. Chemical analysis 
showed the phosphorus content of the barrel to be .ol!!l which is above 
specifications and entirely too high. (The Vllarcrtown Arsen:al, Report) 

T>ixfw.rition of Rifle: Shipped to the 'Vatenuwn Arsenal. 

Rifle No. 200511 
Reference: E S 474·•!1:6 
Locati<m: Camp Shelby, Miss. 
Organization: Co. "D" 113th Ammunition Train. 
Perso·ns Injured: Prv. Charles Berry, the firer, slightly injured. 
Atmm.mitim: Lot #86, RA-17. 

June, 1918. 

Nature of Failure: Stock split underneath from the magazine to upper band, 
floor plate catch broken, receiver broken in several pieces, bolt broken into 
four pieces, bolt stop spring misplaced and the carrridge is so jammed in 
the chamber that the barrel will have to be taken down to make fu rther 
investigation. (Maior Thompson Short, Jnf., N. C.) 

Prnhnble Cnttse: Nn record. 
Disposition of Rifle: No record. 
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l<iflc No. S A 723664 
Reference: E S •t74·'1lo7 
LocatiQ7l: Camp Wheeler, Ga. 
Orgil7li2atirm: Co. "D" 122 lnf. 
PeTs<ms Injured: No record. 
Ammunitio11: No record. 

May, 1918. 

Nature of Failure: Barrel split its emirc length. (Repurt Major, W m. G. Obe.u, 
0. R. C.) 

Probable Cause: No recurcl. 
Disposition of Rifle: No record. 

Rifle No. S A 712363 
RefeTencc: E S 474·1/ro7 
Locatitm: Camp Wheeler, Ga. 
OrKanization: Co. "M" 1 12nd lnf. 
PeTsons Injured: 6ne. Slightly. 
Amnnmition: No record. 

Mav, 1918 . 
• 

Nature of Failz1re: Head of shell blew out, tearing off sides of receiver 
leaving remainder of shell in barrel. (Report, Major Wm. G. Obear, 
0. R. C.) 

Dispositirm of RiPe: No record. 

Rifle No. S A 141157 
Reference: E S 474·' I sR 
Location: Camp Bowie, Texas. 
Organizatio11: 11 rth Trench 1'\•lonar Battery. 
Persons Injured: None. 

M~rch, 1')18. 

Amrmmition: Mr')OO marked for target practice in the United States only. 
Nature of Failure: Barrel burst from the muzzle to a point five inches below the 

stocking swivel. (Capt. Lewis Maverick, n rth T. M. Battery.) 
Probable Cause: Unknown. Accident occurred the znd or 3rd shot on 300 

yud range during rapid fire target practice. 
Record shows rifie had been cleaned just before firing. 

Disporition of Rifle: No record. 

Rifle No. (Bolts frolll two Rifl.,s) 
Reference: E S 474.1/49 
Locatirm: Camp Green, N. C. 
Org1111izatirm: 4th Engineers. 
Persons lnjured: 
Ammunition: 

Dare- -, 1918. 

Nature of Failure: Roth bolts were fractured at the forward end where the\· 
come in contact with the cartridge. (Exp. Rep. #roo, \Vatertown Arsenal) 

Probable CIIUse: The failure of both of these bolts is due to the same cause. 
Both were very hard and brittle. The existence of such a srrucmre as that 
found in the two bolts is brought about by insufficient tempering after the 
quenching operation. (\Varerrovvn AI:Icnal) 

Disporition of Bolts: Shipped to the Watertown Arsenal. 

Rifle No. 501719 
Reference: E S 474·'/34 (E S 471.41/ns} 
Location: C~mp McClellan, Ala . 

• 

February :o, 1918. 
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Organization: 1nth M. C. Battalion 
Perst>7Jt Injured: One. (Record of Failures, Accidents, Malfwlctions, Library 

File No. 0. K. D. 400.43.:) 
Atnmunition: No record. 
Nature of Failures: No record. 
Probable Cause: Defecri\•e receiver and ammunition. (Record same ~s quoted 

fur Persons Ltjured) 
Disposition of Rifle: No record. 

Note: No furtlu,r informacion could be obtained from the above quoted 
file reference) 

------------
Rjfle Nos. 666163, 661184 
Reference: MR 47141/3io, MR 474·1/57 
Location: Lindsay Arsenal, Canada. 
Organization: 
Perums Injured: One. Not seriously. 
Ammunition: Lot #L-9, Frankford Arsenal. 

February lo, 21, 1919. 

Nature of Failure: Stock shattered around the br.eech mechanism. Receiver 
broken into a number o.f pieces. Bolt head broken on face and one lug 
knocked off. Rifle failed during accuracy tests of A.l'mnr. piercing car
uidges. 

l'robable Cause: Both ritles failed because the receivers had not been given 
proper heat treatment. The phosphorus and sulphur content in both cases 
was higher than desirable. (Experimental Report No. 15i· \\'aterrown 
Arsenal) 

Disposition of Rifle: Scrapped at tile '\-Vatertown Arsenal. 

llifle No. 
April, 1910. 

Reference: 0. 0. 474.1/ 4~+3 
Location: Empire City and Rifle Club, 990 Trinity Avenue, Bronx, N. Y. 
Organization: Rifle was property of Mr. A. P. Hahn. 
Persons Injured: No record. 
A11mnmhion: ~o record. 
Nature of Failure: Barrel split at the muzzle for about two inches. 
Probable Cause: Break in the burc! was believed co have been c:ausecl hy an 

obstruction in the barrel. <Springfield Armory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Reoaired and returned to Mr. Halm at his expense. 

(Springfield Armory). 

-------------
lUfie No. 16i1o4 
Reference: 0. 0. 353-14/40 
Locatitm: Sandy Hook, N. Y. 
Orgtmhatiorz: znd Co. 
Persons Injured: Ko record. 
Ammunition: No record. 
Nature of Failure: Barrel bu(St. 
Probable Cause: Obstruction in bore. 
Disposition of Rifle: No record. 

Rifle No. RIA 103851 
Reference: 47141/11p 

-----------

f.ncation: Veilhach R illc Range, Gcrmanv. 

July 19, 1920. 

June :6, 1920. 
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OrganizatiQ1l: Headquarters Co. 8d1 Infantry. 
Pers0'11S Injured: No record. 
Ammunition: U. S. C. Co., Lot.~ #]f5 and 698. 
Natme of Failure: Floor plate bent forward. Receiver shattered about tbe locking 

chamber at the for".Jiard end, top parr completely blown away. The re
ceiver was almost broken in two immediately behind the safety shoulder. 
The bolt was brnl<en in nvo at the safety lu!? and rested at an angle which 
held the front end about one inch above ttS normal position. All parv; 
in rca.r of the chamber were more or less co~ted with fused brass. Barrel 
was uninjured. The cartridge, except the basi: which was blown off, 
rem:tined in the chamber. There was no question about it being U. S. 
Ammunition. (Jst Lt. \V. J. Ilenry, mh L. M. 0. R. S.) 

Probable Cause: Defective ammunition. (Lt. Henry). 
Disposition of Rifie: N o record. ' 

---------
Rifle No. RIA touoo 
Reference: 0. 0. 47 1.41/x 172 
Locatio-n: Wehr range, Gennany. 
Organiurtion: Headquarters Co. srh Infantry. 
Persons Injured: No record. 
Ammunition: W. R. A. Co., Lot A-162, 1918. 
Nature of Failure: Receiver was completely demolished. Cartridge stuck in 

chamber with base blown off. Barrel uninjured. (Lt. Col. C. A. Schimel
fcnig, Ord. Dept.) 

Probable Cause: Defective ammunition as it was decided to call in ~11 <tmmuni
tion, Cal .. 30, manufactured by that Company, (\V. R. A. Co .. ) (Report 
of Major, J. K. Crain, C. A. C., Chief Ordnance Ofllcer, A. F. in G) 
(Also orders #78, HUIJS. A. F. in G., Coblentz, Germany, 1 June 1920) 

Disposition of Rifle: No record. 

Rifle No. (old receiver) 
Reference: 0. 0. 474·1/4503 

---·--------

Location: Sandy Hook, N. }. 

October 24, 1911. 

OrganizatiQ1l: 6th Company, S. H. 
Pers0'11S Injured: One. Prv. JCt. Thomas H. :\ppleby, the firer. Seriously in

jured, resulting in the Joss of the right eye and laceration of the face. 
Ammunition: Gcnnan, 7·9m/m (Springfield Armory) 
Nantre uf Failure: Receiver was shattered and number was missing. Receiver 

was of the old single heat treaonent. 
Probable Cause: The cartridge which caused the explosion was still in the 

chamber of the g\ln, the head of the cartridge having been blown away. 
The body of the cartridge was removed from the chamber and on being 
examined was found to be a portion of :1 Gennan 7·9m/m service cartridge 
. . . . The German bullet is .ors larger than our bullet. Naturally, firing 
a cartridge of this chuacter in the Springfield rific would give rise to 
excessi\·e pressure. From tests that I (Major J. S. Hatcher) have made 
on this subject, I find that the pressure encountered in such a case is 
generally above 75000 lbs, pel' square inch .... Tests also indicate that 
the double heat tre:~ted receiver will nor pcnnit the gun to burst in spite 
of the excessive pressure encounrered. It can, therefore, with confidence be 
stated that the cause of the explosion was the fact that in some way a 
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Gennan se.rvice cartridge was mixed in with the arnmunrnon being used 
(F. A. Lot #449, 1917) in the target practice and happened to get into a 
ritle with the single heat treated receiver, which is not strong enough to 
stand such strain. (Extracted from report of Major J. S. Hatcher, Spring
field Armory, November 28, 1921.) 

Disposition of Rifle: Fonvarded to the Springfield Annory. 

-------·----
Rifle No. RIA 1772 F 
Reference: 0. 0. 474·' / 44JO, 4450 
Location: Clifton, Arizona. 
Organization: Clifton Ritle Club, Clifton, Arizona. 

May, r9zt. 

Ammunition: Powder- DuPont, lot #671, 1917 shipped from the Frankford 
Arsenal, March r8, 1921. Hand loaded ammunition usmg 48·9 grains of 
powder, service bullet. 

Persons Injured: One. Mr. \V. F. McBrayer, the firer and Sec. of the club, was 
seriously injured losing his left eye. · 

Nature of Fail~tre: Receive.r failed. 
Probable Came: 1. (a) Excessive pressure. 

(b) Failure of the caru·iuge hcau, possibly due to lamination 
or other defect. Some indications of a lamination were apparent. 

(c) Very poor heat tTeatmenr. in the receiver. 
z. The chances arc that a somewhat excessive pressure, combined with a 

defective carttidgc, alJowcd the gas to escape inro the receiver well and 
disrupt the receiver. V.' ith a brittle o- poorly heat treated receiver a 
large escape of gas in this manner will Jrcqucntly cause a fracture. \Viti. 
properly heat treated parts an escape of gas as would occur from either an 
excessive pressure or a defective cartridge case, or both, cannot burst the 
receiver or blow out the bolt. Since our new heat treatment was starte-1 in 
1917, there have been no cases of the bursting of these receivers brougl.t to 
the attention of Springfield Annory and every effort that we have made to 
burst these receivers in our experimental department has failed. 

3· The rc<:eivt:r in l(uestion was ou a rifle made at Rock Island A.rsenal 
in August 1910. Consequently this rifle did not have the new heat treat
ment. 

4· . . • • 
5. In conclusion, .it may be stated that the opinion of this armory is that 

regardless of what causes such as defective cartridge cases may have con
tributed to the failure, the ultimate responsibiliry for the accident is due to 
the poor receiver, as with a good receiver the accident would not have 
happened. (Extracted from report of the Springfield Armory) 

Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory, and later recurnecl 
to Mr. W. F. McBrayer, Secy. Clifton Rifle Club, Clifton, Arizona. 

------------

Rifle No. SA p 6zn 
Reference: 0. 0. 474.1/4463 
Location: Camp Holabird, M.d. 
Organization: Co. "B" rst Motor Repair Battalion. 
Persons lnj!lred: None 
Ammunition: Guard cartridge. 
Nature of Failure: Receiver shattered. 

July, 1911· 
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PTObable Cause: The failure of the rifle had two contributing cause~ 
First. the fact that the receiver through improper beat treatment wa3 

brittle and lacked shock resisting qualities, and 
Second, the improper assembly of the r eceiver, bolt and barrel. 
Such an accident could not have happened had the heat treatment on this 

rifle been of the kind now in use at Sprmgfiehl Armory. (Report, Springfield 
Annory) 

Disposition of Rifle: Forwanl tu l11t: Springtidd Armory. 

lUfle No. SA l,:~s,J53 
July 28, 1921. 

Reference: 0. 0. 474.!1 4464-4472 
Location: Fort ~iagara, N. Y. 
Organization: Infantry Rifle Team. 
Persons l'lljured: .'lhjor Per Ramee, Captain, Infantry Rifle Team. Slightly 

injured. . 
Ammunition: Mixed lots of F. A. Ammunition, manufactured prior to 1917. 
Nature of Failure: Oo the 6th or 7th shoe a hang fire occurred givinjr time for 

the lifting of the bolt handle in the act of extracting the cartradgc when 
the explosion rook place, driving the bolt backward, partly shearing off 
the edge of the cut-off and the upper half of the split locking lug. (Ex
tracred from Report of Board of Officers). 

Probable Cause: Defecrive Ammunition (Report of the Frankford Arsenal.) 
Disposition of Rifle: 

Rifle No. SA 77o16o 
Reference: 0. 0. 474-1/ 446!1 
Location: Camp Bullis, T exas. 
Organization: Co. ''D" znd Engineers. 
Persons Injured: One. Privare Frank Godea, above organization, the firer was 

slighdy injured. 
Ammunition: 
Nature of Failure: Receiver broken into a number of pieces. Bolt had the 

lomall lip opposite the bottom locking lug blown away and had brass melted 
onto the face, indicating high pressure. 

Probable Cnme: In the opinion of this Armory this accident was due primarily 
to excessive pressure caused by a foreign substance ou the forward part 
of the cartridge; and, secondarily, to extremely poor heat treatment of tbe 
receiver which was very hard, brittle ami highly ~"Usceptiblc to shock. 
(Extracted from Report of the Springfield Annory.) 

Disposition of Wfle: Forwarded w the Sprinb<fidd Armory. 

Rifle No. 
Reference: 0. 0. 474·1/4472. 
Location: Fort Niagara, N. Y. 
Orgll1lization: Philippine Scout Rifle Team. 
Pcrrons Injured: One. Slightly. 
Ammunition: Frankford Arsenal, 19H. 

August r2, 19z 1. 

Nature of Failure: Magazine sides swelled out. Stock was bad!}' broken. The 
magazine floor plate was blown downward and the four cartridges re
maining in the magazine were hlown nnt. The bolt held in place firmly 
and securely. Bolt was entirely workable after the accident. 

Probable Cause: The n~e of greased ammunition. 
~ 

Disposition of Rifle: 
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Rifle No. SA 1215353 
Reference: 0. 0. 474.1/4472 
Loc.Jtion: Fort Niagara, ~. Y. 
Organization: Infantry Rifle Team. 
Persons Injured: Oue. Capt. Alan D. Warnock, slightly. 
A11mrunition: 1921, National Match. 

July 28, 1921. 

Nature Q{ Failure: Gas es~:aped thru the channel cut in the frame near the 
receiver to admit the left locking Lug on the bolt. It was thru this passage 
that the brass and gas p~ssed peppering my forehead with a number of 
small pieces. (Capt. \.Varnock) 

Probable Cause: Defecti\re ammunition. 
Disposition of Rifle: 

Rifle No. 70971 
Reference: 0. 0. 474·1/44j8 
Location: Camp Grant. Illinois. 
Organization: C. M. T. C. 
Persons Injured: 
Ammunition: Could not be identified. 
Nature of Failure: Fractured receiver. 

August, 192 1 • 

Probable Cause: Fmm examination made rhus far it is thought that the steel 
in d1is receiver was in extremely bad condition and unsuitable for the 
purpose for which ir was used. (Extracted from Report of the Rock 
Island Arsenal) 

In the opinion of this office, the direct cause of the damage to the ri.fle 
was in soft cartridge head, which permitted the gas under high pressure, 
rather than defective material in the receiver; althongh the latter undoubtedly 
contributed to the extent of the damage done. (Ordnance Office, Chief, 
Small Arms Division, Major Herbert O'Leary). 

Di>'Position of Rifle: Shipped to the Rock Island Arsenal. 

lufle No. 007222 
Reference: 0. 0. 474·1 / 4485 
Locatian: S~n Juan, P. R. 
Organization: Co. ''B" 6;th Inf. 

June z, 19%1. 

f>ersom /'flju.red: 
Ammunition: R. A.-18 
Nawre of Failure: Barrel burst, causing a tear of about 1 Y:i inches un<1cr the 

front sight. 
Probable Cauu: Obstruction in bore. (Report of the Springfield Annory.) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Am1ory. 

--------------
Rifle No. SA oo8498 
Reference: 0. 0. 474·1/4384, 4393· 
Locatio·n: Hawaiian Departmc:nt. 
Org.mization: Hawaiian Ordnance Detachment. 
Perwns Injured: 
Ammunition: Overhauled locallv. 
Nature of Failure: Barrel burst. · 

Date--, 1921. 

Probable Cause: Due to continuous slag streaks in barrel. (Report, Springfield 
Armory.) 

Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

' 
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Rifle Nos. 459881, 379004 
Re(ertmce: 0. 0. 474·1/4540 
Location: F ott Crook, Nebr. 
Organization: Troop "E" 14th Cavalry. 
Persons injured: 

Date--, t9u. 

Ammunition: R. A. H-18, Gallery practice cartridge, Reloaded, Feb. 1911. 
Nature of Failure: Barrels split. 
Probable Cause: Obstntctions in the bores. 
Disposition of Rifles: 

Rifle No. RIA 146184 
Reference: 0. 0. 474.1/ 46o:l2 
Location: Atlanta, Ga. During civic demonstration. 
Organization: U. S. Army. 

September 16, 1912. 

• 

Persom Injured: One, The firer, slightly. 
A1flmtmitifm: Pyro blank carcridges and combination rifle and hand grenade 

"White Phosphorus." 
Nature of Failure: Shattered receiYer. 
Probable c;ause: Excessi~e pressure .. Receiver not properly heat l!eated, was 

too brtttle to be suttable for thts component. It cannot he s:ud that any 
receiver would have held, although no broken receivers of Spring1ield 
Armory's late manufacrure have been rerurned tv this establishment. (Re
port, Springfield Armory.) 

Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. 759943 
Reference: 0. 0. 474.114573 
Location: Sea Gin, N. Y. 
Organization: Hqs. Co., 104th Engineers, N. J. N. G. 
Perso11s Injured: None. 
Ammunition: Winchester, Lot A-377, 19r8. 

August r6, 1911. 

Nature of Failure: Barrel burst, blowing a piece of steel about three inches long 
out of the right hand side of the barrel one half of these three inches 
being the chamber holding the carcridge. (Excr3cted from report of Caftain 
George C. BonsteUc, Co. "A" 104th Engineers. N. ]. N. G. firt:r o the 
rifle.) 

Probable Cause: Barrel contained burnt steel. The hilnre of this barrel is due to 
weakness that was produced by excessive heating in the upsetting operation. 
The excessive heat causer! intern:.! oxidation or burning of the metal render
ing it entirely unfit for use as a rifle barrel. (Extracted from report of 
E. L. Wood, Met:tllnrgisr, Springfield Annory.) 

Dispositi011 of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. 9465o8 
Reference: 0. 0. 474.1/4574 
Location: U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md. 
Orgmization: U. S. Naval Academy Corps of Midshipmen. 
Persons Injured: 
Ammunition: 
Nature of Failure: Bolt and receiver deformed. Rarrel showed no indication 

of bulging or deformation. (Report of Springfield Armory) 
Cause of Failttre: F.xcessive Pressure, (Springfield Armory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Fonvarded to the Springfield Armory. 
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Date--, 1913. 
lUfle l¥os. RIA 134466, 135741 
Reference: 0. 0. 474·1/4710, 4716, 4717, 4735 
Location: Coalinga, C~Iif. 
OrganizAtion: Coalinga Rille Club, Coalinga, Calif. 
Persons Injured: 
Ammunition: Lot #397, R. A. 18. 
N11ture of Flfilure: Receivers shattered. 
Probable CttUSe: Defective ammunition (Frankford Arsenal) It is concluded that 

the bausting of each rit'lc was due primarily to f2ilure of the cartridge head, 
the cause of such failure is not known, combined with weakness and brittle
ness of the receiver, and possibly aggravated by excessive pressure. (Spring
neld Annory) 

f)isposition of Riffe: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

-----------
Rifle No. 625587 
Reference: 0. 0. 474.1/4717 
Location: The Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, P3. 
OrganizAtion: This rifle blew up at the Frankford Arsenal while making a sur

veillance test of ammunition used in rifles nos. RIA z3<f446 and RIA 135741 
which exploded while being used by a civilian rifle team and are described 
next above. 

l'erstms Injured: None 
Ammunition: Lot #397, R. A. 18 
Nature af Failure: Receiver failed. Bolt held .in place. 
Probable Cause: Defective ammunition. (Frankford Arsenal) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory by the Frankford 

Arsenal. 

-------------
Rifle No. 97076z 
Reference: 0. 0. 4i4·•/46S1 
l.ocation: L". S. S. Nevada (at anchor) San Pedro, Calif. 
OrRanization: U. S. Navv. 
Persons Injured: · 
Ammunition: Lot # uz7, U. S. Cartridge Co., 1918. 
Nature of Failure: Split Barrel. 
Probable Cause: Damage was caused by a bullet being stuck in 

due to an insufficient powder charge. (Offic.e C.. of 0.) 
Disposition of Rifle: 

---------

the bore 

Date-
Rifle No. 97'7i9 
Reference: 0. 0. 474-I/ 4655 
Location: Fort McPherson, Ga. 
Organization: Co. "M" 11nd Inf. 
Persons Injured: 
Ammunition: Lot # 172, U. S. C., 1917. 
Nature of Failure: Barrel failed. 
Probable CttUSe: Due to a longitudinal seam, or lae, in the metal located :~lxlttt 

7!4 inches forward of the butt end. (Springfield Annory.) 
Disposition of Riffe: Forwud to the Springfield Annory. 
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Rifle No. RIA (Old heat tre;lted receiver) 
Rtt{erence: 0. 0. 6oo.913/in6, 1230 
Location: Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y. 
Org1111ization: Co. "E" C. J\-1. T. C. 

August z6, 19:4. 

l'crsons Injured: Candidate Erlis :\'Iesher, above organization, slightly injured. 
Ammtmiricm: Lot # D-I4l•h U. S. Cartridge Co .. 1918. 
Nature of Failure: Receiver blown in several places. The explosion caused the 
· recei\•er lugs the rear of the receiver and the bolt to be blown from the 

rifle with considerable fotcc. 
l'robable Cause: Defective ammunition. Cases arc overannC>lled and cunsc

quently liable m give cut-offs or blown heads in firing. (Frankford Arsenal) 
Failure was caused primarily by a cartridge case having a soft head. 

Failure of rhc head subjecting the forward end of the receiver to gas 
pressure sufficient to burst it. The failure is typical of the.o;e conditions but 
is a somewhat aggravated case due to the receiver being rather brittle. 
It is noted that this rifle is a Rock Isla1ul mannfa<:tllrC and that its re
ceiver had been given a heat treatment as use.d for rifles lip ro the number 
eight hundred thousand. (Springfield Annory) 

Disposition of Rifle: F orwarde<l to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. SA 7!1745 
Reference: 0.0. 474.1 I 488; 
tocation: Camp Bullis, Texas. 
OrgmlizJJtiO'n: 
l'erS01lS Injured: 
Amrmmizion: \•V. R. A. Lot # A-116. 

Sept. 8, 1924. 

Nature of Failure: Barret· was SfJlit from the hrecch ro a point appro1rimately 
three inches ahead of the forcing cone. Receiver stigbtly split. (0.0. 8th 
C. A.) 

Probable Came: Scam in barrel caused by a "pipe." (Springfield Armory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded ro rhe Springfield Armory. 

l~ifle No. HP58 
Reference: 0. 0. 474.t! ~oo 
Location: F't. McPherson, Ga. 
Org,:mizntion: Co. "A" und Inf. 
Ammunition: 
Nature of Failure: Barrel bulged considerably anti split slightly JUSt forward 

of the front sight stud. 
Probable Cause: Obstnlction in the bore (Springfield Armory) 
Dirposition of Rifle: Forwanlc<l to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. SA 1093941 
Reference: 0. 0. 474.tl4719 
Location: Elgin, Dlinois 
Organization: F.lgin R iAc Club, 4 '3 ivlill Street, Elgin, HI. 
Persons Injured: 
Amnumitirm: F A li-R 

Dare -- 19l3. 

Namrc of Failure: Holt lugs set hack about 1 /64th inch into the receiver. Fbnge 
of bolt head blown off. (Springfield Armory) 

l'robable Cause: Excessive pressure (Springfield Armory). 
Dirposition of Rifle: Forwarded ro the Springfield Armory. Rifle replaced 

without charge to the club member. 
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Rifle No.: RIA zsos6o 
Reference: 0.0. 474·1/ 4709 
Locati011: Fon McPherson, Ga. 
Organization: 
Persons Injured: One. Slightly. 
Ammunition: RA Co. Lot # 1 1 8. 

Oct. 17, '91J. 

Nature of Failure: Receiver shattered. Ine .receiver broke off clear :~round even 
witlt the end of the rifle barrel. 

Probable Cause: Due to soft cartridge case or excessively high pressure, ac:cum
panii'd by a brittle recekcr. (Springfield Armory} 

Dispositi011 oj' Rifle: Forwarded to the Springileld Annory. 

Rifle No. 184086 
RefeTence: 0. o·. 474.1/ 46;2 
Location: F oct Sill, Oklahoma 
Organization: Co. "C" 179th Inf. Okla. N. G. 
Persons Injured: Sergeant Blair, slighdy injured. 
A11rmunition: 
Nature of F~:~ilure: Receiver failed. 

July 11, 1913. 

Probable Cause: The indications are that failure of the .receiver was due to the 
combination of excessive heads pace and a brittle receiver, possibly aggravated 
by a soft case or excessive pressure or botlt. (Springfield Armory) 

Di.rpmititm of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. 65536o 
Reference: 0. 0. 474·'/4677, 0. 0. 471-.J1h037, 2057, :o58 
Location: State Camp, Peekskill, N. Y. 
Organization: 14th lnf. K. Y. N. G. 
Persons Injured: One. Slighdy. 
Ammunition: W. R. A. Co., Lot A-364. 
Nature of Failure: Barrel burst. 

July 14> 1913. 

Probable Cause: No defect in rifle. Caused by an obstruction in the bore. 
(Springfield Armory) 

DistJosition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. SA 642742 
Reference: 0. 0. 47'·4I/:z.o82 
Location: Hawaiian Deparanent. 
Organization: Co. ''I" 35th Inf. 
Persons Injured: Private Manley, above organization, scricmsly injnred, losing 

his right eye. 
Ammunition: U. S. Cartridge Co., Lot D-1410 
Nature of Failure: Top of the receiver blown off. It is probable that tltc receiver 

gave way over the threaded section of the barrel first. (0.0.0. Hawaiian 
Dept., i\.Jaj. W. L. Clay) 

Probable Cause: Excessive headspace and insufficient strength and ductility of 
the receiver :~ccnmpaniell by wmsually high pressure. Examination of the 
fracture of the reeei,·er show a complete lack of ductility and a condition 
not suited to withstand the pres.,ure exened on the face of the bolt in 
abnonnal cases produced bv excessive headspace or undue high chamber 
pressure. (Springfield Annory) 

Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

., 
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Rifle No. SA 1254701 
Reference: 0. 0. 6o0.913/948 
Location: West Point, N. Y. 
OrganiZittion: U. S. Milit~fY Ac~demy. 
Pers01u lrtjured: None. 
Annnunition: W. R. A. Co. Lot A-37i-

May 18, 192 3· 

N Rture of F ailurc: Barrel bur:.-r at powder chamber. 
Probable Came: Burnt metal in the butt section of the barrel. (Springfield 

Armory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

-·-------------
Rifle No. RIA 90101 

Refermce: 0. 0. +74.1/4863, 4884 
Location: Camp Stephen D. Littl~, Nogales, Arizona. ·' · 
Orgtmization: Co. "F' ' 25th Infantry. 
Persons Injured: 
Ammunition: W. R. A. Co., Lot A-435 
Nature of Failure: Barrel split about five inches from the muule. 
Probable Cause: Failure of the barrel was caused by a seam which evidently did 

not show in manllfacture. (Springfield Armory.) 
Disposition of Riffe: Fonvarded to the Springfield Al1nory. 

------ ---
Rifle No. RIA 104926 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.913/970, 1094 

April 30, 192 3· 

Locatirm: Fort 'Wm. McKinley, P. I. 
0rf{anization: Co. "G" 31st lnfanuy. 
Persons Injured: Major Heisington, 31st Inf. Seriously. 
Ammunition: U. S. C. Co., Lot D-1100, Powder Lot 983 B 1039·1058 
Nature of Failure: The barrel and receiver of this rifle were sel?ararcd at the 

place they screw together. The barrel appeared to be uninJured but the 
Receiver was blo'W1! all to pieces. The bolt was picked up about twenty 
paces to the right and w~ slightly bent. The locking lugs and safety lugs 
showed that they were subjected to an enormous pressure. (Proceedings, 
Board of Officers.) 

Probable Cause: The cause of failure in this case lies in the weakness of the 
receiver under abnormal conditions. It is quite possible that a receiver of 
recent manufacture would have held under the san1e condir.inns. Receiver 
dnes not possess the ductility desired and obtained by the latest method of 
heat treatmg. (Extract from Report of Springfield Armory) 

Disposition of Rifle: Fonvarded to the Sprmgfield Afmory. 

Rifle No. SA 523o89 
Reference: 0. 0. 6ooJ)I3I970, 1094 
Location: Fort Wm. McKinley, P. I. 
Organization: Co. "C" 3' st Infantry. 
Persons Injured: None. 

May 1, 1923. 
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Armmmition: "C. S. C. Co., Lot D-1100, Powder L<1t 985 B 1039-1058. 
Nature of Faiturc: Rear sight blown off. Fixed base split longitudinally about 

two inches, the mov:tble. base was forced upward about in; centl:!r and broken 
in half. (Proceedings of a Board of Officers) Barrel split aoout one-inch 
long immediately under the fixed base of the rear sight. (Springfield 
Armory). 

Probable Cause: Metal in the harrel when polished indic:tting that the metal 
is burnt, so wcakeniog the bHrel that the accident followed. (Springfield 
Armory). 

Disposition of Rifle: Forw:trded to the Sprinfield Annory. 

l<ijtc No. 
Rej'erence: 0. 0. 6oo.9•3/J!51 
Location: Dona Ana Target Range, N. M. 
Organization: 1st Sqd. 7th Cavalry. 
Persons lnjur·ed: Sgt. Rufus 0. Ervin, Troop "C," 7th Cav. Slightly. 
A1mnutution: vV. R. A. Co., Lot #453 
Nature of Failure: Bolt ·blown from rifle. Receiver ruptured. 
Prob11ble Cause: l inspected Sgt. Ervin's rifle after the accident, the steel of the 

J'eceiver appeared brkcle and crysmlized. '\Vimcss seated to me that one 
of the upper holding lugs of the bolt was broken. This bolt could no-t be 
found for · presentation as evidence, when I investigated this case. (Major 
R. H. Lee, Ord. Dept., f>ost Ordnance Officer testifying before a Board of 
Officers.) 

Disporition of Rifle: 

Rifle No. 228111 
Refermce: 0. 0. 6oo.913/I 253 
Location: Bay Range, Fort Humphric, Va. 
Organization: Co. "A" 13th Engineer.s. 
Persons Injured: None. 
Ammunition: F. A . Lot #449 of 1917. 
Nature of Failure: Burst r eceiver. 
Probable Calise: An examination of -the damaged rifle indicates that the accident 

took place just a.~ the locking lugs on the bolt were beginning to engage 
with the corresponding locking shoulders on the receiver. The bolt was 
l'ecovered after rhe accident and it was found -that the firing pin was 
protruding from the face of the bolt and was stuck fast in that position. 
These circumstances appear to indicate that the .firing pin was damaged by 
the shot fired previous to the one which disrupted the r.Ule' and that it was 
protruding from the bolt in such a manner that it fired the cartridge before 
the hnlr wa.~ fully locked as it was heing pushed into the chamber dul'ing the 
operation of loading. {Sub-Committee, T he Ordnance Committee, Tech. 
SrafJ, Jan. n, 192 5 .) 

Dis-position of Rifle: 
---------

Rifle No. 90489 
Refr:rence: 0. 0. 6oo.9 r 3/J 305 
Location: Fort vVashington, Md. 
Organizatiml: Co. "K" T zth Tnf. 
Persons injured: None. 
Ammu11ition: F. A. E. C. Powder, Lot No. 5 (blank) 

Oct. 28, 1924. 
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Nature of Failure: Barrel split from chamber w tht! upper baitd. 
Probable Cause: During tactical exercise Private jones was advancing from one 

one position -ro another and it i~ thought the muzzle of the rifle accidently 
struck the ground thus fnuling the bore. (0. 0. Fort ·washington) 

Disposition of Rifle: 

Rifle NCI. SA 642675 
R.cfcrem;c: 0. 0. 474.1/4915, 4931, 0. 0. 6oo.9qhp1 
LocatiQn: Hawaiian Department. 
Organization: Co. "G" 35th Inf. 
Persons Injured: Private James C. Pickett, 35th Inf. Seriously. 
Ammunition: U. S. Cartridge Co., Lot No. D-1437· 
Nature of Failure: Hecewer shattered. Top blown completely off. Cracked ar 

junction with harrel in lower half. Bolt wa~ blown to rear shearing safety 
stop on receiver. No evidence of obstruction in bore. (.'\1ajor James Kirl<i 

Probable Caure: Exc.essive pressure and brirde receiver. (Springfield Armnry) 
Dis-position of Rifle: Forwarded to ·the Springfield Armory. 

Feb. 26, 1925. 
Rifle No. SA -4683oo 
Heference: 0. 0. 6oo.913/ 1 J4Z, 1356, 1393 
Location: Camp T .ewis, \Vashington. 
Organizatio11: Co. "A," 6th Engineers, 3rd Div. 
Persons Injured: Two enlisted men injured. 
A11111tunition: Firing rifle grenades, Lachrymatory, C. N., Lot 7-z7-n. Blan'k 

Ammunition used. 
Nalure of Failure: Receiver demolished. 
Probable Cause: Failure resulted from a brittle receiver subjected to high ga~ 

pressure by failure of the carrridge head. (Springfield Armory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. SA 195o8z 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.9q/q6I/q83 
LocmiQn: Fort Wm . . '\.kKinley, P. I. 
Orgmization: Headquarters C()mpany, 31st Infantry. 
Persons injured: Four, Slightly. 
A1mrzunition: U. S. Cartridge Co., Lot No. 978 
Nature of Failure: Receiver shattered, Bolt blown out. 
Probable Cazue: Excessive chamber pressun: and brittle receiver ... Metal of 

ooarsc ~tructure . . . If properly heat treated and tough, the receiver is nut 
· likely to shatter although it is almOst certain to be split, but a brittle 

receh'er will invariably shatter. (Springfield Armory) 
Dirposition of Rijfe: Forwarded to the Springfield Amtory. 

Rifle No. SA 613496 
Reference: 0. 0. 474·8uh6o 
Location: F orr Sill, Oklahoma 
OrganizRtion: Co. "]" 2oth Infantry. 
Persons Injured: None. 
Ammunition: Tracer. Lot number not known. 
Namre of Failure: Barrel burst. 
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Probable Cause: The evidence indicates that the soldier who had d1e ride was 
firing tracer ammunition when one round failed to explode properly, causing 
the bullet to lodge in the bore about six inches from the muzzle. The 
~ldier did not investigate the malfunction, panicularly tn determine whether 
the bore was clear, conscquendy on the next shot the barrel burst. (Major 
A. J. Stuart, Ord. Dept.) 

Disposition of Rifle: Turned in locally for exchange. 

Rifle No. :o6331 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.9131i 384, 1410, 1446 
Location: Fore .Huachuca, Arizona 
Organization: 1st Sqd. 10d1 Cavalry. 
Perrom Injured: 
Ammuniticm: P~ters Canridge Co., Lot No. A -139. · 
Niliure of Failure: Receiver shattered. The receiver was sh~ared off at the bolt 

locking lug recess on the lower side of the receiver in a downward backward 
direction. 'lne left side of the receiver also fractured at the base of the 
safety shoulder. The right side of the receiver was fractured underneath 
and to the point equal to the rear face of the cut-off thumb piece. The top 
ponion of the receiver both front and .rear when fractured. 

Pro~able CllUSe: The failure of the above mentioned ride was undoubtedly due 
primarily to the breaking out of the canridgc head. This is the result of 
a weak or soft canridge head, excessive head space due to setting back of 
the bolt or to a combination of both of these. The receiver was one of 
the earlier single beat treated type any of which arc almost certain to 
shatter when the cartridge head f:r.ils. (Springfield Armory). 

Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded tu tit~ Sprrngfield Arrnury. 

---------·----
Rifle No. SA 5%3444 
Reference: 0. 0. 8oo.913/1442, 1444, •454· 
Location: Fon 'Vm. McKinlev, Rizal, P. I. 
Organization: Co. "A" 15th Infantry. 
Persons Injured: None. 
Ammunition: Western Cartridge Co., Lot # S-55. 
Nature of Failure: Portion of the barrel 3" long and one-half the circumference 

. was blown aW'dy. 
l'1'obable Cause: Barrel failed because the steel was burned during manufacture 

of the barrel blank. (Springfield A mtory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. RIA 17oBo.s 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.913h44o, 1441 
Location: Fon Wm .. McKinlev, Rizal, P. I. 
Organization: Co. "C" 14th Engineers, P. S. 
Persom Injured: Staff Sgt. Felix Armada, Slightly. 
Ammunitio1z: U. S. Cartridge Co., Lot No. 744· 
Nature of Failure: Ufper front locking lug strippBd. Upper front face of bolt 

fractured. Top o receiver containing the serial number blown off. The bolt 
was picked up off rhe ground directly under the rifle. (Capt. D·avid W. 
Craig, Ord. Dept., 0. 0. Fort McKinley.) 

Probable Came: Defective ammunition and receiver of old heat treatment. 
(Record) 

Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 
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June 10, 1925. 

Rifle No. RIA 146554 . 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.91J/r4oo, 1407, r4ol! 
Location: Camp McClellan, Ala. 
Organization: Co. "A," nod lnfancrv. 
l'ersons Injured: Private Charles A. "vick, above organization, slightly. 
Ammunition: Peters Cartridge Co., Lot B-1, 191!! Grade E. 
Nature of Failure: Receiver hluwn to pieces. Bolt and pie(OeS of receiver were 

found twenty steps from where the rifle exploded. (0. 0. nnd Inf. Camp 
McClellan, Ala.) . 

Probable CIIUSe: An examination of barrel and rupntrcd case would seem to 
indicate that the misfired case. was withdrawn from the chamber, leaving 
the bullet in the bore. The next cartridge was forced on to the bullet, 
seating the bullet onto the powder charge. This with the added resistance 
of the first bullet caused sufficient pres~ure to blow up the rifle. The 
e.~:cesslve shattering was due to d1e recei·ver being of the old ·sin.gle heat 

·treatment. (Springfield) 
Di.~position of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. S.:\ 8s8zs6 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.9r3/I465, 1496 
Location: Fort Ruger, T. H. 
Organization: Hdq. Det. & C. T., znd Bat. 55th C. A. 
Persons Injured: None. 
Am1mmition: Reloaded gallery practice. 
Nature of Failure: Barrel split and bulged. 

Aug. '3• 1925. 

Probable Cause: Obstruction in the Barrel. (Springfield Armory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. SA 1004623 
Reference: 0. 0. 474.1/ 50<)0 
Location: U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md. 
Organization: U. S. Navy. · 
Persons Injured: None. 

Date -- 1915. 

AmmUnition: Remington, U. S. ~1. C. Co. Lot E-1114. Manuf. Nov. 23, 1918. 
Nature of Failure: Barrel split under the fixed base sight band, showing a crack 

starting about two inches forward of the receiver and extending longitudinally 
towards the muzzle for about r ~ inches. (Navy Dept., Bureau of Ordnance) 

Probable . Cause: Defective heat treatment. (Springfield Armory.) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. SA 119f32o7 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.9131I499• 1511 . 
Location: Fort Benning, Ga. 
Organization: Firing by recn1its. Hqs. Co., md Bat. 19th Jnf. 
Persons Injured: Two. Slightly. 
Ammunition: Unl,:nown. (0. 0. Fort Benning) 
Nature of Failure: Magazine floor plate and firing pin rod were blown out and 

stock was broken on both sides opposite magazine. (0. 0. Fort Benning) 
Probable Cause:· Due to . the firing of an 8 m/m German cartridge. (Springfield 

Armory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 
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Rifle No. SA 1101472 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.91 3/J sos 
Location: Fort Benning, Ga. 
Orgtmization: 
Persons Injured: One. Slighdy. 
Ammunition: Tracer. F. A. Lut No. 282, Mod. 1913. 

471 
Nov. 10, 1915. 

Nature of Failure: .Barrel ruptured lm:igitudinally for about four inches just 
forward of the receiver. (0. 0. Fort Benning) 

Probable CIIUSe: Defective heat treatment (0. C. M . Item No. 5346) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

----------·---
Rifle No. SA 199458 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.913hso6. 1510, 1516 
Loclltion: Fort Sill, Okla. 
Organization: Co. "L" zoth In f. 
Persons Injured: Private Holt, above organization, severely wounded. Did not 

recover sufficient1y to be 11ucst:ioned until Jan. 25, 1916. 
Ammunition: Blank and C. H. Grenades. 
Nature of Failure: Receiver burst. 
Probabk CIIUSe: Rupture of cartridge case. Gas vent in the side of the receiver 

not Ia.rge enough to carry off this increase of escaping gas, and the ~as 
lifted over the top of the receiver at the point where the locking lugs 
engage. Probably excessive headspace. Bricde receiver tl{ old heat treatment. 
(Frankford Arsenal and Springfield Armory) 

Ditposition of Rifle: Shipped to the Frankford Arsenal and then to dte Spring
field Armnrv. , 

Julv 1, 1926 . 
• 

Rifle No. RIA ut6zt 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.91Jh574. 1714 
l~ocation: Camp Stephen D. Little. 
Organization: Co. "I" 25th In f. 
Persons Injured: Two. Private Vernon OUJtcan, above organization, the firer, 

had part of third finger of left hand blown off. Corp. Albert Hamilton, 
above organiz.ation, who was abnut nine paces away received an injury to 
one of his eyes. . 

Ammunition: W. R. A: Co~ Lot No. A-436. Not defective. (Frankford Arsenal) 
Nttture of Failure: Left side of receiver hlo-.vn off. 
Probt1ble CIIUSe: Examination by the Springfield Armory indicates that the 

~ec~it;er was very bard. and brittle. The buller being sdll in the barrel 
mchcates that the receiVer burst before much pressure · was developed. 
Evidence seems to support the op.inion that the cartridge was fired befnre 
the bolt was locked. Test of the ammunition at. Frankford Arsenal revealed 
no defects. (0. C. of 0.) 

Disposition of Riffe: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

--·---------
Rifie No. 84685 
Reference: 0. 0. 600.913/1667 
Location: Fort McKinley, Rizal, P. I. 
Organization: C.o. "E" 45th lnf. (P. 1.) 
Persons Injured: One. Private Paulino Mina, slightly. 
Ammuniriun: l.ot # D-755· 

Apr. 13, 1926. 
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Nature of Failure: Receiver blO'Wn away and part of exploded shell remained in 
the .rifle barrel. (Proceedings Board of Officers) 

Probable Cause: Excessive pressure and brittle receiver. (Proceedings Bond of 
Officers.) 

Disposition of Rifle: 

Rifle No.: SA 735791 
Refere-nce: 0.0. 6oo;913/1681, 1715, 1785. 
Loc~ttitmS Fort Clark, Texas. 
Organizati011: R. 0. T. C. Texas A. & M. College. 
Persons Injured: None. 
Ammunition: R. A. Lot # E-1474. 

June zS, 1926. 

Nature of F11ilure: Barrel split four inches in rear of upper band to the muzzle. 
Probable Cause: Defective steel. (Springfield Arnmry) 
Disposition of Rifle: F ot"Warded to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. 1738o7 
Aug. 15, 1916. 

Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.913lt718, 1725, 1782 
Location: Camp Log:m, Illinois. 
Organization: 2oznd Artillerv, Illinois N. G . 

• Persons Injured: One. Seriously. Both eyes injured. 'njury to right eye considered 
serious. Loss of eye is nut expected. (Capt. G. H. Drewry, Ord. Dept.) 

Ammunitions R. A. Lot No. C-576 
Nature of Failure: Receiver completely broken from rifle. Break occurred around 

the threaded part where barrel joins the .receiver. (C.1pt. Drewry) 
Probable Cause: Excessive headspace. Heat treatment of receiver below standard. 

(Springfield Annory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded w the Springfield Armory. 

-------------
Rifle No. RlA zo,.S01 

Oct. 21, 1926. 

Reference: 0. 0. 6oo-913lt792, li95 
Loclltion: Fort Des Moines. Iowa 
Organizatitm: Detachment J.•th Cavalry. 
Persons Injured: Private Martin Ilangeveld, Troup C. 14th Cavalry, seriously 

injured. 
Ammunition: Old model guard cartridge. (Sprin~:Tield Armory) 
Nature of Fai/11re: Receiver blown out on both sides. Receiver .. was picked up 

in about three pieces. Many small pieces were never found. Receiver was 
entirely separated from the barrel. (0. 0. Fort Des Moines) 

Probable Cause: ExcessiYe pressure nnrl receiver of old heat treatment. (Spring
. field Armo.ry) 

Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded ro the Springfield Armory. 

---·---------
Rifle No. 

Sept. II, 1916. 

Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.913/1i511, 1755• 175<i 
Location: Camp Bullis, Texas 
Organization: Service Co. 9th Tnf:mtry. 
Persons Injured: One. Slightly. 
Ammunition: Peters C'..artr.idge Co., Lot A-156. Declared unserviceable. 
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Nature of Failure: Bullet lodged in barrel close to muzzle and on next shot 
Receiver was blown out. (0. 0. Fort Sam Houston, Texas) 

Probable Cause: High pressure in combination with a rifle having a receiver of 
old single heat treatment. {0. C. of 0. and 0. C. M.) . 

Disposition of lU{Ie: Forwarded to the Springfield Annory. 

-------------
Date -- 1916. 

Rifle No. 101317 

Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.9IJit8oJ, 1810 
Location: Fort Sill, Okla. 
Organi'Uition: Field Artillery School. 
Persons Injured: 
Ammunition: Unknown. 
NatuTe of Failure: Barrel bulged about twelve inches from muzzle, 

the diameter of the barrel approximately so%. 
Probable Cause: Obstruction in the bore. {Springfield Annory) 
Ditposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Annory. 

-------------

• • mcreasmg 

July II, 1916. 
Riffe No. 8634:6 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.913h816 
Location: Ann Arbor, Mich. 
Organization: Co. "A" nsth lnf. Michigan, N. G. 
Persons Injured: None. 
Ammunition: Unknown. 
N.nure of Failure: Barrel burtt near the breech. Receiver damaged. 
Probable Cause: Obstruction in bore. (Springfield Armory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. SA 1216644 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.9IJ/lll39· 184:, 1&J3 
Location: Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Nov. 14. 1916. 

Organization: R. 0. T . C. University of Michigan. 
Persons Injured: One. Slightly. 
Ammunition: National Match, Lot No. 6, FA-21R, Grade B-1. 
Nature of Failure: Stock shattered from point on line with front of rear sight 

to approximately the center of small of stock. Floor plate blown out and 
bent. (Proceedings Board of Officers.) 

Probable Cause: Rifle was damaged due to the presence of an undue amount of 
oil in the chamber of the weapon when fired, and that a round of 191 1 
National Match Ammunition may have been a contributary cause .... The 
receiver was heat treated in accordance with the present practice of this 
armory :md was undamaged other than the set back of the locking shoulders. 
Had the receiver been one of those numbered under 8oo,ooo it undoubtedly 
would have been badly broken. (Springfield Annory) 

Dirposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Annory. 
---- ·- ----

Riffe No. 43076 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo-913h853, 186o, 186c) 
Location: Fort Sam Houston, Texas 
Org1171ization: Co. "F'' znd Engineer. 
Persons ln;ured: One. Probably slightly. 

Aug. 19, 1916. 
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Ammunition: (su below) 
Nature of Failure: Receiver was very badly shattered. Flange was blown from 

the bolt. 
Probable Cause.: This armory is very positive that this riB.c was damaged by the 

firing of a round of German Rail Ammunition therein. (Springfield Annory) 
Disposition of Rifle: F orwarrled to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle Nt~. RIA 186o47 . 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.9t3/JB49 
Location: Fon Huachuca, Arizona 

Date -- 1927. 

Organization: Rifle was damaged while being usetl by a mt:mher of the 10th 
Cavalry for hunting purposes. 

Personr Injured: 
Ammunition: · 
Nature of Failure: Barrel bulged under · the npper band and cracked for a 

distance of about •z-inchcs toward the breech end. 
Probable Cause: Obstruction in rhe bore. (Springfield Annory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. 74S7i9 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.9q/J863 
Location: Gardnerville, Nevada 
Organization: Kit Carson Rifle Clnh. 
Persons Injured: 

Date -- 1927. 

Anmnmition: "Bot, Lut A....S4" 'Incomplete information) 
Nature of Failure: Barrel split. 
Probable Cause: Obstruction in bore. (Springfield Annory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Annory. 

-------------
Rifle No. SA 857791 

May 7, 1927. 

Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.91Jir904, 1910 
Location: Fort McPherson. Georgia 
Organization: Co. "A" und Infantry. 
Persons Injured: One. Slightly. 
Ammunition: U. S. Canridge Co., Lot B-•361. 
Nature of Failure: B~se of cartridge gave way, blew out the magazine floor 

plate, bulged out the magazine walls and shattered the stock. No damage 
tn the Receiver is apparent. 

Probable Cause: Excessive pressure developed by a probable obstructiun in the 
bore. (0. C. of 0.) 

Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

-------------
Rifle No. 816184 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.9•3/J9•7• 1912, 1925 
Location: Fort Washington, Md. 
Orgmization: uth Infantry. 
rersons ·Injured: One. Slightly. 
Ammunition: F. A., C. P. Pyro., Lot, 451 of 1917. 
Nature of Failure: Srock shattered. Magazine wall~ bulged. 

Bolt head flange broken. (Springfield Annory) 
Probable Cat1.se: Excessive pressure. (Springfield Armory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Spdngfieltl Annory. 

Floor plate bulged. 
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Rifle No. 874345 july 6, 1917. 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.91JI19Z7, 1935, 0. 0. 474./93 
0Tganizatitm: \-Vest Point, N. Y. 
Persons Injured: One. Slightly. 
Ammunition: U. S. C~rtridge Co., Lot 998-:R 
Nature of Failure: Bulged magazine walls. Bent floor plate. Split stock. Receiver 

received no injury. 
Probable Cause: Failure of cartridge case. 
Disposition of Rifle: Forw~rdcd to the Springfield .'\rmury. 

June 30, 19l]. 
Rifle No. SA 1248143 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.9131i956, •970, 1976 
Locatio-Tl: Fort Amauor, Canal Zone. 
Organization: Battery "G" 4th C. A. 
Persum lnjuTed: One. Slightly. 
Ammunition: R. A. Lot, E-896. 
Nature of Failure: Floor phtre blew down and out. (Proceeding, Board of 

Officers.) 
Probable ·cause: Soft head case combined with a bolt 011 which there was a 

broken flange on the holt face (Ordnance Cmnmicccc} 
Disposition of Rifle: 

Date (Summer) 1927. 
Rifle No. SA l<lt595 
l<ef erence: 0. 0. 6oo.gq/tgtlt, 2049 
Location: Camp Glenn, N. C. 
Orgmization: Co. "1'', 1 zotli In f. N. C. N. G. 
Persons Injured: No mentinn in report of anyone injured. 
Anmnmition: U. !:). C. Co. Lot # 1199. 
NatfiTe of Failure: Bolt blew Oltt. No cl:nnage to rille proper. 
Probable Cause: Defective material in bolt. Bolt was of very brittle structure. 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwuded to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. RIA 138978 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.91 31t931· 1934, 1983 
Location: Knoxville, Tenn. 
Organization: R. 0. T. C. Knoxville, High School. 
Person.f Injured: 
Ammunition: 
Nature of Failure: Rarn~l nf rifle haclly shattered at rhe muzzle and has two 

cracks which extend the whole length of the barrel. Stock and guard badly 
splintered. (Springfield Armofy) 

Probable Cause: Obstruction in the bore. (Springfield Armory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to rhc Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. ¥'n3i • 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.913I:030 
Location: Corozal, Canal Zone. 
Orga11izatio11: Hgs. & Service Co., 11th Engineers. 
Persons Injured: None. 
Ammauitio·n: Gallery Pr~crice loaded locally, by organization. 
Nature of Failure: Rarrcl burst g% inches from the muzzle. 

July, 19l7· 

Probable Cau.fe: Ohsrrm:rion in hnrc. (Proceedings Board of Officers.} 
Disposition of Rifle: 
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Rift~: No. s6o8sz SA 
Reference: 0 . 0. 6oo.9t 3ho48 
Location: Camp Glenn, N. C. 
Org111Ii1'Ation: llqs. Co. u och lnf. N. C. N . G. 
Persons Injured: None reported. 
Atmmmition: See below. 
Nature of Failure: Recei\•er shattered. 

July I J, 1917. 

Probable CI1USe: Firing of an 8mm German cartridge (Springfield Armory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

--------------
lUfle No. S!\ 6oo988 
Reference: 0 . 0 . 6oo-9•3ho86, 1085, 21o8 
Location: Fort Sheridan, Illinois. 
OrganWrt.ion: Troop B., 14th Cavalry. 
Perso11S Injured: None reported. 
Ammu11ition: Could not be determined. 

June 13, 1917. 

N11ture of F11ilure: Enbugement nf the b~uel ~t the mtt'l7.1e end direcdy m 
front of the fixed stud. 

Prob11ble C11use: Obstruct ion in the bore. 
Disposition of• Rifle: F orwardcd to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle N o. RIA 16114 
Reference: 0 . 0. 6oo-913/lo8+ 
Location: &m Francisco, Calif. 
Organization: Ordnance Detachment. 
Persons Injured: One. Slightly. 
Na:ure of Failure: Barrel burst at muzzle. 
Probable Cause: ObstrUction in hore. · 
Disposition of Rift e: 

Rifle N o. SA 634479 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.9•3/l139 
Loc11tion: Fort Wm. McKinley, Rizal, P. [. 
Organization : 13rd Wagon c o: (P. I.) 
Persons lnjflTed: One. Slightly. 
A1nmunition: Lot. # D·J..S· 
Nantre of Failure: Receiver shattered. 

December 1, 1917. 

February J, 1918. 

Probable CI1USe: The board finds that (he explosion was caused by the breaking 
of lhe neck of the firing pin while the bolt was being pushed home and 
after the cartridge had amved ar its position on the face of lhe bolt, the 
bolt having arrived completely home, and being pushed down, the force 
and friction thus <:reared caused the cartridge to explode before d1e bolt 
was completely locked. (Proceedings, Board of Officers.) 

Disposition of Rifle: N o record of it being sent to the Springfield Annory. 

IUfle No. SA 276691 
Reference: 0 . 0 . 6oo.9•3h17'• 1177, (CCM ji70, 8!1 / z8) 
Location: Camp Stotsenburg, Pampangas, P. 1. 
Organization: Troop "A" 26th Cavalry, (P. l.} 
Persons Injured: One. Slighdy. 
Ammunition: U. S. Cartridge Co., Lot, #D-10n . 
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Nature of Failure: One side of face bolt. blown off, headspace mmmmm, no 

obstruction in bore, bolt handle had to be driven up to extract cartridge. 
Probable Cause: Suft . Cartr idge head. 
Disposition of Rifle: 

Rifle No. SA 1145956 
Refere-Jwe: 0. 0. 6oo.g1Jhz79• zz!lz 
Location: Gatun, Canal Zone. 
OrganiZiltion: Co. "B" 14th Inf. 
Persons Injured: One. Slightly. 
Ammunition: Retained in service. 
Nature of Failure: A piece of steel ~" x t \.'." was blown from the barrel just 

forward of the fixed base. 
Probable Cause: Barrel was manufactured by the Avis Gun Barrel Mfg. Co., 

New Haven, Conn., and has every indication that it was nor properly heat 
treated. (Springfield Armory) 

DispositiOn of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

-------------
Date--, 1918. 

Rifle No. 467324 
Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.913/z3o6, ZJIZ, (0. C. M. 7136, 7/I7h8) 
Location: N. C. State College, College Station, N. C. 
Organization: R. 0 . T. C. 
Persons lnjttred: One. Slightly. 
Ammuniti07l: N. M:. DuPont Powder, EX 1070, 1 .ut 6, 170 Grain, tinned bullet, 

Frankford Arsenal, #34tz1. 
Nature of Failure: Barrel Split. 
Probable Cmue: Ammunition. It had been placed in grade 3 and no authority 

existed for its use in this weapon. (0. C. M. 7136, July 17, 1928.) 
Disposition of IDfle: 

-------- - -----

Rifle No. SA 59048o 
August, 1929. 

Reference: 0. 0. 600.913/z+o;, 0. 0. 474·1lt72 (0. C. M. i395· 1/3/29) 
Location: Fort Riley, Kansas. 
Organization: Co. "C'' 137th Inf. Kansas N. G. 
Persons Injured: None re~rted. 
Ammunition: R. A. Lot #729 (Placed in grade M. G.) 
Nature of Failure: Th'e receiver which bears a nwnber below Soo,ooo has a very 

thin hard case and carbon core; its top right half at the forward end, in
cluding the bridge, are blown off. The locking lugs of the bolt are upset 
but the bolt does not appear to be sprung or otherwise damaged. The 
1loor plate is bent out, caused apparently by a violent escape of gas. About 
half of the base of the cartridge case, which was in the rifle when the 
accident occurred is blown out .... The complete fracture of the receiver, 
with no apparent stretch or elongation is characteristic of the old single 
heated receiver when mhjected to excessive stress. (Springfield Armory) 

rrobable Cause: It is the opinion of this armory that the damage was caused 
by the cartridge developing a higher pressure than this type of receiver 
would srand. (Springfield Armory) 

Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 
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Rifle No. SA 11 376zo 
Reference: 0. 0 . 6oo.9•3hpJ, 2431, 2434 
Loc11tion: Plattsmouth, Nebraska. 

September 13, 1918. 

Organizlltion: Co. "K" 17th Infantry. 
Personr Injured: None. 
Ammunition: \V. R. A. Co. Lot, # r u, Grade zM. 
Nature of Fllilure: Barrel ruptured 3~~" long on left side under the r~ar sight 

fixed hase. (Springfield Armory) 
Probable Cause: Due to overheating of the barrel Juring rnannfacnue. (Spring

field Annory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Arrnnry. 

-------------
Rifle No. z6i3o5 

September, 1928. 

Reference: 0. 0. 6oo.913h431, 1444, 1451, 2453. (0. C. M. 7428 1hJ/J929) 
Location: Camp .McCoy, Sparta, Wise. 
Organization: Troop "A" 14th C:n·alry. 
Pertons Injured: None repoi:ted. 
Ammunition: \V. R. A. Co., Lor #318. 
Nature of Failure: Bulge about 1 ~" from muzzle. Barrel split from muzzle to 

rear sight h:u;e . . 
Probable Cause: Obstruction in bore. (Springfield Armory) 
DistJositi07t of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

-------------
Ui(le No. 5003~ 

August, 1928. 

Uc(crence: 0. 0. I43·8/6s, 0. 0. 6oo.9•3/z47', 2474 (0. C. M. 7468 2/14h9) 
Location: Fort Oglethorpe, Ga. 
Organization: Reserve officers, 310 O.valry and 504 Sqd. (Non-Div.) 
Persons Injured: None reported. 
Ammunition: Western Cartridge Co., Lot #A-79. 
Nature of Failure: Barrel bulged 3 ~-inches from muzzJe and split a dismnce of 

9-inches from the muzzle. 
Prob11ble Cause: Obstruction in the bore. (Springfield Anuory) 
Dis(Josititm of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Annory. 

Rifle No. SA 235501 
April 2r, 1919. 

Reference: 0. 0. 40043/35 (0. C. M. 7949, 11/7h9z9) 
Location: Near Macun, Ga. 
Organization: Co. "C" 111 st In£ an try, Ga. N. G. 
Persons Injured: None reported. 
Ammunition: U. S. Cartridge, Lot #488 or Peters, Lm #A_,.s. 
Nature of Failure: Rear and top of receiver blown off, front end of floor plate 

blown down, rear still in 1;1lace and held hy carc:h. (0. 0. 4th C. A.) 
Probable Cause: Obstruction m bore immediately forward of the chamber. 

causing excessive pressure which a receiver of the old heat treatment could 
nor withstand. Receiver shattered badly. (Springfield Armory) 

Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded tn the Springfield Armory. 



Rifle No. 951718 
Reference: 0. 0. 40043/Ji 

R!.:<.:ORIJ OF AcciDENTS 

Location: Plattsburg, Barracks. 

479 
May 8, 1919. 

Organization: Co. "C" z6th Infantry. 
Persons Injured: One. Private John Martens, above orbranizatiou, Not seriously. 
Anrmunition: U. S. C. Co., Lot :/f7o8. 
Nature of Failure: Cartridge case ruptured. Receiver bulged (Jut-u;ard at a point 

near tbe center of tbe nmgazine. Bolt broken. Sides of the magazine bent 
outward. (l'roceedjngs, Board of Officers) 

Probable Cause: Damage was caused by excessive pressure which was sutficiendy 
high to cause the cartridge case to fail suddenly and allow ga~. under very 
high pressure to escape inw the action. Tbe receiver was evidently properly 
heat treated because it did not fracture. (0. C. of 0.) 

Disporition of Rifle: 

Rifle No. RIA 29i591 
Reference: 0. 0. 40043/39. 67, 69 (0. C . .\·1. 7936, •of3•/19) 
Location: Fort Sill. Okla. 
Organizatio11: Co. "C" 38th Infantry. 
Persons Injured: ).lone. 
Anmtunition: Blank cartridges. F. A. Smokeless Powder E. C., Lot #9· 
Nature of Failme: Barrel split in two from about 14-inches in front of the breech. 
Probable Cause: Obstruction in the bore. 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

- ------·-----
Rifle No. RIA 870557 
Reference: 0. 0. 400·43./68, 8o (0. C. 1\ll. 7938, 10/J9!J929) 

July 16, 1919. 

Location: Fort D. A. Russell, 'Wyoming. 
Organization: Co. "E" 1st lni:mtry. 
Persons l11jured: One. l'robably slightly. 
Ammunition: Remington, Lor #E-1081. 
Nature of Failure: Malfunction of ammunition. 
Probable Cause: Rifte was not damaged by this accident. Receiver had been bene 

subsequent to its manufacture. (Springfield Armory) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. u9855 
Referer~ce: 0. 0. 400.43/113,118 

August 16, 1929. 

Location: Ft. Douglas, Utah 
Orgnn.izatian: Co. "F" 38th Infantry. 
Persons Injured: None. 
Ammunition: R. A. Lot. #E-1203. 
Nature of Failure: Bar.rcl split from the muzzle to within four inches of the 

breech with a decided bulge at a point approx.imately three inches from 
the muzzle. . 

Probable Cause: Bullet lodged in the bore ar a point about three inches from 
the muzzle, (Springfield Annory) 

Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Annory. 



Rifle No. 7:3675 
Reference: 0 . 0. 40-43/~5 

l-IATCII£ K's N oTUOOK 

Date (Summer) 191'} 

Location: Camp Grayling, Michigan. 
Organization: 107 Ordnance Company, ( M) 1\llich. N. ( ;. 
Persons Injured: One. Slightly. 
A1mmmition: U. S. C. Co., Loc #D-.p;. 
Natr1re of Failure: Receh>er badly shattered. Bolt flanges blown off d1e bolt. 

Extractor blown off and stock shattered. Safety lugs of the bolt upset. Head 
of canridgc case blown off. (Springfield Annory) 

Probable Cause: Excessive pressure pmbably caused by an obstruction in the 
bore just forward of the bullet seat. T!Je Complete fracture of t/Je recei-..oer 
with no apparent stretch is characteristic of the old single heat treated 
receivers when subjected to very high presSllre. (Springfield Armory) 

Dispofition of IUfle: Forwarder! ro the Springfield Armory. 

Rifle No. 274172 
Reference: 0. 0. 400··HI8s 
Location: Camp Grayling, Mich. 
Organization: Co. "A", u6th lnf. !\'lich. N. G. 
Persons Injured: One. Slightly. 
A.m11nmirion: U. S. Car. Co., Lot #D-.ps 

Date (Summer) 1929. 

Nature of Failure: Receiver badly shattered. Bolt flanges blown off the bole. 
Extractor blown off and stock shattered. Safety lugs of the bolt upset. Head 
of cartridge case blown off. (Springfield Armory) 

Probable Cause: Excessive pressure probably caused by ~n obstruction in the 
bore just forward uf the bullet seat. The complete fractmc of tbe recer·.:er, 
with no apparent stretch is characteristic of the old single heat treated 
receivers when suhjecred to very high pressure. (Springfield Armory) 

DispositiO?l of Rifle: Forwarded co the Springfield Armory. 

-------------
Rifle No. SA 711253 
Reference: 0. 0 . ,.oo .• u/uj,l29 
Location: Schofield Barracks, T. H. 
Orgmizarion: uth Ordnance Co. 
Persons Injured: One. Private Teddy Gam:, not seriously. 
Ammunition: U. S. C. Co., Lot #956. 

August 17, 19t9. 

Nature of Failure: Receiver shattered. Parts of the receiver were found ;o yards 
away. (Major R. H. Hannum, Ord. Depr.) 
Bolt head cl:~maged, flange blown off, extractor hook broken off and stock 
shattered. Guard broken. Receiwr badly shattered. (Springfield Armory) 

Probable Cause: High pressure. Grease on the case and the concave indications 
disclose that there was grease in the bore when the rifle was fired . . . The 
complete fracture of the receiver with no apparem stretch is c/,aracterisric 
of the old single heat treated receiver when subjected to a greater pressure 
rhan it will stand. (Springfield Armory) 

Disposition of Receiver: Forw:~rdcd to the Springfield Armory. 

-------------
Rifle No. SA 1255473 
Reference: 0. 0. 400.43/116, 117, • J4, 
Locati011: Fort Sam Houston, Texas. 
Organization: Co. '1", 9tll lnf. 

August z6, 1929. 

•6s. (0. c. M. 7990 11 h9!t9z9) 
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Persons Injured: Two. Slightly. 
Ammunition: Peters B-75· 
Nature. of Failure: Base of caruidge blown uu(. Right magatine wall bulged. 

Floor plate bent. Extractor hook and tongue broken off. Exuacror collar 
tom off. The tips of the slotted locking lug and the metal in front of the 
extractor tougue groove blown to bits. Safety lock thumb piece was also 
knocked off. (0. 0. Fort Sam Houston, Texas.) 

Probable Cause: Olmrucdon in the bore. (Springfield Armory.) 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

----- ----
Rifle No. SA 1171913 

Seprember 3, 1919. 

Referenl:e: 0. 0. 400413/111, 135, 150 (0. C. M. 7971, 11!14!1919) 
Location: Camp Perry, Ohio. 
Orgtmization: R. 0. T. C. IWlc Team. znd Corps Area. 
Persons Injured: One. Slighdy. 
Ammunition: 1919 National Match. 
Nature of Failure: Barrel burst at the breech, opening up for about a distance 

of one foot, piece of the barrel breaking off completely. (0. 0. National 
Matches 1919) 

Pf'obable Cause: Slag in dte barrel (Springfield Armory} 
Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 

-------------
Rifle No. RIA 73153 
Reference: 0. 0. 400·4Y 57o6 
Location: Calcium, N. Y. 
Organization: Co. "A" w8th lnf. N. Y. ~. G. 
Persons Injured: One. Extent of injury not known. 
Ammunition: R. A. Lot. #B-1, D717, 1918. 
Nature of Failure: Cartridge burst causing fracture of rifle. (8tb Ind. C. 0. Co. 

"A", lo8th Inf. N. Y. N. G.). 
It is believed that the receiver fractured. (J. A. B. G.) 
Note: No further information available. 

Investigation pending. 
Original tile in Small Arms Division, Manufacturing Service. (Feb. s. 
1929.) 

--------------
Rifle No. SA 9oz871 
Reference: 0. 0. 400-43/176, 181. 
Location: Fort Benning, Ga. 
Organization: 29th Infantry. 
Persons Injured: One. Hand slighdy injured. 
Ammunition: U.S. C. Co., Lot #u66. 

October 19, 1919. 

N11ture of Failure: Upper half of the barrel for a length of about three inches 
and just in front of the chamber had been entire1y blown out also a.t the 
forward end of this break the barrel was broken off. (0. 0. Fort Benning) 

Probable Caute: Due to overheating of barrel blank during the process of manu-
facturing. (Springfield Armory) 

Disposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Springfield Armory. 
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Rifle N o. SA 1 226:67 
Reference: 0. 0 . 6oo.9•3h.584 (0. C. M. ;; 14, sh7!29) 
T.ocation: Cal ifornia . 
Organiz.atiun: zsorh C. A., California, N. G. 
Pers011s Injured: None reported. 
Annmmition: 

Dare--, •9z9. 

Nature of Failure: Section of barrel :approximately :-inches long and ~-inches 
wide blown out of the top just forward of the front end of the chamber. 

Probable Cause: Burnt swck in barrel blank resulting from over-heating during 
manufacture. (Springfield Annory) 

nisposition of Rifle: Forwarded to the Sprinp- fi cld Armory. 

-------------
Rifle No. 801548 
Reference: 0. 0. 400·3194/7897 
Location: Brainu ee, M~ss. 
Organi'Mition: Bnintree Guards Association Rifle Club. Braintree, :\lass. 
Perrons Injured: None reported. 
Ammunition: German Service. 
Nat1tre of Failure: Shattered receiver, shattered swck, both flanges blown off, 

extractor, fulluwcr, floor plate, magazine spring missing. 
Probable Cause: Damage was due t o the firing uf an 8m/m G erman cartridge. 

(Springfield Armory) 
Vis{Josition of Ui/lc: F orwardcd w the Springfield A rmory. 
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XIX 

Recent Developments 

THE announcement on May r, 1957, of the adoption by the Army 
of a new Infantry .rifle, the M 14, and a new heavy barrelled auto

rnatjc rifle, the Nl1 5, points up the fact that during the nine years since 
Hatcher's Notebook was first published in •948, progres.~ has been 
made which should he recorded in the book to keep it reasonably 
up-to-date. 

Items that should be mentioned include the adoption hy the Army 
of a non-corrosive, non-chlorate primer mixture for all small arms 
primers manufactured after January, l<J)O; the srandanlization by the 
Army of a new cartridge in August, 1954; the adoption early in 1957 
of a new general purpose machine gun, the M6o; and the adoption on 
~~lay 1 , 1957 of rhe M14 and Mrs rifles as noted above. 

In addition, several new hunting cartridges have been designed and 
introduced by the several arms and ammunition manufacturers, and 
the dimensions of these new carn·idges arc included to supplement the 
lists of cartridge dimensions on pages 433, 434, and 435-

N on-Corrosi'Ue Primen· 
As will be seen by reference to pages 347, 34!l and 349, the cause of 

the destructive corrosion which had for so many years plagued gun 
users was finally traced to salt deposited in the gun barrel by the 
decomposition of potassium chlorate which had be~n used for many 
years as one of the · principal ingredients of most small arms primers. 
Kno\ving that some European nations, notably rhe Swiss and the Ger
mans had developed primers which '"ere said to be completely non
corrosive, I made a trip ro various European cartridge factOries and 
arsen:~Js in I<J27, and obtained the fonnula for the non-corrosive 
primers that were then in use there. On my return to Frankford Arse
nal, where I was then stationed, the laboratOry at that place embarked 
on an extensive development program to produce a. non-chlorate 
primer that would be satisfactory for military use. 

The first move was tl! duplicate the very successful Swiss primer. 
[twas found, however, chat their primer mixture was Jess concentrated 
and more bulky than ours, and so required more room in the primer 
cup than was available in primer cups of the standard American design, 
containing a separate anvil. Consequently, to use the Swiss mixture, or 
any of several v;uiations of it that we developed, it became necessary 
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to go to the type of primer used in Europe, which has an imegral 
anvil, formed from the brass of the cartridge calie at the bottom of 
the primer pocker, and having two (or three) small flash holes at the 
sides instead of one large one in the center, as is the practice with the 
American primer. 

For the National Marches of 1930, an experimental lot of non
corrosive primers was made up using the Berdan type of primer con
struction. However, that year the weather was excessively hot at Camp 
Perry (the site of the National Rifle Matches), and trouble was expe
rienced with high pressures. As a result, the Ordnance Office in V.lash
ington ordered that experiments with the Berdan type of primer be 
discontinued. 

During further experiments with the Swiss type of primer mixture 
(sec p. 356), it was found that it has a serious defect, which is the fact 
that it uses fulminate of mercury as an important ingredient. Fulminate 
of mercury has two disadvantages for usc in primers. One is the fact 
that a c<trrridge case in which a fulminate of mercury primer has been 
fired is adversely affected by the mercury released, so that the case is 
no longer suitable for reloading or any other reuse as a cartridge. An 
even more serious disadvantage of mercury fulminate is the fact that 
primers containing it are likely to deteriorate with storage. Some of 
the commercial ammunition companies when they first produced non
corrosive 2 ~ caliber rim fire ammunition used mercunr fulminate as a -primer ingredient, and found that after several years on the shelf the 
ammunition gave bad hang-fires or mis-fires, or even became com
pletely dead and insensitive. 

No doubt the Swiss did not have that trouble because in their com
paratively cool and dry climate such deterioration was greatly . re-
tarded, or perhaps never occurred at all. , 

\'leanwhile, the Remington Arms Co., originators of the non
corrosive priming known as Kleanbore, had obtained the services of 
James E. Burns, a chemist who had about the mid- 19zo's demonstrated 
to them an experimental non-corrosive primer that he had made in 
which he had found it possible to omit potassium chlorate. An impor
tant ingredient in his primer was lead tri-nitro-resorcinatc, usually 
ca lied lead st.v ph nate. 

It had also been found that instead of the trouhlcsome fulminate of 
mercury, it was possible to use a substance called tetracene, a product 
of the reaction of amino-guanidine nitrate with sodium nitrite. This 
is otherwise known as guanyl-nitros-amino-guanyltetracene or guanyl
diazo-guanyltetracene, and an application for a U. S. patent on its uc;e 
in primers had already been filed by Hans Rathhiirg, of Furth, Ger-. 
many, 111 r923. 

The Remington Arms Co. purchased this patent, No. 1 ,s!l6,J80, 
dated M<lY 25, 1()26, and abv acquired patent No. I,8')9,225, for which 
application had been filed Jan. 5, r929 by Edmund Von Herz of 
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Colognc-L>ellburg, Germany, and which covered the u~c of lead 
styphnate in primers. 

Enjoying the protection afforded them by these patents, Remington 
produced the highly successful K.le.·mbore non-corrosive primers. 
Other companies made up their own non-corrosive primer fonnulas, 
and some of the early ones came ro grief through tleterioration of the 
fulminate of mercury used in them; but before long, all companies had 
discarded fulminate, and all had come up with highly satisfactory 
non-corrosive small am1s primers. 

Finally, the patents mentioned above ran out, and other companies 
besides Remington used the styphnate primer mixtures with various 
proportions of the different ingredients. 

Meanwhile, Frankford Arsenal was continuing its development 
work on the problem of developing a non-corrosive primer which 
would meet the stringent requiremencs imposed by its use in service 
ammunition. A highly important requirement is the ability of the am
munition to undergo long periods of storage in rropical climates with
out deterioration. Another requirement:, anti a most important one 
from the viewpoint of the ammunition maker, is ease of protluction 
and the absence of any tricky idiosyncrasies making it necessary to 

demand extraordinary purity of the ingredients. 
A burnt child dreads the fire, and Frankford Arsenal was still smart

ing from the experience of vVorltl \Var I (seep. 355), when, due to a 
certain combination of circumstances connectetl with rush of war 
production plus the difficulty of obtaining completely pure ingredi
ents, the whole primer production of the Arsenalr.vent bad just when 
it was needed most. The F.A. No. 70 primer mh."ture, adopted at that 
time, was so free from any such trouble, and so utterly reliable, that 
the Ordnance l.)epanment, and Frankford Arsenal in particular, 
dreaded any change in the primer composition, and leaned over back
ward in making doubly sure that any new mixture adopted would be 
satisfactory from every viewpoint. Thus the adoption of a non
corrosive primer seemed to lag during a seemingly interminable search 
for perfection. 

About '940 when the carbine had been adopted by the Am1y and 
large contract.~ were about to be awarded to commercial ammunition 
makers for caliber 3u carbine ammunition, Col. E. H. Har rison. Ord. 
Dept., USA, was tlie officer in charge of preparing the specifications 
on which this ammunition was to be purchased. He decided that the 
piston arrangement of the carbine was too vi1lnerable and roo difficult 
to get at to risk primer corrosion, so he simply put in the specifications 
the requirement that the primer must be "non-corrosive" withom 
specifying any primer mixture or type. 

By this time, every one of the companie~ which was awarded a 
contract for the manufacture of carbine ammunition had developed a 
satisfactOry non-corrosive primer composition of its own, using a lead 

' 
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styphnate mixture, the basic patents above mentioned having by then 
expired. 

Thus each company making carbine ammunitiQn used its regular 
primer, and as far as anyone in the service could determine, they all 
worked equally well. Through this far-sighted action on the part of 
Col. Harri~un it came about that all carbine ammunition has non-. . 
corrosive pmners. 

Meanwhile Frankford Arsenal's search for a perfect non-corrosive 
primer for other service ammunition had been progressing, and they 
had come up with a non-corrosive primer mixture consisting of barium 
nitrate and red phosphorus, and started its manufacture. 

vVhile this was in many ways an excellent primer, it had two dis
advantages. The red phosphorus suitable for use in this primer had to 
be of such extraordinary purity that it turned out to be a problem to 
obtain it of the right quality and in sufficient quantity; and moreover 
if the phosphorus came in contact with the metal parts, an undesirable 
reaction occurred, so that the metal components had to be protected 
against such contact with the phosphorus. 

This primer mixrure was lL~ed for a time ( ahout •949) with succcess; 
but it was finally decidt:d to adopt a lead styphnate primer mixture 
for all service small am1s primers, and such a non-conosivc small arms 
primer based on lead styplmate was standardized by Ordnance Com
mittee a<.:tion in August, 1949. The new mixture was put into produc
tion as soon as possible, and as a consequence all small arlns ;~mmu
n.ition made since January, •950, has primers of the non-corrvsive 
type. Incidentally, they are also non-fulminate, as fulminate of mer
cury wa.s dropped as a primer constituent about 1899 on account of 
the fact that at that time it was the pmctice to remm fired cartridge 
cases to Frankford Arsenal to be reloaded, and the use of fulminate 
of mercury in primers ruined the brass of the cartridge cases for this 
purpose. 

The Ne'i.:J Atmy (NA_.TO) Cartridge 

During its continuing study of sm:11l anns and small arms ammuni
tion design, the Am1y Ordnance Corps found that the service . 30!\h 
cartridge when loaded with modern smokeless ball powder, does not 
utilize all the space in the cartridge case, and could be shortened a 
full half inch and still have space for enough powder to retain the 
present bullet weight and still get the same velocity and energy. 

Obviously a shorter cartridge <.:ase would require less brass, thus 
making for important savings in critical raw material; it would occupy 
less volume, permitting economy in stomge and shipping space; and 
perhaps most important of all, its reduced length would permit any 
newly ~esigned rifle to be made about an inch shorter in length, and 
correspondingly lighter. 
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A.ccordingly the Ordnance Co•l)S designed a new scrvi<.:e <.:artridge 
whi<.:h is simply :1 shorrcned 30-o6, and whi<.:h greatly resembles the 
well-known 300 Sav:•gc:. The <.:ase for the new <.:aruidge was <.:ailed the 
T65; it ''"~ 111odified several times, and the l:1tcst type of <.:<tsc, with a 
lengthened ned: :md :1 sharper shoulder than the first version, was 
<.:ailed the T6 .5 E 3 case. 

Using this new T65 F. 3 cartridge case, several new cxpe•imental 
cartridges were made up, designated as follows: 

C:mridge, Armor Picr<.:ing ................... . 
Cartridge, Ball, with soft steel core .... . ....... . 
Cartridge, Dummy .......................... . 
Cartridge, Grenade Launching ......... ... .... . 
Cartridge, Spotting .......................... . 
Cartridge, Armor Piercing Incendiary ......... . 

The 7.62 mm NATO Cartridge 

After the Nortl1 Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) was 
fom1ed, it was decided that it ·would be important for all the allies 
forming that organization to have weapons and amJIIUnition that 
would be interchangeable, thus greatly simplifying supply and logistics 
problems. 

An early comender for the honor of 1'\ATO adoption was a car
tridge of .280" <.:aliber proposed in 194 7 by a "Small Arms Ideal Cal
iber Panel' ' which had been convened in Great Britain in •945· This 
small light cartridge had a 140 grain bullet with a muzzle velocity of 
2 wo f.s. The British offered it to the United States, but our authorities 
decided that it did not have as much power as was desirable for our 
service cartridge, and declined to adopt it. 

In refusing to go along with the British in adopting the .zllo car
tridge, our authorities were thinking not simply of a cartridge for an 
infantry rifle, but rather of a carrtidge to he used in an arm raking the 
place of all shoulder weapons-rifle, carbine, sub machine gun, and 
automatic rille-and also co be used in all riAe-caliuer machine guns as 
well. In other words, from the thinking of our authorities on the 
subject, there:: was beginning co emerge a broad new concept of an 
entirely new weapons system for the armed services, which was finally 
embodied in an announcement by the Secretary of the Anny on 
.\:lay 1, 1957, and will be quoted later in connection with the story of 
rifle development. 

Our officials admitted that for uses of the rifle in ca~cs where only 
the carbine or submachine gun would now be employed, the light 
and comparatively low powered Briitsh .zRo cartridge with its 140 

grain bullet at 2 JCll) f.s. muzzle velocity ·wtmld be adequate, and would 
even be advantageous; but for the rifle proper and for the substitute 
BAR and the machine gun they <.:onsidered that it would be entirely 
inadequate. But it was considered that our T65 cartridge would be 
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The 7.62mm NATO Cartridge, showing maximum canridge dimensions. 

adequate for machine gun use and not too burdensome for the lighter 
duties mentioned above. ' 

The official U. S. view is further indicated in the following quot;l
tion from an official statement released in 1951: 

"The Army is firmly opposed to the adoption of any less effective 
smaUer caliber cartridge for use in either it.<; pre.~ent rifle or in the new 
weapons being developed. Any new rifle cartridge must have wound
ing power, penetration perfomunce, and ballistics at least equal to that 
in use rod a y. Battk experience has pro,•en beyond question the effec
tiveness of the present rifle and ammunition, and there have been no 
changes in combat tactics that would justify a reduction of rifle caliber 
and power." · 

The North Adantit: Treaty Organization had previously prepared a 
statement of the military characteristics desired in a rifle and machine 
gun cartridge, and a.s these seemed to be met by cartridges based on 
our T65 case, such cartridges were adopted as a common standard 
by a NATO announcement on · Dec. 15, •953· The NATO powers 
agreed on detailed specifications in February, 1954> and in Augusr, 
1954, the Ordnance Committee fomlally standardized rhis cartridge 
for the U. S. service under the official name of Cartridge, NATO, 
Calihe'r 7.6:z 'fl'rm. 

Army fV ettpons Developments 

During World War II, the D. S. 30 caliber rifle i\11 (Garand) 
proved to be a highly satisfactory battle weapon, though most of the 
soldiers complained of its weight of nearJy 10 lbs., and would have 
liked a lighter gun. A demand also arose for a semi-automatic rifle that 
could on occasion be changed over to full-automatic fire. Such· a rifle 
would need a greater magazine capacity than the 8 rounds of the 
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The experimental rille T2.5. 'TI1is radical design w~ts one of those extensively 
rested prior co the adoption of the T44. Made to tire che T65 cuuidge, ic weighed 
about 7lfz pounds. 

Garand, and because of the tendency of the muzzle to climb in full 
automatic fire, would need a muzzle brake. 

Snch a rifle was designed by the Anny toward the end of the \Var. 
[r was simply an M I which had a change lever for permitting full
automatic fire, a detachable 2o-round box magazine, and a muzzle 
brake. Ir was called the T2o rifle, but because the war ended before it 
had been standardized, it never was put into production. 

After the war was over, it began to be realized that before any new 
rifle was designed, the whole subject of a weapons system for the 
anuy and other services should be the subject of a comprehensive 
study. Looking ahead, it was decided to put first thin~:,TS first, and start 
with the cartridge. The ultimate result was the adoption by the U. S. 
and the other NATO nations of the 7.65 mm NATO cartridge, as has 
already been described. As soon as it was decided there must even
tually be a new cartridge, it became obvious that any design for a new 
rifle or machine gun should be for a gun to use the new cartridge. 

The first new rifle tested was known as the Tz 5, a. gas operated rifle 
with a non-rotating bolt, developed at Springfield Armory from a 
design originated in the Ordnance Office. It had a 2o-roW1d detachable 
box magazine, a selective firing switch, and a. muzzle brake. Made to 
fire a ca.rtridge based on the T6s case, the forerunner of the NATO 
cartridge, this gun weighed about 7 Y2 lbs. By 1950 this development 
had progressed w far that a pilot procurement of about 5000 T25 
rifles was about to he made, bnt as a result of some international 
developments and complications, this procurement was cancelled and 
was never reimtated. 

These international complications revolved around developments in 
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The British EM2 Ri6.e. '"lado: for the British .280 cartridge, it weighs 7 pounds, 
15 oun('(::S ; is 35 in('hes long overall, and has a 24.7 iuch barrel . The one-pow~r 
optical sight is mounted on tnp nf the carrying bandit-. 

G reat Brit:tin, where a radically new and different gun called the 
EM z had heen produced in record time a~ a result of a cra~h~ program; 
an astonishingly fine performance, for " ·hich the British should he 
given great credit. 

The British Elvl 2 rifle w as most umtsual in design and appearance. 
lt had a straight stock, with a one-power telescope sight located high 
<lbove the barrel, and this sight was also arranged to serve as a handle 
for carrying the gun. It used the newly devdopcd .280 short cartridge, 
already mentioned. 

In aclclirion, the Belgian fi rm of Fabrique 1'\arionale d'Arrnes de 
Guerre ("F ~'') ,at Herstal, near Liege, Belgrum, had produced a most 
promising new rifle, also using the British . ~so cartridge. 

About the rime we were ready to go ahead with the procuremenr 
of a quantity of Tzs rifles, the British told us they had dccicled to 
adopt the E;'\1 z, and asked us tO test it in competitive trials before 
going ahead with our procuremenr of the T 2 5. 

These trials were held at Fort Benning, Georgia, and included the 
new FN ritle as well as the E.Vl z. The T z 5 performed disappointingly, 
and none of the three t·ifles did as well as had been hoped. T he net 
resu lt was a decision by the U.S. to stick to rhe .30 caliber (7.62 mm) , 
and ro make imensi ve efforts to correct the deficiencies that showed 
up in the Tz ; . 

After this decision, t he British went ahead and adopted the E;\!( 2 

rifle and the .z8o cartridge as the standard infantry weapon. H owever, 
a change of government occnrred soon afterward, and the new Prime 
,\;Jinistcr, Sir W inston Churchill, insisted on unity between his country 
and the U. S., and took steps to have the adoption of the EM 2 and 
the .ztlo cartridge countermanded. This was only accomplished, bm 
not without difficulty and embarrassment. 

The Cnited States then proceeded with further developments, drop
ping the T z; :-1nd replacing it by a similar gun called the T4j , which 
was much chc same as the T2 5, but with a more conventional type of 
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stock, and entering another rifle made at Springfield Annory, called 
the T44· This has a mechanism which is largely the same as that of 
the Garand M 1, though it is simplified in certain details; has a 20 round 
detnchable box magazine, a change lever to permit full-automaric fire, 
and has a skeleton type flash hider. This new rifle weighs about a 
pound Jess than the regular !Vii, or approximately 8Yz to 9 lbs. as 
against yYz to w lbs. for the Garand. 

A new turn of events occurred when the FN officials appeared 
with a model of their rifle made to use the T65 cartridge. Preliminary 
rests showed this gun had great promise, and it was therefore decided 
to obtain a number of the FN rifles to test against' our own preferred 
model, the T 44; the T47 was dropped from consideration in 1952· It 
was further decided that each rifle was to be tested in two barrel 
weights, a light barrel version to replace the -'11 and the Carbine, 
and a heavy barrel version ro replace the Browning Automatic Rifle 
(BAR). 

In spite of all efforts to make the rifles as light as possible, and in 
spite of the fact that these rifles were made for the shorter NATO 
cartridge, it was found impossible to accomplish much reduction in 
weight, principally because of the very drastic performance demands 
made on the rifles by the using services. 

In the tests which followed, the Belgian FN rifle using our T65 
l'artridge was called the T4B, and it was tested in comparison with 
rlu: T 44· After preliminary tests had shown that both rifles performed 
well, arrangements were made to have 500 of each rifle built by mass 
production methods to sec ,vhether the rifles would perfom1 saris-

.. ···~ "' ..... ,.., 
~!~ ~ H-~ ~· . .. 

4~. '" 4 • "' • .. ,.., ~t; :! :. 
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U. S, Rifle, Caliber 7.62mm, Ml4. During the test this rille was known as the T44. 
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Another view o f the Belgian d~signed T4S riOc. Note that the carrying handle, 
~bvwn in rhe using position in the upper phorO!(rnph, is normally folded down 
as shown in the lower picture. 

facrmily when mass produced. The TH rirles were tmdc b~: Spring
field Annory, and rhe T ~8, or F:'\1 rifks were made by Harrington & 
Richardson Arms Co., \Vorcester, Ma:.s. 

In addition, the Army purchased woo F. ritles of the light barreled 
type. and zoo of the heHy barrel type for a tactical test of the prac
ticability of rhc newly concci ved wc:tpon~ system for the services. 

The new idea as ro what different types of small arms the Army 
ought ro have for best efficiency contemplated cutting the e::xisring 
types from seven to two; 1 machine g un and 1 rifle \\' ith r.wo barrel 
wei<rht,.; t'> • 

T he !Jl'Oposcd new aurom;~ti c-scmiautomatic rifle would replace the 
M r ritle, the carbine, the BAR, and the submach.ine gun. The 11cw 
general purpose machine gun would replace the air cooled .\! 19 19,\~ 
m<~chinc gun, the 1\l 19191\6 machine gun, :l!ld the he:n•,v \\'atercoolcd 
machine gun, :\1191 7 A1. 

Among the advanrages expecteu from rhis new concept of an ideal 
weapons system for small anns were the following: 

Greater fire po\\'Cr for the Infanu·~· . 

A better individual rifle and automatic nflc for the lnfanrry. 
Reduction in rr:1in.ing time. 
Simplification in maintenance. 
l\educrion of suppl y and spare parts proble1ns. 
Dming the summer of '954 cleliveric.-. ~ta rred on the FN rifles pur-
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.Exp<:rimental rille, caliber 7.62mm, T4B. This Belgian designed rifle, conHlh>nl) 
known ilS 1 he PN, v.·~1s a ~u·ong. •.:ootendc-r in 1he I('Sts. 

chased for these tac.tiC<II srudics, and the studies and tests pr<1cccdcd 
:1t the va rious service schoob and combat uni ts, both in the continental 
C. S., ;llld in rropic:1l :1nd Arctic loc:ltions. The results indicated a 
definite ad vamage fo r the new single ritle-:,ingle-machine gun idea. 

Arctic tests held during the winter of 1953-54 had shown that while 
the T44 rifle performed well, the 1'48 (or FN) did not. This was 
disturbing, for early in 'Y54 Great Britain, Belgium, Canada, and 
Australia had already adopted the FN rifle made for the 7.62 rnm 
.?'\A TO cartridge, w hich was the same :'IS the T48 that was now per
forming badly in extreme cold. A p roject was immediately initiated 
tO con·ecr all deficiencies that had developecl and repeat the tests the 
following winrer. 

The additional Arctic tests thus required w<::re maJe during the 
winter of 1954-55, using new rifles made up for that purpose after the 
pre.vious winter's test. This time the rifles both performed well, and 
were found suitable for usc in very cold conditions. 

The same rifles th:n had just cornple.red the second Arctic re.~t satis
f:lctoril y were then tested at Fort Benning by an Ar111y Field Forces 
board. Jn a special '·Combat Course Test" devised ro established the 
performance of a rifle under very severe combat conditions, the T 48 
rifles performed badly, and the ho;ud stopped the test before it was 
completed. The British and Canadians, who, as stated above, had 
already adopted this rifle, ,,vere advised of tllis and invited to submit 
samples of their latest rifles for tc.~t. The British did so, and the FN 
firm also sent .in their latest and most improved sample.<>. 

The T 48 rifles that had been used in the test were modified at 
Springfield Armory on the basis of recommendations by the British 
and by the FN finn for correction of certain deficiencies, and based 
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also on experience gained by the British during te~ts in rhe Sudan. 
\Vith these t:orrectcd T .JX rifl<:s available, the tests at Fort Benning 

were resumed in :\ pril, 19.)ii, and carried on to <:omplcrion. 
Both riAcs '' nc lound suitable for ;tdoption, hut the T4.J was pre

ferred l>oth l>ccausc of the f:tct that it w;~s about 1 pound lighter 
than the T48 and also because it was considered to be better suited 
tO U. S. mass production and training methods. 

Accordingly on May 1, 1957, the Secretary of the Army announced 
the adoption of lhc T48 rifle in a light barrel version, standardized as 
rhe Rifle, Calibe·r 7.62 trnn, M 14 and in a heavy barrel version, the 
Automatic Rifle, Caliber 7.62 mm, M 1 f. 

The following tabulation of comparative weights is interesting: 

Light barrel rifles 
M 1 Garand . . . . . . . . . 9.6 lbs. 
M14 (T44) . . . . . . . . . 8.7 lbs. 
T 48 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9· 7 lbs. 

Heavy barrel automatic rifle.f 

BAR Uvtr9t8A2) . . . 20.8 Jbs. 
;vh 5 (T 44) . . . . . . . . 14.1 lbs. 
T 4i:! . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . t 34 lbs. 

The M14 rifle is designed so that it can he produced either with or 
without a change lever to switch from semiautomatic to full auromatic 
fire. It has heen announced that lhe first M14 rifles will not have this 
change lever, and so can be used for semiautomatic tire only. 

The new rifle has a 2.2 inch barrel, and a w round detachable box 
magazine. The rear sight is of the peep vatiC!:)', of the same design 
and construction as that on the latest :\11 rifle, with both windage and 
elevation adju!'itments having good positive 1-minutc clicks. A slotted 
fhsh hider extends forward of the from sig-ht. 

~ 

; 

' 
.. 

~ : ·~· . . · f. . . ' 

Ride automatic, caliber 7.62mm, MlS. The me(ha.nism is the same as that of 
the M 14, the differences being the heavier barrel aod tbe provision of a bipod 
5upport for the muzzle. 
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The- M60 Machine Gun, 7.6!mm on M9 1 Mnunr. 
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The !\1!1 5 .is similar .in con~trll<.:rion , except that the barrel is thicker 
:md he:.~ vier, and a l.>ipod is provided. The lVli 5 has the change lever 
for full :IUtuOJatic fi re, and will nor be furnished without this feature. 

Ne'l.v MtlclJine Gun 

On .J:lnua J-y 30, 1957, the Arrny annolmc·ed the adopnon ot a nc\\' 
lighnl'eight general purpose machine gun, inrcnded to replace the 
:\11919A.f :1nd l'vlr 9 19A6 air cooled machine gun~, and the M1917A1 

U. S. M:H·hiue Gw1, c:alibcr 7.6Zmm, lvf60. This lightweight, general purpose 
l\'f<tt·hinc: gun was clo::v<·lopl.'d to replan:' aU three of the present U. S. Arnl)' Caliber 
.30 :Machine (.juns. Jc c:ao be fired from the shoulder, from the hip, or f rom a 
newly de--•clopcd aluminum 1ripod rnounr. ( U. S. Army photo.) 
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'l11c all-purpo~c Machine Gun, c-aliber 7.62mm, M6U, adopted Januarr 30, 1'>57. 

he:1vy water cooled machine gun, generally call ed the H eavy Brown
i_ug. This new 111achine gun is made for the 7.0L mm KATO cartridge, 
and is designated the :\-16o. It weighs onlr z 3 lhs. with bipod. 

The new gun is gas oper:ned :md :1 ir cooled. and is fed f rom :t dis
integrating metal link belt . Resides the bipod, which embles it tu be 
JireJ from a steady position close to the ground, the new g·un mny be 
fired from the usual tripod generally u:;ed wirh heavy type machine 
guns. 

A feature of the new gun that renders it n10re suitable to repl:tce 
the warer cooled gun fo r sustained tire is the fact that the han·cl and 
gas system may be remo,·ed and replaced with :1 cool o ne in a few 
s1.:<:onds. 

Further barrel lift: and heat resistance is provided by the 11sc of a 
stellire liner and by chromium plating the horc. 

It is expected that initial issue to troops will he in ' 959· 

N e--u: Co11nnercial 1111d Htmtiug Cartridges 

Besides the new Army dt:vclopments that have heen described, there 
have been several new items of commen:ial :m11nunition put on the 
m:trket since the frrst edition of this book. The new cartridges that 
have heen <llliiOUI1CCd tO d:He w ill be described urieflv. and a t:thllhHiOll 
w ill be included at the end of the chapter g iving im portant ca rt riJg~.: 

djn1~.:nsions to supplement the Jjst of dimensions on pp. +JJ, 434, 
and 435· 

The 222 J<ew i111{frm Cart·ridge 

The first of the several nC11· cart ridges ro appear in the interval 
between the fr rst edition oi 1 hi~ hook :1nd the prc-;ent rintc \\ :ts the 
:22 Remington cartridge, :lflflllllllCCd in J:t iHI:try , 'CJ5o. 

When the frrst samples of the zz 2 Rcntingllltl :1ppeared, t he expert 
hamlloaders and wildcat cartridge enrhusi~sts e~1ge rly looked to see 
what well known wildcat cartridge had been copied, or had formed 
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the basis for the new cartridge; to their surprise, they found it was 
like nothing they had ever seen before. Actually, it looked most like a 
3o-o6 scaled down. Quite evidently it represents a completely new 
and original effort on the part of its designers. 

It has a 50 grain .2 24" diameter huller with 3200 f.s. muzzle velocity, 
driven by a charge of about 17.6 gra.ins of a smokeless powder very 
similar in appearance to rhe pow·der known as Hercules No. 2400. 

T he case is rimless, w irh a maximum tu:ad diameter of . 378" and a 
maximum case length of r.7oo", or 43 nm1. T he maximnm overall 
length of the loaded cartridge is z. qo". 

The 2 2 z Remington has turned out to he an exceptionally successful 
and popular varmint cartridge. 

A short time after this cartridge carne on the market, the makers 
put..lished rather complete ballistic data on it up to and including soo 
yards range. This is given below: 

J{ange 
yds. 

0 
·o ,l 

100 
1)0 
200 

!50 

300 
JSU 
400 
450 
500 

222 Remington- JQ Grain Soft Point Bullet 

Velocity 
ft. per sec. 

JWU 

2920 

26;o 
2400 
21~o I 

1950 
1750 
r-"'To ), 
qoo 
1200 
Jl50 

En~rgy 
ft. lbs. 

IIJ5 
945 
78o 
640 
szo 
f%0 

340 
!75 
H) 
175 
145 

Angle of departure .Bullet drop 
mmutes inches 

0 o.o 
I o.; 
2 l~ 

3 4q 
4 ll.9 
6 15.0 

H ZH 
9·5 34-5 

12. 50-0 

15. 6<).; 
!8. 94·5 

'J'be 308 Winchester Cartridge 

Soon after the Army began to experiment with the shortened ver
sion of the 3o-o6 case c<1Jled the T65, and later, in a slightly improved 
version, the T6;E3, the "Vinchester Repeating Arms Division of Olin 
:\hthieson Chemical Corporation decided to hring out a hunting car
tridge using this same case; and in August, H)p, they announced the 
308 vVinchester cartridge, which is simply the conunercial version of 
the Army cartridge that later became the 7.62 rnn1 NATO ca.rtridge. 
The \Vinchester ,'Hodel 70. the le,·er action vVinchester !vlodd 88, and 
many other fine rifles are now made for this very efficient cartridge. 
Factory annOlmced ballistics arc given in t he table on the following 
page. 

'J'he .243 Wiuchesu:r and the ·3)8 Wi11chest<n· 

The . 308 Winchester turned out to be so popular and successful 
rh;lt rhe company soon decided to add 2 more hunting cartridges 
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ll' incl.:cm'T .]08 Ballistic Dat.1 
·--

Bullet Range Velocity Energy .\1id-Range 
(fr/sec) ( fr/ pounds) T raj ccwry (in) 

1 10 Grain Sofr Point ...... .:\ tunic H4o 2730 
1 s' noo 

1oo yds. 2810 1930 ·.5 
" 2)40 I )40 2. 2 : no .. 

1920 900 ll.o JOO 
" ' 550 59° q.o ~I)() 

-\00 " 1 z{>O 390 
15\1 Grain Silvcrtip . ,\ h fl.'/.1" 1Rf>O , _ .. 0 . . . . . . - n 

IS ' : 8"5 
1110 yds. 1570 2200 .6 
2 00 2300 •76<> 2.6 
JIHI " wsn 1400 6.s 
400 

.. 
1810 1091) ' 3-4 .. 
15<,10 Kto 2 J .O 5 1~) 

180 Groin Silvcrtip . . . . .'l l u~lc !610 2 ] 20 

' 1600 1) 
100 yds. 1390 228o .8 
200 H 1170 1870 3· ' 
~()() •• 1970 1540 H 
4fl0 

.. 
1780 116n I 5.0 

soo " J600 1010 z6.o 

based on the same case, one of smaller caliber for vamlint and medium 
game shooting, and one of larger caliber for larger game. T his they 
accomplished by necking dmvn rhe . 308 W inchester case on the one 
hand, and by expan<ling it on the other. The necked down version is 
called the .243 Winchester; it has a 6 mm or .243" bullet of !lo grains 
weight at 3500 f.s. muz:de velocity, or a 100 grain bullet at 307u f.s. 
This Cartlidge, first announced in September, 195 5, and desc:ribed by 
me on pp. 2 8-32 of the American Rifh·man for Angusr, 195 5, has 
proved to be a llighly efficient game canridgc, and is ver y popular. 
Warren Page, the gun editor of Field and Streffm, did much experi
mental work on such a cartridge, and some of the facrory per:;onncl 
told me that his work had much to do w irh causing them to brin~ 
it out. 

The ·358 \Vinchester cartridge, announced at the same time, and 
made from the . 308 \ Vinchester case with an expanded neck, has 
either a 200 grain bullet and 2 5 30 f.s. mu7.zle velocity or a 2 50 grain 
bullet with 2250 f.s. muzzle velocity. 

Another new cartridge announced at t he same time and described 
in the same artide in the Sept. 1955 American TV{lem.a-n is the .244 
Remington, another 6 mm based on a necked down .2 57 Roherts car
tridge. It has either a 75 grain bullet at 35uu f.s. Tllllzzle velocity , ur 
a 90 grain bullet at 3200 f.s. muzzle velocity. 

Factory ballistics for these three cartridges a1·c as follows: 



-•44 Rem. 7 5 gr. 
.243 \~lin. So gr. 
.244 Rem. 90 gr. 
.243 Win. 100 gr. 

.z44 Rem. 75 gr. 

.243 \:Vin. So gr. 

.244 Rem. 90 gr. 

.243 \:Vin. 100 gr. 

.244 Rem. 75 gr. 

.243 Win. So gr. 

.244 Rem. 90 gr. 

.243 Win. 100 gr. 

RECENT DLVELOP;-.m~ns 

Y:Vincbestrtr .243 and ·358 Ballistic Datn. 
- - - ---· 

:\:luzzle 1oo yds. 2oo yds. 300 yds. 

VELOCITY, F. I'. S. 
3,500 3.070 z,66o 2,2\)0 

J,;oo 3,o8o %,7!0 2,410 
J,ZUO 2,850 2,5JO 2,230 
3:0i0 Z,]<)O 2,540 z,po 

ENERGY, FT. LlJS. 
2,040 1,)70 1,180 875 
2,11!0. l,tl90 1,po I ,030 
z,o;o 1,6_,o 1,280 99.~ 
z,oyo •,no 1,430 1,1')0 

MTn-lVINGP. TRAJECTORY, INCHES 
0-4 !.? 4-9 
0.4 t.8 4·7 . 
0-5 2.1 5·5 
0.) z.z 5·5 . 

The ·4J8 lVinchester Cartridge 

400 yds. 500 yds. 

'·900. 1,670 
2,140 1,910 
1,960 1,]10 
z,t zo 1,940 

640 ¢5 
8ro 645 
765 584 
995 835 

10.0 IB.s 
9·4 16.5 

11.0 20.0 
11.0 r8.5 

Late in 1955, the 'Vinchester Repeating Arms Division of Olin 
Mathieson Chemical Corporation completed the pilot models of a 
newly designed hu·ge caliber cartridge for heavy game which repre
sented the most powerful big game cartridge manufactured in the 
United States, the ·458 Winchester. As Technical Editor of the Ame'r
ican Rifle·mnn, I received for examination and test a sample rifle and 
ammunition of this caliber, on November 8, 1955. 

During my shooting tests the rifle developed a few difficulties in 
feeding cartridges from the magazine with rapidity and certainty, and 
the first sample rifle was returned to the factory, where it undenvent 
further development, during which the cause of the trouble was dis-
covered and remedied. · 

In July, 1956, I received the improved model, with all the former 
troubles eliminated. This gun and its ammunition was described by 
me in an article in the Americ.1n Riflernan for August, 1956. 

This big gun shoots either a 500 grain full met<~l patch, or "solid" 
bullet, or a 51 o grain soft point buller. The muzzle velocity is 2 12; f.s., 
gi\ing a bit over 5000 ft. lbs. of energy. In my tests of the rifle I fired 
the full jacketed bullet into an oak log, which it penetrated to a 
distance of over 33 inches. 

This gun and its anununition are suitable for the largest and most 
dangerous African game. The jacket of the "solid" ball is made of steel 
mated with gilding metal, and is 1 I 1 o inch thick at the point and 
.o67'' thick along the sides. The jacket weighs 222 grains, and would 
make a fonnidable projectile in itself. ·with this thick and strong 
jacket there is no danger that this bullet will break up or rivet over, 
and deep penetration can be counted on with certainty. 
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The 510 grain soft poinc bullet is intended for the very largest and 
nJost dangerous soft-skinned game. 

Based on a muzzle velocity of 212 5 f.s. :md a ballistic coefficient 
for Ingalls tables of approximately -40 we can figure the following 
ballistics: 

·4)8 Winclumer Cnrt1·idge 8.11/is:ic f).tta. 

Range 
vds. 

Vclociry 
f .s. -

Energy 
ft. lbs. 

:VI id-r~~1gc tr.ljectory 
mchcs 

ivtuzzlc 212) 5014 
100 1932 -1145 r.. r 3 
200 1-(J :;404 .; -03 . / .. 
300 I ·X; ~797 I 1.83 ) ' 

• 

The .280 Remi11gton Cartridge 

On June 1, 1957, the Remington Arms Co. announced a new hunt
ing cartridge, the 280 Remington. lt listed in three bullet weighrs; 
the n 5 grain pointed soft point Core-Lokt, the 150 grain poimeJ 
soft point Core-Lokt, and the 165 grain soft point Core-Lokt. An
nounced muzzle velocity is 3 I 40 f.s. for the I 2 5 grain bullet, 2 810 f.s. 
for the T 50 grain, and 2770 f.s. for rhe 165 grain. 

The new cartridge is exactly the same as the .270 \Ninche:;tcr except 
for the fact that the shoulder is moved fonvard approximately .051 

inch and the bullet is .oo;" larger in diameter. 
The company claim; a better pressure-velocity ratio for the new 

.28o than is possible with the .2 iO· They say it is difficult ro load the 

.2 70 to specified velocity <md stay within pressure limits, whereas they 
say that wit h the new .2Ho, due to its slightly larger base area of the 
bullet- , ( 1.036% that of the .270) and its slightly greater case capaciry 
-the pressure is less for the same velocity. Announced ballisti.cs are <lS 

follo·ws: 

Bullet 

. 
ll5 lP'a~n 
ISO gram 
165 grain 

r 2 5 gra~n 
150 gr:un 
r65 grain 

. 
125 gra~r\ 

150 gram 
165 grair1 

.z8u Remiugton Cam·idge 13nllisric Dntc1. 

Muzzle 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

roo )' ds. 200 vds. . ' V eloctr.y, feet per .fecond 

2870 2600 

2)80 l36o 
2460 2I8o 

Energy, ft. lbs. 
2290 188o 
2220 I85V 
l2l0 l i 40 

Mid-r,ru}!.c tmjectory, iur.bc.~ 

0.5 2 .2 

0.0 

O.j 

300 vds. . . 

:q :;o 
2130 
1930 

ljiO 

I)IO 

1630 

4•><> pis. 

ZO]O 

I9W 

1700 

1 '90 
1lJO 

1000 

I 1.0 

I 3 ,() 
1 4·5 



Canridge Dime'llsio1ls, Later Cartridgei, Rimle.ri T ype 
To supplement the cables on pp. 433, 434, and 4.15· 

Case Case H ead t o Case 
Ctg. Overall length length, shoulder Rim dia. Shoulder 

inches length dia. diameter name length mm. rear 
22Z Rem. 

······ ··· · · -- ~ ·----·· ~. r 30 I .700 43 1.2·644 ·378 ·3759 ·3584 
243 Win. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 2.]10 2.045 52 r .56o ·473 4703 ·454 
244 Rem. . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.750 2 .lJ) 5i 1 ·7149 4 72 ·47 I I ·4294 
zlio Rem. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 3·3' l·53 64 Ll ·473 470 ·437 
308 \Nin. . ' . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . l-7)0 1.015 )I 1.560 ·473 47°3 ·454 
358 \Vin. . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . qBo !.015 .P r .;6o ·47 3 ·470J 4 54 

H eadspaco Dat.t on tbi: tater Rimless Cartridges 
T (.) ~npplcm~m the table on P· 437· 

Angle 
between Reference 

Headsp:ace 
breech face 

Bodv caper centerl ine and diameter to ref. dia. 
' )lame of Carrr idgc per inch wall of cone on cone Minimum 

222 Remington . . . ... .. . .. ..... .. . . . . .. . . . ...... . .01746 23 dcg . .3JO r.:¢ 
243 \Viochcscer .... . .. . ... .... . .. . ...... .. .. . . .. .012 lO tlcg. -4'lCl T .6)00 

244 Remington .02734 20 dcg. '7- 1.7767 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.) .') 

z8o Remington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .o t65 ~~ de g. lj' ·375 2.100 
' 308 \Vinchester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .on 20 dcg. ·400 1.6,oo 

358 \Vinchester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . .oo 20 1lcg. .po 1.0027 
~--- ·-· ' .•.. 

LJirncnsionat dat.1 on the 458 Jfiincbester 
shoulder in the case. Dime11sions are: 

Neck Buller 
dia. d iameter 

.153 ,..,4. ·-· .) 

.270 •2435 
,276 .24) 
. J I 0 .2H3 
·HJ.i .J088 
. j llH ·3585 

Bore Rnller 
dia. dia. 
. liQ .22{5 

.2 3 7 ·1435 
·2 3 7 ,24~ 

.176 .28J 
·300 ·3088 
·350 ·3588 

fhis is a bel ted C>lrtridgc , without any 
0\'erall lgth. R in1 dia. dia. rear Case lgth. Bore dia. lsul fer dia. 

·45°) 45ij vVi.nchesrer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3·340 

-14 Remington .\h gnwn 

Dhnmsio·ns of the # 
Ov e ralllgth. 

1 .610 

·531 ·5 13 2.j00 ·450 
Remingtan Magnum 

Case lgth. R im dia. Case d ia. llore dia. 
1.285 ·5'4 457 .. p o 

Bullet di<~. 
4 19 
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The ·'14 Remingtn11 Magnum Cartridge: 

For many years handloaders and particularly big game hunter 
Elmer Keith, of s., lmon, Idaho, have been loading the ·44 S & W 
Special cartridge to velocities up to around 1 zoo feet per second with 
bullets weighing up to 240 grains. 

Mr. C. G. Peterson of the Remin~,rton Arms Company has heen 
interested for some time in the possibility of a commercial high ve
locity load for the ·44 Special, and the company carried our experi
ments looldng to the production of such a cartridge, bm wt:rt: dis
couraged because the pressures of the experimental cartridges were 
higher than they were willing to recommend for ust: in old revolvers, 
so for a time the matter was dropped. However, \Vhen Smith & 
_\Vcsson found out that Rem.i11glon was seriously interested in pro
ducing such a cartridge, they decided to construct a ·44 caliber 
revolver of superior stn:ngrh expressly for the new cartridge. At the 
same rime, the cartridge was made longer than the existing .44's to 
eliminate the possibility of irs use in old guns which might not have 
sufficient strength. 

In February, 19;6, Smith & \Vesson announced a new ·44 Magnum 
revolver, and the Remington Arms announced their ·44 Magnum 
c:trtridge. It has a 240 grain gas check bullet, and is said by the makers 
to have a muzzle velocity of 1570 feet per second with 1,314 foot 
pounds of energy. 

In order to prevent its usc in old guns, the t:a$e of the ·44 .'\,fagnum 
is made 1/ 8 inch longer th:m rhat uf the regular ·44 Special. 



XX 

Bullets from the Sky 

M Al':\' pcopic who O\nt a rille luve wondered what would hap
pen if rhey fired the gun straight up into the air, so the bullet 

would fall back to earth nearhy. Some h;tve even tried it; but mighty 
few have ever had any luck hearing the bullet come back. 

Or. F. VV. Mann, a famous firearms experimenter who spent his 
lifetime and a fortune trying to find out all he could about firearms, 
tells in his book "The fiullet's Flight From Powder To Target" about 
making such an experiment. He had obtained a 1\llodel 1895 \¥in
chester lever action gun, chambered for the U.S. Army .30-40 Krag 
cartridge, having a 22o-grajn jacketed bullet. It was in 1900 that he 
made the expc1imcnt described below. He says: "A curious desire to 
ascenain. if pos.<:ihle, the length of time required by one of these 
Krag bullets to make its perpendicular flight and return to eanh, 
instigated the nexr experiment. From the end of a boat landing reach
ing out into a pond tlutr was about 440 by 200 yards in size, half 
surrounded by a grove of pines, dming a perfectly calm day, the test 
was made. 

" Plumb Jines were attached to outstretching limbs above, the butt 
of rhe rifle being placed upon the landing and so held as to cause the 
barrel to assume as nearly perpendicular position as possible, by sight
ing from the lines, in the effort to cause the returning bullet to drop 
inro the placid lake. 

" Eight shots were made from this carefully plumbed position, and 
any returning hullers would surely mnke a splash that could be seen, 
or if stril<ing in the grove of pines, the day was so still they could be 
heard. With all these precautions, however, as not a splash. was seen 
in the water nor a sound heard of any one of the returning eight 
bullets." 

\Vhen I was stationed by the Gulf of Mexico in Florida before 
\:Vorld War I, l had also tried this experiment of shooting straight up, 
an <I, like Or. iVI ann, I got no results. By shooting along the beach I 
h:tcl also become convinced that the 4-7oo-yard maximum range given 
in rhc hand hooks for the . 3o-'o6 Service ammunition was incorrect; 
l could never get. a bullet to go anything like that far. 

During vVorld \Var I, when I was Chid of the Engineering Divi
sion of Ordnance for Small Arms and Machine Guns, we received 
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Ballistic Station at lVJiami, Florida where bullets were rccovercJ :lfter Vt:Ci ical 
firing. 

complaints from the troops in France that the machim: gun tire con
trol tables were incorrect at long ranges. T his caused me ro establish 
a ballistic research station headed by one of my assistants, the late 
Lt. Col. Glenn P. Wilhelm. 

This station operated at Borden Brook, ?\!lass., in 1<)1 R; at 1\li:Hn.i, 
Fla., in the fall of 1919; and at D ayton<\ Beach, Fla., i i1 1920. [u my 
official capacity I visited all three of the:;e stations >lnd S<l w 111uch of 
the work being done. 

Before undertaking any work on th.is subject at ,\liami, the literature 
was studied co sec w hat had been done before. It was found that one 
of the earliest references to this subject was made by the g reat English 
ballistician, Benjamin R obins, in a book call ed .Hathematical Tmcu, 
which he published in 1761. In this he told about some vertical firi ng 
that he did with a smoothbore gun shooting lead balls {, to the pound . 
That would be I I 67 grains. and would require a g un ,,·irh a bore of 
abont .92 inch. 

Robins "set the piece nea rly perpendicular , sloping it onl~· 3 or -+ 
degrees" rowarcl the w ind; when fired thus " the bullet conrinucd 
about half a minute in the air, it rising b~' computation ncar!~' three
quarters of a mile, perpendicular height." I 'lc abo found that the huller 
usually came to the ground "to the leeward of the piece, at such <I 

distance as nearly corresponded to its angle of inclination and to the 
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effort of the wind; it usually falling not nearer to the piece than a 
hundred nor .farther from it than a hundred <Hhi liftv vards." . .. 

John \V. Hicl;!i, in 1"/.w Fb(ory oj tl.>c: 1.\.tflc .111d Rifle .\hooti·ng, 
published in London in 1 \} 1 y, notes the c.~pcrintcnt;; of the British 
.Vlajor Hardcasde, as reported hv that oiliccr in Fbc field of Ocwber 
23, tyoy. He found the time of return of the British .Jo3-inch :\lk Vl 
buJiet when fired vertically to be from .P to 57 ~ecomb, and that of 
the . 303 ;vJ k V ll to be 41i w 51 seconds, agreeing with figures pre
viou~lv obrained lw calculations from ballistic tables. (ln this connec-

' ' rion it should he remember that the round nosed :\elk Vl buller weighs 
1 r 5 grains ;lJld has '' muzzle velocity of zo6o feet per ~econd and the 
poi nred :\Jk V 11 weighs 17 4 grains and has a muzzle velocity of 2440 
fet:t per second). 

To qume from Hicks: "Major Hardcastle informs the present writer 
rhat his experiments were carried out on the river Stour at ;\il:mning
trce. His bo,nman-probably a theorist, and unaware of the vagaries 
of the vertically fired bullet--insisted upon carrying· a Kelly's Direct017 
on his head. ~ot one of the returning bullets fell within a hundred 
yards of the boac. Some of the.nt fell a quarter of a mile away and 
others were lost altogether." 

Another ~::xperimenter, .Vlr. R. r .. Tippins, as described by Hicks, 
carried out vertical firings on the tidal mud of the Suffolk side of the 
River Stour, at several different times. ln the autumn of 1910 he fired 
two series of about :>u shors of :\i1k VI ammunition from a _;\,hxim 
Machine Gnn. In his own words: "\Ve had no head cover, but trusted 
r.o the wind to C<trry the111 a way far enough to 111iss us. The bullets 
fell on the:: !;hallow water and mud on the shore, between 100 and zoo , 
yards away. \Ve did not see where the first lot fell. We heard them 
come back in regular sequence, striking like they had started. vVe 
rimed them with a stop watch, and the time of flight . W:l.S over 50 
seconds, and less than 6o seconds; 55 seconds was practically as 
near as we could get, because one cannot be certain till one has heard 
a few shots strike, whether the sound is really that of the bullets." 

Mr. Tippins recovered two hullers which had struck on sand base 
first. Experiments in which the gun was ripped showed there was a 
critical angle in which it was practictlly a toss-up whether the bullets 
would reach the ground base first or point first. 

From calculations and experiments, the British concluded that their 
Mk VII hullet when tired vertically rises to about 9000 feet, taking 
H) seconds to go up, and 36 to come down, total rime of flight up and 
back 55 seconds. The Gentians gave similar figures for 7·9 mm, their 
153-grain flat base spitzcr bullet havjng a muzzle velocity of 2RRz 
feet per second. lt is supposed to rise 9000 feet, taking r y seconds 
to go up and 38 seconds to come down; total, 57 seconds. 

Among the many experiments carried out at N.li:mri and :tt Daytona, 
W<IS tllis same one of vertical firing. Ir was desired to find out how 



fast a bullet rettuned to earth and how dangerous such a bullet would 
be if it struck a soldier after dropping from :l great height, !"uch as 
would be the case in very high angle fire with machine guns. Man~· 
interesting things were learned from t his ccsc, and they are giver\ in 
detail in the Official Report of Vertical T ime of Flight for Small Arms 
Ammunition, in the files of rhe Ordnance Office. Much of the infor
mation given below is from chat source. 

At Miami the firing was done from a platform built in the shallow 
water of a protected inlet, where the water was often very calm. 
A frame w as built to hold a machine g un tripod so that the barrel 
pointed vertically. lnstrumems we•·e provided co c heck the angle of 
the barrel, and the tripod controls pt:rmitted any necessary change.~ 
in the barrel inclination to be made with ease and precision. 1 

By firing a burst from the machine gun, it was fairly easy to locate ' 
the return of the shots in the calm water which surr ounded the tower 
on all sides. T he gun could then he adjusted t o bring the shots close 
in to the tower, and then single shot$ could be fired and timed. A 
fiA-rure for holding a rifle or a heavy i'v1ann Barrel could be substituted 
for the machine gun, to permit rhe firing of other than the Service 
cartridge. 

\Vhile it was comp;uativdy easy to locate the shots at the Miami 
station, it was a different story when more experiments were attempted 
the next year at Daytona, w here the firing position was on a sandy 
beach. Here it proved impossible to locate any o f the returning shots, 
until a system of sounding balloons was used to plot the winds aloft, 
which were usually found to be reversed in di rec[ion from what they 
were at the ground level. 

The .firing platfom1 at !V1iami was about ten feet square. There ~'aS 
a sh.it:ld of thin axmor plate over the heads of the men at the gun. 

Out of more rhan 500 shots fired after adjusting the gun so as to 
bring the shots as nearly as possible onto the platform., only 4 shors 
hi t it, and one more fell into the boat. 

One of [he shots t hat hi t the platform \\':JS a Service . 3o-'o6, I so
grain Aat based bullet, which came down base first, ( as that buller 
usually Joes), and bounced into the water after striking the edge of 
the .lower platform. It left a mark about I/ 16 inch deep in the soft 
pine board. 

'fw·o more bullets struck in a pail of water beside the machine gun. 
and left a barely perceptible denr in the bottom of the pail, showing 
the bullet had landed on it~ side. O ne st ruck the edge of the thwa rt in 
the boat, and left a shallow indenr. The shape of this indent showed the 
bullet was at an angle of about 45 degrees from the vertical when it 
hit. These last two bullet$ were experimental bo:tt-tailed bullets ]\;[odcl 
Qf •9 19, weighing ' 75 grains. This bullet was not very stable, :md 
often turned over in flig ht in~te;td of coming down base fi rst, as did 
the Service I so-grain bullet. 
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h was concluded from these tests that rhe return velocitY was about 
• 

:;oo f cet per second. \Vith the 1 so-grain bullet, this corresponds to 

:m energy of 30 foot pounds. Previously the Army h~d decided th;lt 
on the average, an energy of 6o foot ponncis is required to produce 
a disabling wound. Thus Service bullets returning from extreme 
heights cannot he considered lethal by this standard. 

:\fost .30 caliber bullets seem to attain about this same final velocity, 
and it doesn't make any difference how far they fall. F.ven if a bollet 
were fired downward from a very high plane, it still would reach the 
ground at about th.is same velocity. That is because the <lir resistance 
incre:~scs very r:lpidly indeed with incre;lses in speed. If the air resists 
the motion of a bullet a certain amount aL 300 fee::t per second, it will 
resist three times as much at 6oo feet per second, and nearly nine 
times as much at rooo feet per second. 

A I so-grain bullet weighs .()2 [ pounds, and when, in falling, it 
reaches a velociry w here che air resisr:~nce bahmces the weight, the 
velocity of the fall will no longer increase. 

,\hny expensi\'e experiments have been made on the drag, or air 
rer;l rdation of a moving bullet, and amount of the air resistance is well 
known. For :1 • 30 caliber bullet of standard experimental shape, hav
ing a pointed nose of two caliber radius, the air resistance on the nose 
at z 700 feet per second would be about z. 3 lbs.; at zooo feet per second, 
1.5 lbs.; at 1500 feet per second, .89 lb.; at woo feet per second, 
.17 lhs.; at soo feet per second, .04 lbs.; at JSO feet per secoml, .025 
lhs.; and at 320 feet per second, .021 lb., balancing the weight of the 
bullet, and stQpping any further increase in velocity in case of a 
fall ing bullet. 

\Nirh a very .~h~rply point<::d bullet, the resistance on the poii:t will 
be less, and on rho square base much greater, so that bullets coming 
down nose first fall faster than those that fall base first; but even so, 
a I so-grain . JO-caliber bullet tends to baLmce its weight against the 
air resistance at SOme speed llOt tOO far from JOO feet per Second. 

For larger calibers, thx terminal velocity of fall is higher, as the 
weight is greater in relation to the diameter. An ordinary .;o caliber 
machine gun hnllet having a weight of 7 r 8 grains would haYe a ter
minal velocity of fall of nearly 500 feet per second, and a final energy 
of something less than 40<> foot poumk A 12-inch shell weighing 
1 ooo pounds and fired straight up would return with a speed of be
tween 1300 and qoo feet per second, and over 28,ooo,ooo ft. lhs. of 
striking energy. 

Of course a heav·y shell plunging· down from the heights onto the 
deck of a vessel would be frightfully destructive. 13efore air power 
made fixed coast defenses obsolete, 1 z-inch and 16-inch mortars were 
an important part of such defenses. A mortar fires from an elevation 
of 45 degTees for maximum range up to elevations of as much as R 5 
degrees shorter ranges. The higher the gun is elevated, the closer in 
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the shell falls. At angles of elevation of less than a hom 8 5 degrees, rhe 
action uf the air keeps the shells Aying point forward; ar higher ele
vations they are likely to fall base first. 

Something over half a century ago I h:~ppened to have comm:md of 
a battery of 1 z-inch mortars in the coast defenses of Pensacola, 
Florida, and I knew from first hand experience that there was no 
mystery about where the shells would come down, such as there is 
with small arms bullets. The weight of the shell, and irs enormously 
greater ballistic coefficient make all the difference. \Vith our tire 
conrrol instruments and our range tables, we knew exactly where 
the shells would fall, and could fire these guns with great accuracy 
at moving targets distant 10,000 yards or more. The very long rime of 
flight, 30 seconds or more, had to be allowed for, but we had instru
ments to do it, and the results were good. 

r .ike the mortar shells, airplane bombs have a high ballisti<.: <.:0-
efficient, and fall with high speed, making possible the usc of deck
piercing bombs for use with delayed fuses against naval vessels. 

Another class of weapons with great weight and a high ballistic 
coeflicient are the ro<.:ket missiles. General Walter Uornberger, in his 
book, "V-2," says that the German V -2 rocket, with a diameter of 
5 feet 5 inches, and weighing 88d! lbs. (empty, but with wa.r head), 
rose ro a hc:.ight of 56 miles and returned to earth with a velocity of 
3000 w 36oo feet per second, and striking energy in the order of 
fourteen hundred million foot pounds. 

The .Miami and Daytona tests showed many other interesting facts 
about bullets fired straight up. For e:-;;~mple, the flat based I so-grain 
Service bullet fired straight up at 2 ioo ft:et per second took 49.2 
seconds to return, while the same bullet fin:d from the guard em:tridge, 
having only 1200 feet per sel:ond muzz le velocity, took 40.8 seconds 
for the round trip. Thns initial velocity makes less difference than 
m.ight be supposed, <tS in this <.:ase, the guard cartridge gave its bullet 
only 44 percent of the vdo<.:ity that the Service cartridge did, but it 
took 83 percent as lllu<.:h time to go up and back. 

It is interesting to speculate that when a bullet is fired upward at 
2 700 feet per second, the air rcsisrance slO\vs it down about 6o times 
as fast as gravity docs. 'vVhen rhe speed falls off, air resistance ·weakens, 
and has Jess effect. Gravity ;llways reduces the upward velocity at 
the rate of 32 f.s. per sel~ond until the bullet has stopped its upward 
flight; then gravity sram it ruward the earth at 32 feet per second 
and increases the downward speed at 32 feet per second for ea<.:h 
second of the fall, less the amount that air resistance holds it bad<. 

When the hn.llet reaches the top of its flight, then stops and starts 
back, it is still spinning, and if it is stable and well balanced, it will 
come dm.vn hase first. However, one type of bullet, the 175 grain 
experimental boat-tail Model uf 1919 that was fired at Miami and 
Daytona, was not well stabilized, and this one gave two different times 

• 
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for the trip up and down. vVht:n a burst of shots was fired straight 
up from a lll<lchine gun, some of the bullets would come down in 1 

minute and 6 seconds, followed by another group that took 40 seconds 
longer; 1 minute and 46 seconds. C:t.lcuhtions showed that bullets of 
this type and muzzle velocity coming down base first should take 
1 minute and 6 seconds, so the others were evidently those that 
wobbled and turned over. 

Machine gun bursts of ten shots generally came down in a group 
not over 15 yards across, bur \Vhen a bullet came down more slowly 
than normal, it was usually 75 of 100 yards away from the group, 
and sometimes so far away rhat it was not seen or heard. 

It was found that the shape of d1c point on the bullet does noL sce1ll 
to make much difference in the time of return in venical firing. A 

~ 

16o-grain . 30-30 hunting bullet with a blunt nose fired upward at 
z6oo feet per second took 50.4 seconds to return. wllile a 175-grain 
pencil poinred match uulh:t with the same velocity took nearly the 
same time, or 51 ·4 seconds. It should be realized, however, that the 
shape of the point did not help much on the downward flight, which 
takes most of the time; the flat base of the bullet had to buck the air 
resistance in both cases. 

\Vhen the Service bullet was reversed in the case and fired base 
first, the time of return was g-reatly reduced, to 30.4 seconds, agree
ing closely with results reported some years before by the Germans 
who performed d1e same experiments with their 153-grain flat based 
spitzer bullet. In this instance, there are two factors to consider. In 
the first place, the .flat base had to huck the air at high speecl at the 
beginning of the upwa.rd flight, hence the height to "vhich the bollet 
rose was reduced. Then, <~gain, the bullet was corning down point 
first, <lnd rhe pointed end, wedging irs way through the air on the 
way down made the bullet fall faster, and gave it a higher terminal 
velocity. . 

Calculations indicate that the 15o-grain . 30- caliber Service bullet 
fired straight up at a muzzle velocity of 2700 feet per second will 
rise 9000 feet, taking about I 8 seconds to do it; and that it takes 
3 r seconds to retum to earth, the last few thousand feet of the fall 
being at a nearly constant speed of a bit over 300 feet per second. 

If this same bullet, (or any other bullet, for that matter) were fired 
in a vacuum upward at the same velocity, it would rise a height of 
over I IJ,OOO feet, or nearly 21 Yz miles. It would take nearly 84 
seconds to make the ascenr, and exactly the same time to come back, 
and it would return with the same velocity it had when it started up. 
That gives a good idea of what air resistance docs to a bullet in flight. 
Looking at it another way, if the bullet were fired at an elevation of 
45 degrees in a vacuum at z7oo feet per second, it would have a range 
of nearly 43 miles, and would take a minute and 59 second~ to go. 
But with the air to contend with, the . 3o-caliber Service bullet at 
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z.;•>o icct per second llttrt.zle velocity h:-ts :1 maximum range of only a 
rnilc :md nine tenths, :md to rc:1ch this range it mu~t he fired ar an 
elevation of !f) degrees. 

In the Mi:uni and Day tona firings, tnudl w:1s learned :tbouL the 
effect of winds aloft. \ Viml \'elocitics w ere measured with anemom
eters, sounding balloons, etc., and it was found rh;ll the wind could 
be blowing in several different directions ar the sante time :1t different 
heights above the earth. Very often the wind :~loft might he in just 
the opposite direction from th;lt on the ground. . 

\-Vhen a bullet is fired upward, it finally reaches a point where it 
has only 3! feet per second of upward veloci ty left. It will take this 
slow-moving bullet: another whole second to rise 16 feet and come 
to a stop. Then it will starr to fall, and it will take another second 
for it to fall r6 feet. Thus there is an interval of z seconds during 
which. the bullet is poised 9000 feet a hove the earth, and during which 
it moves only 16 feet up :md 16 feet down. JJuring that rime ami all 
the rest of the time it rakes the bullet to f.tll rhe gale of wind that 

~ 

often hlows at these heights will be pushing the bullet before it. T h:t r 
makes it quite easy to sec w hy it is hard to f!Ct a buller ro come b:tck 
to earth ncar irs starting place without first ~:hc~.:king the upper w inds. 

El·c,lpe Velocity 
The amount of written matc1;al we sec on space travel these days 

has introduced us to the term ''escape velocity;· which is simp!~· the 
speed with which a projectile w ould have ro leave the earth and irs 
surrounding air to insure that it would never ret.urn. 

As the atnaction of gravity is invc..Sely proportional to the distance 
from the CCJtter of the earth, it will be seen that if a bullet were tired 
upward fast enough to reach a height of 4ooo 111ilcs, it would then 
be twice as far from the center of the earth as it w~ts when it started 
from the surface; and gr:tviry would be only Y.. as gre:tt. At such a 
distance, the bullet would have an acceleration toward the earth of 
8 feet per second per second, and would fall only 4 feet in the first' 
~ccond. 

If the rising bullet got tO a point as far awa~' as the m oon is, w hich 
is about 24 0 ,000 miles. or 6o rimes the radius uf the earth, the earth\ 
gra";ty would be only abour •/ 1 12 of what it is at the surf:tcc; :t 
bullet dropped from such :1 point would have an acceleration of only 
.2 844 feet per second per se~:ond , and would fall a lit rlc less rhan 
an inch and th ree quarters in the fi rst second. This \\'ill illustrate how 
very rapidly the :Htr:tction of rhc earth falls off a~ an ob ject recedes 
rnto outer space. 

If an object, such as a meteorite, were loctted in far distant space, 
with no motion relative to the ea.rth, the fa.inr attraction that the earth 
has at that distant point ·would stare the body moving toward the 
earth ("falling") at an almost imperceptihl~: slow rare. Eventually, 
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as the distance between the earth and the body Lecmne less, the 
attraction would become stronger, and the speed of "faJI" would in
crease. Astronomy books tell us that such an object would finally 
reach the earth with a speed of about 7 miles per second. Comrersely. 
if a body were projected from the earth with a speed greater than 
this, it would never come b<lCk, but would keep on receding farther 
into space forever. 

The much quorcd figure of 7 miles per second for the escape 
velocity i~ obviously an approximation. It would be interesting to 
work this out for ourselves, and see ho'v close this approximation is. 

A bit of integration gi\'es us the formula v --= ~vzgR, where g is 
the acceleradon of gravity, which we will take as 32 feet per second 
per second; R is the radius of the earth, which we will take as 4ooo 
miles; and v is the quantity sought, which is the escape velocity. 

\Vo~king it out, we come up with ] 6.7fi5.25 feet per second, or 
6.96 miles per second, showing that the quoted figure of 7 miles per 
second is sufficiently close to the truth . 

• 
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Explosions and Powder Fires 
Po·VJder and Am'11tttnition fires 

THE purpose of this chapter is w explore the question of how 
much danger then: is in having a cartridge go off in a fire, as in 

burning trash; how much of :1 risk there is in keeping small quanti
ties of powder or small arms :unrnunition in a home in case of a fire; 
and other related· questions. In an endeavor ro find our the :mswers, 
I have over a period of years made a large number of actual r.e.-;rs 
and experiments along these lines, and the results will give fae.:ts, not 
guesswork. 

It is necessary to distinguish betwc::t:n high e:rplosi'Ves, such as 
t.n.t., tetryl, dynamite, nitroglycerine, guncouon, etc., which dc
t011o1te, and ordinary black or smokeless gunpowders, which simply 
burn when in the open, or explode 'vhen confined. 

Some high explosives, such as dynamite or LILt., when ignited in 
the open in small quantities, simply burn like rubber, and usually do 
not explode, though there have heen disastrous exceptions, which will 
be disciL~sed presently. 

To make a high explosive detonate, it is usually necessary to em
ploy a substance w ith great brimnce, or sh:mcring effc::e.:t, such as 
fulminate of mercury to start the action. A detonation seems to he 
an actu:tl re.'lrrangement of the moleC\J]es to form a new compound 
or compounds which occupy many times the space formerly required. 
Some high explosives, such as n.itroglye.:~::rine, complete the detonation 
in as little as 1/25,oooth of a sce.:ond. Such substances strike such a 
sudden blO\v that no confinement is necessarY for them to wreak 
great destruction. :"Jitroglycerine dynamite. when simp!~' Ja.id on a 
rock and dctonatt:d, w111 shatter the rock even though there is no 
tamping or covering of the explosive. Some high explosives, such as 
nitroglycerine or dynamite. :tre sensitive to shock, while others such 
as t.n.t. will stand great abuse without exploding. Some such explo
sives may be pounded, sa.wed or cut with very little 1isk of explosion, 
but if a fulminate of mercury cap is embedded in a blcick of t.n.t. or 
terry!, and fired, the explosive will dcton:Hc if a ~trong enough cap 
is used; however, if the cap is roo weak, the t.n.t. or terry) block may 
simply shatter or be pulverized without exploding. 

As stated above, dynnmitc or t.n.t. may often be burned in small 
quantities without an e.'iplosion, but when large qnantitics are in-

)20 

...... 
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f.xplo~iou at Ltkc Denmark ::-laval Ammunition Ocpot, July 10, 19U; 
This crater marks the site of Building No. 8, where the f1rst detonation oc· 

cnrre<l. This building conraincd over a million pounds of cast Ln.t. The ground 
was still smoking when 1 supervised the wking of thi~ photo. 

volvcd in a fire, the danger is extreme, ami a detonation usually takes 
place when the heat :md disturbance of the burning become con
siderable. 

An example of sud1 :111 n plosion occurred Dec. 6, 191 7, in the 
harbor of Halifax, Nova Scotia, when the ship Mont Blanc, carrying 
some 3,ooo tons of c.n.t. caught fire:: afLcr a collision with the Belgian 
relief steamer lmo. A fire started among ~umc. oil drums on the fore
castle, and soon comrnnnicated itself co the cargo. The cre\v rook 
to the boats and rowed rapidly away. In a few minutes a frighti ul 
detonation occurred, devastating the entire northern pare of the city, 
w ith the loss of about 1 6oo Jives and some $.so,ooo,ooo property 
d:1 m:~gc. 

Another classic cx:unple of a nta~~ivc cxplo~ion of hulk t.n.t. fol
lowing a fire occurred :n rhe L1ke Dt::nltwrk Naval Ammunition 
Depot near Dover, N.J., nn the afternoon of Saturday, July 10, 1<)26. 

At abom 5: rs p. 111. , during a heavy thunder storm, a bolt of 
lightning was seen ro dt:scend at or near the location of temporary 
magazine :ItS, which contained over a million pound<; of cast t.n.t. 
for depth charges and :1i rplane bombs. In spite of the bet thar this 
buildin!! was protected ,,·irh lighting rods, a thick column of black 
smoke \Vas seen issuing from the south end of the building. At about 
5:20 p. m., a colloss,ll detonation occurred, and building #8 com-
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Lake Denmark F.xplu~itln. Site of buil<.liog No. \!, the ~ccond to ~;o. 

plctely disappeared, klVing only a deep cr:H cr, and instanrly killin!,! 
the.: members of the po~r tire departntclll who had arrived to fight 
the fire. Fi\·e minute~ later, building # 9, adjoining, :tlso detonated, 
lea,·ing a similar crater. Steel girders were.: blown a dist:mce of sooo ft., 
and it \\":lS reported to me on the sire the next <Ia~· th:lt a snwking 
\\"Ooden beam had fallen on " f:1rm :lbuut ~ ~--; miles nw:1?. 

At s:4.s p. 111., shell house#::, COnt<Jining sinlil:lr IIJ:Jteri:ll detonated, 
abo disappearing complercl.\' and lc:tving a LT :tter. Fires st:uted up 
in various places and dc.ton;1tions continunl at inren·als for to hours 
or more. 

The Anny Smokeless Powder Factory, Picatinny Arsenal, adjoins 
the Lake Denmark cstalJiishmenr, and its personnel escaped heavy 
casualties because :ll that rime onlv half a d:1v was worked on Satur-. . 
d<w, <~nd the A rsc..:md had clo~Ni for the d,,,. se,·eral homs hefore th<" . . 
explosion rook place. 

Col. ( later flrigadier General) N. F. R:umay, the commanding 
officer of Picatinny Arscn:1l, heard the lire :11:lrm ac I ,ake Denmark. 
and ordered a phone call made.: ro see if help might be needed. The 
operator reported th:~t he: <.:ouldn'r get throug-h. nnd Col. Rams:~~' 

ordered him to keep n·~·ing·, meam\·hile \\·arching the column of 
smoke on the hill :~bour V,. of a mile disranr. Suddenlv he saw an . . 
enormous llash, :Hid with excellen t judgmcnr, he threw himsc::lf fl:t.t. 
A few ~e<.:onds l:tcer, when the hbst hie. nortions of the glass frorn 
the window throug-h \\'hi<.:h he had been looking· were blown :~cross 
the: room and embedded deep)~r in :m oak door. 
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At the time of this explosion, I happened to be the executive officer 
of Frankford Arsenal, at Philadelphia, about 6o miles away, and 
accompanied by Brig. Cen. 0. C. Horney, commanding officer of 
Frankford, I got into an orlicial car and hurried to the scene. I was 
therefore able to g<:t a first hand impression of just \l ·hat happens in 
a major explosion of rhis magn.irude, and my photographer, who 
accompanied us obtained scm1e e.xcelknt pictures. 

In this great ex plosion both the two adjoining est:tblishments of 
Lake Denmark 1'av;tl Ammunition Depot :111d .Pica tinny /~ rscnal were 
l)racticall)' wiped om. The initial deton:Hion of building #8, with 
its contents of over ;t million pounds of bulk r..n.t., complercly 
demolished every unshielded building within a radins Clf 2700 feet, 
and heavily d:unagecl buildings as far away as 8ooo feet. 

It is notable, however, th<tt one building containing about 2,soo,ooo 
pounds of a shell filling called Dunnite (;tmmoniltln pic r:tte, invented 
by the late Col. B. \V. Dunn) burned quieti~, \\' ith no explosion, 
thus confirming the claims chat it was unusttallv safe to h:tn.lle or srorc. 

~ . 
The army magazines :tt Picatinn~· were located :1 long- a winding 

ravine with strict attention ro S;lfen· dis t:lllces. and while many were 
smashed Aat, thev neither burned nor exploded. Likewise a number 
of parrl~' buried mag:tzincs simibr ro the modern "igloo" magazine, 
:It: T .ake Denmark :llso escaped damage. 

. .. . ';"· 

Explosion at T.3k<, Denmnrk, July JO, 1926 

Effect ot the blast on " building at Picatinny Arsen:d. Every building within 
2700 feet nf rnc big d<"tonarions which was not behind an intervening hill or 
was not shie.ldcd in some way was completely demolished. 
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J.akc JJcnrnark f:xp lo;inn, Juh· 10. 1\)Ui 

Pic:Hinny Arsenal, nn army inst.tii:Hion :o mile ,.,. so di~t:UH from olu' l.akt· 
J)(·runark r\mnounition Depot , was practinllly wiped nut. '!his shows one of the 
Picatinn)' buildin~s aft~"C the explosion. Pirturc t:tkcll uudcr mv supcrvi•ion 
right after du: di'A"cr. 

Explosion at l.:tkc D~enmark Naval Ammuni tion Dt:put, July 10, 1?2/) 

Main sc<.:tiun of the post after the dioastcr. The '"" iu till.' foreground "'" ' 
occupi<'<l hy lire foghtiug pcnnnnel approaching the blaze. All were killed . 

• 
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Lake Denmark Explosion 
This car was just leaving 1he post when the fire started, and had gone al>ouc 1/z 

to o/4 of a mile when the tirsr blast occuued. The occupants were killed. 

The exh:1ustive studv of this disaster which was made righr ;1fter 
' -ir .happened had a most itnportant inH u<:nce on later magazine and 

ammunition depor construction. 

lnitiatm·s 
1\ not her class of explosives which is extremely Lbngerous is the 

initiators, such as the dynamirc c1.ps and small arrns primers. Fulminate 
of mercury, le<1d azide, tetracene, and several orher substances arc 
in this class. Thev <l.re very sensitive ro shock and when they do go ., . . .... 
olf, rhey explode with great viclence-or in other words, their explo
sion is always very n1pid, taking place in perhaps a ten thousandth of 
a second or Jess. 

The dynamitt: cap is a little copper tube about the same diameter 
as a . 2 2 caliber C<lrrridge, and a bit longer, open on one end, and 
slighrly rounded on rhe other. Snch caps are used around construc
tion projects, and sometimes are drclpped, to be picked up by young
sters playing around. Usually the next thing is that a hoy has lost 
some fingers or his eyesit;ht hv pounding such a cap, holding a match 
to it, or some other such unforttm<l.te procedure. Dynamite caps are 
deadly, for when exploded in the open, the do!>ed end of the little 
tube will be blown otf and will be projected with g-reat velocity and 
with fo rce enough to penetrate deeply into any object struck. The 
velocity of such a fragment h;ts been found to be 4ooo feet per 
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second or more This is in marked contrast to r he action of small 
ann~ cartridges, which when exploded outside of a gun, and uncon
fined, arc relatively harml~, as will he shown l:tter. 

The U1·iscoe ctJse. Early in January, 1934, I w;IS a~ked by Rear 
Admiral \V. S. Pye, to give an opinion on the str:mge de:nh of his 
sister-in-law, lvliss Katherine Briscoe. She had gone ro the cellar of 
her Baltimore home to put some co:tl on the furnace fire. A few 
moments haer she staggered up the cellar stairs, clutching a wound 
in her chest, and gasped our rhar she had been hurt. A physician was 
called by telephone, and found her dead. ;..leither the ph~'sician or 
the coroner could determine the nature of her in juries. An autops~' 
revealed that a tiny hit of Ill era I had severed a hl rge blood vessel 
near her heart. On examination of the disc of metal. I decided it was 
the end otf of a blasting cap, llnd thereupon, searched thl~ <~shes of 
the furnace, which had already heen sifted b_,. the police wirhour 
result. In the ashes the tell-talc evidence was plainl~r visible, having 
previously hc::cn overlooked simply because the ~e:Hchcrs didn't know 
what to look for, and had passed it by as unimportant. This bit of 
evidence was the lead wires of an electric hlasfing cap, such as is 
used in coal mines. Such a cap had evidently f:~iled to go off, :1nd 
had been in the shovel of coal Miss Briscoe had thrown on the fire. 

Small Arms Pr imen· 
Like dynamite caps, small arms ptimers are quite hris:mt, that is, 

they go off suddenly. However, any one primer has roo little mixture 
in it to make it very dangerous by itself, though it could be dangerous 
to eyesight if handled carelessly. However, a large qu:mtity of primers 
in bulk can be deadly. Some yc.ars ago I was told about an accident 
that happened at one of the c;u"tridge fa!.:torics, where a laboratory 
technician was carrying a large quantit~'. perhaps a quart or more, 
of loose primers in :t metal bucket. As he \\·alked along. he bounced 
the bucket np and down, to hear the primers shake. But ~udd<mly 
the entire quantity detonated, and he w:ts killed instantly. Fortunately, 
primers as they arc now furnished to handlo:1rkrs arc immune to 
shock, as rhey are packed in ~roovcs in sm:1 II wooden blocks, and 
hence never get together in bulk. Moreover, this merhod of packing 
rcmvvcs the risk of having them cause d;mtal!e in case of fire. I saw 

~ ~ 

a gunsmith's shop which had hurned. and while there was a big 
pile of charred boxc.~ of primers iound in the ruins, none of them 
had gone off. 

Pn·wder Fires 
Gunpowder is of two general varieties, black and smokeless. Black 

powder is a mixture of charcoal, sulphur, :111d saltpt:ter. The ch:1rcoal 
:md the sulphur are fuels and the saltperer, (potassium nitrate), is an 
oxygen supplier. \Vhen heat is applied, the s:tltpeter decomposes, 
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releasing free oxygen and so the combustion can proceed without 
the need of any outside <~ir being supplied. 

Black powder burns \.vith· an almost instantaneous fhsh even when 
burned in the open and unconfined. Moreover it is easily ignited by 
even a very slight spark, and hence ir is much more dangerous to 

handle than smokeless . powder · is. Persons working around black 
powder must wear shoes with no nails, and iron or steel tools of any 
kind are forbidden, any necessary tools being of copper. 

An almost unbelievable violation of the most elementary precau
tions necessary in handling black powder occurred at Kansemond 
Ordnance Depot some years ago when a freight car containing cans 
of black powder was being unloaded into a magazine. An explosion 
of all the powder in hoth car and magazine wiped out the crew with 
the exception of one survivor who was temporarily a\vay from the 
immediate vicinity. From his testimony it was learned that the lids 
of the cans were rusty, and could not be opened in the usual manner, 
and char the man in charge had set the crew to opening them by 
slashing the lids with a hatchet, as is often done in army kitchens 
with canned foods, condensed milk, etc. 

Srnol<eless porl);da1· as we Imow it today is a colloid, or glue-like 
substance formed by dissolving gun-cotton in a solvent, usually a 
mixture of ether and alcohol, and then evaporating the solvent. It 
looks much like celluloid, and burns in the same manner when 
ignited in the open. ln a gun it burns so much faster because all the 
heat and pressure generated by the hurning of the first few grains is 
retained, and therefore builds up in intensity with extreme rapidity; 
and the higher lhe he~Jt and pressure, the faster the powder burns. 

If a small amount of smokeless powder is to be disposed of, it is 
safe to place it in a heap in the open, and ignite it by a trail of paper 
or otherwise from a distance. However, do not underestimate the 
rapidity with which heat can huild up if there is a respectable amount 
of pO\vder involved. At Camp Dix, N. J., just after World \Var I, it 
became necessary to dispose of a relaci vely luge quantity of howitz.er 
powder which was in the mag-a:t.ines there, and .which was showing 
signs of deterioracion, and was considered unsafe to keep in the 
mag·azines. When the s.ituation was reponed ro \Vashington, it was 
ordered that the powder be burned in an open field, a very proper 
recommendation under the circum'itances, but one that needed to he 
carried out with due regard to the necessity of destroying reasonably 
small quantides at a time. 

However, this wa~ not done. It was all emptied out at one rime 
and fom1ed a. pile sever:1l feet deep and some yards across. A train 
of powder was laid to the main pile, and after the spectators with
drew to what they estimated to be a safe distance, the powder train 
was ignited. All went well for a few seconds, but then the flame and 
heat mounted so fast that it became apparent that the distance was 
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far too short for safety. The heat suddenly became unbearahle; 
clothes began to scorch and faces to blister, and the persons im.-olved 
threw themselves Oat and fortunately escaped serious injury, but 
learned a sharp lesson in powder behavior. 

Curtis Bay P<ru;der Z:ire 
During 1928, when I was Ordnance Officer of the Third Corps 

Area of the lJ. S. Anny, a magazine containing 6oo,ooo lbs. of small 
arms rifle powder lmmed at Curtis Bay Ordnance Depot, only a short 
distance from my office, and I had a chance to see what happened. 

The magazines were situated in rows, no magazine being closer 
than 400 feet to the next, according to the A nny tables of distances 
for magazines in force at the time. 

Two laborers with a team of mules were about to start some earth 
moving operations with a scraper, and they stopped by a magazine, 
set their bags of lunch on the ground, stood their shovels against the 
magazine wall and hung their overalls on them. About that time they 
heard a loud rushing sound from the magazine next in line, which 
was 400 feet away. Tlus was described as sounding like the lifting 
of the safety valve on a locomotive. Almost instantly flames hursr 
out of the doomed building, and the men started to run, but the he:~r 
hecame so intense that they fell to the ground, fortunatcl~' in :l small 
depression, which shielded them slightly, and they escaped with 
blisters on the backs of their necks but no seriou:; injury. The te:~rn of 
mules simply trotted around the corner of the building, where they 
stood, shielded from the direct rays of the heat. The 111en's lunch 
bags and overalls burst into flame, and the shovel handles were charred. 

The whole thing was over almost ;~s suddenly as it began. In a 
minute and 50 seconds the fire was Olll', and where a maga7.ine had 
stood containing 6oo,ooo lbs. of powder, there was only a concrete 
foundation strewn round with seared and twisted sheets of steel 
which a few nlinutes before had been the w:~lls and roof of the 
building. 

An airplane was fly ing nearby at the time at an altitude of 16oo 
feer, and the pilot said that a yellow pencil of flame shot np an 
estimated woo feet higher than he was, then slowly died clown. The 
recording thennometer on the outside of the headquarters building 
over half a mile away showed a sharp rise in temperature l:tsring :l 

minute and fifty seconds, from which the dur:JTion of the fire was 
deduced. Tlus fire was thought to be due ro spontaneous combustion 
of the powder, sometimes possible when powder is stored in bulk, 
our which does not occur \vhen it i~ in small ems such :ts are used 
by handloaders, where any incipient ris~ in temperature c:tn easily 
be dissipated. 

Ignition of Powder by Rifle Bullets 
Right after \Vorld \Var I some mysterious m<tgazine fires occurred, 

which were laid to bullets from careless hunters, and it was decided 
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to see i f a rifle bullet fired into a large can of 1ifie powder could set 
it off. Some experiments wc:n: conducted in which large cans ( 1 so 
lbs.) of smokeless powder were fired at with SpringfiCld rilles. ·l r 
was found that sometimes such a bullet would ignite the powder. 
In one such test, the firer got a surprise, for this time he seated him
self about roo feet away and fired into the very bottom of the can. 
Instead of igniting, it exploded with great violence, and turned the 
startled firer end over end. It seems that if there is more than about 
2 feet of powder above t he point of entrance of t he bullet, the powder 
may explode instead of simply burning. 

T he Bushnell Smith Case 

]. Bushnell Smith was a well-known gunsmith ;~nd custom ammuni
tion loader, who had a residence with an adjoining 4 room frame 
shop at ' Veybridge, V ermont . At II a. m. on July r6, ' 9+H, [ 
r eceived a wire from his father stating that Bushnell Smith had died 
in a fire at his shop at about w that forenoon. I phoned the Director 
of Public Safety of Vennont and asked him to let me know what 
had happened when his men had finished their investigation. A 
short tim e later he phoned me stating that his investigators were 
"on the ropes," and inviting me to come and see for myself and help 
his men find out the answers. The Chief Fire M arshall of the State 
met my plane at nurlington and I was at the scene of the fire by 
6 p. m., with still some daylight left. 

Smith's body w as found in the lathe room of his shop, in or near 
the doon vay to a room w here he had five 150 lb. cans of surplus 
smalL arms powder stored, or 750 lbs. altogether. The shelves in an
other room were stacked with 20 lb., 5 lb., ;~nd r lb. cans of vario us . 
kinds of small arms powder, and a shed against the wall contained 
large u rums of kerosem: or fuel oil. Tr is needless to point out that 
the powder in such quantities should have been in a magazine. 

Smith had been adjusting a trigger mechanism which had been 
giving him p remature discharges, and a few moments before the 
accident had been firing th rough an open window at a target in the 
woods behind the shop. The rifte, a . 3o-o6, was found under his body. 

From a careful evaluation of all the evidence it became apparent 
that Smith had had an accidental discharge, and that the bullet had 
gone t hrough the open door into the next room and into one of the 
' so-lb. cans of rifle pow der, w hich had ignited instantly and had set 
off the orher 4 cans. The re.~nlting hurst of flame through rl1e open 
uoor had. sjmply cooked Smith before he could move, and had 
dropped him in his cracks. 

Other members of his household phoned the fire department, w luch 
arrived about 15 minutes later. At that time loaded cartridges were 
popping off, and they were .rather afraid to go near, but in spite of 
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that fact they quickly got two streams of water on the fire, and 
extinguished it with much of the shop still standing. 

An ex;nnination of the rooms where the powder was stored .revealed 
no sign of any explosion. The powder cans were mostly split open 
along the seam or bulged, but the only damage to the building was 
from fire. 

Smith used a large number of primers in his reloading operations, 
and the room where he died had the shelves stacked with them, in 
the original containers, jnst as they came from the maker. Some of 
the shelves containing rhc. printers had burned through and collapsed, 
and the package.~ were charred, but apparently none of the primers 
had gone off, indicating that as they are packed for sale to hand
loaders, they do not constitute a hazard. 

Expcrimemal l'<ru!der Fires 
'While experiences such a.~ the Bushnell Smith case and others had 

led me to a fixed opinion that the small 1-lb. cans of powder such 
as arc used Ly handloaders do not constitute any particular fire.: 
hazard, it was felt that it would be desirable to suplement or confirm 
thc.~e opinions by actual tests, so that 1 could say "I have tried it." 

Accordingly a number of 1-lb cans of small anus powder of 
various kinds were obtained, including both black and smokeless, 
and nitroglycerine as well as nitrocellulose varieties, in both rifle 
and pistol granulations. 

Taking along the po\vder, matches, kindling wood, and several 
wimesses, we went out into :1 safe plac.:c in the cow1try, piled up a 
small stack of sticks, and placed on top of them a 1-lb. can of I.M.R. 
(Improved Military Rifle) powder no. 4895, such as was used for 
loading the .30 caliber ~crvice cartridges during \,Yorld War 11. 
Shoving some cntmpled paper under the pile of sticks, r lighted it 
with a match and stepped back about 20 feet to wait result~. 

The fire flamed up quickly, and in spite of the fact that the can 
was evidently being subjected to a c.:onsiderable degree of he:1t, it 
was 1 ~S. minutes before the can burst open with a very mild report, 
and with a yellowish white fl:nne about 4 feet in diameter and lasting 
about 1 !4 seconds. The can was bulged and the bottom scam was 
opened about half way around. The pile of sticks was not disturbed, 
and all spectators agreed that the buming of a closed t-lh. can 
full of rifle powder was a very mild performance. 

Next we tried a container of 1 1 ounces of Bullseye powder, a 
nitroglycerine powder of very fine granulation, used in pistols and 
revolvers. This is :tbout the fastest small anns smokeless powder in 
existence, and if any one of them would be likely to produce any
thing resembling an explosion, this would be it. 

This can was made of cardboard in several layers, and had a 
crimped-on metal bottom anu a metal top with screw type lid. This 
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can stood in tht flames for a uumitc ~md 45 seconds before it opened 
up and gave out a bright yellowish white tlame about tluee feet in 
diameter. There was practically no noise at all; only a soft hissing 
sound. Again the pile of sticks was undisturbed . 
• 

The same test was tried on several other types of small arms 
powder, with practically identical results. Powders included Red 
Dot, Hercules No. 2400, DuPont ~o. 3031, DuPont :--Jo. 4064, and 
rifle powder No. 46i6. 

It was then decided ro try the one powder we had some doubts 
<lbom, bbck powder. \Ve uicd both DuPont Fg and DuPont FFg, 
in the usual DuPont oval ems of flattened elliprical section, about 
5 X inches high, 4 inches wide, and 1% inches Lhick, with a screw 
top. From this we expected more action, so we stood back farther, 
but the result, while more pronounced than that with the ~mokeless 
powder, was on the whole less than we had feared. After five minutts 
on the fire, the can exploded with a heavy dull thud, and a dense 
cloud of white smoke rose upward in a mushroom shape. The can 
was blown about 35 feet to one side and was opened out nearly flat, 
separating along the seam and having the bottom blown out. Even 
so, the pile of sticks was not disturbed. 

The powder buming tt:lits were now over, but one member of the 
party had brought along a small Chinese fu·ecracker which he said 
boys were using in his neighborhood, and which seemed to him to 
be very potent. \Ve took an empty one pound powder can, removed 
the lid, punched a small hole in it, then put the fuse of the firecracker 
through the hole. leaving the end outside, and screwed the lid back 
on, leaving the firecracker hanging inside the can. About 2 seconds 
after the fuse was lighted, the firecracker exploded \vith :1 tremendous 
report, many times as loud as that of any of the cans of powder, and 
the can was blown wide open, and flattened into a single sheet of 
tin, and blown about 30 feet away. This little firecracker was only 14 
inch in diameter by about 1 yz inches long, and must have been loaded 
with some substance like fulminate of mercury. Such firecrackers are 
extremely dangerous, and this exp~::riment poinr.s up a conm1011 mis
conception, wllich is the mistaken belief that smokeless powder is 
an wmsually powerful and destructive explosive. Actually, it is a weak 
one, and does not compare with conunon gasoline or cleaning lll1id in 
destructive potential. By no stretch of the imagination could a 1-lb. 
can of smokeless powder pack enough of a punch to demolish a whole 
dwelling house, but a similar quantity of gasoline can, if it is dis
tributed throughout the house and allowed to mix with the :~ir. The 
reason is that the powder, which is designed to be fired in a closed 
chamber, must supply within itself both the fuel and the oxydizing 
agent, while the gasoline is all f ucl, and mixes \Vith a large volume of 
air to fonn a much more desrructi ve mass of explosive. 

Again, powder as compared to gasoline, especially if the latter is 
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in glass jugs, as is so often the case, is negligible as a .fire hazard. 
In case of a fire, nothing can happen until the flames actually lick 
the container for some time; then all that happens is a ball of flame 
several feet in diameter, and lasting not much over a second Should 
flames come in contact with a gallon jug of gasoline, the jug will 
eventually crack, the gasoline will run out, and there will be an 
enonnous volume of flame which will last long enough to ignite 
everything on that floor with great thoroughness. 

An acquaintance of mine told me, with some embarrassment, of a 
ga.~oline incident that happened to him. He harl gasoline for a power 
lawnmower in a 1-gallon glass jug. Desiring to clean some tools with 
it, he brought it into the basement workshop where he had been doing 
some handloading. As he tipped the jug up to pour out some gasoline, 
the jug struck lightly against a bench vise, and cracked wide open, and 
the gasoline poured out on the basement floor and ran over toward 
the furnace. In just an instant, there was a loud pouff, and the basement 
floor was covered with a sheet of flame, the gasoline vapor having 
ignited from the furnace. Nly friend rushed out of the room, closed 
the door, and phoned the fire department. After the fire was out, it 
was fonnd that the handloads that had been left standing base down 
on the bench had been bumed, and had gone off, bur a sheet aluminum 
air duct just above them was unmarked. 

To sum up; small arms powder properly packed in the factory con
tainers, and in smalllluantities is not a fire hazard. It is however, sm;trt 
to keep it where fire cannot get at it. My friend \V. E. McKellis, of 
Gallup, N. M., an avid handloader, keeps his powder in old abandoned 
refrigerators which he purchases for a few dollars from the local 
junlanan. He knocks off the latch, so no children can lock themselves 
in, then fits a hasp and padlock, and keeps these refrigeratOrs with 
powder in them in his back yard. This method has the advantage of 
keeping the powder temperature even. A short time after he adopted 
this system a fire occurred which burned several buildings adjoining 
his back yard, but the powder was S<tfe inside the refrigerators. 

Small Am~s Ammunition as a FiTe or Explosion Hazt1rd 
F.nough experiments have been made on this subject so that ;llmost 

any question that might arise can be answered with definite infonna
rion based on tests. As for any possible explosion ha7ard from small 
arms ammunition, even in large quantities, it c:m be said with con
fidence that there is no such dancrer. \'1nch infonuarion on this sub--ject is contained in a small hut highly authoritative pamphlet issued 
Jan. u, 1956, by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' 
Institute, 250 East 43HI Street, New York 17, K. Y. 

As stated on the title page of this pamphlet, it illustrates and 
describes a series of very severe anrl thorough tests made for the 
purpose ascertaining whether or not small arms ammunition is 
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dangerous to handle in warehouses or freight stations, on docks and 
w·harves, or in transit by rail, water truck, . and by air, when sub
jected to rough or careless handling, falls, shock or fire. 

A large shipping container full of cartridges was hoisted up to 
a height of 30 feet over a solid concrete block, and dropped. The 
wooden case w:u; shattered to pieces, but no explosion occurred, 
though some of the cartridges were mutilated Ly the sheer force of 
the impact. 

A freight car with the entire floor covered with cases of .22 

caliber cartridges, w,ooo to a case, was subjected to such rough 
treatment that many of the wooden cases were broken open or 
shattered: but there was no explosion. 

The ability of small arms ammunition to take a terrific shock 
without exploding was shown by tiring· a . 30 caliber rifle bullet into 
a full case of the blank cartridges used for actuatjog stud drivers 
and similar powder operated tonk These do not contain bullets; 
the space otherwise occupied by the bullet contai ns extra powder 
instead, so d1ese cartridges would seem to Le the most likely to 
cause trouble in such a test. 

There was ·a small burst of flame at the instant of impact, but 
no explosion ot fire occurred though the case was burst open and 
the cartridges were scattered around from the impact of the bullet. 
This test was made on both fibreboard and wooden packing cases 
full of ammunition, with the same result. Out of the ro,ooo cartridges 
contained in one case, 176 ·were damaged by the impact of the bullet; 
r 30 fired; and 9694 were completely unaffected. 

A standard shipping case containing sou 12-gauge shotgun shells 
had 2. 30 caliber bullets fired into it from a distance of so feet. Both 
bullets penetrated into the first and second cartons nearest the 
point of entrance, causing several of the cartridges in these two 
cartons to burn. \Vhite smoke issued from the case for an instant 
after each bullet hit, but the case was not distorted, and there was 
no conuuunication of fire to the rest of the case. 

A case of w,ooo .2 2 cali uer rim fire cartridges was fued into by 
a high powered rifle from a distance of roo yards. The case was 
burst open by the impact, and some cartridges were strewn around, 
but no explosion occurred. 

A fibreboard case conmining 500 rz-gauge shotgun shells was placed 
on a metal rack over a pile of kindling wood, and the wood was 
ignited. After the case was burning, the blazing wood was dragged 
away. The burning continued until the case and all the shells had 
burned. At no time did any of the shells explode with violence. The 
powder charges burned quietly, and barely opened the crimped 
shells. No propelling of shot charges could be detected. However, 
some of the primers did pop off audibly. 

Moreover, in other tests by the same organization, a large num-
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bcr of met<lllic <.:artridges and shotgun shells " ·ere bu wed in a fire 
of oil-soaked wood. The cartridges and shells exploded from time 
to rime, bm there was no general explosion or pr~1pulsion of shot or 
bullets with an.v great force or to any great distance. Throughom 
du~ test, the men conducting it remained within 20 feet without 
injury. This test showed that small arms cartridges, w hether they 
arc metallic cartridges or shotgun shells, when invol ved in a tire, 
w ill not explode simultaneously but rather piece by piece; that rhe 
bullets or the shot :1 re not projected with any great vcloc.:iry; :llld 
that the material of which the cartridges or shel ls arc maclc will 
usuallv nor Av nH)n; than a few feet. . .. 

Newsp,tper Aacowus Oltm Misletrding 
ln spite of the fact that people who are :1cquaimed with :mmmni

tion know these fa<.:ts, the>· arc not common I:-' realized hy the publ.it:, 
and distorred or ina<.:curatc ncwsp:1per :~t:t:ounts of incidents involv
ing ammunition in a trash fi re or the like have spread a contrary 
impression. Many times such erroneous reports originate when some 
individual tries to exp l::~in an unwise or illegal action hy blaming ir 
on a cartridge in the fire for which he could not have been responsible .. 

A hoy is forbidd en to play w ith Ji re;1rn1s, but he sneaks a. gun out 
when nobody is looking, and manages by bad luck to wound him
self or a companion; so he evades punishmcm or a st:olding by 
saying they were burning some leaves and an explosion occurred 
and he was hit by a bullet from a cartridge which must have gotten 
in the fire in some way. In one such case in which I was consulted, 
I pointed out that the bullet recovered f rom the boy's leg showed 
rifl ing marks. H e then admitted the tire srory was invented, and 
that he and a friend had been playing with a cheap revolver his 
friend had acquired in a trade. 

A fairly conunon occurrence is for a youngster tO lind <l .22 

cartridge, and then lay it on :1 rock and pound it w ith a hammer. In 
such a case the pmnler may be more or less confined at rhc moment 
of ignition hetween the hammer and rhe rock, and the buller ma:-· 
be projected w ith enough force to penetrate flesh. 

In a case reported in the papers, a hunter W<lS said to h:lVe been 
shot throug h the arm by the hnllct from a cartridge w hich exploded 
in his shirt pocket; when an attempt w;ls made ro pin down the 
exact facts, the victim became highly cv:1sive. The facts were th;lt 
he didn't want to admit that he had been shot w irh his own rifle be
t:ause in that state it is illegal ro have <l loaded rifle in an automobile. - . 
so w hat was easier than simply to say that the cartridge had ex-
ploded in the shirt. lr was when w e insisted in seeing how much 
damage the cartridge did to the shirt: pocker that the stor.v c.:1111e our. 

It w as a newspaper account of the accidental death of a prominent 
South Carolina hunrcr th:lt caused me to make a whole series of ex
periments which will be described presently. A.ccortling to the item, 
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1 2 4 

1. Piece of brass removed from eye of boy who exploded 22 canridgc in v1se 
with screwdriver. 

2. 22 l.r. cartridge exploded by heating on hot-plate while covered with 
cardboard box. Ko piece penetrated. 

3. Black powder canridge (.41 rim fire) exploded on hot-phuc under card
board box. No piece penetrated. 

4. 38 S & W revolver cartridge exploded on hot-plate under cardboard box. 
No piece penetrated the box. 

the hunter died when the gun he was leaning on collapsed from a 
hroken stock, and the gun struck a shotgun shell in his shirt pocket, 
causing it to explode and blow lUs head off. Investigation showed 
that the gun did indeed collapse while he was leaning on it, from 
the hreal<ing of a weak plastic stock. As the stock folded, the trigger 
!!liard hent inward, pressing on the trigger· and as the mu:r.:r.le of ..... _. ...., ...... ' 
the gun was pointing up under rhe victim's chin, parr of his head 
was blown off. A r rhc same tin 1e the charge of shot did graze the 
shell in his pocket, and ripped it open, bur it did not explode. 

Actual ly, if rhc gun had been empty, and the shell in his pocket 
had been exploded as described, the hunter might have had a good 
scare, and might have imagined he had experienced a close call, but 
he would have heen in no real damrer, because while it would be 

~ 

unpleasant to have such a thing happen, it would not be dangerous 
to life. 

J;Vbat c1Ctztillly happens. To get some reliable first-hand information 
on w hat re:1ll y happens w lien a 1 1-g_-:lllge shotgun shell is exploded 
wlUle not in a gun, and when it is separated from the flesh only hy 
a thin layer of cloth. as it would be in a shirt pocket, T took a bar 
of laundry soap, covered it with a piece of a white sheet, and laid 
a shell on the sheer. Over the shell T h1id a piece of bath towel to 
represent a coat. \Vhite cloth was used to make it easier to see how 
much scorching occurred, if any. The shell conrained an ounce and 
an eighth of No. 7 Y.t shot and 3 drams equivalent of powder. 

A wire attached to one electrode of an electric welding torch 
was twisted around the metal base of the shell, and the carbon rod 
in the other electrode was laid against the primer of the shell. 
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To see what a cartridge would du if it were accidentally discbarged in a 
shirt pocker, soap was used to s inmlate flesh. White sheeting simulated the 
shier, and IY<!th wweling tl•c outer COM. C~rtridgc was bid on the sheeting. 
covt:red with the towel ing, and tired . 

In thi~ \\·a, ., as soon a~ rhe elecuici t ,· \\';IS connecrcd to the welder, ' . 
heat \\ ould he ~pplied w the primer, and the shell would he (ired. 
An ordinan· corru!.!ated ClrdlH);lrd box was then inYerred over the . ~ 

arrangement just described, to catch any f ragmenrs, ~nd to indicate 
what force they 111ight have. 

On closing the switch, the pnp of 1 he exp loding- prirncr was heard, 
followed bv the r:tttle of shot inside rhe cardboard box. On liftin!! . -
rhe box. I found th.lt the end crimp of the shell had opened up. and 
the shot was scattered all ;tround, rugethcr \\ ·ith the wads and some 
unburned powder. Then: were no m;lrks on the inside of the box, 
;md no scorch o r burn on the cloth, and rhe soap \\·as not dcnred 
or bruised. 
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The next thing l did was to explode :1 ·45 Automatic Colr pistol 
cartridge in the same way . There was only a dull pop, so•11ethi.ng 
like a champagne cork being pulled, and again, there was no bruising 
of the soap or scorching of rhe doth. T he bullet made a. slight mark 
on the wall of the cardboard l.Jo:-;, just a little polished place that 
could not he called a dent. :\"1 ost of the powder was lving around 
unburned, and the empty case had not e\"en moved out of the wire 
loop. 

Next cartridge lired w:1s a .o;o-u6. This made a dent on the soap 
about a q uarter of an in~:h deep. That would have been :1 mean 
bruise. \Ve found th<lt the c1rtridge c1se had hurst open and thrown 
some bits of brass around. ~Hld had left a smokY smudge abont :Ill inch - ~ 

long on the cloth. The onh· damage suffered bv the cardboard box - . ..... . 
was a slight mark \\·here the bullet had stru~:k. 

~ 

Next we tried a ·32 c~liber pistol cartridge loaded wirh black 
powder. Tt went ofr like a vetY sick tlrecmcker, and there W <IS no 
damage. 

During all the firing, rhc pasteboard box was penetrated onl)r once, 

"' . ~ .. ·~ . "' .,. . ; . r . . 
' . 

Set-up for firing shotgun shell ex-perimentally. 
then covered with an invert,-<1 cardboard box. 

> 

The enure arrangement was 
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The shot_gun shell a fter tiring . The carhoard hox coYcrin~ it wa::. nor ~ven 

denwd . Tile sound of the cxplo., iun was " ' mild ir rlid not smna.l like an ex· 
p losion :11 all, but more like 3 marble dropping inw a di shpan. 

and tha t was by the prilllcr, \\·hen \\ 'e tried tiring the shell by heat
ing the metal :md not the p ri mer. In this c:1~c. the electrode was 
h1id <~gainst the side of the hr:1ss casr.:, and rhe current applied. In
stantly the br~1Ss melted at th:H spot, and the powder flamed through 
the hole for 7 seconds ,,·irh :1 loud hissing sound, while f-lame ~hor out 
of :1 hole in the side of the case. It was about three seconds lifter 
the pO\vder was all hurJH::d out that the primer went off. This rest 
shows also that if rhe powder i ~ ro he burned in an,· sn:l pp~· fashion 
at all, it ta kes rhc primer to do it. 
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In another exhaustive series of experiments, [ wok vanous car

tridges for both rifle and pistol, loaded with smokeless powder and 
·with black powder, and placed them base downward in a lead melt
ing pot that was arranged to be heated by electricity. On top of the 
pot l laid a piece of corrugated C<lrdhoard, with the cartridge 
standing on irs b:1se undernemh so the bullet was pointing rlirectly 
at the cardboard. Then the heat: was turned on until the ca.rtridge 
e,xplodeJ. Ln no case did the bullet pierce the canlboanl, or even 
dent it deep] y . 

. A slight! y different type of test was instituted after I read an 
item in the \Vashington, D. C. daily papers of July ~2, 1955, about 
rwo boys who had been playing in the park when, as they told it, 
they heard a shot, and one of them was wounded in the neck. Later, 
a piece of tltin brass, evidently a fragment of a cartridge case, as 
taken from the ho~r 's neck. Under close que~tioning, he then admitted 
that thev had found a . z z caliber C<ll'trid!!c. and that one of thern . - . 
had held a match under it until it had exploded. 

-~ ': 

: 
To fire the cartridge experimen1al1r, it was . arranged as shown, with the 

electrode of an electric welding torch in contact" wid1 the primer. 
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To sec just exactly what would h;~ppcn in such <1 case. [ took a 
high speed . 22 long rifle cartriclge anJ suspended it by looping a 
wire around the case just behind the uullet. T then arrang-ed a small . ~ 

hi rthday candle on a sliding piece so it could be pushed precisely 
under the rim of the c:1rtridgc. Lighting the candle, I placed a cor
rugated cardboard box over rhe arrangement, and pushed the lighted 
candle under the cartridge rim, at the same tirnc starring a stop-watch. 

Tt took tu seconds for rhe cartridge to go off. No piece came 

• , . 
... 

• 
1 ~' 

' 
.., 

••• • . 

Whco .45 j>istol cartridge was fired lying on the (-ake of soap, the only effect 
was a slight dent on the soap, corresponditJg t<> a rninor bruise in £!esb. The 
cloth was vcr)' slightly swrched. 
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through the cardboard box; when the box was lifted, it was found 
that the bullet had made a very slight dent in the cardboard. The 
case was blown to fragments, and the head of the case was stuck 
into the cardboard with just sufficient force to cause it to break 
the outer sudace. Had tllis fragment struck flesh, it would have 
broken the skin. Such a pie<.:e would be dangerous to eye.1ght. 

The experiment was repeated with a .2 z short of the type which 
has a very light frangible bullet, with a muzzle velocity of about 
1600 f.s. This cartridge took 15 seconds to go off. The bullet made 
a deep dem, about halhvay through the corrugated cardboard. The 
head of the case made a dent about half as deep as that made by the 
bullet, or about 1/32 inch. Two slivers of brass from the case made 
an edgewise penetration of about Yx inch· and just broke the far 
surface of the cardboard. The main piece of the case struck a small 
piece of wood that was lying inside the cardboard box, and penetrated 
the board about 1/16 inch and :;tuck in it. Again, dus fragment would 
have broken the skin, hut at a few feet distance it~ velocity could 
h:we been much reduced, so that a person would have to be quite 
close to the explosion to be in any danger nf injury. 

In this test we found that an ordinary pasteboard matt.:h ·will burn 
for about 20 seconds, while the .22 long rifle cartridge took only 
10 seconds to explode with a flame under the rim. Thus it would be 
quite possible for a boy to by such a ca.rtridge down with the rim 
exposed, and hold a match to it long enough to explode it, and in 
such a case he would most likely be injured by pieces of the case. 
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Exterior Ballistics 

THE .m~1in object of this cha~rer ~s to inc.lude.in this boo~ a set of 
balhstJc tables, together wtth s1mple dtrecuons for usmg thet n, 

so that without using any mathematics other than simple addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and addition, and without going at ;t il 

into the theory of the subject, the shooter can make a number of 
useful and interesrjng calculations to show what rus bullet will do 
and how it compares with other bullets in time of flight, remaining 
velocity, flatness of trajectory, etc. 

There are numerous balli-.;ric tables in existence, which differ 
mainh' in the fact that thev were calculated from retardation dat:t 

• < 

obtained from firings of experimental projectiles which differed from 
each other in shape. No one table will be perfect for both very blunt 
nosed projectiles and vt!ry sharp pointed ones. Ideally, a dilfert!nr 
set of tables should be used for each distinct class of lmllct shapes. 

Howver as a pra<.:tical matter, any one of the several tables men
tioned in this book will give acceptable results if it is used with the 
proper multiplier, (or ballistic coefficient) . One o f the best fo r usc 
with small anns hullers, considering the :weragc shape of a small 
arms bullet and the comparatively low ;mglc: of departure at which 
it is fired, is the set of ballistic tables published in Artillery Circular 
M, which is now out of print and generally unobtainable. 

These tables were c.ompured a number of years ago hy the late 
Col. James ,'\If. lngalls, U. S. Army, with whom 1 had rhc pleasure 
of serving ar. an artillery post soon after l first entered the Army. 

Ingalls' Table I, which gives the time and space funnions, is re
printed at the end of this chapter, together wirh ;Ht abridgement of 
his very length~' Table II. 

ny the u<;e of Table [ the ballistic coeftic.ienr, time of flight, ;UHI 

remaining velocity at various ranges may he computed, given the 
muzzle velocity and the remaining velocity at some one point along 
the trajectory; or given the ballisti<.: coefficient and the velocity at 
some one point, the 'velocity and time of flight for any range may be 
computed. 

By the usc of Table II, the angle of departure for any range lll:l)' 

be computed, given tht! muzzle vdocity and the ballistic <.:ocfncient. 
Because rhe Ingalls tables go no higher in velocity than 36oo feet 
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per second, and because some wildcat cartridges and at least one 
factory cartridge (the z2o Swift @ 4110 f.s. mu:~.zle velocity) go 
higher than this, l have included the rime and space fum:tion tables 
of the Rtitish 1909 ballistic tables which are based on rhe same shape 
of projectile <ts Ing-alls, and which give practically identical results, 
but which in the published form go to 4000 f.s., and have been 
extrapolated by me to 4200 f.s. For optional usc 1 also include an 
extension of Ingalls' tables co sooo f.s., using negative value<> for the 
time and space functions above the 36oo f.s. zero point. 

Because rhe JngaJJs tables starr at ;ooo f.s. and proceed downward 
in velocity to roo f.s., while the Hriti~h tables start at o and go up
wards, there is a very slight difference .in Lhe .insLntcLions for using 
the two mbles; iu somt: cases where a quantity is subtracted in the 
It1galls tablt:s it is added in the .British tables. Also, there is a very 
slight difference in the ballistic coefficient for these two tables; the 
proper one must be used with each. Otherwise, they are almost 
identical, and the results are extremely close together. Nevertheless, 
each has its own instructions, and the proper instructions must be 
used with each. 

Those who merely wish to make bailistic computations are referred 
directly to the tables at the end of thi.s chapter, and to the appropriate 
instructions printed with each table. For others who may w.ish to 
go more into history and basic principle, a few pages of simplified 
material on the subject of Fxterior Ballistics follows. 

So11Ze B.Hic 1'-rincipJc:; 
When a bullet leaves a gun, it has kinetic energy whid1 tries to 

make it move in a straight line ·with .its original velocity. However, 
gravity pulls it toward the ground, and air resistanct: tries to hold 
it hack. TI1e result is that it follows a drooping curve called the 
t-r,ljectoty, and soon strikes the earth. 

A very good idea of the shape of the trajectory in air may be 
gained by watching the flight of a well-hit golf ball when driven 
off the tee on a goli course. The ball seems to go straight out for 
a while, in a slightiy rising almost flat curve. Soon, the cmvature 
becomes more pronounced, and the ball comes down much more 
steeply than it went up. The same sort of cur.ve may be seen when 
a stream of water leaves a garden hose at a small up\\'ard angle. The 
trajectory of the golf ball is longer and flatter rhan rhar of the 
stream from the hose, and the trajectory of the bullet is many times 
longer and flatter than that of the golf ball, but the fundamental 
shape is the same for all three. 

The greater curvature, or steepening, of the trajectory at its distant 
end, is entirely due to air resistance. \.Vithout it, the shape would be 
the same at both ends. 

If space travel dreams ever come tme, we may some day be 
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shooting on the moon, where there is no air. ln that c1.se, we would 
find the trajectory very JilTerent from what it is on the earth, both 
llecause of the absence of air resistance, and because of the reduced 
effect of gravity on a body smaller than the earth. There would be 
no drift, and no wind deflection, because both these effects are caused 
by the action of the atmosphere. 

If the earth had no air, the trajectory ,,·ould depend on muzde 
velocity alone, and would be the same tor all weights and shapes of 
bullet. As soon as the ball left the gun, it \Vfmld in effect become a 

· small satellite of the earrh,. and would follow a nave which would 
be an ellipse with one of its [\1/0 foci at the earth's center. In general., 
this elliptical orbit would lie pardy inside the earth, so that soon 
after it started its flight, the bullet, in attempting to follow its orbit, 

·would arrive at tl1e surface of the earth; in other words, it would 
strike the ground. 

An exception would occur if and when the bullet were fired 
horizontally, or parallel to the surface, and at just the right speed 
so that the drop due to gravity would be equal to the amount the 
surface of the earth drops away from the original line of departur·e 
due to ib curvature::. At the <::ml of the first s<::cond of horizontally 
din:t:ted flight, the bullet will have dropped 16 feet; if in that second, 
it had traveled far enough so that the curvature of the eanh had 
depressed the surface by rhe same amount below the original hori
zontal direction of the bullet, then the bullet would be no closer to 
the ground and no farther away than it W<lS when it was fired; and 
unless some obstruction should get in the way, it would continue 
to orbit around the earth forever. In this case its orbit would stiJI 
be an ellipse, but of the specialized kind in which the foci both 
coincide; such an ellipse is called a circle. 

M<::asurement on bodies falling in a vacuum havt: shown that in 
the absence of air resistance, any falling body will acquire a speed of 
about p.16 feet per second jn the first second of its fall, and will 
increase its speed by the same amount during· each succeeding second 
of its fall. Thus it is said that gravity produces an acceleration of 
p.16 feet per second per second. (~ote that velocities are always 
given in feet per second, and that accelerations arc given in feet per 
second per second.) 

For simplicity taking gravity as p, and the radius of the earth 
as. 4000 miles instead of the actual figure of 3959 miles, the orbiting 
bullet mentioned above would have to be fired at a speed of z 5,999 
f.s., and would make the trip around the world in 2 hours 2 5 minutes 
4 seconds. 

We can figure this out by another method if we care to. In high 
school physics we were taught that if a weight is whirled around in 
a circle on the end of a string, it exerts a. pull which equals v 2 ;r where 
v is the velocity of the object, and r is the radius of the circle in 
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which it ~wings. T:tking the radius of the earth r as 4ooo llliJcs, or 
4ooox5 z8o feet, we find that the velocity v necessary to give :lll 

outw:trd pull equal to the acceleration of gravity is the smuc ~ ;,999 
f.s. we obtained before for the minimum orl>ital speed around a 
supposed airless earth. 

Jf the firing speed were a little faster than these minimum figures, 
the orhit would b1.:<:ome :lll elongated ellipse instead of a c ircle; but 
the huiJet would still mtvel in an elliptical orbit having one fo~:us 
<~t the earth's center. As the speed of Jiring was increllsed, th~; ellipse 
would become more clong;tt<:d, :md the projccrilc: would travel 
farther from the earth ;tt the most distant end of its orbit. On c:tch 
return t rip it would again pm;s clo!-c ro the ~u rfaec, just ;ls some 
comets in the solar system swing far out inro space, then return to 
p ivot around the sun and repc;lt the:: t rip. 

lf the speed of the bullet reached a tigure of about ;6,ooo fet:t 
per second, known as the e~·cape r.;elocity (sec p. j t H), it would go 
off into ~pace, never to rcmrn. In this case its orbit wuuld be a 
paral>ola, which is essentially an ellipse with its tw o fot:i an infinite 
distance apart; or, pntctically a very longatcd ellipse open <I t the 
far end. T his is similar to what occur:-; occ:asionally in the solar s~'stcm 
when a stray comet and the sun approach each other with a relative 
speed greater than the esctpc veloci ty of :m object on the sun. As 
the comet passes nea r the sun, the intense gravitational field of that 
great body alters the com<:t's direc tion of travel so that it swings 
around the sun as a raci11g pl:me rounds a pylon, and is then whirled 
off into omcr space like a stone thrown from a giant sling. Such 
comets, approaching the sun in parabolic or hyperbolic orbits, go 
away and never come hack, and that i:; w hat the bullet in a vacuum 
would do at speeds greater than the e~cape velocity from the earth. 

vVhile such p rojectiles as the Intercontinental Ballistic Missile may 
rise above the upper reaches of the atmosphere and fly in a vacuum for 
part of their flight, we cannot fire small arms bullets in a vacumn. 
and never will unti l space travel becomes a reality. Ne\·erthcless, 
certain objects such as riAc grenades, w hic h arc heavv in rel:lrion 
to thei r surface area :md arc only p rojected :tt low velo1.·it ics, have 
such low air resistance that thcv behave about as thev would if air . ' 
were not present. Because speculations and calculations regarding the 
vacuum trajectory arc q ui te applic1ble to su<.:h mi~-si l es, :md also he
cause such speculations and calculations serve a useful purpose . in 
teaching t he hasic principles of exterior ballistics we w ill consider 
it briefly. 

Tbe V,Tawm Trajectory 

Let R = r:mQ"e in feet. -V .,- initial velocity in f.s. 
E = the angle of departure 



(a) 
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g=the acceleration of gravity 
t = the time of fl il!ht 

~ 

Then. referring to the figmc. 

/ 

R = Vt cos£ 
Vt sin E hence t = z V sin E 

and substituting the value of t in (a) 
R = .! V2 sinE cos E 

g 

and as z sin E cos E = sin 2 E, we have 
(b) R = V" sin zE 

g 

g 

H7 

/{;,t ' 

,. 

The British Textbook of Smnll Arms, 192<), giv~ 
which. it will be noted, is consistent with the above: 

the following-, -
Range in yards= V 2 sin zE 

and as sin 90 deg.= ', and as max. range in vacuum occurs at 4.5 deg. 
elevation, and as 3 g is nearly 100, we have: 

Maximum r ange in vacuum in yards = ( v; 10 )2 approximately. 

from (b) the range in feet, R -. V" sin :E hence sin zE= Rg 
g 

and as sin 1 1llinute- r/ HJ8, this formuhl becomes 

angle of elevation in vacuum = 55,2 3H R minutes. 
\ T2 

\ .. I -

Also, H, the maximum height of the trajectory -- R tangent E 

4 

The amount a body falls in a vacuum is t6 t 2 feet, or 192 t" inches. 
In a vacuum trajectOry, the bullet would be that far below its original 
line of departure at any instant. 
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Actiou of tbe Ai1· 
The air not only tries to hold the bullet back, hut also cau!\es it 

to drift in the direction of the spin. The action is as follows: as the 
bullet starts to faJl from the action of gravity after it has started 
its flight, the air pressure under its point causes the point to deviate 
in the direction of rotation, because of the fact that the rapidly 
rotating bullet acts as a gyroscope, and any pressure causes the axis 
of rotation to swing at right :~ ngles to the direction of the pressure. 
Thus if the bullet is rotating w the right, the upward pressure on 
the nose causes it to swing very slightly toward the right, and as 
the bullet presents · it.<; elongated surface to the air resistance, it is 
shoved bodily over to the right. The amount of drift is not great; 
in the service . 30 M2 bullet it amoums to 6. 7 inches to the right at 
1000 yards. 

While the most important effect of air resistance in exterior ballistic 
calculations has to do with the retardation of the bullet, the action 
of the air also makes necessary the provision of rifling, so that sub
ject will be discussed here to get it out of the way before smd,•ing 
the effects of retardation of the bullet by the air. 

Rifling 
One result if the action of the air on the bullet is the necessi n · . 

of giving the bullet a spin around an a\is coinciding with its initial 
line of flight if serious deviations and inaccuracies are to he avoided. 

Round balls in smooth bore muskets are very inaccurate. A cer
tain amount of clear:mce is necessary between the hall and the wall 
of the bore, to pennit loading from the muzzle. \Vhen it is fired, 
the ball bounces along down the bore, striking first one side, then 
another, and when it leaves, it has a spin or rotation about an un
determined axis. If the barrel is bent to one side or the other near 
the muale, that might give the hall a spin :~s ir rubs against one side 
of the hore, and then it would act much as ;t golf hall does when it is 
~liced or hooked. Perhaps the most \tsnal condition is for the ball to 
roll along the bottom of the hore. ami lc:we rhe gun with a tendenc~· 
to dive downward, or drop more than the normal amount caused by 
gravity and air retardatinn. 

Even if the ball should be a vcrv tight fit in the smooth bore. so 
~ -

that it slides along without getting any spin at all, it still ma~r be 
erratic; a small pile of compressed air may he pushed along b~r the 
hall until something causes it to deviate ro one side a sliaht amount. 

' -when it may then "break" from its former path. This is seen in 
baseball with the so-called spit ball, v .. ·hich has no spin, and therefore 
breaks erratically at some point in irs flight. 

All this trouble is avoided if the hall is given a definite spin . on 
an axis coinciding 'vith the line of the hore, and this is the reason 
rifling was used wit h round halls. 
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In the case of elongated bullers, rifling is even more necessary than 
it was with row1d balls, for in the absence uf rifling, an elongated 
bullet will tumble end over end, and no sort of accuracy is possible. 

The Greenhill Fonnu/a 
A method for determining mathematically the amount of spin 

necessary to stabilize an elongatt.:u bullet w;ts v .. ·orked out in 1879 
by Sir Alhed George G reenhill (1847-1927), who was at that ome 
Professor of .'Vlathematics to the advanced class of arrillery officers 
at Woolwich. A discussion of this formul:l will be fowtd on pp 28R 
and zR9 of the British Textbook of Small Arms, 1929. 

The ;tbstntse mathematical work done bv Greenhill resulted in a 
sin11-1lc mel hod of obtaining the spin required to overcome instability 
in an elongated projectile. A figure that for all practical purposes is 
satisfactory for bullets having a specific gt·avity of 10.9 can be 
obtained from the following rule:: 

The twist required (in calibers) equ;tls 150 divided by the length 
of the bullet (in calibers). K ote that lead itself has a specific gravity 
of 11.3 5; a jacketed lead bullet has specific gravity about 10.9. 

To check out this fonnuht, Jet's apply it to the zzo grain .30 caliber 
bullet such as was used in the: old Kmg riAc. and in the first M-1903 
rifles. A't that time it was determined rhat the necessary twist for 
this bullet was 1 turn in 10 inches, and th:tr twist wa.<; adopted. Later, 
when the sharp pointed and shorter spit1.er bullet '.Vas adopted, in 
•9o6, the same twist \vas retained; while it might i>e slightly more 
twist than was required fur the shorter bullet, it still enabled rhe usc 
of heavier bullets should that become necessary. Let's see what twist 
the (;rcenhill fommla says should have been adopted. 

The length of the: 220 grain .30 caliber bullet is 1.35 inches. or 
1.35/30-4·5 calibers, so the twist given by the fonnula would be 
150/ 4.5 = 33 1/ 3 calibers, or 33 1/3 times rhe diameter of the bullet. 
33 1/3 x ·30=9·99 or in round numbers, 10 inches. 

For bullets made of other materials than lead, the spin as given by 
the formula should be multiplied by the square root of the number 
found by dividing the specific graYity on which the formula is 
based ( 10.9), by the specific graYity of the material of w hich the 
bullet is made. T hus if it is made of aluminum, w hose specific gravit~' 
is 2.7 we would divide 10.9 by 2.7, obtaining 4· Then take the square 
root of this number, w hich is :, and multiply the spin by that. show
ing that the aluminum bullet would require twice as much spin as the 
usual jacketed lead one. 

Another point to be considered is the fact that the Greenhill 
formula. gives the spin necessary to st:~bilize the flight of the hullet 
in air: in clenser materials. more spit'! is required. For a bullet to h:tve 
a stable /light in any material other than air, the spin as worked out 
for :tir mu~1: be multiplied h~- the square root of a number found by 

' 
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dividing the densitr of the m:nerial in question by the density of :ti r. 
\!Vater has :t spccinc gr:wir~ about 900 rime.; that of air. so rhat rn 
be stable in penetrating water, the bullet would require a twist as 
given by Greenhill's fomtUia, multiplied by the square ro()t of 9001, 
or 30. Thus the twist for srable fl ight in water would he ;o times 
as great :1s that for flight in ai r. 

N otc-To obtain rhe specific graYity of a bullet, proceed as 
follows: 

1. Suspend the bullet by a thin light wire or thre:td from the 
pan of a balance. 

:. Weigh the bullet while it is h:mging this w;ly. 

3· Place a container of water under the scnJe so the bullet 
hangs in the warer, and take the weight. 

4· Subtract the second ·weight from the first. 
s. Divide the weight of the b\1llet :.1s ubtnined in ( ~ ) h~· the 

difference as obtained in C.t ). Thi~ result is the specific grav1ty . 

Retardation of the Bullet by Ai1· Rcsi;-t.?nce 
One of the most noticeable resulL'i of air resistance on a bullet's 

flight is to slow the bullet clown and rhus reduce its maximum range. 
An idea of the magnitude of this effect 111:1~, he gained by "llguring 
how far a bullet at a given speed would go in a ,·acuum, then com
paring it with the actual tmximum range in ai r. Thus a bullet of :my 
weight, size or shape, if fired in a vacuum nt a muzzle velocity of 
2iOO f.s. and an angle of elevation o f 45 degrees. would h<tve a maxi
mum range of !26,397 feet, or nearly 43 miles, while n 150 grain 
flat base .30 caliber Mz bullet at 2 700 f.s. has a maximum range of 
only 3400 yards or 10,zoo feet, or about -l !~ % of rhe dist:mce it 
would go if air resistance ctid not holt! it back .. 'VIoreover . .in a vacuum, 
the maximum range is ohtained at an elevation or angle of departure 
of 45 degrees, while in air the maximum range of the . 30 caliber \I~ 
bullet is obtained ::~r an angle of departure of 29 degrees. 

On p. 401 there will he found a table of fire for the . ;o <";I I. 1906 
ammunition. which is equally applicable to the r F gr;lin tbr h:tse 
.30 caliber 1\h. It will he seen that over the fi rst 3oo fcc.:r of irs flight 
this bullet starting at 2700 f.s. loses 219 f .s. of it.; initial vclocir,· during 
itli .12 second rime of flight. If it loses vclociL~· :u the rare of ! 19 f. s. 
in .r: second, that would be at the raLc of 182' f.s. in e;tch sec()ll<l. 
am) the backward aCCeleration of the bullet would be C<]U:tJ to that 
caused by a pressure of m·er 56 rimes its own 'n.·ight against irs 
nose, holding it back. In other words, the negati,·c :~ccclcr:uion 
caused by ai r resistanc-e :1t the average speed the buller h:-~d in the 
tirst roo yards of i rs flight is equal to over 56 times rhe :lcl·clcrarion 
of gravity. This retardation is greater at higher speeds, less ar lower 
ones. From yoo to 1000 yards where the ~peed of the bullet has 
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dropped to ;1bont the velocity of sound, it loses only 76 f.s. over 
300 feet of flight, <11\d takes .29 ~econd to do it, which is at the rate 
of 262 f.s. per second or 8 rime::; gravity. 

The way this retardation varies ar other points and at other bullet 
speeds can be seen from the tahularion which follows: 

lp rrnun ,.., flat base . .JO cal. M.z bullet, 2700 
' 

f.s. 

Ran!!c Remaining Loss in Time rc- lbrc ,,floss ~ cg. acceleration -Y;m ls V docity f..s. 100 yard,, <Juircd sec. i.s. per sec. -times gravity 

0 2700 ... 
roo 2481 219 •• 2 182; 56.6i 
ZGO n6; 214 .I ~ 16H ;t· 
300 20-9 ) zo!l .q 141j5 .J6.J 
400 !858 201 ·•5 I.l.JO .JI.6 
5110 r664 194 . •7 Jl41 354 
6oo 1481 183 .JC) •)63 29-9 
700 1315 r66 .22 754 ZH 
8oo 1174 lfl .24 587 18.~ 

!)<10 1065 109 .z.,. 
' 403 12.6 

1000 989 ?6 .29 l6! B.J 
- . -

It will be noted that if the bullet cominued to lose speed at the 
same nne that it docs during the first 1 oo yards of irs flight, it would 
be completely stopped in less than r Y2 seconds; however, the loss in 
velocity gets Jess :llld less as the speed diminishes, so that :1ctually it 
has over 1100 f.s. of velocitf left at the end of 1 Yz seconds. This 
tabulation shows dearly how much g-reater the retardation is at 
hight:r than at lower velocities. 

Fommf,t for Air Resistance 

Sir Isaac Newton ( 1642-1 72 7), turned hi:; attention to this subject, 
and after making expelimenrs by dropping glass spheres filled with 
ai r, water and mercury from the dome of Sr. Paul's Cathedral, he 
concluded that the air resistance was proportional ro the square of 
the velocity. His experiments were of course at lower velocities than 
are usual with small arms bullets. 

Later cxperimems made in v;1rious countries and by ''arious govern
mental bodies and scientific commissions gave results that seemed to 

~ 

show that :Kewton's assumption of the square law was not true, as 
at certain speeds, especially those in the neig·hborhood of the velocity 
of sound, the resistance increased much faster than this rule provided. 

Such experiments and studies were carried out in England ( I866-
tHflo); in Russia ( 1H6R-69); in Germnny ( 1HH 1 ); in Holland ( I!l!l3); 
and especially hy the Commission d'Experience de Gavre in France 
( 187J-I8<)S). The earlier of these studies " ·ere large!~· confined to 
obtaining remaining velocities at various velocities and over different 
distances, and from rltt:nl an em pti ng to deriYe a mathematical formula 
for the re1adon between vdo<.·itv in 1hc air and retardation. 
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Notable work in this field w as done by the Russian Colonel ,\ layev
ski from a study of firings done by K rupp at Mcppen in Gennany in 
11:!81, using a projectile a bom 3 c.:alibers long with a flat b:.se and an 
ogival head with a 2 caliber radius. 

From tllis study, ,vlaycvski c.:oncluded that it w:~s possible to express 
the retardation as proportional ro so111e power of the velocity in a 
restricted zone of velocities, u~ng another power of the vclocitv in 
the next zone of veloC"itit·s, and so on. 

General shape of projc:ctilc used in the Krupp and Gavce firings. J1 is 3 
calibers long and has an ogivn l head with 2 caliber radius. 

He found a good agrccmenc with the results of the experimental 
firings could be obtained if the retardation were expressed in the 
fom1 A v" where both A and n are constant in a restricted velocity 
Y.one, but w here the values of borh A and n change when this velocity 
zone is passed. 

Values for both A and n were computed for the standard projectile 
mentioned above, and the results w ere applied to other projectiles of 
other sizes and weights by means of a con~tant multiplie r called thc 
ual.listic coefficient, and desig11atcd as C. The h)1 1l is tic coeffic.:ienr and 
its meaning and usc w ill be more fully di.~cussed later. 

Col. Ingalls c.:onverred M:1yevslci's results into E nglish units, and 
baseJ his famous ballistic tables on them. 

Following arc \ layevski's functiom, where R is the retardation of 
the standard projectile in f.s. per second. R divided by the proper 
ballistic coefficient gives the retardation r fo r any other projectile. 

1\ = Cr = AvO for vdocities fro•>~ 0 f.<. to 790 f .s. In this ranJW lv~ A = .~.ll(J91!!l 1·1· 1 0 
R = Cr = A,,, for vclociHe'l from 790 f.•. tu 970 f.s. l n this mngf• lo~ A - 2.77:1~·130- 10 
R = Cr = Av'' fvr velocitiC$ from 970 f.<. to 1230 f.~. In thi< rnn~:• lot A = 6.8018112-20 
R = Cr = AvO for v~1ocitics Iron• 1230 L<. to 1-370 f.s. In thi> rans:c lo~; A - 2.980902:!-10 
R :- Cr = Av• for ,·elocilics from 1370 L<. to 1800 f .s. Ju thi> mnge lol! A = 6.1 Hl2S96-10 
R = Cr = A'·' ·" for velocities f ruw 1800 f.•. 10 2600 f.<. In this rnns:~ lv.: A ..= 7.01l6Ul78-10 
R '- Cr = Av1 ·"" for \•elocilir.o: frnm 2600 f.<. to 36UU f ••. ln thb r>lll!<" lug A = 7 .6090·180-1 0 

In 1904-I9o(), the British, using elaborate apparatus, carried cn.1r 
retal·dation firing experiment.~ up to ver~' hi gh velocities, and from 
the results deduced a fo rmula very simi.lar to rha t announced some 
years previously by M:.ycvski. They concluded that for the standard 
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Graph of the resistance function found by the British in their firings of t9o4-06. 

Type of projectile for which British 1909 tables are computed. It has ao 
ogh•al head with 2 caliber radius, is 1 in(.-b in diameter, and weighs 1 lb. 
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experimental projectile of unit diameter and weight and with a z 
caliber ogive, the ret:mhltion can be obtained from this fonnula: 

R = A v"'; :1lso R = Cr = pg; where 
R ~ retardation of the standard projectile in f.s. per second. 
r -' retardation of any other projectile of ballistic coefficient C. 
v = rhe velocity of the projectile. 
m = the index of a power of the velocity in a restricted zone of 

vel01.:iries. 
A = a constant modifying m, and applying only in a resrricted 

zone of velocities. 
C -= the ballistic coefficient of any projectile as compared with 

the standard. 
p = air resistance in pounds on the nose of tht: sLandard projectile. 
g = the gravitational constant. 

The values of A and m for v:trious zones of vclocirv under nom1al 
• 

conditions of projectile smhility and of atmospheric density are as 
follows: 

=~====:=::=::::=--==;::===-- -======:=--"= 
Limits of velocity. Value of A Value of m 

f.s. f.s. 

0 to 

2000 

2000 z6oo 

z6oo 

95·408 
1012 

59,8 14 
ro8 

;8,495 
ro1 

I 5,J66 
ro1 

1.6 

3 

3 

r .8 

I • 5 

It was as a result of these firings that the British computed their 
ballistic T a hies of H)O<), which are almost identical with those of 
Ingalls. 

Let us rewrn now to the G~vre Commission, which, as stated 
above, carrjed out a series of firings and studies lasting from about 
1873 to 1898. They made firings of their own up to the previously 
nnattained velocity of tiooo f.s., and in doing this, rhey anticipated 
the device the Germans used ro obtain verv hio-h velocities with the - -
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Paris long ·range gun of 1918, which w<l'> a long smooth bored exten
sion attached to the muzzle of a cannon. 

The Gavre Commission not only carried out their o'vn firing 
experiments, but also they reviewed and studied all previous resistance 
firings in all countries, of which the records were available; and in 
18y8, they fonnulated and published the results of their own experi
ments and of their srudy of the previously reported experiments. 
Their report showed conclusive.ly that the resistance of the air could 
not simply be taken as proportional to the square of the velocity, or 
co any other one po\ver. 

Instead of announcing their resnlts .in the form of a fon11ula, tht: 
Gavre Commission 1·educetl them to a t.able showing retardations for 
each velocity, and this relarion became known as the Gavre function, 
and was accepted extensively both here and abroad as the basis 
of ballistic calculations. In general its publication marked the end of 
the long search for a single formula for calculating air resistance, 
and substituted instead a table of actual values for each velocity 
found from experiment. · 

In the United States, a slightly modified form of the Gavre func
tion, usually referred to as the G-function, and later designated by 
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the Hallistic Section of Aberdeen Proving Ground as G r, has been 
wi dely used in the computation of trajectories. 

In effect, the G-function is a table showing the relation between 
velocity and retardation; rhat is, a table from which may be found 
directly the reta rdation corn:sponding to any given velocity for any 
projectile having the same shape as the standard projectile used in 
the Gavre fi1·ings and studies a 1ht brised projectile having an ogival 
he;~d with a 2 caliber radius. 

A graph of the G-function is included here. N ote the sharp rise in 
retardation j11.<;t at the velocity of sound. 

A n individual effort that should be menrioncd here mainly because 
it ·was directed specifically at small arms resistance functions was a 
series of firings carried out in Englallll in 1897 and •898 by the late 
Col. Henry .'Vlellish and the late Lord Cottesloe, (T. F. Fremantle, 
author of The Book of the Rifle, 1901, who died J une 1956). 

Col. Mellish and Lord Cottesloe, (with whom I was personr~ lly 
acquainted), set up a specially designeu ballistic pendulum hehind 
the 8-inch hole in the center of the bullseye of a heavy iron targer, 
and with it obtained ~ctual striking velocities at 1000 yards with the 
.461 Gibbs bullet of 570 grains weight. From these striking velocities 
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an attempt was made tO deduce a formula for air resistance vs velor.:ity, 
but \Vithout success. 

1.-·unhcr notable resistanr.:e tirings were made at Aberdeen Proving 
Ground by the Ordnance Department in 1922-z6, using several 
different shapes of projectile, as by this time long capped projectiles 
had come into use by heavy Army & Navy cannon, and it had become 
obvious that for such shells range tables computed frim1 resistance 
functions based on a rather blunt ogive left something to be desired. 

One of the several projectiles used in the Aberdeen firings had a 
long pencil-pointed i1ose and a boat tail or tapered base. This pro
jectile, labelled "]" in the tests, was the basis for the A1my's ballistic 
tables for boat tailed and sharp pointed projectiles, called the "J" 
rabies, and based on what was at first c<tlled the "j"-function of 
resistance, (afterward called by Aberdeen the G 2 function). 

Projectile for which the British 1929 Tables were computed. It is one inch 
in diameter, weighs one pound, and has an ogival head of 8 calibers radius. 

In 1921 firings were carried our by Mr. F. W. Jones, at Hodsock, 
in England, with a . 303 caliber flat based Spitzer bullet, using the 
same t ooo-yd. ballistk pendulum arrangcmenr rhat has just been 
desct;bed as having been used bv Col. :Vlellish and Lord Cottesloc. 

~ . 
In H,l2 2, .\Jr. Jones carried out further experiments with a similar 
buller having •• boat tail or tapered base. 

From these :firings by Mr. Jones a set of resistance functions for 
spitzer pointed small ann'> bullets was developed, and from them a 
set of ballistic tables was worked out, which .were l"llow.n as the 
Hodsock tables. They were published, Lut eventually went out of 
print. However, they have now been reprinted in a revised and 
improved f01m as a final chapter in the book, Notes on Sporting 
Rifles by Major Sir Gerald Burrard, D.S.O., 4th Edition, 1 953· 
(Edward Amold & Co., London) . 

Additional firings for retanlation were made by the British War 
Office with a flat based projectile having a long ogive point of 8 
calibers radius, and the tables for sharp pointed projectiles that were 
printed in the British Textbook of Small Arms, 1929 were computed 
from these firings. 

ThtL~ it will be seen that there are several different sets of b;t.llistic 
tables av:~ilahle that may be used with small am1s bullets. The lng<~lls 
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table..~, and the :1 lmost identical British 1909 rahles are most suitable 
for the ordinarr hunting buller, either the roundeci nose t~·pe such 
as the full metal cased ·30-30. or the modifieci spitzc:r shapes, such as 
the z :z Remington soft point; while the H odsnck rahlcs or the British 
"Sharp Point' ' rabies of 19!9 give slightly closer results with very 
sh:u:p pointed spirzers, such ;I~ rhe 111ilirary . 30-06. The Ordn:mcc 
Department's J tables &rive closer rc::sults for h0:1t-tailed spirzer bullet~. 
though it should be observed rlur at Yelocities abo,·e the speed uf 
sound it mllkcs little difference " ·hether the base of the bullet is boat
tailed or not. 

Comp.rrison of Retardation Frmctio11S 

At this point it may IJc: of interest to cornpare the retardations 
obtained in several of the various resist;mce firings previously re
ferred to. Acconlingly a tabulation is includecl hc::rc, giving veloci
ties in one column, and listing in adjacent cnlumns the results of
(a) the Krupp firings at ~"leppen in 1881. on which Mayevski's 
formula and the Ingalls tables were based; ( b ) the G avre function; 
(c) results of the Rritish firings of 1904-ol) using the same shape of 
projectile as was used by Krupp and at G3vre; (d) the Aberdeen 
fi1·ings with the "J" projcnile; (e) firings by the Germans with a flat 
based spitzer; (f) lirin~:,rs •nade by Jones at Ilodsock in 1921 with a 
flat based Spitzer; and (g) firing-s made in 192 2 hy Jone:; at IJodsock 
with a boat-tailed spitzer bullet of . 303 inch ca liber. 

Construction of a Ballil·tic Table 

For those who mav be curious about how a set of ballistic tables 
• 

can be made up from only a fo rmula for air resistance, the following 
brief explanation is included. 

Mll.ycvski's formula for the retardation in f.s. per second of the 
sraudard projectile of unit weight and diameter and 'vith a z caliber 
radius of ogive. gives the retardation as Avn where A :l!ld n have 
different value.~ in differenr ' 'clocirv zones. 

Suppose: we decide to find the space rr:werscd hy the standard 
projec tile w hile it is being rct:trded from 3600 f.s. to 358o f.s. , which 
is the first interval covered in Ingalls' tables. 

The average velocity over this space is evidently close to 
3600 + nflo or 3590 f.s., so the first step is to find the retarcbtion 

2 

of the st:mcbnl p rojectile for this velocity. 
\Ve sec b~· :\layevsl<i's fommb, as alread~· quoted, th:tr in rhe 

' 'elocity zone from 16oo f.s. to 36oo f.s., n is r. 55 and A is t he 
number whose log:1rithm i.~ 7.609.0~8-x o. 

First we take the logarirlnn of H90 \\'hich is 3·'i551'l94 :1ntl multiply 
it by 1.5.'\· getting 5·)10,J<J6. To it we add log A, which is 7.1:lo9,o48 - •o. 
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TU-:SULTS OF SOME HISTOJ<IC RETARDATION FIRTNG TESTS 
J{et;rrdmiou, f .s. per second for standard fJTojec:ile>· 1 inch in diameter 

and 1 lb. in ~;;eight. 

Vdm:itv 
f.s. • 

Hodsock 
British Aberdeen German flat 

K G 6 "J" s . b 

Hod
sock 
boac
tail ntpp · avre 1904-o p1r-ccr ase 

--- ··------~----------------------~------------
l:!oo 
Sso 
900 
95° 

1000 

1050 

IIQO 

II 20 

1150 
I ZOO 

JZ)O 
IJOO 
140<1 

1000 
1Roo 
1000 

2200 

2-1-00 
260<1 
z8oo 
3000 
'zoo ·' 
3400 
3000 
)Boo 

4000 

26.2 z8.8 32.8 
J0.6 34·7 36.]6 
J6.2 .p.6 4J.i5 
43·3 53·3 5145 
54·Z (>tj.o 59.!! I 
73-3 RB.z 7:.14 

to; .o ll 2.7 ¢.8 
110 1234 w8.74 
141 139.6 1 z!!.96 
175 1664 164.86 
195 191.8 186.34 
ZIJ 216.2 20<).)6 
258 z6t~ 261.76 
343 347·1 349·90 
4!6 429.2 43Z·2 3 

. 509 510.) 5 n.6o 
5?8 593-0 OOJ.OO 
6y! 6]8·5 686.93 
795 769·3 774-73 
904 867.1 876.68 

1015 9i3·0 983·77 
II 35 10!!7•5 1095·69 
1265 1 21} .2 lZ 1Z.75 
1410 1349·3 '333·99 
I 565 1495 ·5 1460.06 

' 730 1649·6 1jC)0.6J 

22 

25 
28 
32 
)8 
48 
95 

102 

II I 

I Zl 

'32 
141 
160 
'Y5 

375 
4~3 
463 
514 

24.1 
2 7·3 
Jl.Z 

,)6.z 
44-7 
6o.; 
87 
99 

116 
141 
lj2 

164 
187 
Zj' 

. ·' 
2~0 

37 1 

407 
464 
·oy 
' _;,s 
t'\o1 

... 

... 

... 

. . . 

22! 

z6~ 

303 
J64 
410 
454 
.sm 

. . . 

... 

... 
125 

135 
'43 
1 5Y 
19' ' z;o 
z6; 
z¢ 
p8 
359 
39<1 
420 

getting 3-119,444· The number corresponding to tlus logarithm is 
found to be 13 1 6. 5, which is the retardation in f.s.s. for the standard 
projectile at 3590 f.s. 

The USU<ll fonnuh for the space passed over by a uniformly 
accelerated (or retarded) body in passing from speed V to speed v is 

which in this case is 
21' 

J600~ - 35802 

! X 1316.5 
= 54·5 feet. 

Looking· now at Ingalls tables, p. 583, we see that this is indeed the 
first entry in column S (u), the space function. This represents the 
actual distance in feet that would have been traversed bv the standard 

' 
projectile while its speed fell from 36oo f.s. to 3580 f.s. if it had 
been projected with an initial velocity of 36oo f.s., and its path had 
remained horizontal throughout. 

The quantity u used in the expression S(u) is the pseudo-velocity, 
which is the projection of the actual velocity along the trajectory 



onto the horizontal. With the very small angles of departure used in 
small arm~ firing, it diifers so little from the actual velocity v that 
u is disregarded, and v is used instead without introducing ;my notice
able error. 

Dividing the space passed over, ·which is 54·5 feet, by the average 
speed over this distance, or 3590 f.s., we get o.o 15 for the time re
quired for the projectile to have its speed changetl from 36oo f.s. to 
3580 f.s. by the air resistance encountered at that speed. 

T hus we see that using only .Mayevski's formula, and w ithout re
course to higher ma.themati~, we have been able to fill in the first 
two values in the space function and time function columns of the 
ballistic tables. T he entire table could be completed that way w ith
om any great error, providing only that the intervals hctwee.n each 
tWO calculations art: taken small enough. 

J'VI.Ja/. the Ballistic Tables M e.w 
To the average user of ballistic tables, they <trc just a seemingly 

interminable string of figures with the magical property of giving 
good ballistic information when used according to directions. Actu
ally, h owever , when in the form of lngall's tables they are rather 
simple when considered from the viewpojnt of what the figures 
actually arc. 

As was seen above, the figures in the Space function column 
~imply indicate spaces passed over by the huller w hile it~ velocit~· 
is changing, (or being retarded by the air resisr:mce), from some 
Starting velocity to the velocity m w hich the particular figures ap-

. ply; and the difference between the S figure for an~· one veloci r~· 
and any other velocity represents the space passed over h~: the 
projectile while its speed is changing from one of the two velocities 
to t he other. Likewise, the figures in the T or time fnnc:tinn column 
repre.<;ent the rime occupied hy the projectile in changing its speed 
from one velocicv to the other. 

' 
It may be noted that the Ingalls t:tbles, as well as most other 

American ballistic tables, start at the high velocity end of the velocity 
scale, and consider that the bullet is started off at Jl)ou f.s., and for 
the first increment of the space function and time function columns 
give the space and time required for the velocity 10 drop ro the next 
lower fig ure. 

The British. on the ocher hand, start their tables with 1 uo f.s. 
velocity, and for the first increment of the time and space function 
columns they give the time and space r equired h~' the huller co he 
slowed down to 100 f.s. from some $}ightl~· higher \·clocity, s:t~·. 
110 f.s. 

The American system seems more logical, for it follows what the 
bullet acmally does when fired; that is. it startS out with some hi~h 
speed (the muzzle Ye)ocity), and rhen slows down. 
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Moreover, there is necessarily a great uncertainty ~ to just exacrly 
what the retardation is at low velocities, for as a practical matter it is 
almost impossible to measure retardations experimentally at these 
low velocities. For ex;~mple, according to IngaUs' tables, it takes the 
standard projet:tile only 274·4 feet to slow down from 36oo f.s. to 
3500 f.s., and according w the British 1909 tables, it takes 272.2 feet, 
and requires o.o7 seconds. 

However, the space required to slow down from zoo f.s. to 100 f.s. 
as given in the British '909 tables is 6672 feet, while in Ingalls' tables 
it is 14,822 feet, anti reqni res 2 3 seconds. In 2 3 seconds the bullet 
would drop 8464 feet, so it can readily be seen that it would be 
impossible to chronograph a bullet at the heginning and end of this 
interval. 

This situation wa.s impressed on my mind when I once plotted 
both the Ingalls tables and the supposedly almost identical British 
1909 tables on cross-section paper, starting with 100 feet as the origin 
of the plot. The two curves were for the most part identical in 
shape, but the Ingalls curve lay considerably f~ rther to the right. 
I puzzled over tins for a while, then remembered the facts mentioned 
above, and repeated the work, bur tins time took 36oo f.s. as the 
origin of the plot. This time the curves pracrjcally c.oint:itled every
where until the very low velocities were reached. 

In view of the fact that the very low velocities are of no importance 
in the usual ballistic calculations, and that the rhing that matters is 
the difference between the space or time func..:tiun for some velocity 
under consideration :md the space or time function for some other 
' ·clocity, this discrepancy in the very low velocity r:\nges makes 
no difference at all to the average user of these tables. 

Pressure in Pounds on the l\r ose of the Pmjectilt: 

If a force of p pounds acts on a body of mass m, it will cause an 
acceleration of p/m f.s. per second. ?vla<;s is weight divided by gravity, 
so the retardation of the projectile by the air resistance of p pounds 
on its nose will be pw / g. However, with the standard projectile of 
unit weight which was used in making up the ballisti<.: tables, w is 1, 

and the formula for retardation becomes r = p/g, and from this we 
have p = r j g. Thos we can find p simply by dividing the retardation 
by J2.!6. 

As the retardation of the standard projectile at a velocity of 
3590 f.s. was found to be •3J6. 5 f.s. per second, the actual fo rce on 
the nose at that speed is IJI6.s/ p.16, or 40·95 pounds. 

Proceeding in this way, we can make up a table of retardations 
and nose pressures for 1\llayevski's standard projectile for several 
di tferent yelocities, as follows: 
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Velocity Retardation Pressure p lbs. on 
f.s. f .s. per second nose of projectile 

;6oo IJlJ.; 41.15 
3500 Ill' 1.0 

' 39·51 
3400 IZOJ-9 37-43 
noo lljl.l 35·81. 
poo 1097·9 34·1 
3100 11145·6 32·51 
3000 995·0 30·93 
z;oo 7ofl.o 22.01 

2000 so8.9 15.8:1. 
r;oo 29j-l ').! 

1200 I 54·3 4·7 
JTOO 99·i 3-10 
1000 6!.2 1.<)0 
')00 4" ., ··)> !. J2 

As was stated above, this table is for a projectile of unit diameter; 
in other words, the diameter is I inch, and consequently the diameter 
squared is also unity. This fact makes it extremely simple to find 
the rearward pressure in pounds for any other projectile of the same 
nose shape, but of a different diameter; for to convert the figures in 
the table to another projectile of the same shape it is only necessary 
to multiply the figure.<> in the table by the square of the di;tmeter of 
the projectile. 

Thus for a .30 caliber projectile having an effective diameter of 
the caliber plus the depth of I groove, or .304, and a shape of nose 
similar to that of the standard projectile, the pounds rearward force 
on the nose at any speed would be that in rhc table multiplied by 
.304 x .304, or .0924. 

Thus for a .30 caliber bullet with about a : caliber ogive, at 
zsoo f.s., we would expect to have a nose resistance of 22.01 x 
.o9z4 ::.:....: 2.034 lbs. 

Form Factor 
Now considering the .3o-o6 service bullet, we know from the way 

it acts when chronographed that it actually experiences a nose 
pressure at 2 500 f.s. of about 1. I 4 lbs. The fact that the pressure is 
Less should be no surprise, how·ever, for this bullet has a much shurper 
point than the standard projectile for which the Ingalls .tables were 
computed. Instead of a z caliber radius, it has one of 7 calibers, which 
obviously would pierce the air much more easily. 

\Ve see therefore, that to compensate for the sharper point of the 
. 3o-o6 spitzer as compared to the standard Ingalls shape, we must 
multiply the figures given in our resistance tahle above by .56. 

Tlus multiplier is ca1Jed the coefficient of reduction, or fom1 
facror, and is variously designated by different ballistics writers 
as c, (as distingUished from C, the ballistic coefficient) , as n, and as i. 
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This book will follow the practice of A rrillery Circular M and call 
it the fom1 factor, designated by i. 

It should be understood, and finnly home in mind, that there is 
no absolute fonn factor for any bullet; the fonn fa~.:wr is <llwa.ys 
for a particular ballistic table, and is determined by comparison of 
the retardation of the bullet in question with the retardation of the 
standard table for \Vhich rhe ballistic table was made. 

\Vhile the form factor · is best found by experimental firing, there 
are ways of estimating it fairly closely from the shape. One simple 
way is by comparing the bullet ·with a chart of bullet shape.~. each 
with its coefficient of fonn marked thereon. Such a chart, by 
Edgar Bugless and \Nallacc H. Coxe, Ballistic Engineers of the 
DuPont Co. formed a part of a series of ballistic charts called 
"A Short Cut to Ballistics" published by the DuPont Co. By per
mission of the DuPont Company, this chart is reproduced herewith. 

hzsuuctious for using the ch.1rl. 
Given a bullet; to estimate the coefficient of fonn, i. 
1. Lay the bullet on the group of ogive curves marked with the 

proper caliber for the bullet. 
2. Slide the bullet along until it matches one of the ogive curves 

as closely as possible. 
3· Refer to the instruction page and read off the codficienr of form. 
As an example, to estimate the coefficient of form for the . 30 !\h 

bullet which has a 7 caliber ogive and a point which has a small 
blunt point about .o3" in diameter, lay the bullet on the set of 
curves marked .JO, and slide it along unril it seems to match an ogive 
curve. It will be seen that it is a bit too slim for the ogive 6 and a bit 
too fat for ogive 8, so the ogive evidently has a 7 caliber radius. 

Referring to the instruction page, we see that for velocities over 
woo f.s. an 8 caliber ogive with a o. 1 caliber flat point has a co
efficient of form of 0.55, and one with a 6 caliber ogi ve has a co
efficient of form of o.6o. Hence one \vi.rh a 7 caliber ngive will have 
<t coefficient of form equal to the average of these two, or about . 57 5. 



VALUE OF i 
Diun. of Hollow Point or 

NORMAL Flat N ... in Calibero 
BULLET FORM POINT 0.1 0 .. 2 O.J 0.4 o.s 

Blunt Projectile, Cylindrical. ....................... 2.30 
Blunt Projectile, Taper Sides 0.9 Cal. ... .. .. . .. . .. . .. 1.85 
Blunt Projectile, Taper Sides 0.8 Cal ........ . ..... . .. 1.50 
Blunt Projectile, Taper Sides 0. 7 Cal. ........... ... . . 1.30 
Blunt Projectile, Taper Sides 0.6 Cal .. .... . . ......... 1.10 --
Head Radius of 0.5 Cal. ..... . ......... .. . .... . . .... 1.40 ;,.. 

-! 

Head Radius of 1.0 Cal. ........ ... .... .......... ... 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.40 -.. -
Hearl Radius of t .5 Cal. ... . ..... ......... .. . . . .... . 0.95 1.00 1.10 1.15 1.25 1.35 --.. , -
Head Radius of 2.0 Cal. . .. . .. . . ..... . ...... ........ 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.10 1.25 

~ -"' 
Head Radius of 3.0 Cal. M .V. 2()()(}-3500 f.s . . . .. . . .. .. 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 '/.. 
H f'ad Radius of 3.0 Cal. M . V. under 2000 f.s . . ........ 0.75 0.80 0.85 0 .95 1.0.~ 1.15 

~ ,.. 
""' H ead Radius of 4.0 Cal. M .V. 2000-3500 f.s . .. ...... . . 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.85 1.00 
""! 
::'!. 

Head Radius of 4.0 Cal. M .V. under 2000 f.s .. ... ..... 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.95 -1.10 -8 
H ead Radius of 6.0 Cal. M. V. 2000-3500 f.s .. . .... . . . . 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.80 0.95 ~ 

Head Racl ius of 6.0 Cal. M. V. under 2000 f.s .. ... ..... 0.65 0.70 0.80 0.85 0.95 1.10 
Head Radius of 8.0 Cal. M.V. 2000-3500 f.s ....... . ... 0.49 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.75 0.90 
Head Radius of 8.0 Cal. M . V. unrler 2000 f. s ..... ..... 0.60 0.65 0. 70 0.75 0.85 1.00 
Hea'd Radius of 10.0 Cal. M .V. 2000- 3500 f.s .. . ....... 0.44 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.70 0.85 
Head Radius of 10.0 Cal. M.V. under 2000 f.s ...... ... 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.80 0.95 
Balls with M .V. under 1000 f.s.. .. . . . . . .... . . .. . ..... 2.00 
Balls with M .V. between JQ00-1300 f.s . ........... .. . 1.70 
Balls with M .V. over 1300 f.s .... . ..... .. ..... . . . . ... 1.40 
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The firitish Textbook of Small Arms, '9()(), gives a formuln for 
calucularing the form factor for ogiv:1l pointed bullets, sudt as the 

. 3o-o6 spitzer, which gives close results. I . . . _1 __ . ! -411 - I 
t JS J = -- V 

n 7 
where i is the fonn factor, and n is the radius of the ogive expressed 
in calibers. 

Thm; rhe . 30-o6 bullet has an ogive with a radius of 2. 1 inches, or 
7 calibers, and the form factor computed by that formula comes 
out .56 · 

For ogival poinled hullers the radius of the ogi,,c, n, can he de
tennined rather easily by first measuring the diameter and the length 

. u + [ 
of head of the bullet, and then using the formula n =---.:4 _ _ _:_ __ 

4 

where L represents the length of the head of the bullet expressed in 
calibers. 

Tbe Bt11liuic Coefliciellt 

The ballistic tables given in this hook are made for a stmulard 
projectile of 1 inch diameter, 1 lb. weight, and with <t shape cor
responding to that of the projectile used in the resistance firinbrs on 
which the panicular table is based. As stated above the space and 
time functions in the tables represent actu:.~l spaces and times re
quired hy tbi} projectile to pass from one velocity to another. If any 
other projectile is used, the spaces and times will be different. 

Of course, the heavier the projectile is, all other things being 
equal, the less it will be retarded. If we want to use the tables with 
a projectile having the same shape and di,unetcr, but twice the weight, 
we must multiply all figures in the table by z, for it will go twice 
as f:.~r and take twice as long in slowing down from one velocity to 
another as will the standard projectile. 

Again, suppose that we have a projectile of the same shape of 
nose and same weight as the standard projectile for which the rabies 
were m:.~de, but of half the diameter. As cross-sectional area varies 
with the square of the diameter, this projectile will have only one
quarter the cross-sectional area of the ~randard projectile, and will 
meet only one-quarter the air resistance, so it will slow down only 
one-quarter as fast, and all figures in the table will have to he multi
plied by 4· Such a multiplier is what is called the 8.11/istic Coefficiem 
of the projectile for the particular ballistic table to be u~cd. The 
ballistic coefficient of any bullet takes into account the weight. cross
section area, and shape of the bullet as comp:.~rcd to those qualities 
for the standard projectile on which the table is based, and also it 
takes into account the density of the air at the time of tiring as 
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compared to the standard density for wh.ich the tal>les were com
puted. 

As will be seen f rom what has been said :•bout the effect of weig ht 
and cross section, the ballistic coefficient is proportional to w j d" 
where w is the weight of the bullet in pounds, and d is its diameter 
in inches. The quantity wj dz is called the Sectional Demity. 

Use of tbe Fo·rm Fncto-r 
Obviously, tht: form fflctor of the bullet under consideration :ts 

compared to the st:mdard projectile for w hich the tables were com
p uted enters importantly into thr b::.ll istic coefficient, for the shape 
of the point o f the bullet has a large effecr. on the magnitude of the 
air resistance it encounters in Aight; rhe sharper the point and the 
smaller the form factor, the more easily the l>ullet c:~n bore its way 
t hm ugh the air. 

Thus when the fom1 f:Ktor is included, the ballistic coefficient 

becomes C =-- w where w is the weight of the bullt:t in pmmds, 
i d2 

d is its effective diameter (usually taken as the caliber plus the depth 
of r groove) and i is the fonn factor. 

Correction of C for ChanJI.eS in Ai-r Density 
There is another factor th~t enters intu the complete expression 

for the ballistic coefficient, and that is a correction for var-i::.tions in 
the density of the a.ir from standard. T he density of the air is :~ f
ft:c ted by v::. riation.-; in temperat ure, in moisture content of rhc air. 
and in l>aromet ric pressu re. T he density is considered to he standard 
for ballistic calculations when the temperature is 6o deg. F ., the 
barometer is JO inches, and the :~ir is two-thirds samrated with 
moisture. 

It is usual to represent the den:;ity of the air by the symbol delta (8)'. 
il represents the actual density :~t the time and place of firing, w hile 
81 represents t he standard density. On p. 430 will be found a table of 

~ for various temperatures and harometer rc.adings. vVhile such 
~ 

corrections are vit:llly important in long r;~nge artillery firing, they 
are relatively unimportant in small aims firi ng ar the usual ranges 
lL~ed in hunting or target practice, and hence may he disregarded. 

However if it is desired to usc rhern. it is onlv necessarv to - . 

multiply the ballistic coefficient by as found from the t;t ble 

on p. 430 for the temperature and b:tromctcr :n the time of firing. 
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nrag Coefficient 
T he reader who merely desires to use the ballistic tables r~t th<: 

end of the chapter may skip what follows, and turn directly to the 
tables. 

However, for those who may desire as a matter of interest to 
study the subject of air resistance further, there follow :1 few 
paragraphs on the subject of the drag coefficient. 

Jt was said above that Sir Isaac ~ewton decided that air resistance 
to a moving body is proportional co the square of the velocity, and 
that resistance firings seemed to show that this is not so. Further 
light is thrown on this subject by the following, C]UOted from rhe 
Ordnance School Text on Ballistics, prepared hy Dr. L. S. Dederick 
for use in the Ordnance School in ti)JY at the time when I was head 
of that school. The direct quotation starts here-

Dimeu,·ion.rl Analysis 
Before it is possible to give a complete and intclligihle account of 

the assumptions made at the present time about the laws of air re
sistance, it is necessary to make a digression into a r:tther general 
subject of physical ~heory, th<tt of dimensional analysis. 

In order to specify the magnitude of any physical quantity, it is 
necessarv to name the unit as well as the numerical rneasnre. Thus -a length of 5 is not determined unless we know whether it is 5 
inches, 5 feet, or 5 of some other unit of length. The same is true 
of an area or a volume, hut rhe rluee things arc related. ~'e know 
that if we change our unit of length from feet to inches, the nmn
ber . of units in a given length is multiplied by 12. the number of 
units in a given area is multiplied by the square of 12, and th~tt in 
a given volume by the cube of 12. 

This is briefly expre.-;scd by saying that the dimensions of area 
and volume are respectively two and three in length. or that the 
dimension:tl formulas for area and volume are L" 11nd L3

• In the 
same \vay, most physical units can be expressed in terms of a small 
number of fundamental units. the most commonly used being length, 
mass, and time, and denoted by L. :\'(, and T respectively. Thus we 
may say the dimensional fomJU!a for velocity is LT·•, since velocity 
is obtained as a distance divided bv a time. Since an acceleration is 
a velocity divided by a time, its dimensinnal fonnula is LT 2 • 

Again, since a force is determined as a mass multiplied by an 
acceleration its dimensional formula is :\II .T-1 . 1 .ikewisc the formula 
for dcnsitv i::; MT ; 3 since dcnsin' is mass tlivicied bv volume. - . . 

If any mathematical equ:ttion involves terms representing physical 
quantities, it must be homogeneous in the dimensional formulas of 
these quantities; that is, the degree of any one of the letters M, T ., 
and T in the dimensional form of one tenn of the eq\lll tion must be 
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the same as that in any other tcrni. The reason is that the equation 
may be supposed to represent a physical fact which is independent 
of the units used. A change of ally unit wiiJ multiply every tenn by 
the same factor and so preserve the equality if the equation is homo
geneous, but will not in the contrary c.;~e. Tlus principle is commonly 
used as a check, but mav also be used to disc.:over new facts . .. 

A very commonly used example of this procedure is the following. 
The time of oscillation c of a pendulum for a given amplitude may be 
supposed to depend conceivably on its length L, its mass .M, and 
the intensity of gravity g. \Ve write an equation in the form 

t = kJ,a M,B gy 
where k is a constant, assumed to be dimensionless, and the exponents 
a, {3, and y are to he detem1incd. 

The dimensional formula for the left side is of course T. For the 
right side it is 

La l\{6 (MT-2)y 
Comparing the exponents of L, .VI, and t respectively in the two 
formulas, we get a + y = 0 , f3 = 0, -z, -· r. Hence a = Yz, .8 = 0, 
andy = -Yz, and we can infer that t = k \11 /g 

Whlle the value of k is not given by tlus proce.<;s, the result is rather 
substantial for the small amount of labor involved. 

Of coun;e in this sort of investigation we must take account of all 
relevant considerations. \Ve assumed here that the oscillations were 
of a given amplitude. Dimensional analysis will tell us notlung about 
angles, since they are dimensionless, that is, they ;~re independent of 
the units of length, mass, and time used. 

Application to Air Resistance 

\Ve shall now apply the method of dimensional analysis tv the law 
of air resistance. We have already assumed that the drag depends on 
the velocity of the projectile, the air density, and the shape and size 
of the projectile. Since we have seen that there is expeJimental evi
dence that there arc different drag functions for different shapes, we 
need only consider size, which is then determined by any one linear 
dimension, such a<> diameter. \Ve may write then 

D = Kt,d8 uP p"Y 

where D is in the air resistance, or drag, Ko is the coefficient of 
drag, d is the diameter of the projectile, u its velocity with respect 
to the air, and p the air density. 

No".r the dimensional formula for 0 is ML T -2, that for d is L, that 
for u is LT ', and that for p is ML-3• \Ve have then 

MLT-2 = La (LT-').8 (.i\IIL-s)y 
and hence, by comparing the exponents of L, .'\1, and T, respcctiYely, 
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1 - y 

1 - a + {3 - 3 y 
-z -/3 

Hence y = r, {3 = z, <md a = 2. vVe have then that the drag is pro
portional to the air density, ro the squ<tre of the diameter, and to 
the square of the velocity of the bullet through the air. If we replace 
a, {3, and y, by their numeric:-~J values, the equation for drag becomes 

D =- Kod" u" 
where the quantit~· Kn is called the drag coetficieru, and is a quantity 
of dimensions zer~1. The implication of this last is that the value of 
the drag coefficicnr is entirely independent of the other quantities 
in rhe equation, provided of course, thnt these are consistent. Thus 
if d is expressed in feet, u in feet per second, p in pounds per cubic 
foot, and the corresponding value of D in poundals, the value of 
Ku will be the same as if d were in centimeters, u in centimeters 
per second, p in grams per cubic centimeter, and the corresponding 
value of D in dvnes. Of course rhe unit of force must be absolute 

' 
and not gravitational; the use of a pound force or a gram force 
would arbitrarily introdm:e the units of g. Nor only is Kv of di
mensions 'l.ero, bur any quantity on which it depends must also he 
of dimensions zero. 

The indication that D is proportional ro u" appeaJ·s ro be a very 
astonishing result, for it ~pparently brings us back to Newton's 
Jaw of resistance, which had been discredited by all the firings made 
by the Ga vre conuniS!>ion, and the resistance firings performed at 
Aberdeen. 

Any such inference ~s rlus, however, overlooks the fact pointed 
out previously, that dimensional analysis throws no light on the in
fluence of a dimensionless quantity, such as an angle or any other 
number in the form of the ratio of two quantities o f the same di
mensions. T hus while dimensional analysis shows that the drag is . . -
proportional to the square of the velocity, the drag may depend on 
:my way whatever on the ratio of the projectile Yelocity to some 
other independent velocity. 

If the drag were actually dependent on the square of the velocity, 
and not dependent on the velocity in nny other way, we should have 
D/ n2 equal tO :1 constant for any particular projectile and air density. 
For a standard projectile, this will he proportional to G j u, (where 
G is the Gavre function, w luch is the p<Irticular drag function based 
on the experimental evidence collected by the Gi1vre commission, 
practically all of which pertained to projectiles of conventional pre
World 'Var I shape,) and also to KJ>. 

lf then we compute G ; u as a function of u from a G table, we 
may learn the mode of variation of K.v as a function of u. 

If now we plot or tal)ulate this result based on the Giivre function 
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Drag coefficient ploued aga.in~t ratio of bullet velocity to velocity of sound 
for three projectile shapes. 

or any of the other drag functions, we get a function of u with the 
following properties. For small values of u it is nearly constant or 
decreases slightly; in the neighborhood of 1 1 oo f.s. it increac;e.c; very 
rapidly; it reaches a maximum shortly beyond this, and then de
creases, but remains considerably larger than the value first mentioned. 

For the different drag functions-that is for the drag functions 
pertaining to different projectile shapes-the abruptn~ of the in
crease, and the amounr of the increase differ, but the value of u for 
which the increase ' is most rapid shows very little variation. This 
suggests forcibly that the rise is connected with the velocity of sowtd . . 
m atr. 

A set of three curves is given herewith, in which the drag function 
K0 is plotted against uj a for three di fT erem shapes of projectile. 
Curve A is for rhe Gavre projectile, and the other two are for 
projectiles used in the Aberdeen firings of 1922. Projectile B has a 
long ogival point and a fl at base, while projectile C, called the 'T' 
projectile, has a long pencil-pointed nose and a tapered or "boar
tailed" base. 
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The fact tha£ Kn has been made to depend on nj a rather than 
on u itself confom1s to the requirement that KD is not only of 
dimensions zero itself, but must also depend on arguments which :~re 
dimensionless. 

Only one argumenr has been mentioned so far, namely uj a. This 
is caJled Mach's number. A full treatment would require the con
sideration of the cross-wind force and the overturning moment and 
stability factor, but in this very brief chapter they will have to he 
omitted. 

Change of Ballistic Coefficieut 'With V elocit.r. 
It will be noticed in working with ballistic tables that the ballistic 

coefficient often changes with changes in velocity. Theoretically the 
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Tht- three projectiles for which the Dmg coefficient is pJoucd in the accom· 
panring graph. Projenile A is •imilar 10 th<' Gavrc type, whi le C is the Abcr· 
det>n 'T' projec tile. 
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Full Jim: shows Gavre function and doued line ~hows resistance function for 
a projectile with Gavre shape and a ballistic coefficient of 1.0. 

ballistic coeffic.:ient should n:lllain const:mt regardless of · velocity, 
but tltis is only so when the shape of the bullet is exactly similar to 
that of the standard projectile for which the ballistic table was com
puted. 

Looking at the curve of Kn given herewith it can he seen that a 
projet:tile having a shape like that of projectile A will by no means 
follow a ballistic table computed for a projectile having a shape 
like that of projectile C. 

I .ooking nmv at sketch ~o. 9, we see a graph of the G function, 
together with " graph of the retardation function of a projectile 
having the same form and weight but half the cross section area. 
Jr will have a ballistic coeffit:ient of 2 .o and that will not change with 
velocity w hen used with tables compmed for the Gavrc projectile. 

Nmv .refer to sketch No. to to see \Vhat happens when a projectile 
having a shape similar to the J projectile is used with tables com
puted from the G- functions. At about 2 1 oo f.s. velocity, where the 
two curves arc together, the projectile will have the same ballistic 
coefficient when referred to ballistic tables computed from the G 
function as it will for those computed the J function. vVhere the 
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two curves coincide, it will make no difference which tables are us~d, 
but at other points, the ballistic coefficient wiJJ chang~ when the 
G tables are used, \vhilc it will not change at any velocity if the .J 
tables are used, because the projectile, being of the J shape, will 
follow the J function curve of resistance. 

CompaTison of tbe different H.1Uistic l'ables 

Ouring lll<my years worl.:: with ballistic tables, l have useJ the 
Ing-alls t.1bles, the British 19119 tables, (which arc almost the same 
as the Ingalls), the Britbh 1929 tables, based on a spit:t.er pointed 
flat based bullet with ll calibers radius of point, and the Hodsock 
tables, which are also based on a spit7.er shape. 

\Ve have sevc::ral methods of judging which tables give the most 
nearly a~.:curate results for any particular small arms bullet. For 
Hat based spirzer bullets, such as the . 3o-o6 or the . 30 i\h, we have 
a complete t.1ble calculated by the Ordnance Oepanment up tO 1000 

yards, given on p. 401. Of all the tables we have used, the Hodsock 
tables give the closest result:; for this bullet, bur the others are not 
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Solid line is the J function, while the douoo line is 1he G funcrion reduced 
y2 as for a projectile having a ballistic coeffidenl of 2.0 referred to the C 
projectile. 
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far off. Tlus is not surpnsmg, for the Hodsock firings were done 
with a bullet of almost exactly the same shape. 

The t<tbuhnion given below .lists the Ordnance figures, together 
with those obtained with the 4 differcnr ballistic tables mentioned 
in the second paragraph above. 

150 Grain .3o-oli Hnt Based Spitzer Pointed Bullet at 2700 f.s. 
·-

Ordnance ... 
nuurcs -

Hod soc){ Brirish Ingalls' Brirish 
T ,1l.>lcs I')Z<) Tables 1 ahles 1909 T:1bles 

Remain- · 
Range ing Vcloc-
vds. 1tv, f.s. 
' ' 

c- .2(0'7 (' = "4(\ c = 4'07 c = ... 083 ' . ~ · -) 

i = ·92 I ::- l.O i =·56 i = ·56 

I 0() 2481 
;!00 226' 

' 
HOIS 2263 2.!75 ., "'T' ... 

JOO 2059 10.17 2041l ~081 2071 
400 rSsli dl5J t8;8 1892 r88t 
500 r(J64 
(J(J() i<H8 

16511 1638 I f lO 17115 
' -li7 1448 •s6s 'H.I 

700 I " I -) ) 1,116 1279 14!1 1395 
!!no 11 74 IIllO lljO 1295 1240 __ ,._ ·-- - --·-
ln connection with this tabulation attention is invited to the dif

ferent values of C for the different tahles. Tlus difference is entirely 
due to the dif·T ercnce in the form factor as referred to the particular 
standard projectile on which each table was based. Both the Hodsock 
and the llritish J<)ZIJ rabies were hased on a sharp pointed bu!Jet not 
far hom the ~h<tpe of the . 3o-o6, hctKe rhe .fonn factor for each of 
these tables is dose to r.o, which means that the ballistic coefficient 
does not change much with velocity with these tables for this par
ticuJ:u bullet. 

On the other hand, the Ingalls tables and the British 1909 tables 
are both made for a much blunter bullet, and it will be seen that 
the fom1 factoi· for both these tables is .j6, and the ballistic coefficient 
of the . 30·06 bullet changes considerably with changes in velocity 
with these tables. 

,'\.:fost of our modern hunting bullets are much closer to the form 
of the Ingalls sh<1.pe; even a small blunting of the point of a Spitzer 
bullet will greatly increase its form factor, :mel ma.ke the Ingalls tables 
give more consistent results for it. 

T o check this out, I have taken the .222 Remington ca•-rridge with 
50 grain bullet at poo f.s. muzzle velocity, for which the factory 
has run ballistic tests and furnished trajectory figures np to 500 
yards. This comparison follows: 
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H! Remington with 5'' gr;Hn hullt:t <U 3wo i .s. !\ luzzlc vclucit)" 

hlcwry 
ligures 

Range 
_ yds. 

Remaining 
vclocitv --- ·-

(> JZOU 

I 00 2600 
!IJO 

1750 
1400 
I ljO 

lng~lls 
Tallies 

c = .1819 
i = .;!:! 

11S:v 
t;6; 
14!0 
116' ·' 

British 
•909 T~oles 
C = 1'9' . ' . 

i == .!:(u 

21j>i 

tt;o 
'393 
1143 

British 
192\1 Table~ 
c = ·0974 

I .. , -·- ; 

1009 

Hodsock 
Table$ 

c = .1025 
j ;_; 1.4 

--- -

!l31 

1637 
llH 

U)"l .> 
-=== 

It wiU be seen that with d1is bullet, as is t he case with most modern 
American hunting bullets, the form factor is closer co unity as re
ferred to the Ingalls tables than when referred to the British 1<)!9 

and the Hodsock tables, both of which were made for sharp pointed 
spitzcr type bullets. It is true that the 222 Remington has the gen
eral shape of a spitzc::r with about :1 6 caliber radius but the lead 
point of the soft nose bullet has a flat on it of about a tt:nth of :t 

caliber, which greatly increases r.he fom1 fanor. Looking at the Du
Pont chart of fom1 factors, we would estimate a for111 factor of about 
.Ho for this bullet for the Ingalls tables, ;md this is close to what it 
turns out to be. 

Thus fo r tlus bullet, as for most othc::rs commonly used in our 
present day small arms shooting, the Ingalls tables arc closer than the 
others. 

A number of spot checks on other bullets included in the ammuni
tion maker's published ballistic data all show close agreement with 
the results of calculations made with Ingalls tables. Tlus includes even 
the boat-tailed fuJI metal jacketed . 3o-o6 bullet of 18 0 grains weight, 
figures for wluch are. included helow. 

\Vestcrn Cartr.idgc Comp<uly's tAo gr. full meral jacketed .J0·06 

(',ompany's Ingalls British Rrirish H odsock 
published Tables 1909 Tables 1929 Tables Tables 
ballistics c =·51! c =-50 c = .186 c = ·305 

j ::.:: ·56 i = ·56 1 = ·97 i = -91 
Range Remaining . ' 
yds. vciOCit\' .. 

:Vluzzle Z]OO ' . . . 
100 ., . "0 •)• 

200 !HO 2348 l,l46 ZJ41 ,,9 ... •) . 
JOO 1190 218j 2179 1163 :u66 

T hese comparisons, together with many others I have made aU add 
up to the fact that the Ingalls tables are ahout the most generally 
satisfactory ones available today for use in small arms ballistic cal
culations. 
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.USE OF INuALLS' BALLISTIC TABLES 
The space function S tabulated opposite a velocity V is the acrual 

distance in feet that would have been traversed by the standard pro
jectile of wtit weight and w1it diameter while its speed fell from 
36oo f.s. to V f.s. if it had been projected horizontally with an 
initial velocity of 3600 f.s., and if its path had remained horizontal 
throughout. The letter u used in the expression S( u) represents the 
pseudo-velocity, wluch is the projection of the actual velocity onto 
the horizontal p lane. For the small angles of departure used in small 
arms firing, u can be taken as equal to V. 

The symbols have the following meaning: 
X is the range in feet. 
V is the initial velocity for range X (refer ro column he::aded u). 
v is the ternunal velocity for range X. 

T is the rime of Jlight for range X. 
C is the ballistic coefficient. 
i is the fmm factor. 

H is the maximum height of the trajectory in feet. 
S(V) is the velocity function (from S(u) in the table) for V. 
S(v) is the velocity function (form S(u) in the table) for v. 
T(V) is the time function (from the table) for V. 
T( v) is the time function (from the rable) for v. 
w is the bullet weight in pounds. 
d is the bullet diameter in inches. 

Fo'/"mulas and Examples of Ho1v to Use the Tables 
PROBLEJ\.1 r: 
. Given the muzzle velo(·iry V, the range:: X, and the remaining veloc

ity v at the end of range X, to detem1ine the ballistic coefficient C. 

Fommla: C = 
X 

where S(v) and S(V) are space 
S(v) - S(V) 

functions for velocities V and vas taken from column S(u) in Table I. 
Example 1. The 50 grain bullet for the Remington z z z cartridge 

has a muzzle velocity of poo f.s., and a remaining velocity of z66o 
f.s. at 'oo yds. Find the ballistic coefficient. 



v 
v 

z66o f.s. and S( v) 
3200 f.s. and S(V) 

277 2.<) 

I I 24·4 
---

S(v) - S(V) = 1648.5 

X= 100 yds, = 600 feet, and 6ooj 1648.5 = .1819- C 

PROBLEM z: 

Given the muzzle velociry V, ami the remaining velocity at the 
end of the range X, to lind the form factor i. 

Fonnula: C = w jid2 , hence i - w ;cct~ where w is the weight 
of the bullet in pounds, and d is the diameter of the bullet in inches~ 
generally taken as bore diameter plus the depth of 1 rifling groove. 

Example 2. The 50 grain zzz Remington bullet has a muzzle velocity 
of 3200 f.s., a remaining velocity at 10<1 yds of z66o f.s., and an 
effective diameter of .224 inch. Find the form factor. 

First .find the ballistic coefficient, <"~S in problem 1. It was found 

to be .1819. ~ow find w,ld" thus; ;o = .1417. This 

divided by 
. 14 I 7/. 1 8 H) 

.288 X .z88 X 7000 

the ballistit: cocJlicient will give the form factor, thus 
= ·78. 

PROfiLFlVl 3: . 
Given the muzzle velocity V, the ballistic coefficient C, and the 

range X; to .find the remaining velocity v :H the end of range X. 

Formula: S(v) = S(V) + ~ 
Ex,rrnple 3· Find the remaining velocity v at the end of zoo yards 

for the 5o grain nz Remington uullet which has a muzzle velocity 
of 3200 f.s. and a ballisri<.: coefficient of .1819. 

X 6oo 
-c .1819 

V - 3200 f.s., and S(V) 
Add x;c 

S(v) 
v = 2180 f.s. 
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PROBLEi\.1 4: 

Given the muzzle velocity V, and the remaining velocity v at 100 

yards, to find the remaining velocity at 200 yards, 300 yards, and so on. 

Fomzula: S(v) for wo yd = S(V) + twice !S(v) - S(V) J 

also S(v) for 300 yd = S(v) + three times fS(v) - S(V) l 
and so on. This is simply. a shol't cut whi~.:h follows from a consid
eration of problems 1 and 3· 

Extrmple 4· Find the remaining velocity at zoo, 300, 400, and 500 

yards for the 50 grain zn Remington bullet which has a muzzle 
velocity of pou f.s. and a remaining velocity of z66o f.s. at 100 yds. 

v = 266o S( v) = 2772.9 
V = poo S(V) = 1 1 24.4 

S(v) - S(V) = 1648.5 

S(V) . I I 2 4·4 
S(v) - S(V) 1648.5 
S(v) for 100 yd = 2772.9 

Add r648.5 

S(v) for zoo yds = 4421.4 
Add •648. 5 

Velodtv at 200 vds = 2 r8o f.s. ' . 

S(v) for 300 yds = 6069.9 Velocity at 300 yds = 1765 f.s. 
Add 1648.; 

S(v) for 400 yds = 7718.4 Velocity :tt 4oo yds = 1420 f.s. 
Add 1648.5 

9366.9 Velocity at ;oo yds = r r63 f.s. 

PROBLEM 5: Given the initial velocity V, the ballistic coefficient C 
and the range X, to find the time of flight for range X. 

Fommla: T= C {T(v) - T(V)l where T(v) and T ( V) arc 

taken from the column of time functions headed T (u) in Table I. 
Example >· Find the time of flight over a range of 500 yds for the 

50 grain 2 n Remington bullet having a ballistic coefficient of .18ry. 

First find the remaining velocicy for 1500 feet as in problem 3. 
This is f onnd to be 1 r 6 3 f.s. 



5l:IO 

v = 1163 f.s. 
V = poo f.s. 

I I \Tt:tt f.lt' s Non:uoc>K 

T (v) = 4.7655 
T (V) - 0.3310 

T (v) - T ( \ .) 4·4345 
T -= +·B45 x C -: +~H5 x . 1 ~ 19 -= ·79 sec. 

PROBLEl\1 6: 

Given the muzzle velocity, the range, and the ballistic coefficient, 
to tind the maximum height of trajccr.ory for the range X. 

Formula: II in feet = (2T) 2 = 4T' and IT in indtcs = 48 T~ 
E:l.'.nnp/e 6: For a range of 300 yards, find the maximum ordinate H 

for the 50 grain 2 22 Remington bullet. 

Fi rst Jind the remaining velocity at 300 yards. In p roblem 4 this 
was found to he 1765 f.s. Use this value to fi nd the time of flight, 
as in problem 5· Tllis is found to be . ~~~o second. w hich is T . T • is 
.1444, which multiplied b~, 48 gives ·6.93 inc hes as the maximum 
height of trajectory for 3oo ya rd<>. Reference to the Western Am
muni6on Handbook shows that the maker's figure for this is 7 inches. 
(Note- ammunition maker's p ublished ballistic tables give w hat is 
called MID-RA~GE trajectory. The maximum ordinate occurs just 
a bit further along than mid- range, and is just a l>it greater, but the 
difference is so small that the maximum ordinate as calculated above 
m~y be taken :lS mid-range trajectory without much error. 

PROBLEM 7: 

Given the maximum ordin:ue H fo r an~· range. find the time of 
flight for that range. 

Formula: T = !0 \ I H where His in feet, or T = ~~ v'H when: -
3 

H is in inchrs. 

E:rmnple 7: Given that the 300 yard mid range trajec tory of the 
50 grain 222 Remington is 7 incht!s, find the approximate time of 
Right. 

4 
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ExTEJUoR ll.n.usncs 5s, 

PROBLEM 8: 
Given rhe velocity of a bullet at any point, and the bullet weight 

in grains, w find the energy of the bullet in foot-pounds at that poinr. 

Forrnuld.· :Energy in foot-pound~ = Yz mv~ =- Yz wv" wv" 

g 2 g 

where w is the bullet weight in pmmds and g is the value of the 
acceleration of gravity, 32. 16 f.~. per second. 

As there arc 7000 grains in a pound ;tvoirdupois, the bullet weight 
in grains must be divided by 7000 to bring it ro pounds, and must 
also be divided by gravity to bring it to mass instead of weight. The 

form ula thus becomes 
\VV2 

- - -And as zxp. 16 x 7ooo = 450,240, 
~g X 7000 

the formula simplifies down to bullet weight in grains times 
wv2 

velocity squared divided by 450,240, or simply If multi-
450,240 

plication instead of division is preferred, it will be found that 
1 di vided hy 450,240 = o.oooooz 2 2 1, so in tlll.s (:ase the fonnula be
comes Energy in foot pounds = o.ooooon 2 1 w v" 

Example Ji: The 50 grain 222 Remington bulle t has •• remaining 
velocity at 100 yards of 2660 f.s.; find the energy at that point in 
foot pounds. 

;o x z66o x 266o _:;o x 7,<J7_),6oo -· . 
450,240 

78) ft. lbs. . . 

U l'C of Table /1 
This table is used to find the angle of departun:. The following 

example will show how it is used. 

PROBLEM H: Given the muzzle velocity V, and the ballistic co
efficient C, find the angle of departure a, for range X. 

Fo1'rnula: Sin 2a = A x C, where A is the quantity found in Table 

A under the proper velocity heading and opposite Z, where Z = ~. 

Ex,mzple 8: Find the angle of departure for a range of 400 yards 
with the 150 gr ... lo-o6 bullet with :1 mu:t.zle velocitv .of z 700 f.s., 
if the ballistic coefficient is ·4' 

X = 400 x 3 = 1 zoo feet. 
X 12oo 
- =· = zg26.S c ·4' 

Look at Table A under z 700 f.s. velocity, and under column Z. 
We find no value for 21}26.7 in the Z colwnn, and as values for 

z8oo and 3000 are borh given, it is necessary to interpolate. 



A for Z of 3000 

A for Z of z~oo 

Differem:c 

lJATCIJ liR'S ~OTEIIOOK 

0.1'>1708 
0.()1 jfij 

A for Z of !!loo - o.111 565 
Ditf. to he added - y1 

A for Z of 2926.7 = o.o1656 

Sin 2 a = o.o 1656 x ·4' = .oo67H96 
2 a = 2J·Y'' hence a = 1 1.5' 

- 90.6 

Checking with rhe table on p. 401, we see that the Ordnance range 
tables give the ::mgle of departure for this bullet at 400 y•1rds as 1 r.6' 

BALLISTIC TABLES 

The following tables will he found immediately following: 
On pp. 583 to 609, incl., lng;~Jis' Table I, from Artillery Circular M. 
On p. 61 1, an extension of Table I to sooo f.s. 
On pp. 6r z to fi17, incl., Ingalls' Table II from Artillery Circular 

M, A.BRIUGFD, and hence called Table A. It is used to find angles 
of elevation. 

On pp. 617 & 618, a table of Natural Sines from o to 4 deg. 
On pp. 619 to 621, Instructions and table for finding huller drop. 
On pp. 625 to 629 incl., the time and space functions from tht: 

British 1909 Bal1istic Tables. 



ExT En 1 oR B." LLJ sn cs 

T:\BLE I. 
-

8 (u) 6 A (") 6 1 (!t) Ll T (~l 6 

3600 0.0 
I 

!.14.5 0.00 I. 72 0. 03136 0. 00027 0.000 0.015 

3580 54. 5 
3:.clO 109. 2 
3S40 164.1 

!14. 7 I . 12 I. il 0. 03165 0.00028 0.01~ 0.01:1 r ... o 3.411 1. i6 0. 0.11\n 0.00028 0.000 0.016 
r.5. I 5.22 I. 7~ 0. 00221. 0. 00028 O.Ot6 0.016 

~ 219.2 
3600 214.4 
34li0 32!1."' 

~. 2 7. 00 ' I . 91 0. 03249 0. 00029 0.062 0.015 ss.• 8.91 1 I . 8'l 0.03273 0.00030 O. Oii 0.016 
5.~. /i 10. f\2 I. s:; 0. 03308 0.00029 0.093 o,oJo 

3460 3~.3 
3440 4l l. I 
3.42() 497.0 

. 
S.'>. 8 12.47 I. 87 0. 03337 0. 00030 0. !119 0. 016 
5.~. 9 14. ~. I. !1!1 0. 03367 o. 00031 0.125 0. 017 
!.G.1 10.23 I. 92 0.03398 0. 00031 O.H2 0. 016 

3400 M3. I 221.2 IR. rr. 0.06 0.03429 0. 00016 o. ! .'iS 0.008 

3300 581.3 
33IICJ 609. •I 
3370 637.6 

2S. I 19.11 0.97 0. 03445 0.00016 Q. 166 0. 0011 
2~.2 2Q. ()A o. 911 o. 03161 0.0.1016 o.m 0. 008 
28.2 21.00 0.96 0.03477 o. 00016 0. 153 o.ooo 

3360 665.8 
3350 791. I 
3340 72'2. ~ 

2~. :\ 22. 01 0. 99 0. 0.1493 ' 0. 0001 6 0.192 0. 0011 
28. 1 23. 03 1.00 0.031~ 0.00016 n. 200 0. 008 
28. 4 24. 03 I. OJ o. 03525 0. 00016 0.208 0. OO'J 

3.1.'!() i:i!l. g 
3320 7'i1l.3 
3310 807.8 

2R.1 25. 04 I. 01 0.03541 0.00017 0. 217 0. 001) 
28.5 26. 0.\ 1.02 0.03.\'.S 0. 00016 0.22S O.OO'J 
211.6 27.1f/ 1.02 O.O.l!li1 O.CXK>L7 O.ZH 0.009 

3300 836 • • 28.6 21\.00 1.03 0.0.1501 0.00017 0.243 ().008 

3Z90 865.0 
32"0 !'93. 6 
3270 922.3 

2A.fl 29. 12 1.00 0.03008 0. 0001 7 0. 251 0. 000 2R, 7 ao. 15 1.01 0.0362~ 0.00017 0.260 0. 11011 
2R. 7 31. 10 I. OS 0. 0.'1612 0.00018 0. 200 0.009 

\ 

32110 951.0 
3250 979.8 
3240 1008.6 

2.~ ~ 32.21 1.06 0. O.'!l;oo 0.00017 0. 278 0.008 
u.~ 3:i. M I. 00 0. O:ttl;'; 0.00018 O. Z!l6 0.009 
2>1. 9 34.36 1.07 0. 03695 0.00018 0.295 0.000 

~ZIO 1037.5 
32:>.0 !Ofoll. 4 
3?10 1095. ~ 

2R.ll il5. 43 1.~ 0.00713 0. 0001 8 0. 304 0. 00!1 
2!1. 0 36.51 !.OS o.oont o .. ooo1s 0.313 0.000 
:19.0 37 . .\!) 1.00 0. 03749 0.00018 0.322 0.009 

3al0 1124 .• 29. I 3&68 1.10 O.(l)i67 0.00018 0.331 O.JlO') 

~190 )1.\'l. 5 
31~ IIR2. r. 
31 70 1211. s 

29. I :19. 78 1.10 o. mill.~ 0.00019 Q. 340 0.000 
29, 2 10.<18 I . 12 0.03SIH (). OOOIS 0.319 0.010 
29.2 12. 00 1. 12 0.03!!22 0. 00019 o. 3.'ill 0.009 

3160 1241. 0 
31~ 1270.3 
3110 12110. 6 

29.3 43. 12 I . 13 0.03841 0.00019 0.368 0.000 
29. 3 H.U I. 13 0.0310.0 0.00019 0.377 0. 009 
29. 4 45.3X I. 14 0.03819 0. 00019 o. 3li6 0.010 

3130 1329.0 
3120 135R . 
3110 1387.9 

29. 1 4C.S2 1.15 0. (l3jl91 0. 00020 o. :196 i 0.000 
29. 5 47. 87 I. lfi O. ffi91S 0. 00019 o. 4415 ; 0.010 
29.5 48. 83 l .IG 0.03931 0.00020 0. 415 0.009 

3100 1417. 4 2!1. G 49. 119 l. lA 0.038M 0.00020 0. 124 0.010 . 
'l090 1447.0 29.5 51. 17 I . 18 0. 03977 0. OOY.b:l 0.131 0. 000 
3090 1476.6 
3:170 1506.3 

29. 7 62. il5 J. 19 0. 03097 0. 00020 0.143 0. 010 
29.8 :.3. 54 I . 2Q 0.04017 0. 00020 0.153 0.010 

3)60 1536.1 
3l'ffl 15GS. ~ 

2!1. M 54. 74 1. 21 0.04m7 0.00021 O.Ko."l 0,009 
29. 8 M.95 I . 21 O.On>.IJ 0. 00021 0.172 0. 010 

3040 J$95. 7 29. ~ 67. 16 1. 22 0.04079 (). 00021 0. 482 0.010 

:mo 1626.6 Jn. 0 c,8.3R 1.23 0. MIOO 0. 00021 O.W2 0.010 
W2Q 11)[,5. 6 
:llllO 1685.6 

30. 0 69.61 1. 24 0.01121 O. OI.Yrl.! 0 . .102 0. 010 
30. I IIO.AA 1. 25 o). 04122 0. 00021 0. 512 0.010 

:lOUO 1715.7 30.1 81.10 1. 26 0. 04163 0. 0002'2 0. 522 0.010 



H ,, TCII ER 's ~oTFIIOOK 

TADLE 1.- 0ont.iu llt!<l. 

-
" S (u) ~ A (U) .). I !tq I 

. -
3000 I 1715. 7 . 30.1 62.10 I. 26 0. 04163 

2ll90 1746.8 30.2 63.3!1 1. 27 o. 04185 
1!ISO 1176,11 I 30.2 64.63 1.28 0. 04207 
2970 1806.2 30.3 ~.91 I. 28 0. Ot22!) 

2900 l!i36. 5 30. 3 &7.10 I. 29 0. 04251 
29.".0 18511. 8 ~ .. 6ll.4~ I. 30 0. 04273 
2910 1891'.2 30.5 69.n 1. 32 0. 04296 

2930 1t21. 7 30.~ 71. 10 I. 32 0.04318 
mo lgs&2 ~-~ 72. 42 1.33 1!. 0~'"1 
2910 1988. !I 30.6 73.76 1.34 0. Ot36f 

2000 2019. 4 30.7 7G.09 1.35 0. 04:11!8 

2800 2000.1 30.8 711. 44 1. 36 o. 04411 
2ll'!O 20SO. 9 ~. 8 77.80 I . 3i o. 044.15 
2810 2111. 7 30.9 79. 17 I . 38 O.OUS6 

2860 2H2. G 30.9 BO. 55 I. 311 n. 0441!3 
28.'.0 217:1. 5 31.0 Sl. 94 1.40 0. ()4.j()7 
2840 Zi(K. 6 31.1 11:1. 34 1.41 0. 04532 

2&10 22:\.'i 6 31.1 84.76 I. 42 0. 04557 
2ii20 :a.r.. 7 31.2 Ill. 17 1.43 0. 04582 
2$10 229U 31.2 87. 00 1. 44 0.01(.07 

2800 2329. I 31.3 ll9. 04 1.~ o. 04633 

27110 2.'lM. 4 au 00. 50 I. 47 O. ll~'i9 
27~ 2301. 7 31.4 91.97 I. 4M o. 04685 
2770 2423. I 31.6 9:!. 4{1 1.48 0. 04711 

2700 24{14.6 31 . 6 94.1r.l 1.50 0. 0473~ 
2750 2486. I 31.6 90. 43 1.01 0.04764 
2740 2517. 7 31.7 ~7.94 1.52 0. 047Ql 

2730 2549.4 31.7 99.46 1.63 0. 04818 
2720 2581. I 31.11 100. 99 1.54 0. 04~ 
2710 2612.9 31.9 102.63 I. fi6 U. 04b74 . 
2700 21!14. 8 31.9 104.09 1.57 0. 04002 

2600 21!78.7 32.0 105.66 I. 59 0. 04930 
2680 271)3.7 ~2. I 107. 25 I. 00 0. 049.)() 
2670 27.0.8 32. 1 II)S. 85 I. GO O. IM9!!S 

2660 2772.9 32.2 110. 45 L62 0. 05017 
2fi60 2!!00. I 32.3 112.07 L 63 0. OOI}SO 
26«1 2.\1~- .. 32.3 113.70 I. 64 0. 00076 

2630 2869.7 32. 4 116.34 1.60 O.OSI~ 
26:211 290'1. I 32.~ 117.00 I. ~7 0. 00134} 
:1610 293i. G 32.6 118. Cl7 1.69 0.05166 

3'100 29&7. 1 32.8 120.36 1.72 0. OGI97 

2590 2990. 7 32.7 122. 08 I, 72 0. 05228 
2.'\M 303'1.4 32.9 123.80 I . 73 0.05200 
~70 3005.3 32.9 12.'i. 63 I . 75 0.05291 

2.'560 3011~. 2 33. 0 127. 28 I. 76 0. 05323 
2550 3131. 2 33. I 129. 0 4 I. 77 o. 06356 
2540 316L3 33.2 130.81 l. 78 o. 05.'189 

2530 31111. 5 33.3 !32. .W I. 81 0. 05422 
2520 323o. 8 33.3 13L40 1.33 o. 0!.156 
~10 3264. I 33.6 136. 23 1.84 o. 05490 

2500 3297.6 33.6 138. 07 I. 86 (\. 0652t 

.). T ("l 

-· 
0. 00022 0.522 

0. 00022 0. 632 
0.00022 0. !.12 
0.00022 O.M2 

0. 00022 0. 563 
0. 00023 0.573 
0. 00022 0.683 

0. 00023 0.$3 
0. OI."Ul.l o.ao~ o. 00021. 0. 614 I 

o. 00023 0.625 

o. 00024 0. C..15 
0. 00124 0. 646 
0.®24 0.6.S7 

0. tul24 0.668 
n. OOJ25 O.A79 
0.00025 0.690 

0.0002.> 0.101 
0.0002.> 0.712 
0. 001)21; 0.723 

0.()0026 0. 734 

o. 00026 0. 745 
0.00026 0.756 
0.00027 0. 767 

0. 00026 0. 779 o. tul27 0. 7110 
0. tul27 0.302 

0. 00028 o. 81:1 
0.000211 0.~ 
U00028 0.837 

0.00028 0. 849 
. 0. tul29 0.860 

0. tul29 0. 872 
0. 00029 0.88-1 

0. 00029 0.896 
uooooo 0.908 
0.00030 0. 1121 

0. 00000 o. 933 
0.00000 o.~s 
0. 00031 0. 9.57 

o. 00031 0. 970 

0.000!"1 0.9S3 
0.00031 0.995 
O. ooatl 1.008 

0.00033 1.021 
0.00033 1.034 
0. 00033 1.047 

o. 00034 1.000 
0. 00Xl4 1.073 
0.00034 1.087 

IH0035 1.100 

.). 

0. 010 

010 
010 
011 

o. 
0. 
0. 

0. 010 
010 
010 

0. 
0. 

0. 011 
OlD 
011 

0. 
0. 

0. 010 

011 
011 
011 

0. 
0. 
u 
0. 
0. 
o. 
0. 
0. 
0. 

o. 
0. 
0. o. 
0. 
0. 
0. 

0. 
0. 
0. 

0. 

o. 
o. 
0. 

0. 
0. 
0. 

o. 
u. 
0. 

0. 

0. 
o. 
0. 

o. 
0. 
0. 

0. 
o. 
0. 

0. 

011 
Oil 
011 

011 
011 
011 

011 

011 
011 
012 

011 
1112 
(\11 

012 
012 
012 

011 

012 
012 
012 

012 
013 
012 

012 
012 
013 

Ul3 

012 
013 
013 

013 
013 
013 

013 
014 
013 

013 



EXTERJOR B:\LLISTICS 

TABLE !-Continued. 

- -.. 8 (U) A A (u) A J(u ) 

·--
2.100 32117. 6 33.6 138.07 l .&l o.o~ 

' 
~90 3331. 2 33.6 139.93 1.8S o. 05559 
~80 33()1.8 :t"\. K 141.81 1.89 O. O!;t.-94 
~70 3398.6 33.8 143.70 1. 91 0;0>620 

2460 3132.4 34.0 H5.GI 1.93 0.~ 
2-1.'>0 3<W6. 4 34.0 147.$4 1.96 o. 05701 
~40 3600. 4 31.2 149.49 1.97 o. o;738 

2430 ~.6 31. 2 lb1.40 1.98 0. 0~775 
~2() 3568. 8 31.3 lb3. 44 2.00 (). 0;813 
~10 3003.1 34.5 }51;. 44 2.02 0. 05851 

~00 3fj37. 6 34.5 157. 46 2. 04 (). 0;889 ' 

2~90 3672. 1 34.6 159.50 2.06 o. 05928 ' 
2380 3706.7 . 34.6 161. 56 2.08 0. 05967 
2370 3741. s 34.8 163.64 2.10 o. 06007 

2300 3776.3 35.0 165.. 74 2. 12 0. 00047 
2:1oo uu. a 3.'>.0 167.86 2. 14 0.00087 
2:140 38411.3 3.). 2 170.00 2.16 0. 06128 

2330 3SSI. 5 3.). 3 172. 16 2.18 0.06170 
232(1 39111. 8 35.3 174.34 2. 21 0.06212 
2310 3952. 1 35.b 176.55 2.2:! 0.06254 

2:100 3987.6 ar.. e 178.78 2.26 0. 06207 

2290 4023.2 3.'i. 7 181. 03 2. 27 0.06340 
22110 40~9 35.8 1&!. 3() 2.30 o. 06384 
2270 t 0il4. 7 35.0 185.60 2.3:.t o. 06428 

2260 4130.6 36.0 187.92 2.34 0.06473 
:mo 41~. 6 36.2 190.26 2.36 0. 06519 
2240 f 2102. ~ 36.2 192. 62 2. 39 o. Oli56S 

mo 4239. 0 36.4 195.01 2. 41 0.06612 
mo 4275.4 3f .. . 197.~2 2.-H o. OOO.Y-1 
2210 4311.8 31).6 199.86 2. 46 0.06707 . 
~ 048. 4 ' 36.7 202. 32 2.50 0.0676.) 

2190 4:185. I l 36.9 201.82 2.!.2 o. 06SOf 
2160 4422.0 :itt !) 20i . 31 2.M o. 068$4 
2110 44~9 37. I 21)9, 88 2.57 o. 06'.l0t 

21()() 4496.0 :\1. 2 212.15 2.60 o.orosa 
21l>O ·~- 2 37.3 215.05 2.6~ O. U<IJ07 
2140 4570.5 37.1 217.67 . :1.!10 o. 0<059 . 
2130 401)7. 9 37.6 220. 32 2.68 0. 07112 
2120 4845.5 37. 6 223.00 2. 70 0. 0716S 
2110 46&.1 37. 8 22.>. 70 2. 73 0.07219 

2100 4720-9 38.0 228. 43 2.77 o. 07274 

20!10 47M-9 38.1 231.20 2.&> 0.07330 
2080 4797. 0 38.2 23t. 00 2. & (). 073&; 
2070 4836.2 38.3 236.83 2. 86 0. 07443 

2060 4873. 6 38.4 239.69 2..90 0. 07.'i01 
:1().;0 4911.9 38.ti 242. S9 2.93 o. 01[1.t$ 
:&»0 4960. 5 :18.7 24~S2 2.96 0.07619 

2030 4989.2 3!1.~ 248. -13 2.99 0. 07679 
al20 5028. I 38.9 251. 47 3.03 o. 07740 
2010 b067. 0 39.1 254.50 3 •. 07 0.07802 

2000 S106. 1 39.2 257. 57 3.10 0.07854 

A T (u) 

0. ()()()3b 1.100 

o.oooas 1.l13 
0.0003S 1.127 
0. ()()006 J. 141 

0. 00038 1.1$4 
o. 00037 1.168 
o. 00037 1.182 

o. 00038 1.196 
o. 00038 }. 210 
0.00038 1.220 

0. 00039 1.219 

0.~ L2.'i3 
0. 00040 1. 268 
0.00040 1.282 

0. 0001() 1.297 
0.00041 1. 312 
0. 00012 1. 327 

0.00042 U 42 
0. 00042 1.3.'i7 
0.00043 1. 373 

0.00013 1. 388 

o. 00044 1.403 
O.OOOH 1. 419 
0. 00045 1.435 

0. 00016 1. 450 
0. 00046 1.466 
0.00017 1. 482 

o. 00017 I. 499 
o. 00018 I. 515 
D. 00048 I. 531 

o. 00049 I. 548 

o. 00050 1. 565 
0. OOO.'ill 1. &81 
o. 00051 I. 59S 

o. 00052 1.615 
0.00052 1. 633 
0.00053 1.650 

0 .00053 1.667 
0. 00054 1.68b 
0. 00066 I. 703 

0.00066 }. 721 

0.1100.16 1. 730 
0.00057 ] . 757 
0. QoJ06S 1. 776 

o. ooo;s I. 794 
0. 00060 I. 813 
0. 00060 1.832 

0.00061 I. 851 
0. 00062 I. !170 
0.00062 1. 889 

o. 00084 1. 909 

58· ) 

. 
A 

. 

0.013 

0.014 
0.014 
0.013 

0.014 
0.014 
0. 014 

0.014 
0.015 
0.014 

0.014 

0.015 
0. 014 
0. 015 

0.015 
0. 015 
0.015 

0.015 
0.016 
0. 01S 

0. 015 

0. 016 
0. 016 
0. 015 

0. 016 
o. 016 
0. 017 

0.016 
0.016 
0. 017 

0.017 

0.016 
0.017 
0. 017 

0.018 
0.017 
0. 017 

0.018 
0.018 
0.01!1 

0. 018 

0.018 
0.019 
0.01!1 

0. 019 
o. 0111 
0. 019 

0. 019 
o. 019 
0.020 

o. 020 

\ 



TABLE !- Continued. 

--.------.---.-- -.---.- - -··:------.-------:-- -
S(u) I A A (t•) I a l en ; ! A T ("') a 

2000 

1900 
lllS!O 
1970 

1000 
IV:,O 
19-10 

19.10 
1920 
1910 

1900 

IHlO 
11'80 
1870 

1860 
18SO 
1810 

11!30 
18'.!0 
1810 

1800 

rroo 
l7lSO 
1770 

l700 
1100 
mo 
17.10 
1720 
1710 

1700 

1000 
16SJ 
ur.o 
1660 
IG30 
1610 

1630 
1~20 
1610 

1000 

1503 
1.>90 
1.\SS 

I~ 
t.;:s 
1570 

~JoG. I 

~14.1. 3 
~18-1 . 7 
Sn!. 3 

5263. 9 
sm. 1 
534-l. 7 

S33l. 8 
~z;.o 

~164. 4 

5005.0 

554; .7 
S!.N'L :, 
0627.5 

S«oll6 
s;09. ~ 
o:SI. I 

r.;93.o 
M!:U. 8 
l>fi'/6. 7 

61118. 8 

61101. l 
eooo. 1 
~~6.5 

6()fj0.6 
61.12. 9 
6170.4 

6221}.1 
6'b>l. 3 
6308.6 

G3S3.1 

n.'l!'.l7. u 
GH~.O 
6t81l. 4 

GS34. I 
6Sii(l. 0 
66'Jii.t 

66i2. 7 
611~1 
GiC'A. 5 

11$.13. 8 

61137. ' 
liffii. S 
~\.4 

OWIJ. 4 
093~. r, 
00bi.6 

0081.9 
7006.2 
7030.6 

70~ 1 

3~.2 257.57 

39.1 
39.6 
39.6 

39.8 
40.0 
-40. I 

10.2 
10 . • 
-10.6 

40. 7 

<10. 8 
11.0 
41. I 

41.3 
41. s 
u.o 
41.11 
41.9 
12.1 

42.3 

42.6 
42.8 
43. 1 

43.3 
43.5 
43.8 

11. 1 
H. :l 
.w.s 
44.11 

Ia. I 
4,<;. 4 
~7 

4.';. 9 
I ll. 2 
46.5 

16. 7 
47. 1 
47. J 

23.8 

23.9 
2J. 9 
74. U 

2-1. I 
24. I 
:w. a 
2-1. 3 
2-1. 4 
2-1.6 

-~.0 

26, . 67 
:MI. ~I 
21116.~b 

:r.o- 19 
27~.H 
276. 73 

293.75 m.z, 
300. Hi) 

301.18 
:lOti. IS 
311. 8G 

31S. 62 
319.13 
323.28 

327. 18 

331 . .. 
335. IG 
33?. 24 

34~.38 
347.1,9 
3~1. Hi) 

3b6. 19 
31l0.59 
~06 

369.60 

371. 21 
a:ll so 
3&.6' 

~·8 
3$1.39 
398.38 

403.46 
I O:S. 62 
413. 84 

419. 19 

421. '19 
121.61 
127.36 

130. IJ 
432.112 
435. 74 

438.58 
H l.4!1 
..... 34 

147.25 

--1----11----1- - -
3.1o o.o;Ml , o.OOCJ6ol 1.900 o.o20 

3.14 0.0~~ 
3. 11 o. o;m 1 
3. 21 0.~ 

:l.$ 
:L 2Sl 
3.32 

3. :11\ 
3. 10 
3.15 

3. 19 

3. :\.1 
3.58 
3.62 

3. 67 
3. 71 
3, 76 

3. 81 
3.35 
3.!!0 

3.00 

1.02 
4. Ull 
4.14 

• . 21 
4.27 
~-33 

4.40 
4.47 
4.M 

4.61 

·-~ • . 76 
-L& 

1. ~1 
•. 99 
5.08 

>.16 
6.21 
6.33 

2. 70 

z.n 
z. 15 
2. 77 

2.79 
2.82 
2. !\i 

0. AA124 
0.0><101 
o. 06:1!'6 

0. 0.~ 
O. OS39!1 
0. 081&) 

o. 9&'140 

0. 08613 
0. 01!1>~7 
o. 067•j2 

0. C~AA-'~8 
o. 08~15 
o. ()8-)93 

0. ()9/)73 
o. 001!..1 
0. (li}'tl~ 

o.cmts 
o. 09-402 
0.1)9.188 
0. !19~7tl 

0. OG6(l.S 
0. 007.)5 
o. 008-17 

(), 0911-tl 
0. 10016 
0.10133 

0.10232 

0. IC\132 
O. lf)fll I 
O.IOSJ8 

O.I()MI 
0.10752 
o. JOS62 

0.100H 
0. 11~ 
0.11203 

n. 11322 

0;113$2 
0. I IU2 
0. 11{,1)3 

0. '1.'>65 
o. lltlZ7 
O.IICiOO 

O.li7M 
0. 11817 
0. 11~ 

0.1~917 

~-~ 
0. 00066 
0. C)JOoi6 

0.00067 
0. 000611 
0. 0000\9 

0. 1)1)0(0 
0. 00(171 
o- 00071 

o. 00073 

O.OOOH 
0. ()(K)i5 
o. 00076 

0.000i1 
0.00078 
o. 00090 

o. !10080 
o. 01.1082 
o. 0110>!3 

0.00081 

O.OOOSii 
0. 00088 
O.OOOSil 

0. 00090 
0. liCJ002 
0. 01)()!;4 

0. 0000.~ 
o. OCX'El7 
0.00009 

o. 00100 

0. 1)(1102 
o. oou.:t 
Q.OOJo;; 

o. OOIDS 
(). 00110 
0. 00112 

0.00ll3 
0.00116 
0.0'1119 

0. 00060 

0.00060 
0.00061 
0.00062 

0.00062 
0. 0000.1 
0. OOOCl3 

0.~ 
0.00005 
0.00065 

O, OOOGG 

1.!12'.1 
f . 91S 
1. 9o)8 

1. !189 
2. 009 
2.030 

2.000 
2.071 
2. 0!13 

2.JU 

2. 13~ 
2. 157 
2.1i0 I 

I 
2.~1 
2.223 
2. 216 

2. 268 
2. 291 
2.315 

2.338 

2.362 
2. ~'!6 
2.110 

2.134 
2.458 
2. -183 

2..;o8 
2. ;34 
2.560 

2.~ 

2.612 
2. 6-'l!l 
2.6C6 

2. (,03 
2. i21 
2.749 

z.m 
2.~ 
2.10.; 

2.86,; 

2.8AO 
2.119.; 
2.910 

2.926 
2.941 
2.9.~ 

2. 9;2 
2. 987 
3.000 

3.019 

0. 0 1~ 
0. 021 
0.001 

o. n:!O 
0.021 
0.4)'b) 

0.021 
0. 022 
0.021 

o. 021 

(1. 022 
o. <tl'! 
0.0'12 

o.m 
0. ():!:I 
o.on 
0.073 
0. <Yl·l 
0.023 

0. 024 

0.00~ 
U. IY/1 
o. 02·1 

(1. 1121 
. o. 1):1-~ 
o. ()'.!!; 

o. 02fj 
0. (Jl!' 

O.Wtl 

o. 02G 

(). 027 
o.o.n 
O. C)'l7 

Q.I)2S 
n~ 
O. IY.!ll 

0.029 
0. Cl29 
0.030 

O.OI.'i 

t). Ol.t 
o.o1.:; 
Q.OI~ 

0.015 
0.015 
0. 016 

0.01~ 
0.013 
O.OIG 

. (,. 016 
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TABLE 1--Continucd. 

• s c .. > 4 A C.•) I 4 1 (U) l 4 T(u) 4 

1550 7055.1 U .6 447.2,'; 2.\li O. ll9i7 0.00066 3. 0111 0.016 

1545 7079.7 ~ ... 450.19 2. 97 o.1:g 0.00007 3.005 0.0\6 
1040 7104.3 2~. 7 453. 16 2.99 0.1 0. 00067 3. O>t O. N6 
);35 7129. 0 u.s 456.15 3.~ o. 1214.7 0.00068 3. 067 0. 016 

1530 7153.8 U . 9 459. 17 3. Ol 0. 12215 0. 00069 3. os:l 0. 016 
JS25 71711.7 24.9 462.22 3.08 0.12284 0.00069 3..099 0.016 
15:20 7201).6 u .o 46l.30 3.10 0. 12353 0.00010 3.115 0. 017 

1~15 mu 2.5. 1 468.40 3.13 0.12423 0. 00071 3. 132 O.OIG 
1~10 72S3. 7 26. 2 471.53 3.16 O. lU\li 0. 00011 a. us 0.017 
10().) 7278. 9 25. 3 474.69 3.18 0.12.>65 0.00072 3.165 0.017 

1300 7301.2 26. 6 477.87 3.21 0.12637 O.OOOo3 3.182 0. 017 

1495 7329. 7 U .5 481.08 3.2.; 0. 12710 . 0.00173 3.199 0. 017 
1490 ~~ 2,';. 6 48U3 3. :.!7 n 12oll3 O.<XXl7S 3.216 0. 017 
1485 7380.8 25. 6 W . GO 3. 31 0. 12858 0.00015 3. 233 O. OIK 

1480 7400. 4 26. 7 1QO. 01 3.33 II. 12933 0. 00)7.'; 3. 251 0. 017 
H1S 7432.1 2$.8 fQI . 24 3.37 0.13008 0. 00)77 3. 268 0. OIK 
1470 74$7. 9 U .9 497.GI 3.4() 0.13085 O.W:I77 a.286 O.O io 

H6.$ 7483.8 26.0 001.01 3.43 C).131G2 0.00078 3. :103 0. OIM 
1460 7500.M 26.1 5()4. 41 3.46 0.132-10 0. I~XI1~ a.;121 O. OIH 
1455 76M.9 26.1 007.90 3.40 o.1aa19 o.oooao 3.339 0.018 

1450 7562. 0 28.3 611.39 3. 63 0.13399 0.00061 3.357 0.018 

U4S 7688.3 26.3 614.92 3.56 0.13480 O.OOOSI 3.375 0.013 
1440 7614. B 26. 4 618. 48 8.59 0.13561 o. ()()()!;2 

·'· 30:i 0.019 
1435 76H.O 26. 5 622.07 3.63 (1. J.a643 0.00083 3. 412 0.018 

\ 

1430 7667.5 26.7 626.70 3.67 0.13726 o.~ 3.4ao 0.019 
142j 7G94.2 26.7 6:10.37 a. 10 0.1:1810 0.00085 3.449 O.OIS 
1420 7720.0 26.8 6:13.07 a. 74 0. 1389.'> o.ooosu 3.467 0.019 

1415 7747.7 26.9 6U.81 3.77 0.13981 o. OOil8i 3.466 0.020 
1410 1n4.6 26. 9 540 .. 58 3. R1 0.14008 ·0.00087 3.506 0.019 
1405 7801 .& 27. 0 5U.3!l 3.84 0.14165 o. 00089 3. 525 0. 019 

1400 7828.5 27. 2 548.23 3. 88 0.1424·1 0.00090 a..;u 0. 019 

139.~ 785J. 7 21. a 502. 11 3.93 0. 14334 0. 00090 3. !;63 0. 020 
1300 7883.0 27. t 656.04 3. 11!1 0. 14424 0.00092 a. 51<3 0.020 
1385 7910.4 27.1) ooo.oo f .OO O. H516 o. 00092 J.603 0.070 

138) 71137 •• 27.6 664. 00 4.()5 0. 14608 O. CJOO'.l.l 3.623 0. 020 
1375 ~6 27.6 ~.~ 4. Q! o. um 0.00094 3.643 0.020 
1370 7093.1 27.9 672. 13 4.15 0. 141'96 0. 00096 3.663 0. 020 

1365 liali .O 28.1 57&.28 4. 20 0.14892 0.00097 3.683 0. 071 
13150 I!Oi9.1 28. 4 680. 48 4. 27 O. H989 0.00099 3. 701 0. 071 
1350 fl117. 6 28.6 684. 75 4.32 0.10068 0. 00101 3. 725 0. 021 

1350 310e.1 28.6 61».07 4.:18 0. 15189 0. 001~ 3. 746 0.021 

1345 813'. 9 ~.o W3. 45 4.4S 0. 15291 0.00103 3.767 0.022 
1340 8163.9 29.2 $97.90 4.51 0. 15394 0.00105 3. 789 0.022 
133.'1 8193.1 :10.1 60'2. 4l 4. 63 0.15499 0.00107 3.811 0.022 

1330 8222.5 29.G 606.90 4.64 0.15606 0.00108 3.833 0. 022 
1325 3252. 1 2?.0 611 .63 •••• o.IS71i 0.00110 3. 805 0. 023 
13:10 82S2.0 :JO. ! 616.3~ 4. 78 O. lSS24 0.00112 3.878 . (1. 0'23 

1~15 6312.1 30.3 621. 12 4.85 o.t5006 0.00113 3.001 0.023 
1310 8342. 4 :JO. G 625.97 4.92 0.1~9 o. oou.; 3.924 0.023 
1306 H373.0 30. 8 63(). 8'.l 6. 00 0.16164 0.00116 3.947 o.~• 

1300 8«(3.8 12.4 0.:15.89 2.02 0.16290 0.00047 3. 971 0.009 



5!ls 

TABLE 1.-Cout.inued. 
. .. 8(•) A A (01) A I C• ) ,.. T (u) A . 

. 
1300 840J. 8 12. 4 63$.8$ 2. 02 0. 162110 0.00047 3.971 O.oot -
1.208 8410. 2 12.4 537. tl 2. 03 0. 10327 O.OQOfA 2.1180 0.010 
1295 84.23. 6 12.5 --~ 2.04 0. 163i5 0.00048 a.990 0.010 
129f IIM I. I 12.6 &tl-18 2.06 0.16423 i 0 .00018 c.ooo o.ooe 
1292 84~6 U. 5 DU. Of 2.07 0. 16471 0 .00048 4.009 0. 010 
1290 114116. 1 12.& 641. 11 2.08 0. 16519 0 . 00019 4.010 0. 010 
1288 847&7 12. 6 64&19 2. 00 0. 16608 0.0001.9 f . ()'lSI o.ooe 
1280 8491.3 12.7 &10.28 2.11 0. 16617 0. 00049 4.008 0.010 
1281 8501. 0 12. 7 w .ae 2.12 0.16660 0.00000 4. 0l8 0.010 
12112 8516.7 12.7 654.61 2.13 o. 16716 0. 0005() 4.053 0 .010 

1280 8529.4 12.8 &10. 64 2.14 O.le'/60 o. oooeo 4.018 0.010 

1278 llli42. 2 12.8 668.78 2.16 O.IMI& 0. 00061 4.r.s 0.010 
1276 ~0 12. 9 MO.~ 2 .17 0 . 168G7 0. 0005() 4.088 0.010 
1274 8567.0 12.9 063..11 2. 19 0 . 16QI7 0.00061 f .098 0.010 

1272 M80.8 12.9 e65.30 2-~ 0.100$8 0. 00062 4. 108 0.010 
1170 8500. 7 13.0 ~- 50 2 .21 0 .17020 0. 000.52 4.118 0.010 
12e8 ~.7 13.0 66Q, 71 2.23 0.17072 o. 00152 '-128 0.011 

1266 8619. 7 13. I rn.~ 2. 24 0. 1712-4 o.ooo.sa 4.139 0.010 
1264 11632. 8 13. 1 674. 18 2.2:! 0.171'17 0.00();3 4.149 0.010 
1262 BG45. 9 13.1 676.43 2.27 O.t'I2SO 0.000$3 4.159 0.011 

1250 t;659.U 13. 2 678.70 2.28 0.17283 0.00063 4. 170 0.010 

1258 8672.2 13.2 ~-911 2.30 0.1'1336 0.00054 f. ISO 0 .011 

·~ ~\. 4 13.2 683. 28 • 2.31 0. 17:190 o.ooo;s 4.191 0 .011 
1254 8G98.0 13.3 CiS$.6e 2.33 0.17445 0.00054 4.202 0. 010 

1252 871\.9 13.4 687.92 2.M o. 174911 0 .00)$5 4.212 0.011 
1250 872.;.3 13.4 IIVO. 26 2.36 0. liS54 o. ()00.)6 4.'l23 0 .011 
1:148 8738.7 13. 4 ~02 2.37 0. 17610 o.oooas 4.234 0 .010 

1240 8752.1 u.~ ~-W 2.38 0.17005 o. 00000 4.-244 0. 011 
12« 8765. 6 13.5 6Q?.;rl 2. 40 0 . 17i21 0. 00057 4.255 0.011 
I2U 8779.1 13.6 • • 77 2.42 o . 1ms 0.00056 •. :166 0.011 

1240 87Vl. 7 13.G '102.19 2.4<l 0.17834 0.00057 4.277 0.0 11 

12311 8800.3 13.7 '04.62 2.-46 0.17891 0.00057 4.288 0 .011 
1236 88:10.0 13. 7 w.rn 2.46 0.1~8 o.oooM 4.299 O.Oil 
1234 3'!33. 7 13.8 701l.S3 2.48 O. llllO.~ 0.00058 4.311 0.011 

1232 8847. 5 13.8 712.01 2.4.9 0. 1A063 0 .01)0(.9 4.322 0.011 
1230 8>i81. 3 u .s 114.50 ~-~1 O. ISIZ2 0 .00()59 4.333 0.011 
1228 8S75. 1 13.0 717. 01 2.54 0. 13181 0 .00100 4.344 0. 012 

1226 8889.0 14.0 710.$6 2..16 0. 182-41 0.00160 4.356 0.011 
1224 8900.0 14.1 722. 11 2.9) 0. 1!1301 O. OOIG1 4.367 0. 011 
1222 8PI7.1 14.2 72f.70 2.61 0. 18362 O.OOIG1 4.318 0.012 

ID) 89S1.3 14.3 727.31 2.6t 0.18423 0.00062 4.390 0.012 
0 

1218 811.5.6 14. 4 -no.o.s 2.G7 0.18485 O. <nl62 4.402 o.ou 
1216 BIIOO.O 14.6 TSJ.62 2. 119 o. 18Sot7 0. 00063 4.413 0. 012 
1~14 111171.6 14.. 6 '13$.31 2 . '12 0.18610 0.00064 4.~ 0.012 

1212 8969.1 If. T 738. 03 2.74 O.IB874 0. 00064 4. 437 0. 012 
l~ltl U003.8 14. 7 740.Tt 2.77 U. lb'738 o. OC06b 4.+19 0.012 
1208 901&6 14..0 743.64 ll.80 0.1681Xl 0.001166 4. 461 0.013 

1206 9033. 4 1.5. 0 746. 34 2. 83 0. 18869 0. 00066 4. 474 o.;m 
1204 9048. 4 16. 0 749.17 2.86 0.1893$ O.OOJ67 4. 486 0 .012 
1202 9003.4 1&.2 7~.w 2. 8P 0. 1000l o.oooea 4. 498 . U.OI3 

1200 9078. 6 16.8 75U'l 2. V2 0.19070 0.0006~ 4.511 I 0 .013 

I 
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TABLE I. ---Continued . 
• 

I .. S (u) d A (u) d l(u) d T(u) d 

. - f-
1200 9078.6 15.3 754. 02 2.112 0. 19070 0.00068 4.~11 0.013 

1198 11003. 9 15. 4 757.84 2.94 0.19138 0.00)69 4.52& 0.013 
1196 9109.3 U. 4 760.78 2.118 o. 111207 0.00070 4.ro7 0.013 
1194 9124.7 lU 763. 76 3.01 0.19277 0.00071 4.550 0.013 

1192 9140. 3 16-7 766.77 3. 04 0. 11134.8 0.00071 4. :;113 0.013 
1190 9156. 0 15. 8 700. ~1 3. r11 0.19419 0.00072 4.574 0.013 
1188 9171 . 8 15.9 772.88 8. 11 0. 1(11.91 o.com 4.5W 0.014 

1186 9187. 7 18.0 776. 99 3. 14 0.19:5113 0. 00073 4.1!03 0.013 
1184 ll'lro.7 14.1 779. 13 3. 11 0.1~ 0. 00074 4.616 0. 014 
1182 IIZJ9. 8 16.2 782.30 3.20 0. 1\1710 0.00075 4.030 O.OH 

1180 l'l36.0 16.3 7115. 5() 3.24 0. 111780 0. 00075 4.6+1 0.014 

1178 wel.3 16.5 7!11l. 74 3. 27 0.198150 0.00076 4.558 O.OH 
1176 11'11!!1.8 1~. A 792.01 3. 31 O.J99Cl6 0 .00077 4.672 0.014 
1174 8285.3 16.7 796.32 3. 31 o. :l0013 0. 0007!1 4.686 0.014 

1172 0302. 0 1ft. A 798.46 3.38 0. 20091 000079 4. 700 0.014 
1170 9318.8 16.9 !m.04 3.42 0. :~JI70 0. 000~0 4. il4 0.015 
1168 0035.7 17.0 806. 46 3.45 o.~ 0.0008() 4. 729 0.011 

1166 9352.7 17.2 8()8.91 3.4!) o. 2ffi30 0 1)00~2 4. 743 0.015 
1164 9369.9 17.2 812. 40 3.53 0. 2(1112 0. OOOS2 4. 758 0.015 
1162 9387.1 ~:7. 4 1116.93 3.5'1 o. 20494 O.OOOS3 4.773 0.015 

1160 9404.5 17.6 810.50 3.60 0. 3)577 O.OOOS4 4. 788 0.016 

JIS8 9422.0 17.6 823.10 3.66 0.2(1661 o. 0008·1 4.ROl 0.016 
11.>6 913Q. 6 17. 7 826.75 a.t;S 0. 20745 0.000$6 4. 819 0.015 
JIM 945 i' . 3 17. u 11.10.43 3.73 0. 20S31 O.OOOS7 4. S.lt 0.015 

1152 9475.2 18.0 Sl4.16 ~.77 0. 2091R 0. 00087 1.1lli} 0.016 
1150 I11UJ. 2 lH. l R:l7. 93 3. 81 0.21005 (). OIIOR8 1. 8il5 0. 016 
1148 9iHJ.3 1S..2 841.7~ 3.00 0.21003 O.WI!>9 4.MI 0.016 

1146 1162'J. 5 1~.4 li15.GO 3.90 0. 21182 0.00000 -1.897 0.016 
IIH 0047.9 JH. 5 849.50 3.94 0. 21272 o.o:xl'JI 4. 913 0.016 
1142 956G.·I 18.6 853. 44 8.98 o. 21:11i.1 o. 00092 4.929 0.016 

lHO 95S5.0 IS. 7 8S7. i 2 4.03 0.21455 
' I 

0.00>93 4.945 0.017 

1138 9603.; 18.0 IJ) I. 4!1 4.()1 0.21M8 0.00>9·1 4.002 o.ou; 
m6 9622. 6 19.0 eo.;, 53 4.13 0. 211\12 0.00)95 4. 97~ 0.017 
1134 9641.6 19.2 869.66 4.17 0.~1 737 0.00096 4.995 0.017 

1132 11661). 8 19. 3 873.83 4. 22 o. 21833 0.00:>97 5.012 0.017 
1130 9690. 1 19.4 8'/S.06 4.27 o. 'll!tlO O.oo:J9S 5.029 0.017 
1128 !1699.5 19.6 882.32 4.32 0. 22028 0.00)99 o.OI6 0.017 

1126 9719. 1 19.7 B86.&1 4.38 o. 22127 0.00100 5.063 0. 018 
11 2-1 9738.8 19.8 891.1l'l 4.12 0. 22227 0.00102 6.081 0.017 
1122 9758.8 a~. o 89G. 44 4.48 0.22329 0.00102 5.0Ylj 0.018 

llal 97'/8.6 au m . ~n 4. 52 0. 22l.'l1 0.00100 5. 116 0.018 

1118 9798. 7 ll:l. S OOJ. H 4. 58 o. 2'2:>.14 0.00105 5. 134 0.01 
1116 9XJ9.0 :.). 4 90!!. 1l'l 1.63 0. 22639 0. 00105 5.152 0.019 
JJ H 91\39. 4 ID.G 9ta. o.s 4.69 0.227U o. 00107 5.171 0.018 

1112 98ED.O ro. 1 918.34 4. 74 0. 22851 O.OOI<S 5. 189 0. 019 
1110 9ml7 20. 9 923.08 4.80 0. m.;9 o. 00109 5.:!0!1 0. 019 
1108 9901. G 21.0 9Z'I.!Il! 4. 86 0. 23068 0. 00110 ~. 227 o:01o 

!106 9922.6 Z1 . 2 932.74 4. 91 0. 23178 o. 00112 5. 246 0. 019 
11:)1 9!H3. g 21. 3 937, 6.) 4. U8 0. 232'JO 0. 00113 5.~ 0.019 
1102 996.5. 1 21.5 94~. 63 .~ . 04 O. ZHO:l 0. 001H 5.284 O.<W 

1100 998<1.6 10.8 017.67 2.64 0. 23617 0.00057 ~. 30-1 0.010 



590 H .t\TCIIEit 's :"JoT EI.IOOK 

'l'ADLI<~ I.- Continued. 
• 

u S (u) A A (U) 

- I ~ I ( u) I .:. T (u ) '- -~-I - - - -
1100 991;6, 6 10. 8 ~7. 67 2. 54 0. 23.~1 7 0.•))05i 5. 34>1 0.010 

1009 m;.• 10.9 ~.21 
100! l(l(Q,.. J 10.9 os2.n 
1097 10019.2 IO,g 9~.35 

2. .\6 0. 23571 o. ooc.:.• :..31i o.ro~n 

2.58 0.23c.ll 0. OOC>SS 5.324 (,.(()'• 
2. sg 0.23690 0. 000:.9 5. 3;!:1 O.<JIO 

1090 100.1(). 1 10.0 US7. 9 4 
IOOQ 10011.0 11.0 960.SI 

·~ 10052.0 11. 0 9(;3. 16 

2.60 0.23749 O. IXX\'\~ 5.34.1 0.01~ 
2. 62 0. 23807 0. OC4li9 s. 3.'\J o. 01•1 
2. &1 0. 23866 0. ()C()Si) 5.3G3 0.011 

10')3 10063.0 11 . I !16$. AO 
lli'J2 1007-1. I 11.1 9(,~4~ 

1091 ~~~.~ II . 2 ,.1. 12 

2.00 0. 23!l2G 0.00060 -~- 3i " 0.010 
2. 67 0. 239>.6 0.((j061) a. J.!.i: l 0. (110 
2.69 0. 2-IGifi 0. ()(1))) 5.39~ 0. 010 

1000 10000. I 11 .2 973.81 2.70 0. 2UOG 0. ()()();! 5.401 o.01n 

IOS9 10107.6 II. 2 U76. 51 
101<8 IOU~. 8 I I. :1 ~i9. 23 
IOS7 1013iJ. I 11.3 981. u; 

2. i2 0. 211G7 0. OO'J<il ~. 4U 0. Oil 
2. 74 0. 2122, 0. ()'T.llj I 5. ~2.5 O.lllll 
2. 75 0. 2~2:'19 0. OOIJ62 5.43,; 0. 010 

lOSS IOHI.l II. 3 9Sf. 72 
108; l015'l . 7 11.4 9H7. 49 
IOM IOIIH. I ll. ~ 900.28 

I 2. i7 0. 243.51 0. 00)1;2 5.44S 0.01 1 

I 2. ro 0. 2HI:I tJ. OOIJ62 b.tS<i 0.010 
2.81 0. 2447~ • 0.00()(.1 s. 4')6 O.Oil 

1063 1om. & II. S 99.1. 09 
1~2 10187. I II. S 995.01 

2. 82 0. 24.'>.'lS o. 0006.3 5.1<7 0. 011 
2. 81 0 . 21001 0. 000f,1 5. 4Sl! 0.1•11! 

lOIII 10198. G II. 6 OOit i-'• 2.86 0 . 24661 0.00001 ~- t9k o.oll 

1060 10210.2 II . 6 1001.61 2.88 0. 2172!l 0. 00004 5. 500 O.llll 

I Oro 10221. 8 II . 7 100.U9 
107~ 1023.1. 5 I I. 7 1007. 3S 
JOi7 10\liS. 2 11.8 IOIO. ao 

2.39 0. 241\rl o. moos 5.520 0. 011 
2. 92 0. 21&;7 o. ()()r.(i> 5. 531 0.010 
2. 93 0. 21()'.12 0. OQOO'j 5 .. ~41 0 .011 

1076 l()?..(i7.0 II . ~ 1013. 2'1 
107.5 10261l. 8 II. 8 IOIO. IS 
1074 102&1. 6 I I. 9 IOIU. I~ 

2. ~5 0. 249~7 o. ()(l()foii 5. 5-52 (). 011 
?.. 97 0. 250,;2 0. em_~} .), ~().3 0 . 1)11 
2.90 0. ~liS 0. 00067 5. 574 0. 012 

1073 10292.5 11 . 9 1022. 14 
1072 10"'' · .• 12.0 l025. 1.) 

3. 01 0. 25185 0. 00000 s.~ o. 011 
3.02 0. 2!i2.l l 0 .00057 5. $91 0.011 

1071 10:!16. ~ 12. 0 1028. 17 3.05 0. zj318 0.000>>~ 5. 005 0. 011 

1070 l f(l2!!. 4 12. I 1031.22 3.07 0.~ 0. 00)6..~ 5.~19 0.011 

1069 100t0.5 12. I 1004. 2(l 
1068 HR>~. 6 12. I HXI7.37 

3.08 0. 23tM 0. ()00(.$ 5.630 0.01 ~ 
3. 11 (}. 2>1> \!'2 0. 0001)., 5. 6-12 0.0 11 

1007 1036:1. 7 12. ~ ICUO. 48 3. l:l 0. 25:;00 0.1)()!)69 5. 653 O.O ll 

10116 10075.9 12.3 lOl l . Gl s. 14 0. 2SW.J 0. 00069 5. 6&1 0. 012 
IOOS 10089. 2 12.3 1046. ;s 3. 17 0. 25i2:S 0. ()J.)70 5.6i6 0.0 11 
1064 UHOI. 6 12.3 1049. !l2 3.1S 0. 2Sro8 o. ooo;o 5.68i 0. 012 

• 
1063 10113. ~ 12. 4 lll53. 10 3.21 0. ?:,..,.~ 0. 000<1 5. 699 O.fll l 
1062 101:16.2 12.4 1036. :11 
1001 IOOS. 6 12.5 1069.54 

3. 23 o. 2;00!1 0. 00071 5.710 0.012 
3. z.; 0. 26)10 0. 00071 s. m 0.012 

1(.01 10151. I l 2.S 1062. m 3.27 0. '260RI 0. 00072 s.rn 0.012 

1050 101(>1. 6 12.6 1066.00 3.29 0. 20153 0. 00072 5. 746 0.012 
I().;M 10176. 2 J2.1l 1!)6~. ;sr, 
JO.S7 IOO!lS. ~ 12.7 1012.00 

a. :II 0. 262'25 0. 000;':1 5. 758 0.01~ 
3.34 0. 26N!I o.oom S. iiO 0.012 

I~ IDSOI. S 12.7 1076. 00 
I~ IO.ill . 2 12. ~ 107~.3<) 
1054 10021.0 12.8 IOS2. 71 

3. :16 0 . 26371 o.oo:m .>.'182 O. CIIt 
3.38 0. 2<\IH 0.001);4 5. 791 0.01~ 
a.40 0. 2u.;l8 0.00:)7~ S.SOG 0.01~ 

1<W Ul~.~ 12.8 1066. II 
1062 l ll.i52. G 12.9 IOS9.!>6 

3.~2 0. 26;92 o.ooo;; 5.Sl8 0.•)12 
3.i5 0. 21l<l67 0. ())!);!; 5. 8W o. 0 1.1 

IUS I 105&.6 13.0 1093. 01 ~- ·7 0. 2G712 0. 00:)7(; ~.&13 0.01 ~ 

1060 10578. ~ 1:!.0 1000. 48 3.49 0.2G81S 0. 00016 ~.&» 0 .012 



' 

ExTERIOR B ALLISTICS 

TABLE I.-Continued. 

I I 
• .. s ( ll) .l A ( u) .l / (u) .l T ("C') II 

- ·- - - · -
It).';() IO.i7S. 5 13. 0 IO'Jfl. 4> 

I 
J. 4U 0. 2ij~l~ O.f0l76 5.855 0.012 

1040 I ().IOU 13.0 1009.07 :1.52 0. 26$91 o. 00076 5.867 0.013 
lOIS 10004.5 ·~- 1 

JJ(J;). 4V ~.64 0. 2~970 0. 00077 5.880 0.012 
1047 101117. II J3.2 1107.03 3.57 0. 270·17 o. 00077 5.892 0.013 

1016 10030. 8 J3.~ 1110.00 3.51) 0 . 27124 o. ()11078 5. 90.1 0.012 
1045 10111•1. 0 13.2 1114.19 3.61 o. 27202 o. ()11078 5.917 0.013 
10H 1()0.57. 2 u.a 1117.80 3.63 0.27280 0.00078 5.930 0.012 . 
1013 10070. 5 13.4 1121.43 3.06 o. 27:J08 0-00079 5. 912 0. 013 
1012 10683.9 13. 4 ll2.5. 09 3.69 0. 27437 0. Oll080 s. 955 0. 01:1 
lU·II 1oona u.s 112& 78 3. 71 0.27517 o.~o 5.968 0. 01.1 

1010 10710. R 13.5 ll32. 49 a. 73 0.:.1%07 o.oooso 5.981 0. 013 

1039 10724. 3 13. 6 1136. zz 3. 76 0. 2"1677 0. OOOSI 5.994 0.013 
llnil 107R7.9 13.6 1139.98 3. 79 0. 27708 i). OOOS2 G. 007 0.013 
1007 l tr.'SI.:i 13. 7 1143.77 3. 81 0. :&11110 0 .00032 6.1t.n O. UIJ 

1030 107(4. 2 13.8 IH7. 58 3.1U 0. 27922 0. OOOS2 6. 033 0.014 
lm5 10779.0 13.8 1151.42 3. 87 0. 25004 u. OOOS.l 6. 017 0. 013 
1())4 107\lVi 13.8 1155.29 3.89 o. 2&)87 o,ooos3 6.060 0.013 

1033 10.q(J;). 6 13.0 1159.18 3.92 0.28170 o. 0008·1 6. 0TJ 0.014 
1002 I US~. S 13.9 1163.10 3.94 0. 28254 0.00084 6. 087 o.o1:1 
1())( 10834.4 14.0 1167.04 3.97 0. 2SJJ8 0. OOOS5 6.100 o.ou 

1())0 Ji)g4M. 4 l-1.0 1171.01 4.00 0. 28423 0. 00085 6.111 o.ou 

1020 10Sil2. 4 14. 1 1175.01 4. 0:1 0. 28508 O.OOOR6 6. !:IN o.nn 
10:?8 10!)7CJ. !) 14.2 117\1.01 4.06 0. 28')94 0.00086 6.111 0. 014 
1027 10890. 7 14. 2 1183.10 4.08 0. 28680 0.000!!7 6. 155 0.011 

1026 10004. v 14.2 1187.1S 4.ll 0. 28707 0.00087 6.169 0.014 
102.; 10919.1 14.3 11~1. 29 4. 14 0. 2!l.'!O-I u. ooos~ 6.183 o.ou 
1024 10933. 4 14:4 119&. 43 4.17 o. 29!)12 o. 00089 6.197 o.ou 
1023 1094?. 8 14.4 11119. 6() 4. 19 o. 211030 O.OOO!l9 6. 211 0.015 
102"2 10062.2 14.5 1203. 7') 4.23 0.~119 0.00089 6.~ 0 .011 
1021 10976. 7 14. 6 uos.oo ... 2.:; 0. 29208 0 .00090 6. 24() o.ou 
1000 1ilO'JJ. a 14.6 1212.27 4. 29 0. :l9298 0. 00090 6.2:>1 0.014 

1019 11000.9 14. 7 1216.56 1 4.31 0. 2ro~X 0. 00091 6. 265 0.015 
IO!g ll020.6 14. ? 1220.!!7 4. 35 0. ~479 0. 00092 6. 283 o.ou 
1017 uoo~. a 14./1 !Zl5.22 4.311 o.~.m 0.00092 6. 2\11 O.OB 

1016 11050. 1 14.8 1229.60 4. 41 0. ~663 0. 00093 6. 311 0 .015 
1015 111)114. \J 14.9 1234.01 4.H o. 29700 o. 00093 6.326 0.015 
1014 11079.8 15.o 1238.45 4.47 o. Z\IM49 0.00094 6.341 O.Olf 

1013 11004. 8 15.0 1242.92 4. 51 0.20943 o. 00094 6. 355 0.0!5 
1012 11109. !I 15. I 12·17.4:1 4.53 0.30007 o. 00095 6. 370 ().Q(i; 
1011 11124.9 15.1 1251.96 4.57 0.30132 o. 00095 6.3~ O.Ul6 

1010 uuo.o 16.2 1256.53 4.GO 0.30227 o. 00006 6.400 O. O!G 

1000 lllM. 2 16.2 1261.13 4.1)3 0.30323 0.00096 tl. 41.5 O.OIG 
1008 11170. 4 15.3 1265.76 4.67 o. a~w o. 000'37 6. ! :tO 0. 015 
1007 Ill&. 7 15.4 1270.43 1 4.70 0.305.16 u. OOO'Jl! o.t-~; 0.015 

100: 11201 . 1 15. 4 1275.13 4.73 0. 30614 0. OOO'l'l 6. t 61 0 .015 
1005 11216. ,; 11>. ~ 1279.86 I 4.77 "· :llmt u. 00()9!1 G.4i6 0. 01~ 
1004 11Ztl .O 15.6 12s.;. G3 I 4. 80 o.:taml 0. 00099 o.m O.OlG 

1(100 11217. G 15.6 1289.43 . L ilt 0. :l01l10 0. 00100 G. :,07 0 . 01~ 
1(1()2 l1Zd3. 2 15.7 1294.27 •1. ,;7 o. 3101~ 0. 00101 ~- 522 O.OIG 
ltiOI 11278. ~ 1 15. II 1~99. H ~- 9 1 o. 31111 o. 00101 6.538 o.uw 

I 
1000 11294 . 7 : 16. S 1304. ().5 • 4.~1 0. 31212 U. OOUX! d. :;s.t 0.016 



$ (u) 

1000 11294. 7 

1100 11310.5 
008 11 321\. 4 
997 11342. 4 

896 11:\.~4 
99.> 11314. 5 
m ll300. 6 

993 11~8 
992 11423. 1 
991 114.19. 4 

1190 11455. 8 

989 11472.3 
9S8 11188. 8 
98i ll.'.a'i. 4 

986 11522. 0 
9~ ll.'il8. 7 
984 li~S 

9S8 1157'2.4 
9:>2 II.",S'). 3 
981 11600.3 

980 IIG23.4 

979 11640.6 
978 Jl(m.s 
S.77 11675.1 

976 11092. 4 
975 11709. 8 
974 11727. 3 

973 11714.9 
9i'l 1176~. 6 
971 lliS0.3 

970 11 798.1 

969 11816. 0 
9Gil 11~1~. 0 
007 us;2. o 

9G6 11870.0 
9G5 11 885.1 
~ 11906.2 

91;3 11924. 3 
9G2 11942.:; 
9Gl 119((). 7 

9G6 11979..0 

959 11997. 3 
958 l all5.6 
9i>i 12ll34. 0 

956 1:!0!'>2. 4 
g.;.~ ):IUIO.S 
954 12089.3 

9!•1 1~107. v 
9~2 12126. 4 
901 12145.0 

%0 12103.7 

15 -~ 
,.!J l r-

16 
10 

. 0 

.o 
• I 16 

I~ 
16 

. I 
.2 

.3 I& 
16 
I~ 

. 3 
.4 

.6 16 

16 
16 
16 

.5 
.6 
.6 

.7 I& 
16 
Ill. 
·.s 

9 

.9 16 
17 
17 

.o 

. 1 

•. 2 ,. 
17 
17 
I" 

. 2 

.3 
•. 3 

.4 17 
17 
17 

. l) 

. 6 

. 7 17 
17 
17 

. 7 

.s 
,g 17 

18. 
Ul 
1!4. 

0 
0 
0 

. I 18 
Ill. 
IS 

I 
. I 

.2 IR 
18 
18 

.2 

. 3 

.3 

.3 

. 4 

. 4 

18 

IR 
IS 
I~ 

.4 

.6 
18 
18 
18 .6 

.5 18 
18 
18 

.ti 

.7 

18 .7 

-

H ·\ TC II I-:Jt • s :-.Jon: nooK 

TADLE 1-Cout.inued. 

-
A (u) (; /(u) l> T(u) l> 

-' 
1:101 . ex; 4.!>1 0. 31212 ' 0.00102 6.!'>.>4 0.016 

I :!OS. 00 1. 9S o.3 1314 I 0.00102 ft r.7o o.m11 
1.11a. m 6-02 O.~IHG I o. oo1 ro fi. !o.'<S O.OIG 
1318. 00 5.0$ 0.315 19 0. 00104 6. 002 O. OIG 

1324.01 6-00 0. 3 1623 0. 00104 £..GIS 0 .016 
13~'9 . 13 5. 12 o.:um • 0.00100 6. 634 0 .016 
1334.25 5. 17 0.31K!Z 0. 00100 &.650 0.017 

. 1339. 42 5. 20 0.31007 0 .00106 6.667 0.016 
1~4. 62 5. 2·1 o., .. nn O.OOIOi 6. 6..~ 0 .016 
1349. !16 5.2.8 0.32150 0. 00103 6.699 1 0 .017 

I:IM. 14 ~. 32 0. 322.'i11 0.00108 6.716 0.017 

13GO. 46 • s.w 0.32366 0. 00109 6. 733 0 .016 
13M. S2 5. 40 0.32-17.~ 0 .{10109 6. ; -19 0.017 
1311. 22 .>.H 0.32S84 0.00110 &. 700 0.017 

1376. GG 5.4R 0.321'.94 0.00111 6.783 0. 017 
I:U~. 14 6 .. ~2 0.3280~ O.C011Z 6.~ 0. 017 
1:\87. 6G 5. !JG 0.3'2917 0.00112 G. 817 0.017 

13113. 22 ~. 61 o. a:l029 0.00113 6. !(34 0.017 
J:lUR. I<.l s. o.a 0.331-12 0.00114 G. ~tJl 0.018 
1404. 17 ~- 69 0. :tl2!o6 0.(1111•1 6. !lGO 0.017 

' 1410. 16 !.. TJ o. 33370 o.oous G. SSG 0.017 

141.'>. 8ll [;. 77 0. 33·lM • 0.0011~ fo. II03 0.018 
14~l.tn 6. S'.l (). ~:l6f.O 0.00117 G.O~I 0.018 
1427.48 5. 86 0.:~1717 O.UJ117 6.939 0. 016 

143.1. :!4 6. \11 o. 3.18:1-1 0.00116 G. 9:,7 0. Cll7 
1439. 2~ ~- IJ~ 0. :~19,)2 U. OOil~ 6.071 O. OIS 
1445. ~0 6.CX) 0.34070 o. 001l9 6. n•J2 0. 018 

145 1.20 0.0 1 0. ~11'0 0. 00!:10 7.010 0. 019 
14~7. 2-t fi . 00 0. 3~309 o.oom 7.02\l 0. 018 
J463.:tl ti. ll 0. 34430 0.00122 7.()47 0.01 s 
U GU. 46 6. 19 0. 3~~2 0. 00122 7. ()(,:. 0.019 

llri>. G:i 6. 24 0. 34G7~ 0. 00123 7. 081 O.OIS 
U~1. 81l 6. 28 0.3~797 0. 00124 7. 102 0.019 
1488. 17 t>.JI 0. 34921 0. 0012-1 7.121 0. 019 

HOUS 6.36 0. 3roi.j 0. 001~ i . 140 0.018 
1.100. 1<1 6.38 0.351';0 0.0012$ 7. l:o!! 0.019 
1507. 2 1 6. 42 0. 3S29.i 0. 00126 7.177 0.019 

J SI~. r.1 r,H 0.35421 0. 0012G 7. 1911 0. 01g 
1520. 0>! (U9 0. :i~t547 U.~27 7. 215 0.019 
1526.57 6. ~ 0.3SG'H 0. 00 27 7.1:14 0.01 

1533. 10 II. ~; 0. 3.'\llOI 0. 00128 7.253 0.0 19 

1.\19. 116 r.. Gl 0. 3S02ll 0.00128 7. 272 0.019 
I !.<Ill. 27 6. ( i4 11.300.17 0. 00129 7.291 0.019 
l !o52.91 G. 67 0. 3Gt8(; 0.00129 7.310 0. 019 

1539. SH r.. 72 n.ar.:u:, 0. 00130 7. 329 0.020 
15foG. 30 0.75 0. 30H t, 0. 00131 7. 3 1Y o. 019 
1!>73. 0~ G. 79 0. 3()576 0. 00131 7.3()8 0. OIY 

1570. 8 4 G.ll.1 0. 3o3707 0.00132 7.3117 0.020 
1.rK. Gi 6.87 0. 3G83\l o. 001:12 7.~~ 0.019 
1:111s. s. (o , 90 0. :\c~\li 1 o. 00133 7.426 0.020 

1600. 44 Cli94 0. 3710i 0. 001:13 7. H() 0.020 



EX'l'liltJ()Il BAI.LISTICS 51)3 

TADLE !-Continued. 

u 8 (u) I .a A (u) .l I(") .a 7'(~) A 

9&) 121&3. 7 19.7 1600.44 6.!>1 0.37104 0. !XJI:!:l 7.446 0. 020 

949 121&2.4 18.7 1601.38 f•. 99 0,~7237 0.00134 1Affi 0. 019 
VIS 12201.1 1 ~.8 16U. 37 i.OO o. J:371 o. uo::s4 7.4~'> 0.020 
9~1 1221V.V 18.8 1621. 4() 7. 06 0. 37005 0.1))13~ i.:A> 0.020 

U6 12238. 7 18.8 1628.46 7.11 0.3<MO 0. 00136 7.52.i 0.020 
945 12'2S7.5 18.0 1Im. 57 7 . .... (1. 37776 0. 00136 ;_~.; 0. 020 
944 12276.4 19.0 1642.12 7.19 0.37912 0.00137 7.565 0.020 

943 12'.!95.4 18. 9 lsCO. 91 7. 23 0.36049 0.00137 i .SSS 0.021 
942 )2314. 3 19.0 1657. 14 7.Z1 0. 38186 0.00138 7.006 0.020 
941 12333.3 19. 1 1~. 41 7.31 0.38324 0.0013\1 7.62ti 0. 020 

940 12352.4 10. I 1671.72 7.36 0.384&3 0.00139 7.646 0.020 

9139 1237\.ti 10. 1 1070.08 7.40 0. J~fo02 o.oouo 7.006 0.021 
038 12300. 6 19.2 1AAn. 4R 7.44 0. 3S742 O.OOHO 7.f£7 0.020 
937 12409. 8 10.2 16911.02 7. 48 0.38882 o.oow 7. 707 0.021 

O:IG 12429. 0 19.2 1701. -40 7.ll3 0.39023 0.00142 7. 728 0.020 
93S 1244$.2 19.3 110!1. 93 7.S7 0.39165 0. 00142 7. 748 0. 021 
034 12467.0 10.3 1716. so 7.62 o. :)9.10'; O.OOH3 7.769 0.020 

933 12486.8 19.4 1724. 12 7.00 0.39100 0.00143 7. 789 0.021 
932 12006.2 19.4 1731.78 7. 70 o. :1'.->QJ O. OOIH 7.810 0.021 
931 12525. 6 1U.5 17:19. ·~ 7.74 0.39737 o. 0014.'; 7.831 o. 0'11 

930 12545.1 10.6 1747.22 7. 79 o. 3ll!IIIZ 0. 00145 7.852 0.021 

929 125fl4. G 19. 6 1766.01 7.84 o .• 0027 0.00146 7. 873 0.021 
928 12.1H 2 19. 6 17~2. 85 7. 88 o. 4fll7~ 0.00116 7.894 0.021 
927 12603. 8 111. 6 1770. 73 7. 92 0. 40319 0.00147 7.915 0. O'll 

926 12623. 4 19. 7 1778. M 7. 98 0. 404f.6 0. 0014S 7. 9116 0. 022 
025 1264:1. I lY. 7 171U1.1>1 8. 02 o. -c;,;u O.IXH48 7.9011 0. 0'11 
924 12662.8 19. 8 1794.0.1 8. 07 (). 40762 0. 00149 7.\179 0. 021 

023 12682. (i lY 8 IX02. 72 s. 11 o. 40911 o. 001!>0 8.000 0.022 
922 12702. 4 19.8 1810.1<3 8. IG 0. 410ill O.OOI!oO ~. on 0.021 
921 12722.2 10. 0 ISI S. 09 8. 21 O. H211 0.00151 8.043 0. 022 

021) 12742. 1 19. 9 1827. 20 8.25 O. H3G2 0.00152 6.065 0. 022 

919 1Z1G2.0 211.0 1 &'1.~. 4f> 8. 31 0 .4151! 0. OOlf.:l 8.087 0.021 
Olll 12782.0 20. 0 18·13. 71l 8. 36 ().41006 0. 001.-.:l 8. IOlS 0.0'.12 
917 12802. 0 20.0 18.12. 12 8. 40 0. 41SI9 0. 00153 8.130 0. 022 

91ft 12822.0 20. I 18GQ,!j,2 8. 4~ 0. 41972 0. 001~ 8. 152 0. 022 
915 12$t2. 1 ~2 18'8.07 8. Sl 0 42126 (1. 00155 s.1;4 0.0'.12 
Gl4 12862.3 211.2 1877. -U! 8.55 0. 422111 0. 00156 8. 196 0. 022 

913 12882.5 20. 2 1886.03 8. GO 0. 12437 0.001~ s. 218 0.023 
012 12002.7 211. a 1$:94. 1!:1 !.66 0. 4w.l3 0. 00157 8.2l l 0. 022 
911 12923.0 20. 3 l!l<XI.29 to. 70 0.42700 o. 001!>8 ~- 263 0.1Yl2 

010 12913.3 20. 4 IIIII . !l9 I 8. 76 0. ~21108 0. OOISS 8. 28.1 0.022 

000 12963.7 20. 4 1020.75 8. 81 o. -1300!' 1 0.00159 s. 3<l7 0. 023 
90S 129S4. 1 2U.4 1929. !JI(f 8.86 0. ~3225 ' O.OOifoO 8.330 0 ll:!'l 
907 13004.5 20.5 1938. 42 8.91 0. 433f'.~ O.OOif·l 8. 35,2 0. 112:1 

906 13025.0 211. U 1947.XI ~. 97 0. 43546 O.OOI(ol 8.375 0. 022 
9().~ 130ot:.. G 20.6 19:)/,l. ~0 9.02 o. 4.1707 0.110lt.2 8.397 0. 07:1 
904 13066. 2 20.0 1005.32 0.07 U. 438LY o. oo u•:1 8.420 0.023 

903 13086.8 20.7 1974.39 9.12 0. H032 0. OOit.S 8.-WI o. 07:1 
902 13107.5 20.7 1083.61 9.18 0. H lY.5 0. [101104 8.4fB 0. 02:1 
001 13128.2 :!O.l! 19112. f>Q 9.23 0. 443:19 o.uow; 8.489 (;.0!]3 

000 13149.0 20.8 200U2 0.28 0. 44~24 0.00165 8.~12 0.023 



594 

" S (u) 4 

- -
!)00 1'3149. 0 :10. 8 

m 13160. 8 20.9 
898 13190. 7 20.9 
897 13211. G 21.0 

~ 13232.6 21.0 
895 1~3. G 21. 1 
894 J3:m. 7 21. 1 

893 13~).8 21. 1 
892 133!.;. 9. 21.2 
1>91 l:la:IS. I 21. 3 

S90 13359.4 21.3 

81;9 133SO. 7 21.3 
sss 13402.0 21.4 
887 13423.4 :u.s 
SSG 13-IH. 9 21.5 
8SS J:440{1, 4 21. s 

~· 13487.9 2Ui 

88:1 13509. 5 21.0 
~2 13i,1l.l 21. 7 
~I I:J&.j2. 8 21.7 

~ 13&74. 5 21.$ 

879 13-SOO. a 21.8 
878 JaUIS. l 21. Q 
877 136tO.O I 21. v 
876 13•361. 9 no 
875 13it.~~. u 2'.!. 0 
874 J:\iOJ. U 22. I 

873 137$. 0 22. 1 
872 137 .:.0. 1 22.2 
871 13io2.3 22. 2 

X70 137U4. 5 22. 3 

869 l381ol. s 22. 3 
~,s 1:1.'139. 1 22 . • 
867 138(.,1. r, 2'1 ~ 

l!f,ji 1388:!. 9 22. ~ 
&;.s 130Ct6. ~ 2'1 G 
g.;a 13929.0 22.6 

8G3 139;1. u 22.6 
St>2 139n2 22.7 
1161 13996. g 22.8 

SilO 14019. i 22. 8 

8S9 1~2.S 22.9 
8S8 I 106.). I 2'l. 9 
!1.'>7 HOS!j. 3 23.0 

SSG 14111.3 23.0 
8~.; 14131.3 ~. 1 
ss~ 141.57.4 23. 1 

SS:l 14181. 5 23.2 
8.'>~ 1.;2(U, 7 23.:1 
!I.~ I H226. 9 23.3 

&.0 14250. 2 23.3 

H.nc~u-:n 's NoT EBOOK 

'l'ABLJ.:: 1- Continued. 

..... (·n ) 

I . In 206 

20 
202o. 
20: 

11. 20 
04 

29.11-1 

200!1. 
2048. 
2068. 

40 
91 
48 

.II 

. ';'9 

.sa 
2068 
2077 
2087 

7. 33 

107. Ill 

209 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

IIi. lJ 
127.00 

137' 13 
).17. 23 
lii7. 40 

167.62 
177. if 
ISS. ' 4 

2 ·~. 1)5 

•.100. 12 • -l HJ. ua 'l. 
'25 2230 

2•10. U1 
Z.5l. (\4 
21i2. ·13 

~ 
2 
2 

173. 29 
~vt. 21 

. 295.20 

. 2~ 

17.:111 
~.57 
10. 8:1 

1. lu 
23G2 . .S7 

I 

23;4, cu . 

2335. S8 
~.19 

. 88 

~Ill!. r.1 
2432. 46 
2444. ~6 
24&0. 34 

24AA. ~R 
2480.52 
2492.72 

:u.o:;, 00 
2517. :IS 
2b:.!V. 7K 

2S~2. 28 

.:! / (U) 

- .. 
IUS 0.4452·1 

9. 34 0. 446S'J 
0. :0 0. 41SS6 

9. ·~ o. 45023 

9.51 0.45190 
9. ~7 0 . . I$).;<J 
9. 63 o.~lll 

9'. f.S 0. 45t~ 
9. H o. -t :).~l.f 
9. 1>6 0. 40041 

9.E6 0.11i21:1 

9. 1J:l 0.46~86 
9.YX 0. 4fo!Jti0 

10.(H 0. ·10734 

10. 10 0. 4t\910 
10.17 0. •170$0 
10. 22 0. 172~;3 

10. 2.~ 0. 474ci(J 
10.3 1 o. m; J9 
10. 41 o. <177\)<J 

16 . • 17 11.47979 

10. f>l 0. 4Sit;o 
10.1!0 II. l~l42 
IO. t~i o. 4Jo:.52r, 

!0. 7:1 II. 48701> 
IO.i~~ 0. 4~~93 
10.80 0 . 40078 

10. !12 u. 4!1214 
10. \1'.1 0. 49451 
I LOG 0. 49tW 

II. 12 \), 49&~ 

II. 19 0. 50018 
II. ·26 o. 50'.11)>; 
11.33 0 • .\0099 

11. H 0. /JCMI 
IU7 0. /t('l;$4 
11. ~ 0. 50070 

11.61 0. ~11N 
ll. ll9 0. M:!89 
11.75 0. 51Ytr. 

11.83 O.Mili4 

I UO 0.5J9G2 
l Ull! 0.52162 
12. IJij 0.5Z\62 

12. 13 0.52564 
12. 20 0 . .')'27t\6 
12. :18 o.:mo~ 

12.35 O. !~"U/J 
12. ol3 o.r•l379 
12.lo0 o. 53085 

12.58 O.W792 

6 T(u) .i 

- - -
O. OOiw 8.512 0.023 

0.001 ti7 s. 5.35 0.0.!3 
0.001&7 8. 558 0. 02. 
o.oo1m 8. 582 0.023 

0.001(-9 8.005 fl. 023 
0.001<>? 8. ~28 0.02~ 
0. 00170 8.(62 0. 1)2.1 

o.oom 8.676 0.023 
0.001<2 8.ll90 0.02·1 
0.00172 8. 723 0. 024 

0. 011173 8. 747 0.02{ 

0. 00174 8. 771 0.02~ 
0.0017~ 8. 795 0. O'll 
0. 00176 S.819 O. tfl4 

0.001 7ti 8.SI3 0.025 
0.001:7 R8fi8 u. 0'14 
0.0017i 8.892 0.024 

0.00179 8.9Jij o. oz:; 
0.001~0 8.9~1 O.O:N 
0.001~0 s. !)f)5 0.02:i 

(' 001~1 8.990 0. 0? : 

O.CX11~2 9.01-S o. 02!'· 
0. ()1)1~3 9.(H0 0. 02."• 
0. 001$3 tl. ()t) ,i o.o:u. 
0. 0018;) 9. 090 0.()2.~ 
0. I~Hs.; 9.115 0.02.:. 
0. OOiffi 9.140 U.02U 

\1. 001~7 9. 11\6 0.0.15 
II. 001~11 \1, 191 0.025 
0. 001~9 9.216 o.oa; 
0. 00100 U.242 o. 021> 

o. 00100 9. 2t",S 0. 0':?5 
O. IJIIIYI 9. 293 o. 0'.11; 
u. 00192 9.31~ o. O'b> 

0. 001\ll 9.345 0.026 
0. 00195 9. 301 o.oa; 
0. OOJ!IQ 9. 39; o.~ 

0. 00195 9. 423 0.~ 
0.00197 9. 449 o.~ 
0.0019l! 9.4<S o. (127 

O. OOI!lS 9. 50'2 0.027 

0.00200 ' 9.529 o.w. • 
0. 00200 9 . .S.\5 o. Oc'7 
0. 00:!1/Z 9.Sb'2 0.0~7 

0.0020l 9. 009 0.027 
0. 00'200 0.636 0.027 
0-0021}1 9.6f>3 o. nn 
0.00200 9. 690 0.02 
0. 0021)ol !l. 'il i (1. 0: 
0.00207 9. i<W 0.027 

0.00208 g,772 0.0'27 



ExTERIOR fl..u .u sTtcs 

TABLE !-Continued. 

.. S (u) A A (11) A I (~<) tl 

- ·-
~ 14250. 2 :.!3. 3 2542.28 12.58 0.53702 0.0020& 

849 H273.5 21. 4 255U6 12.66 0.54000 0.00209 
848 14296. 9 ZI.S 2567.S2 12.74 0. 04200 0.00210 
847 14320 •• 21.5 25!K). 26 12.8:1 O. S441Y 0.·00211 

. 
846 14343.9 21. 6 2500. og 12.110 0. SU."lO 0. 00212 
8~ 1-1367.5 21.6 2f~C». !19 12. Ill o. S4tw1 0.00213 
8 H u:m.t 21. 7 2618.07 13.07 o.~ 0.00114 

843 1-1414.8 21. 7 2631. 04 13 .. 14 o. (>$:/till 0.00216 
812 11138.6 21.8 2645.16 13.22 o. 5.$4~ 0.00216 
8~1 14461.3 21. 0 2668.40 13.31 0. 64101 0.00217 

840 14488.2 21.9 2071.71 13.39 o.~ms 0.002 1R 

839 HMO. I 23.9 :IAA~. 10 13. 411 0.56136 0. 00219 
83.'1 H0.1l . 0 24. 0 2008. ~8 13.56 u. :;~ . O. OOZ't l 
1m 14~.0 24.1 Z712. H 13.66 0.~76 ' 0. 00221 

836 14582. 1 24. 1 Z72$. 79 • ta. •• 0 . .i60117 ; 0. 002'l'l 
83-S J.1006.2 21. 2 27:1!1. 53 13. tl"l 0. ~7019 ' 0.00224 
834 14630.4 24.3 11~.aa 13. 91 o.ama 0.~ 

S33 14654. 7 21.3 Z767. 26 . 14.110 o.mos 0.002~ 
8.32 14679.0 24. 4 171!1. 26 1 14.00 o. 5i(;ro 0.00227 
831 14703A 24.4 ~.35 !4. 17 0. 579"l'O 0.00228 

' &10 14727.1\ 24.5 :JWIJ.S2 1 14.26 0.58H8 0. 00229 

829 14752.3 2~.5 2823.78 H.3& 0.3~7i 0. 00229 
828 a ~snr.. H 24.6 22j3~. 14 14.4; 0. 58606 0. 002:11 
8Z7 1-1801. 4 24.7 ~~-~9 H.M 1) • .l8b:l7 0.00033 

li2ll 14~.1 24 . 7 28&7. t:l IUH 0.50070 0.00233 
825 1-1.'150.8 21.8 28St. 77 1~. 73 O.S!f.IOO 0.002:14 
8)1 H8ia.6 ~ ... 9 2896.50 14.82 0.~7 o.oozao 
SZl 14900.5 24. P 2!111..12 14.92 0. 5!1773 0. 00237 
822 11920. 4 2.S.O 292(;. 24 15.01 0. 11(1()10 O.OGZ:lll 
821 }4115(). 4 25.0 2911.25 15.10 0.0024B 0. 00239 

820 14975.4 25.1 2006.~ 1$.20 0.60487 (L 00240 

819 1:1000.5 2~.1 2Y71 .M 15. 30 0.60727 0 . 00241 
818 ISUZS. 6 2;;. 2 2986.~ JS. ~ t O. (,oor,~ 1). 00~4:1 
Sl7 15050.8 25.3 3002. :l6 IS. SO O.Gl111 0 . 00".44 

816 lro'IG.I 25. 4 3017. 70 l!i. 60 0. ~14.'>.~ 0. 00'145 
815 15101. 5 25. 4 3033.36 15. 71 0. 61700 0. 00'!-16 
814 151111. g 25.5 3019.07 15.80 0. 61946 0. OO'ltS 

813 m 52.4 2S.o :1064.87 15.91 0. 02191 0.00249 
812 IM77.9 15.6 :10!10. ~ 16.00 0 . 024'13 0. 002SO 
811 16".!03.5 25.6 11096.78 10.11 O. fi~ 0. 00251 

81() 1$22!1. I :!5. 7 ~112.119 16.21 0. 629H 0.00252 

1m 1525-1.8 25.8 3129.10 16.32 0 . G-1196 0. 002$4 
1m 152llll. 6 2:>. 8 :1u~. 42 16. Q Q. 63-150 0. OO"..s5 
807 15306. 4 25.9 3161.&'1 16.04 0.63705 0. 00256 

8011 15332.3 26. 0 3178.30 16. 65 0. 63'J61 0.00257 
1m 15358.3 26. 0 3195.01 16. 75 0. 1>1118 0. 00259 
801 15384.3 26. 1 3211.79 16.86 0. 64477 o. 00260 

806 15410.4 26. 2 3228. (l~ 16. \n 0. 64TJ7 o. 00261 
800 ).;436. 6 26.2 3245.02 17. 08 0.64998 0.00263 
SOL 15402.1$ 26.3 3262.10 17.19 0. 6626l 0.00264 

800 16489.1 26. 4 3219.89 17.30 O.CW25 0.00265 

T (") 

9.m 
9. 799 
9.8Z7 
9.8.» 

9.882 
9.010 
9.938 

9.068 
9.991 

10.023 

10.001 

10.079 
10. IM 
10.13~ 

10.166 
10. 191 
10.221 

10.~2 
10. 281 
10. 311 

10.3t0 

10.369 
10.399 
10.429 

IO.m 
10.4~ 
10.519 

10. S49 
10. 5~9 
10.609 

10. 640 

10.671 
10. 701 
10.732 

10. 763 
10.~ 
10. 826 

10. ~7 
10. 81'11 
10.920 

1(). 952 

10. !184 
II . 016 
11. ~8 

ll. OSO 
11.112 
11. 144 

11. 177 
11. 200 
)]. 212 

II. Z7~ 

595 

4 

0.027 

0.02!1 
0.028 
0.027 

0.028 
0.028 
0. 0: 

0.028 
0. 0.!!1 
0.028 

0.028 

0.029 
0. 0:111 
0.029 

0. 029 
!9 

029 
o.o. 
0. 

0. 
0.03 

029 
0 

2\) 0.0 

0. 

0.00 

029 

0 
0 

030 
0.00 
0. 

0. 
0.00 

030 
0 

030 0. 

0.03 0 
030 0 . 

0.031 

0.001 

0. 030 
0 . 0:11 
0.031 

o . . • 
o.cn1 
O.WI 

o.m 2 
0. 0:11 
0.03 2 

032 

032 
(tJ2 
032 

0. 

0. 
0. 
0. 

~. 
o.m 

632 
2 

033 0. 

0. 03 2 
033 
033 

0. 
0. 

0. 03J 



596 HATOIER's Non:uuoK 

TABLE !-Continued. 

u S(u) A A (u) ~ f (u) I A T(u) A 

- I 
800 IMS9.1 26. 4 3719.811 r:. ao O. M$25 . 0.~ 11.275 O. Ol3 

m 15515.5 26.4 3297.19 17. f2 o. o.s;oo 0. 0.')2(i(i 11.308 0.003 
798 155~1 . ~ 26.5 33!(.61 17.&1 o. r.eo'>r. O.OO'ZG~ 11.3fl 0. 00.1 
797 wws. 4 20.0 33;12. 11 • 17. 65 0. 116324 O.OO'ZG9 ll.374 0. 003 

796 1115!14 . 9 26.6 3349. ;o 17.77 0.116693 0. 00271 11.407 0. 0:1<1 
'196 1M21.G , 20.7 3:167 . .l6 17. 89 U.WI64 o.rom 11.441 0. 00:! 
794 156(8. ~ 26.8 3385. 45 !8. 00 0. 61136 O.lllm3 11.474 0.004 

m 1.1675.0 26.8 3400. 45 IR. !2 0. 67409 0. 00275 u. 50S 0.004 
792 15701. 8 26.9 3421.57 18.24 0. 676114 0.00276 11.512 0.004 
791 1572ll. 7 20.9 3&39.81 18.36 0.60'900 0. 00278 11.576 0.004 

700 1~755.6 27.1 3458.17 18.52 0. 682:18 0. 0021'0 11.610 0.004 

789 16782. 7 27. 1 3476.119 18. 62 0. 68518 0. 00250 ll.GH 0. 0:1:1 
788 15809.8 27.1 3(~.31 IS. 71 0. 6Si9S O.OOZ"2 11.6i9 0.00( 
787 1~9 27.2 3$14.02 18.83 0. 600110 0.00283 ll.i13 o.ms 
789 138&4.1 27.2 3532. 85 18.92 O.GeMl O.OO'JR4 11.718 0. 004 m 1.\I!Qt. a 27.3 3551.77 19. 02 0. 69647 0. Oll2l!1i 11.732 0. 00.\ 
'IS( Utl8.8 27.3 3.\10. ;g 1!1.13 O.GW32 0.00'..!86 11.817 O.OJG 

783 l$!145. 9 27.3 3589. 9'J 19. 2:1 0. 70218 0. 002Ri 11.852 o. ro.s 
782 16973.2 27 .• :11\0!1. L'> IU. :13 0. 70505 O. IXY.I.SS 11.887 0.035 
781 16000.6 27.4 3G:Ill. 4S 19.H 0. 70793 0. 00'.1&1 11.922 0. 035 

780 18028.0 27. 4 31\47.92 19. 54 0. 71082 0. 00'..!00 11.~7 o.ms 
779 t eo.~. 4 27.5 3667. 46 19. 61; 0. 71372 0.00202 11. 992 0. 0.\"i 
718 16082.9 27.5 :1111'7. II lY. i5 0.71GG4 0.00292 12.027 0.0:10 
777 16110. ·I 27.5 3700. so 19.86 o. 71~6 0. OO'N-1 12.063 0.036 

776 16137.9 27.6 3721i.12 19. ~7 o. ;nw 0 OO'.l9S 12.098 0. 00... 
i75 1611).';.5 27.6 3i-IG. G9 :lO. 07 o.m1~ O.OO.!!IC) 12. 133 0.03<1 
714 16100. I 27.6 3766.76 :n. 16 0.128il 0.00297 12. Ul9 0.004 

m 1623>. 7 27.i 37SG. !14 :». 29 0. 73138 0.00299 12.~ 0.006 
772 16248. 4 2i.i ll:Oi. Z3 21).39 0. 731.17 0.00299 12.241 0. fl'l6 
771 16276. 1 27.6 :llo'27.62 :AU ! 0. 73736 0.00'101 12.277 O.OSG 

770 1113o:l. ? 27.8 3818.13 :l0.62 0.74007 0. 00'102 12.313 0. 038 

769 111331. 1 27.8 3~(8. 75 . :lO. 72 0. 71:1.~ O. IXXlO:l 12.3~0 0.007 
jl\ll ~~·u 27.0 311M.·Io 20.~ 0. 74&12 0.0010-1 12.386 n. 006 
i6i 16387.1 27.9 3910. 31 20.95 0. 74!146 0.00300 12.122 0. 036 

7fi6 1&11S. 3 27. 0 3001. 2f, 21.07 o. 7~2:.2 0.0010; 12.458 0. 037 
7(1,5 1&143. 2 28. 0 3!\'>2 33 21. 17 0. 7$5.19 0. OOlOX 12.49.) 0. 037 
764 16171.2 28.0 3973.50 21.29 0. 75ti(o7 O.OOW\I 12.532 0.036 

1(o3 i6t00.2 28. 1 3001 . ';'.) 21. 41 0. 76176 0. 00310 12.568 0. 0:17 
762 111527.3 211. 1 4016. 2() 21. r,z 0. 1fo4Nl O.OO:Sll 12. oo.; o. 0:17 
761 1655S. 4 28.1 40117. 72 21.61 o. 10';'.)7 0.00313 12.642 o. n:n 
7ll0 16$83.5 28.1 4<r•9.36 21.76 0. 77110 0. 00314 12.679 0.007 

7:.9 letlll. G 28.2 40111.12 21.1>'11 0. 77424 0. 00315 12.716 0. 007 
758 16639.8 28.2 4100.00 22.00 0.77~ 0. OO:Si6 12. 7S3 0. 0:18 
757 16608. 0 28.3 412:..00 ' 22.11 0. (806{; 0.00318 12.791 0. 0:17 

756 16606.3 :11;.3 f li7. 1l 22. Zl 0. 7&173 0. 00319 12.828 0.007 
. iM 16n4. 6 28. 3 4169.34 22.3.> 0. 18002 0.00:120 12.!16> 0. 038 

i:rt 187U. 9 211.4 4!91.W 22. 47 0. 79012 0.00322 12. 003 <>.008 
753 16781 . 3 21\.4 4214.16 22.59 o.~t 0.00322 12.941 i)OJ7 
752 1G.'IO!I. 7 211.5 ·~;:; 2-2. ;0 o. ;96S6 0.003U 12. 9i8 0. 008 
761 1683&.2 28.~ 4259. 45 22.83 0.~ 0.00326 13.016 0. 0:18 . . 
750 111866.7 28.5 42112. 2ij 22.06 o. SOOOo:l I 0.00327 J3.0S4 0.008 



Exn..:RJOH lh r.r.JSTJCS 597 

TABLE !-Continued. 

I 

" S (u) j. A (u) ~ I ( v.) I j) T (u) j) 

750 16866. 7 26. 5 4282. 2!' 22.00 0. 80306 1 0.00327 13.054 (). 

749 I<X!9~. 2 2&6 4305.24 23. 09 o. 80Co33 0.00328 13.092 0.008 
748 16923.8 28.6 4a28. :;a 2:1. 21 0. 8001;1 0. 00129 13.130 O. ll:IS 
747 16952.4 2S. 7 4:151. 54 2:1.33 o. ~t'lOO O.llll31 1:1. Ifill 0.009 

746 16081. 1 28.7 4374.87 2.1. 41\ O.SIG21 0.00332 13. :207 0.03 8 
7-15 1700). 8 2~. 1 4:\U~. :;~ 2:1. &J u. ~tv6a 0.001:13 13. 24S (). ll:\9 
744 17033. ~ 28.8 4421.92 :13.72 0. 82280 0.00335 13 . 2&1 0.008 

74:l 17007. 3 28.8 444.;.1\4 23.1!4 U.Slltl21 0. 00131\ 13.322 0, 11.10 
/42 17096. I 25.8 44fo(l.48 23.98 0.82957 0.00337 13. :mt o. I~IU 
i41 11m.9 2~.~ 4493. 4G 2-4. 10 0. 8m4 0. 00339 13.400 0.039 

740 171 S.'\. !I 28.9 ·1517. 56 24.23 o. 83G33 0. 00340 13.439 0.009 

i3'J 17182. 7 29.0 4541.79 2-4.37 0. 839iJ 0. <m41 13. 47li 0. 03~ 
7-SK 17'111.7 29. 0 4.'ll~:i. 16 2•1. 50 0. &1314 O. <m43 13. 517 0. 040 
7J7 17240. 7 29.0 4f8l GG z.t.ro 0. &IGS7 0.003« 13.557 0.039 

736 172tl'J. 7 29. I 41\l.'i. 29 24. 7ti 0. 8.l001 O.OlHQ 13. W6 0. 009 
035 IT.I!/8. 8 2!1.1 4llU o.; 24. 90 0.~'1-17 0. CXXH7 13.635 0. ()10 
7a4 17327.0 2'J. l 4GGJ. 93 2:;. ()1 o.ss~ 0.00349 13.675 0.040 

733 17367.0 29.2 4683.99 25. 17 0. 80043 0. 00050 13. 715 0. 040 
732 173H(i. ~ 29.2 4il5. 11\ 2.S. 30 0. 8(>193 0.00051 13.755 0. 040 
7:!1 17413. 4 29.3 4740.4~ ~5.4~ o. sr.744 O.llll.'i3 13.i\15 0.040 

730 17444.; 29.3 4765. 91 25. 6() 0.87007 0.00051 13.835 0.040 

729 1747·1. 0 29.3 4791. f>() 25.72 0. 874M 0. ()OO;,U 13.875 0.()11 
72H 17:.0:U 2~ .. 4 1817. 22 2S. t'7 0. 87807 0. 00058 13.916 o. (~10 
727 17s;J:l. 7 29.5 ·1~1. 00 21i. uo 0. !lS165 0 .11()3.)9 1:\.QSfi 0. 040 

720 17$2. 2 29.5 4!ll'o9. 00 2G.l5 0. 811S2( 0. 00000 13.006 0. ()1\ 
725 l i 6()J. 7 2'J. 5 4895.24 21\. 29 u. &t.SIS4 0. !Xl';o\1 H . n17 0. ()11 
724 l 7f>21. 2 29. 5 i921. <>.'! 20. 4:\ 0. &9'14~ o. 00003 1~078 0. ()11 

723 l 'i6rJO. 7 29.6 4947. 9G 26.57 u.~ 0. OOlf.>S 14. 119 0. ()II 
722 li~ .. l 29. 7 4!!<4. 53 26.72 o. Jjll973 0. CUY.;6 14. 100 0.()11 
721 17710. 0 29. 7 IJOOI. 25 26.87 0. !10339 0. 00368 H. !b:ll 0. ()II 

720 177J9. 7 2\1. 8 502& 12 27. 01 0. 11070i 0.00369 1(. 242 0. ()11 

719 17700. ~ 2'J.H 5055. 13 27. 16 0.91076 0.00071 U .283 0.042 
718 l 7iW . :1 :1!1. !! snSt. 29 27. :ll 0. ~!Hi O.C<t\i2 U.:l21l O. OH 
717 17821). l 29.9 51()(). 00 27. 4() 0. 91819 O.CJOOH 14. 3<]1) 0.042 

7lfl 17859. 0 29. U 5137.06 2'1. 61 n. !1219.1 0.00076 14. 4Ct! 0.011 
7L!i mss.u ao.o ol64. ~7 27. 76 0. \l'.l."~i9 0.00377 14.449 1 0.042 
711 17918.9 30.0 6102.43 27. !r1 0. 029j6 0.0007';) 14. 491 0. 042 

·;! ;\ l71MR. ~ 30.0 [,220. 35 28.00 0. !13112[] 0. oo:JSO 14. S.1.~ 0.013 
712 17978. ~ 30.1 1>218.11 ' 2!1.22 0. 037% 0.00:182 14. !>i6 0. 012 
711 lliiX.KI. 0 30. J 5276.63 ~.31> 0.94087 0. lmR3 14.618 o. ()12 

710 18039. 1 30.1 5305.01 23.63 0. 04470 o. 00.185 14. 600 0.042 

700 11'«11. 2 30.1 53.1:1. 54 23.&9 o. 04355 O.oo:JS7 14.702 0. ()13 
708 1K~. 3 30. 2 .l3G2. 23 28. 85 o. u.s:m 0.001~ 14.745 0. 1}13 
j Q; 18129. 5 30.3 5391.08 29.01 0. \15630 O.OOlQO U.788 0.00 

70G 18100. 8 30. 3 5420.09 29. 16 0. 90020 0. 00092 14.830 0.00 
70S 18LOU. l 30. 3 544\l. 25 29.33 0. !111412 (). 0039~ 14. !173 0. ()13 
1M l !rZ&. 4 30.4 541'!1. .'18 29. 49 o.~ 0. 00395 14.910 0.043 

703 18250.8 30.4 55Co8. 07 29.1!.$ o. 97201 0. 00397 J4. 959 0. 044 
702 l i\2Nl . 2 au. ~ 5!\.17. 72 29. Xl 0.975~8 0. 0039:5 15. 001 0.()13 
iOI 111311. 7 30.5 :>561. 53 29. 98 0.97996 o. 00400 16. o.w O.Of4 

700 183~. 2 ' . 3().6 5597.51 30. 15 0.118396 O.Of4 
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TABLE !-Continued. 

" s (ll) I .:1 ."1 (u) 

-
4 I (u) Th:) 

;uu 1834.2. 2 30.6 559i. M 30. 1; 0. ~1116 0.0040'1 15.000 O.OH 

OO'J 18.172.8 30.6 au27. oo 
008 18403.~ 30.6 MlS7. 97 

30.31 0. 98798 0.00104 15.134 0.043 
30.48 0.00202 0.~05 15.177 O.OH 

007 1!!f34. (I 30.7 !1()88. 45 30.64 0. 99607 0.00407 IS.221 0.041> 

696 18464. 7 30.8 ~719. 09 30.82 I. 00011 0. 001011 IS. 266 0.011 
00.) 111195. -~ :w.g .S749.01 30. 99 1.00423 0.00411 1~310 O.OH 
094 1&20.3 30.11 ~780. 90 31.15 I. 00834 0.00112 IS. aM 0.04~ 

003 11!.\)7. I 30.9 5812.05 31.33 I. 01246 0.00114 15. 39il n. OH 
t9'! 1~.0 30.9 58"13. 3M 
001 1~18. 9 31.0 ~u.~ 

31. !iO I. OICA:A> 0.00116 15.443 0. 04:i 
3l.lj8 I. 0201fo O.OOIU; 15.~ 0.016 

roo 18G49. 9 31.0 r~.M 31.85 I. OZIQ4 0.00120 1 :,, Sl3 0.04~ 

6119 18/i!IO. \1 31.0 liOOS. ~I 
,;as 18111.9 31. I !;970. 44 
Cl87 18743.0 31. I 0002. 6S 

32.00 1.()2!1H 0.00121 l!'l. !)7~ 0. 04$ 
32.21 1.~. Q.l))t23 15.623 O. 011\ 
32.39 a. en;~ 0. 00425 I~ GOO 0. 04S 

GSG 18774. I 31.2 fi(l.l$. ()l 

® ISSOG.3 31.3 oou.. 61 
681 1~6 31.3 6100.35 

32.57 I. 01183 0.00127 15.714 0.045 
32.74 I. 041;)0 0.~ 15.759 O. O•IG 
32.93 I. 05CXl9 0. 00431 I~S05 O.OIG 

G83 ISSG7. ~ 31.3 6133. 2S 
Girl ISS90.2 31 •• 616(, 40 
6111 18$30.6 31. 4 GI9'J. 70 

X\.1~ 1. 0M70 0. 0013:! 15. 851 0.1)16 
~30 l.O:~~ 0.~14 15.1>97 0. C.JG 
33.f~ I. 06137 0.00437 ~~~13 0. 04tl 

G80 189G2. 0 31.6 G233.1S ;,l, 61 I. 00774 o. 004."!8 15.989 0. 04G 

t\7'.1 18'.!9.1. u 31.5 ft200. &; 
678 190".11>. 0 31.6 r;100. 71 
67i 10000. r. 31.6 633-1. 71) 

Xl.86 I. 07212 0.001·11 16. 03~ 0. 047 
:14. OS l . 07fi."'lli1 0. ()(1.1.12 16. OK2 o. {Nt) 

34.26 I.O!mS o. 004<15 IG. 128 0.047 

GiG 1908!!. 2 31.7 G.%9. 01 34.43 J.OSMO o.mw; 16. 115 0.04fi 
67~ 1911!1. ~ 31. 7 64/X~H 
674 19161.0 31. i 6438.06 

31. R2 I. 0.'19)16 (), 00148 If• 221 • O.OH 
~-82 1.09134 0. 00150 Ill. 2G8 0.048 

673 19Utl. ~ 31 . 1! (;472. 8S :1.;.01 I. 09'1114 0. 001'>1 10:.. 316 0.0..1 
6;2 m1:;. 1 31.9 MCJi.~~ 
671 lg:jf7. 0 31.9 6$43. 10 

:!.>. 21 I. 11)33; 0. OOir.t 11\.:Jm 0.()4; 
36.41 1.10791 0.001.\6 1ol. 410 0.018 

670 1927&~ 31.9 6S;ll.51 35.61 1.11217 0.00158 16.~ 0.048 

E6ll 19310. K ~2.0 fo6H. 12 
668 11).1~. K 32.0 fo(~9. 9.1 
667 1«m.s 32. I 668:;. 94 

35.81 I. 11705 O.OOif..O 16. .'i()f. 0. 04H 
36.01 I. 121M 0.00162 I G. [)at O.OIX 
36.21 1.12fU! O.WIM 16.002 0.048 

Cli6 19400.9 32. 1 r;rzl. u. 
(;(;.S 104-19.0 32.2 (.;~. 5i 
fo64 JUI71. 2 32.2 G71lo~. 19 

36.~ 1. 13002 0.00167 1 r.. r.oo 0.04R 
36.62 1. 13!;.W o. (Xllf.S !G. GOS 0. 010 
36.83 I. 14027 ' 0.00-171 )f.., i41 O.UIS 

((3 19e00 . . j 32.3 0132.02 
662 l(l.)J.S. 7 32.3 6800.05 
001 10/';iS, 0 :12.4 O.lllo>. "l') 

37.00 I. 1441111 o. 001;3 Ill. 795 o. 019 
37.24 I. 14971 0.00175 16.814 0. 049 
37.46 1.1$446 o. 001•s lfd!03 0.040 

00) 19f;IXI.4 32. ~ 0013.76 37.67 1.1$924 O. OOIIiO 16. !112 0. ()19 

669 l oo.12. !J 32.6 6931.42 
6.'1!1 100&;. 3 • 32.5 ;o1o. ao 
051 10>;9i.ll :!2.~ iUS7. «J 

37.1\'1 1. 164Ul o. 00182 16.001 0.049 
:IS. 10 1.1i.llil'll O.OO:M 17. ().10 0.050 
~31 l . lf3i0 0. 001..<6 17.090 0.049 

(.;6 19730.4 32.G in)S. 'il 
f>M l lloc.'l.o 3"l. 7 7134.24 
G64 197'.1S. 7 32. 7 7112.99 

38. r-.1 1.178M 0.00411!1 17. 139 0.050 
38.i6 1.18344 0. 00191 17. 189 o. O.'iO 
38.117 1. 1883S 0.00193 17. 23? 0. G:.oO 

G33 191Qj1. 4 32. 8 721UG 
052 191\GI, 2 32. 3 7251. u 
061 10891.0 32.9 7290.66 

(..5(1 19921). ~ ~u 7l30.1~ 

30.18 1.19328 0. 00495 17.289 o.or.o 
:!SUI I.ISS23 O.oo.t97 17. 331! 0. 0.:.0 

I 30.64 I, 20320 0. 00500 17.389 0.1\SI 

39.86 I. 20820 0. 00.102 17 • ...0 0. 001 
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TABLE !-Continued. 

- --.. S (ui .1 .( (u) t. l (u) T(u) t. 

cl.)O 19920.9 32.9 7330.19 39.86 I. 20S20 o.oo.m 17.HO 0.051 

&;9 19').19. ~ 33.0 7310. ns 40.09 I. 21322 
018 19992.3 33.0 7il0. H ·10. 32 ). 21$.!6 
Q4; 2002,;. 8 33.1 ;"oo. 46 40.56 I. 22333 

0. ()().'lo)i 17.491 0. 051 
0.00507 17.612 0.051 
0. 00509 17.:.00 0.051 

646 ~9 33. I 7491. 02 1~. ;s ). 223o42 
!H.; 21lt1.)2. 0 33.2 7531. so 41.01 I. 23353 
tH4 :11112.5. ~ 33. 3 7.;72.81 41. 2:\ 1. 2330; 

0.00611 17.GH (). Q;)2 
o.oosu 17.ti96 0. O.SI 
0.00516 17.747 0.052 . 

frl3 20158.;; aa.3 761-1..00 41.19 I. 2-1383 
Gl2 2o1U1. a a:s. 3 765:)..)..) 4 1. 72 I. 24901 
641 20225.1 33. •I 7697.27 41.96 1.2;;!22 

0. 00518 17.799 0.0.)2 
0. 00521 17.851 0.052 
o. 00524 17. !XX! 0.052 

640 20258. ;; a:l.4 773U. Z3 ~.21 I. 2'>946 0.00526 17.955 0.052 

fo39 202<JI. 9 33.5 7781. .... 42. 44 1. 2&172 
638 ~2:1.4 33.6 782:1. !!!I 42.6~ J. ~7000 
637 203~9. 0 33.6 78(\0. ~7 12. 9·1 ). 27531 

0.00528 18.007 0.1)5.3 
II. (J()i>31 18.000 0.0.)2 
0. 00534 18.112 o. CJS;l 

r.a& 20092. G 33.6 7909.51 4l 19 1.2~ 
6:1:> 2012(, 2 ;l,J. 7 i9b2. iO 43. 43 I. 2&i01 
63i 201W. 9 33.8 7996.13 43. 68 ). 29139 

o.llor.Jr. 18.165 0.0:;3 
0. (1()[,38 18.218 0.05:1 
0. 00&11 1s.m 0.0>3 

m.~ 20-19(!. 7 :~·t s 8039.81 43. 94 ). 29('>80 
G32 20t.z7. 5 33.9 S083. ;.; 44. )8 1.3(l'l2i 
631 20661. t 33.9 Sl27. 03 44.45 I. 30770 

O.oo:-M IS. 324 0. 05! 
0. Ol\Mil IS. 378 0. 053 · 
0.~9 IS. 431 O.o.H 

fo30 20.)95. 3 34. 0 8!02.38 44. 70 I. 31319 0. 005&1 I S. 485 O.o.H 

629 20620.1 3~. 0 ~'217. !Ill I 44. 9(, I. 31870 
fiU 20( .C.:!. 3 31.1 ~'262. 0-1 ~.n ). :1242~ 
6'l7 ~>0007.1 3·1. 1 $307. z,; 1-). 4~ I. 3'.19>ll 

0.~ 18. r.39 o. ().;l 
0. 005&7 18. ;ro 0. Oi'H 
O.OO'JW IS. 647 O.().;.J 

6'26 2073:. 5 :}1.2 ~;j2~ 7.j 4!i. 7[, 1. 33541 
625 to)1(,:, 7 31.3 Sl%.00 46.02 I. :14100 
t'll4 :IOSOO. 0 ~u &141.$2 -~). 28 I. :141~>7 

0. 00562 IS. oOI 0. 0.>5 
0. 00,'~)4 Itt 7r-.6 0. 00,) 

0. 000011 18.811 o. oo.; 
623 20834.3 34.3 S.tOO.SO 46. f.G 1.35235 
6~2 20~.1; :~1. 4 ~.»7. ~6 46. &1 I . ~flM.'\ 
621 20900.0 :H. 5 8.>84.19 17. 10 l. :lfil78 

0. 00570 18.W:\ 0. (If,<; 
0. 00573 18.921 0. ()(,;. 
0. 00576 18.976 O.O&G 

620 2011:17.5 :}q Sl'll. 2'J 47.3S ). 3f.(t;>l II. OM79 19. 002 0.056 

61~ 2(1')72. 0 !~1. v 8•j78. 67 47.% 1. 3;'[.,1,3 
61~ 2UK~;. G 3-1. r; ~i'21i.~~ 47. t)J I. :)..~1 H 
017 21011.2 34. 7 :S/74. 26 4&22 1.3S698 

0. 00:>81 19.~ 0. 0.;1\ 
0. C)()f>IJ1 !~. 144 0.050 
0. 00587 19.200 o. 0.;6 

61o 21075.9 34.7 1.'522. 48 48.49 1. 39'M) 
615 21110.6 31.8 8-SI0.9i ·18. 78 I . :1!!1)7,~ 
614 21145.4 34.9 ~H9. 75 4!). ()7 1.40~ 

o. oo;,oo 19.200 0.057 
0. oo:,!n ~~-~ta 0. 0.;6 
o. 005'.16 19.369 0. 0.)7 

613 211SO. 3 I 34.9 8968.& 19.36 I . 4101\4 
612 21215. 2 . JS. 0 91118. 18 19. f,( I. 41002 
611 21250. 2 35.0 9{)1}7. S2 49.\» I. (2261 

610 z128u I ;J..;. I 9111.76 00.23 I. 42A6S 

0. OIW-18 19. U6 0.057 
o. OOOO'l 19.483 o.oss 
0. ()06(}1 19 .. >41 0.057 

0. 00007 19 • .WS 0.057 

OOl 21320.3 :I.S. I 9161.99 50.53 I . .:3475 
eot! 211~ •• 3:;.2 9218.52 50.82 I. -14086 
()();' :u m.6 35.3 ~.34 51.13 I. 44099 

0. OOOll 19.005 0.058 
0. 00013 19.713 0.058 
0. 00017 19. <71 0.058 

006 2H25.9 :1:;. 3 0020.47 51.43 I. i5316 
£A; 214oll. 2 3;;.4 0071.110 61.74 I . 45005 
(~1 2Hfl6. fl :t.~. 4 !1423. 64 .'i2. M I . 46558 

0. 00019 19. i29 0.058 
0. 0062J 1\1. {<87 0.(.1.;9 
0.00026 19.~ 0.(.1.;9 

liOO 21532.0 35.5 IH7S. C8 1 52.36 I . 471SI 
(~ 21~r.1 .. ; a;;.6 9.)28. 1}1 i .)2. r.l\. 1. 4<lll3 
(.()l 21f.o00. I ;~ti. G 9580 . .o;o . 52.98 l.i8445 

600 2163& 7 ' ~ti. 7 oc.J.J. f.al 53.30 I. iOOSO 

0.000~ 20.000 0. O.'l9 
0. 00032 20.0M o. 0:,9 
0. 006.15 20. 123 0.059 

a. OOOil8 20. 182 0.009 



6oo 

" s (II) .1 

·-
eoo 216.1!1. 7 3.\. ; 

5119 21674. 4 J.S.'i 
m 21710. 1 ~~ 
&Ji 2174~.9 ~. 8 

[,96 21i1il. 7 ~9 
[,9.) 21817.6 30.0 
[,94 218$3. 6 36.0 

5!13 21889. G 36. 1 
m 21112S. 7 3f·2 
591 2191\1. D 36.~ 

500 21M 1 36.3 

. S8'ij 22034.4 3&.3 
~ 22070.7 36. 4 
:.117 22107. I J6.4 

586 221-13. 6 36.5 
.'1115 TJUIIJ. 0 36.6 
56-I 222111o. 6 JG. 7 

.o;sl ttl$3. 3 36.7 
582 22'.100.0 36.8 
681 22326.8 36.8 

.5$) 22363.6 36.9 

!i'i9 22400.5 37.0 
S78 22437.6 a;.o 
!>ii 22474.6 37.1 

S76 22Sll. 6 37. I 
SiS 22548. j 37.2 
574 2'.!S8>. 9 37.3 

573 22623.2 37. 4 
~72 221'Jf~. 6 3~. •I 
671 22098.0 3;. ti 

570 22735.5 37. () 

1){,9 22773. I 37. () 
568 1'.181 0. 1 3i. i 
567 TJ!Hl!. 4 31.7 

~ 22li8G: I 37.0 
~ 2292>1. n 3i.~ 
S64 2'.1!lVI. 9 37.9 

~ :lim.~ 31>.0 
~ 2:)()37. 8 3&1 
S61 230<'$. Q 38.2 

5EO 23114.1 3&2 

~ 231Sl. a 3!1.3 
558 231:111.0 38.3 ss; 23228.9 38.4 

556 ~1.3 ' 38.~ 
555 2JJGS. 8 38.G 
554 23.l+4 •• 3!1.7 

553 23383.1 38.7 
5.>2 23421.11 . 38.7 
551 23400 . .'1 38.9 

650 2i\4911. 4 all. ~ 

HATt:m:R's Non:nooK 

TABLE I - Continued. 

.4 (1<) 4 l(u) 

- . -
9633. oiS 53.30 I. &:)SO 

~98 63. 62 I. 49718 
97-10. t10 &1.94 1. 500'iO 
9794.~ !)!,, ~ 1.51005 

9848.79 M.SS 1.51~ 
99CXI. 37 51.91 U\ZJO.\ 
m8.28 55.23 I. 529S9 

10013. 60 55.6 1. !>'1617 
10000. 10 55. 9 Lams 
101$. 00 56. 2 I. M'MS 

10181. 20 60.G I. ar.Gll 

10237.110 M.O 1. ~'P!l 
10294. 70 57.2 I. 51'!957 
103SI.GO 57.6 1. 67636 

1~. ao 58.0 1.58317 
16167. 60 58.3 1. 60002 
10.\Z'>. AA 511.6 l.li0ti91 

10MI. 40 61.1. 0 J. 60384 
!Of>l-1. ~ 59.4 I.GUlllO 
10102. 80 61.1.7 I.Gii19 

107(>2 . . VI 60. I I. 62482 

111622. 00 00.4 I. 63189 
IOAA\.110 00. u I. ()1899 
Jtma. oo 61.2 I. GW13 

11005. 10 Gl.S 1. 65331 
11()('.;. 00 62.0 I. 00052 
111:18. 00 62.3 1.6~)7;& 

11100.90 62. 7 1.67507 
1121'>3. 00 63.1 l.li8240 
I J31U. 70 63.5 I. 68977 

11380.20 63.Q 1.69718 

1144~. 10 64.2 1. 104m 
11CIOS. SO 64. 7 I. 71211 
1t&noo 66. 0 !. 71'X>i 

11638.00 63.:; 1. 12;21 
11703.00 c;.;.s J. 731S2 I 
llit10.30 fAa I. 7-\141; • 

. 
11m6 66.7 I. 76016 
11002.3 67. l I . i~l8S 
11900.4 67.5 1.7~ 

12006.9 m. 9 I. 77346 

12104.$ 68.t I. 78131 
12173.2 ra~ I. 7&>21 
1~.0 00.2 I. i'971~ 

12311.2 (Q. 7 1. !10513 
12:1410. 9 70. I I. 81316 
124SI.O 70.5 I . 82122 

12521. s 70. 9 I . 82933 
1251.Y.!.4 71. 4 L83N9 
12003.1! 71. y I. 84.5611 

12735. 7 72.3 1. 86393 

. 
4 T(H ) 

0. 00635 20.182 

0. 00Gl2 20.241 
o. 00&1.) 20. 301 
O.cn>llS 20.361 

0.00662 20. ~1 
o ..... ltiM 20. 451 
O.OOOM 20.~ 

0.00661 20. 603 
0.006& 20.664 
0.00668 20.7$ 

0. 00611 20. 786 

0.00615 20.847 
0.00079 20.909 
0. 00681 20.971 

0. 0068S 21.m:l 
o. 006;\9 21.090 
0.00603 21.168 

O.OOOOG 21.221 
0.000» 21.284 
0.00703 21.347 

o. 00707 2Ult 

0. 00710 21.475 
0.00714 21. &19 
0.00718 11.oo:l 

0.00721 21.667 
o.mm 11.742 
o.oom 21.790 

O. m7:l3 21. 861 
0.00737 21.927 
0.00741 21.992 

0.0074~ 22.068 

o.o:ms 22. 124 
o.oo;~ 22. I ll'.l 
0.00767 22.2Si 

0.00761 22. :IZI 
0. 0076-1 22.390 
0.00769 22.457 

(1.00i73 22. !)2.; 
O.Ol17i 22.592 
0.00781 22. f{J) 

0. 007&5 22.728 

0.00700 22.7'96 
0. ()):'fl.j 22. 8<3S 
0. 001\<S 22. 1n4 

0. 008(12 23.003 
0. 008(•7 :z:t.on 
0.00811 23.ltl 

o. 00816 2.\. 211 
0. 00820 23.261 
0. 00824 23.~1 

0. 00829 23.422 

~ 

0.009 

0.001 
0.00} 
0.001 

0.001 
0.061 
0.061 

0.061 
0. 061 
0.001 

0.061 

0.062 
0. 06.:l 
0.06 

0. 
0. 
0. 

0. 
0. O!l 
0. . 
0. • 

0.064 
0. 
0. 

0.~ 
0. 
0. 

0. 
0.00 
0. 

0.00 

o. 066 -0. oo, 
0. 

0.06 i 
i 

065 . 
0. 06 
0. . 
0.06 7 

065 
oo; 

0. 
0. 

0. 

0. 
0. 
0. 

068 

069 
000 
ow 

0. 00 Q 

0. 001 
70 o.o. 

0. 0 
0.(1 
0.07 

70 
70 
1 

0.07 I 
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TABLE I- Continued. 

L . S (u) 6 A (~<) 6 l(u) 6 T(•) 6 

-
550 23499.4 38. 9 l:ri~. 7 71 .3 1.8:1393 o. 00829 23.m 0.071 

M9 23$18. 3 39. 0 12Sil& 0 72. 8 1. sam 0. 0083S 23.493 0. 071 
518 23577.3 39. I 12SSI. ~ u. ~ I. Rl05.1 0. 0083S 23.~ 0.071 
547 23616.' 39. 1 12954. 0 73.7 1.87893 0. 00843 23.636 0.072 

51& 23655. .; 39. 2 IJOV. 7 71. I I. AA1'3G 0. 00847 n. 70i o.m 
545 23004. 7 39. 3 13101. 8 74. 0 1.89S83 0. 00852 23. rn o.m 
5H 23734. 0 39. 3 13176. 4 76. I I.G0435 0. 00857 23.851 0. 072 . 
543 237T.I. a a9.4 13231. 6 7~0 u 1m 0. 00861 23. 923 0.073 
542 23812. 7 39. 6 13327. I 76. 0 1. 021;;3 o. Oll8G7 23. 996 0. 073 
541 ~.2 39.6 13403. 1 71i. 6 I. 93(1.10 O. OOI!n :u. 0611 0.078 

540 23891.8 39.0 134:'11. 7 77. 0 I. 93811 0.(10g18 :24.142 0.073 

539 23931. 4 39.7 1~'16. 7 77.6 I. 94167 0. 00681 24.215 0.074 
538 23971.1 39.8 13034. 3 78.0 1.9w.IS I O.OOS86 24.2811 0.074 
537 24010.9 311.0 13712. 3 78.6 1.96$14 0. 001l91 24.363 0.07~ 

;\.~ 24050.8 39.9 U'IOO. l! 79.0 1. 97425 0. 00896 ';14. ~7 0.015 
!>3/j 24(190. 7 40. 0 138('-Q. 8 ;o . .; 1.98321 0. OO'JOI 24.512 0.015 
534 24130. 7 40.1 13~1U. 3 80. 1 1.99222 0.~ :u. S87 o.o:s 
S33 24110.8 -10. I 1-Im. ·I ~.5 2. 00127 0. 00912 24.61\2 0. 075 
532 24210. g -10.3 14lii'J. \1 til. I 2. QICXI9 0. 00910 24.737 o. oro 
531 24261.2 40.3 11191.0 ' 81.6 2. 01955 0.00921 24.813 0.076 

530 24201.5 40.4 14212. ij 8~. 1 2. 0211711 o. 0092Cl 24.889 0.076 

529 24331.9 40.5 143.51. 7 82.7 2.03$!02 0.00932 24.965 0.07i 
S2S 24372.4 40. 5 U437. 4 l!;j. 2 2.om• 0.00937 23.()42 0.077 
527 21412.9 40.6 1~20. 6 83. 7 2.00071 0.00912 u.uo 0.077 

526 24453.5 40. 7 14f.o.l. J lH.a 2. Qllt\1~ 0.00948 2.$.195 o.orr 
h2.~ 2H91. 2 40. 8 141\38.6 84. 9 2. 07,j<jl o.009M 25.273 0.078 
~24 2453.5. 0 40. 9 14773.6 85.4 2. 08515 . 0.00959 25.351 0.078 

523 24.i7~. 9 40.9 1 •1&~3. 9 85.9 2. 09-174 o.009M 20.429 0.078 
5~ 2401&. 8 41.0 H9H .8 8~. 6 2. 11)438 0.00970 25 . .507 0.079 
521 24657. 8 41.1 15031. 3 H7.0 2. 1140~ 0. 00975 25.586 0. 079 

520 2tCJ9!1. 9 41 . 1 15113. 3 87.6 2. 12383 0.009SI 25.665 0.079 

SIO 24740. 0 41. 2 1~20:1. & 118. 2 2. 13-'JG.I 0.009S7 25.744 0.080 
518 24781. 2 41. 3 1629-1 . I s.~ . s 2. 1·13;;1 0.00!»2 25.1'24 i 0. ()110 
517 ~- 5 41 . 4 15382 u 119.4 2. 15343 0. 00999 25.90-1 0.080 

• 
516 ~9 41 .5 164'72. 3 90. 0 2. 163~2 0.01()1)4 25.1lll4 0.081 
SIS 21905. 4 41. 5 155&2. 3 90.5 :t. I 'TJ I6 0. 01010 26. ()6.~ 0. 081 
M4 24940.9 41.7 1~.8 91.2 2.~ 0. 01015 26.H6 0.081 

513 21GS8. 1) -41. 7 1574-L 0 91.7 7. 10071 0. 01022 26. 2T1 o.~l 
512 2.1030. 3 41 . 8 1~7 92. 3 2. 2o:m o.oum 26.308 O.QIJ2 
511 250i2. 1 u . 0 15928. 0 oo.o 2. 21121 0. 01034 :21). 390 o.oon 
510 25114. 0 42. 0 16021.0 93.0 z. 22455 0. 01()40 26.472 0.082 

500 2515&. 0 42. 0 16114. G gt . 2 2. 134!1.> 0 .01046 26. :1.'14 O.Of!S 
SOli 1.';!9-\<. 0 42.2 1620S. 3 94.8 z. 24,';41 0.01052 26.637 ' 0.083 
SJ7 25240.2 42.2 16303. G !15. 5 2. 25593 0. 01~9 26.720 0.1& 

506 25282. 4 42.~ 16399. I 91). 1 2.26W2 o. 0101» 26.803 0.084 
SJ3 25324.7 42. 4 16495. 2 9'.).8 2.27717 0 .01071 26.887 o. 01!4 
5()4 25367. 1 t:u lll$2. 0 97. 4 ~- :18788 0.01077 26.071 0.084 

.503 25409.6 42. G UlM9. 4 os.o 2. 20863 0.0\084 27.055 o. Oc'IS 
502 25tS2. 2 42. 7 16787.4 os. 7 z.au1M9 0. 0!091 27.140 o.oss 
.501 :tMIM. g 42.7 10886. 1 99.4 2.32()40 0.01097 27. 2Z5 o. 

... 42.8 16985. • 7 104 • • . . s 100 I 2 3313 27.310 
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TABLE !-Continued. 

" S (u) A (II) ... 1 (11) <l. T(·t) I .l 

. 
~ ~7.G 12.8 lrl.le.'i. 5 100. I 2. 33137 ll. 0 1101 27.310 O.MO 

m 2.>581. 4 42.9 l ro85. G IM. i 
m 2.'-623. 3 tJ.O 171$. 3 101. 4 
497 ~3 43.0 17287.7 100. I 

2.31241 0.01110 27.39\ 0. oso 
2. 3."!351 (1. 0111; 2~ ...... ~ O.lk"-0 
2.$4Glt o. 01124 27. SOl! 1'. <I$: 

496 25709.3 13.2 ·~s 102.8 
m 257~2. 5 43. 7 17<102. G 100. 5 

2. 37.)!12 0. 01131 27.~ 0.~ 
2. 31-7Zl 0. 01137 r.. ;~z O. ·~ 

49-1 z.;~; 43. 1 17!196. I liM. ~ 2.39SW 0.01115 Z7.8JI) 0.088 

4~ 25839. I t3. 4 rnoo. 3 104.9 
4!12 :!,;.."SZ. ~ tJ.~ liM).~. 2 IO.U ; 

2. 4101\'; 0.01151 27.91S O.OS:S z. 421!.6 0.011.\8 2S. 00'.) 0.0..~ 
491 2M12;.0 13.0 17910.8 106.3 2. 43314 0.01166 28.091 o. 08'.) 

-100 25909. G 43. 7 IMI7. I 107. 1 2. 4« 80 0.01173 28.183 O.OS9 

489 21"013.3 43.8 18124. 2 107.8 
488 2C«i1. I 43.8 111232.0 10.~. 5 
481 26100.0 11.0 IIG40. 5 109.3 

2.4~1 0.01180 28.272 0.000 
2.4f..~ O.OIIS7 28. :11>2 0. 000 
2.4.~ 0.011~ 28.452 0. ()fJO 

488 26141.9 44.0 18449.M 110.0 
1M 2618.~. 9 4-1. 2 185.19. ~ ) 110. 8 
4&1 21!233. I 44. 2 18670.0 J11. 6 

1-"-1 2flZ71. 3 H4 18781,2 112.3 
41'2 21>121. 7 H.f 18~1. 5 113. I 

2. 49214 0.01202 28.542 0. 091 
2 .. ~16 o. 01210 28. f-3.1 0.091 
2. jl626 o. 01210 28. 7'l4 0.091 

2.52"42 O. OI22.S 2S. 81.> n.m 
2. 51007 0.012:12 2.'1.907 0.119'2 

181 203ol6. I 44. -~ 10007. 6 113.11 2 . .s.>m 0.01210 28.9')1) o.oro 
41'0 26410. G H.G 1012J .• S 111. 7 2. SG.s.19 o. 012111 29.092 0.003 

179 26455. 2 H . 7 ·~-2 11~.5 
4711 2619\1.9 H.7 19351.7 11G.3 

'l S77l!7 0.01255 26. 185 o. 0\l:l 
2. 59012 0.012m 26.t7S 0.094 

477 ~4-6 14.9 19168. 0 117. I 2.00305 0.01272 29. 372 0.001 

476 265$1). 5 45.0 195.~. I 117.9 2. GI~77 0. 01 279 26. 466 0.095 
47~ 26634. ~ 4.1. 0 JQ703. 0 IIR. S 2.Gml 0. 01~7 29. 561 0.00\ 
Ci 2'l67t'. 5 4S.2 19.'21. ' II~. fi 1. 64143 0. 01266 26. 65G 0.0% 

473 26t24. 7 45. 3 19941. 1 00. 4 
472 26770.0 45.3 20001.8 -121 . 3 

2.65U9 o. 01301 29.7SI o.ooo 
2. GG713 o. 01~12 20.347 0.096 

471 2»815. 3 45.5 201R3. I IZZ. I 2. GB0.5S O. Ola'll 29. 943 0.097 

470 26800.8 45. 6 20.10.~ 2 12l. O 2.60076 0.01320 30.040 ' 0.097 

469 21\!lM. 3 45.7 204~2 123.0 
44;3 26%2. 0 .. ~. 7 20-'i/'.Z. I ltl . 1 

2. i'O?OS 0.0133.~ 30. 137 o.ms 
2. ml3 O.OL116 30. Zt> o. O'J'\ 

467 26987.7 15. 9 20C7G. 8 125. 7 2. 7:1.'189 0.01355 30. 333 o. OOR 

w; 2701.1. & 45.9 21}.<()2. 5 126. 5 
465 zroso. & 40.0 20920. 0 127.4 

2. 7474i O. O\:li;4 30. 431 0.099 
2. il\IM O.OI:tn 30.530 0.099 

461 1li:IS. 5 46.2 21056.1 128. 4 2. 77150 o. 013-'f.! 30.629 0. 100 

463 T.ISI. 7 16. 2 2JIIU. S 129.2 
462 T.Z'/i . 9 46. 4 21311. 0 130. 2 

2. 7\>;62 0.01390 30. 72'J 0. 100 
2. $)2.;2 0.01399 30.829 0.100 

461 r.274. 3 46.4 214U. 2 131.1 2.li16SI 0.01409 30.929 o . 101 

{{,() ~. i 46. 5 21575. 3 132. 1 2. 83000 0.01413 31.<m 0. 101 . 
450 27367.2 46.7 21707. 4 133.0 
4.j.~ 27413. 9 46.7 21810. 4 131.0 

2. ~1478 0.01427 31.131 0. 102 
z. $.i90.j 0.01(3(. 31.23.1 0. IO'J 

457 27160.0 fG.II 21!174. 4 134.9 2. 87341 O.OIH 6 31.335 o . 103 

4.'i6 27507.1 47.0 22109.3 13S.9 

·~ 27551. 4. 17.0 'l'lJI $ 2 130. ~ 
2. ;1.~87 0.01(56 31. "'"~ o. 100 
2. 002L1 O. OHI\5 31.511 o. 103 

4$1 2'/001. 4 47.2 223112. I 137. 9 2. 9170tl 0. OU74 31. GI-l o. 104 

453 2761~.6 47.2 2'.1S20. 0 139.0 
~52 271)%. 8 4i. f 2:MS9.0 139.9 

2. 9311!2 o. 014!\5 31. 7-IS 0. 105 
2.114007 O. 014P4 31.853 0.10!> 

•sl 27743.2 41. 5 22793.0 140.9 2. 96161 o.OI.\05 ~l.ll.<;.~ o. 1 :;:, 

150 2m0. 7 -17.6 22939.8 142.0 , sr; 66 2 6 I I~ 0 0 s ' 2. 3 063 0. 100 
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TABLE I - Continued. 

u 8 (u) 4 A (u) A I (u) 

t.'iO 277W. 7 4'7,6 22939.8 142.0 2.97666 

449 278.18.3 47. 6 2J()gt.8 143.0 2. 99181 
448 27885. 9 47.8 23224. 8 141.1 3.00'105 
447 27933. 7 47. 9 23368.9 US.! 3.02240 

446 2i'r81. oj ts.o 235H.o 146.2 3.03785 
445 28029.6 4S. 1 :moo.2 147.3 3.0!i341 
444 2S077. 7 4S.2 23l!07. 5 148.4 3.06907 

413 2812-S. (} tg,4 23955.9 149.4 3.08484 
442 28174. 3 4~. 4 2H05.3 150.6 3.100i2 
tU 28222.7 4S.G 24255.9 151.7 3.11670 

440 28271.3 tR. 7 24407. fi 152.8 3. 13279 

439 28320.0 48.7 24560.4 154.0 3. 14R99 
1.~8 2R3l\R. 7 4R. 9 2HI4. 4 1s,;. 2 a. Iflfl.'lO 
437 28417.6 49. 0 24869.r, 156.3 3.18173 

4'16 28466.6 49.1 25025.9 15i. 4 3. 111'27 
t:j5 28515.7 49.3 25183.3 15~. 7 3. 21492 ' 
43-1 28.'i65.0 ~~.3 2.)342.0 159.8 3. 231C9 ; 

4-S.'l 28614 .. 1 49.4 25501.8 161.0 3. 24857 
·!32 28663. 7 49.6 25&12.8 162.3 3- 265.';7 
431 2jl713.3 4g, 7 25825. 1 )63.5 3. 28269 1 
·130 28763.0 49.8 25lll"'8. 6 i l&i. '1 329003 1 ' 
429 2AAI2. ~ 49.3 261:13. 3 166.0 3.31729 : 
12~ 28862. G 50.0 2G319.3 I67.a a. 3-'3477 : 
421 28912.6 50.2 264!\6. 6 16S.~ 3. 3S2l8 ; 

l 
426 28962.8 r.o. 2 26655. 1 16?.8 3.3'1011 : 
4~,; 29013.0 50.4 261124.9 171.1 3. 3l!IY6 1 
424 290f\3.4 51).5 26996-0 172.5 3.40-m 

428 29113.0 50.6 27168.5 173. 7 3.42405 
422 29164.5 50. 7 273·12. 2 175.1 3.44229 
421 29215.2 50.9 27Sl7. 3 176.5 3-46066 

4li0 292fo6. I 51.0 27693.8 177.8 3. 47916 

419 29317.1 51.1 27871.6 1'19. 2 3. 49779 
418 293611.2 51.2 281150. 3 181).6 3. 51656 
417 29419.4 51. 3 28231 ... 1$2.0 3.[)3.';46 

416 29470.7 5J.fi 2jl4J3. ~ 183.5 3. :>5450 
·ll(i 29022.2 !;1. 6 28596.9 lSI. 9 3. 57367 
41-1 29673.8 51.8 28781.8 186.3 3.59299 

' 413 2962-'l. G 51.8 28008.1 187.8 3.61244 
412 29677. 1 52.0 29155.9 189.2 3. 6-120-1 
411 29729. 4 ~2.1 :m4ii. , 1 Ill(). 8 3. ffil78 

410 29781.5 52. 2 29535.9 192.3 3. 67167 1 

409 29833.7 52.3 29728.2 193.8 3.09170 
~08 298S6.0 52. 5 29!122.0 1~;;.a 3. 71188 
407 29938.5 52.6 W117.3 JY6.9 3.73~21 

406 zm1.1 52. 7 30814-2 198.5 l.75269 
4Q,; 3(1043. s 52.9 W512. 7 :.!00. 0 3. 77~2 

404 30096. 1 !;3.0 30712.7 201.7 3. 79t10 

403 30149.7 53.1 30914 .• 2(),1. 2 3.81504 
402 30211'2.11 :13.3 31117.6 204.9 3.1i3613 
401 30256. I !;3. 4 31322.5 zor,. 5 3. 85'13.~ 

400 30309.5 :13.5 31 . . 2 3.S78~ 

A T(u) 

--. 
' 

0.01515 32.063 

o. o1.52~ 32.169 
0. 015:15 32.2;,) 
0.01545 32.31'2 

0.015.>6 3Z. 189 
0.01SG6 32. ,)SI7 
0.01577 32.700 

0. 0155;8 32. 814 
0. 01598 32. 923 
0.01009 aa.ooa 
0.011\20 33.143 

0.01631 33. 2M 
0. Olf\43 33.365 
o. 016-';t 33.177 

0.01665 33.~9 
O.OI6o7 33-702 
o. 0168& 33.815 

0.01i00 33.929. 
0-01712 34.043 
o. 017'.l4 34.1~ 

0.01736 34. :m 
0. 01743 3U89 
o. 01761 3~- 505 
o.o1m 34. 622 

0.017&5 34. 740 
0. 01798 3Uiiill 
0. 01811 34.977 

0. 01821 35.096 
0.01837 35-216 
0. 01850 35.336 

o. 01863 35.457 

o. 018i7 35 . .)79 
0. Olli90 3-S. 701 

1 o. 01904 34.8241 

0.01917 35.947 i 
o. 01932 36.011 i 
o. 01945 36. 195 I 

I 
o. 01900 36, 3liQ I 

o. 0197·1 35.H6 
0.011189 36 . .>72 

o. Oli003 3&. 000 

0.0201S 36.827 
(), 0li033 3o.P5S 
o. 20018 ~7. 084 

o.OliOG3 37.213 
0. 0'207~ 37.3•3 
0.02094 37.474 

0.02109 37. 605 
0.02125 37.737 
0.02HI 37.870 

.02157 0 :JS, 003 

A 

0.1 06 

()6 
7 
7 

O. I 
o. !;) 
0. 10 

o.1 
0.1 
0. 1 

08 
()8 
00 

0. I. 
o. ll 
0. 11 

Oil 
0 
0 

o.u I 
0.111 
0.11 2 

z o.n 
o. 11 3 

3 0.11 
0.11 ' o. 114 
0.11 5 

s o.u 
0.11 6 

o.u 
0. 11 

6 •, 
7 

0. 11 8 

o. 118 
0.119 
0.119 

0.1 20 
o. 120 
0. 121 

0.122 

0. I 
o. 12:1 
0.123 

0.121 
0 .. 121 
o. 12$ 

o. 100 
o. 126 
0.127 

0.128 

o. 128 
0. 129 
0.129 

0.130 
o. 131 
0.131 

0.1.1 z 
o. 133 
0. 133 

o.m 



TABLE 1--Continued. 

u 8 (u ) A A (~ ) A I (u) 

- ·-
400 30300.5 M.5 U 'l:29.0 208. 2 3. 878'19 

m 3006.1. C) !.3. 7 31737. 2 209. 9 3. 90010 
3ll8 30116. 7 !.3.8 31917. I 211. 7 3.92210 
397 30470.5 63.9 32158. 8 213. 3 3. 94400 

m 30;;21. 1 ~. I 3Zl1?. I 21!'>. I 3.~ 
3'.1.\ 3ffi;A. 5 61. 2 32SS7.2 216.8 3.~ 
39-1 301>12. 7 54.3 32804.0 21&. 5 f , 01070 

393 JO!m.O 54.5 3302'Z. :; :n;>. 4 c. 03327 
392 1(\711. s 5-l . 6 332·12. 0 m. 2 1. l).l(i02 I 
391 30796. 1 M.8 !l.liF;,~. I 2'1J.9 4. 07894 ' 

I 
300 :\ffl.)U. 9 S..9 33681).0 225. 9 1. 10204 . 

389 300().'.. R 1>5.1 3:!914. 9 Z27. i 4.1~2 
388 :lll\1111 I . II 55. 2 3-1112.6 22J.6 1 . 14S77 
387 31016. I ~ . . 1 34~72. 2 231.5 1. 17211 

:lH6 31 011.4 s.:;. 5 31600.7 233.S f . l te23 
3.o/.O 311211.9 5;'.6 34lQ7. 2 23.>- t I . 2:ll2l 
381 311~2. 5 :M7 35072.0 237.3 f . 2flfl 

3:.";} 31'1311. 2 !i!i. 9 ~. 9 2311. 1 ··~ 3..<:1 31291.1 r.o. 1 as.;c~. s 241 .3 I 29341 
381 313~. ~ 56. 2 3M90. B 213. 1 1.3181S 

3SO 3H00. 1 ~. 3 ~t.o 21.'i. l I . 3431 ~ 

379 31162. 7 !"'ltl.S :~U279. I 247. 6 1.3(~2 
318 31.119.2 00.7 M-127. 0 249, fi 1.3931i9 
3i1 31575.9 56.8 367'(6.G 251. i 1.41926 

3;6 31632. 7 [J6. 9 37028.3 251. 9 I .H 503 
:u~ 316&9. 0 57. 1 3721!2.2 ;z!'~J. 0 I . 471~1 
:r.4 31716. 7 57. 3 37538.2 258.3 l . f9720 

373 31804.0 57. 4 3li00. 5 2liO. 4 4.523!i0 
372 311161. 4 M. 6 3'10">6.9 262. i 1-5.5021 
3;1 31919. 0 57.7 3&19. 6 zr..~. 0 4.5771Xl 

370 31976.7 57. \J 380.~. 6 267.2 4. 6()4Q! 

Jll9 ~2(>3.1. 6 68.0 3.'SMI. S zoo. 6 1.cm31 
368 32m2.6 !).'t 2 39121. 4 211.9 • • 6.SS83 
367 32J!A), 8 ~3 39:193. 3 ';t14.3 5. 686S4 

300 32200. I r)l-;. 5 3P6117. 6 276. 6 i. 71448 
365 32267.6 5.~ 7 31'911. 2 :17\1. 1 1. 74266 
361 3~3 31\.8 402Zl. 3 281.0 • • 77100 

363 323'l(;. I :.e. 0 i f'.!o()l . 9 284.0 1.m;o 
362 Ul11 . 1 69.2 40711.~. 9 283. 5 4.1\2'-~7 
361 32.\03. 3 69. 3 11075. 4 289.0 4. 857G9 

350 3:1562. G %:19.5 1131)4.4 :291. G I . AA7M 

U9 32G22. l :.9. 7 llf>'iil. 0 m. 2 4.01666 
3M~ 32Cllll. N 59.11 419:.0. 2 296.8 I .!NM I 
U7 32741. Ci 60.0 42217. 0 299. 1 • • 07002 

3.16 32801.6 60.2 4?:il6. 4 302. I !i. oor.os 
3M 3'M1.8 60.3 4281S. S 301.8 5. 037:)9 
3.)1 32922. 1 60. 5 131.'-J. 3 307. 6 5. 06$46 

35.1 3'al2.6 60.7 13400.0 310.3 s. 09900 
J.S2 33013.3 60.8 4:ti'i I. 2 313. I 5. 13101 
J.SI 3:1101. I 61.0 44064.3 316.0 5. 18iJ\8 

350 3311». 1 61. 2 41100. 3 • 318.8 5. lo.t62 

A T (u) 

0.02157 38. OO.'l ; 

0.02174 3&. 137 
o. 02190 38.272 
0.02XJ7 38. 4111 

0.02223 38.543 
0. 022JO 38. &;o 
o. OZZ;$~ 3S.MI~ 

0. 02275 )8.~ 
0. 02292 JtJ. oo:; 
0. 02310 39.231 

O.OZ\211 J'J.37~ 

0.0234.) 3n.5u 
0.02164 39.657 
0. 02382 39.799 

0. 02401 39.912 
0. 02120 10. 0!10 
0.()'2.139 10.231 

0. 021ro8 10.376 
0.02177 10. 5'12 
0. U'l497 40. 669 

0. 02SI 7 4(), 817 

o. C)2,')37 4(), 966 
o. 02S57 I I. 115 
o. U'l577 41.265 

0. 029l!! I I. 416 
O. tr.'tll~ 41. S6l! 
0. 02640 fl. 720 

o. O'lli61 41. 873 
0. Mffi2 42. 0'>.7 
0. 0270/i 12. 162 

0. 02720 42. 3.'lS 

0.02749 42.405 
O.O'l771 42.M2 
O.OZ'r.l4 12. 810 

0-02'118 12. !!ffi 
0.02540 13. 129 
o. (l2ljl;t n. 2110 

0.02'l87 43. 452 
0. 02912 13. 615 
0-02934 43. 018 

0. ()'2961 11.943 

Q. ()29S.S 41. Ill.'\ o. 00<)11 41. 275 
O.o:IOJG H . U 2 

0. 00061 41.610 
o. 00087 41. i .'C) 
o. 031 14 41. 9lO 

o. 031-11 45. 121 
0. 03167 •s.m 
0. 03194 15. 166 

0. 03222 i S. G40 

A 

0. 1 ~4 

0. 13.\ 
c. 13!'1 
O. I 

0. 13: 
O. I 
0. 1 . 

0. I 
0. I 
0..11 

0. II I 

0. 14 
0.11 

2 
2 
~ 0. II. 

0 IH 
0. II. 
0.14' 

(). I 
0 14o 
o. J1 s 

19 

9 
;o 

0. I 

0. 14, 
0. If. 
0. lSI 

O. IS 2 
2 
~ 

0. 15 
0. I. 

0. IS. I 
o. 1:;.' 
O. I' 

u. 15 

o. 15 
u . •• 
Q. l· 

II I ' 
0. 161 
0. 16 

0. 1 
0.1 
o. 1 ~ 

0. I 

o. 16 
0 . 1 
0 I . 

0. 17 o. ]; 
0.17 

(U, 
Q,) I 

0. 17 

0. 17 



.. S (v ) 4 

~ 331M. I ijL 2 

349 332'/l'i. ~ 61.4 
343 3328i. 7 Gl. S 
341 33340.2 61.7 

346 33-110.9 Gl. 9 
345 33172. 8 62. 1 
344 ~. 9 62. ~ 

343 315')7.2 62.4 
:142 JJtli)U.H 6~. 6 
341 :!3722. 2 62.8 

340 3J71lb.U 63.0 

339 33848. 0 63.2 
338 3:!911. 2 63.3 
337 "31174.5 63. 5 

336 34008.0 63.8 
3."15 34101. 8 63.9 
334 34160.; 64. 2 

. 
3.'1., ~1229. 9 6-1.3 
332 31291 . 2 6-1. 5 
331 34358. 7 64.7 

330 3H23. 4 6-1.9 

3211 ~44"~- ~ 65.1 
328 34!",:-,:t . 65.3 
3:1i 34618.7 115' . o 

S:!G 34G!l4. 2 6,;" . ' 325 34749. g 66.0 
324 ~~s1r. 9 66. I 

323 34882.0 65.1 
3t't 34\1<1$. 3 f.O. !I 
321 J,:i014. ~ oo· • • 
320 3508U ffi.9 

319 3514.'!. I 67.2 
:nx :1.)21~ 6 1\7. 3 
317 3J282. 9 Gi. G 

31G 35.'\5(1. G 67.8 
31 ... :~r s. :1 os.o 
314 351$6.3 GS- 2 

313 3.'15M. 5 68.4 
312 :wm. 11 ~6 
3 11 356'Jl. 5 (jg.~ 

310 35700. 4 69.1 

309 3Ml29.5 69.3 
308 358'JS.8 6!1.5 
301 ~-J lj~. ~ 

300 36033.1 iO.O 
305 3Gl~ l i'O.".t 
304 36178. 3 70.5 . 
303 36U¥. ~ ·w. 7 
302 3631~.5 70.9 
301 36390.4 71.2 

300 36f61 . 6 71. 4 

E xTERIOR BAtLrsncs 

TABLE 1-Coutinucd. 
··- -
A (u) 

~.3 

9.1 
().8 

5365.5 

14 

4171 
4504 
4' 
. 45<m. l 
~-8 ' 
46.1S. ".4 

• 2 
1. I 

46604 
47n:~ 

",I ~737; 

2:1.a 
2.8 

'· s .s 

477 

i807 
41\42! 
48781 

10.~ 
9.;03.~ 
9866.6 

491 
4 • 
4 

502:19.2 
2.3 5061 
~- V 

51 360.2 

ro.1 
().6 
1.9 

517 
S214 
52.';3 

26. 9 
zs.s 
28. G 

529 
533 
537 

35. 3 
5-16.0 
960.6 

!..II 
51' 
~ 

. 

:mu 

;;.;scJ2. 3 
'/'29. 4 

566()0. 1 

.i.'l: 

.. . 
."J() ... 

0!1(, 2 
.:i36. I 

mo. a 
!)7 • 
:;;r: 
r,, 

29.() 
8882.2 

o.o 
r>84 
5l 
$().1 

fl), ll02.1 

002 69. {I 
I. 3 
7. 9 

l>DH 
6ltl 

Gl6 \l9. i 
x.~.8 

77.3 
ti:ll . 
626 

till 73.8 
S.5 

S2. i 
OS67 
Gil 

318. s 

321.7 
324. 7 
327. ~ 

330.7 
333. ti 
33t. 3 

339. 9 
343.0 
316. 2 

349. 5 

3S2. 7 
·~.r.r~. o 
359.3 

362. 7 
300.1 
36G. 6 

373. 1 
~7G.6 
380. 3 

383.0 

387.5 
391 .3 
:lU5.0 

398.9 
402. M 
11)6. 7 

410. 7 
•u. e 
418.8 

42"2.9 

427. I 
4~1.3 
-135.5 

4:19. 9 
4H. 2 
•t.iS. 7 

-t:.3- 2 
.f.\7. 8 
4fo2. ~ 

i 67.1 

471.8 
176. 6 
.. s •. .') 

4$6. ~ 
-l91. ,t) 
400 . .; 

.\Ill. 1 
:.00. 9 
512. 1 

9-l .s l !it7.6 &IG 

](U) 

-
f>. 19462 

:1. 22()!4 
,\. 25933 
5. 21)211 

6. 32517 
.S. ~'l 
5. 39216 

5. 42610 
6.46034 
5.!0488 

:;. ~2972 

5. f>l\487 
s. 000.14 
5. &:1612 1 

5. 67222 1 
5. 7llSG.S 
6.74MO 

~- 78248 
6.81~ 
6.8.'17M 

~.80575 

5. 93420 
6.07300 
6.01216 

6. 05167 
G. fJJI~ 
0. 13181 

6. 172H 
6. 2134.\ 
6. ZSISof 

6. 290112 

6. 33830 
6. 38137 
6. -1243.S 

6. 4677~ 
6. 5 11~ 
G. s.;.s;s 
d. C'Al039 
ii.&tM6 
t..69007 

6. 73602 

o. 7t-.1:l2 
6. 8.'!016 
fi. A7747 

6. 92.'>24 
6. 97:14R 
7. 02220 

7. 0<140 
7.m09 
7. 17128 

7. 22197 

0. T(u) 

-
o.oom 45.610 

o. 002~9 45. 815 
o. 0.1278 45. 991 
o. OOJo6 46. 168 

0.0039.5 46. 34,; 
o. 0"136-1 .C6.5~ 
o. om4 46.700 

0.0142·1 46.887 
0.031;4 47.0ff) 
0.03184 47.253 

o. OO.'il5 47.437 

o. (J'\.) 41 17.622 
o. (l"!.j;-8 17. 809 
o. 03610 47. W7 

o. OSG43 .S.lll6 
0. 036<5 -1&. 376 
O. CII"il)$ 48.51\7 

0. 03741 t$.750 
o. 03776 48. %3 
0.03810 49. H7 

o. 03815 ~9. 34.1 

o.oosso 19.540 
0.03916 49. 73K 
o. o:!951 49.937 

0.00988 5(). 138 
O.OI!l26 50.:t40 
0.0!003 50.513 

0.04101 so. 740 
0.(11139 r.o. 9.'•1 
o.ou;s 51. tOO 

0. 04218 51.30S 

(). 042;;7 51.517 
(). 04298 st. ;ss 
0.04333 52. 000 

(). f)13'l0 :i2. 214 
0. OH22 52. 429 
o. 04464 52. 6l5 

0.01007 52. r,G.1 
0. M$.)1 M.OS2 
0.0459,; ro. 302 
o. 04640 53.524 

o. 04664 !13. 747 
0. Oli31 53.9i2 
o.04m 54. 198 

0. 04824 54. -I.."G 
o.04m :...655 
o. 04920 54. 886 

0.0491;9 55. liS 
0.05019 S.\.3.52 
0. 0>069 ~- [>81 

O. OS120 ~-S2·1 

0. 

0. I ; 5 

0. " r. . O. I;' 
0. I; 

O. I. 
0. I. 
O. ISI 

O. IS 2 
1 

S4 
0. I K 
0. I 

0. 1 

• O. 18o 
0. 1 
0. 1 

0.1 

AA 
89 

o. 1g1 
90 

!12 0.1 

0. 19· I 
I 

00 
u. 19 
0. 1 

• u. 191 

0.1? 
0. IV 
o. 201 

0. 20 
o. a'): 
0.' 

0. 
o. 20· o. 
0. 

0. 2 11 
o. 21 2 

I 0. 21• 

o. 21. 
0. 211 

u. ~l 

o. 21' 
0. 2: 
o.z.r. 

0. 2't. 

o. 22. 
0. 'J' 
o. :r. 
o. 2'.1! 
o. 23 
o. 
0. 
0 .23! 
o. 
o. 

' 



6o6 

TABLE 1- ConLinucd. 

" ,<; (U) 4 A (w) A I (u) 

300 ~481.G 71 . { t\4~114 . s 517. 5 7.221!)7 

299 ~. 0 71.7 6S212. 0 323.0 7.Z7J17 
~8 36601. 7 71.9 r..\1~. 0 52>!. 4 7. 324~"3 
~7 ~76. 6 72. 1 00200 . • 6-'W.O 7. 37712 

21!6 36HS. 7 72. 4 U>i'!l1. 4 $19. 6 ': . .c2'JS9 
~ 36..-;21. I ?7.6 60337. 0 ~5. 3 ': .4&'!0 
29i 3&03. 7 77.8 618S:1.3 551.2 7.53705 

293 36966. 5 73. 1 c.st33. ~ 557.0 7. 59l.;G 
292 37009. 6 'l'J. 4 68GQO. 5 .;63. 0 1.61612 
~I 37113.0 73. 8 69&\3. 5 569. 0 7. 701% 

290 37186.6 73. !I 70122. 5 S':S.2 7. 7~"(iG 

289 37260. 5 74. 1 70097.7 ~1.4 7. gU7!i 
288 37~.6 74. 4 7127Q. I :.87.7 7. 87203 
'lS1 37-109.0 7i .G 7UW.. 8 ~-0 7.9'l'J'JI 

28G 37483.6 74.V 72460. s GOO.G 7. 9ili>IO 
2S5 375:.8.5 75.2 7:1C~II. 4 6()7. 1 8.047.51 
2!14 37633.7 76. 4 7.)66g.5 613. 8 II. 1ll7'.l4 

283 anoo.1 75. 7 74U2. 3 620. ~ s. 16761 
2ll2 37184. s 76.0 71110'l. 9 (;27. 5 s.:r~~·l 
:lSI 31860.8 76. 2 7~. 1 004. 4 iS. 290'l3 

21<0 37937.0 76.S mO·I. S Gtt. r. s.aa:M 

21tl 38013. 5 76.8 llli'OO. 3 84~.7 8. 41.\llO 
21R 3fl09(). 3 77.0 7i·~~. o 655. 9 s. 4'ii1lS 
277 3SI67.3 77. 4 18110.9 663.3 8.543% 

2i'fi JS2·14. 7 77.6 7877-1.2 670.7 8.00>72 
2" ~-3 77.11 ':U<a.H. 0 618. 4 8. 6H SII '" 2i4 3&100. 2 711. ~ 11012.1.3 ~- I 11. 7·1101 

273 38478.4 78. 5 ~- · 6~.9 8.110824 
272 ~.9 78.7 NI.'M.3 701.1) ~-876'l'l 
271 J!i63S.6 79.1 SZlO.'<. 2 709.9 l>.ll44!15 

270 311714.7 79.4 l<l!l15. 1 71'- I Q. OI+t4 

2G9 3Sltl4. I ' 79. 6 83633. 2 726 . ~ 9.()8.171 
268 3!1873. 7 110. 0 114 :I.W. 'I 734.8 0.15676 
267 3!1953. 7 S0. 2 ~-5 713. :1 !1. 'lli62 

266 39033.9 8).6 P..'~. ~ ~S2. I '). 301)2') 
26,; 39114.5 EO. a IIG(,IC9. 0 ;oo.9 IJ. J;:r,g 
261 39195.3 Sl. 2 87Mel. ll 769.S 9. 44SI3 

2t;3 39'176. 5 81. 4 ~120. & ii'R. 9 ~ !.73:11 
262 :r.IM7. 9 81. 8 ~'90. 6 7SS. 2 9~ 
261 39439. 7 82. 1 1\'9687. 7 7'11. s '). 67623 

260 39521. 11 82. 4 ll01S!i. 2 807.1 9. 75409 

2~9 39rol. 2 82. 7 91292. 3 I!JO .. R 9 . t;J'l'l() 
2.)8 396.'111.11 83. I 92109. 1 SU.!i 9. VI242 
2S7 39770. 0 83.4 \1'~. 6 ll36.5 9.Wl98 

25e ' 398.\1. 4 83.7 00772. 1 SIG. G 10.0745 
2.).; 3\KI37. 1 84.0 !>1d1S 7 ;.S7 .0 10. 1570 
254 40021. 1 &1.3 Os-17~ 7 1167. 4 10. 2405 

253 40100 .• 84. 7 91'.:143. I S7S.O 10.3249 
2S2 4011)0. 1 ss.o om1.1 ... ~.0 10.4103 
2SI 4027.). I 8S. 4 u~uo. o S'./9. 8 10. 4968 

250 .ooeo.s 85.7 090()9. 6 91 I. l 10. !1843 

. 

A T (w) 

·--

I 
0. 05120 55.S2l 

O. OS172 56.062 o.os= 56. :W1 o.eym SG.s-14 

0.05331 56. ;1>7 . 
O.o.>3!!5 ,_ 032 ••• 0.05411 s1.m 

O.OM96 S7.S27 
(). CI.'.55:J 5i.m 
0 .@11 58.02!1 

0. 05669 58.282 

0.05728 58.537 
0.0578S ss. 7!).1 
0.00&19 59.00l 

o. 1).;911 59.313 
0.05973 59. 57~ 
0. 06037 59.839 

0 .00101 00. 105 
0 .06166 00.373 
o . 06'l33 00. 643 

0. 06200 ()(). 915 

o.ocoos 61. 189 
0.06431 61. 40S 
0.06S07 61.742 

0.00&78 62 .022 
0.~1 62.3C}\ 
0.() )723 62.:...~ 

0.00798 62.874 
0.06873 f>3. 16'l 
0.06~49 G3. 4:..2 

0.07027 fo3. 7H 

0. 07105 61.00& 
o. 07186 64.335 
0.07267 64.004 

0. 07350 64.~ 
o. m l34 6;j. 238 
O. UiMS 65 • .>14 

0.07605 c,r s.;• ;),. .. 
O. OiWl (o. 162 
0.07781 66. 47~ 

0 071>71 66.700 

o. 0'1'.l62 G7. lOS 
O.OSI.l56 67. 42b 
o. 0&151 67. 7:/J 

o.~ Gs. 075 
0.0535 &~.4W 
o.OS+t GS. 733 

O.f>!'M 69.066 
0-~~ 69. 101 
0 .0>,/.S 69. 73') 

O.OS&l 10.~ 

- · 
A 

0.238 

0. 240 
o. 2-12 
0.243 

0. 2tS 
~-l'i 
0. 248 

0. 2.\11 
0. 2.; z 
0. 2S3 

0.25;; 

0. 2.S7 
o. 2:.8 
0. 261 

o.u 2 
0.2~ 
0. 200 ' 
o. 
0. 71 

268 
0 

272 0. 

0.274 

0. 2'f 
0 .277 
o. 
0.2&2 
o. 2SI 
0.2 ' 

o. 
0.~ 
0.292 

0.294 

0. 297 o.m 
0:301 

0. 300 
0 .3()1; ' o. 30!; 

0 .31 0 
3 
5 

0.31 
0 .31 

0.31 8 

320 
322 
~ 

0. 
o. 
0. 

0. 
o. 

' 
32S 
330 

0.33: 3 

0. 33S 
lS 
1 

O:t 
0.31 

0.31 1 



.. S(u) A 

---
2!.0 40360.5 85.7 

2411 4()146. 2 86. I 
248 4n~2. 3 86.4 
247 40618. 7 86. 8 

24& 40705.5 87.1 
245 40792.6 87.4 
2H 40890.0 87. 11 

2~ 40967.8 lt$.2 
242 41056. 0 88. 6 
241 HIH.G &1.9 

240 41233.5 89.3 

239 41322. 8 89. i 
238 41412.5 110. 0 
237 HSO'l.S 90. 4 

236 41592.9 . 90.~ 
235 -tl68l. 7 91.2 
234 4177t. 9 01.6 

233 41800. 5 92.0 
:!:12 419aS. 5 02. 4 
231 42000. 9 !l'l. b 

230 t2H3. 7 93.2 

229 422:16.9 93 .7 
228 42330.6 1)(. 0 
227 124~4. G !14.5 

226 t:/619. I 94.8 
225 42613. 9 95. 1 
22·1 0100. 0 o:;.o 
2"23 42&M. G 96. I 
2"2~ 42900. 7 00.5 
:m t2W7. 2 97.0 

220 43004. 2 97.4 

21? 4JWI.6 97.9 
218 t32S9. 5 98. ; 
2J7 t3387. 9 ~8. 8 

216 t348&. 7 911. 2 
215 t a68.). 9 99.7 
214 t :J61i5. 6 100. 2 

213 f 3oli6. s 100. 6 
~~~ 4381>6- t 101. I 
211 i3907. 5 101.6 

210 f401>9. 1 10'2. l 

299 44191.2 l<l'l. 5 
:lOll H:I'XI. 7 100. I 
207 44300.8 100. 5 

21.16 44500.,3 IGI. I 
205 H60i. t 104. 6 
204 tt708.0 106.1 

203 44814.0 lOS. 6 
202 44919.6 106.1 
201 450'.15. 7 106. 7 . 
200 45132.4 107. 2 

EXTERIOR BALLLS'l'ICS 

TABLE !- Continued. 

' 
..t (u) 6 I (v) 

' - - I 

90009. 8 ill.l 10. 5843 ! 
!XJ'J;!Q. v 922. 1 10. ~729 

1001-13. . 934. 
101777. 046. 

10. 7625 
10.8532 

102723. 907. 10.9450 
100&<10. 969. II. 0080 
I<H64i. 982- 11. 1321 

105631. 9115. 11.:1274 
ICJa6le. IIQ7. 11. 3239 
IO<G33. 1020. II . 4215 

108M3. 100.1. II. 521>1 

IOOO&l. 1046. II. G205 
110732. 1060. 11.7218 
111702. 1~71. II. 5245 

11281)11. lOOt II. 9235 
I 1 :lU:>I. 1103. 
11oo.57. 1117. 

12.0038 
J2. 1tOS 

110174. 1132. 12. 2486 
117300. I l4G. 12. 3;;,10 
II~. Jl62. 12. 41139 

110014. 1178. 12.6812 
' 

120792. 1193. 
121086. 1200. 

12.6950 
12. H100 

12"JI91 . 1226. 12. Y271 

121120. 1243. 13. ()j!il; 
1 ~fofol\1 . 1260. 1:1.11154 
IW\1:1<1. 1277. 13. 2370 

12R?OO. 1295. 13.4102 
12'.14~. 1313. 13.5351 
130b08. 1331- 13.6616 

132139. 1351. 13.78911 

133490. 1369. 1~. !l200 
134869. 1381!. 
136~t7. 1107. 

14.001$ 
B. l&;S 

J376tif, 1423. 
I:IOOR2. IH 7. 

14.3211 
1·1.4685 

140529. 1469. 14.5979 

woos. 1491. 
1434{19. 151 ~-

1~. 73112 
14.~ 

145001. Js:J.;;. lo.o-279 

14M3&, 155$. 15. 1754 . 
Hilrol. 158). 15.32.10 
149674. 1tJIXj. 1.1.471\11 
151277. 1()26. 15.60l07 

1 .~2900. 1651. 15.ml9 
154~. 1675. t.l. 94c..t 
1S62'JQ. 170l. 16.1062 

mroo. 1727. 10. 2694 
1 !1.~7. 1763. 16. 4351 
161410. 17!1). 16. ti0l2 

163100. 1808. 18.7719 

A T (K) 

0.0886 ;o.oro 0.344 

o. 0896 70.424 0.346 
o. ooo; 70.770 0.350 
0.0018 71.120 0 .352 

0.0930 71. 472 0 .;\M 
0.1»41 71.826 u. 3,;~ 
0.0053 72.184 0. 3111 

0.0065 72. 545 0. 36:1 
0.0076 72. 90S o. 3117 
0. 0089 73.275 0.3&) 

0.1001 73.6+1 o.an 
0.1013 74.016 0. 376 
0. 1027 14.39'l 0.379 
O. IGIO 74.771 0.3!!2 

0.1053 75.1~ 0.385 
0.1007 7.~. ros 0.389 
0.1031 75.927 0.392 

0.1004 76.319 0.300 
o. 1109 76. 715 o.:m 
0.1123 77.114 0.403 

0.1138 77.517 0.406 

0.1153 77.1)23 0 .410 
o. 1168 7S. 333 • 0. 413 
o.11at 7&. H6 0.417 

0.11911 79.163 ; 0. 421 
o. 1216 79. r.84 1 o. 425 
0.1232 80.0011 O.t28 

0.1249 80. 437 0.432 o. 1265 so. 869 0.436 
0. 1283 81.305 0. 440 

0.1301 81. HS O.«f 

O.lllS 1\2. 1S9 0.448 
0.1337 82.637 0.452 
O. l35G 83. Oi>'ll 0.456 

0.1374 83. 545 0.461 
o. 1394 St.C06 0. 465 
0.1413 &l. HI 0.469 

0.1433 St. 940 0.(73 
0. 1454 &'\. 413 0. 47~ 
0.1475 85.&11 0.48! 

0.1496 lil\.374 0.487 

0. 1518 1!6. 861 0. 4112 o. l.'i39 87.353 0. 496 
0.1562 87.849 0.501 

0.15&'; R8. :\.\() 0. fl07 
0.1008 88.851 0.511 
0.1632 80.308 0.517 

0.1657 89.885 0.521 
0.1681 00. 406 0.527 
0.1'107 00. g(lJ 0.532 

0.1733 111. 4&6 0.637 



1;7 
oG~ 
o60 

169 
70 
71 

72 
73 
73 

75 

75 
76 
78 

78 
79 
80 

81 
8'l 
83 

114 

85 
86 
87 

89 
!Ill 
91 

92 
93 
U5 

6oS 

u 

200 

11)9 
IS., 
197 

190 
IGS 
19-4 

1!13 
192 
191 

190 

189 
ISM 
IS7 
)!(6 

185 

45""LJ9. 6 
is:ll 7. 4 
45456. 7 

107.2 

107.8 
lOll.~ 
108.8 

45.'56l. s 
45673.9 
451a3. 9 

109. 4 
uo.o 
ll0.5 

4f$1. 4 
-1601». 5 
'i6117.1 

111. 1 
lll.6 
11 2. 3 

.u;m. 4 

4&342. 2 
4&155. 7 
46369. II 

112. 8 

I 13. 5 
I 1<1. I 
114.6 

180 

179 
178 
177 

176 
17$ 
m 
173 
172 
171 

170 

160 
IGg 
IG7 

166 
IG$ 
IC4 

163 
lt2 
IGI 

160 

1[.9 
158 
157 

15e 
I~ 
1$4 

IS3 
152 
151 

100 

47~.8 
17624. (i 

17715. I 

4711fAi. 2 
179SS. 0 
4SI11J. 4 

·182:13. 6 
.ti.($57.6 
48182. 4 

48007.9 

48734. I 
411S61. 0 
43988.6 

49117. I 
49246.3 
49376.3 

49507. 1 
t (Ji."JS. 8 
49771. 2 

491101.4 

500!8. 5 
6()173.-1 
I>(J;J(J!j. 2 

50145. 8 
505!13. 3 
50721.7 

50!l61. 0 
51001.2 
511f2.. 4 

51284.5 

'!'ABLE 1- Continucd. 

A (u) I (VI 1' (u) 

11i:Sl90 ISOS Jfi. 77'39 0. 1733 91. 4G.; 0. S37 

ll9. 2 

ll9. 8 
120. s 
121. I 

121. 8 
122.1 
123.2 

121. 0 
121.8 
12$.5 

126.2 

120.9 
127.6 
128.5 

129.2 
130.0 
130.8 

131.7 
132.4 
133.2 

134. 1 

134.9 
13.~. 8 
136. 6 

137.5 
138. 4 
139.3 

140.2 
141.2 
U2. 1 

143.1 

H\1!)'.1$ 
lli6lCI3 
163U97 

17n.)OO 
l l'ZSJ2 
174466 

lt\JS 
li>Gt 
1$93 

1!122 
1953 
1961 

11&H9 1 

17~64 
1!10511 

201 S 
2()17 
~ 

182691 

1'5470$ 
1&;8.S:l 
JH9036 

2JH 

21 4~ 
21M3 
2210 

207~ 
2111.!96 
2t297oi 

21rJOOO 
218270 
2ms1 
223752 
22fl5i'.U 
~2Y 

232:H3 

23r.'!09 
238330 
241106 

24133~ 
247729 
um1o 
2S4290 
2h7llG2 
!161008 

264:;99 

211AI 67 
:l7l804 
275611 

279291 
m11s 
287076 

2911>&1 
29~Jn 
~·2 

3005117 

JO. 9~12 
17. 12:11 
17. 3016 

0. 17:.9 
0. 1 is.; 
0. 1813 

17. i !t:!'J 
17. ti610 
17. 3:'.39 

O.ISH 
0. 1869 
0. 11!99 

IS. GOS 
IS. 2300 
10.132' 

0. 1928 
0.195.~ 
0. 1990 

1$.6314 

IS.ICI35 

·~· l);!llg 19. ~7~ 

0. 21!21 

o. 20.51 
0. 211.•7 
0.·2121 

:tl92 

2536 
1.SlMJ 
21324 

:1670 
2717 
2765 

2~1~ 
2f.63 
2!1]4 

2966 

3021 
3076 
3133 

3190 
32.'>0 
3311 

3.>'72 
:11:!6 
arot 
~ 

31117 
37s:l 

3854 
3931 
4008 

4068 
4170 
42;;,) 

.:.:m 

20. s:l70 

21.0448 
21. 2'l(;6 
21. 532$ 

21 . 7827 
22.0372 
2'B001 

22. ~M 
22.8275 
23.1002 

ZJ. 3777 

23. 6001 
2J. 9416 
24. ~.ro 

N.S3&1 
24. ~Ill; 
2.'i. 1509 

2S • .:t56 
25. 7861 
26. 1126 

26.HS3 

~. 7842 
27.12'96 
27.4817 

'Z7. ~40..'} 
:Ill. 20o>l 
2S.Si94 

28.%98 
29. :IC76 
29 •• ~:12 

30. 1467 

92.002 
V2. f>l.l 
93.093 

o.sn 
o. St~ 
O • .SM 

93. Gl7 0, !.00 
0.565 
0. 571 

94. ;,]1 
9t.n2 

% 3t3 
9:.).. 021 
W-501 

91. ()93 

97.089 
!j;'t 291 
96.899 

0. 237S 

o. 241~ 
0. 2t1>~ 
0.2~l 

0. 251.; 
0.2.~f(!J 

o. 21'34 

0. 2f•"' o. 2727 
0.2775 

o. 2824 

0.2~75 
o. 2927 
0.2':181 

o. 300< 
0.3001 
o. 3u ; 

0. 3'.!05 
0.3<!6$ 
0.332i 

0. 338!1 

0. 3•1.~ I 
0. 3.;11 
0.~ 

0. 3nS9 
o. 3730 
0. 31!0-l 

0. 3808 
0. J,.'ro 
0.4~J5 

0. !.78 
0. ;.!i3 
0. :..'>'9 

0. 592 

0.606 
O.OO!l 
0.614 

100.35 

104.01 
104.68 
105. 3(l 

106.05 
1Uol.74 
107.14 

IOS. I5 
IClS. 87 
J-:)9.60 

110.33 

Ill. OR 
II !. &1 
112.59 

113.37 
l H. 15 
11<.94 

115.74 
llti. 55 
117.37 

11!>.20 

119.04 
119.89 
120. 75 

121.62 
1:.!2.51 
123.l0 

124.31 
12L. 23 
126. 16 

o. 4117 127.lL 

0. 

o. 
o. o. 
o. 
0. o. 
o. 
o. 
0. 

0. 

0. 
0. 
0. 

0. 
0. 
0. 

o. 
0. 
0. 

0. 

o. 
o. 
o. 
o .. 
o .. 
o. ' 
0 .. 
o .. 
0 •. 



E xTEHIOR BALLISTICS 

- -
u S(u) ·' A ( u) .) I {") <\ T (a l I <\ 

' - ' · ·- ----~ - . - -· -
!50 :il'l>l . .) u :t 1 :\U:l-'1~)7 .t:U2 :(l) I ·H;'; 0. ·1117 127. 11 n. 9.1\ 

H9 bH 27. & 
1-18 ~1571. 6 
H 7 5171~. 6 

lli.O ~~79'\ll <I~ 30 . .).'\~., 0.4200 12S. 06 O.P7 
u!~.o :i I Z:ttf.) tS'l'J ~- 9i!'t1 0. -t'!~i 1~1.(>1 0.9\l 
H~9 :ull892 4UI6 :11. 40i0 0. 4.Ji4 l:JO. 02 0.90 

14G 51862.5 
H5 5:20)9. 5 
IH 52157.5 

H i.O 321f!OII 471a ~1.-"<44 0. il(o6 131. 01 1.01 
HS.O 3'M21 4~13 ~. 2910 0. 45.'>9 132.02 1.0.1 
I IP.O 331()3.1 1914 3:!. 7~(;0 0. 40!.5 133.06 I. (H 

113 :.230f'l. 5 
112 !.24,3f;, 6 
111 521i07. i 

ISO. I .13J9iS 5020 33. 2121 0. {7.;~ 131.!)'.) 1. 06 
1.\1. I 3 1•l9t;s SIZ'3 33. G$:'S o. ~-~.: .. ~ 13.'>. u 1.07 
152.2 ;j.l~ 5239 :14. I i33 0. 4!l.i9 J1ti. 21 I. OS 

110 ~Z159. 9 153.3 3.SI33S S.'l&l 31. 6692 0. 5067 137.29 1. 10 

139 5'291~. 2 
138 5\l()i7. G 
137 63223. l 

15~ . 4 a.~so :1-171 3-S. 17.\9 0. 5l77 13S.39 1.11 
1~.6 31\2100 ~.;(}(} 3.>. 6!~lH (). 52'Jl 139 .. 'i\} J' 13 J5jl.7 34!77~ 5717 'll\. 2227 u. 5409 HU. il3 I. 15 

lSG 53379.8 
135 63537.6 
134 5:lti'JO. fi 

m.s :mm 5~45 31\. 7(,36 o. 5.>2'.) 1<1. 7& 1. 17 
150. 0 370015 srms 37. 311\,) (J. 51).)-t !<~. ~~~ 1.1~ 
100. 2 aM293 611<1 37. 8819 0.5781 14-1.13 1.2() 

133 53MG. 8 
1:!2 MOl~. 2 
ill 5-t)&J. 8 

1ou 3UU07 6:M:; 38. 4600 o .. ~giJ 14.\. 3:1 J. 22 
li12. fl :m•JGZ 1>;00 :m. o.>~3 0.~)~9 116. ss J. 23 
100.11 10oi0G2 G.-.to 39.11.)62 0. 6189 lli. 78 I . 26 

130 S.fJt4. 7 lfiS. 2 410611 fl7(n 40. 2i.U o. 6.3.31 H9.04 1. 27 

1'29 5-1.;09. v 
128 t)-11\]4;. 3 
127 5-18H.1 

16fi.1 117.114 li$t\2 10.0085 0. li4S:I 1~. 31 I. 30 
11\7. 8 42·1176 7020 41 . !'1-!)68 o. f~\.lti liol. 61 1. 32 
11)9. 0 ·1:11002 7100 42. 22tH 0.679> Jo2. 9a 1.33 

126 S.'>OIJ. I 
125 !j[,H'S:i. 5 
124 00355.2 

1711. 4 4~R:l97 nr•J 42.M99 0.41959 IM. 2(; 1. 3G 
171. 7 <4·1.-t7fi6 7.\5() .. a. ~~g:,s 0.7128 t s:;, c;2 1.38 
173.2 103316 7736 H . 3086 0.7303 J.\i.OO 1. 40 

123 .>.).')2S. 4 
122 .»702. 9 
121 S>S7:!. 9 

17.1. ~ 40Ul.i 2 7927 45. 0.1~ 0. 7lS3 15S. 40 1. 43 
17ol. O <4(t\"9i9 ~126 ~5. 7~i2 C). 7t<l0 15~. 83 I. 4~ 
177. 5 4771~ S331 4ti. ~11 0. 7li01 161.28 1.47 

120 !)60.Stt 4 179. 0 4'5-1:!6 3&44 47. 3102 0.~ 162. 75 I. SO 

119 !;62:in.. ·t 
IU !)!;.& l!i. 9 
117 ,;GS97. 9 

1&:1.~ 49:~J<o S76:l <48. 14fi2 O. ll2G7 104. 25 1. :'i2 
1s~.o !f0'.!7U &.190 4S. 97211 0. &119 IC5. 77 1. .)5 
183. G 511733 9!n4 49.lW~ 0. 1!699 11\7. ~2 I. i17 

116 567Sl.:; 
IIJ oo:!JGO. s 
114 571~ 4 

IR:i. l 620957 946-~ 50.6907 O.ffiU ~~~. S9 I. 61 
1~. 8 ~«W2J 0720 51. S>tl\ 0. 9163 li0. 50 .. .., 
11!8. 4 S:OI ~5 !1!180 sz. 490S 0.~ 172. 13 I . GG 

113 573~ 1. s 
112 575.")1. g 
Ill 57723.7 

100. I ~12,; 10250 ~- ~00 0.~1 173.79 1. rll 
191. R t.tm;.; l U.i:JO :.;. 40>:17 0.!'92} 1 ; .:.. -~;~ I 1. n 
100.5 .j ;'0'41(),j 1().~ ~3990 1. 019; m.~ I I. 7S 

110 S7'J17. 2 19.'>. 3 5." 72' 11120 56. 41!1.~ 1. (H<7 H8.95 , I . 7$ 

109 6SII2. S 197. I 60$15 ll l :l2 51.4662 I. 07t;!J ' 1&>. 73 • t. ll'l 
l OS SSJifJ. ti 
107 5!lSOb.6 

Jmt. u r.o~2i7 ll i:i6 ~. [;l.]l l.ltln 182.~ I. !j,j 
200. 8 Cllm! 12:193 59.6500 1. 1388 lSI . 40 l.Si) 

JOG 5Si09. :l :l02. 7 fi28 1211 12439 00. 7S11t I. 17l4 !Sol. 29 1.92 
105 5S~ I2.0 
lo-t 59ll6. 7 

20 I. 7 Gl().i(\5 12~1a 6J: 9W:; I. 20[>4 JS.~.~ I 1. !).5 
20d.6 (l.~:ll)8 13179 113. 16:;<) I. 2407 190. 10 ~. 00 

un 59323. 3 208. 6 OCo><;H l~~!iil e.~ . W14i l. 2773 19'2. 16 2. 01 
102 S!I.>JI. 9 210. 7 6.>:011 ~ 13~77 6.;. ~30 I. 31.55 191. 20 ~. !YT 
101 :,QH2. 6 212. 8 .,;t,HI)I~ IH(Ifl 66. OOOJI 1. 3551 19<1.27 2.12 

100 59%5.4 21.'1. 1) i084!1S I H~IO tlS. ~· I. 3!)1)) I9S. :19 7. 16 

- -



6ro HATCHER's NoTEBOOK 

EXTE:r-\SION OF INGALLS' TABLE I TO 5000 FEET 
VELOCITY 

Ingalls ballistic tables as contained in Artillery Circular M start 
at 3600 feet per second velocity. However, a few cartridges such as 
the zzo Swift and some wildcat cartridges have velocities higher than 
36oo f.s.; and to permit ballistic calculations to be made for such 
cartridges, there i5 included here an extension of the space functions 
and time functions of Ingalls' Table I to sooo f.s. 

Because Ingalls' tables start with zero space and time at 36oo f.s., 
and the values get larger as the velocity decreases, it has been found 
convenient tO assign negative values to the time and space functions 
for velocities above 3600 f.s.; the alternative would be to start with 
zero at 5000 f.s. and then increase every other time and space function 
figure in the entire Table I accordingly. 

The instructions for using this extension to Table I are exactly the 
same as those for using Tahle I itself, remembering only that if one 
of two numbers to be added has a minus sign it must actually be 
subtracted, and that if a number co be subtracted already has a minus 
sign, then the two minus signs cancel, and the number actually must 
be added. 

For example, consider the no Swift cartridge, 'vhich has a 48 grain 
bullet at 4110 f.s. muzzle velocity and 3490 f.s. remaining at 100 yards. 
To find the ballistic coefficient C, use the formula C = S(v) - S(V) 

X = I 00 yd. -" JOO ft. 
V= 349<>, and S(v) -
V:....= 4' io and S(V) (-) 

S(v) -S(V) 

C = 300/r64o = .1828 

302.1 
1337·9 

1640.0 

X. 

from rhe Table 

To find the remaining velocity at 200 yards use the formula 
S(v) = S(V) + X X = 6oo ft. and 6oo = 3292.3 

V = 41 10 and S(V)= 
X!C -

S(v) 

c 
(-)I 337·9 

3293-3 

1954·4 

.1828 

and hence v = 292 r f.s. from the table. 



ExTERIOR BALLISTICS 6II 

TABLE Of SPACE AND TIMF. Ft:NCTIO!'\S 
S(u) and T(u) 

An 
u=5ooo f. s. to 3600 f. s. 

Extension of T able I, Artillcr~' Circular M 

.. S( ••) o1 1'(") .:1 " S ( 11) o1 7'(u) .:1 

.5000 (- ) 3740.0 45.5 ( - jO.H Ill 9 4300 (-)1813.0 49.4 ( )0.461 12 
4980 ( - ):!424 .. 'i 4.'>.11 ( - )0.W9 9 4280 ( - ) 1763.6 49.6 (- )0.449 11 
49110 ( ·- )3.378.9 45.7 ( - )O.IlOO 9 4260 ( -) !714.0 49.7 (- )0.438 12 
-1!140 ( - p:J.33 . i!. 45.8 ( )0.71H 10 1240 (-) 1664.3 49.8 ( - )0.426 12 
4920 (-) :)287.4 46.0 ( - )0.7!H 9 4220 { - )1614.5 50.0 (-)0.414 12 

4900 ( - )3241.'4 46.0 ( - )0.722 10 4200 ( - ) 1-564 . .'; 50.2 (- )0.402 12 
4880 ( - ) ·3195.4 46.1 (-)0.762 9 4180 (-) 1514.3 50.2 (-)0.390 12 
4860 (- )3149.3 46.2 ( - )0.753 J.(l 4100 ( - ) 1464.1 .50.4 (- )0.37-8 12 
·1810 (-}3103.1 ·16.3 (-)0.743 9 4140 ( - )1413.7 50.5 (-)0.366 12 
4820 <- )30.5'6.6 46.5 (- )0.734 10 4120 ( 

0 
) !363.2 50.5 (- )0.354 12 

4800 (-)3010.3 46 .. 5 ( - )0.724 10 4)00 ( ; !312.7 50.8 (- )0 .3·12 12 
47110 ( -)2963.8 46.6 ( - )0.714 9 4080 ( - ) 1261.9 50.9 ( -· )0.330 13 
4700 (-)2917.2 46.8 ( - )0.70.; 10 4060 ( - ) 1211.0 5 1.0 ( - )0.317 12 

• 4740 ( )2!!70.1 16.8 ( - )0.695 10 4040 ( - ) ll60.0 51.2 ( - )0.305 13 
4720 (- )2823.(l 47.0 ( - )0.685 10 4020 ( - ) 1108.0 .51.3 (-)0.2!12. 13 

4700 (-)2776.6 47.1 ( - .)0.(;7.5 .10 ,14)00 ( - ) 10.57.5 51.4 (-)0.279 13 
4680 (-)2729 .. '1 47.2 ( - )0.605 JO 3980 (-) 1006.1 51.6 ( )0.266 13 
4660 ( -)2682.3 47.3 ( -)0.6~.'1 10 3960 ( - ) 954.5 51.7 (-)0.253 13 
4640 (- )2635.0 47.4 ( - )0.645 11 39-iO ( - ) 902.8 51.9 (-)0.240 14 
4620 \ - )2:)87 .6 -47.5 ( - )0.634 10 3920 ( - ) 850.9 52.1 ( - )0.226 J 3 

4600 ( .. ) 25·10.1 ·t1.i ( - )0.621 10 3900 ( - ) 7\18.8 52.2 (-)0.213 13 
4.';60 (- )2492.4 47.7 i - )0.614 10 38!10 ( - ) 746.6 52.3 (-)0.200 14 
4560 ( - )2444.7 47 .9 ( - )0.1J04 ll 3800 (-) 694.4 52.5 (-)0.186 13 
4540 ( - ) :.!396.8 47.9 ( - )0.593 lU :'11140 ( - ) 641.8 .'}2.6 (-)0.173 )4 
4.~2() ( -· ) 2:348.9 48.2 ( - )0.58:3 11 3820 ( - ) 589.2 52.8 (-)0.1 ;;g 14 

4500 (-) 2:300.7 4S.2 ( - )0 .572 11 3!100 ( - ) 536.4 52.9 (-)0.145 14 
4480 ( ·- )22:;2 . .3 48.4 ( - )0 .. 561 11 3780 ( - ) 483.5 53.1 ( - )0.131 14 
4460 ( - )2204.1 48.4 (- )0.550 11 3700 ( - ) 43Q.4 53.2 (-)0.117 11 
4440 (- )2155.7 48.6 (- )0.5.'}9 11 3740 ( - ) 377.2 53.4 (-)0.103 15 
4420 ( - )2107.1 48.7 ( - )0.52!! 11 3720 ( -) 323.8 53.6 ( -)0.068 14 

4400 ( - ) 2058.4 48.8 (-)0 .517 11 3700 ( - ) 270.2 53.7 ( -)0.074 15 
4380 ( - )2009.6 49.0 ( - )0.506 11 3680 ( - ) 216.5 53.9 (-)0.059 14 
4360 ( -- )1960.6 49.1 (-)0.495 11 3660 (-) 162.6 54.0 ( - )0.045 15 
4340 (-) 1911.5 49.2 (-)0.484 12 3640 ( - ) 108.6 54.2 ( - )0.030 15 
4320 ( - ) Hl62.3 49.3 ( - )0.472 11 3620 (-) 54.4 54.4 ( - )0.01.5 15 

3600 u.o 54.5 0 .000 15 



z - x .. TABLE~ Sin Za X Hin 2a 
Q. 

A= Z = TABLE A- (Continued) A= -- c Abridce!d hom ID.:all•" c c c .. 
V d o.::ry 2000 2100 2200 2300 2400 Vc locit>· 2000 2100 2200 2300 2400 

·- - --z A A A A l\ z A A A A A 

.?00 . ...... 0.00!63 
. - 5600 ........ 0.07736 0.00! 48 0.001 J4 0 00123 0.001!4 0.07027 0.06394 0.05831 0.05331 

40(1.. .. ... 0.00.\33 0.00301 0.00274 0.00251 0.00231 5800 ........ 0.08170 0.07428 0.067ti3 0.06171 0.05643 

l)oX) .... .... 000509 0.00460 0.00419 0.00384 0.00353 6000 ..... .. 0.08615 0.071!40 0.07144 0.06522 0.05966 

$<)) ... .... 0.00690 000625 0.00561~ 0.00520 0.00478 6200 .. ...... 0.09073 0.0~264 0,07536 0.06835 o.o6.mo 

1000 ...... O.CIQl!i& 0.00795 0.00723 0.00661 0.00(o07 6400. ""." 0.09542 O.OR700 0.07941 0.07259 0.06646 

! 2()0 ... ... .. O.OIOi J 0.00971 O.OOSSJ 0.00&>7 0.00741 6600 ........ 0.10022 0.09147 0.08357 0.07645 0.07004 

1400 ....... 0.01275 0.01154 0.01050 0.00958 0.001l7? 6800 ........ 0.10513 O.Q9606 0.08734 0.000-B 0.07373 "T" 

1600""." . 0.01-185 0.01344 7000 ........ 0.11016 0.10077 -
0.01222 0.01115 0.01023 0.092..!4 0.08452 0.07754 

,. 
l !!<lO ........ 0.01702 0 01541 O.QI.WO 0.012i8 0.01172 7200 .. ...... 0.11531 0.10560 0.09675 0.08873 0.08146 (j 

:: 
.:.'IW)() .. .. .. .. 0.01927 0.01744 0.\l! 585 0.01446 7400 ..... ... 0.12057 0.11053 0.101.\8 0 .09305 0.01325 0.08550 ~ 

.?200 ....... . 0.02160 0.01955 0.01776 0.01620 0.01484 7600 .... .. 0.12594 0.11558 0.10612 0.09749 0.08965 
,. 

• 
V> 

24C(I ........ 0.02402 0 02175 0.01976 0.01802 o.otr.so 7800 ........ 0.13142 0.1207.i 0.1 !097 0.10204 0.09391 7. 
2<iffi ... .. 0.02654 0.02,103 0.0211!2 0.01990 0.01821 8000 ........ 0.13702 0.12602 0.11593 0.10671 0.09829 q 

2~0 ........ 0.02915 0.026.38 0.02396 0.02181 0.01999 8200 .... .... 0.14273 0.13 i41 0.12101 0.11149 0.10278 
..., 
~ 

3ru> .... ... . 0.031!)6 0.02882 0.02<,!7 0.02.1116 0.02183 8400"""" 0.14RSii 0.13691 0.12620 0.11638 0.10739 
c: 
~ 

X 

. 1200 ..... " 0.03·168 0.03135 0.02847 0.02596 0.02374 860\J ........ 0.15449 0.14252 0.13150 0.12139 0.11211 -:r. 
3400 .... .... 0.03761 0.03399 O.O.l086 0.02813 0.02573 ~)J ........ 0.16054 0.14825 0.13691 0. 1 26~0 0.11694 

3WJ... ..... 0.04064 003673 0.0.\.\35 003040 0.02779 9000 ... ..... 0.16670 0.154011 0.14244 0.13173 0.12188 

38\~l... .... . 0.04.177 003957 0.03593 0.03274 0.02993 9200 .. .... 0.17298 0.16003 0.14R08 0.13707 0.12693 
4<)1)) ..... 0.0470! 0.04252 O.QJS(,() 0.03517 0.03215 9400 ........ 0.17937 0.16610 0.15383 0.14252 0.13210 

4200 ........ 0.05038 0.04557 0.04138 0,03770 0.03445 9600 ........ 0. 1!>588 0.17228 0.15970 0.14008 0.13738 . 
4-100 .. ...... 9800 ........ 0.19249 0.05.1&~ 0.04875 0.04427 0.(}1033 0.0368-1 0.17857 0.1656S O.lS.ml 0.14277 

-1600 ........ 0.0574? 0.05204 0.0472<'\ 0.04306 0.03934 10000 .... .. " 0.19922 0.18497 0.17177 0.15954 0. 14827 

<l.'lOO ... ". . 0.06123 0.05545 0.05f)J7 0.04589 0.04193 10200 .. " .... 0.2C607 0.19148 0.1779& 0.165-15 0.15388 

5000 .. .. ... . 0.00508 0.058\ll! 0.05359 0.04883 0.04462 1(~10(>... .. ... 0.21304 0.19811 0.1R429 0.17147 0.15961 

5200 ..... .. 0.06905 0.0626.3 0.05692 0.05187 0.04740 10600 ...... 0.22013 0.20486 0.19072 0.17760 0.16545 

~-1(1() ..... 0.07315 0.06539 0.06037 0.05jQ4 0.050.\() 10800 .. ...... 0.22733 0.21173 0.19727 0. 18385 0.17140 



X Sin Zn. Z={ Sin 2n z=c TABLE A-(Continued) A = c TABLE A-(Continued) A "" c -Vdocity 2000 2100 2200 2300 2400 Velocity 2500 2600 2700 2800 :2900 
· · ·- - ·--z A A A A A z A A A A A 

II 000 ........ 0.23465 0.21872 0.20394 0.19021 O.li747 200 ····· .. 
. 

0.00105 0.00097 0.00090 0.00083 0.00078 
11200 ........ 0.24209 0.22582 0.21072 0.19668 0.18365 400 ........ 0.00212 0.00197 0.00183 0.00170 0.00158 
11400, ....... 0.24966 0.23305 0.21762 0.20327 0.18995 WO ... ... 000324 0.00300 0.00278 0.00259 0.00241 
I I (\()() ....... 0.25734 0.24039 0.22463 0.209!17 0.1!1636 800 ....... 0.00439 0.00406 0.00377 0.00350 0.00326 
I I 800 ........ 0.26513 0.24785 0.23177 021680 0.2021\R 1000 ........ 0.00558 0.00516 0.00478 0.00444 0.00413 . 
I 2000 ........ 0.27305 0.25543 0.23902 0.22374 0.20952 1200 ........ 0.00681 0.00629 0.00583 0.00541 0.00504 
12100 ... ..... 0.28109 0.26313 0.24639 0.2.1079 0.21628 I 4l10 •....... 0.00808 0.00747 0.00691 0.00642 0.00597 ~ 
I 2400 ...... .. 0.21!926 027096 0.25389 0.237!16 0.22315 1 000 ........ 0.00940 0.00869 0.00803 0.00747 0.00694 ~ 12600 .... .... 0.29755 0.27890 0.261~0 0.24521\ 0.23014 1800 ...... 0 01077 0.00994 0.00920 0.00854 0.00794 ("l 

2(1(;0 ........ 0.01218 0.01124 0.01040 0.00?65 0.00897 
,. 

12800 .. .... . 0.30591\ 0.28697 0.26924 0.25268 0.23725 -~ I 3000 ... ..... 0.31453 0.29516 027709 0.2(,(}22 0.24448 2200 .... .... 0.01364 0.01259 O.Ql165 0.01080 0.01004 
13200 ........ 0.32321 0 . .30348 0.28506 0.2671:!6 0.25183 2400 ........ 0.015 16 0.01399 0.01294 0.01199 0.0 Ill 5 ttl :» 
1 3400 ........ 0.33203 0.31193 0.29317 0.27564 0.25930 

2(j()Q ... .... 0.01673 0.01543 0.01427 0.01322 0.01229 ~ 
13600 ........ 0 . .34098 0.32051 0.30140 28QO ........ 0.01836 0.01693 0.01565 0.01450 0.01348 -0.28354 0.26690 "' 3000 .... .... 0.0.?005 0.01848 001708 0.01582 0.01470 ....: 
13800 ........ 0.35006 0.32922 0.309i7 0.29157 0.27461 ,..: 

r. 
14000 ........ 0.35928 0.33806 

3200 ..... .. 0.0.?180 0.02009 0.01856 0.01719 0.01597 v. 
0.31826 0.29973 0.28245 34\XI ........ 0.02362 0.02176 0.02009 0.01861 0.01728 I 4200 ........ 0.36864 0.3~704 0.32689 0.30002 0.29041 

3600 .... .... o.oz.m 0.02349 0.02169 0.02008 0.01865 14400 ........ 0.37814 0.35615 0.33565 0.31644 0.29850 
14600 ........ 0.3877S 0.36541 

3800 0.02747 002529 0.02334 0.02161 0.02006 
0.34454 0.32499 0.30672 4000 ... 0.02950 0.02715 0.02506 0.02319 0.02152 

14800 ........ 0.39755 0.37400 0.35357 0.33367 0.31507 4200 ...... .. 0.03161 0.02908 002684 0.02483 0.02305 15000 .. ...... 0.40747 0.38433 0.36272 0.34248 0.32355 
44()(1 ....... . 0.03381 0.03110 0.02870 0.02654 0.02463 

1 5200 ........ 0.41754 0.39400 0.37201 0.35142 0.33216 4600 . ... . 0.03609 0.03319 0.0306.3 . 0.02832 0.02627 
15400 ........ 0.42776 0.40382 0.38145 0.36051 0.34091 

4800 ·· ····· 0.03845 0.03537 0.03263 0.03016 0.02796 
15600 ........ 0.43812 0.41378 0.39103 0.36973 0.34979 5000 .. ...... 0.04091 0.03762 0.03469 0.03206 0.02971 
15800 .. ...... 0.44864 0.42389 0.40075 0.37909 0.35881 5200 ...... 0.04346 0.03995 0.Q3684 0.03404 0.03154 0\ 
16000 ........ 0.459.30 $.43415 0.41062 0.38859 0.367% 5400 ...... .. O.Ool6ll 0.04239 0.03908 0.03611 0.03344 -...... 



z = E_ Sin 2.a X Sin 2a 0. 

TABLE A-( Continued) A = 7. =- TABLE A-(Continned) A '-" -c c c c ~ 

Velocity 2500 2(.«1 2i00 2roO 2900 Velocity 2500 2600 2700 2800 2900 
z A A ,, A 

' . A z A A A A A 
.'ioOO . ...... 0.04887 0.04492 <1.04141 0.03826 0.03542 11OM ....... 0.11\555 0.15458 0.14441\ 0.13497 0. 12610 
5800 ........ 0.05174 0.04756 0.04383 0.04049 0.03748 II :<oo ........ 0.17155 0.16031 0.149&5 0.14009 o. !3098 
6000 .... .... 0.05~71 0.05029 0.04634 0.04280 0.03961 11400 .... .... 0.17756 0.16604 0,15533 0.14532 0.13596 
6200. " .... 0.05779 0.05312 0.04895 0.0452.;) 0.0411\3 11600 .... .. 0.18368 0.17189 0.16092 0.15060 0 14106 
6400 . .... .. 0.0609R 0.05506 0.05167 0.04770 0.04414 11800.. . ... 0. !11993 0. 17786 0.16663 0.15611 0.14626 
6600" ... ... 0.06429 0.05912 0.05449 O.OSOJO 0.04655 12\)0tL ..... 0.19628 0.18394 0.17244 0.16167 0.15157 
0800 ........ 0.06771 0.06228 0.05742 0.05.101 0.04905 12.?00 .. " .. " 0.20275 0.190! 4 O.li836 0.16733 0.15699 ::r: 
7000 ....... 0.07124 0.06556 11.06045 0.05582 0.05!64 12400 ...... .. O.;M/31 0.19645 0.18441 0.17312 0.16252 >: 
7200 ........ 0.07489 0.06894 0.06359 0.05873 0 .. 05433 

..., 
12600 ...... .. 0.21604 020288 0.19056 0.17901 0.16817 

r. 
::t 

7·100 ........ 00iR66 0.07244 0.01\t'\/14 0.06176 005713 
iZIWO ...... 0.22286 0.209,12 0.19683 0.18502 

~ 

7000 ...... 0.08253 0.0/606 0.07021 0.06489 0.06004 0.17394 ::1 -13000 " .... 0.2297!1 0.21607 0.20322 0.1911 5 0.17981 v: 
7800 .... ... 0.08652 0.079i9 OJ)7J68 0.06812 0.06305 

13200 .... .... 0.23684 0.22285 o.2mn 0.19739 0.18580 'L 
8000 ... ..... 0.09062 O.OS.1t\.'l 0.07727 0.07146 0.06616 -0. 
8100 ........ O.D!I484 0.0Si58 0.00097 0.07491 0.0(1939 I J4UO .. ..... 0.24402 0.22974 0.2){,15 0.20375 0.19190 ...., 

13600 .... . . 0.25131 0 '),36- - 0.22J08 0.21022 0.19&12 
\'=: 

8400 .. ... . 0.09917 0.09165 0.08478 0.07847 0.07272 ·- t=> c: 
13SOO ........ 

,... 
8600 ....... O.IO.lol 0.0958.1 O.Q8871 0.08214 0.07617 

0.25872 0.253&7 0.22993 0.21681 0.20445 I! 
:>:: 

8$00 . ..... O. IOH16 0.10012 0.09275 O.OR.'i93 0.07972 14000 .... ... 0.2(\626 0.25111 0.2J(,!I0 0.22351 0.21089 
9000 .. ... .. 0.11283 0.1045J O.OlJ690 0.08982 0.08339 I420U ....... 0.27392 0.25847 0.24399 0.23033 0.21745 

9.?00 ...... . 0.11761 0.10904 0.10116 0.093&2 0.08717 
14400 ..... :. 0.28170 0.26596 0.:?5120 0.23727 0.22413 

9400 ...... 0.12250 0.11367 0.10553 0.09796 0.09106 14600 . ...... 0.28961 0.27357 0.25853 0.24433 0.23092 
9600 .. ..... 0.12751 ().11841 0. 11001 0.10220 0.095()(i 14800 ...... 0.297!\5 0.28130 0.26598 0.25150 0.23783 

9800 ... .... 0.13262 0.12325 0.11460 0. 10(,56 0.0991 7 15000 ........ 0.30581 0.28916 0.27355 0 25880 0.24486 

10000 . ...... 0.13785 0.12821 0.11931 0.11104 0.10338 15200 ........ 0.3i410 0.29715 0.28125 026622 0 25201 
10200 ....... 0.1·1318 0.13328 0. 12412 0. 11560 0.10771 15400 ........ 0.32252 030527 0.28907 0.27376 0.25928 
10400 .. ...... 0.14863 0.13847 0.1291)5 0.12028 0.11.?14 15600 ... ..... 0.33108 0 31352 0.29iOJ 0.28143 0.26668 
10600 ........ 0.15419 0.1437!) 0.13408 0.12506 0.11668 15800 ..... 0339il 0.32191 0.30510 0.28922 0.27419 
10800 ...... 0.15986 0.14917 0.1392.1 0 12996 0.12133 16000 ........ 0.34859 0.3.1042 0.3133 I 0.29714 0.281~3 



Z = 2 T ABLE A- (Continued) A = Sin 2a X A= Sin 2a 
c Z=c TABLE A-(Contin ued) c 

I . ~--

Velocity 3000 3100 3200 3300 3400 Velocity 3000 3100 3200 3300 3400 
- z A A A A A z A A A A A 

200 .... .... 0.00072 0.0005!! 0.00063 0.00060 0.00056 5600 ....... 0.03287 O.D3058 0.02848 0.02661 0.024S9 
400 .... .... 0.00147 0.00138 0.00129 0.00122 0.00114 5800 ........ 0.03477 0.03234 003012 002812 0.02630 
600 .... .... O.I.J0224 0.():1210 0.00197 0.001!!~ 0.00174 61)00 ........ 0.03674 0.03416 0.03182 0.02969 . 0 02777 

800 . ...... 0.00304 0.00285 0.00266 0.00250 0.00236 6200 ........ 003874 0.03606 O.D3361 0.03133 0.02929 
. 

1COO ........ 0.00386 0.00361 0.00338 0.()0318 0.00299 6400 ... ..... 0.04084 0.03804 003546 0.03304 0.03088 
1200 ....... 0.00470 0.00440 0.00412 0.00387 0.00364 6600 .. ..... 0.04304 0.04010 0.03737 003480 003252 

1400 ...... .. 0.00557 0.00521 0.00488 0.00458 0.00431 6800 .. ..... 0.04535 0.04223 003934 0.03664 0.03423 

~ 1600 .. ...... 0.00647 0.00606 0.00567 0.00532 0 00500 7000 ........ 0.04776 0.04445 004136 0.03856 0.03601 
lOCI() .. ...... 0.00740 0.00693 0.00648 0.00608 0.00572 7200 ........ 0.05030 0.0.1675 0.04345 0.04054 0.03785 • 

~ 2000 . ...... 0.00836 0.00782 0.00732 0.00687 0.00645 7400 .. ..... 0.05293 0.04916 0.04565 1] 04261 003978 
~ 2200 ...... .. 0.00935 0.00785 0.00819 0.00768 0.00721 7600 ........ 005564 005166 0.04795 0.04475 0.04178 

2400 ...... .. 0.01037 0.00970 0.0090R 0.00851 O.OOROO 7ROO ........ 0.05844 005425 0.05036 0.04699 0.04386 t;O 
> 

2600 ........ 0.0114.) 0.01069 0.01000 0.00938 0.00881 8000 ........ 0.06134 0.05695 005288 004932 0.04602 t"' 
t"' 

2800 ........ 0.01253 0.01171 0.01095 0.01027 0.00964 8200 ........ 0.06436 0.05975 0.05551 0.05 174 0.04827 -rn 

3000 . ...... 0.01367 O.Ql277 0.01194 0.01119 0.01051 8400 ... ..... 0.06747 0.06265 0.05824 0.05425 0.05061 '"' -. 
(") 

3200 ······· 0.01485 0.01387 0.01296 0.01214 0.01140 8600 ..... ... 0.07068 0.06566 0.06106 0.05687 0.05305 "' 
3400 ........ 0.01o07 0.01501 0.01401 0.01313 0.01232 !!800 ........ 0.07401 0.06877 0.06398 0.05959 0.05558 
3600 ........ 0.01733 0.01618 0.01511 0.01414 0.01327 9000 ...... .. 0.07745 0.07199 0.06699 0.06240 0.05821 

3800 ...... _ 0.01864 0.01740 0.01624 0.01520 0.01426 9200 .... .... 0.08100 0.07532 0.07010 0.06532 006093 
4000 ........ 0.01999 0.01865 0.01741 0.01629 0.01527 9400 ... .... 0.08465 007875 0.07332 0.06834 0.06376 
4200 ........ 0.02139 0.01995 0.01862 0.01743 0.01633 9600 .... .... 008842 0.08230 0.07665 0.07147 0.06669 

4400 .... - .. 0.02285 0.02130 0.01989 0.01860 0.01743 9800 .... . .. 0.09230 008595 0.08009 0.07471 0.06973 
4600 ........ 0.02437 0.02270 0.02120 0.01981 0.01856 I 0000 .... ... 0.09628 0.08971 0.08364 0.07804 0.07286 
41>00 ........ 0.02594 0.02416 0.02255 0.02107 0.01974 1 0200 ........ 0.10037 009358 008729 0.08149 0.07611 

. 
5000 ........ 0.02758 0.02567 0.02395 0.02238 0.02096 10400 ... .... 0.10458 0.09756 0.09106 0.08505 0.07946 
5200 ........ 0.02927 0.02724 0.02539 0.02374 0.02222 1 0600 . ...... 0.10889 0.10165 0.09493 0.08870 0.08291 C\ 

5400 .... .... 0.03103 0.02888 0.02690 0.02515 0.02353 10800 .... .... 0.11331 0.10585 0.09890 0.0924\) 0.08647 -'" 



X Sin 2n Z - X Sin ?t\ 
0\ 

z -- TABLE A-(Continued) A ~..,_ -
c TABLE A-(Cont inued) ;\ - 0\ c c . . <:; 

Vd uc ity 3000 3100 3200 3300 3400 Veiocity 3500 3600 Velocity 3500 3600 
-z A A A A ... z A A z /\ t\ 

- . 

I \000 ........ 0.11784 0.11015 0.10299 0.09<iJ3 0.09014 200...... 0.00053 0.00050 5600...... 0.02333 0.02192 
11.200 .. """ 0.12248 0.11456 0.10718 0.10030 0.09391 400 ...... 0.00108 0.00102 51!00 ...... 0.02465 0.02314 
11400 ........ 0.12723 0.11908 0.1114!! 0.1().138 0.09779 600 ...... 0.00164 0.00155 6000 ...... 0 03602 0.02442 

11600 .. .... .. 0.132()<) 0.12371 0.11589 0.10858 0.1 OJ 77 800 ...... 0.00222 0.00210 6200 ...... 0.02744 0.02575 
11800 .... .... 0.13706 0.12845 0.12040 0.1128') 0.10?86 1000...... 0.00282 0.00266 6400 ...... 0.02891 0.02712 
12000 ........ 0.14213 0.13329 0.12502 0.11731 0.11006 1200 ...... 0.00343 0.00324 6600 .... _ 0.03044 0.02855 

12200 .... .... 0.14732 0.13824 0. I 2975 0.12183 0.11437 I 400...... 0.00406 0.00384 6800 .. .... 0.03203 0.0300.1 ::r: 
I 2400 ........ 0.1 S26l 0.14330 0.13H9 0.126-14 0.! 18i8 1600 ...... 0.00472 0.00445 7000...... 0.03369 0.03158 ~ 
I 2600 ........ 0.15803 0.141147 0. I 3954 0.131 15 0.12329 I 800...... 0.00539 0.00508 7200...... 0.0354 I 0.03318 :') 

:t 

12800 ........ 0. i 6354 0.15376 O.IH59 0.13598 0.12792 2000...... 0.00608 0.005?3 7400 ...... 0.03i20 0 03485 :'1 := 
13000 ........ 0.16917 0.15916 0.14976 0.14093 o. 1 J .?oS 2200 ...... 0.00679 0.00641 7600...... 0.03906 0.03658 -"' 
l.llOO ....... 0.17491 0.16467 0.15504 0.14598 0.13749 2400 ...... 0.00753 0.00710 71!00. . . 0.04100 0.03838 z 
13-IUO ........ 0.18076 0.17030 0.16043 0.151 15 0. 14244 2600 ...... 0.00829 0.00781 8000 ...... 0.04300 0.04026 9 
13600 ........ 0,18673 0.17603 0.16592 0.15643 0.14750 2800 ...... 0.00907 0.00855 8200 ...... 0.04510 0.04222 tr: 

eo: 
13800 ...... .. 0.19281 0.18187 0.1715.1 0.16182 0.15266 3000 .. .... 0.00988 0.00931 8400 ...... 0.04728 0.04424 8 
HOOO ........ 0.19900 0.18782 0.17i.?S 0.16731 0.15/93 

3200 ...... 0.01071 0.01009 8600 ...... 0.04955 0.04636 7-

14200 ........ 0.20531 0.19388 O.ISJOS 0.17292 0.16332 3400 ...... 0.01158 0.01090 8800 ...... 0.05191 0.048~6 

14400 ........ 0.21 I 74 0.20006 0.11!9U3 0.17865 0.16882 
3600 ...... 0.01247 0.01174 9000 ...... 0.05436 0.05084 

14600 ........ 0.21!!21:! 0.20635 0.19508 0.18448 0. I 7443 
3800 ...... 0.01340 0.01261 9200 ...... 0.05691 0.05322 

14800 ........ 0.22494 0.21276 0.20125 0.19043 0.18014 
4000 ...... 0.01435 0.01351 9400...... 0.05956 0.05570 

15000 ........ 0.231i2 0.21928 0.20754 0.19650 0.18597 
4200 ...... 0.01534 0.01444 9600...... 0.06230 0.05827 

15200 ........ 0.23862 0.22592 0.21394 0.20268 0.19192 
4400...... 0.01637 0.01~30 9800 .. .... 0.06514 0.06093 
4600 ...... 0.01742 0.01639 I 0000...... 0.06809 0.06370 

15400 .. ...... 0.24563 0.23268 0.22046 0.20897 0.19797 4800...... 0.01852 0.01742 10200 ...... 0.07114 0.06657 
15600 .... .... 0.25277 0.2.1956 O.ZZ7 10 0.21536 0 .. 204H 

5000 ...... 0.01966 0.01848 16400 ...... 0.07430 0.06954 
15800 ........ 0.26002 0.24657 0.23385 0.22187 0.21043 5200 ...... 0.02084 0.01938 I 0600.. .... 1:1.077 56 0.07261 
16()()() •.•••.•• 0.26739 0.23369 0.24072 0.22850 0.21683 5400...... 0.02207 0.02073 I 0800...... O.OR092 0.07578 



X A _ Sin 2a TABL ES. 
z-- TA.BLE A- (Concluded) c - c 

Natural Sines. 
Velocity 3500 3600 I Vdocity 3500 J(j()() 

z A A 
I z A A • o· I" 2" 3" ... 

-- ·-
11000 ... ,_ 0.08439 0.07905 14000 ...... 0.14911 0.14079 0 ••••• ~•u••••••• ,()()()()() .01745 .03490 .05234 .06976 
11200 ...... 0.08796 0.08244 14200...... 0.15428 0.14579 

I 29 774 519 263 ,07005 
11400 ...... 0.09164 0.08593 14400 ..... 0.15957 0.15083 

• 0 ............ 

803 548 292 034 
11600 ...... 0.09543 0.08952 I 14600 ...... 0.1649G 0.15602 

2 .............. 58 
832 577 321 063 11800...... o.o9932 0.09322 14800 ...... 0.17046 0.16131 3 .............. 87 

12000 ...... 0.10331 0.09701 15000 ...... 0.17607 0.16670 4 .............. 116 862 606 350 092 

12200 ...... 0.10741 0.10091 15200 ...... O.IRIRO 0.17221 5 ............ .. .00145 .01891 .03635 .05378 .07121 a 12400 ...... 0.1 1162 0.10492 15400 ...... 0.18763 0.17784 6 .............. 175 920 664 408 ISO 
12600 ...... 0.1 I 593 0.10903 15600 ...... 0.19358 0.18357 7 .............. 204 949 693 437 179 :.I . -12800 ...... 0.12035 0.1132.5 15800 .. .... 0.19964 0.18942 8 .............. 233 .01978 723 466 208 i 
13000 ...... 0.12488 0.11758 16000 ...... 0.20581 0.19537 

9 ....... -~- ····· 262 .02007 752 495 237 tl;j 
13200 .. _ .. 0.12951 0.12201 > 
13400 ...... 0.13425 0.12655 10 .............. .00291 .02036 .03781 .05524 .07266 ~ -13600 ...... 0.13910 0.13119 "' ::::! 138()(L.. .. 0.14405 0.13594 11 ... ·-· ........ 320 065 810 553 295 () 

"' 12 .............. 349 094 839 582 324 
13 ............ -- 378 123 868 611 353 
14 .............. 407 152 897 640 382 
15 •• 0 • • ••••• • • - · .00436 .02181 .03926 .05669 .07411 
16 .. ............ 465 211 955 698 440 
17 .......... .... 495 240 .03984 727 469 
18 ............... 524 269 .04013 756 498 
19 .............. 553 298 042 785 527 

20 .............. .00582 .02327 .04071 .05814 .07556 0. -.._, 



TABLE S-(Continued) TABLE S-(Concludcd) 
0\ -00 

Natural Sines. N:atu ral Sines. 

• o· I• z· 3. 4. • o· I" .,. J• 4. -
21 ·~· ........... 611 356 100 844 585 4! ................ 193 938 082 4l4 165 
22 .. . . . . . . . . . .. . 640 385 129 873 6\4 42 .. ·-· ......... 222 !16 i 711 453 194 
23 ........ ... ... 6fl) 414 159 902 643 4J .............. 251 996 740 482 2Z3 
24 .. .... ... ... .. 698 443 188 931 672 44 .. . 0 • • ••• ••• • • 280 .0.,'1025 769 511 252 
2., .. .. .. ... .. ... .00727 .02472 .04217 .05960 .07701 4$ .............. .01309 .03034 .04798 .06540 .08281 
26 756 501 246 989 730 46 338 083 827 5(fJ 310 ::t .. . ... .. .. .. .. .............. :> 
27 785 530 275 .06018 75'} 4i 367 112 . 856 598 33\1 

..; . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .............. () 

28 560 304 047 788 48 3% 141 885 627 368 = . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 814 ... .... . .. . ~ 
29 844 589 333 076 817 49 425 170 914 656 397 ~ 

••• '0 ••••.•••• .... . .. . ..... 0 "' 
30 . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .00873 .O".l618 .04362 .06105 .07846 :o . -... -........ .01454 .03199 .04?43 .06685 .08426 z 

~ 
!': 

31 902 647 391 134 875 :I 483 228 972 714 455 tD ............ ... . -.. . .. . 
8 32 931 676 420 163 904 C) 513 257 .05001 743 484 . .. . . . . . . . . . .. •• . ............. ~ 

33 .......... .... 960 705 449 192 9JJ <" 542 286 030 773 513 . .) . ............. 
34 .............. 9&9 734 4i8 221 962 ~~ ...... ........ 571 316 059 802 542 
.l5 .............. .01018 .02763 .0450i .06250 .07991 55 ...... ........ .01600 .03345 .05088 .06831 .08571 
36 ... ........... 047 792 536 279 .08020 56 .. .... ........ 629 374 117 860 600 
37 ............... 076 &21 565 308 049 5i ........ ...... 658 403 146 889 629 
38 ... ... . .. . . . . . 105 850 594 337 078 58 .............. 687 432 175 918 6511 
39 .............. 134 879 623' 366 107 59 . .............. 716 461 205 947 687 

40 .............. .01164 .02908 .04653 .06395 .08136 60 ...... ........ .01745 .03490 .05234 .06976 .08716 



ExTERIOR BALT.ISTICS 

BULLET DROP 
It is of interest to know how much a bullet will drop below the 

line of departure at various ranges. 
An object falls a distance of Yt gt~ where g is the acceleration .of 

gravity and t is the time of fall. Calling gravity p.16 this gives the 
distance of fall in feet as 16.o8t2 or in inches as 193 t2

• 

In a vacuum trajectory we could simply use the time of flight 
for any range as t to calculate the drop for that range. However, in 
actual practice, the effect of the air resistance on the bu1let is to 
cmse it to drop Jess than the amount given by the vacuum trajectory 
calculation. The British Textbook of Small Arms HJ29• p. 309, says 
that it is very much as if the value of g were to fall off from 3 2 

at the muzzle to 28 at 500 yards and 24 at • ooo yards. 
On page 310 of that book, a fonnula by Mr. F. '\V. Jones gives 

a method of obtaining ah adjusted value of g which he calls f. Accord-
. l . f f 1-b (V-v) mg to us onnula, =g I , and he suggest that taking 

1 v 
b as 3/7 gives suitable values of f for small arms down to v= V 13· 

McShane, Kelly & Reno, in their book Extet·im· B.tllistics (Uni
versity of Denver Press, 1953) give a formula for bullet drop which 
makes it possible to construct a table for obtaining the bullet drop for , 
any range when the initial velocity, the terminal velocity and the 
time of flight are known. Such a table is given here. 

The procedure is first to find the ratio of the remaining velocity 
at the rnnge in question to the muzzle velocity. Simply divide the 
remaining velocity by the muzzle velocity to get this quantity, which 
is shown in the left hand column of the table under the heading V jV0 • 

Then find the time of flight for the range under consideration, using 
the appropriate ballistic table. In the table, under the colunlll for 
the appropriate time of ftig·ht, and opposite the proper value of 
V j\10 find the drop in inches. 

As an example, let us find the drop for the 222 Remington bullet 
at 500 yards. Referring to the maker's ballistics for this cartridge, 
given on p. 505, it will be seen that the muzzle velocity is poo f.s. and 
the remaining velocity at 500 yards is 1 150 f.s., from which V /V0 

is . 36. From the ballistic tables we find the time of .flight for this 
bullet to 500 yards is .812 sec. 

Opposite . 36 in the left hand column of the drop table we sec 
that for a time of flight of .So sec. the dmp is 90 inches and for a 
time of flight of .1!9 sec. it is 1 12 inches. Interpolating, we :find 
the drop for a time of flight of .812 sec. would be 93 inches, which 
agrees with the figure given by Remington in their published ballistics. 

Instead of interpolating, as was just done, we can, if desired, simply 
square the time of flight and multiply by the figure in the column 
headed f, which is opposite the proper value of V j V 0 • 

The square of .812 is .659, and this multiplied by 142 gives 93 ·5· 
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DlWP, IN INCHES 

V ! V. f 
Time of Flighr, Seconds 

0.14 0.10 o.z8 0·34 0-40 o-w . 0.57 o-69 o.llo o.89 I . I 3 I .:O 

1.00 19) J-78 7-71 1 s .r !1-4 J0-9 46·) 61.7 91.() 11) '53 l.J-7 !78 

o.98 191 ).16 7·68 15.0 .. ~ 3 --· 30-7 ~6.1 614 91-+ 113 I ' 1 ) q6 :•6 
' 0.96 191 3·74 7·64 l j..CJ !1.! •o.6 ) 4l.8 6z.o 90·0 111 I) I 144 1"" J ) 

0.94 190 3-71 7·6o ' 4-9 :1.0 )04 45.8 6!.0 90·9 IU I 51 144 174 :t 
0.9! 187 3·67 7-48 14·7 ' I , 19-9 ~·9 6o.8 89.o 110 q8 2 39 :69 > - ., ... 
0.90 r86 3A4 7-44 14.6 11.6 19.8 .... 6 6o.s ss.s ''9 '47 138 168 <i :c 

r: 
o.88 185 J.6J 7-40 14·5 : r.s 19.6 4H 6o.l 88.1 11 8 146 237 :66 :>1 -o.86 184 ).61 7·36 {9.8 87.6 118 146 2J6 :6; "' 144 U .) 194 ..... : z o.8.J r8z H7 p8 14-3 11.1 19.1 43 ·7 59·1 86.6 116 144 1)3 161 

0 n.lh 18 1 H5 7·1~ 14.1 : 1.(1 19.0 4H 58.8 86.: 116 ·~3 l)l :61 
""' o.So t 8o H3 7.10 14.1 10.9 :8.8 43·! slt5 Bs·7 115 l.p ZJO 159 ~ 
1:111 

~ O.i8 178 H9 7. 11 l<f.O 10.6 z8.s 'P·7 Si·IJ 8H 114 141 228 256 
0.]6 176 3-45 7-04 1).8 104 z8.z 41.1 s·. 8).8 11 3 139 225 25J I •• 

0.] .. 175 l-43 7.0() I 3·7 20.) z8.o 4%.0 56.8 83·3 Ill 139 224 151 
0.]1 174 J-41 6.¢ 1).6 !0.1 1].8 .... s 56.6 8:.8 Ill q8 223 251 

(1.70 171 H7 6.88 •3·5 10.0 17·5 41.0 55·9 Rr.8 110 1)6 zzo 148 

0.68 1]0 H3 6.8o I 3· J 19·7 17.1 .f0.8 H·3 8o.l) 109 135 118 145 
o.66 r6c) 'J-31 6.]6 I J.l 19.6 17.0 4(1.6 54·9 8o4 •o8 134 116 14) 
o.64 16'7 3·17 6.68 I 3 .I 194 ·6~ .fO. I 54·3 79·4 107 IJl 114 140 . ., 
o.6z t66 J.ZS 6.64 q.o 19·3 :6.6 39·8 54·0 79.0 100 1)1 1 1 2 1)9 
o.6o •6t ) .11 6.56 u .S 19.0 •6. 394 5H ]8.0 105 1)0 110 1)6 • •• 



o.;8 161 p8 6.,.S 11.7 18.8 2).<) 
0.)6 161 3·16 644 11.6 18.7 25.8 

0 .5+ 100 3-'4 640 n.s 18.6 :;.6 
o.p ' 57 J.o8 6.18 I Z. J 18.1 15.1 
o.;o 156 j.o6 6.24 11. 1 18.1 15.0 
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0-!6 '51 z.98 6.o8 '"9 . I j .6 1.4-J 
044 •so •·94 6.oo 11.8 17-4 Z+O 
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0.40 145 z.84 s.Bo 11.4 t6.8 1J.1 

O.J8 144 z.8z n6 ll .J 16., lJ.O 

O.J6 141 q8 5 .61l 11.1 16.5 21.7 
0.34 '39 2.71 5 ·56 10.9 16.1 H.Z 

o.p 1 37 z.6Q Hfl 10., I 5 ·9 11.8 

38·9 51·7 - ~ I / I" 104 
]8.6 5%·3 j6.6 103 
38-t p.o ;ti.J 101 

37·7 p.o 74·7 101 

JH 50·7 74·3 100 

37·0 )0.1 7J.3 98 
J6.s 494 71-4 97 
)6.0 <fll4 71-4 <)6 
35 ·5 ,.s .• 70·4 95 
34·8 4i ·1 6Q.o 93 

J4.0 46.8 68.; 91 
34·' 46.1 67.6 ' 90 
33-4 45 ·1 66.1 89 
p .6 44·' 64·7 s, 
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/11structious for use of 

TIME Al\0 SPACE FUNCTIO~S FROM BRITISH 1909 
BALLISTIC TABLES 

The British Ballistic Tables of 1909 are almost identical with Ingalls' 
tables, bur they go up to velocities of 42 oo f.s. whereas Ingalls' tables 
stop at 36oo; therefore these are convenient for usc with any cartridges 
that may give velocities ahovc Lhe highest included in Ingalls. 

Functions up to and including 4ooo f.s. are taken directly from the 
official British tables; values from 4ooo f.s. to 4200 f.s. have been 
computed by the author. 

Formulae for use with these tables arc similar to those for use with 
Ingalls with the exception that, unlike the Ingalls tables, these start at 
1 oo f.s. ~md go up instead of starting at 36oo f.s. and going down; 
therefore in these tables we find that functions of v arc smaller than 
those of V, and instead of subtracting functions of V from those of 
v as in Ingalls' tables, we subt ract fw1ctions of v from those of V. 
Thus the formulae already given for usc with Ingalls Tables arc 
changed as follows: 

Formula I become C = 

Fomllll:t 2 is unchanged. 

Formula 3 becomes S( v) 

S(V' ' ) 

X 

S(v) 

X 
= S(V)- -c 

.Formula 4 becomes S(v) for 200 yd=S(V)-twice I S(V)- S(v) J 

Fonnuh1 5 be::l:OIIH!S T - C J T (V)-T( v) I 
Formulae 6, 7, and 8 remain unchanged. 

Time and Space innctions exn·acred from 
BRIT ISll 1909 BALLISTIC TABU~S 

Velocity Space Difference Ti111c Funcrion Difference 
• Function S Fort f.s. T for 1 f.s. t .s. 

100 3,571 .. ; 80.17 0.186 .7321 
120 5.175.0 72.51 14.828 .5594 
140 6.625.0 66.52 26.017 .4445 
160 7,955.4 61.70 .14.908 .3635 
180 9,189.4 57.71 42.179 .3042 
200 10,343.1\ 54.:34 48.263 .2591 
220 I I ,430.4 .51.45 53.445 .2239 
240 I 2,459.4 48.9·1 57.932, .1959 
2110 13,438.2, ·16.72 IH.842 .1730 
280 14,372.7 44.76 65.305 . ).';44 
300 15,268.0 43.0.1 1\8.394 .1388 
:320 16,128.2 41.42 71.17 1 .12;)(; 
3·10 16,9~11.7 :jlj,9!1 7:3.683 .114.1 
360 17,7!;6.4 :)ts.f\7 7.5.\169 .1010 
380 18.529.9 ;)7 .47 78.060 .0961 
400 19,279.3 :>6.:)6 79.982 .0887 
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Velocity SJY.Ice D ifference Time Function Difference 
f.~. functionS For 1 f_s. T for 1 f.s. 

420 20,006.6 3.'S.34 81.757 .0822 
440 20,113.4 34.:}9 83.401 .0764 
460 21,401.2 33 .. 50 84.930 .0713 
480 22,07U 32.67 66.356 .0066 
500 22,724.7 31.90 117.6811 .0626 
520 23.362.7 31.17 AA.941 .0588 
540 23,086.1 30.48 90.117 .0554 
560 24,595.8 29.84 91.226 .0520 
580 25.192.0 20.il.3 92.27.1 .049:i 
600 25.777 .~ 28.65 93.2.04 .0470 
620 26.350.2 28.10 0~.204 .0446 
640 26,!!12.2 27.58 11!1.096 .0424 
660 27,463.8 27 .0!1 9.5.!'144 .0404 
680 28,0011.4 26.60 96.75:3 .031l5 
700 28,$17.~ 26.15 97.524 .0370 
720 29.060.6 25.72 911.261 .0351 
740 20,575.1 25.:\1 98.966 .0337 
760 30,081.:! 24.91 99.641 .0:!24 
780 30.579.5 24.53 100.288 .0310 
800 31,070.2 24.16 100.009 .0208 
820 31.553.5 23.81 101.506 .0287 
840 32.029.8 23.09 102.080 .0271 
860 32,491 .7 22.05 102.623 .02..<;3 
880 32,932.6 2 1.06 103.130 .0237 
900 33,:153.9 20.15 103.604 .fl22 1 
920 33.756.9 19.29 104.047 .0207 
940 34.1•12.7 18.48 104.461 .0195 
960 34,512.4 17.73 104.851 .0 182 
980 34,867.1 17.02 105.216 .0172 

1000 35,207.8 1 Ei.:J6 105.:560 .0162 
1020 35,534.8 15.72 105.884 .01.5:1 
1040 311.849.3 1<1 .64 108.100 .0139 
1000 38,142.2 13.22 106.469 .0123 
1080 36,406.6 11.9.') 106.716 JHOll 
non :\ll,ll411.6 10.82 106.935 .0097 
1120 30,802..0 9.81 -~ 107.130 .0087 
1140 37,058.3 8.92.0 107 .30<( .0077 
1160 37,238.7 8.12:; 107.459 .006lJ 
11110 37.399.2 7.455 )07 . .598 .0062 
1200 37,1548.3 7.160 I 07 .72-3 .0059 
1.220 37,691.5 0.930 )67.842 .00.5(j 
1240 37,830.1 fi.705 107 .IJS4 .0054 
1260 37,964.2 6.500 108.062 .0051 
1260 38.094.2 11.300 108.184 .0049 
1300 :111,220.2 6.100 108.262 .0046 
1320 38,342.2 5.935 108.:\.';.'; .0044 
1340 38,-t60.9 5.7~ 108.444 .0042 
1360 38,57.5.$1 /l.58!.i 108 .. ~29 .0041 
1380 38.687.0 5.425 108.6Jl .0039 
1400 38,796.1 .~.270 108.689 .0037 
H20 :18,901.5 .5.130 108.764 .oo:Js 
1440 39,004.1 4.91l5 LO!l.!l:l.; .0034 
1400 39.103.8 4.800 108.004 .0033 
1480 39,20l.tl 4.1lJ5 108.971 .0032 
1500 :19,298.3 4 .71)0 109.036 .oo:H 
1520 39.394.1 1.735 109.0!l!l .0031 
1540 39,488.8 4.118.'> 109.161 .0030 
1560 .lll,!i112 .. ~ ·Ul40 109.22 1 .0029 
1580 39,675.3 4.595 JOfU80 .0029 
1800 39,767.2 4.545 109.338 .0028 
1620 39,858.1 4.505 109.395 .0027 
1840 39,948.2 4.460 109.450 .0027 
1660 40,037.4 4.415 10!1.:504 .0026 
1680 40,125.7 4.3i5 109.557 .0026 
1700 40,213 .. 2 4 .330 109.609 .0025 
1720 40.299.8 4.295 109.660 .0025 
1740 40,385.7 4.255 109.709 .OOM 
1760 40,470.8 4.215 109.758 .oou 
1780 40,555.1 4.175 109.8(15 .0023 
1800 40,638.6 4.140 109.1152 .0023 
1820 40,721.4 4.105 109.898 .0022 
1840 40,803.5 4.070 109.942 .0022 
1800 40,884.9 4.035 109.987 .0021 
1880 10.96.5.6 3.995 110.030 .0021 
1900 41,04.;.s 3.970 110.072 .0021 
1920 4 1.1:24.9 3.930 110.113 .0020 
1940 41,203.5 3.905 I 10,1.'5•1 .0020 
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Velociry Space Difference Time Function Di1fereoce 
f.s. FunctionS For • f.s. T fort f.s. 

1900 41.281.6 :1.870 110.191 .0020 
1980 41,359.0 3.835 1 10.2..1-1 .0019 
2000 41,435.7 3.81~ 110.272 .0019 
2020 41,512.0 3.795 110.310 .0019 
2040 41,587.9 3.775 1 10 .347 .0018 
2060 41,663.4 3.755 110.384 .0018 
2080 41,738.5 3.740 110.421 .0018 
2100 41.813.3 3.720 110.4!;6 .0017 
2120 11,887.7 3.705 110.492 .0017 
2140 41,961.8 3 .690 110.520 .0017 
lU60 42,035.6 .1.670 110.561 .0017 
2180 42,109.0 3.650 IIO.M5 .0016 
2200 42,182.0 3.640 I 10.62.8 .0016 
2220 42,2$4.8 3.620 110.861 .0016 
2240 42,327.2 3.600 110.611:.1 .0018 
2260 42,399 .2 3.590 110.725 .oou; 
2280 42,471.0 3.575 110.757 .001$ 
2300 41>.,5-42.5 3.5511 110.788 .0015 
2320 42,613.6 3.540 110./119 .0015 
234.0 42,684.4 3.530 110.1!49 .001.~ 

. 2380 42,755.0 3.510 110.879 .0015 
23!10 42,825.2 3 .495 l l0 .909 .0014 
2400 42,895.1 3.485 J 10.938 .0014 
2420 42,964.8 :.1.465 1 10.967 .0014 
2440 43,03-4.1 3.455 110.1)98 .0014 
2460 43,103 .2 3.~0 111.024 .0014 
2480 43,172.0 3.425 111.052 .0014 
2500 43,240.5 :1.415 111.079 .0014 
2S20 •13,308.8 3.400 11 1.106 .0013 
2S40 43.376 .8 3.385 )) 1.133 .0013 
1!.560 43,444.5 3.370 11 1.160 .0013 
2.580 43,5U.9 3.360 J11.186 .0013 
2600 43,579.1 3.345 11 1.212 .0013 
2620 43,646.0 :1.325 111.238 .0012 
2640 43,712.5 3.310 111.263 .0012 
2f\AO 43,778.7 3.295 111.2RA .0012 
2080 43,844.6 3 .275 111.313 .0012 
2700 43,910.1 :1.265 111.337 .0012 
2720 43,975.4 3.245 111.361 .0012 
2740 44,040.3 3.!25 111.385 .0011 
2760 44,104.8 3.215 1 11.~08 .0011 
2780 44,169.1 3.200 111.432 .oou 
2800 44,233.1 3.180 111.454 .0011 
2820 44.296.7 3.170 111.-l77 .oou 
2840 44,360.1 J.l.'iO 111.500 .0011 
28110 44,.(23.} 3.140 II 1.1'122 .0011 
2880 44,485.9 3.125 IU.544 .00)0 
2900 4t,548.4 3.105 111 . .>65 .0010 
2920 44,610.5 3.095 111.586 .00111 
2940 44,672.4 3.080 111.008 .0010 
2960 44,734.0 :1.070 1ll.629 .0010 
2980 -14,795.4 3.0.'10 111.649 .0010 
3000 44,858.4 3.0•10 111.670 .0010 
3020 44.917.2 :1.025 lll .C.90 .OO HI 
3040 44,977.7 :1.015 111.710 .0010 
30110 45,038.0 2.995 111.730 .0095 
3080 45,097.9 .., 900 111.749 .0095 -· 3100 -45,157.7 :2.975 I I 1.768 .0095 
3120 45,217 .2 2.960 111 .787 .0005 
3140 45,276.4 2.950 ~ 111.806 .OUY5 
3160 45,33:1.4 2.935 111.825 .0095 
3180 -45,394.1 2.925 111.841 .0090 
3200 45,452.6 2.910 111.862 .0000 
3220 45,510.8 2 .900 111.880 .0090 
3!UO .f5,568.8 2.885 111.898 .0090 
3280 45,625.5 2.875 lll.lH6 .0000 
~80 45,684.0 1!.865 111.933 .0085 
3300 4S.7•H .3 2.850 111.9:11 .008!5 
3320 45,798.3 2.840 111.968 .0085 
3340 45,855.1 2.830 11 1.985 .0085 
3360 4S.9ll .7 2.810 112.002 .0085 
3380 45,968.1 2.905 112.019 .0085 :woo 46,0:24.2 2 .795 112.035 .0080 
3f20 46,080.1 2.785 112.052 .00110 
3440 46,135.8 2.775 112.068 .0080 
3460 46,191.3 2 .765 I 12.08·1 .0080 
3480 46,246.6 2.750 1.1!1.. I 00 .0080 
3500 46,301.6 2.745 ll2.ll0 .00/10 
3520 46,356.5 2.730 112.132 .0075 
3540 -46,411.1 2.720 ll2 .l47 .0075 
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Velocity Space Difference Time FWtcticn Difference 
f.s. FunctionS For I f.s. T for I fs. 

3:560 46,-465.5 2.710 112.162 .0075 
3580 46,519.7 2.705 ll2.177 .0075 
3600 46,57.1.11 2..690 112.192 .0075 
:lA20 46.627.(; 2 .680 ll2.207 .007.5 
3640 46.681.!?. 2.670 112.2.22 .0075 
3660 46,734.1\ 2.660 112.237 .0070 
3680 46,787.8 ., 65~ 112.251 .0070 -· . .\) 
3700 46,840.!) 2.640 112.266 .0070 
3720 46,11\J:J. i 2.63.5 112.280 .0070 
374.0 40.946.4 2.620 ll2.294 .0070 
3760 46,998.8 2.815 112.308 .0070 
3780 47,051.1 2.60.<; 112.322 .0070 
3800 47,103.2 2.595 112.336 . • 0070 
3820 47,1:15.1 2.585 112.349 .0070 
3840 •17,206.8 2.580 112.363 .0065 
31160 47 ,2.51'1.4 2.570 112.376 .0085 
3880 47,309.8 2.550 112.389 .0065 
3900 47,360.9 2 .. 550 ll.2.402 .0065 
3920 47,412.0 2.540 112.416 .0085 
3940 47,462.11 2.535 11.\!.428 .0065 
3900 47,513.5 2.525 112.4(! .0065 
3980 47,564.0 2.515 112.454 .0085 
4000 47,614.3 2.505 112.467 .0085 
4020 47,004.-1 2.405 ll2.480 .0085 .a-co •17,711.3 2.48<; ll.2.493 .0060 
4060 47,764 .0 2.415 112.506 .0060 
4080 47,813.5 2.465 112.519 .0060 
4100 47,862.8 2.455 I 12.531 .0060 
41!10 47,1111 .9 2.445 112.1543 .0060 
4140 47,960.8 2.43(; J '12.555 .0060 
4160 48,009.5 2.425 llll.567 . .0060 
4180 48,051:1.0 2.415 112.579 .0000 
4200 48,106.3 112.591 
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